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SUMMARY: Introduction – 1. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the 
domestic legal system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the domestic 
level – 2. Relevant provisions on ADR-Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal Matters 
and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of disputes – 3.  The accused and 
the damaged party in the ADR procedure – 4. Observations on the functioning of the ne bis in 
idem principle – 5. Evaluations of the concrete impact of the ADR procedures – 6. Further 
observations and comments – 7.  Annex: text of the relevant laws/acts/provisions  
 

 

Introduction 

The following report focuses on Austria’s legislation concerning PIF crimes and 

alternative dispute resolution in criminal matters. 

The first chapter deals with the relevant measures stemming from the PIF Directive as 

well as with the national criminal provisions concerning these kind of crimes. 

Next, an overview over alternative dispute resolution mechanisms of Austrian criminal 

law is given. The prerequisites and options are listed and clarified. 

After that, the diversion proceedings will be explained in detail. There is information 

on the roles of the accused and the damaged party/the victim within these proceedings. 

Moreover, insight on the ne bis in idem principle is given.  

To conclude the observations, the concrete impact of the alternative procedure is 

evaluated. 
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1. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal 
system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the domestic 
level 

a) PIF Directive 

According to Art. 22 of the Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of the European Parliament 

and of the Council of 12 October 2017 implementing enhanced cooperation on the 

establishment of the EPPO (Regulation 2017/1939) that established the EPPO, the EPPO has 

competence over criminal offences affecting the financial interests of the Union that are 

provided for in Directive (EU) 2017/1371 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 

July 2017 on the fight against fraud to the Union’s financial interests by means of criminal 

law (Directive 2017/1371). Moreover, it is competent in respect of other crimes that are 

inextricably linked to such a conduct or in the case of the participation in a criminal 

organisation if the focus of that organisation is to commit any of the above-mentioned 

offences. 

b) National legislation concerning the PIF Directive 

Directive 2017/1371 has been implemented into Austrian law by the creation of new 

articles and the amendment of existing regulations, whereby the major part had already been 

fulfilled by the previous legislation. Concerning the new articles entailed in the national acts, 

Austria specifically created new offences that are – for the most part – modelled verbatim. 

That way all provisions provided for by the directive are followed easily. It has to be noted 

that according to recital 16 of the PIF Directive, the Member States are free to adopt more 

stringent rules for criminal offences affecting the Union’s financial interest. Austria has done 

so in some parts.  

Also, according to Austrian Criminal Law (art. 7 (1) Criminal Code (CC)) criminal 

liability is limited to intentional conduct, unless specified otherwise. Moreover, art. 12 CC 

stipulates the punishment for inciting, aiding and abetting. According to art. 15 CC attempts 

are punishable as criminal offences. Therefore, art. 5 Directive 2017/1371 is fulfilled. 
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Corporations cannot act culpable like natural persons can. Therefore, they are not 

criminally liable under the Criminal Code. However, legal persons are liable under the 

Corporate Criminal Liability Act (CCLA). This act provides for special provisions under 

which legal person can be held liable. 

Art. 3 CCLA lists certain conditions for an offence to be attributable under that act: 

 First, a legal person/corporation is needed. 

 Second, the offence was committed by… 

- a decision-maker (e.g. the managing director) if this decision-maker 

committed the offence unlawfully and culpably. 

- an employee if the employee committed the offence unlawfully; if it 

concerns an intentional act, only if the employee acted intentionally; if it concerns a 

negligent act, only if the employee acted negligently; and if the commission of the 

offence was made possible or substantially facilitated by the fact that decision-

makers disregarded the due and reasonable care required under the circumstances, 

in particular by failing to take essential technical, organizational or personnel 

measures to prevent such acts. 

 Third, the act has been committed for the benefit of the legal 

person/corporation or the act violates obligations of the legal person/corporation. 

Art. 4 CCLA then provides for the possible sanction, namely a fine of up to € 

1.800.000 in the most serious cases.  

This act also fulfils the demands of arts. 6 and 9 of the Directive 2017/1371.  

c) PIF Crimes 

The relevant PIF crimes/offences can be found in arts. 3 and 4 Directive 2017/1371. 

Art. 3 Directive 2017/1371 concerns fraud affecting the Union’s financial interests. 

This provision has been predominantly implemented by the newly created art. 168f Criminal 

Code (CC) and partly implemented by the Financial Crimes Act (FCA). 
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Art. 3 (2) (a) Directive 2017/1371 resembles art. 168f (1) (1) and (2) CC. This 

provision provides for the punishment of acts and omissions concerning non-procurement-

related expenditure (the use or presentation of false, incorrect or incomplete statements or 

documents, which has as its effect the misappropriation or wrongful retention of funds or 

assets from the Union budget or budgets managed by the Union or on its behalf; non-

disclosure of information in violation of a specific obligation with the same effect; the 

misapplication of such funds or assets for purposes other than those for which they were 

originally granted). It pronounces a possible imprisonment of up to six months or a fine not 

exceeding 360 daily units. 

Art. 3 (2) (b) Directive 2017/1371 can be found within 168f (2) CC. It punishes acts 

and omissions concerning procurement-related expenditure (see para. 1) when committed in 

order to make an unlawful gain for the perpetrator or another and pronounces the same 

possible sentence as art. 168f (1) CC stipulates. 

Art. 168f (3) CC provides for a qualification for cases involving a damage that 

exceeds € 5.000 as well as deeds committed within the context of a criminal association. Both 

qualifications may be punished with imprisonment of up to three years. Art. 168f (4) CC 

stipulates that a damage exceeding € 100.000 may lead to imprisonment for six months to five 

years and that a damage exceeding € 300.000 may lead to imprisonment for one year to ten 

years. Art. 168f (5) CC defines procurement-related expenditure. 

Art. 3 (2) (d) Directive 2017/1371 can be found in art. 40 FCA. The art. provides for 

the punishment of acts/omissions committed in cross-border fraudulent schemes in respect of 

revenue arising from VAT own resources. This offence is punishable with imprisonment from 

one year to ten years. Also, the possible penalty ranges of arts. 35 and 37 FCA, which 

incriminate acts/omissions in respect of revenue other than revenue arising from VAT own 

resources referred to in (d), have been raised due to the directive. Therefore, Art. 3 (2) (c) has 

been implemented sufficiently. Other than that, the provisions stayed the same as the 

Directive did not really differ from the previous PIF Convention. 

Art. 4 Directive 2017/1371 concerns other criminal offences affecting the Union’s 

financial interests. This provision has been implemented by the newly created art. 168g CC as 
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well as through offences that had already existed in the national legislation. These relevant 

provisions are arts. 165, 304 and 307 CC. 

Art. 4 (1) Directive 2017/1371 resembles art. 165 (1), (2) and (3) CC. These 

provisions provide for the punishment of money laundering and set out a possible sentence 

from six months to five years. Art. 165 (4) CC provides for a qualification for cases involving 

a value that exceeds € 50.000 as well as deeds committed within the context of a criminal 

association that has been formed for the purpose of laundering money on a continuing basis. 

Both qualifications may be punished with imprisonment from one to ten years 

Art. 4 (2) Directive 2017/1371 has already been implemented through arts. 304 and 

307 CC. These provisions regulate passive and active bribery. Both offences are punishable 

with imprisonment of up to three years. If the value of the benefits exceeds € 3.000, it is 

punishable with imprisonment from six months to five years. If the value exceeds € 50.000, it 

is punishable with imprisonment from one year to ten years. Committing such an offence 

within the setting of a criminal organisation is not separately listed in arts. 304 and 307 CC, 

although art. 8 Directive 2017/1371 orders that to be an aggravating factor. However, this 

does not cause any problems as art. 278 (2) CC regulates the punishment of bribery that is 

being committed within a criminal association. Here, a sentence for up to three years is 

possible. Both offences, arts. 304 or 307 and art. 278 (2) CC would be applied simultaneously 

in this case, which would then lead to a higher punishment. 

Art. 4 (3) Directive 2017/1371 can be found within art. 168g CC. Art. 168g (1) CC 

provides for the punishment of the misappropriation of funds or assets affecting the Union’s 

financial interests. The regulation pronounces a possible imprisonment of up to six months or 

a fine not exceeding 360 daily units. Art. 168g (2) CC provides for a qualification for cases 

involving a damage that exceeds € 5.000 as well as deeds committed within the context of a 

criminal association. Both qualifications may be punished with imprisonment of up to three 

years. 

Art. 168g (3) stipulates that a damage exceeding € 100.000 may lead to imprisonment 

for six months to five years and that a damage exceeding € 300.000 may be punished with 

imprisonment from one to ten years. 
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2. Relevant provisions on ADR-Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal 
Matters and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of 
disputes 

According to art. 2 of the Austrian Code of Criminal Procedure (CCP) the ex officio 

principle and therefore mandatory prosecution is applied in criminal proceedings. 

The criminal investigation police and the public prosecutor’s office “have a duty to 

investigate any reasonable suspicion of a criminal offence that has come to their attention and 

probe it ex officio in investigating proceedings”. Later, “in the main proceedings, the court has 

to probe ex officio questions about the defendant’s acts that form the basis of the indictment 

and about the defendant’s guilt”. 

If there is however no initial suspicion, the public prosecutor’s office has to refrain 

from initiating preliminary investigations according to art. 35c Prosecutor’s Act. 

This means that in the case of suspicion of crime the prosecution authorities generally 

have to investigate and prosecute the offence. When it comes to that, there is no room for 

discretion. However, it must be noted, that this does of course not apply to offences that are 

only prosecuted at the request or with the authorization of entitled persons (e.g. medical 

treatment without consent, where a person may only be prosecuted at the request of the person 

who obtained the medical treatment [according to art. 110 (3) CC] or improper interception of 

data, where the perpetrator may only be prosecuted with the authorization of the victim 

[according to art. 119a (2) CCP]) 

Due to the principle of mandatory prosecution, the prosecution authorities do not need 

an external request or suggestion and criminal charges cannot be effectively withdrawn in 

cases of official offences.1 Only the competent authorities can discontinue the preliminary 

investigation due to several reasons. 

a) Closure of proceedings 

According to art. 190 CCP “the prosecution authority has to desist from the 

prosecution of a criminal offence and discontinue the investigation proceedings insofar as the 

conduct on which the investigation proceedings are based is not punishable by criminal law or 

1 Schmoller in Fuchs/Ratz, WK StPO § 2 Rz 6. 
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if the prosecution of the accused is not permissible for reasons of law, or no factual grounds 

exist to pursue the prosecution of the accused”. 

Moreover, according to art. 191 CCP, it is possible for the prosecution authority to 

discontinue the proceedings because of trifling nature. This includes criminal offences that are 

punishable merely by a fine, by imprisonment not exceeding a maximum term of three years, 

or by such a term of imprisonment plus a fine, if certain circumstances are met. Firstly, the 

nuisance caused by the crime would be seen as trifling having regard to the guilt, the 

consequences of the crime, and the accused’s demeanor after the crime, especially 

considering, where applicable, the extent to which the harm has been remedied and other 

circumstances that would impact sentencing. In addition, secondly, it does not seem 

warranted to punish the accused or proceed according to chapter 11 [diversion] in order to 

stop the accused or deter others from committing criminal offences. In main proceedings, this 

is also possible for the judge until the end of the main trial. 

It also possible that the public prosecutor’s office discontinues the proceedings if 

multiple criminal offences are prosecuted according to art. 192 CCP. 

Moreover, investigations are aborted in cases of absentees and unknown perpetrators 

pursuant to art. 197 CCP. 

Very importantly, the prosecution has to withdraw from the prosecution by means of 

diversion if the requirements under art. 198 CCP are met (see below). This resolution method 

is then therefore mandatory. Therefore, also this option cannot be seen as a real form of 

discretionary prosecution although some elements are left to the discretion of the authority.  

Diversion leads to an alternative settlement of the proceedings, which does not end 

with a criminal record. Until the filing of an indictment, this competence of diversion lies 

with the public prosecutor’s office. After the legal effect of the indictment, the court can order 

the discontinuation due to the application of diversion pursuant to art. 199 CCP. 

Following art. 198 CCP there are detailed regulations concerning the types of 

diversion (arts. 200 - 204 CCP) as well as the subsequent resumption of criminal proceedings 

(art. 205 CCP), the rights and interests of the victims (art. 206 CCP), the notification of the 

accused (art. 207 CCP) and common provisions (arts. 208, 209 CCP). 
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b) Conditions regulated in art. 198 CCP 

There are some conditions concerning the types of violations pursuant to art. 198 CCP 

(additionally to the conditions that the facts have been sufficiently cleared up, a 

discontinuation of proceedings under arts. 190-192 CCP is out of question and that 

punishment does not appear to be warranted in order to prevent the accused from committing 

criminal offences or to deter others from committing criminal offences in the light of the 

application of a diversion method listed in arts. 200-204 CCP). 

 The offence is not punishable by more than five years of imprisonment. 

Therefore, we have to look at the penalty range of an offence. Most offences in the 

Criminal Code postulate a maximum sentence within that range. There are, however, 

offences that are excluded due to the penalty (e.g. murder, slavery, kidnapping for 

ransom, terrorist association, financing of terrorism, certain qualifications of offences 

[e.g. active/passive bribery in relation to benefits exceeding a value of  € 50.000], …  

 

 The culpability of the accused would not be considered serious (in the 

sense of art. 32 CC). With diversion no guilt is pronounced but it nevertheless must 

not be considered serious if one were to be convicted in theory. Here, aggravating and 

mitigating factors are weighed up. The level of culpability as well as the gravity of the 

offence are hence relevant for the possibility of diversion itself.  

Also, the higher the possible punishment, the lower the individual guilt must be 

as diversion is primarily designed for low-level-crimes. Diversion is possible for 

offences punishable with up to five years of imprisonment. As five years are relatively 

high, the level of culpability must be considered relatively low (with applicable 

mitigating factors) in these instances. 

Reoffending is also taken into account when considering this condition. There 

is no specific exclusion in the case of reiteration or reoffending. However, it is taken 

into consideration when determining the level of culpability. If someone is not a first 

offender and instead relapses, it could be seen as serious culpability, which would lead 

to the inapplicability of alternative measures according to art. 198 (2) CCP. Moreover, 

a previous conviction could hinder the assumption that further proceedings are not 

warranted in order to prevent the accused from committing criminal offences, which is 

necessary for the application of diversion as stated in art. 198 (1) CCP. Nevertheless, 
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it depends on the specific case and the relevant crime. The same goes for previous 

diversion settlements. 

 

 The crime did not result in the death of a person, unless a relative of the 

accused was killed negligently and punishment does not appear to be warranted given 

serious mental distress was caused by the death of the relative of the accused. In all 

other cases involving a death, alternative measures are hereby excluded. 

 

 In cases involving misuse of official authority (art. 302 CC), it is only 

possible to proceed with diversion if the accused did not cause any or only caused 

minor or insignificant violations of rights through the crime and if the crime is not 

simultaneously punishable under arts. 304 (passive bribery) or 307 (active bribery) of 

the Criminal Code. A minor/insignificant violation of property rights would likely not 

exceed an amount of € 1002 and is therefore seldom. Due to these two limitations 

diversion does not play a big role in respect to these offences.  

The exclusion of diversion in the case of the crime being punishable under art. 

302 CCP as well as arts. 304 or 307 CCP should not apply to corporations as art. 19 

CCLA does not list this exclusion.  

 

 Contrary to the first condition, it is also not possible to proceed with 

diversion if there are offences involved that fall under division 10 of the Special Offences part 

of the Criminal Code (offences against sexual integrity and self-determination) and that are 

punishable by imprisonment for more than three years. Therefore, diversion is only possible 

in less serious cases when it comes to these types of offences in comparison to where it is 

applicable otherwise. 

 

c) Conditions in respect of the PIF crimes 

Considering the PIF crimes that have been implemented into Austrian law as well as 

the relevant conditions for diversion in criminal proceedings, we can see that some of the 

crimes may be settled via diversion, while others are not resolvable under that mechanism.  

2 Oshidari, JSt 2015, 112 (113). 
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 Art. 168f (1) Criminal Code: possible 

 Art. 168f (2) Criminal Code: possible 

 Art. 168f (3) Criminal Code: possible 

 Art. 168f (4) Criminal Code: not possible due to the sentence range 

 Arts. 35, 37 and 40 Financial Crimes Act: not possible because 

diversion is not applicable for offences regulated in the Financial Crimes Act (see 

art. 203 FCA) 

 Art. 165 (1) Criminal Code: possible 

 Art. 165 (2) Criminal Code: possible 

 Art. 165 (3) Criminal Code: possible 

 Art. 165 (4) Criminal Code: not possible due to the sentence range 

 Art. 304 (1) Criminal Code: possible 

 Art. 304 (2) (case 1) Criminal Code: possible 

 Art. 304 (2) (case 2) Criminal Code: not possible due to the sentence            

range 

 Art. 307 (1) Criminal Code: possible 

 Art. 307 (2) (case 1) Criminal Code: possible 

 Art. 307 (2) (case 2) Criminal Code: not possible due to the sentence 

range 

 Art. 168g (1) Criminal Code: possible 

 Art. 168g (2) Criminal Code: possible 

 Art. 168g (3) (case 1) Criminal Code: possible 

 Art. 168g (3) (case 2) Criminal Code: not possible due to the sentence 

range 

 

Of course, the competent authority has to consider all conditions for diversion. 

Therefore, an offence that is generally open to diversion due to its relatively low sentence 

range could be excluded due to serious culpability of the accused or if punishment appears to 

be warranted in order to prevent the accused from committing criminal offences or to deter 

others from committing criminal offences. 
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d) Other grounds for the withdrawal of the prosecution 

Moreover, it is possible for the prosecution authority to withdraw from the prosecution 

because of cooperation with the prosecution authority pursuant to art. 209a CCP or because of 

cooperation with the prosecution authority in relation to antitrust law violations according to 

art. 209b CCP. 

Diversion is also specifically regulated in the Narcotics Act and is often used in 

offences under this act. 

Diversion for juveniles and young adults is provided for within the Juvenile Justice 

Act and reaches even further than diversion for adults (art. 7 JJA). 

e) Alternative procedures regarding legal persons/corporations 

When it comes to the prosecution of legal persons/corporations, the prosecution 

authority has a certain discretion under art. 18 Corporate Criminal Liability Act (CCLA). This 

can be seen as an example of the opportunity principle although Austrian criminal 

proceedings generally follow the principle of mandatory prosecution. Art. 18 CCLA can be 

applied under certain conditions, which would allow the public prosecutor’s office to refrain 

from prosecuting or to withdraw from prosecuting: 

 If prosecution and sanctioning appear to be dispensable in consideration 

of… 

- the gravity of the act 

- the weight of the breach of duty or the breach of due diligence 

- the consequences of the act 

- the conduct of the legal person/corporation after the act 

- the expected amount of a fine to be imposed on the legal person 

- legal disadvantages of the legal person/corporation or its owners 

already incurred or immediately foreseeable as a result of the act 

 Particularly if investigations or applications/request for prosecution 

would involve considerable expense which would manifest disproportionate to 

the significance of the matter or to the sanctions to be expected in the event of 

a conviction. 
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 Prosecution may not be refrained from or withdrawn from if it appears 

necessary … 

- Because of a danger emanating from the legal 

person/corporation of the commission of an act with serious consequences 

for which the legal person/corporation could be responsible 

- In order to deter commissions of acts within the scope of the 

activities of other legal persons/corporations 

- Otherwise due to special public interest3 

Pursuant to art. 19 CCLA, diversion is also applicable to corporations. However, it 

slightly differs from the diversion applied to natural persons. 

The conditions are: 

 The facts have been sufficiently cleared up 

 A discontinuation of proceedings under arts. 190 - 192 CCP and an 

approach pursuant to art. 18 CCLA are out of question 

 The conditions listed in art. 198 (2) (1) and (3) CCP are met (the 

offence is not punishable by more than five years of imprisonment and the act 

did not result in the death of a person) 

 The legal person/corporation repairs the damage and remedies other 

consequences of the offence and proves this without delay 

 The imposition of a fine on the legal person/corporation does not appear 

necessary in order to prevent the commission of criminal offences for which 

the legal person/corporation may be held liable and in order to prevent the 

commission of criminal offences in the course of the activities of other legal 

persons/corporations. 

 A diversion method (of the below mentioned) is applied: 

- The payment of a fine in the amount of up to 50 daily units plus 

the costs of the proceedings to be reimbursed in the event of a conviction 

(see art. 200 CCP) 

- A probationary period of up to three years, as far as possible and 

expedient in connection with the legal person’s expressly declared 

3 This is not the same as media attention (see EBRV 994 BlgNR 22. GP 35) but is in fact quite unclear. 
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willingness to take one or more of the measures specified in art. 8 (3) (see 

art. 202 CCP) 

- The express declaration of the legal person to perform certain 

community services free of charge within a period not exceeding six 

months (see art. 202 CCP) 

The diversion method of victim-offender mediation is not applicable, which is only 

logical, as a legal person/corporation itself cannot mediate.  

After the legal effect of the indictment, the competence for diversion lies with the 

court according to art. 19 (2) CCLA. 

It has to be noted that it is even possible that the natural person is held responsible, 

while the legal person/corporation is not, because the act has not been committed for its 

benefit or no obligations have been violated. 

This also applies vice versa, as it is possible that an employee did not act culpably but 

all conditions for the liability pursuant to the Corporate Criminal Liability Act are met. Then 

the natural person cannot be held criminally liable, while the legal person/corporation can. 

The proceedings have to be dealt with by the same competent public prosecutor’s 

office according to art. 15 CCLA and art. 26 CC. However, the separation of the proceedings 

pursuant to art. 27 CCP is possible.  

Moreover, the application of the diversion provisions in respect to the natural person 

does not automatically lead to diversion for the legal person/corporation and vice versa. It is 

therefore possible to convict/acquit one while settling with diversion concerning the other. 

The different conditions for the application are described above. 

f) Alternative procedures regarding the Financial Crimes Act 

According to art. 203 Financial Crimes Act diversion is not possible regarding 

financial criminal law provided for in that act, except when it concerns juveniles as stated in 
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art. 24 Financial Crimes Act. The Constitutional Court of Austria has said that this exception 

is not in violation of the Constitution.4  

The mentioned diversion methods are procedures within the criminal proceedings. In 

Austria diversion can be considered as a third track besides penalties and preventive measures 

within the possibilities of criminal sanctions. 

g) Diversion proceedings 

The public prosecutor’s office acts upon an initial suspicion of a crime and leads the 

preliminary investigations. Within these preliminary investigations, the prosecution (together 

with the police) investigates the crime, gathers and analyzes all the evidence. If the public 

prosecutor concludes that he/she found the accused and that a conviction is more likely than 

an acquittal, he/she would file an indictment. This initiates the main proceedings, which are 

led by a judge. Within this stage, the public prosecutor represents the state and the indictment. 

He/she can file requests and appeal the verdict in case he/she wants to challenge it.  

The public prosecutor’s office is not independent as it is bound by the senior public 

prosecutor’s office and – more importantly – by the minister of justice. This includes 

instructions, reports and supervision. Nevertheless, art. 90a of the Austrian Constitution 

provides that the public prosecutor’s office is part of the ordinary judiciary.  

The judges may act as remand judges in the preliminary investigations. There, their 

task is to protect the rights of the suspects, as remand judges have to approve of certain 

investigation measures and decide on appeals for the infringement of rights by the public 

prosecutor. Later on, a judge leads the main proceedings and renders a verdict. Judges are 

completely independent and evidently part of the judiciary. 

Until the legal effect of the indictment, the sole competency for diversion lies with the 

public prosecutor. The prosecution authority alone may propose diversion to the accused. The 

accused can then reject or accept the proposition. Nevertheless, the accused can also request 

the application of the diversion provisions him/herself. The request can obviously be denied if 

any of the conditions under art. 198 CCP (or 19 CCLA for legal persons/corporations) are not 

4 Austrian Constitutional Court judgment of 14 March.2018, G 241/2017. 
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fulfilled. Moreover, the prosecutor’s decision to not proceed pursuant to art. 198 CCP cannot 

be challenged. 

After the filing of an indictment and until the conclusion of the main proceedings, the 

competence lies with the court/judge. However, the public prosecutor and the accused can 

request the application of diversion. Pursuant to art. 209 (2) CCP, the prosecution authority 

may complain against the diversion decision of the court that lead to the discontinuation of 

the proceedings. The prosecution authority may also complain against the non-application of 

diversion pursuant to art. 209 (3) CCP. In this case the complaint is also possible for the 

defendant.5 Pursuant to art. 209 (3) CCP, it is not permissible to conduct a main trial until the 

decision about the complaint. 

As the diversion methods are only possible with the acceptance of the accused and 

therefore based on voluntariness, he or she must take part in the procedure. 

The prosecution authority must notify the accused that it seeks to indict the accused 

for a particular criminal offence, but that if will refrain from the indictment if the accused 

complies with the diversion method (see arts. 200 (4), 201 (4) and 203 (3) CCP). 

Furthermore, pursuant to art. 207 CCP, in taking any course of action pursuant to this 

chapter [diversion], the accused must be thoroughly informed about his or her rights, in 

particular about the conditions of a withdrawal from the prosecution, about the requirement of 

the accused’s consent, about the option to demand a resumption of the proceedings, about the 

other circumstances that can trigger the resumption of proceedings (art. 205 (2) CCP), and 

about the need to pay a flat-rate contribution (art. 388 CCP). 

This information should guarantee the voluntariness and has to contain all relevant 

information concerning the procedure and its consequences.  

The proposal must be delivered to the accused’s own hands in accordance with art. 83 

(4) CCP. 

“…communications and notifications under arts. 200 (4), 201 (1) and (4) and 203 (1) 

and (3) must, however, always be served by hand on the defendant or the accused”. 

5 Schroll/Kert in Fuchs/Ratz WK StPO § 209 StPO Rz 6. 
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Although mediation (art. 204 CCP) is not mentioned, the authority should have to 

proceed in the same way as with the other methods and therefore serve the notification by 

hand on the accused. 

The prosecutor proposes this alternative procedure as well as the specific method and 

the accused may accept or reject it according to art. 207 CCP (see also arts. 200 (4), 201 (4), 

203 (3) and 204 (3) CCP) as diversion is based on voluntariness. If he or she accepts it, he or 

she can still later on not comply with the diversion method, which would lead to the 

resumption of criminal proceedings pursuant to art. 205 CCP. Then, the prosecutor will likely 

file an indictment, which initiates main proceedings. This way it can end with a conviction or 

an acquittal, although the judge/court may still propose diversion until the conclusion of the 

main trial.  

If the accused rejects diversion, it would also lead to the filing of an indictment and 

the mentioned process. 

The opening of the alternative procedure (together with the acceptance of a diversion 

method pursuant to arts. 200-204 CCP) leads to a provisional withdrawal from criminal 

proceedings. The accused has to comply with the proposed diversion mechanism (listed in art. 

198 CCP) in order for the proceedings to be provisionally closed. This may be through the 

payment of a sum of money (art. 200 CCP), community service (art. 201 CCP), a set 

probation period in conjunction with probation assistance and the fulfillment of duties (art. 

203 CCP), or victim-offender mediation (art. 204 CCP). The sum of money, however, goes to 

the benefit of the Republic of Austria. Nevertheless, arts. 200 (3), 201 (3), 203 (2) and 204 (1) 

CCP describe that the withdrawal from prosecution must or may – depending on the proposed 

diversion method – be made conditional upon the accused rectifying any damage caused by 

the crime within a set deadline of no more than six months. 

It has to be noted that the listed diversion methods may not be combined. Therefore, 

the applied method should be the one that is least infringing but still sufficient when it comes 

to prevent further crimes. Here, art. 5 CCP, which proclaims the principle of proportionality, 

comes into effect. This does, of course, not exclude the above-mentioned additional 

rectification. The diversion methods are considered sanctions6 but not punishments. 

6 Kienapfel/Höpfel/Kert, Strafrecht Allgemeiner Teil16 (2020) Rz 40.5 ff. 
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Punishment requires the determination of guilt and that determination does not happen with 

respect to diversion. The acceptance of diversion by the accused is, of course, in conflict with 

the presumption of innocence and therefore sometimes criticized. 

If the person has successfully complied with the diversion mechanism, criminal 

proceedings are then finally closed. It is not possible to appeal this decision of the prosecution 

authority as it is not a verdict but a form of a discontinuation of proceedings. After that, it is 

only possible to resume the proceeding by means of ordinary reconsideration pursuant to art. 

352 CCP. Therefore, the damaged party/the victim may not file a motion for the continuation 

of the proceedings pursuant to art. 195 CCP. Art. 195 (1) also specifically opens this motions 

only for discontinuations concerning arts. 190-192 CCP. 

If the person does not comply with the provisions, the criminal proceedings may be 

resumed pursuant to art. 205 CCP. Then, an indictment will be filed, which initiates main 

proceedings. 

Pursuant to art. 209 (2) CCP, the prosecution authority may complain against the 

diversion decision of the court that lead to the discontinuation of the proceedings. The 

prosecution authority may also complain against the non-application of diversion pursuant to 

art. 209 (3) CCP. In this case the complaint is also possible for the defendant.7 Pursuant to art. 

209 (3) CCP, it is not permissible to conduct a main trial until the decision about the 

complaint. 

The convicted may appeal pursuant to art. 281 (1) (10a) CCP if the provisions under 

art. 199 CCP concerning the discontinuation of proceedings through the court would have had 

to be followed. Therefore, he/she may appeal if the court should have applied diversion but 

did not do so and then rendered a verdict. The appeal would then go up to the higher instance, 

which would determine the legal facts concerning the appeal. Here, it will be considered if the 

non-application was correct in respect of the established facts. 

Moreover, it is possible to appeal pursuant to that provision in case the subsequent 

resumption of the proceedings regulated in art. 205 CCP should not have been applied. 

The specific diversion method may not be challenged with an appeal.  

7 Schroll/Kert in Fuchs/Ratz WK StPO § 209 StPO Rz 6. 
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3.  The accused and the damaged party in the ADR procedure 

a) The accused party 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, diversion is only possible with the acceptance 

of the accused and therefore based on voluntariness. He or she must therefore take part in the 

procedure.  

At the beginning, the prosecution authority must notify the accused that it seeks to 

indict the accused for a particular criminal offence, but that if will refrain from the indictment 

if the accused complies with the diversion method. 

Furthermore, the accused must be thoroughly informed about his or her rights. These 

rights include the specific ones relevant in diversion proceedings, which are listed in art. 207 

CCP and regard the conditions of a withdrawal from the prosecution, the requirement of the 

accused’s consent, the option to demand a resumption of the proceedings under art. 205 CCP, 

the information about other circumstances that can trigger the resumption of proceedings and 

about the need to pay a flat-rate contribution pursuant to art. 388 CCP.  

The rights also include the ones open for all accused persons enumerated in art. 49 

CCP. These rights begin when a person is deemed an accused under art. 48 (1) (2) CCP, 

which is a suspect, once there is sufficient cause based on particular material facts to believe 

that the suspect has committed an offence and to further investigate the specific suspicions, 

evidence is taken or investigative measures are ordered or executed. 

Pursuant to art. 49 (2) CCP, every accused has the right to appoint a defense counsel 

and obtain a legal aid defense counsel (if he/she cannot afford one). This defense counsel may 

furthermore be consulted during questioning as it is stated in arts. 49 (5), 164 (2) CCP. 

Therefore, the accused also has a right to legal counseling when it comes to the acceptance or 

rejection of diversion. Pursuant to art. 49 (1) and (3) CCP accused persons have the right to 

information and to gain access to the relevant files. The accused may view any results that are 

available to the investigation authority, the prosecution authority and the court. However, the 

access to the files may be limited pursuant to art. 51 (2) CCP when it concerns personal 

details and other information that would enable conclusions to be drawn about the identity or 

the person concerned. Here it is possible to produce copies instead, in which this information 
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is rendered unrecognizable. Moreover, it is possible to limit the access before the conclusion 

of the preliminary/investigation proceedings if particular circumstances lead to the concern 

that immediate notice of specific files may jeopardize the purpose of the investigations. 

As stated in art. 49 (4) he or she can either respond to the allegations or not make a 

statement at all. The accused may present evidence during the preliminary investigations by 

requesting the taking of evidence as mentioned in arts. 49 (6) and 55 CCP. 

Generally, according to art. 26 CCP, if multiple individuals jointly perpetrate the same 

violation, the preliminary/investigation proceedings must be consolidated by the same 

prosecution authority if these individuals are participants in the same offence (art. 12 Criminal 

Code) or if the offences are factually closely connected. 

However, it is possible for the competent public prosecutor’s office to separate the 

proceedings pursuant to art. 27 CCP. As the reasons for such a separation are not listed 

exhaustively, this option is possible when diversion is applicable to one individual, but not to 

the others. Then, the proceedings are separated and one individual may be treated under the 

diversion provisions, while the others face an indictment.  

The proceedings for natural persons and legal persons/corporations have to be dealt 

with by the same competent public prosecutor’s office according to art. 15 CCLA and art. 26 

CCP. However, the separation of the proceedings pursuant to art. 27 CCP is possible as well. 

Moreover, the application of the diversion provisions in respect to the natural person does not 

automatically lead to diversion for the legal person and vice versa. It is therefore possible to 

convict one while settling with diversion concerning the other. 

As previously explained, the accused may either reject or accept the diversion 

proposal. If he or she rejects it or does not comply with the diversion method (e.g. the 

payment of a sum within a specified time), the competent authority may resume the criminal 

proceedings. If the court then does not make use of the diversion option pursuant to art. 199 

CCP, it will consequently end with either an acquittal or a conviction. If the court did not 

apply diversion although it should have, the convicted may appeal due to the ground listed in 

art. 281 (1) (10a) CCP. 
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If the accused instead accepts the proposal within the preliminary investigation, the 

proceedings will be provisionally closed until the fulfillment of the said method. After having 

fully complied, the authority will finally close the proceedings. Then it is only possible to 

resume the proceedings by means of ordinary reconsideration.  

The conclusion of the diversion procedure together with the discontinuation of the 

criminal proceedings leads to a final decision for the defendant. The accused must be notified 

about the withdrawal from the prosecution pursuant to art. 208 (4) CCP. The same of course 

applies regarding the court in cases where the court makes use of diversion pursuant to art. 

199 CCP.  

The accused may not be tried for it again under the ne bis in idem principle. However, 

he/she is not deemed liable like he/she were when he/she would have been convicted. He/she 

still has no criminal record and the diversion is only mentioned in an internal register of the 

prosecution authority. According to art. 75 (2) (2) CCP he/she is listed for 10 years. The 

diversion must not have a negative effect in subsequent proceedings concerning another act. It 

cannot constitute an aggravating factor and does not preclude relevant mitigating factors. It 

will however be taken into account when considering if punishment appears warranted in 

order to prevent the accused from committing criminal offences. 

b) The damaged party 

Regarding traditional criminal proceedings, the damaged party/the victim only has a 

limited function. He/she primarily acts as a witness. Moreover, art. 66 CCP enumerates 

specific rights for such victims. These include the right to be represented (art. 66 (1)), the 

right to access files (art. 66 (2)) and to be notified about the progression of the proceedings 

(art. 66 (4)). It is also possible to join the proceedings as private participators pursuant to art. 

67 CCP. This way they can seek restitution for any damages suffered by the offence and 

claim that within the criminal proceedings. It is fundamental that victims get informed about 

their rights according to art. 70 CCP. 

When it comes to diversion, the specific rights entailed in arts. 206 and 208 CCP have 

to be respected as well. Art. 206 (1) CCP sets out that the interests of the victim – especially 

regarding reparation – have to be taken into consideration. Additionally, they have the right to 

consult a person they trust and to be informed about their rights. Pursuant to art. 206 (2) CCP, 
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victims must be notified if the accused agrees to compensate any damage caused by the crime 

or to contribute to remedy the consequences of the crime. If the competent authority finally 

closes the proceedings because the accused has complied with the diversion method, the 

victim must be notified according to art. 208 (3) CCP.  

c) Restitution 

As mentioned, reparation is very important for the damaged party. The accused has to 

comply with the proposed diversion mechanism listed in art. 198 CCP in order for the 

proceedings to be closed. This may be through the payment of a sum of money (art. 200 

CCP), community service (art. 201 CCP), a set probation period in conjunction with probation 

assistance and the fulfillment of duties (art. 203 CCP), or victim-offender mediation (art. 204 

CCP).The sum of money, however, goes to the benefit of the Republic of Austria. 

Nevertheless, arts. 200 (3), 201 (3), 203 (2) and 204 (1) CCP describe that the 

withdrawal from prosecution must or may – depending on the proposed diversion method – 

be made conditional upon the accused rectifying any damage caused by the crime within a set 

deadline of no more than six months. Therefore, the accused should restitute the damages 

within the specified time in order to achieve a withdrawal. As no specific amount or 

proportion is regulated, it has to interpreted. Although one should think that the whole amount 

must be covered, only art. 200 (3) CCP can be read that way. For particular reasons it is 

possible to waive this condition of reparation. Art. 201 (3) CCP also mentions the whole 

amount but stipulates an alternative to the rectification of damages as it also includes the 

option that he/she contributes to the compensation of the consequences of the act. Art. 203 (2) 

CCP only mentions the fulfilment of certain duties, which could – not has to – involve the 

effort to rectify damages. The same can be said for art. 204 (1) CCP as the accused must 

rectify the consequences but this provision is not limited to the rectification of damages. 

Therefore, it is not a prerequisite. Moreover, art. 204 (1) CCP does not refer to the whole 

amount of damages. Considering all this, the method entailed in art. 200 CCP is the most 

efficient when it comes to the rectification of damages. 

The restitution is therefore part of the alternative proceeding and is initiated by the 

same authority that proposes the diversion. This reparation also has to be verified without 

delay. Of course, it is also possible to claim damages in civil proceedings, but that has nothing 
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to do with the criminal procedure. In civil law (art. 1489 Civil Code) there is a statute of 

limitation of three years from knowledge of the damage and the damaging party and an 

absolute statute of limitation of 30 years. The limitation of 30 years is also relevant if the 

damage results from a criminal offence that can only be committed intentionally and is 

punishable with more than one year of imprisonment. Therefore, the longer statute of 

limitation would apply in some of these cases.  

The restitution within criminal proceedings must happen within the time that is 

prescribed by the authority. If the person fails to do so and does not get a deferral, the 

proceedings resume as mentioned previously.  

 

4. Observations on the functioning of the ne bis in idem principle 

a) Ne bis in idem principle 

The ne bis in idem principle is an important procedural principle that guarantees that a 

person is not tried or punished twice for the same offence. It can be found in art. 4 of Protocol 

No. 7 to the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) on an international level. The 

European Union (EU) also proclaims it in art. 50 EU Charter of Fundamental Rights 

(Charter). When looking at the national provision, you can find the same principle contained 

in art. 17 CCP.  

Art. 4 of Protocol No. 7 to the ECHR stipulates the following: 

“1. No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again in criminal proceedings under 

the jurisdiction of the same State for an offence for which he has already been finally 

acquitted or convicted in accordance with the law and penal procedure of that State. 

2. The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall not prevent the reopening of the 

case in  

accordance with the law and penal procedure of the State concerned, if there is 

evidence of new or newly discovered facts, or if there has been a fundamental defect in the 

previous proceedings, which could affect the outcome of the case. 
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3. No derogation from this Article shall be made under Article 15 of the Convention”. 

Art. 50 of the Charter preserves the “Right not to be tried or punished twice in 

criminal proceedings for the same criminal offence 

No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again in criminal proceedings for an 

offence for which he or she has already been finally acquitted or convicted within the Union 

in accordance with the law”. 

Art. 17 CCP states: 

“(1) After the legally valid conclusion of criminal proceedings, it is not permissible to 

prosecute the same suspect for the same conduct. 

(2) This does not affect the provisions concerning resumption, continuation, 

reconsideration, and renewal of criminal proceedings, and concerning the appeal for nullity 

‘to safeguard the law’”. 

Due to the above-mentioned regulations as well as to arts. 54-58 Schengen 

Convention, art. 7 Convention on the Protection of the European Communities' Financial 

Interests and art. 10 of the Convention on the fight against corruption, the ne bis in idem 

principle is guaranteed in various provisions. 

This restriction includes judicial criminal proceedings as well as administrative 

criminal proceedings. Concerning administrative proceedings it has to be noted that according 

to art. 22 (1) Administrative Penal Code (APC) an act is only punishable as an administrative 

offence under this act if it does not constitute the elements of a criminal offence falling within 

the jurisdiction of the courts. Therefore, the same act cannot be punished through criminal and 

administrative law at the same time and the judicial authority takes precedence. In case this is 

not respected and the administrative authority persecutes/punishes although the act would 

constitute a crime falling within the jurisdiction of the courts, the person cannot be 

tried/punished for the same act before a court anymore as this would violate the ne bis in idem 

principle.8 The only exception is that of ordinary reconsideration, which is explained below. 

8 Harta, ‚Ne bis in idem. Zusammentreffen von Verfolgungszuständigkeiten und Wiederaufnahme 
zulasten des Beschuldigten‘ (2021), 158 f.  
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b) Diversion and ne bis in idem 

Regarding diversion, it is of interest if such a decision has the same effect under the ne 

bis in idem principle and if it would consequently lead to a barrier effect about the act.  

The final conclusion of the proceedings – therefore after the accused has complied 

with the method – is not a verdict, but still represents a final decision. The application of said 

principle concerning diversion decisions is stipulated through art. 205 (1) CCP, which only 

allows ordinary reconsiderations under art. 352 CCP. Moreover, the barrier effect has been 

supported by national (Austrian Supreme Court) and international (Court of Justice of the 

European Union, European Court of Human Rights) court decisions9 as they concluded that a 

final decision does not have to take the form of a judgment and a final discontinuation of the 

prosecution authority can be sufficient. The ne bis in idem principle therefore applies and the 

person cannot be tried again for that offence. This is only logical as not applying the principle 

would lead to accused persons being averse to diversion because they could be prosecuted 

again.10 

c) Ordinary reconsideration 

Art. 205 (1) CCP states that the only possibility for a continuation is an ordinary 

reconsideration under art. 352 CCP, which enhances the ne bis in idem effect of diversion 

decisions. According to this provision, criminal proceedings may be reconsidered to the 

disadvantage of the accused if certain conditions are fulfilled. The reconsideration may be 

granted upon a motion of the prosecution authority if liability for the crime has not lapsed due 

to the statute of limitations and the discontinuation was caused by counterfeiting legal 

documents, false testimony, active bribery, or another criminal offence committed by the 

accused or a third party, or the accused later makes a confession regarding the crime he or she 

is charged with or if new material facts or evidence emerge that appear to make a conviction 

of the accused likely. 

9 Austrian Supreme Court judgment of 17 September 2013, 11 Os 73/13i; Case C-187/01 and C-385/01 
Gözütok and Brügge ECLI:EU:C:2003:87; ECtHR Felix Guţu v. the Republic of Moldova App n13112/07 
[20 October 2020]; ECtHR Mihalache v. Romania App n. 54012/10 [8 July 2019]; for further information 
see: ECtHR, ‘Guide on Article 4 of Protocol No. 7 to the European Convention on Human Rights. Right 
not to be tried or punished twice’, 
https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Guide_Art_4_Protocol_7_ENG.pdf. 
10 Plöckinger, Diversion und europäisches Ne bis in idem, ÖJZ 2003/6, 98. 
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The ordinary reconsideration is not possible for the advantage of the accused as the 

relevant art. 353 CCP only mentions convicted persons. Moreover, the final conclusion 

already led to the discontinuation of the proceedings. An ordinary reconsideration for the 

advantage of the accused could not lead to a different outcome than a discontinuation and is 

therefore not absolutely necessary. Furthermore, the accused had the chance to request 

ordinary proceedings in order to get a possible acquittal.11 Here, one could argue that the 

diversion still has some implications, as a previous diversion may be considered detrimental 

in the light of a new offence and the question if diversion is applicable once more. 

Such an ordinary reconsideration is not in conflict with the above-mentioned 

provisions on ne bis in idem.  

5. Evaluations of the concrete impact of the ADR procedures 

a) Relationship between harm caused by financial crimes/offences and repairing 

measures; 

As explained under 3) c), restitution of damages may be a key element in diversion 

proceedings. It may be made conditional for the application of such a procedure. However, 

diversion is also possible without repairing the (full) amount if the competent authority 

proposes it that way. Therefore, the harm caused by financial crimes/offences is often higher 

than the amount that is restituted within diversion proceedings. It is possible to claim these 

damages through civil proceedings. 

b) Safeguards for the victims in the alternative procedures: right to participate, right to 

effective resolution of the dispute; 

As outlined above under 3) b), the victim of an offence has various rights in criminal 

proceedings. They are also respected in the alternative procedure as this is also a form of 

criminal procedure. Moreover, there are special rights guaranteed when it comes diversion.  

11 Nimmervoll, Beschluss und Beschwerde in der StPO (2011), 201. 
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c) Rehabilitation / reintegration of the offenders; 

When an offender gets convicted, he/she will have a criminal record. As this is very 

detrimental in respect of employment etc., it also has a negative effect on their rehabilitation 

and reintegration. Diversion can be seen as a sanction but is not a punishment like a 

conviction. The main benefit from diversion for offenders is that they do not get a criminal 

record. Instead, their names are only listed in an internal judicial register for 10 years. 

Moreover, the diversion methods prioritize the offender-victim-relationship and may help to 

better it. 

d) Diversion of the case from judicial prosecution and criminal trial, and other effects  

In 2019 there were 241.473 final closures of proceedings. The number includes the 

discontinuation of proceedings pursuant to art 190-192 CCP, diversion, convictions, and 

acquittals.  

The main part, 152.640, was discontinued under art 190-192 CCP. 

49.192 cases ended with diversion. Here, the prosecution authority concluded 39.829 

of them, while the court dealt with 9.363.  

30.356 cases ended with a conviction, whereas 9.285 procedures led to an acquittal.12  

Therefore, diversion is more prominent than conviction and acquittal combined – 

especially when considering the activities of the prosecution authority. 

It is fair to say that diversion leads to a higher volume of activities for the public 

prosecutor’s office but not for the court. Instead, the court has a lower workload due to the 

implantation of diversion. 

As diversion is mostly applied by the prosecution authority – as can be seen by the 

above-mentioned numbers – the proceedings often do not surpass the preliminary 

investigations. Consequently, this leads to a relatively high speediness.  

 

6. Further observations and comments 

Alternative dispute resolution such as diversion has multiple advantages. It focuses 

more on preventing the offender from committing further crimes rather than just imposing a 

12 BMJ, Sicherheitsbericht 2019, 10, < https://www.justiz.gv.at/home/justiz/daten-und-
fakten/berichte/sicherheitsberichte.2c94848525f84a630132fdbd2cc85c91.de.html>. 
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sentence. Moreover, the person gets another chance, which is specifically important 

considering low level crimes. The person does not get a criminal record, but it still should 

have a deterring effect.  

Other benefits are the lesser workload for courts and the speediness of the 

proceedings. The diversion mechanism also costs less than imprisonment would. It also helps 

to reintegrate the offenders into society. While the victim does not play a huge rule in 

traditional proceedings and often only acts a witness, diversion may be based on victim-

offender-mediation. 

However, diversion is not suitable for serious crimes. It is possible that, depending on 

the individual case, diversion does not have a sufficient deterring effect. Victims may feel that 

the sanction is not invasive enough, although it must be mentioned that retaliation is not a 

purpose of Austrian criminal law. 

 

7.  Annex: text of the relevant laws/acts/provisions  

Here you can find the most relevant provision concerning diversion included in the 

Austrian Code of Criminal Procedure. The translation stems from Schloenhardt/Eder/Höpfel 

(eds.), Austrian Code of Criminal Procedure (2019): 

Chapter 11 

Withdrawal of the Prosecution (Diversion) 

General matters 

§ 198. (1) The prosecution authority has to proceed pursuant to this Chapter and withdraw 

from the prosecution of a criminal offence if, after the facts of the case have been sufficiently cleared 

up, it is certain that a discontinuation of proceedings under §§ 190 to 192 is out of question, and with 

regard to 

1. the payment of a sum of money (§ 200) or 

2. community service (§ 201) or 
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3. a set probation period in conjunction with probation assistance and the 

fulfillment of duties (§ 203), or 

4. victim-offender mediation (§ 204)  

punishment does not appear to be warranted in order to prevent the accused from 

committing criminal offences or to deter others from committing criminal offences. 

(2) It is only permissible to proceed pursuant to this Chapter if 

1. the offence is not punishable by more than five years imprisonment, 

2. the culpability of the accused would not be considered serious (§ 32 Criminal 

Code [Strafgesetzbuch (StGB)]), and 

3. the crime did not result in the death of a person, unless a relative of the 

accused was killed negligently and punishment does not appear to be warranted given 

serious mental distress was caused by the death of the relative to the accused. 

(3) In cases involving misuse of official authority under § 302 para. 1 of the Criminal 

Code, it is only possible to proceed pursuant to this Chapter if the accused did not cause any or 

only caused minor or insignificant violations of rights through the crime and if the crime is not 

simultaneously punishable under §§ 304 or 307 of the Criminal Code. Furthermore, it is not 

possible to proceed pursuant to this Chapter, if there are offences involved that fall under 

Division 10 of the Special Offences part of the Criminal Code and that are punishable by 

imprisonment for more than three years. 

§ 199. After the filing of an indictment for the commission of an offence that is to be 

prosecuted ex officio, the court must apply, mutatis mutandis, the provisions applicable to the 

prosecution authority under §§ 198, 200 to 209b and order the discontinuation of proceedings under 

the conditions applicable to the prosecution authority until the conclusion of the main trial. 

Payment of a sum of money 

§ 200. (1) The prosecution authority may withdraw from the prosecution under the conditions 

set out in § 198 if the accused pays a sum of money to the benefit of the Republic of Austria. 

(2) This sum of money must not exceed the amount equivalent to a fine of 180 penalty units 

plus, in case of a conviction, the amount payable for the criminal trial (§§ 389 paras. 2 and 3, 391 
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para. 1). The sum of money must be paid within 14 days of service of the notification under para. 4. If 

this would be unfairly harsh on the defendant, deferral of the payment for up to six months or payment 

of instalments within that period may be granted. 

(3) Furthermore, any withdrawal from prosecution after the payment of a sum of money is to 

be made conditional upon the accused rectifying any damage caused by the crime within a set deadline 

of no more than six months and upon verifying without delay that he or she has done so, unless it is 

possible to waive this condition for particular reasons. 

(4) The prosecution authority must notify the accused that it seeks to indict the accused for a 

particular criminal offence, but that it will refrain from the indictment if the accused pays a set amount 

of money and, where applicable, pays compensation of a set amount. Furthermore, the prosecution 

authority must notify the accused according to § 207 and about the possibility to defer the payment 

(para. 2), unless it holds out the prospect of a deferral ex officio. 

(5) After payment of the sum of money and, where applicable, compensation, the prosecution 

authority must withdraw from the prosecution, unless the proceedings have to be continued 

subsequently pursuant to § 205. 

Community service 

§ 201. (1) Under the conditions set out in § 198, the prosecution authority may provisionally 

withdraw from the prosecution of a criminal offence if the accused expressly agrees to engage in 

unpaid community service within a period to be determined not exceeding six months. 

(2) Community service serves to demonstrate the willingness of the accused to take 

responsibility for his or her crime. Community service is to be provided during the accused’s leisure 

time at a suitable facility whose agreement must be sought. 

(3) Furthermore, withdrawal from the prosecution after community service is to be made 

conditional on the accused rectifying any damage caused by the crime within a set deadline of no more 

than six months and verifying without delay that he or she has done so, unless it is possible to waive 

this condition for particular reasons. 

(4) The prosecution must notify the accused that it seeks to indict the accused for a particular 

criminal offence but that it will refrain from the indictment provisionally if the accused agrees to 

engage in community service of a set nature, to a set extent, within a set period and, where applicable, 

to offer compensation for the consequences of the crime. The prosecution authority must notify the 
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accused according to § 207; the prosecution authority may further request the services of a person with 

experience in social work to provide that information and to make the arrangements for community 

service (§ 29b Probation Assistance Act [Bewährungshilfegesetz]). The facility (para. 2) has to issue a 

certificate to the accused or the social worker confirming the services rendered; the certificate has to 

be presented without delay. 

(5) After community service and, where applicable, compensation for the consequences of the 

crime have been rendered, the prosecution authority must withdraw permanently from the prosecution, 

unless the proceedings have to be subsequently continued pursuant to § 205. 

§ 202. (1) Community service must not exceed eight hours per day, 40 hours per week and a 

total of 240 hours; any concurrent apprenticeship, continuing education, and the professional 

occupation of the accused must be taken into consideration. Community service that would constitute 

an unreasonable encroachment in the personal rights or in the way of life of the accused is not 

permissible.    

(2) Directors of prosecution authorities must each maintain and, when necessary, update a list 

of facilities suitable for community service. Upon request, the list must be shown to anybody. 

(3) If the accused whilst engaging in community service causes damage to the facility or its 

provider, liability to pay damages is determined, mutatis mutandis, by the Employee Liability Act 

[Dienstnehmerhaftpflichtgesetz], BGBl. No. 80/1965. If the accused causes damage to a third party, 

the accused will be liable and in addition the Republic of Austria is liable under private law 

provisions. In such cases, the facility and its provider are not liable to the aggrieved party. 

(4) The Republic of Austria pays damages only in money. The Republic may seek 

reimbursement from the facility where community service was rendered or from the facility’s provider 

insofar as intention or gross negligence, especially for failing to supervise or direct, can be attributed 

to them or their entities. The Employee Liability Act applies, mutatis mutandis, to the relationship 

between the Republic and the accused. 

(5) The provisions under §§ 76 to 84 of the Corrections Act [Strafvollzugsgesetz (StVG)] 

apply, mutatis mutandis, if the accused suffers an accident or illness whilst engaging in community 

service. 
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Probation 

§ 203. (1) Under the conditions set out in § 198, the prosecution authority may provisionally 

withdraw from the prosecution by setting a probation period of one to two years. The probation period 

starts with the service of the notification of provisional withdrawal from the prosecution.  

(2) Furthermore, withdrawal from the prosecution is to be made conditional on the accused 

expressly agreeing to fulfil certain duties, which may be issued as directives (§ 51 Criminal Code 

[Strafgesetzbuch (StGB)]). during the probation period and to be supported by a probation supervisor 

(§ 52 Criminal Code), unless it is possible to waive such conditions for particular reasons. This may 

involve in particular the duty to make every effort to rectify any damages or to contribute to the 

compensation for the consequences of the crime. 

(3) The prosecution must notify the accused that indicting the accused for a particular criminal 

offence will be withheld provisionally for a set probation period and must inform the accused 

according to § 207. Where applicable, the prosecution authority must notify the accused that 

provisional withdrawal from the prosecution is conditional on the accused expressly agreeing to accept 

certain duties and to be supported by a probation supervisor (para. 2). In such cases, the prosecution 

authority may further request the services of a person with experience in social work to provide that 

information and to support the accused in fulfilling such duties (§ 29a Probation Assistance Act 

[Bewährungshilfegesetz]). 

(4) After the probation period has lapsed and, where applicable, the duties have been fulfilled, 

the prosecution authority must withdraw permanently from the prosecution, unless the proceedings 

have to be subsequently resumed pursuant to § 205. 

Victim-offender mediation 

§ 204. (1) Under the conditions set out in § 198, the prosecution authority may withdraw from 

the prosecution, or permanently withdraw from the prosecution in cases in which the prosecution 

authority has proceeded pursuant to para. 3, if the crime may have directly affected legally protected 

interests of a person and if the accused agrees to accept responsibility for the crime and confronts the 

cause of the crime, if the accused rectifies the consequences of the crime in a manner appropriate to 

the circumstances, especially by rectifying any damages or contributing to the compensation for the 

consequences of the crime, and if the accused, where necessary, accepts duties that demonstrate the 

accused’s willingness to henceforth avoid the kind of behaviour that led to the crime. 
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(2) Victims and their representatives, insofar as they agree, must be included in the mediation 

efforts. The victim’s consent is required to achieve conciliation, unless the victim does not consent for 

reasons that are not worthy of consideration in the criminal justice process. The legitimate interests of 

the victim (§ 206) must be considered in any case. 

(3) The prosecution authority may request the services of a mediator to provide the victim and 

the accused and their representatives with information about the possibility of victim-offender 

mediation, to notify them according to §§ 206 and 207 and to guide and support them in their 

conciliation efforts (§ 29a Probation Assistance Act [Bewährungshilfegesetz]). In such cases, the 

prosecution must provisionally withdraw from the prosecution. 

(4) The mediator has to notify the prosecution authority about any conciliatory agreements and 

has to check on the fulfilment of such agreements. The mediator has to provide a final report if the 

accused has, at a minimum, fulfilled his or her duties to an extent that, taking into account the 

accused’s other behaviour, it can be assumed that the accused will continue to observe the agreements, 

or if it is no longer expected that conciliation can be achieved. 

Subsequent resumption of criminal proceedings 

§ 205. (1) Following a not merely provisional withdrawal from the prosecution of the accused 

pursuant to this Chapter (§§ 200 para. 5, 201 para. 5, and 204 para. 1), a resumption of criminal 

proceedings is only permissible under the conditions of an ordinary reconsideration. In any event, 

criminal proceedings must be resumed prior to a withdrawal of this kind if the accused so demands. 

(2) If the prosecution authority made a proposal to the accused that the accused pay a sum of 

money (§ 200 para. 4), engage in community service (§ 201 para. 4) or accept a probation period and, 

where applicable, certain duties (§ 203 para. 3), or if the prosecution authority has provisionally 

withdrawn from the prosecution of the criminal offence (§§ 201 para. 1, 203 para. 1, 204 para. 3), the 

prosecution authority must resume the criminal proceedings if 

1. the accused fails to pay in full and on time the sum of money, where 

applicable, along with compensation, fails to provide in full and on time community service, 

where applicable, along with rectifying any damage caused by the crime, or, if a conciliatory 

agreement has not been reached, or, if the accused fails to comply with the agreement, 

2. the accused fails to adequately fulfil the duties he or she accepted, fails to pay 

the flat-rate contribution (§ 388 paras. 1 and 2), or persistently withdraws from the authority 

of the probation supervisor, or 
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3. prior to the conclusion of the probation period or before the final report under 

§ 204 para. 4 is made, criminal proceedings for another criminal offence are instigated 

against the accused. In such cases, subsequent resumption of the proceedings is permissible 

once the indictment for the new or newly emerging criminal offences has been filed against 

the accused, including within three months after the filing of the indictment even if the 

probation period has expired in the interim. The subsequently continued criminal 

proceedings must be terminated pursuant to the other conditions if the new criminal 

proceedings end in a way other than a guilty verdict. 

(3) It is, however, possible to abstain from the resumption of proceedings if in cases under 

para. 2 subpara. 1 it appears to be tenable for specific reasons, or if in cases under para. 2 subparas. 2 

and 3 it appears to be not warranted in the circumstances, in order to prevent the accused from 

committing criminal offences. Otherwise, the resumption of proceedings in cases under para. 2, except 

under the conditions set out in subpara. 1 to 3, is only permissible if the accused does not accept the 

prosecution’s proposal mentioned in para. 2. 

(4) If the accused cannot pay the sum of money in full and on time or if the accused cannot 

fulfil the duties that he or she accepted in full and on time because altered circumstances relevant for 

the amount of money or the nature and extent of the duties would cause unreasonable hardship, the 

prosecution authority may adjust the amount of money or the duties to a reasonable level. 

(5) Any duties which the accused accepted, any payments which the accused agreed to make, 

and any other compensation measures which the accused agreed to take become redundant with the 

subsequent continuation of proceedings. Any probation assistance ceases; however, § 179 remains 

unaffected. Any money the accused has paid (§ 200) is to be factored into a fine that has not been 

conditionally suspended, applying, mutatis mutandis, § 38 para. 1 subpara. 1 of the Criminal Code 

[Strafgesetzbuch (StGB)]; otherwise the payments have to be refunded. The accused need not be 

compensated for any other provisions he or she made but in case of a conviction these need to be 

factored into the sentence. Special consideration needs to be given to the nature and duration of these 

provisions. 

Rights and interest of victims 

§ 206. (1) In taking any course of action pursuant to this Chapter, it is paramount to take into 

consideration the interests of victims and to support these to greatest extend possible, especially their 

interests concerning reparation. Victims have the right to consult a person they trust. In any case, 

victims must be notified within the meaning of § 70 para. 1 without delay about their rights, especially 
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their right to obtain support for the proceedings and any relevant victim support organisation. Insofar 

as this appears necessary to protect the interests and rights of victims, especially their right to 

compensation, victims and their representatives, in any case in instances of domestic violence (§ 38a 

National Security Police Act [Sicherheitspolizeigesetz (SPG)], and victims within the meaning of § 65 

subpara. 1 lit. a, have to be given sufficient time to make a statement prior to a withdrawal from the 

prosecution. 

(2) In any case, victims must be notified if the accused agrees to compensate any damage 

caused by the crime or to contribute to remedy the consequences of the crime. The same applies in 

cases in which the accused accepts a duty, which directly affects the interests of the aggrieved party. 

Notification of the accused 

§ 207. In taking any course of action pursuant to this Chapter, the accused must be thoroughly 

informed about his or her rights, in particular about the conditions of a withdrawal from the 

prosecution, about the requirement of the accused’s consent, about the option to demand a resumption 

of the proceedings, about the other circumstances that can trigger the resumption of proceedings 

(§ 205 para. 2), and about the need to pay a flat-rate contribution (§ 388). 

Common provisions 

§ 208. (1) In order to check whether the requirements to take a course of action under this 

Chapter are met, the prosecution authority may request that the director of an institution charged with 

victim-offender mediation contact the victim, the accused, and, where relevant, the facility where the 

accused may engage in community service or where the accused may attend training or a course and 

that the director of the institution make a statement whether the payment of a sum of money, 

community service, a probation period, accepting certain duties, assistance by a probation supervisor, 

or victim-offender mediation would be appropriate.  

(2) The sum of money determined pursuant to § 200 may be assessed lower, or an offer made 

may be amended, upon the request of the accused, with reasons, where newly emerging circumstances 

or circumstances that subsequently arose make this necessary. 

(3) The prosecution authority must notify the criminal investigation authority, the accused, the 

victim, and the court if it was involved in the proceedings about the withdrawal from the prosecution. 

This duty to notify rests with the court if the court has discontinued the proceedings pursuant to § 199. 

The notification has to contain the circumstances relevant for the resolution in keywords. 
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§ 209. (1) The prosecution authority may withdraw from the prosecution pursuant to this 

Chapter so long as the prosecution authority has not yet filed the indictment. After the indictment has 

been filed, the prosecution authority must apply to the court to discontinue proceedings (§ 199). 

(2) Court orders under this Chapter must be made in the main trial by the adjudicating court, 

otherwise by the presiding judge, but by the Jury Court in a main trial before a Court of Jurors. The 

court must consult the prosecution authority before the court serves a notice under §§ 200 para. 4, 201 

para. 4, 203 para. 3 or a court order to discontinue the proceedings on the accused. Only the 

prosecution authority may raise a complaint against such a court order; this court order is served on 

the accused only once it is legally binding in relation to the prosecution authority. 

(3) It is not permissible to conduct a main trial so long as a complaint against a court order 

refusing a motion to discontinue criminal proceedings under this Chapter has not been decided. 

Complaints against subsequent resumption of criminal proceedings have deferring effect. 

Withdrawal of the prosecution because of cooperation with the prosecution authority 

§ 209a. (1) The perpetrator of a criminal offence 

1. that falls under the jurisdiction of a Regional Court acting as Court of Lay 

Assessors or Court of Jurors (§ 31 paras. 2 and 3), 

2. that falls within the mandate of the Economic Crime and Corruption 

Prosecution Authority (§ 20a) or that meets the criteria of § 20b, or 

3. under §§ 277, 278, 278a, or 278b of the Criminal Code [Strafgesetzbuch 

(StGB)], or a crime connected to such an agreement, association, or organisation, 

has, subject to paras. 2 and 3, the right to demand a course of action pursuant to §§ 199, 200 to 

203, and 205 to 209 if the accused freely approaches the prosecution authority, provides a remorseful 

confession (§ 34 para. 1 subpara. 17 Criminal Code) about his or her contribution to the crime and 

reveals his or her knowledge concerning new material facts or pieces of evidence, and if the 

information about these material facts or pieces of evidence make a substantial contribution to support 

a comprehensive inquiry into any of the offences set out in subparas. 1 to 3 beyond the contribution of 

the accused, or to trace a person who took a leading part in such an agreement or a leading role in such 

an association or organisation (subpara. 3). 
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(2) So long as the perpetrator has not been questioned as an accused (§§ 48 para. 1 subpara. 2, 

164, 165) because of his or her knowledge about the crimes set out in para. 1 and so long as no 

coercion has been used against him or her, the prosecution authority must provisionally withdraw from 

the prosecution of this person’s criminal offences, unless it is clear from the outset that the conditions 

under para. 1 are not met. 

(3) Once it has been established that the conditions under para. 1 are met and that any 

punishment does not appear to be warranted to prevent the perpetrator from committing criminal 

offences, taking into account the significance of the information provided to the inquiry or 

ascertainment, relative to the nature and scale of the contribution to the crime, the prosecution must 

instruct the accused, applying, mutatis mutandis, the provisions under §§ 200 to 203 and 205 to 209, to 

provide the services designated by these provisions and to continue the cooperation in the inquiries. 

Contrary to § 200 para. 2, the sum of money to be paid may be equivalent to 360 penalty units. If the 

conditions [under para. 1] are not met, the prosecution authority must continue the proceedings and, if 

the requirements of § 41a of the Criminal Code are met, apply to use § 41a of the Criminal Code and 

must notify the accused accordingly. 

(4) After the services have been rendered, the prosecution authority must discontinue the 

investigation proceedings with the proviso of a subsequent prosecution. 

(5) A prosecution with a proviso under para. 4 may be resumed if 

1. the accepted obligation to cooperation in the inquiries has been violated or 

2. the documents or information rendered were false, were unable to make a 

substantial contribution within the meaning of para. 1, or if they were merely provided to 

obscure the perpetrator’s own leading involvement in an agreement, association, or 

organisations under para. 1 subpara. 3, 

unless the prosecution authority has not issued the directions necessary for a reconsideration 

within a period of 14 days from the service of the decision to end the proceedings in which one of the 

circumstances under subparas. 1 or 2 was articulated. 

(6) The prosecution authority must serve a direction under para. 4 along with reasons for this 

course of action on the Commissioner for Legal Protection. For a period of three months, the 

Commissioner for Legal Protection is entitled to request the continuation of proceedings. Upon the 

Commissioner’s request, the investigation file must be sent to the Commissioner; in such cases, the 

period starts with the receiving of the file. §§ 195 para. 3 and 196 apply mutatis mutandis. 
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(7) The same approach is taken, mutatis mutandis, in proceedings against legal entities under 

the Corporate Liability Act [Verbandsverantwortlichkeitsgesetz (VbVG), BGBl. I No. 151/2005], 

subject to the application of § 19 para. 1 subparas. 1 to 3 of the Corporate Liability Act. Contrary to 

§ 19 para. 1 subpara. 1 of the Corporate Liability Act, the sum of money to be paid may be equivalent 

to a corporate fine of 100 penalty units. 

Withdrawal of the prosecution because of cooperation with the prosecution authority 

in relation to an antitrust law violation 

§ 209b. (1) The Federal Antitrust-Attorney has to notify the prosecution authority of any 

course of action taken by the Federal Competition Authority pursuant to § 11 paras. 3 and 4 of the 

Competition Act [Wettbewerbsgesetz, BGBl. I No. 62/2002] or of such a course of action taken by the 

European Commission or by the competition authority of another Member State (§ 84 Antitrust Act 

[Kartellgesetz], BGBl. I No. 61/2005), if with regard to the significance of the contribution to inquiries 

into violations within the meaning of § 11 para. 3 subpara. 1 of the Competition Act it would be 

disproportionate to prosecute the employees of a corporation who participated in the violation on 

behalf of the corporation for a criminal offence committed through such a violation. 

(2) The prosecution authority must then discontinue investigation proceedings (with the 

proviso of a subsequent prosecution) against employees who have made a statement to reveal their 

entire knowledge to the prosecution authority and the court about their own conduct and other material 

facts that may be decisive for the inquiry into the criminal offences committed through the violation. 

§ 209a paras. 5 und 6 apply mutatis mutandis. 

(3) The same course of action is to be taken in proceedings under the Corporate Liability Act 

[Verbandsverantwortlichkeitsgesetz (VbVG)] against corporations. 
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A brief introduction to the Belgian criminal justice system 

1.  For a better understanding of the remainder of this report, it is useful to make some 

general remarks1 concerning the Belgian criminal justice system in advance. Belgium is a 

federal state whose legal system is generally considered as one following the civil law 

tradition. The main sources of criminal law are the Criminal Code (hereafter: CC) and the 

Code of Criminal Procedure (hereafter: CCP).2 Although both legislative texts have been 

regularly amended, they remain in force and of vital importance to this day.3  

1 For that reason, only a selection of some general features of the Belgian criminal justice system is 
discussed here and several nuances which characterize a balanced criminal procedure have been omitted 
from this short introduction.  
2 Belgian Criminal Code of 8 June 1867, Moniteur belge 9 June 1867; Belgian Code of Criminal 
Procedure of 17 November 1808, Moniteur belge 27 November 1808. 
3 Several attempts have been made throughout (recent) history to thoroughly reform the existing legal 
framework, the latest one is still ongoing: see Draft Bill to introduce a new Criminal Code – Book 1 and 
Book 2, Parl.St. Chamber of representatives 2019-20, n. 55-0417/001 and n. 55-1011/001 as well as Draft 
Bill concerning the Code of Criminal Procedure, Parl.St. Chamber of representatives 2019-20, n. 55-
1239/01. Unless specified otherwise below, we will rely on the legislation as it stands today (i.e. 31 
January 2022). 
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2. In the Belgian legal system, criminal offences are divided in three subcategories, 

depending on their degree of seriousness. These subcategories are: contraventions 

(“overtreding”/“contravention”), standard offences (“wanbedrijf”/“délit”) and serious 

offences (“misdaad”/“crime”).4 The presence of mitigating circumstances (for instance, the 

absence of prior convictions) can, however, result in a denaturation of the criminal offence 

and, as a consequence, in a lower sentence. This means that a criminal offence defined as a 

serious offence in the law (in abstracto) can, because of mitigating circumstances, become a 

standard offence and be punished accordingly in concreto by a judge (so-called 

correctionalisation).5 Mitigating circumstances can be adopted by courts or (in a non-binding 

manner) by the public prosecutor.6 The nature of the offence also determines the competence 

of the criminal court. In general terms, contraventions fall within the competence of the police 

court, standard offences are judged by a correctional court and the (most) serious offences are 

brought before the Court of assizes (trial by jury). Mitigating circumstances also have a clear 

impact here. In fact, the technique of correctionalisation is very common in Belgian practice 

and is quite often rather artificially used to unburden the court of assizes.7 

3.  Belgian criminal law explicitly rules on the criminal liability of legal persons. Since 

1999, most legal persons can be held criminally liable. Arts 7bis and 41bis CC list the specific 

sentences for legal persons and convert the sentences legally provided (often imprisonment) 

to a fine for legal persons. The criminal liability of legal persons is separate from the criminal 

liability of the individuals acting on behalf of the legal person/its representatives. De lege lata 

the legal person and its representatives can both be held criminally liable at the same time for 

the crimes they have committed.8 

4. In Belgian criminal procedure, the opportunity principle with discretionary 

prosecution is applied.9 This means that the prosecuting authorities not only decide (taking 

into consideration the guidelines/circular letters established by the Minister of Justice and/or 

4 See art. 1 CC. 
5 R Verstraeten and F Verbruggen, Strafrecht en strafprocesrecht voor bachelors (Intersentia 2020), 34-
35. 
6 Act of 4 October 1867 sur les circonstances atténuantes, Moniteur belge 5 October 1867. 
7 In Belgian legal practice, only the most serious offences that cannot be ‘correctionalized’, such as 
murder (as well as political offences and some press criminal offences) will still be brought before the 
Court of assizes.  
8 Art. 5(3) CC. 
9 See, for instance, art. 28quater(1) CCP. 
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the College of Prosecutors-General)10 whether a suspect should be prosecuted, but also which 

form – insofar a certain alternative settlement procedure is legally possible – the prosecution 

should take.11 The public prosecution service (“Openbaar Ministerie”/“Ministère Public”) 

generally initiates and pursues criminal prosecutions. An important exception relevant for this 

report is that the customs and excise duties administrative authorities are mainly responsible 

for the prosecution of criminal offences pertaining to their field.12 The Belgian public 

prosecution service consists of fourteen local prosecutor’s offices and five general 

prosecutor’s offices led by a prosecutor-general (at the level of the court of appeal). There 

also exists a federal prosecutor’s office led by the federal prosecutor with competence for the 

entire Belgian territory.  

5. With the Acts of 5 May 201913 and 17 February 202114, the institution of the 

European chief prosecutor, European prosecutor and delegated European prosecutor were also 

inserted in the Belgian Judicial Code, the CCP and the General Law on Customs and Excise 

duties.15 An academic study commissioned by the Federal Public Justice Department had 

recommended to integrate, on a national level, the EPPO into the federal prosecutor’s office, 

since this option would allow the EPPO “to function well and independently – both 

obligations under EU law – and cause as little friction with the rest of the prosecution 

service”.16 The legislator has, however, decided, to create a separate autonomous prosecutor’s 

10 See, for instance: Circular COL 06/2016 (Circulaire du Collège des procureurs généraux près les cours 
d’appel - Reconnaissance préalable de culpabilité), Brussels, 10 March 2016; Circular COL 08/2018 
(Circulaire commune du ministre de la Justice et du Collège des procureurs généraux relative aux 
directives en vue d’une harmonisation de l’application de l’article 216bis du Code d’instruction 
criminelle relatif à l’extinction de l’action publique moyennant le paiement d’une somme d’argent 
(transaction), Brussels, 24 May 2018; Circular COL 01/2021 (Circulaire commune du ministre de la 
justice, des ministres des entités fédérées et du collège des procureurs généraux près les cours d'appel - 
Extinction de l’action publique moyennant l’execution de mesures et le respect de conditions), Brussels, 
29 January 2021. 
11 S Vandromme, ‘Commentaar onder artikel 28quater Sv.’ in M De Busscher, J Meese, D Van Der 
Kelen and J Verbist (eds.), Strafprocesrecht: wet en duiding (Larcier 2017) 156. 
12 Art. 281(2) and (3) General Law on Customs and Excise duties; M-A Beernaert, H D Bosly and D 
Vandermeersch, Droit de la procédure pénale (die Keure 2021) 179. 
13 Act of 5 May 2019 portant des dispositions diverses en matière pénale et en matière de cultes, et 
modifiant la loi du 28 mai 2002 relative à l'euthanasie et le Code pénal social, Moniteur belge 24 May 
2019. 
14 Act of 17 February 2021 portant des dispositions diverses en matière de justice, Moniteur belge 24 
February 2021. 
15 Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 October 2017 
implementing enhanced cooperation on the establishment of the European Public Prosecutor’s Office 
(‘the EPPO’) is binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States (art. 288 of the 
consolidated version of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union [2012]); Nonetheless, some 
changes in Belgian legislation were required. 
16 For an English summary: see F Verbruggen, V Franssen, A L Claes and A Werding, ‘Implementation 
of the EPPO in Belgium: Making the Best of a (Politically) Forced Marriage?’, European Law Blog 18 
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office based on the argument that the independence of the EPPO would require this.17 The 

European prosecutor and the delegated prosecutors are of also competent for the entire 

Belgian territory when prosecuting offences falling within their competence.18 When 

exercising their competences, they have the same prosecutorial and investigative powers as 

other public prosecutors.19 

6. The national public prosecutor’s offices should notify the delegated European 

prosecutors without undue delay of any offences brought before them falling within the 

competence of the EPPO.20 The delegated European prosecutors will then have to decide 

whether to exercise their competence. The district public prosecutor, the prosecutor-general 

and the federal prosecutor can challenge the decision of the delegated European prosecutor to 

exercise the EPPO’s competence before the College of Prosecutors-General. The College 

will, in that case, decide who is to be competent for the investigation of the case.21  

7. In the field of customs and excise duties, a tax official of the General 

Administration of Customs and Excise duties is designated who will be responsible for the 

cooperation with the delegated European prosecutors when the EPPO exercises its 

competence.22 This official will become independent of his original administration and will 

exercise his powers in line with the instructions of the EPPO.  

November 2019, 
<https://europeanlawblog.eu/2019/11/18/implementation‑ of‑ the‑ eppo‑ in‑ belgium‑ making‑ the‑ best‑
of‑ a‑ politically‑ forced‑ marriage/>. 
17 Explanatory Memorandum to the Draft Bill portant des dispositions diverses en matière pénale et en 
matière de cultes, Parl.St. Chamber of representatives 2018-19, n. 54-3515/001, 130; F Verbruggen, V 
Franssen, A L Claes and A Werding point out that this type of integration would not endanger the 
independence of the EPPO since “all Belgian EDPs will, in EPPO cases, fully be subjected on the EPPO 
hierarchy and are bound to follow the EPPO prosecution policy. Regulation-conform interpretation will 
deny the Belgian Minister of Justice the possibility to order the Belgian EDPs to prosecute in a particular 
case; such instructions can only come from the central EPPO office. […] The independence of the EPPO 
(as an office for overall policy and in specific cases for the delegated European prosecutors) should not 
be confounded with isolation of the EDPs in the Member States. As argued above, such isolation risks to 
render the EPPO a toothless institution and a source of continuous conflict with the Member States, also 
those that sincerely want to tackle EU fraud. It would be counterproductive and at odds with the ultimate 
objective of the EPPO.” (F Verbruggen, V Franssen, A L Claes and A Werding, ‘Implementation of the 
EPPO in Belgium: Making the Best of a (Politically) Forced Marriage?’ cit.) 
18 Art. 156/1(1) Judicial Code of 10 October 1967, Moniteur belge 31 October 1967. 
19 Art. 47quaterdecies CCP. 
20 Art. 156/1(3) Judicial Code; The further elaboration of this notification will be the subject of a (to our 
knowledge, still to be adopted) circular letter of the College of Prosecutors-General. 
21 Art. 156/1(4) Judicial Code; see also art. 25(6) Regulation 2017/1939. No appeal is possible against the 
decision of the College of Prosecutors-General. The College can also refer a question to the Court of 
Justice of the EU for a preliminary ruling pursuant to art. 42(2)(c) of Regulation 2017/1939. 
22 See art. 285/1-285/6 General Law on Customs and Excise duties. 
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8. As is the case for many legal systems, Belgian criminal procedure has 

characteristics of both an inquisitorial and an adversarial criminal procedure. The preliminary 

phase of investigation is for most part inquisitorial whereas the procedure before the trial 

courts is mainly adversarial in nature.23 The investigation remains thus in principle secret, 

written and non-contradictory. The procedure before the trial courts, on the other hand, is as a 

rule oral, public and contradictory.24 Certain investigative measures (e.g. home search, 

interrogation or arrest) might however de facto inform the defendant in an early phase that he 

is involved in a criminal investigation. In the first phase of the criminal procedure, a 

distinction has to be made between a preliminary investigation led by a public prosecutor and 

a judicial investigation led by an investigating judge. The former was originally intended to 

be exceptional whereas the latter was put forth as the rule.25 In current practice, 95% of 

investigations are led by a public prosecutor and only a small minority of investigations 

constitute judicial investigations.26 Judicial investigations remain relevant for the most serious 

cases and where investigative measures forming serious infringements of human rights are 

required (such as home search warrants or arrest warrants).27 The investigating judge has 

indeed more extensive investigation powers than the public prosecutor and thus sometimes 

the opening of a judicial investigation is simply necessary when certain investigative 

measures need to be conducted.28 The victim of a standard offence or serious offence can also 

officially request the investigating judge to open a judicial investigation.29 During a judicial 

investigation, the defendant is informed of the fact that he is the subject of a criminal 

investigation by way of a formal inculpation/notification of charges by the investigating 

23 M-A Beernaert, H D Bosly and D Vandermeersch, Droit de la procédure pénale cit. 12; R Verstraeten 
and F Verbruggen, Strafrecht en strafprocesrecht voor bachelors cit. 5. 
24 R Verstraeten and F Verbruggen, Strafrecht en strafprocesrecht voor bachelors cit. 5; J Fermon, F 
Verbruggen and S De Decker, ‘The investigative stage of the criminal process in Belgium’ in Suspects in 
Europe. Procedural rights at the investigative stage of the criminal process in the European Union 
(Intersentia 2007) 29-30. 
25 J Hoeffler, Traité de l’instruction préparatoire en matière pénale (Editions Administratives UGA 
1956) 116. 
26 P Traest, G Vermeulen, W De Bondt, T Gombeer, S Raats and L Van Puyenbroeck, Scenario’s voor 

een nieuwe Belgische strafprocedure. Een praktijkgericht knelpuntenonderzoek (Maklu 2015) 66; R 
Verstraeten and A Bailleux, ‘Het voorstel van een nieuw wetboek van strafvordering: algemene 
beginselen en fase van het onderzoek” in Themis 110 - Straf- en strafprocesrecht (die Keure 2019) 149. 
27 J Fermon, F Verbruggen and S De Decker, ‘The investigative stage of the criminal process in Belgium’ 
cit. 30. 
28 For certain (but not all) investigatory measures for which the public prosecutor does not have the 
competence to carry them out himself, the latter can ask the investigating judge to carry out those 
measures without opening a judicial investigation (the so-called “mini-instruction”; art. 28septies CCP). 
The investigating judge then has the option to either grant or refuse that request. Furthermore, if he grants 
the request, the investigating judge can still decide to open a judicial investigation (right of evocation). 
29 Art. 63 CCP. 
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judge.30 As said before, the European prosecutor and the delegated European prosecutors have 

the same investigative powers as other public prosecutors. This means that they also have to 

resort to investigative judges (and a judicial investigation) for certain investigative 

measures.31 The Act of 17 February 2021 for that reason also introduced specialised 

investigating judges.32 Those investigating judges will give priority to European cases falling 

within the EPPO’s competence.  

9. At the end of the preliminary investigation, the prosecutor decides whether to bring 

the suspect before the criminal trial court by way of a direct summons.33 He can also decide to 

discontinue the proceedings or to opt for ADR. This is different from the procedure when a 

judicial investigation had previously been opened. When the investigating judge considers his 

investigation to be complete, he will send the file to the public prosecutor who will then 

subsequently formulate the indictment.34 After this, the intervention of an investigation 

supervision court is required before the defendant can be referred to a trial court. Before the 

investigation supervision court, an adversarial debate will take place of the evidence 

previously collected.35 The investigation supervisions courts are the council chamber of the 

court of first instance and the indictments chamber of the court of appeal. They serve as an 

important filter between the judicial investigation phase and the trial phase and will only refer 

a defendant to court if there are sufficient indications of guilt.  

10. In general, appeal is possible against the decisions of the police court (appellate 

body: correctional court, part of the court of first instance) and those of the correctional court 

(appellate body: court of appeal, correctional chambers). An appeal to the Court of Cassation 

is possible against a decision of a court adjudicating at last instance.36 It must be underlined 

that the Court of Cassation only rules on legal questions regarding the correct application of 

laws, it does not re-assess the facts of the case.37 This can thus not be considered as a second 

30 Art. 61bis CCP. 
31 For a critical analysis: see A L Claes, A Werding and V Franssen, ‘The Belgian Juge d'Instruction and 
the EPPO Regulation: (Ir)reconcilable?’ (2021), European Papers, <www.europeanpapers.eu>, 357-389. 
32 Art. 79 Judicial Code and 62bis(7) CCP. 
33 Art. 145 and 182 CCP. A direct summons is only possible for contraventions and standard offences 
(and serious offences for which the public prosecutor ‘suggests’ mitigating circumstances insofar this is 
possible). A civil party can also bring a case before the trial court by way of a direct summons without the 
possibility of ‘suggesting’ mitigating circumstances.  
34 Art. 127 CCP. 
35 For more information: see J Fermon, F Verbruggen and S De Decker, ‘The investigative stage of the 
criminal process in Belgium’ cit. 50-52. 
36 Art. 418 CCP. 
37 Art. 608 Judicial Code.  
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appeal. If the Court of Cassation decides to annul the contested judgment, the case will 

subsequently be referred to another court (of the same level as the one that rendered the 

annulled judgment). In addition, Belgium has a Constitutional Court which rules on questions 

of constitutionality (distribution of competences between federal state, Regions and 

Communities as well as conformity with fundamental rights enshrined in the Constitution) of 

acts enacted by one of the parliaments.  

 

1. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal 
system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the domestic 
level 

11. The purpose of the PIF Directive is to establish minimum rules for criminal 

definitions and penalties in the field of combating fraud and other illegal activities affecting 

the Union’s financial interests.38 This directive had to be transposed into national legislation 

by the member states by 6 July 2019. 

12. In general, the Belgian legislator has opted to refer to the relevant provisions of 

Regulation 2017/1939 for defining the material competence of the EPPO rather than to 

implement the entire PIF directive in national legislation for reasons of legibility and 

flexibility.39 This is not surprising given the fact that the Belgian legislator also never felt the 

need to implement the Council Act of 26 July 199540 and its protocols, the predecessor of the 

PIF Directive. In the Explanatory Memorandum to the Draft Bill concerning the ratification of 

the Council Act it was stated that no legislative changes on a national level are required since 

all the incriminations are already covered under Belgian criminal law provisions which often 

even go further than required by EU law.41 In line with art. 117 of Regulation 2017/1939, 

38 Directive (EU) 2017/1371 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the fight against fraud to 
the Union Financial interests by means of criminal law. 

39 Explanatory Memorandum to the Draft Bill portant des dispositions diverses en matière de justice, 
Parl.St. Chamber of representatives 2020-21, n. 55-1696/001, 8-9. 
40 Council Act of 26 July 1995 drawing up the Convention on the protection of the European 

Communities' financial interests.  
41 Explanatory Memorandum to the Draft Bill portant assentiment aux actes internationaux suivants:  
1. La Convention, établie sur la base de l’article K.3 du Traité sur l’Union européenne, relative à la 
protection des intérêts financiers des Communautés européennes, faite à Bruxelles le 26 juillet 1995;  
2. Le Protocole, établi sur la base de l’article K.3 du Traité sur l’Union européenne, à la Convention 
relative à la protection des intérêts financiers des Communautés européennes, fait à Dublin le 27 
septembre 1996; 
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Belgium has however notified to the EPPO a list of the national substantive criminal law 

provisions that apply to the offences defined in the PIF Directive.  

13. Moreover, the Belgian legislator deemed it necessary to make some legislative 

amendments to the existing national provisions in order to bring Belgian criminal law 

provisions fully in line with the PIF Directive. The latter was realized – albeit after the expiry 

of the implementation deadline of the PIF Directive – by the Acts of 9 December 201942 and 

17 February 202143.  

14. The Act of 9 December 2019 better aligns the Belgian General Law on Customs 

and Excise duties and the VAT Code with the requirements of the PIF Directive. This Act 

entered into force on 28 December 2019. In the field of customs and excise duties, the 

legislative changes are threefold:44  

1) The introduction of a distinction based on the fact whether the tax fraud 

was committed intentionally for the offences falling under the material scope of the 

PIF Directive;45  

2) The introduction of a maximum penalty which provides for 

imprisonment for all these offences and a maximum penalty of at least four years of 

imprisonment when they seriously harm the financial interests of the EU. It is also 

clarified that the financial interests of the EU must in any event be considered to have 

been seriously harmed when the damage involves more than 100.000 euros;46 

3. Le deuxième Protocole, établi sur la base de l’article K.3 du Traité sur l’Union européenne, à la 
Convention relative à la protection des intérêts financiers des Communautés européennes, et la 
Déclaration conjointe, faits à Bruxelles le 19 juin 1996; 
4. Le Protocole, établi sur la base de l’article K.3 du Traité sur l’Union européenne, concernant 
l’interprétation, à titre préjudiciel, par la Cour de Justice des Communautés européennes de la Convention 
relative à la protection des intérêts financiers des Communautés européennes, et la Déclaration, faits à 
Bruxelles le 29 novembre 1996; 
5. La Convention, établie sur la base de l’article K.3, paragraphe 2, point c), du Traité sur l’Union 
européenne, relative à la lutte contre la corruption impliquant des fonctionnaires des Communautés 
européennes ou des fonctionnaires des Etats membres de l’Union européenne, faite à Bruxelles le 26 mai 
1997, Parl.St. Senate 2000-01, n. 2-885/1, 5-6. 
42 Act of 9 December 2019 modifiant la loi générale sur les douanes et accises du 18 juillet 1977 et le 
code de la taxe sur la valeur ajoutée transposant la directive (EU) 2017/1371, Moniteur belge 18 
December 2019. 
43 Act of 17 February 2021 portant des dispositions diverses en matière de justice, Moniteur belge 24 
February 2021. 
44 See arts 3-10 Act of 9 December 2019 cit. 
45 See also art. 3(1) Directive 2017/1371. 
46 In accordance with art. 7(2) and (3) Directive 2017/1371. 
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3) Where deemed necessary, the criminalization of the attempt to commit 

the offences falling under the PIF Directive.47  

15. As regards VAT, the PIF Directive only applies to serious offences i.e. where the 

intentional acts or omissions are connected with the territory of two or more EU Member 

States and involve a total damage of at least 10.000.000 euros.48 For those offences, a 

maximum penalty of at least four years of imprisonment is required.49 Belgian law already 

made a distinction between tax fraud (punishable with eight days-two years of imprisonment 

and/or a fine of 2.000-4.000.000 euros)50 and serious tax fraud (punishable with eight days-

five years of imprisonment and/or a fine of 2.000-4.000.000 euros).51 The Act of 9 December 

2019 clarified that VAT tax fraud connected to the territory of at least two Member States and 

causing a damage of at least 10.000.000 euros constitutes serious tax fraud and is thus 

punishable with a maximum penalty of five years of imprisonment.52 In accordance with arts 

5 and 8 of the PIF Directive, the legislator also inserted a new provision criminalizing the 

attempt to commit this type of serious tax fraud53 as well as an aggravating circumstance 

when this type of serious tax fraud is committed by a criminal organization.54 

16. In accordance with art. 7(3) of the PIF Directive the Act of 17 February 2021 

increased the penalties to at least four years of imprisonment for the offences listed in:55  

- Arts 247 and 249 CC (bribery of public officials/active and passive 

corruption of public officials); and 

47 In accordance with art. 5 Directive 2017/1371. 
48 Art. 2(2) and 3(2)(d) Directive 2017/1371. 
49 Art. 7(3) Directive 2017/1371. 
50 Art. 73(1) VAT Code. This provision mentions a fine of 250-500.000 euros, but under the 2022 system 
70 opdecimes have to be added to each euro of the fine, resulting in a fine of 2.000-4.000.000 euros (art. 
73quinquies(3) VAT Code). Unless otherwise specified, we have always added those opdecimes to the 
amount of the fine and have only listed the resulting amount in this report.  
51 Art. 73(2) VAT Code.  
52 Arts 73(3) VAT Code and 11 Act of 9 December 2019 cit. The national judge can of course still 
consider the fraud to be serious if (one of) these two conditions are not met. 
53 Arts 73nonies VAT Code and 12 Act of 9 December 2019 cit. The attempt is punishable with eight 
days-three years of imprisonment and/or a fine of 208- 400.000 euros (opdecimes included, but one could 
call into question whether the opdecimes should be applied since art. 73quinquies(3) VAT Code does not 
make reference to art. 73nonies VAT Code).  
54 Arts 73decies VAT Code and 13 Act of 9 December 2019 cit. Serious tax fraud falling under the scope 
of the PIF Directive and committed by a criminal organization (art. 324bis CC) is punishable with one-
five years of imprisonment and/or a fine of 40.000- 4.000.000 euros (opdecimes included, but one could 
call into question whether the opdecimes should be applied since art. 73quinquies(3) VAT Code does not 
make reference to art. 73decies VAT Code). 
55 Arts 25-27 Act of 17 February 2021 cit. 
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- Art. 2 of the Royal Decree of 31 May 1933 (grant and subsidy fraud). 56 

In general, the relevant national substantive criminal law provisions notified to 

EPPO by Belgium are:  

- Arts 193-197 CC (forgery of documents); 

- Art. 240 CC (embezzlement by a public official); 

- Art. 245 CC (conflict of interest in public administration);  

- Arts 246-250 CC (bribery of public officials/active and passive 

corruption of public officials); 

- Arts 322-324 and 325 CC (criminal offence of establishing or 

membership of an association with the aim of carrying out attacks against persons or 

property); 

- Arts 324bis, 324ter and 325 CC (criminal offences concerning criminal 

organizations); 

- Arts 461, 463, 465 and 466 CC (theft);  

- Art. 491 CC (embezzlement); 

- Art. 492bis CC (misuse of company assets); 

- Art. 496 CC (fraud/swindle/scam); 

- Art. 505 CC (receiving, handling stolen goods and money laundering); 

- Arts 1-4 of the Royal Decree of 31 May 1933 (grant and subsidy fraud);  

- Arts 115(1), 202, 220, 236, 237, 256, 257 and 259 of the General Law 

on Customs and Excise duties (designated forms of tax fraud); 

- Arts 73, 73bis, 73nonies, 73decies and 73quinquies of the VAT Code 

(tax fraud).57 

 

17. Some remarks have to be made regarding the Belgian implementation of the PIF 

Directive. Art. 5(2) of the PIF Directive requires Member States to ensure that an attempt to 

commit any of the criminal offences referred to in arts 3 and 4(3) of the Directive is 

punishable as a criminal offence. It is therefore odd that to date the attempt to commit for 

56 Royal Decree of 31 May 1933 concernant les déclarations à faire en matière de subventions et 
allocations, Moniteur belge 1 June 1933. 
57 See notification of the Kingdom of Belgium in relation to art. 117 of the EPPO Regulation, 21-39 < 
https://www.eppo.europa.eu/sites/default/files/2021-11/04-BE_0.pdf>.  
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instance grant or subsidy fraud (art. 2 Royal Decree of 31 May 1933), embezzlement (art. 491 

CC) or misuse of company assets (art. 492bis CC) is still not punishable despite the fact that 

these offences can fall under art. 3 of the PIF Directive when they affect the EU’s financial 

interests. Moreover, as regards the jurisdiction, art. 11(1)(b) of the PIF Directive requires 

Belgium to ensure that jurisdiction can be established over the criminal offences affecting the 

EU’s financial interests when the offender is a Belgian national. Art. 11(4) prohibits member 

states to make the exercise of that jurisdiction subject to the condition that a prosecution can 

be initiated only following a report made by the victim in the place where the criminal offence 

was committed, or after a denunciation from the State of the place where the criminal offence 

was committed. Belgian law, however, to date still applies that condition when the criminal 

offence was committed abroad by a Belgian national (or a person habitually residing in 

Belgium) against a foreign national.58 In our view, Belgian criminal law is, to that extent, not 

fully in conformity with the requirements of the PIF Directive. 

 

2. Relevant provisions on ADR-Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal 
Matters and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of 
disputes 

a. Introduction 

18. As stated before in the introduction, the opportunity principle with discretionary 

prosecution is applied in Belgian criminal procedure. The prosecuting authorities decide 

whether a suspect should be prosecuted, but also which form – insofar a certain alternative 

settlement procedure is legally possible – the prosecution should take. The Belgian criminal 

legal system indeed provides for several alternative settlement procedures. There are four 

types of alternative dispute resolution in criminal cases in Belgium which can be considered 

as “simplified prosecution procedures aiming at the final disposal of a case” as referred to 

under art. 40(1) of Regulation 2017/1939. These are the transaction, the penal mediation and 

measures procedure, the guilty plea and the rewarded cooperating witness/offender regime. 

We already like to underline that those four alternative procedures cannot be imposed on the 

defendant, she or he needs to voluntarily agree with the proposed procedure.  

58 See Art. 7 of the Preliminary Title of the CCP.  
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19. Firstly, art. 216bis CCP provides for the abandonment of prosecution upon 

payment, also known as the ‘transaction’ (Dutch: minnelijke schikking or verval van de 

strafvordering door betaling van een geldsom/French: transaction (pénale) or extinction de 

l’action publique moyennant le paiement d’une somme d’argent). As the name already 

implies, this type of ADR leads to the abandonment of prosecution after the payment of a 

certain sum (and possibly also the surrender of certain goods).  

20. Secondly, art. 216ter CCP regulates the penal mediation and measures procedure 

(Dutch: strafbemiddeling en maatregelen//French: procédure de mediation pénale et 

mesures.59 The penal mediation and measures procedure also leads to the abandonment of 

prosecution, but requires the defendant to comply with certain conditions and measures 

agreed upon with the public prosecutor. These conditions and measures can be the reparation 

of the damage caused, the compensation of the damage caused, medical treatment or any 

suitable form of therapy, performance of public services and following a training course. they 

can be proposed separately or cumulatively to the defendant.60 This procedure has to be 

distinguished from the (restorative) mediation procedure under art. 553 et seq. CCP. The latter 

is described in the legislation as a process that allows persons involved in a conflict, if they 

voluntarily agree, to participate actively and confidentially in resolving difficulties arising 

from a criminal offence, with the assistance of a neutral third party (an accredited mediator) 

and based on a particular methodology. It aims to facilitate communication and to help the 

parties to reach an agreement themselves on the modalities and conditions that can lead to 

pacification and reparation.61 The persons involved are usually the perpetrator and the 

victim(s), but anyone who has a direct interest in the context of criminal proceedings can 

request this mediation procedure. The judicial authorities (including the public prosecutor) 

will inform the persons involved in a criminal procedure of this possibility and may even 

suggest it62, but of course cannot compel the parties to opt for it. A successful mediation 

under art. 553 et seq CCP does not have a direct impact on criminal proceedings, the trial 

59 The terminology used in the legislation is “the abandonment of prosecution because of the performance 
of measures and the compliance with conditions” (Dutch: verval van de strafvordering door de uitvoering 
van maatregelen en de naleving van voorwaarden/French: extinction de l'action publique moyennant 
l'exécution de mesures et le respect des conditions). 
60 M-A Beernaert, H D Bosly and D Vandermeersch, Droit de la procédure pénale cit. 289; C Marr, ‘La 
médiation pénale à la suite de la loi du 18 mars 2018: de la médiation pénale à la « procédure médiation et 
mesures »’ in V Franssen and A Masset (eds), Actualités de droit pénal et de procédure pénale (Anthemis 
2019) 303. 
61 Art. 3ter(2) Preliminary Title of the CCP. 
62 Art. 553(2) CCP. 
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court may however take the outcome into account when sentencing the defendant.63 The 

procedure can therefore not be considered as a simplified prosecution procedure aiming at the 

final disposal of a case. A request for the mediation procedure under art. 553 et seq. CCP is 

not possible when a penal mediation and measures procedure is ongoing.64 

21. Thirdly, there is the guilty plea or plea agreement (Dutch: voorafgaande erkenning 

van schuld/French: reconnaissance préalable de culpabilité) as laid down in art. 216 CCP. 

The latter is an agreement between defendant and public prosecutor on the sentence whereby 

the defendant admits he is guilty of the criminal offences which are the subject of the 

agreement.  

22. Lastly, the rewarded cooperating witness/offender regime (Dutch: 

spijtoptantenregeling/French: regime des repentis) in arts 216/1-216/8 CCP can also be 

considered as a form of alternative dispute resolution. Under this regime, a defendant offers in 

essence substantial, revealing, sincere and complete information and cooperation to criminal 

investigations regarding certain serious criminal offences in exchange for a ‘reward’. That 

‘reward’ can be a more favourable treatment of the criminal case (reduction of penalties or no 

penalty), a more favourable detention regime or some leniency as regards the execution of the 

sentence. When we hereafter speak of the rewarded cooperating witness/offender regime, we 

mean to refer to the first modality (more favourable treatment of the criminal case i.e. 

reduction of penalties or no penalty). The other two modalities still require traditional 

criminal proceedings and can thus hardly be considered as real ‘alternative procedures’.65 

23. None of the abovementioned simplified prosecution procedures limits is scope of 

application to individuals. The personal scope of the transaction, guilty plea and rewarded 

cooperating witness/offender regime covers both individuals and legal persons.66 Legal 

persons can thus resort to or participate in these alternative procedures under the same 

63 If the parties involved in the mediation procedure agree to inform the criminal court of the outcome 
(art. 555(1) CCP). 
64 Art. 553(1) CCP. 
65 J Rozie and S Dewulf, ‘Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke strafrechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen. 
Op zoek naar een evenwicht tussen een doeltreffende en rechtvaardige justitie’ in A Van Oevelen, S 
Rutten and J Rozie, Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen (Intersentia 2019) 88. 
66 Circular COL 08/2018 cit. 12; Explanatory Memorandum to the Draft Bill concerning modification of 
criminal law and criminal procedure and concerning miscellaneous provisions relating to justice, Parl.St. 
Chamber of representatives 2015-16, n. 54-1418/001, 90; Explanatory Memorandum to the Draft Bill 
modifiant le Code d’Instruction criminelle en vue d’introduire des dispositions légales relatives aux 
repentis, Parl.St. Chamber of representatives 2017-18, n. 54-3016/001, 37; G Falque, La victime dans le 
débat penal (Kluwer 2018) 286 and 293. 
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conditions (supra n. 3) as individuals. In theory, the penal mediation and measures procedure 

is also allowed for legal persons. However, in practice, given the nature of the procedure, it 

seems very unlikely that a legal person can participate in or resort to this procedure.67 In what 

follows under subch. b., these four different regimes will be further outlined. Before delving 

into that, two other types of ADR in Belgian criminal law that are not possible for crimes 

falling under EPPO’s competence have to be shortly mentioned.  

24. Firstly, there is currently in Belgium (until 31/12/2023) a tax 

regularisation/voluntary disclosure program in force.68 Under the latter, tax evaders are 

offered the opportunity to voluntarily disclose their previously untaxed capital by paying a 

significant penalty. If all conditions are fulfilled, a successful tax regularisation results in a 

ground of non-prosecution for the tax fraud and money laundering of the tax fraud proceeds 

(also for other participants in these crimes) and a ground of impunity for a list of accessory 

crimes, such as forgery of documents, embezzlement and misuse of company assets (not for 

other participants in these crimes).69 However, no successful regularisation is possible for 

funds that can be connected with fraud to the Union's financial interests or organized crime.70 

Those tax evaders can thus not resort to this type of ADR in order to eliminate the risk of 

being prosecuted.  

25. Secondly, there is a special regime for transactions in the field of customs and 

excise duties.71 This procedure is allowed for all customs and excise duties offences (under 

the General Law on Customs and Excise duties and the special laws on the levying of excise 

duties) as long as there are mitigating circumstances in the present case or if it can be 

assumed that the offence is merely the result of negligence or error rather than intentionally 

committed.72 The competent officer of the customs and excise duties authorities is exclusively 

competent to propose a transaction (the public prosecutor’s office does not have a say in the 

matter). The regional director of the customs and excise duties in principle has to confirm the 

67 J Rozie and S Dewulf, “Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke strafrechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen. 
Op zoek naar een evenwicht tussen een doeltreffende en rechtvaardige justitie” in A Van Oevelen, S 
Rutten and J Rozie, Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen cit. 111. 
68 Act of 21 July 2016 visant à instaurer un système permanent de régularisation fiscale et sociale, 
Moniteur belge 29 July 2016. 
69 Art. 10(1) and (2) Act of 21 July 2016 cit. 
70 Art. 6 1° and 11(4) Act of 21 July 2016 cit. 
71 Arts 263-264 General Law on Customs and Excise duties. 
72 Arts 263-264 General Law on Customs and Excise duties. 
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transaction.73 Since the customs and excise duties authorities (an autonomous entity of the 

federal public service, Finance Department) also have the power of investigation and 

prosecution for the criminal offences in the field of customs and excise duties, this is not 

surprising from a Belgian point of view. In practice, the tax authorities seem to interpret the 

scope of the transaction in a pragmatic, broad manner.74 A transaction in the field of customs 

and excise duties traditionally had no procedural limits. Such a transaction can be concluded 

before criminal proceedings have been initiated until as late as during a procedure before the 

Belgian Court of Cassation. 

26. Since recently, paragraph 2 of art. 285/4 of the General Law on Customs and 

Excise duties states that a transaction is forbidden whenever the European Public Prosecutor’s 

Office exercises its competence on the basis of Council Regulation 2017/1939 or during the 

period between the receival of the relevant information and the decision on whether to 

exercise the right of evocation under art. 27 of Council Regulation 2017/1939. The Belgian 

Minister of Justice stated in a parliamentary Commission that the transaction in the field of 

customs and excise duties should indeed not be used for the serious (and intentional) criminal 

offences that fall under EPPO’s competence.75 Since the transaction under art. 216bis CCP is 

also not possible in the field of customs and excise duties,76 this means that EPPO cannot 

apply this type of ADR for fraud related to customs and excise duties. As a logical 

consequence, when we refer to ‘the transaction’ later in this report, we mean the abandonment 

of prosecution upon payment or transaction under art. 216bis CCP. 

b. Four different types of ADR: admissibility and sanctions 

i. Transaction: abandonment of prosecution upon 

payment 

27. Art. 216bis CCP lists the conditions for admissibility to the transaction. The first 

condition relates to the nature of the offence. The transaction is possible for facts that do not 

73 E Van Dooren, ‘Douanerechtelijk transigeren’ in F Deruyk, M De Swaef, J Rozie, M Rozie, P Traest 
and R Verstraeten, De wet voorbij, Liber Amicorum Luc Huybrechts (eds.) (Intersentia 2010) 498. 
74 E Van Dooren, ‘Douanerechtelijk transigeren’ in F Deruyk, M De Swaef, J Rozie, M Rozie, P Traest 
and R Verstraeten (eds), De wet voorbij, Liber Amicorum Luc Huybrechts cit. 503. 
75 Report on behalf of the Commission of Finances and Budget, Parl.St. Chamber of representatives 
2020-21, n. 1696/006, 10. 
76 Art. 216bis(6) CCP; Explanatory Memorandum to the Draft Bill concerning miscellaneous provisions 
relating to justice, Parl.St. Chamber of representatives 2020-21, n. 1696/001, 26. 
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constitute a serious violation of the physical integrity.77 Additionally, the facts of the case 

must be of such a nature that the public prosecutor would not demand a principal penalty of 

more than two years of imprisonment if the case was brought before a criminal court.78 The 

latter does not refer to the legally defined penalty in abstracto, but concerns the penalty in 

concreto (taking into account mitigating circumstances), the penalty that the public prosecutor 

would demand if the same case would be brought before a criminal court. The exclusion of 

criminal offences that form a serious violation of the physical integrity means that, of the 

offences that can fall under EPPO’s competence, no transaction shall be possible for:  

- the criminal offences concerning the establishing or membership of an 

association with the aim of carrying out attacks against persons or property and 

criminal organizations (arts 322-325 CC) when the association or organization is 

directed towards the use of intimidation, threats or violence or where it is directed 

against individual persons; 

- Theft (art. 461 et seq. CC) when committed using threats or violence;  

- Or attempts to commit one of the aforementioned criminal offences.79 

 

28. Because of the in Belgian criminal procedure often used technique of 

correctionalisation (the application of mitigating circumstances which has a result that a 

criminal offence legally defined as a serious offence becomes a standard offence and will be 

punished accordingly by a judge, supra ch.0), the maximum threshold of two years 

imprisonment will not be an obstacle for any of the other criminal offences that might fall 

under EPPO’s competence. 

29. The second condition relates to the criminal proceedings. It must be possible to 

legally as well as factually conduct the criminal prosecution. There can be no prescription of 

77 Annexe III du Circulaire COL 08/2018, Liste d’infractions entrant ou non en ligne de compte pour une 
transaction. The Belgian Constitutional Court ruled that the exclusion of criminal offences that constitute 
a ‘serious violation of the physical integrity’ does not violate the principle of legality in criminal law as 
laid down in arts 12(2) and 14 of the Belgian Constitution, read together with arts 6 and 7 European 
Convention on Human Rights, art. 15(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and 
art. 49(1) of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights (Belgian Constitutional Court judgment of 28 
February 2013, n. 20/2013). 
78 Art. 216bis(1) CCP. 
79 See Annexe III du Circulaire COL 08/2018 cit. 
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criminal prosecution or insufficient indications of guilt. The transaction is possible as long as 

the trial tribunal or court has not yet taken a final decision in first instance.80  

30. The third condition concerns the damages. The accused must acknowledge his 

civil liability in written and must provide evidence of the compensation of the uncontested 

part of the damage. A transaction for criminal offences which constitute tax fraud or social 

fraud is only possible after the accused has paid the tax or social contributions due (including 

interests) and after the tax or social administration approves the transaction.81 This means that 

for VAT tax fraud falling under EPPO’s competence, the approval of the Belgian VAT tax 

authorities is required before a transaction can be entered into. The restitution of the 

defrauded monies thus forms a part of the alternative procedure. 

31. The public prosecutor is free to determine the amount of the transaction within the 

legal limits (the competent prosecutor-general has, according to the circular letter, to agree 

with the amount of the transaction)82. The amount of the transaction can never be more than 

the statutory maximum fine. If the applicable provision does not provide for a fine, the 

conversion mechanism of art. 41bis CC, used to determine the amount of the fine in the case 

of legal persons, should be applied.83 There is no minimum amount of the transaction, but the 

amount should be proportionate to the gravity of the offence.84 In an internal (not publicly 

available) circular letter of 2012, it is stated that, with regard to tax crimes, the minimum 

amount of the transaction for individuals is at least 10% of the tax evaded and the minimum 

amount of the transaction for legal persons is at least 15% of the tax evaded.85  

32. The public prosecutor can also increase the amount of the transaction when the 

criminal offence has caused costs of analysis or expert opinions. Other legal costs may also be 

added.86 Additionally, where relevant, any goods legally connected to the criminal offence 

and criminal proceeds that have been seized and that are or may be liable for confiscation, 

80 Art. 216bis(2) CCP. 
81 Art. 216bis(6) CCP. 
82 Circular COL 08/2018 cit. 27. 
83 J Meese and P Tersago, ‘Verruimde minnelijke schikking in strafzaken. Buitengerechtelijke 
afhandeling van strafzaken doorbreekt haar ketens’(2012) Nieuw Juridisch Weekblad 262, 318. 

84 Art. 216bis(1)(5) CCP. 
85 J Rozie and S Dewulf, ‘Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke strafrechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen. 
Op zoek naar een evenwicht tussen een doeltreffende en rechtvaardige justitie’ in A Van Oevelen, S 
Rutten and J Rozie, Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen cit. 146-147. 
86 Art. 216bis(1)(6) CCP. 
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should be renounced.87 If the goods or criminal proceeds have not been seized, the public 

prosecutor requests for them to be delivered at a place determined by him. According to the 

circular letter, the amount of the transaction has to be realistic taking into account the 

aggravating or mitigating circumstances, the gravity of the offence(s), the relevant 

antecedents, the right to proceedings within a reasonable time, the financial situation (if 

known) of the defendant and, where relevant, the transfer of goods and criminal proceeds to 

the authorities.88 

ii. Penal mediation and measures procedure 

33. Art. 216ter CCP contains the provisions concerning the penal mediation and 

measures procedure. The preconditions for admissibility to this procedure are rather similar to 

the supra n. 27 discussed conditions for the transaction. Firstly, this procedure is allowed for 

all types of criminal offences under the condition that the public prosecutor would not 

demand a principal penalty of more than two years of imprisonment if the case was brought 

before a criminal court.89 The latter does again not refer to the legally defined penalty in 

abstracto, but concerns the penalty in concreto (taking into account mitigating 

circumstances), the penalty that the public prosecutor would demand if the same case would 

be brought before a criminal court. In contrast to what is the case for the transaction, the penal 

mediation and measures procedure is possible for serious violations of the physical integrity. 

For the same reason as given supra n. 28 for the transaction, the maximum threshold of two 

years imprisonment is in practice not an obstacle for almost all of the criminal offences that 

can fall under EPPO’s competence.90 Secondly, it must be possible to legally as well as 

factually conduct the criminal prosecution. There can be no prescription of criminal 

prosecution or insufficient indications of guilt. The penal mediation and measures procedure 

is possible as long as the trial tribunal or court has not yet taken a final decision in first 

instance.91 Thirdly, the accused must acknowledge his civil liability in written and must 

provide evidence of the compensation of the uncontested part of the damage. He also must 

87 Art. 216bis(1)(7) CCP.  

88 Circular COL 08/2018 cit. 17. 
89 Art. 216ter(1) CCP. 
90 Although not very likely to occur as a criminal offence affecting the EU’s financial interests, the most 
serious forms of theft (arts 473(3), 474 and 475 CC) are however, even after correctionalisation, 
punishable with a minimum of more two years imprisonment (save when the reasonable time period has 
been exceeded), a penal mediation and measures procedure is thus not possible for those criminal 
offences. 
91 Art. 216ter, (6) CCP. 
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have agreed to pay the costs of analyses or expert opinions (if any) made as a result of the 

criminal offence. The transaction and penal mediation and measures procedure cannot be 

applied cumulatively for the same fact.92 

34. As stated supra n. 20, the penal mediation and measures procedure requires the 

defendant to comply with one or more conditions and measures agreed upon with the public 

prosecutor, namely the reparation of the damage caused, the compensation of the damage 

caused, medical treatment or any suitable form of therapy, (not remunerated) performance of 

public services and following a training course. The first two can be considered as conditions 

and concern the compensation (of the victim) while the last three can be considered as 

measures which are mainly defendant-oriented. The public prosecutor can ask the victim and 

the suspect whether they would agree with mediation regarding the compensation or 

reparation and the details thereof.93 This would entail that victim and suspect try to reach an 

agreement by directly or indirectly meeting each other with the assistance of the justice 

assistant94 for mediation in criminal cases.95 The compensation and/or reparation can include 

a financial settlement possibly with an instalment plan, oral or written excuses, reparation in 

kind (e.g. returning the stolen goods), cohabitation terms …96 The measure of medical 

treatment or any suitable form of therapy will be proposed when the criminal offence appears 

to have been caused by behavioural problems, an illness or an addiction.97 The duration of the 

measures of the performance of public services or the following of a training course may each 

not exceed 120 hours in duration.98  

35. A justice assistant will be responsible for the elaboration, following-up and the 

supervision of the execution of the measures and conditions.99 For the specific 

implementation of the measures (if any), the justice assistant takes the remarks of the 

defendant and his physical and intellectual capacity into account. The circular letter gives 

92 Explanatory Memorandum to the Draft Bill modifiant diverses dispositions du droit pénal, de la 
procédure pénale et du droit judiciaire, Parl.St. Chamber of representatives 2017-18, n. 54-2753/001, 41; 
M-A Beernaert, H D. Bosly and D Vandermeersch, Droit de la procédure pénale cit. 287. 
93 Art. 216ter(1)(2) CCP. 
94 A justice assistant is a judicial official working at the Department of Welfare, Public Health and Family 
of the Flemish government. 
95 Circular COL 01/2021 cit. 6-7. 
96 Circular COL 01/2021 cit. 7; C Marr, ‘La médiation pénale à la suite de la loi du 18 mars 2018 : de la 
médiation pénale à la « procédure médiation et mesures »’ in V Franssen and A Masset (eds), Actualités 
de droit pénal et de procédure pénale cit. 304. 
97 Art. 216ter(1)(5) 1° CCP. 
98 Art. 216ter(1)(5) 2° and 3° CCP. 
99 Art. 216ter(2) CCP. 
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some guidelines as to the situations in which one of the measures (medical treatment or any 

suitable form of therapy, performance of public services and following a training course) is 

appropriate. It is also advised to be cautious in proposing several measures at once, as the 

measures have different objectives and this would create a risk of over-punishment and failure 

of the penal mediation and measures procedure.100 Other factors to consider when determining 

the measures, their content and duration that are mentioned in the circular letter are: the 

judicial antecedents of the defendant (the absence of a criminal record can justify a less severe 

approach), the extent to which the measures are disruptive to the integration of the defendant 

into society, the physical and mental state of the defendant and the intellectual and financial 

capacities of the defendant. 

iii. Guilty plea 

36. Introduced in 2016, the guilty plea is a rather recent phenomenon in Belgian 

criminal procedure. There are two main preconditions which have to be fulfilled before one 

can enter into a plea agreement. Firstly, according to art. 216 CCP, the guilty plea procedure 

is allowed for all types of criminal offences under the condition that the public prosecutor 

would not demand a principal penalty of more than five years of imprisonment if the case was 

brought before a criminal court. The latter does again not refer to the legally defined penalty 

in abstracto, but concerns the penalty in concreto (taking into account mitigating 

circumstances), the penalty that the public prosecutor would demand if the same case would 

be brought before a criminal court. In principle, this means that almost all types of criminal 

offences are covered. The legislator has therefore also listed some criminal offences for which 

the possibility of a guilty plea is excluded. As a result, for serious criminal offences i.e. that 

are punishable with more than twenty years of imprisonment (legally prescribed penalty), 

some forms of serious sexual criminal offences and some forms of manslaughter a guilty plea 

is not possible.101 Of the criminal offences that can fall under EPPO’s competence only the 

most serious forms of theft are excluded.102 For the same reason as given supra n. 28 en 33 

for the transaction and penal mediation and measures procedure, the maximum threshold of 

five years imprisonment is a fortiori not an additional obstacle. 

100 Circular COL 01/2021 cit. 29-30. 
101 Art. 216 (1)(3) CCP.  

102 A guilty plea is thus not possible for the criminal offences of arts 473(3), 474 and 475 CC; supra 
footnote 90. 
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37. The second precondition concerns again the criminal proceedings. It must be 

possible to legally as well as factually conduct the criminal prosecution. The guilty plea 

procedure is possible during the preliminary investigation and as long as the trial tribunal or 

court has not yet taken a final decision in first instance.103 However, during a judicial 

investigation a guilty plea is no longer possible. A guilty plea can then again be closed after 

the decision by the council chamber or indictments chamber to refer the case to court. It is 

also noteworthy that the criminal proceedings will be initiated (if that was not yet the case) as 

soon as the defendant receives a copy of the signed guilty plea.104 The sentence proposed in 

the plea agreement has to be proportional (this is assessed by a judge).105 

iv. Rewarded cooperating witness/offender 

38. The rewarded cooperating witness/offender regime, which was introduced in 2018, 

is the latest addition to the Belgian ADR framework in criminal cases. Also here we can make 

a distinction between several preconditions to enter into this procedure. Firstly, the rewarded 

cooperating witness/offender regime can generally be applied for all serious criminal offences 

(or attempts thereto) listed under art. 90ter (2)-(4) CCP. This is a rather lengthy list including 

the following criminal offences notified by the Belgian state which can fall under EPPO’s 

material competence:  

- Bribery of public officials/active and passive corruption of public 

officials (arts 246-250 CC); 

- Criminal offences concerning criminal organizations (arts 324bis and 

324ter CC); 

- Theft by using violence or threats (arts 468, 470 and 472 CC); 

- Receiving, handling stolen goods and money laundering (art. 505 CC); 

- The attempt to commit one of the aforementioned criminal offences;  

- The criminal offence of establishing or membership of an association 

with the aim of carrying out attacks against persons or property when 

103 Art. 216 (2) CCP. 
104 Art. 216(3)(7) CCP; A Bailleux, Afstand van recht in de strafprocedure (Intersentia 2019), 542-543. 
105 Some judges limit themselves to the observation that the principle of proportionality has been 
respected without further assessment: J Rozie and S Dewulf, ‘Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke 
strafrechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen. Op zoek naar een evenwicht tussen een doeltreffende en 
rechtvaardige justitie’ in A Van Oevelen, S Rutten and J Rozie, Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke 
afhandeling van geschillen cit.138. 
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the association has been formed with the objective to carry out an attack 

against one of the persons or properties falling under the list of art. 

90ter(2) CCP or to commit a theft as referred to in art. 467(1) CC (arts 

322-323 CC).106 

39. Secondly, the regime is not possible during the preliminary investigation, but can 

only be entered into in the context of a judicial investigation (when criminal proceedings have 

been initiated) or during the proceedings before the trial court (both in first instance and on 

appeal).107 Thirdly, this procedure can only be resorted to if the investigation requires so and 

if the other means of investigation do not seem sufficient to reveal the truth.108 

40. The public prosecutor must take the principle of proportionality into account when 

determining the appropriate sentence, in particular with regard to the criminal offence 

committed by the defendant and the criminal offence(s) about which the defendant has 

provided information, taking into account the seriousness of the potential consequences 

thereof.109 Moreover, depending on the nature of the criminal offence committed by the 

defendant, there are legally defined limits to the reduction of his sentence.110 The 

proportionality will be assessed by a judge in a later stage of the procedure.  

c. Initiative 

41. The competent public prosecutor has the right of initiative to propose a transaction, 

guilty plea or penal mediation and measures procedure or to apply the rewarded cooperating 

witness/offender regime. This is a logical consequence of the opportunity principle which 

characterizes the prosecution of criminal offences in Belgium (supra n. 4). Since he is directly 

involved in the criminal investigation, the public prosecutor already has most elements and 

allegations at his disposal. Even during a judicial investigation, the public prosecutor has a 

106 Art. 90ter(2), 8°, 11°, 24°, 29° and 30° (3) and (4) CCP. 
107 Opinion Belgian Council of State n. 62.710/3 on the Draft Bill modifiant le Code d’Instruction 
criminelle en vue d’introduire des dispositions légales relatives aux repentis, Parl.St. Chamber of 
representatives 2017-18, n. 54-3016/001, 86; L Van Puyenbroeck, ‘Toezeggingen aan medewerkers met 
het gerecht. Een eerste analyse van de wet van 22 juli 2018 en de vraag naar de legitimiteit van het 
gebruik van spijtoptanten’ (2019) Nullum Crimen 107, 8; Belgian Constitutional Court judgment of 6 
February 2020 n. 16/2020, para. B.11.4. 
108 Art. 216/1 (1) CCP. 
109 Art. 216/5 (1)(1) CCP; see also Explanatory Memorandum to the Draft Bill modifiant le Code 
d’Instruction criminelle en vue d’introduire des dispositions légales relatives aux repentis, Parl.St. 
Chamber of representatives 2017-18, n. 54-3016/001, 47. 
110 Art. 216/5, (1)(1) 1°-4° CCP. 
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permanent right of access to the criminal file. As regards the rewarded cooperating 

witness/offender regime, the competent prosecutor-general has to authorise the agreement in 

advance. Although not laid down in the relevant provisions of the CCP, the circular letter 

states that the competent prosecutor-general also has to approve the proposed amount of 

transactions concerning economic, tax or social criminal offences or when the criminal 

proceedings have been initiated.111 

42. Theoretically, the public prosecutor triggers the procedure. In practice, (the lawyer 

of) the suspect often requests an alternative settlement.112 The defendant does however not 

have a right to resort to an alternative procedure even when the conditions to resort to such a 

procedure are – or appear to be – met.113 The public prosecutor decides unilaterally (but 

taking into account any guidelines or circular letters) whether to propose a transaction, guilty 

plea, penal mediation and measures procedure or to apply the rewarded cooperating 

witness/offender regime and can reject a request to resort to these alternative procedures.114 

We would like to emphasize that the defendant is, on the other hand, also never obliged to 

accept the proposed alternative settlement and can thus reject the proposal of the public 

prosecutor as well. One can also reasonably expect that a loyal public prosecutor who has 

proposed a transaction, penal mediation and measures procedure or guilty plea which was 

rejected by the defendant, will not, ceteris paribus, demand a principal penalty of more than 

two or five years (depending on the proposed procedure) of imprisonment if the case is 

brought before a criminal court.115 

43. The decision of the public prosecutor to reject the request of the defendant to enter 

into a transaction, penal mediation and measures procedure, guilty plea or rewarded 

111 Circular COL 08/2018 cit. 27 and 41. 
112 A Bailleux, Afstand van recht in de strafprocedure cit. 394; see also art. 216 (1) CCP. 
113 J Rozie and S Dewulf, ‘Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke strafrechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen. 
Op zoek naar een evenwicht tussen een doeltreffende en rechtvaardige justitie’ in A Van Oevelen, S 
Rutten and J Rozie (eds.), Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen cit. 116; See, 
with regard to the transaction: Belgian Constitutional Court judgment of 2 June 2016, n. 83/2016, para. 
B.21; M De Busscher, J Meese, D Van Der Kelen and J Verbist, Duiding: Strafprocesrecht (Larcier 
2017) 508. 
114 M-A Beernaert, H D Bosly and D Vandermeersch, Droit de la procédure pénale cit. 275 and 287; J 
Meese and P Tersago, ‘Verruimde minnelijke schikking in strafzaken. Buitengerechtelijke afhandeling 
van strafzaken doorbreekt haar ketens’ cit. 317. This discretionary power, however, does not allow him to 
disregard the principle of equality and non-discrimination or to decide arbitrarily which persons are 
eligible (see, with regard to the rewarded cooperating witness/offender regime, Belgian Constitutional 
Court judgment of 6 February 2020, n. 16/2020, para. B.7.3). 
115 A Bailleux, Afstand van recht in de strafprocedure cit. 442; Report on behalf of the Commission of 
Justice, Parl.St. Senate 2010-11, n. 5-893/3, 9. 
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cooperating witness/offender regime does not need to be justified or motivated.116 There is 

also no legal remedy provided in case of a rejection.117 With regard to the transaction, the 

Belgian Constitutional Court has ruled that the absence of a motivation in case of a rejection 

as well as the absence of a judicial review of that refusal does not constitute a violation of the 

right to access to a court as guaranteed by art. 13 of the Belgian Constitution and art. 6.1. of 

the European Convention on Human Rights.118 After such a refusal, the ordinary criminal 

proceedings will be resumed and the case will be heard by the competent tribunal or court.  

d. Judicial review 

44. For each of the simplified prosecution procedures discussed in this report, a 

judicial review is at least in some cases mandatory. The judge can then ratify or reject the 

proposed agreement, but not modify it. Indeed the reviewing judicial body can, for a limited 

number of reasons, decide not to ratify the agreement between public prosecutor and 

defendant. Ordinary criminal proceedings will then have to be resumed. It remains however 

possible (provided that the conditions are met) to enter into a new ADR procedure. Under this 

subheading, we will for each type of ADR clarify when a judicial review is required and 

summarize what the role of the reviewing judicial body entails.  

45. As regards the transaction, a difference needs to be made between the stage of the 

preliminary investigation on the one hand and when criminal proceedings have already been 

initiated on the other hand. If the transaction is closed during the preliminary investigation no 

judicial review of the agreement will follow. But if the transaction is closed while criminal 

proceedings have already been initiated (judicial investigation or case pending before a 

tribunal or court), then the transaction needs to be ratified.119 The judicial body reviewing the 

transaction will be an investigation supervision court or a trial court, depending on the stage 

116 A Bailleux, Afstand van recht in de strafprocedure cit. 395; J Rozie and S Dewulf, ‘Grenzen aan de 
buitengerechtelijke strafrechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen. Op zoek naar een evenwicht tussen een 
doeltreffende en rechtvaardige justitie’ in A Van Oevelen, S Rutten and J Rozie, Grenzen aan de 
buitengerechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen cit. 116. 
117 A Bailleux, Afstand van recht in de strafprocedure cit. 395. 
118 Belgian Constitutional Court judgment of 2 June 2016, n. 83/2016, para. B.21.  
119 Based on an ECtHR judgment of 29 April 2014, the Constitutional Court ruled that a non-formal, 
substantive judicial review of a transaction closed after the criminal proceedings had been initiated was 
required and that the legislative provision which did not provide for such a review violated arts 10 and 11 
of the Belgian Constitution read together with the right to a fair trial and the principle of independence of 
the judge as laid down in arts 151 of the Belgian Constitution, 6(1) European Convention on Human 
Rights and 14(1) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Belgian Constitutional Court 
judgment of 2 June 2016, n. 83/2016; also see ECtHR Natsvlishvili and Togonidze v Georgia App n. 
9043/05 [29 April 2014]).  
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of the procedure. The competent judicial body will verify: whether the legal conditions were 

fulfilled; if the victim and/or the social/tax authorities have been compensated for the damage 

caused; whether the proposed transaction was agreed with in a free and informed manner by 

the defendant; and the proportionality of the transaction with the gravity of the criminal 

offence and the personality of the defendant.120  

46. A judicial review of the penal mediation and measures agreement is required in the 

same circumstances as for the transaction. The investigation supervision court or trial court 

will verify: whether the legal conditions were fulfilled; if the proposed measures were agreed 

with in a free and informed manner by the defendant; and whether the measures proposed by 

the public prosecutor are proportional with the gravity of the criminal offence and the 

personality of the defendant.121 

47. For the guilty plea a judicial review of the agreement by a tribunal or court is 

always required. The trial court will have to assess whether: the conditions for a guilty plea 

are met; the plea agreement was agreed with in a free and informed manner by the defendant; 

the agreement is compatible with the reality of the facts and whether those facts have been 

correctly legally qualified; and whether the sentences proposed by the public prosecutor are 

proportional with the gravity of the criminal offence, the personality of the defendant and the 

willingness to compensate any damage caused.122 No appeal is possible against a 

ratification.123 The decision ratifying the guilty plea is however a final judgment and can 

therefore be subject to appeal (for both public prosecutor and defendant) to the Court of 

Cassation.124 

48. A judicial review of the rewarded cooperating witness/offender agreement is 

always required as well. The judicial body (investigation supervision court or tribunal/court) 

will verify: if the conditions for a rewarded cooperating witness/offender agreement are met; 

120 Art. 216bis(2)(8) CCP. As regards the last criterion, an investigation supervision court will assess the 
proportionality of the proposed transaction within the assessment whether there are sufficient indications 
of guilt. 
121 Art. 216ter(6)(5) CCP. As regards the last criterion, an investigation supervision court will assess the 
proportionality of the proposed measures within the assessment whether there are sufficient indications of 
guilt. 
122 Art. 216(4)(3) CCP. 
123 Art. 216(4)(4) CCP. 
124 A Bailleux and R Verstraeten, ‘Vormen van alternatieve afhandeling in het Belgisch strafproces: de 
inpassing van consensualisme in het strafprocesrechtelijk systeem’ in Preadvies NVVS 2019 – 
Buitengerechtelijke afdoening van strafzaken in Nederland en België, (Wolf Legal Publishers 2019) 187. 
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the proportionality of the (reduced) sentence; if the agreement was agreed with in a free and 

informed manner by the defendant; if the agreement is compatible with the reality of the facts 

(committed by the defendant) and whether those facts have been correctly legally qualified; if 

there are no grounds of abandonment of prosecution; whether the defendant is willing to 

compensate any damage caused; and (following a recent judgment of the Constitutional 

Court) whether the other means of investigation did not seem sufficient to reveal the truth and 

whether the equal treatment of all persons involved in the investigation has been respected.125 

No appeal is possible against a ratification.126 The court, however, will also have to impose a 

sentence (the ‘enforcement of which is postponed’) which will become applicable, at the 

request of the public prosecutor, if the defendant does not comply with the agreement or has 

not complied with the agreement.127 

49. In general, when a judicial review of the alternative procedure is required by law, 

the judge should not limit himself to a standard clause that the ‘proportionality principle has 

been observed’, but should assess in concreto and in a motivated manner why this is the 

case.128 Otherwise, the assessment of proportionality becomes an empty shell. 

e. Effects on criminal prosecution 

50. The opening of certain ADR procedures has an impact on the prescription of 

criminal prosecution/the limitation period. In case of a transaction or a penal mediation and 

measures procedure, the prescription of criminal prosecution shall be suspended as from the 

proposal of the public prosecutor or as from the request of one of the parties. The suspension 

shall last either until the decision of non-ratification of the agreement/settlement by the judge, 

125 Art. 216/5(3)(1) CCP; Belgian Constitutional Court judgment of 6 February 2020, n. 16/2020, para. 
B.7.3. 
126 Art. 216/5(3)(1) CCP. 
127 Art. 216/5(3)(2) and (5) CCP. The cooperating witness/offender agreement can be revoked and the 
public prosecutor can demand the application of that penalty when the defendant has not respected the 
conditions accepted by him in the agreement (‘Memorandum’); when the defendant is sentenced to 
imprisonment of at least six months by means of a judgment that has become final for offences 
committed after the date of conclusion of the agreement; when the defendant fails to make the 
statements/deliver the information stipulated in the agreement; when the defendant fails to compensate 
the damage; when the defendant has knowingly and willingly made incomplete, insincere or non-
revealing declarations concerning the offences about which he agreed to deliver information; and when 
the defendant, in order to impede the prosecution of the said offences, has attempted to conceal evidence 
or to communicate with third parties (art. 216/3 and 216/5(5) CCP). 
128 J Rozie and S Dewulf, ‘Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke strafrechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen. 
Op zoek naar een evenwicht tussen een doeltreffende en rechtvaardige justitie’ in A Van Oevelen, S 
Rutten and J Rozie, Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen cit. 143. 
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until the decision of the public prosecutor not to apply art. 216bis or art. 216ter CCP, until the 

determination that the transaction has not been executed or has not been executed in time, or 

until it is determined that the proposed conditions have not been complied with, the proposed 

measures have not been implemented or the conditions/measures have not been complied with 

or were not implemented in time.129 Opening the other two procedures does not have an 

immediate impact on the prescription of criminal prosecution.  

 

 

3. The suspect and the damaged party in the ADR procedure 

a. Suspect 

i. Introduction: different procedural safeguards 

51. By agreeing to the alternative settlement procedure, the defendant relinquishes his 

right to an adversarial trial.130 However, this does not mean that there are no procedural 

safeguards for a fair procedure. It is vital that the defendant voluntarily and in an informed 

manner agrees with the proposed alternative procedure. Furthermore, there is often a judicial 

review of the agreement required where, among others, the voluntariness of the defendant and 

the proportionality of the sanction is assessed (supra n. 44 ff.). For the guilty plea and the 

rewarded cooperating witness/offender regime judicial review is always mandatory. For the 

transaction and the penal mediation and measures procedure this is only the case when the 

criminal proceedings had already been initiated before entering into the transaction. There is 

also a right to legal counselling, sometimes mandatory (infra n. 52 ff.). Moreover, the 

defendant mostly has a right of access to the criminal file at the beginning of the simplified 

prosecution procedure (infra n. 54 ff.). Finally, there is often also a confidentiality regime in 

place to facilitate the conversations between defendant and public prosecutor (infra n. 56 ff.). 

129 Art. 216bis(1)(4) and art. 216ter(1)(4) CCP. 
130 A Bailleux, Afstand van recht in de strafprocedure cit. 465. 
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ii. Right to legal counselling  

52. Firstly, the suspect has a right to legal counselling. In principle the suspect 

personally takes part in the alternative procedure, but he has the right to be assisted by a 

lawyer. Assistance of a lawyer is of course an additional guarantee that the suspect will be 

sufficiently informed before entering into an agreement.131 For the guilty plea and the 

rewarded cooperating witness/offender regime, the intervention of a lawyer even is 

mandatory.132 For these two procedures, it is also prescribed in the law that the suspect can at 

any time have a confidential consultation with his lawyer, without the public prosecutor being 

present.133 

53. For the penal mediation and measures procedure, the personal participation of the 

defendant is of the essence. Therefore, the law sets forth that the suspect can seek the legal 

assistance of a lawyer, but cannot be represented during the procedure.134  

iii. Right to information 

54. The defendant is informed of the possibility to resort to an alternative procedure 

when the public prosecutor proposes (in a written document) a transaction, guilty plea or 

penal mediation and measures procedure or to apply the rewarded cooperating 

witness/offender regime. It is also possible that the defendant is (informally) asked whether he 

would consider to enter into such a procedure or that in the context of an interrogation the 

defendant’s willingness to resort to an alternative procedure is assessed.135 Nonetheless, the 

defendant, through his lawyer, might also (and in practice quite often does) take the initiative 

and verify with the public prosecutor whether an alternative procedure is an option.  

55. In general, if the alternative procedure is proposed when the case is already 

pending before a judicial body (investigation supervision court or trial court), the defendant 

will already have had access to the criminal file. In any case, when the public prosecutor 

131 Also see art. 216(3)(3) CCP. 
132 M Töller, ‘Un régime des repentis, enfin?’ in V Franssen and A Masset (eds), Actualités de droit pénal 
et de procédure pénale (Anthemis 2019) 205; P Tersago, ‘Guilty plea – de voorafgaande erkenning van 
schuld’ in T De Meester (ed.), Potpourri II - Strafrecht en strafprocesrecht (Intersentia 2016) 30; A 
Bailleux, Afstand van recht in de strafprocedure cit. 570; L Van Puyenbroeck, ‘Toezeggingen aan 
medewerkers met het gerecht. Een eerste analyse van de wet van 22 juli 2018 en de vraag naar de 
legitimiteit van het gebruik van spijtoptanten’ cit. 16. 
133 Art. 216(3)(3) and 216/2(4)(2) CCP. 

134 Art. 216ter(7) CCP. 
135 Concerning the latter: see annex 2 Circular COL 08/2018 cit. 
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proposes a transaction, the defendant receives a written document which lists, inter alia, the 

place, time and description of the criminal acts for which a transaction is proposed.136 The 

public prosecutor also has to inform the defendant and his lawyer at that point that they 

thereby have access to the criminal file.137 The latter also applies to the penal mediation and 

measures procedure.138 The right of access entails the entire criminal file.139 The defendant is 

allowed to take a copy of the criminal file as well.140 In the context of a penal mediation and 

measures procedure, the justice assistant will also provide information on the procedure and 

the legal consequences thereof.141 Regarding the guilty plea, the public prosecutor will, at the 

start of the procedure and insofar the defendant has not yet received this information, inform 

the defendant of the exact charges and their legal qualification (in detail).142 He must also 

make the criminal file available for consultation to the defendant and his lawyer.143 In 

principle the entire criminal file has to be made available.144 In the context of the rewarded 

cooperating witness/offender regime, there is, oddly, no specific legally prescribed right of 

access to the criminal file. Nonetheless, the defendant should in any case be informed of the 

allegation(s) against him (for which an alternative procedure is proposed) when he receives 

the proposal to enter into a rewarded cooperating witness/offender regime. 

iv. Participation rights and confidentiality 

56. The defendant will either already know that he is the subject of a criminal 

investigation or will be after receiving a proposal from the public prosecutor. In the first case, 

he can request to resort to an alternative procedure. Apart from showing the mere willingness 

to enter into one of the alternative procedures, several factors could contribute to the decision 

136 Art. 216bis (1)(2) and (2)(4) CCP.  

137 Art. 216bis (1)(3) and (2)(3) CCP. 

138 Art. 216ter (1)(3) and (6)(3) CCP. 
139 A Bailleux and R Verstraeten, ‘Vormen van alternatieve afhandeling in het Belgisch strafproces: de 
inpassing van consensualisme in het strafprocesrechtelijk systeem’ in Preadvies NVVS 2019 – 
Buitengerechtelijke afdoening van strafzaken in Nederland en België cit. 128. 

140 Art. 216bis(1)(3) and (2)(3) CCP; Art. 216ter(1)(3) CCP (the possibility of a copy of the criminal file 
is not mentioned in art. 216ter(6)(3) CCP regarding the penal mediation and measures procedure when 
criminal proceedings have already been initiated). 

141 Art. 216ter(2)(2) CCP. 
142 Circular COL 06/2016 cit. 8; A Bailleux and R Verstraeten, ‘Vormen van alternatieve afhandeling in 
het Belgisch strafproces: de inpassing van consensualisme in het strafprocesrechtelijk systeem’ in 
Preadvies NVVS 2019 – Buitengerechtelijke afdoening van strafzaken in Nederland en België cit. 173; 
see also art. 216 (3) CCP. 
143 Circular COL 06/2016 cit. 8; Art. 216 (3)(3) CCP. 

144 A Bailleux and R Verstraeten, ‘Vormen van alternatieve afhandeling in het Belgisch strafproces: de 
inpassing van consensualisme in het strafprocesrechtelijk systeem’ in Preadvies NVVS 2019 – 
Buitengerechtelijke afdoening van strafzaken in Nederland en België cit. 174. 
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of the public prosecutor to opt for a certain alternative procedure. As regards the transaction, 

being willing to at least acknowledge one’s civil liability and (informally) providing clarity on 

one’s financial situation or not contesting the charges can have a positive impact on the 

decision by the public prosecutor to respond positively to that request.145 For the penal 

mediation and measures procedure, the defendant can demonstrate willingness to 

acknowledge his civil liability for the damage caused and to pay the costs of analyses or 

expert opinions (if any) made as a result of the criminal offence.146 For the rewarded 

cooperating witness/offender regime, the defendant has at least to be willing to give 

substantial, revealing, sincere and complete statements on the role of third parties and his own 

role regarding the criminal offences that fall under the scope of the regime and to compensate 

the damage caused.147 If a defendant seeks the application of the guilty plea, he has to be 

willing to acknowledge that he is guilty of the acts which he is charged with. In the second 

case, the defendant is free to decide to resort to the alternative procedure or not (he never is 

obliged to accept the proposal).  

57. Documents and arguments can be provided by the defendant in the context of the 

alternative procedure. Belgian criminal law guarantees, although sometimes in a lapidary 

manner, the confidentiality of documents created or exchanged in the context of negotiations 

when negotiations fail or when the judge rejects the agreement.148 Should the ADR procedure 

fail, the public prosecutor can as a general rule not invoke confessions or self-incriminating 

statements specifically made by the defendant as part of the alternative procedure in the 

subsequent traditional criminal procedure against the latter.  

58. In case of failed negotiations regarding a transaction or penal mediation and 

measures procedure of if the judge does not ratify the agreement, the oral statements and 

documents made in the course of the formal negations cannot be used against the defendant 

and are not admissible as evidence (against him). The documents exchanged in the context of 

the formal ‘negotiations’ will be returned and the ‘file of the negotiations’ will be removed 

145 Circular COL 08/2018 cit. 14. 
146 Art. 216ter (1)(1) and (3) CCP. 
147 Art. 216/2, (1)(4)(f) CCP. 

148 Not all the relevant issues can be discussed in the scope of this report. For a detailed overview for the 
confidentiality regime regarding the transaction (parallel with the penal mediation and measures 
procedure) and the guilty plea, we refer to A Bailleux, Afstand van recht in de strafprocedure cit. 474-488 
and 554-561. 
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from the criminal file.149 Documents drafted in the course of the ‘negotiations’ of a guilty plea 

will not be added to the criminal file as long as there is no signed agreement.150 When the 

reviewing court decides to reject the guilty plea (or when the plea agreement is terminated 

after it has been signed), the agreement and documents and statements made in the course of 

the procedure and other related documents will be removed from the criminal file.151 There is 

no explicit confidentiality regime laid down for the rewarded cooperating witness/offender 

regime. Art. 216/5(3)(4) CCP only explicitly determines the consequences when the 

agreement is rejected by a court. The agreement and documents and statements made in the 

course of the procedure and other related documents will then be removed from the criminal 

file. They cannot be used against the defendant and are not admissible as evidence (against 

him). 

59. ADR can still fail even after public prosecutor and defendant initially came to an 

agreement (that has, where relevant, been ratified by a judicial body). For instance, not paying 

the amount of the transaction or not paying timely results in a failed agreement. If the case is 

later brought before a judge, he can take into account the fact that the defendant had already 

paid a part of the amount of the transaction when determining the appropriate sentence.152 The 

same applies for a partially executed penal mediation and measures procedure.153  

v. Penal consequences of a successful alternative procedure  

60. The defendant does not formally admit guilt to the criminal offence by closing a 

transaction or after a successful penal mediation and measures procedure.154 Both alternative 

149 Art. 216bis (2)(8) and (9) CCP; Art. 216ter (6)(5) CCP. 
150 Art. 216(3)(8) CCP.  
151 Art. 216(4)(6) CCP. 
152 Art. 216bis(2)(13) CCP.  
153 Art. 216ter(6)(9) CCP. Not executing the measures and/or conditions of the penal mediation and 
measures procedure results in principle in a re-evaluation of the agreement. The public prosecutor will 
hear the defendant and decide whether the agreement will still be executed (if necessary with 
clarifications or modifications) or will be terminated. Moreover, the public prosecutor can at any time, 
after a request of the justice assistant or the defendant, modify or clarify the agreement without 
permission of the defendant. This is especially useful when due to unforeseeable circumstances, certain 
aspects of the agreement have to be modified (e.g. changing the place where the public service has to be 
performed). (Art. 216ter(2)(9) CCP; Circular COL 01/2021 cit. 14; Explanatory Memorandum to the 
Draft Bill modifiant diverses dispositions du droit pénal, de la procédure pénale et du droit judiciaire, 
Parl.St. Chamber of representatives 2017-18, n. 54-2753/001, 46). 
154 C Marr, ‘La médiation pénale à la suite de la loi du 18 mars 2018 : de la médiation pénale à la « 
procédure médiation et mesures »’ in V Franssen and A Masset (eds), Actualités de droit pénal et de 
procédure pénale cit. 319; N De Nil, ‘Onderhandelde of consensuele justitie’ in P Traest, A Verhage and 
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procedures can also not be considered as a criminal sanction under Belgian criminal law.155 

The criminal liability of the defendant is thus not established. For the penal mediation and 

measures procedure and the transaction, the accessory sanction of the confiscation is (where 

relevant) part of the alternative procedure. Other accessory sanctions (even if they were 

obligatory) are no obstacle for these alternative procedures and are not imposed after a 

successful agreement. If the criminal proceedings had already been initiated (before the 

agreement was closed), the transaction and penal mediation and measures agreement will be 

entered into the criminal record/register.156 However, it will not appear on the extracts that 

may be issued to the offender (who for instance would need to submit the extract to an 

employer).157 Transactions and penal mediations closed during the preliminary investigation 

are not entered into the criminal record/register.  

61. A successful guilty plea means that the criminal liability of the defendant is 

established. The ratification of the plea agreement by a judge results in a sentence/criminal 

sanction for the defendant. All relevant accessory sanctions can also be imposed as part of the 

plea agreement. Whenever the law prescribes that an accessory sanction is obligatory (in the 

normal criminal proceedings), it must also be incorporated in the plea agreement.158 

Facultative accessory sanctions can be imposed, but do not have to be imposed.  

62. After the judicial ratification of the rewarded cooperating witness/offender 

agreement (‘memorandum’) between defendant and public prosecutor, a tribunal or court 

sentences the defendant to the criminal sanction(s) that has been promised by the public 

prosecutor (that can also be a simple guilty verdict). The criminal liability of the defendant is 

thus established. As regards the accessory sanctions, reference can be made to what has been 

said supra for the guilty plea procedure.159 Two additional remarks nevertheless have to be 

made. First, for some (less serious) criminal offences, it is possible that even an obligatory 

G Vermeulen (eds.), Strafrecht en strafprocesrecht: doel of middel in een veranderde samenleving? 
(Kluwer 2017) 481. 
155 Belgian Constitutional Court judgment of 2 June 2016, n. 83/2016, para. B.6.2; J Rozie and S Dewulf, 
‘Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke strafrechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen. Op zoek naar een 
evenwicht tussen een doeltreffende en rechtvaardige justitie’ in A Van Oevelen, S Rutten and J Rozie, 
Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen cit. 92; F Deruyck and Y Van 
Landeghem, Overzicht van het Belgisch algemeen strafrecht (die Keure 2020) 130-31. 
156Art. 590(1) 19° CCP; Circular COL 08/2018 cit. 5 and 38. 
157 Art. 595(1) 1° (j° 594(1) 3°) CCP. 
158 A Bailleux and R Verstraeten, ‘Vormen van alternatieve afhandeling in het Belgisch strafproces: de 
inpassing van consensualisme in het strafprocesrechtelijk systeem’ in Preadvies NVVS 2019 – 
Buitengerechtelijke afdoening van strafzaken in Nederland en België cit. 177. 
159 P Tersago, ‘Het gerecht en de spijtoptant: samen aan tafel?’ (2020) Politie & Recht n. 2 79. 
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confiscation (unless it is a security measure) is not imposed.160 Secondly, no agreement is 

possible regarding the accessory sanction consisting of the disqualification from certain rights 

(but this accessory sanction is mostly facultative).161 

63. The criminal sanction(s) resulting from the plea agreement or rewarded 

cooperating witness/offender agreement that have been confirmed by a judge is entered into 

the criminal record/register.162 This can have an impact on the severeness of future criminal 

sanctions for new criminal offences (recidivism) or on the possibility to obtain a suspended 

sentence or a postponement of sentence enforcement in the future. The criminal sanction can 

also be pardoned and is eligible for modalities as regards the enforcement of sentences.163 

Normally, the criminal sanction(s) resulting from the plea agreement or rewarded cooperating 

witness/offender agreement also appear on the extracts issued to the offender. Nonetheless, 

depending on the gravity of the offence and the time that has passed since then, they might 

not appear on the extracts in some cases.164  

vi. Other suspects 

64. When multiple individuals jointly perpetrate the same criminal offence, the public 

prosecutor is free to propose one of the listed alternative settlements to only one (or some) of 

the perpetrators, even though the others are brought before a criminal tribunal or if the case 

against them is dismissed.165 The alternative procedure and the consequences thereof are as a 

result in principle not applicable to perpetrators that do not accept the alternative settlements 

(or do not request it), which is a logical consequence of the fact that they are all voluntary.  

160 Art. 216/5(1)(1) 4° CCP.  
161 Art. 216/5(1)(2) CCP. 
162 Art. 590(1) 1° CCP. 
163 A Bailleux and R Verstraeten, ‘Vormen van alternatieve afhandeling in het Belgisch strafproces: de 
inpassing van consensualisme in het strafprocesrechtelijk systeem’ in Preadvies NVVS 2019 – 
Buitengerechtelijke afdoening van strafzaken in Nederland en België cit. 187. 
164 For instance, sentences to imprisonment of six months or less, simple guilty verdicts or sentences to 
pay a fine of 500 euros or less do not appear on the extract anymore after three years since the final 
judicial decision was rendered unless an accessory sanction of disqualification from certain rights lasts 
longer (art. 595(2) CCP). In general, the offender can also apply for formal rehabilitation for all the 
convictions to criminal sanctions if he has not benefited from formal rehabilitation during the past ten 
years and after he has served any effective prison sentence, paid any effective fine, has compensated the 
victim and has been through a probationary period (see art. 621 et seq. CCP). A consequence of this 
procedure is that the relevant criminal convictions will no longer appear on the extract of the criminal 
register/record and will no longer have an impact on the severeness of future criminal sanctions for new 
criminal offences (recidivism) or on the possibility to obtain a suspended sentence or a postponement of 
sentence enforcement in the future (art. 634 CCP).  
165 R Verstraeten and F Verbruggen, Strafrecht en strafprocesrecht voor bachelors cit. 534; see also, 
regarding the transaction: art. 216bis (2)(11) CCP. 
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65. Regarding the transaction and penal mediation and measures procedure, Belgian 

law remains silent on the question whether information collected during the alternative 

procedure can be used against (or by) other suspects. This should in any case not be allowed 

insofar it harms the interests of the defendant who has closed a transaction.166 The for the 

same criminal offence convicted suspects are jointly and severally liable for the compensation 

of the victim and (in principle) for the legal costs, even if the defendant who has closed a 

transaction has already complied with that.167 

66. Information gathered in the course of the guilty plea procedure can be used against 

or by other suspects.168 Information gathered during the rewarded cooperating 

witness/offender procedure can of course be used against other suspects. A copy of the 

agreement will be added to any criminal file for which the statements of the defendant are 

used.169 The statement of the cooperating witness/offender can however only be used as 

evidence provided that it is sufficiently supported by other evidence.170 The other suspects 

also maintain the possibility to question the trustworthiness of the defendant and the content 

and credibility of his statements before the judge in a criminal procedure.171 

b. Damaged party 

i. Transaction and penal mediation and measures procedure 

67. As a result of a successful transaction and penal mediation and measures 

procedure, the defendant will have at least acknowledged in writing his civil liability for the 

damaging event and will have provided proof of the compensation of the uncontested part of 

the damages.172 In an early stage of both procedures, the victim and his lawyer will, similar as 

166 A Bailleux and R Verstraeten, ‘Vormen van alternatieve afhandeling in het Belgisch strafproces: de 
inpassing van consensualisme in het strafprocesrechtelijk systeem’ in Preadvies NVVS 2019 – 
Buitengerechtelijke afdoening van strafzaken in Nederland en België cit. 165. 

167 Art. 216bis(2)(11) CCP.  
168 A Bailleux and R Verstraeten, ‘Vormen van alternatieve afhandeling in het Belgisch strafproces: de 
inpassing van consensualisme in het strafprocesrechtelijk systeem’ in Preadvies NVVS 2019 – 
Buitengerechtelijke afdoening van strafzaken in Nederland en België cit. 195. 
169 Art. 216/2, § 5 CCP. 
170 Art. 216/4(2)(1) CCP. 
171 Belgian Constitutional Court judgment of 6 February 2020, n. 16/2020, para. B.23.3. 
172 Art. 216bis (6) CCP; Art. 216ter (5)(2) CCP. 
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for the defendant, receive access to the criminal file (supra n. 55) and can take a copy as 

well.173  

68. When criminal proceedings have already been initiated, the victim will be involved 

and can participate in the procedure to enter into a transaction in order to reach an agreement 

with the defendant on the extent of the damage and the arrangements for compensating it.174 It 

is possible that the victim is fully compensated prior to the transaction, but this is not strictly 

required. The legislator found that such a precondition would limit the scope of the 

transaction too much (it would make it for instance possible for victims to block the entire 

procedure by asking an excessively high compensation).175 Nonetheless, the tax or social 

authorities will have to be fully compensated (including interests) since this is a prerequisite 

for a successful transaction.176 Moreover, they are also the only victims who have a (in 

Belgian doctrine sometimes criticized) right of veto against the transaction.177  

69. For the penal mediation, integral restoration or reparation of the damage can be a 

vital part of the procedure. This is however not strictly necessary. The public prosecutor also 

decides to what extent the victim is involved in the mediation and measures procedure. He 

can for instance request the defendant to compensate or repair the damage caused.178 If the 

victim is known, the public prosecutor can also ask the defendant and the victim to agree with 

a mediation procedure on the compensation or reparation and the modalities thereof.179 Unlike 

the defendant, the victim can be represented by a lawyer during the mediation procedure.180 If 

the mediation procedure has a positive outcome, the justice assistant will monitor whether the 

defendant complies with his commitments. If the victim is not interested in a mediation 

procedure or when mediation fails, the public prosecutor can still decide to continue solely 

173 Art. 216bis(1)(3) and (2)(3) and 216ter(1)(3) and (6)(3) CCP (although the possibility of a copy of the 
criminal file is not mentioned in art. 216ter( (6)(3)). 
174 Art. 216bis(2)(4) CCP; Circular COL 01/2021 cit. 27-28; G Falque, La victime dans le débat penal cit. 
288. 
175 Report on behalf of the Commission of Justice, Parl.St. Chamber of representatives 1992-93, n. 48-
1128/3, 3-4; N De Nil, ‘Onderhandelde of consensuele justitie’ in P Traest, A Verhage and G Vermeulen 
(eds.), Strafrecht en strafprocesrecht: doel of middel in een veranderde samenleving? cit. 472 and 479-
480. 
176 Art. 216bis (6)(2) CCP. 
177 The Belgian Constitutional Court has ruled that this difference in treatment between tax and social 
authorities on the one hand and other victims on the other hand, does not constitute a violation of the 
constitutional principle of equality, especially since tax or social crimes affect the entire community by 
depriving the government of the resources it needs to function properly (Belgian Constitutional Court 
judgment of 14 February 2013, n. 6/2013, para. B.29.2-B.30). 
178 Art. 216ter(1)(1) CCP. 
179 Art. 216ter(1)(2) CCP. 
180 G Falque, La victime dans le débat penal cit. 284. 
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with the defendant-oriented measures part of the alternative procedure. The victim will then 

be informed of this decision.181 

70. The right of the victims who were not involved in the criminal procedure where 

one of the aforementioned two types of ADR was applied or who were not fully compensated 

are not affected, they can still turn to the civil courts. The payment of the amount of the 

transaction or the acceptance of the proposal by the defendant are regarded as an irrefutable 

presumption (‘acknowledgement’) of fault by the defendant.182 The discussion before the civil 

courts will focus almost entirely on the assessment of the damages.183 The transaction and 

penal mediation and measures procedure do not impact the criminal proceedings against other 

suspects or the claims of victims before a criminal court against them. The for the same 

criminal offence convicted persons are jointly and severally liable for the compensation of the 

victim and (in principle) for the legal costs, even if the defendant who has closed a transaction 

has already complied with that.184  

ii. Guilty plea 

71. The victim only has a minor role in the alternative procedure of the guilty plea. 

The compensation of the victim is neither a condition for the alternative procedure nor the 

subject of the negotiations. During the phase of the ‘negotiations’ the victim and his lawyer 

are thus not actively involved.185 After the plea agreement has been signed, the victims and 

their lawyers receive a copy of the agreement and access to the criminal file. They will be 

heard (for the first time) at the court session organized in order to ratify the plea agreement. 

Provided that they obtain the capacity of civil party, they can claim compensation for the 

damages before the judge who also ratifies the agreement.186 This session can be postponed to 

give the damaged party or the defendant more time.187 The reviewing judge has to assess the 

proportionality of the proposed sentence in the light of, inter alia, the willingness of the 

181 Art. 216ter(2)(5) CCP; Circular COL 01/2021 cit. 8. 
182 Art. 216bis(4) CCP; Art. 216ter(5)(3) CCP. 
183 A Bailleux and R Verstraeten, ‘Vormen van alternatieve afhandeling in het Belgisch strafproces: de 
inpassing van consensualisme in het strafprocesrechtelijk systeem’ in Preadvies NVVS 2019 – 
Buitengerechtelijke afdoening van strafzaken in Nederland en België cit. 152-153. 
184 Art. 216bis(2)(11) CCP.  
185 Taking into account the procedural scope of the guilty plea procedure, a victim can (temporarily) block 
the guilty plea by formally requesting the investigating judge to open a judicial investigation.  
186 Art. 216(3) and (4) CCP.  
187 Art. 216(5) CCP. 
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defendant to compensate any damage caused (supra n. 47). There is an appeal possible 

against the criminal court's decision regarding the civil claim.188 

 

iii. Rewarded cooperating witness/offender regime 

72. One of the preconditions to enter into the rewarded cooperating witness/offender 

procedure, is the willingness of the defendant to compensate the damage caused by the 

criminal offence.189 The damaged parties will be heard (for the first time) at the court session 

organized in order to ratify the agreement. Provided that they obtain the capacity of civil 

party, they can claim compensation for the damages before the judge who also ratifies the 

agreement.190 The agreement can be revoked when the defendant fails to compensate the 

damage caused to the victims of the criminal offence. The damaged party is also heard when 

the defendant does not comply with some of the conditions under the agreement if those 

conditions were imposed in the interest of the damaged party. 

 

4. Observations on the functioning of the ne bis in idem-principle 

73. The ne bis in idem-principle191, which is also a general principle of Belgian law, 

prohibits prosecuting or punishing a person for an offence twice if he has already been 

convicted or acquitted.192 The criminal sanctions resulting from the guilty plea and rewarded 

188 N De Nil, ‘Onderhandelde of consensuele justitie’ cit. 505; G Falque, La victime dans le débat penal 
cit. 295; P Tersago, ‘Guilty plea – de voorafgaande erkenning van schuld’ cit. 35. 
189 Art. 216/2(1) 4° f) CCP. 
190 Art. 216/5(3) and (4) CCP.  

191 Art. 14.7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ; Art. 50 of the Charter of 
Fundamental Rights of the European Union; Art. 54 of the Convention Implementing the Schengen 
Agreement. 

192 For more about the functioning of the ne bis in idem-principle in general in Belgium, see for instance: 
J Chazkal, ‘Aanpassing van het “Una Via”-beginsel: In welke omstandigheden moet de 
belastingadministratie de feiten waar ze kennis van heeft bij de rechtshandhavingsautoriteiten melden?’ 
(2020) Fiscaal Weekoverzicht, n. 451, 4-7; F Desterbeck, ‘‘Una via’ in het fiscaal strafrecht: een status 
questionis en een aanzet tot een mogelijke oplossing’ (2017) Rechtskundig Weekblad, n. 29, 1122-1133; 
D De Wolf, ‘De actuele betekenis van het ‘ne bis in idem’-beginsel’ in P Traest, A Verhage and G. 
Vermeulen (eds.), Strafrecht en strafprocesrecht: doel of middel in een veranderende samenleving? 
(Kluwer 2017) 147-174; S Gnedasj, ‘Ne bis in idem na het arrest A en B t. Noorwegen: alive and 
kicking!’ (2017) Fiscale Actualiteit n. 20, 6-11; L Maulet, ‘Le principe ne bis in idem, objet d’un 
«dialogue» contrasté entre la Cour de justice de l’Union européenne et la Cour européenne des droits de 
l’homme’ (2017) Revue trimestrielle des droits de l’homme n. 109, 107-130; S Scarna, ‘Una Via bis: 
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cooperating witness/offender regime, the transactions and measures and conditions of the 

penal mediation and measures procedure can be considered as sanctions in the light of the 

Engel-criteria of the ECtHR.193 The abandonment of the prosecution (as a result of a penal 

mediation and measures procedure or a transaction), the judicial ratification of the guilty plea 

or rewarded cooperating witness/offender agreement which have obtained force of res 

judicata (where relevant) make the ne bis in idem-principle applicable.194 The CJEU has also 

accepted an out-of-court settlement with the public prosecutor as ‘a decision that has been 

finally disposed of’.195 In the Gözütok and Brügge cases, the CJEU decided that the ne bis in 

idem-principle applies to procedures by which the public prosecutor in a Member State 

discontinues, without the involvement of a court, a prosecution brought in that State once the 

accused has fulfilled certain obligations and, in particular, has paid a certain sum of money 

determined by the public prosecutor.196 In this regard, art. 54 of the Convention Implementing 

the Schengen Agreement is applicable on out-of-court settlements such as a transaction and a 

penal mediation. Both must therefore be considered as a final decision.197 This conclusion a 

fortiori applies to the guilty plea and the rewarded cooperating witness/offender procedure, 

since under the latter two regimes, a criminal sanction is imposed after the intervention of a 

judge. The prosecuting authority can thus no longer prosecute the defendant for identical facts 

or facts which are substantially the same as those forming the subject of one of these 

alternative procedure agreements. Nonetheless, for the rewarded cooperating witness/offender 

regime, the tribunal or court that sentences the defendant will have to impose a sentence (the 

‘enforcement of which is postponed’) which will become applicable, at the request of the 

l’arrêté royal d’exécution sur la fraude fiscale grave: un coup d’épée dans l’eau?’ (2020) Droit pénal de 
l’entreprise., 191-198; C Van De Heyning, D Verbeke, P De Vos and S Lamberigts, ‘Het ‘ne bis in 
idem’-beginsel in parallelle administratieve en strafrechtelijke procedures: de beperkte beperking van 
‘bis’’ (2018) Tijdschrift voor Fiscaal Recht, 374-390; J Vanden Branden and K Hens, ‘De wet van 5 mei 
2019: (non) bisnummer voor het 'una via'-principe’ (2020) Algemeen Fiscaal Tijdschrift n. 2, 4-19; L 
Vermeire and L Cassimon, ‘Ne bis in idem – het Hof van Justitie mengt zich in de (fiscale) debatten’ 
(2019) Tijdschrift voor Fiscaal Recht, 429-440; P J Wattel, ‘Ne bis in idem and tax offences‘ in B Van 
Bockel (ed.), Ne bis in idem in EU Law (Cambridge University Press 2016), 167-217;  
193 A Bailleux, Afstand van recht in de strafprocedure cit. 427. As stated earlier, transactions and penal 
mediation and measures procedures do not result in (criminal) sanctions under Belgian criminal law. 
194 Circular COL 08/2018 cit. 9; see also Case C-187/01 and case C-385/01 Gözütok and Brügge 
ECLI:EU:C:2003:87. 
195 Gözütok cit.; Brügge cit.; Case C-505/19 PPU Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Notice rouge d‘Interpol) 

ECLI:EU:C:2021:376. 
196 P Hoet, Het strafrechtelijk ne bis in idem (Intersentia 2021), 65-66; Eurojust, Case-law by the Court of 
Justice of the European Union on the Principle of ne bis in idem in Criminal Matters (2021), 
<https://www.eurojust.europa.eu/publication/case-law-court-justice-european-union-principle-ne-bis-
idem-criminal-matters-december-2021>. 
197 Gözütok cit.; Brügge cit.; Conclusion of Adv. Gen. D Ruiz-Jarabo Colomer, cases n. C-187/01 and C-
385/01 ECLI:EU:C:2003:87, Gözütok and Brügge, n. 64-77. 
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public prosecutor, if the defendant does not comply with the agreement or has not complied 

with the agreement (supra n. 48). 

74. For some of the previously listed criminal offences within the competence of the 

EPPO (supra ch. 1), an administrative or disciplinary sanction can also be imposed. For 

instance, a disciplinary sanction can be imposed on public officials who have committed a 

criminal offence. Examples of these disciplinary sanctions are: a reprimand, the withholding 

of salary, a transfer, dismissal from office and dismissal in combination with the loss of the 

right to a civil servant's pension.198 Art. 81(5) of the Royal Decree of 2 October 1937 specifies 

that criminal proceedings are without prejudice to the ability of the disciplinary authority to 

impose a disciplinary penalty. If a disciplinary penalty imposed proves to be incompatible 

with a later final criminal judgment, the disciplinary authority must withdraw the disciplinary 

penalty imposed, with retroactive effect from the date on which the disciplinary penalty was 

imposed. Under Belgian law, disciplinary sanctions are not considered as criminal 

sanctions.199 In general, a conviction or prosecution for the underlying criminal offences in 

combination with a disciplinary sanction is not problematic in the light of the ne bis in idem-

principle.200 The Belgian highest courts add, in line with the case law of supranational courts, 

the requirement that a combination of the two is only allowed when the disciplinary 

proceedings do not have the characteristics of criminal proceedings (which is not often a 

problem in practice).201  

75. As regards VAT fraud, the possibility of criminal as well as administrative 

sanctions can be found in Belgian legislation. This means that there is, at least theoretically, a 

significant risk of overlap between a criminal procedure – which also includes the ADR-

procedure – on the one hand and an administrative procedure on the other hand. In principle, a 

choice between the criminal and administrative procedure must be made, unless both parallel 

198 See, for instance, art. 77 of the Royal Decree of 2 October 1937 portant le statut des agents de l'Etat, 
Moniteur belge 8 October 1937.  
199 P Hoet, Het strafrechtelijk ne bis in idem (Intersentia 2021), 63. 
200 See, for instance, I Opdebeek and S De Somer, Algemeen bestuursrecht (Intersentia 2019) 743-744; 
see also O Michiels and A Berrendorf, ‘Les contours de l'application du principe non bis in idem au 
disciplinaire’ (2022) Journal des tribunaux, iss. 4, 53-58. 
201 Belgian Court of Cassation judgment of 25 February 2014 n. P.13.1409.N; Belgian Council of State 
judgment of 17 December 2014 n. 229.581 D.W. v Gemeente Dilbeek; also see Belgian Court of 
Cassation judgment of 26 March 2021 n. D.20.0008.N; Belgian Council of State judgment of 2 June 2016 
n. 234.916 David Herbots v Hoge Raad voor de Justitie; Belgian Council of State judgment of 6 March 
2018 n. 240.916 Dominique Housen v Belgische Staat. 
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procedures are sufficiently connected both in substance and in time.202 The Act of 5 May 

2019203 implemented such a more integrated approach as a consequence of the more lenient 

jurisprudence of the supranational and national highest courts regarding the application of the 

ne bis in idem-principle.204 Since then, the tax authorities are obliged to report offences to the 

public prosecutor’s office whenever there are indications that serious tax fraud has been 

committed.205 Thereafter, a mandatory consultation between the public prosecutor and the tax 

authorities (and the competent police services) will follow in order for the prosecutor’s office 

to assess the opportunity of criminal prosecution. Similarly, when a criminal investigation 

reveals indications of fraud, the public prosecutor will have to inform the tax authorities.206 

The underlying idea is that the simpler cases should be dealt with by the tax authorities and be 

sanctioned with administrative sanctions while the more serious criminal offences should be 

the subject of criminal proceedings. VAT offences falling under the scope of the PIF 

Directive, as a clear type of serious tax fraud, will hence be reported to the prosecutor’s office 

and will be subject of criminal proceedings. The public prosecutor’s offices should notify the 

delegated European prosecutors without undue delay of any VAT criminal offences which 

appear to be connected to the territory of at least two Member States and appear to have 

caused a damage of at least 10.000.000 euros.  

76. Recital 17 of the PIF Directive explicitly states that the Directive does not affect 

the proper and effective application of disciplinary measures or penalties other than of 

criminal nature. Sanctions that cannot be equated to criminal sanctions, which are imposed on 

the same person for the same conduct, can be taken into account when sentencing that person 

for a criminal offence defined in this Directive. In Belgium, this is also known as the principle 

that the authority imposing the second sanction has to take into account the penalty primarily 

202 See ECtHR A&B v Norway App n. 24130/11 [15 November 2016]; ECtHR Johannesson and others v 
Iceland App n. 22007/11 [18 May 2017]; Case C-524/15 Luca Menci ECLI:EU:C:2018:197; Case C-
596/16 and C-597/17 Enzo di Puma and Antonio Zecca ECLI:EU:C:2018:192; Case C-537/16 Garlsson 
Real Estate SA, Stefano Ricucci and Magiste International SA ECLI:EU:C:2018:193; Belgian Court of 
Cassation judgment of 21 September 2017 n. F.15.0081.N; Belgian Court of Cassation judgment of 22 
November 2018 n. C.17.0126.F. 

203 Act of 5 May 2019 cit. 
204 See A&B v Norway cit.; Johannesson and others v Iceland cit., Luca Menci cit.; Enzo di Puma cit.; 
Antonio Zecca cit.; Garlsson Real Estate SA, Stefano Ricucci and Magiste International SA cit.; Belgian 
Court of Cassation judgment of 21 September 2017 n. F.15.0081.N; Belgian Court of Cassation judgment 
of 22 November 2018 n. C.17.0126.F; also see art. 29bis(2) CCP. 
205 Art. 29(3) CCP. 
206 Art. 29bis(1) CCP. 
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imposed on the same person for the same act (“aanrekeningsbeginsel”).207 This principle 

ensures that the criminal court, when sentencing, takes the administrative fines and tax 

increases due into account in order to avoid subjecting a convicted person to an unreasonable 

severe penalty. Since the Act of 5 May 2019, the criminal court is also competent to hear civil 

claims for the payment of taxes, surcharges, administrative and fiscal fines and associated 

costs. 

77. Furthermore, it has to be discussed what the impact of a successful ADR procedure 

is on the possibility to impose administrative sanctions afterwards for the same facts. First of 

all, it has to be pointed out that this question is not relevant for the transaction and the penal 

mediation and measures procedure. Regarding the former, the tax authorities will already be 

fully compensated and will have agreed to the transaction, since these are preconditions to 

enter into a transaction. Regarding the latter, the statistics show that the penal mediation and 

measures procedure is not applied to financial crimes (supra n. 83). For the guilty plea and the 

rewarded cooperating witness/offender regime, it seems logical that the tax authorities bring 

their already mentioned civil claim, on the basis of art. 4bis of the Preliminary Title of the 

CCP, before the criminal court in the course of the ratification procedure.  

 

5. Evaluation of the concrete impact of the ADR procedures 

a. General pros and cons 

78. If we compare the different types of alternative dispute resolution procedures with 

the traditional judicial proceedings, we can observe some general advantages and some 

disadvantages. 

79. On the one hand, ADR can provide more efficiency. The procedure is generally 

simpler, quicker and less resources have to be used, this is especially the case for the 

transaction and the penal mediation and measures procedure. With regard to the guilty plea 

and the cooperating witness/offender regime, one can expect that the efficiency gains, if any, 

are rather limited since the procedure will still (but also logically) always involve the 

207 Art. 73bis/1(1) VAT Code; C Buysse, ‘Fiscale fraude: wetgever ‘integreert’ fiscaal contentieux in de 
strafprocedure’ (2019) Fiscoloog, n. 1616, 5. 
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intervention of a criminal court. ADR has the potential to avoid an overload of cases brought 

before criminal courts and to reduce the Belgian court backlog. The fact that a judicial review 

of the resulting agreement is often required, makes that argument however slightly more 

nuanced. ADR can reduce the sense of impunity because there is (at least theoretically) less 

dismissal of cases. In general, there is a higher chance of success and a more swift execution 

of sanctions when resorting to ADR.208 Especially for the transaction and the penal mediation 

and measures procedure, short imprisonment sentences are avoided and the rehabilitation in 

society is easier because the outcome of these ADR procedures is not entered in the excerpt of 

the criminal record.209 The penal mediation and measures procedure tries to remedy the 

conflict by appealing to the parties ‘sense of responsibility’210 and can be categorized as 

restorative justice rather than retributive justice. It can have a positive impact on the 

(meaningfulness of the) reparation of the damage caused and/or on the rehabilitation of the 

offender, the extent to which is of course highly dependent on the conditions and/or measures 

selected by the public prosecutor. As regards the rewarded cooperating witness/offender 

regime, the main advantage is of course the potential of gaining information on third parties 

also involved in criminal offences.211 

80. On the other hand, ADR often offers less procedural safeguards, there is for 

instance no judicial intervention if a transaction or penal mediation and measures procedure is 

closed in the stage of a preliminary investigation. The lawyer (and public prosecutor) has an 

even more vital role then. There also exists a (theoretical) risk of abuse and arbitrariness by 

the prosecuting authorities. Already in 1984, it was stressed that the lack of external control 

and motivation of the public prosecutor’s decisions only strengthened his position.212 More 

than thirty years later, the powerful position of the prosecutor with regard to the transaction is 

still brought up as a potential issue in the literature.213 It has been stated that there is a certain 

208 A Bailleux and R Verstraeten, ‘Vormen van alternatieve afhandeling in het Belgisch strafproces: de 
inpassing van consensualisme in het strafprocesrechtelijk systeem’ in Preadvies NVVS 2019 – 
Buitengerechtelijke afdoening van strafzaken in Nederland en België cit. 198. 
209 Annex 1 to Circular COL 08/2018 cit. 1. 

210 Explanatory Memorandum to the Draft Bill organisant une procédure de médiation pénale, Parl.St. 
Senate 1992-93, n. 652/1, 3-4; also see C Beckers, D Burssens, A Jonckheere and A Vauthier (eds.) 
Bemiddeling in strafzaken. Een wispelturig debat / Médiation pénale. La Diversité en débat (Maklu 2014) 
160 p. 
211 A Bailleux and R Verstraeten, ‘Vormen van alternatieve afhandeling in het Belgisch strafproces: de 
inpassing van consensualisme in het strafprocesrechtelijk systeem’ in Preadvies NVVS 2019 – 
Buitengerechtelijke afdoening van strafzaken in Nederland en België cit. 199. 

212 L Dupont, ‘Hoe minnelijk is de minnelijke schikking?’ Panopticon (1984) 474.  
213 J Van Cauter and K De Meester, Justice for sale, onderhandelen over schuld en boete (Larcier 2015) 
29 and 35-37. 
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risk of false or forced confessions of guilt with respect to the guilty plea as well.214 The 

transaction is sometimes also associated with class justice by the general public. As regards 

the guilty plea, the role of the victim is rather limited. Finally, as for the rewarded cooperating 

witness/offender regime, the legal framework is certainly less clear and often lapidary. 

 

b. Deflation of judicial activities and speediness of the 

procedure 

 81. In 2020, 8,03% of the closed criminal cases in Belgium was ended by the payment 

of a transaction of art. 216bis CCP.215 In 2019, this was 2.61%216 and in 2018 1,92%217. These 

percentages include only the cases in which all suspects in the same case to whom the 

transaction has been proposed have actually paid the transaction. If at least one suspect has 

not done that, the case remains ‘pending’ until the public prosecutor takes a final decision. 

For a transaction, the registration of the payment by the public prosecutors often takes some 

time as well. As a result, there is most likely an underestimation of the cases closed by a 

transaction in the last published year. 

82. According to recent statistics, since 2011, 1.368 individuals or legal persons have 

entered into a transaction after criminal proceedings had already been initiated (in 1.266 cases 

the amount was effectively paid). Overall, over 955 million euros has been collected about 

half of which was paid to judicial authorities218 (446 million euros) and half of which was 

paid to the tax authorities (401 million euros). The confiscation of criminal proceeds amounts 

to 86 million euros. 20 million euros went to other aggrieved parties and 720.000 went to 

social authorities.219 This illustrates that the transaction is mainly used for financial, economic 

and tax crimes. Transactions closed during a preliminary investigation are not registered, so 

214 P Tersago, ‘Guilty plea – de voorafgaande erkenning van schuld’ in T De Meester (ed.), Potpourri II - 
Strafrecht en strafprocesrecht cit. 29. 
215 Annul statistics Public Prosecutor’s Office (2020), Table number 9, <https://www.om-
mp.be/stat/corr/jstat2020/n/home.html> 

216 Annul statistics Public Prosecutor’s Office (2019) Table number 9, <https://www.om-
mp.be/stat/corr/jstat2019/n/home.html> 

217 Annul statistics Public Prosecutor’s Office (2018) Table number 9, <https://www.om-
mp.be/stat/corr/jstat2019/n/home.html> 

218 In practice, the amount of the transaction is collected by the public official responsible for the recovery 
of the non-tax debts, belonging to the department ‘General Administration Collection and Recovery’ of 
the Federal Public Service Agency Finances. 
219 Parliamentary question by S De Wit, Vr. en Antw. Chamber of representatives 2020-21, 18 May 2021, 
n. 55-2-000548. 
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these statistics remain lapidary. More transparency of the statistics regarding the transactions 

is highly desirable.220 

 

83. The percentages of penal mediation and measures procedures under art. 216ter 

CCP are a lot lower. In 2020, 0.38%221 of the closed criminal cases in Belgium was ended by 

a penal mediation and measures procedure, in 2019 this was 0.42 %222 and in 2018 0,53%223. 

Those figures are also an underestimation, because the numbers include only the cases in 

which all suspects in the same case to whom the penal mediation and measures procedure has 

been proposed have actually completed the measures. If at least one suspect has not 

successfully completed it, the case remains ‘pending’ until the public prosecutor takes a final 

decision. Although it is possible that the tax authorities would be compensated if this 

procedure is applied, the statistics show that this regime is (not unsurprisingly) not applied to 

financial crimes.224 

84. The two previously mentioned alternative procedures have a certain positive 

impact on the speediness of the procedure. To our knowledge, the procedure concerning 

rewarded cooperating witness/offenders has only been applied once so far.225 The guilty plea 

also remains rather underused as an alternative procedure (it does not appear yet in the 

statistics of the public prosecutor’s office). Between 2016 and 2018 the Antwerp prosecutor’s 

office has only applied the guilty plea procedure in two cases (a third one was being 

negotiated at the time).226 The reason could be that the latter is way less attractive for the 

defendant and more time-consuming for the public prosecutor compared to the transaction.  

85. We can assume that quite often the public prosecutor prefers to opt for a traditional 

criminal procedure if a transaction or penal mediation and measures procedure seems not 

possible or desirable. It is reasonable to assume that even resorting to the guilty plea or the 

220 Parliamentary question by S De Wit, Vr. en Antw. Chamber of representatives 2020-21, 18 May 2021, 
n. 55-2-000548; In a recent report by the Belgian Court of Auditors, the lack of transparency regarding 
transactions in tax matters has been raised (again): Report Court of Auditors 24 February 2021 
concerning permanent tax regularizations, 54. 

221 Annul statistics Public Prosecutor’s Office (2020), Table number 9, <https://www.om-
mp.be/stat/corr/jstat2020/n/home.html> 

222 Annul statistics Public Prosecutor’s Office (2019), Table number 9, <https://www.om-
mp.be/stat/corr/jstat2019/n/home.html>. 

223 Annul statistics Public Prosecutor’s Office (2018) Table number 9, <https://www.om-
mp.be/stat/corr/jstat2018/n/home.html>. 

224 Annul statistics Public Prosecutor’s Office (2020), Table number 10, <https://www.om-
mp.be/stat/corr/jstat2020/n/home.html>. 
225 See also P Tersago, ‘Het gerecht en de spijtoptant: samen aan tafel?’ cit. 72. 

226 J Rozie and S Dewulf, ‘Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke strafrechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen. 
Op zoek naar een evenwicht tussen een doeltreffende en rechtvaardige justitie’ in A Van Oevelen, S 
Rutten and J Rozie, Grenzen aan de buitengerechtelijke afhandeling van geschillen cit. 101. 
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rewarded cooperating witness/offender regime has a positive, albeit smaller, impact on the 

speediness of the procedure (the basis is an agreement between defendant and prosecuting 

authorities), but the exact impact is difficult to measure, especially due to lack of data.  

6. Further observations and comments 

86. There is currently a Draft Bill pending in Parliament to reform the entire Belgian 

Code of Criminal Procedure. The adoption of which and the timing of such an adoption is 

however difficult to predict at this time. We therefore discuss the most relevant potential 

changes infra without going into all the details. 

87. In the Draft Bill in its current form, the difference between a preliminary 

investigation (led by a public prosecutor) and a judicial investigation (led by an investigating 

judge) would be abolished as well as the current role of the investigating judge. There would 

be only one form of criminal investigation, led by the public prosecutor. Punctual 

interventions of a judge (of the investigation) for coercive measures or measures that infringe 

individual rights would, however, still be required. The prescription of criminal prosecution 

would now, in any case, no longer run from the moment the defendant is summoned (so a 

suspension is from then onwards no longer needed). 

88. If a transaction/penal mediation and measures procedure is closed during a 

criminal investigation, a judicial review would now be introduced for transactions/penal 

mediations and measures procedures concerning serious criminal offences (with reference to 

the list that can be found in the current art. 90ter CCP; supra n. 38 ff.) by a chamber of the 

investigation (which replaces the investigation supervision courts).227  

89. The list with criminal offences that are excluded from the scope of the guilty plea 

would be expanded. The procedural scope of application of the regime would also be 

expanded, it would become possible to close a plea agreement during the criminal 

investigation.228 

90. The rewarded cooperating witness/offender regime would only be applicable to 

organized crime or terrorism offences. It would be possible to close the agreement during a 

criminal investigation, the chamber of the investigation would then be competent to ratify it. 

227 Draft Bill concerning the Code of Criminal Procedure, Parl.St. Chamber of representatives 2019-20, n. 
55-1239/01, 208-212 and 505-514. 
228 Draft Bill concerning the Code of Criminal Procedure, Parl.St. Chamber of representatives 2019-20, n. 
55-1239/01, 268-269 and 576-579. 
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A for the defendant more favourable reduction of the sentences compared to the current 

options would also become possible. An explicit confidentiality provision would be 

introduced covering the documents and statements made during the phase of consultations 

and other related documents in case the parties do not reach an agreement. Lastly, the value of 

the evidence consisting of the statements of the cooperating defendant would be slightly 

reduced.229 
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Notification du Royaume de Belgique en vertu de l’article 117 du règlement (UE) 

2017/1939 du Conseil du 12 octobre 2017 mettant en œuvre une coopération renforcée 

concernant la création du Parquet européen, 

https://www.eppo.europa.eu/sites/default/files/2021-11/04-BE_0.pdf. 

 

8. Annex: text of the relevant laws/acts/provisions 

- Annex 1: Art. 216 CCP; Art. 216/1-216/8 CCP; Art. 216bis CCP; Art. 216ter 

CCP 

- Annex 2: Art. 263-264 and 285/4 General Law on Customs and Excise duties 

A. Annex 1: Art. 216 CCP; Art. 216/1-216/8 CCP; Art. 216bis CCP; 

Art. 216ter CCP  

(Code of Criminal Procedure of Belgium, 17.11.1808, French version) 

Art. 216. § 1er. Pour les faits qui ne paraissent pas être de nature à devoir être punis 

d'un emprisonnement correctionnel principal de plus de cinq ans, le procureur du Roi peut, soit 

d'office, soit à la demande du suspect ou du prévenu ou de son avocat, proposer l'application de 

la procédure de reconnaissance préalable de culpabilité définie au présent article si le suspect 

ou le prévenu reconnaît être coupable des faits qui lui sont imputés. 

   Dans ce cas, il peut proposer, dans le respect des conditions légales, des peines 

inférieures à celles qu'il estimait devoir requérir, ou assorties d'un sursis simple ou probatoire, 

total ou partiel, ou une suspension simple ou probatoire du prononcé. 

   Cette procédure n'est pas applicable aux faits : 

   1° qui seraient punissables, s'ils n'étaient transmués en délits, d'une peine maximale 

supérieure à vingt ans de réclusion; 

   2° visés aux articles 375 à 377 du Code pénal; 

   3° visés aux articles 379 à 387 du Code pénal s'ils sont commis sur des mineurs ou à 

l'aide de mineurs; 

   4° visés aux articles 393 à 397 du Code pénal. 
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   § 2. Lorsque le juge d'instruction est déjà chargé d'instruire, le procureur du Roi ne 

peut proposer l'application de la procédure définie au présent article qu'après l'ordonnance ou 

l'arrêt de renvoi devant le juge du fond. Il peut également le proposer lorsque le juge du fond 

est déjà saisi du fait, pour autant qu'aucun jugement ou arrêt définitif n'ait été rendu en matière 

pénale. 

   § 3. Les déclarations par lesquelles le suspect ou le prévenu reconnaît être coupable 

des faits qui lui sont imputés sont faites en présence d'un avocat de son choix ou qui lui est 

désigné. 

   Si le suspect ou le prévenu dispose de ressources insuffisantes, les articles 508/13 à 

508/18 du Code judiciaire relatifs au bénéfice de la gratuité complète ou partielle de l'aide 

juridique de deuxième ligne sont intégralement applicables. 

   L'avocat prend connaissance du dossier et des faits imputés au suspect ou prévenu et 

informe celui-ci de ses droits, des conséquences de la reconnaissance de culpabilité sur la 

procédure en cours et sur le déroulement ultérieur de celle-ci. Le suspect ou le prévenu peut à 

tout moment se concerter confidentiellement avec son avocat hors la présence du procureur du 

Roi. 

   Après avoir entendu les peines proposées par le procureur du Roi, le suspect ou le 

prévenu peut demander un délai de réflexion de dix jours au plus avant de faire savoir au 

procureur du Roi s'il reconnaît ou non être coupable des faits qui lui sont imputés et accepte ou 

non les qualifications légales retenues et les peines proposées. 

   Le cas échéant, les déclarations par lesquelles le suspect ou le prévenu reconnaît être 

coupable des faits qui lui sont imputés et accepte les peines proposées par le procureur du Roi 

sont actées dans une convention qui décrit avec précision les faits et leur qualification et qui est 

signée tant par le suspect ou le prévenu et son avocat que par le procureur du Roi. 

   Cette convention détermine notamment les frais à couvrir et les objets ou avantages 

patrimoniaux à remettre et à confisquer. 

   Si l'affaire n'est pas encore fixée devant un juge du fond, la convention fixe les lieu, 

jour et heure de l'audience du tribunal devant lequel le suspect ou le prévenu doit comparaître, 

dans un délai qui ne peut être inférieur à dix jours et supérieur à deux mois. Une copie de la 

convention est remise immédiatement au suspect ou au prévenu. Cette notification vaut citation. 
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Toutefois, lorsque l'affaire a déjà été fixée devant le juge du fond, la convention est soumise 

pour homologation lors de ladite audience. 

   Tant qu'il n'est pas signé de convention, les pièces rédigées dans le cadre des 

paragraphes 1er et 2 et du présent paragraphe ne peuvent être ni versées au dossier, ni 

consultées. 

   Le procureur du Roi communique le cas échéant une copie de la convention signée 

aux victimes connues. La victime et son avocat ont le droit d'accéder au dossier. Ils peuvent 

eux-mêmes et par leurs propres moyens, en prendre une copie gratuitement, sur place. 

   § 4. Le tribunal entend le prévenu et son avocat sur l'accord conclu et les faits 

reconnus. 

   Le cas échéant, le tribunal entend également la victime et son avocat sur les faits et 

sur la réparation du dommage. La victime peut se constituer partie civile et réclamer la 

réparation de son dommage à l'audience du tribunal qui doit homologuer l'accord conclu. Les 

personnes citées sont entendues sur l'action civile. 

   Le tribunal vérifie s'il est satisfait à l'ensemble des conditions des paragraphes 1er à 

3, si l'accord a été conclu de manière libre et éclairée et correspond à la réalité des faits et à 

leur qualification juridique et si les peines proposées par le procureur du Roi sont 

proportionnelles à la gravité des faits, à la personnalité du prévenu et à sa volonté de réparer le 

dommage éventuel. 

   Dans l'affirmative, il homologue l'accord conclu et prononce les peines proposées 

lors de la reconnaissance de culpabilité par le prévenu. Les dispositions pénales du jugement ne 

sont susceptibles d'aucun recours. 

   Dans le cas contraire, il rejette la requête en homologation de l'accord conclu par 

décision motivée. Le dossier est alors remis à la disposition du procureur du Roi et l'affaire est 

attribuée à une chambre autrement composée. 

   La convention signée par le prévenu et par le procureur du Roi, les documents 

rédigés et communications faites pendant la concertation dans le cadre de la procédure, ainsi 

que toutes les autres pièces de la procédure y afférentes, sont alors écartés du dossier et 

déposés au greffe du tribunal de première instance. 
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   Aussi longtemps que la convention n'est pas homologuée par un jugement ou un arrêt 

coulé en force de chose jugée, les pièces visées ci-dessus ne peuvent être utilisées à charge du 

suspect ou du prévenu dans une autre procédure pénale, civile, administrative, arbitrale ou 

autre et ne sont pas admissibles comme preuve, même au titre d'aveu extrajudiciaire. 

   § 5. Le tribunal statue sur la requête en homologation soit séance tenante, soit dans le 

mois de la première audience, sauf si une remise de l'examen de l'affaire à une audience 

ultérieure s'impose pour permettre à la partie civile de défendre ses intérêts ou au prévenu de 

fournir des éléments concernant sa volonté de réparer le dommage. 

   § 6. La faculté prévue aux paragraphes 1er et 2 appartient aussi, pour les mêmes 

faits, à l'auditeur du travail, au procureur fédéral et au procureur général en degré d'appel et, 

pour les personnes visées par les articles 479 et 483, au procureur général près la cour d'appel. 

 

CHAPITRE IIter . Des promesses relatives à l'action publique, à l'exécution de la peine 

ou à la détention consenties à la suite d'une déclaration 

  Section 1re. Disposition générale 

  Art. 216/1. Si les nécessités de l'enquête l'exigent et si les autres moyens 

d'investigation ne semblent pas suffire à la manifestation de la vérité, le procureur du Roi peut 

faire une promesse dans le cadre de l'exercice de l'action publique, de l'exécution de la peine ou 

de la détention à toute personne qui fait des déclarations substantielles, révélatrices, sincères et 

complètes concernant la participation de tiers et, le cas échéant, sa propre participation, au 

sujet d'infractions commises ou ayant fait l'objet d'une tentative, visées à l'article 90ter, §§ 2 à 

4, et énoncées dans un mémorandum. 

   La faculté visée au présent chapitre appartient aussi, pour les mêmes infractions, à 

l'auditeur du travail, au procureur fédéral et au procureur général en degré d'appel et, pour les 

personnes visées aux articles 479 et 483 au procureur général près la cour d'appel. 

  Section II. Mémorandum avec la personne visée à l'article 216/1 

  Art. 216/2. § 1er. Le procureur du Roi et la personne visée à l'article 216/1 signent un 

mémorandum écrit. Le mémorandum est daté et contient les mentions suivantes : 

   1° les données d'identité de la personne visée à l'article 216/1; 
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   2° le nom de l'avocat qui assiste la personne visée à l'article 216/1 lors de la 

conclusion du mémorandum; 

   3° le procureur du Roi de l'arrondissement judiciaire dans lequel ont été commises les 

infractions au sujet desquelles la personne visée à l'article 216/1 indique qu'elle fera une 

déclaration et le procureur du Roi de l'arrondissement judiciaire dans lequel la personne visée 

à l'article 216/1 est poursuivie ou est condamnée; 

   4° l'indication précise et détaillée : 

   a) des faits pour lesquels la personne visée à l'article 216/1 est poursuivie ou est déjà 

condamnée, ainsi que les peines qui, dans ce dernier cas, lui ont été infligées, et qui font l'objet 

de la promesse du procureur du Roi; 

   b) des faits au sujet desquels la personne visée à l'article 216/1 indique qu'elle fera 

une déclaration; 

   c) de la teneur de la promesse du procureur du Roi; 

   d) des conditions liées à la promesse du procureur du Roi, qui comprennent dans tous 

les cas les conditions prévues à l'article 216/3, § 1er, 2° à 5° ; 

   e) des conditions et des modalités relatives à la déclaration de la personne visée à 

l'article 216/1; 

   f) de la volonté d'indemniser le dommage. 

   § 2. Le mémorandum ne peut être conclu que moyennant : 

   1° un accord préalable des procureurs généraux compétents; 

   2° un avis préalable de la commission de protection des témoins concernant la 

possibilité de prendre des mesures de protection, dont il pourra être décidé ultérieurement; 

   3° un avis préalable du procureur fédéral; 

   4° si la personne visée à l'article 216/1 fait l'objet d'une instruction ou si ses 

déclarations sont déposées dans le cadre d'une instruction en cours, un avis préalable du juge 

d'instruction sur l'état d'avancement de l'instruction. 
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   § 3. Les procureurs généraux compétents prennent une décision par consensus. 

   § 4. Le mémorandum est conclu et signé en présence d'un avocat du choix de la 

personne visée à l'article 216/1 ou qui lui est désigné par le bâtonnier. 

   La personne visée à l'article 216/1 peut à tout moment se concerter confidentiellement 

avec son avocat hors la présence du procureur du Roi. 

   § 5. Le mémorandum est établi en trois exemplaires signés. Un exemplaire est remis à 

la personne visée à l'article 216/1, un deuxième est versé au dossier répressif relatif à 

l'infraction pour laquelle la personne visée à l'article 216/1 est poursuivie ou a été condamnée 

et un troisième est conservé par le procureur du Roi. 

   Si la déclaration de la personne visée à l'article 216/1 est utilisée dans différents 

dossiers répressifs, une copie certifiée conforme du mémorandum est versée dans chacun de ces 

dossiers répressifs. 

   § 6. Le procureur fédéral tient un registre de tous les mémorandums établis. Une 

copie certifiée conforme de chaque mémorandum signé par le procureur du Roi est transmise 

au procureur fédéral et inscrite au registre. 

   § 7. Après signature du mémorandum, la personne visée à l'article 216/1 fait sa 

déclaration dans le délai fixé dans le mémorandum.   

 

  Section III. Révocation de la promesse 

  Art. 216/3. La promesse peut être révoquée : 

   1° si la personne visée à l'article 216/1 n'a pas respecté les conditions qu'elle avait 

acceptées dans le mémorandum; 

   2° si la personne visée à l'article 216/1 est condamnée par un jugement ou un arrêt 

coulé en force de chose jugée pour des infractions commises après la date de la conclusion du 

mémorandum à une peine principale d'emprisonnement d'au moins six mois; 

   3° si la personne visée à l'article 216/1 n'effectue pas les déclarations comme stipulé 

dans le mémorandum; 
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   4° si la personne visée à l'article 216/1 n'indemnise pas le dommage; 

   5° si la personne visée à l'article 216/1 a sciemment fait des déclarations incomplètes, 

non sincères ou non révélatrices concernant les faits visés; 

   6° si, en vue d'entraver les poursuites concernant les faits visés, la personne visée à 

l'article 216/1 a tenté de faire disparaître des preuves ou de s'entendre avec des tiers. 

   

  Section IV. Déclaration de la personne visée à l'article 216/1 

  Art. 216/4. § 1er. La personne visée à l'article 216/1 doit donner suite à chaque 

convocation du ministère public, du juge d'instruction et des juridictions d'instruction et de 

jugement. 

   § 2. Les déclarations faites par la personne visée à l'article 216/1 ne peuvent être 

prises en considération comme preuve que si elles sont corroborées dans une mesure 

déterminante par d'autres éléments de preuve. 

   Il est référé au mémorandum dans chaque procès-verbal dans le cadre duquel une 

déclaration de la personne visée à l'article 216/1 est consignée en exécution du mémorandum. 

   § 3. Ni l'anonymat partiel au sens des articles 75bis et 155bis, ni l'anonymat complet 

au sens de l'article 86bis ne peuvent être accordés à une personne visée à l'article 216/1. 

   § 4. Si la personne visée à l'article 216/1 intervient également dans la même affaire en 

tant qu'infiltrant civil dans le cadre d'une infiltration civile visée à la sous-section 4bis du livre 

premier, chapitre IV, section III, le ministère public le mentionne sans délai dans le dossier 

confidentiel visé à l'article 47novies/3, § 1er, alinéa 2. 

   Le ministère public mentionne dans un procès-verbal que la personne visée à l'article 

216/1 est intervenue en tant qu'infiltrant civil dans la même affaire. Le procès-verbal n'est joint 

au dossier pénal par le ministère public qu'au moment où la chambre des mises en accusation 

est saisie sur la base de l'article 235ter. 
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  Section V. Promesse du ministère public dans le cadre de l'exercice de l'action 

publique 

   

  Art. 216/5. § 1er. Le ministère public peut, à condition de le mentionner dans le 

mémorandum, en prenant en considération la proportionnalité par rapport à l'infraction 

commise par la personne visée à l'article 216/1 et par rapport à l'infraction à propos de 

laquelle les déclarations sont effectuées, en prenant particulièrement en compte la gravité des 

conséquences possibles : 

   1° promettre une peine d'un niveau inférieur avec application de la réduction de 

peine, conformément aux articles 80 et 81 du Code pénal, concernant les crimes avec violence 

ou menace et les crimes figurant au titre 1ter du livre 2 du Code pénal qui ont été commis ou 

tentés par la personne visée à l'article 216/1; 

   2° promettre une peine d'un niveau inférieur avec application de la réduction de 

peine, conformément à l'article 85 du Code pénal, concernant les délits avec violence ou 

menace, et les délits figurant au titre 1ter du livre 2 du Code pénal; 

   3° promettre une reconnaissance simple de culpabilité, ou une peine inférieure à la 

peine légale minimale prévue, ou encore une peine sous surveillance électronique, une peine de 

travail ou une peine de probation autonome, concernant les crimes sans violence ou menace et 

les délits sans violence ou menace qui ont été commis ou tentés par la personne visée à l'article 

216/1, à l'exclusion des crimes et délits repris au titre 1ter du livre 2 du Code pénal. 

   4° promettre une amende réduite, même en deçà du minimum légal, ou une 

confiscation spéciale, même en cas de confiscation obligatoire, mais à l'exception de la 

confiscation des substances et objets qui mettent en danger la sécurité publique ou la sécurité 

des personnes. 

   Aucune promesse ne peut être faite concernant les peines visées aux articles 31 à 34 

du Code pénal. 

   § 2. Le ministère public requiert, dans les limites des peines prévues pour l'infraction 

et dans les limites prévues par la loi, la peine qui est applicable dans le cas où la personne 

visée à l'article 216/1 ne respecte pas ou n'a pas respecté les conditions telles que contenues 

dans le mémorandum conformément à l'article 216/3. 
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   § 3. La promesse du ministère public est motivée. Le tribunal, la cour ou, pendant 

l'instruction et lors du règlement de la procédure, et dans le cadre de l'appréciation des 

charges, la juridiction d'instruction compétents, vérifie la proportionnalité de la promesse visée 

au paragraphe 1er, si les conditions légales ont été remplies, si la personne visée à l'article 

216/1 a accepté le mémorandum librement et en connaissance de cause, si les faits 

correspondent à leur qualification juridique correcte, si les faits pour lesquels la personne visée 

à l'article 216/1 est poursuivie et sur lesquels porte la promesse correspondent à la réalité, si 

les causes d'extinction ne sont pas présentes et si la volonté d'indemniser l'éventuel dommage 

sont présents. Il homologue ensuite la promesse. La décision est motivée. Aucun recours pénal 

n'est ouvert. 

   Le tribunal ou la cour compétents, décide, dans les limites des peines prévues pour 

l'infraction, et de la loi, en fonction de sa saisine, de la peine requise conformément au 

paragraphe 2 et dont l'exécution est reportée, moyennant le respect des conditions. Si la 

juridiction d'instruction a homologué la promesse, elle renvoie l'affaire devant le tribunal 

compétent ou la cour compétente pour statuer sur la peine conformément aux dispositions de la 

première phrase. 

   Le rejet fait l'objet d'une décision motivée. Si, après le rejet de la promesse, un 

nouveau mémorandum est présenté, l'affaire contre la personne visée à l'article 216/1 est 

attribuée à une chambre autrement composée. 

   Si la promesse est rejetée et aucun nouveau mémorandum n'est présenté, l'affaire 

contre la personne visée à l'article 216/1 est attribuée à une chambre autrement composée et le 

mémorandum signé, les documents rédigés et les communications faites pendant la concertation 

dans le cadre de la procédure, ainsi que toutes les autres pièces de la procédure y afférentes 

sont écartés du dossier et déposés au greffe du tribunal de première instance. Ils ne peuvent être 

utilisés à charge de la personne visée à l'article 216/1 dans une autre procédure pénale, civile, 

administrative, arbitrale ou autre et ne sont pas admissibles comme preuve, même comme aveu 

extrajudiciaire. 

   § 4. Le tribunal, la cour ou, le cas échéant, la juridiction d'instruction compétents 

entend la personne visée à l'article 216/1 ou son avocat sur le mémorandum et sur les faits pour 

lesquels la personne visée à l'article 216/1 est poursuivie. 

   Le cas échéant, le tribunal, la cour ou la juridiction d'instruction compétents entend 

également la victime ou son avocat sur les faits et sur la réparation du dommage. La victime 

peut se constituer partie civile à l'audience du tribunal, de la cour, ou le cas échéant, de la 
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juridiction d'instruction compétents. La personne visée à l'article 216/1 est entendue en ce qui 

concerne l'action civile. 

   § 5. S'il estime que la personne visée à l'article 216/1 ne respecte pas ou n'a pas 

respecté les conditions contenues dans le mémorandum conformément à l'article 216/3 dans le 

délai qui est égal à la durée de la peine prononcée conformément au paragraphe 3, alinéa 2, le 

ministère public requiert auprès du tribunal ou de la cour l'application de la peine que le 

tribunal ou la cour avait prononcée. En cas de non-respect des conditions visées à l'article 

216/3, § 1er, 4° et 5°, ce délai est de cinq ans minimum. 

   Le tribunal, la cour, ou, le cas échéant, la juridiction d'instruction entend la personne 

visée à l'article 216/1 et son avocat et le ministère public. 

   S'il s'agit des conditions imposées dans l'intérêt de la victime, la victime est entendue 

à ce propos. La victime peut formuler ses remarques. 

   Le tribunal ou la cour se prononce de manière autonome et motivée sur l'application 

de cette peine. 

  Section VI. Promesse du ministère public concernant l'exécution de la peine 

  Art. 216/6. Le ministère public peut, à condition de le mentionner dans le 

mémorandum, dans le respect de la proportionnalité par rapport à l'infraction commise par la 

personne visée à l'article 216/1 et par rapport à l'infraction à propos de laquelle les 

déclarations sont effectuées, en prenant particulièrement en compte la gravité des conséquences 

possibles, et si la personne visée à l'article 216/1 ne constitue pas de danger pour la sécurité 

publique, promettre : 

   1° d'émettre un avis favorable, comme prévu au titre VI de la loi du 17 mai 2006 

relative au statut juridique externe des personnes condamnées à une peine privative de liberté 

et aux droits reconnus à la victime dans le cadre des modalités d'exécution de la peine, au 

repenti; 

   2° dans le cadre de ses compétences, de prendre une décision favorable dans le cadre 

de l'exécution de la peine. 

 

  Section VII. Promesse du ministère public lors de la phase de détention 
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  Art. 216/7. Le ministère public peut, à condition de le mentionner dans le 

mémorandum, dans le respect de la proportionnalité par rapport à l'infraction commise par la 

personne visée à l'article 216/1 et par rapport à l'infraction à propos de laquelle les 

déclarations sont effectuées et moyennant un accord préalable du directeur général des 

Etablissements pénitentiaires, faire une promesse concernant le placement et le transfèrement 

visé à l'article 18 de la loi du 12 janvier 2005 concernant l'administration pénitentiaire ainsi 

que le statut juridique des détenus. 

   Cette promesse ne peut porter préjudice aux compétences du directeur de prison dans 

le cadre de la discipline, de l'ordre et de la sécurité au sein de la prison. 

   Le ministre compétent pour la justice prend les mesures nécessaires concernant la 

mise en oeuvre des facilités relatives au placement et au déplacement. L'exécution des mesures 

au sein de la prison est assurée par la direction générale des Etablissements pénitentiaires.   

 Section VIII. Contrôle parlementaire 

  Art. 216/8. Le ministre compétent pour la justice fait rapport annuellement à la 

Chambre des représentants sur l'application des articles 216/1 à 216/7. 

   Il informe la Chambre des représentants du nombre d'instructions ayant donné lieu à 

des mesures visées par ces articles, du nombre de personnes concernées et des résultats 

obtenus. 

Art. 216bis § 1. Pour autant que le fait ne paraisse pas être de nature à devoir être puni 

d'un emprisonnement correctionnel principal de plus de deux ans ou d'une peine plus lourde, y 

compris la confiscation le cas échéant, et qu'il ne comporte pas d'atteinte grave à l'intégrité 

physique, le procureur du Roi peut inviter l'auteur à verser une somme d'argent déterminée au 

Service public fédéral Finances. 

Le procureur du Roi fixe les modalités et le délai de paiement et précise, dans l'espace et dans 

le temps, les faits pour lesquels il propose le paiement. Ce délai est de quinze jours au moins et 

de trois mois au plus. Le procureur du Roi peut prolonger ce délai quand des circonstances 

particulières le justifient, ou l'écourter si le suspect y consent. 

  Le procureur du Roi, s'il estime que le présent paragraphe peut être appliqué, informe le 

suspect, la victime et leurs avocats qu'ils peuvent prendre connaissance du dossier répressif, 

pour autant qu'ils n'aient pas encore pu le faire. Ils peuvent eux-mêmes et par leurs propres 

moyens, en prendre une copie gratuitement, sur place.  

   La prescription de l'action publique est suspendue dès la proposition du procureur du Roi ou 
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dès la demande d'une des parties. La suspension court soit jusqu'à la décision de non-

homologation de l'accord, soit jusqu'à la décision du procureur du Roi de ne pas appliquer 

cette disposition, soit jusqu'au constat de la non mise en oeuvre ou de la mise en oeuvre tardive 

de la transaction. 

 La somme visée à l'alinéa 1er ne peut être supérieure au maximum de l'amende prévue par la 

loi, majorée des décimes additionnels, et doit être proportionnelle à la gravité de l'infraction. 

Pour les infractions visées au Code pénal social, la somme prévue à l'alinéa 1er ne peut être 

inférieure à 40 pour-cent des montants minima de l'amende administrative, le cas échéant, 

multipliés par le nombre de travailleurs, candidats travailleurs, indépendants, stagiaires ou 

enfants concernés.  

  Lorsque l'infraction a donné lieu à des frais d'analyse ou d'expertise, la somme fixée pourra 

être augmentée du montant ou d'une partie du montant de ces frais; la partie de la somme 

versée pour couvrir ces frais sera attribuée à l'organisme ou à la personne qui les a exposés. 

D'autres frais de justice peuvent également être ajoutés à la somme d'argent visée à l'alinéa 

1er. Ils seront, au besoin, individualisés dans le texte de la transaction.  

  Le procureur du Roi invite l'auteur de l'infraction donnant lieu ou pouvant donner lieu à 

confiscation à abandonner, dans un délai qu'il fixe, les biens ou avantages patrimoniaux saisis 

ou, s'ils ne sont pas saisis, à les remettre à l'endroit qu'il fixe. 

  Les paiements, abandon et remise effectués dans le délai indiqué éteignent l'action publique. 

  Les préposés du Service public fédéral Finances informent le procureur du Roi du versement 

effectué. 

  [...] 

 

  § 2. La faculté accordée au procureur du Roi par le paragraphe 1er peut également être 

exercée lorsque le juge d'instruction est déjà chargé d'instruire ou lorsque le tribunal ou la cour 

est déjà saisi du fait, pour autant qu'aucun jugement ou arrêt définitif n'ait été rendu au pénal.  

   Le cas échéant, le procureur du Roi se fait communiquer le dossier répressif par le juge 

d'instruction, qui peut rendre un avis sur l'état d'avancement de l'instruction. 

   Le procureur du Roi, s'il estime que le présent paragraphe peut être appliqué, informe le 

suspect, la victime et leurs avocats qu'ils peuvent prendre connaissance du dossier répressif, 

pour autant qu'ils n'aient pas encore pu le faire. [7 Ils peuvent eux-mêmes et par leurs propres 

moyens, en prendre une copie gratuitement, sur place.  

   Le procureur du Roi fixe le jour, l'heure et le lieu de la convocation du suspect, de l'inculpé 

ou du prévenu et de la victime et de leurs avocats, il explique son intention et il indique les faits, 

décrits dans le temps et dans l'espace, auxquels le paiement de la somme d'argent se 
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rapportera. Dans le cas prévu au paragraphe 6, alinéa 2, le procureur du Roi informe 

l'administration fiscale ou sociale des faits décrits dans le temps et dans l'espace qui concernent 

des délits fiscaux ou sociaux, auxquels se rapportera le paiement d'une somme d'argent.  

   Il fixe le montant de la somme d'argent et des frais et indique les objets ou avantages 

patrimoniaux à abandonner ou à remettre, selon les modalités précisées au paragraphe 1er. 

   Il fixe le délai dans lequel le suspect, l'inculpé ou le prévenu et la victime peuvent conclure un 

accord relatif à l'importance du dommage causé et à l'indemnisation. 

   Si les parties susmentionnées sont parvenues à un accord, elles en avisent le procureur du 

Roi, qui actera l'accord dans un procès-verbal. 

  Sur réquisition motivée du procureur du Roi et après avoir vérifié s'il est satisfait aux 

conditions d'application légales du paragraphe 1er, alinéa 1er, si la victime et l'administration 

fiscale ou sociale ont été indemnisées conformément aux paragraphes 4 et 6, alinéa 2, si le 

suspect a accepté la transaction proposée de manière libre et éclairée et si la transaction 

proposée par le procureur du Roi est proportionnée à la gravité des faits et à la personnalité du 

suspect, le juge compétent statue sur la légalité de la transaction proposée et l'homologue. 

Pendant l'instruction et lors du règlement de la procédure, la juridiction d'instruction apprécie 

la proportionnalité de la transaction proposée dans le cadre de l'appréciation des charges. Si 

l'accord n'est pas homologué, le dossier est mis à la disposition du procureur du Roi. Dans ce 

cas, le juge, auquel l'accord a été soumis pour homologation, ne peut plus poursuivre l'examen 

du fond de l'affaire. De même, les documents rédigés et les communications orales faites 

pendant la concertation ne peuvent être utilisés à charge du suspect dans une procédure pénale, 

civile, administrative ou arbitrale, disciplinaire ou dans toute autre procédure visant à résoudre 

des conflits et ils ne sont pas admissibles comme preuve, même au titre d'aveu extrajudiciaire. 

   Les documents que les parties ont fait parvenir dans le cadre des négociations leur sont 

rendus et le dossier des négociations est écarté du dossier répressif. Le dossier des négociations 

ne comprend aucune pièce originale susceptible de servir comme preuve de l'infraction. 

   Tout usage des documents élaborés pendant les négociations ou de communications orales, 

qui aura eu pour but et pour effet de porter atteinte à la vie privée, à l'intégrité physique ou 

morale ou aux biens appartenant à une personne citée dans le dossier, est puni par les peines 

prévues à l'article 460ter du Code pénal.  

   Conformément au paragraphe 1er, l'action publique s'éteint dans le chef de l'auteur qui aura 

accepté et observé, après homologation par le juge compétent, la transaction proposée par le 

procureur du Roi. Toutefois, la transaction ne porte pas atteinte à l'action publique contre les 

autres auteurs, coauteurs ou complices, ni aux actions des victimes à leur égard. Les personnes 

condamnées du chef de la même infraction sont solidairement tenues aux restitutions et aux 

dommages et intérêts et, sans préjudice de l'article 50, alinéa 3, du Code pénal, au paiement 
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des frais de justice, même si l'auteur qui a accepté la transaction s'en est déjà libéré. 

   Quand une transaction est exécutée dans une affaire pendante et que l'action publique n'a pas 

encore fait l'objet d'un jugement ou arrêt définitif en matière pénale, le procureur du Roi ou le 

procureur général près la cour d'appel ou la cour du travail, selon le cas, en avise 

officiellement sans délai le tribunal de police, le tribunal correctionnel et la cour d'appel 

saisies. 

  Si la somme d'argent visée au paragraphe 1er, alinéa 1er, n'est pas payée ou est payée 

partiellement, le juge saisi pour se prononcer sur les faits reprochés au suspect, sur lesquels 

l'accord portait, peut tenir compte, lors de la fixation de la peine, de la partie déjà payée. 

 

  § 3. Le droit prévu aux paragraphes 1er et 2 appartient aussi, pour les mêmes faits, à 

l'auditeur du travail, au procureur fédéral et au procureur général en degré d'appel et, pour les 

personnes visées aux articles 479 et 483 du Code d'instruction criminelle, au procureur général 

près la cour d'appel. 

 

 § 4. Le dommage éventuellement causé à autrui doit être entièrement réparé avant que la 

transaction puisse être proposée. Toutefois, elle pourra aussi être proposée si l'auteur a 

reconnu par écrit, sa responsabilité civile pour le fait générateur du dommage, et produit la 

preuve de l'indemnisation de la fraction non contestée du dommage et des modalités de 

règlements de celui-ci. En tout état de cause, la victime pourra faire valoir ses droits devant le 

tribunal civil compétent. Dans ce cas, le paiement de la somme d'argent par l'auteur constitue 

une présomption irréfragable de sa faute. 

 

  § 5. Les demandes visées au présent article se font par pli ordinaire. 

  

  § 6. La transaction telle que décrite ci-dessus n'est pas applicable aux infractions sur 

lesquelles il peut être transigé conformément à l'article 263 de l'arrêté royal du 18 juillet 1977 

portant coordination des dispositions générales relatives aux douanes et accises. 

   Pour les infractions fiscales ou sociales qui ont permis d'éluder des impôts ou des cotisations 

sociales, la transaction n'est possible qu'après le paiement des impôts ou des cotisations 

sociales éludés dont l'auteur est redevable, en ce compris les intérêts, et moyennant l'accord de 

l'administration fiscale ou sociale. » 
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Art. 216ter. § 1er. Le procureur du Roi peut inviter le suspect, pour autant que le fait ne 

paraisse pas être de nature à devoir être puni d'un emprisonnement correctionnel principal de 

plus de deux ans ou d'une peine plus lourde et à condition que le suspect d'une infraction 

reconnaisse, le cas échéant, sa responsabilité civile dans le fait, à indemniser ou réparer le 

dommage éventuel et, le cas échéant, à consentir à une ou plusieurs mesures qui lui sont 

proposées en application de l'alinéa 5. 

   Si l'infraction a causé un dommage à une victime connue, le procureur du Roi peut inviter la 

victime et le suspect à consentir à une médiation sur l'indemnisation ou la réparation ainsi que 

sur ses modalités. Il est assisté à cette fin par le service compétent des communautés. 

   Le procureur du Roi, s'il estime que le présent paragraphe peut être appliqué, informe le 

suspect, la victime et leurs avocats qu'ils peuvent prendre connaissance du dossier répressif, 

pour autant qu'ils n'aient pas encore pu le faire. Ils peuvent eux-mêmes et par leurs propres 

moyens, en prendre une copie gratuitement, sur place. 

   La prescription de l'action publique est suspendue dès la proposition du procureur du Roi ou 

dès la demande d'une des parties. La suspension court soit jusqu'à la décision de non-

homologation de l'accord, soit jusqu'à la décision du procureur du Roi de ne pas appliquer 

cette disposition, soit jusqu'au constat de la non mise en oeuvre ou de la mise en oeuvre tardive 

des conditions proposées, visées aux alinéas 1er et 2, ou des mesures proposées, visées à 

l'alinéa 5. 

   Sans préjudice de l'alinéa 2, le procureur du Roi peut toujours proposer une ou plusieurs des 

mesures suivantes, à exécuter par le suspect durant une période qui ne peut excéder un an : 

   1° suivre un traitement médical ou toute autre thérapie adéquate et en fournir régulièrement 

la preuve, si un problème comportemental, la circonstance d'une maladie ou une assuétude 

semble être à la base de l'infraction; 

   2° exécuter un travail d'intérêt général de cent vingt heures maximum. Le travail d'intérêt 

général est effectué gratuitement par le suspect pendant le temps laissé libre par ses éventuelles 

activités scolaires ou professionnelles, uniquement auprès des services publics de l'Etat, des 

communes, des provinces, des communautés et des régions ou auprès d'associations sans but 

lucratif ou de fondations à but social, scientifique ou culturel. Le travail d'intérêt général ne 

peut consister en une activité qui, dans le service public ou l'association désignés, est 

généralement effectuée par des travailleurs rémunérés; 

   3° suivre une formation de cent vingt heures maximum. 

 

   § 2. Si le suspect de l'infraction consent aux conditions proposées, visées au paragraphe 1er, 

alinéas 1er et/ou 2, et aux mesures proposées, visées au paragraphe 1er, alinéa 5, le procureur 
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du Roi communique sa décision d'exécution au service compétent des communautés de la 

résidence du suspect, qui désigne sans délai un responsable qui sera chargé de l'élaboration et 

du suivi des mesures. 

   Le service compétent des communautés informe le suspect de l'infraction de la procédure et 

des conséquences juridiques. 

   Après avoir entendu le suspect de l'infraction et tenant compte des observations de celui-ci, de 

ses capacités physiques et intellectuelles ainsi que des indications du procureur du Roi, le 

service compétent des communautés entreprend les démarches nécessaires afin de donner un 

contenu concret aux mesures proposées. 

   Le suspect de l'infraction et le service compétent des communautés élaborent une proposition 

visant à donner un contenu concret aux mesures et conditions proposées, laquelle est fixée dans 

une convention acceptée et signée par le suspect. 

   Si le procureur du Roi marque son accord sur la convention, il la signe également et une 

copie de celle-ci est communiquée au responsable du service compétent des communautés et au 

suspect. Si la médiation sur l'indemnisation ou la réparation et ses modalités n'ont pas été 

achevées, la victime est informée de la continuation du dossier en ce qui concerne les mesures 

axées sur l'auteur. Le procureur du Roi peut, à tout moment, sur requête écrite, apporter des 

précisions ou des modifications, à la demande du service compétent des communautés ou du 

suspect de l'infraction. 

   Le service compétent des communautés est en charge du suivi et du contrôle de l'exécution des 

mesures. 

   Le service ou la personne auprès duquel ou de laquelle les mesures sont exécutées, transmet 

au moins un rapport écrit sur l'exécution des mesures au service compétent des communautés. 

   Le rapport traite des points suivants : 

   - les présences et, le cas échéant, les absences de l'intéressé ou l'arrêt unilatéral des mesures; 

   - les difficultés éventuelles rencontrées dans le cadre de l'exécution des mesures et les 

situations comportant un risque sérieux pour des tiers. 

   En cas d'inexécution totale ou partielle de la convention, le service compétent des 

communautés en informe sans délai le procureur du Roi. En pareil cas, le procureur du Roi 

peut convoquer le suspect de l'infraction, entendre celui-ci en ses observations et décider de 

poursuivre l'exécution de la convention, assortie le cas échéant de précisions ou de 

modifications, ou de mettre fin à la convention. 

 

   § 3. Lorsque l'infraction a donné lieu à des frais d'analyse ou d'expertise, les mesures visées 
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au paragraphe 1er ne peuvent être proposées que si le suspect s'engage à payer ces frais dans 

le délai fixé par le procureur du Roi. D'autres frais de justice peuvent également être imputés. 

 

   § 4. Le procureur du Roi invite le suspect de l'infraction qui donne ou peut donner lieu à une 

confiscation à abandonner, dans un délai qu'il fixe, les biens ou avantages patrimoniaux saisis 

ou, s'ils ne sont pas saisis, à les remettre à l'endroit qu'il fixe. 

 

   § 5. Lorsque le suspect de l'infraction a satisfait à toutes les mesures et conditions formulées 

dans la convention, qui étaient le cas échéant homologuées par le juge compétent, l'action 

publique est éteinte. 

   En outre, si un dommage a été causé à un tiers, l'action publique n'est éteinte que si le 

suspect reconnaît par écrit sa responsabilité civile pour le fait générateur du dommage et 

produit la preuve de l'indemnisation ou de la réparation de la fraction non contestée du 

dommage et des modalités de règlement de celui-ci. 

   En tout état de cause, la victime pourra faire valoir ses droits devant le tribunal civil 

compétent. L'extinction de l'action publique ne porte pas préjudice aux droits des personnes 

subrogées dans les droits de la ou des victimes qui n'ont pas été associées à la procédure 

prévue au paragraphe 1er. Vis-à-vis d'elles, l'acceptation de la proposition par le suspect 

constitue une présomption irréfragable de sa faute. 

 

   § 6. La faculté accordée au procureur du Roi par le paragraphe 1er peut également être 

exercée lorsque le juge d'instruction est déjà chargé d'instruire ou lorsque le tribunal ou la cour 

est déjà saisi du fait, pour autant qu'aucun jugement ou arrêt définitif n'ait été rendu au pénal. 

   Le cas échéant, le procureur du Roi se fait communiquer le dossier répressif par le juge 

d'instruction qui peut rendre un avis sur l'état d'avancement de l'instruction. 

   Le procureur du Roi, s'il estime que le présent paragraphe peut être appliqué, informe le 

suspect, la victime et leurs avocats qu'ils peuvent prendre connaissance du dossier répressif, 

pour autant qu'ils n'aient pas encore pu le faire. 

   Si la faculté est exercée dans une affaire pendante et que l'action publique n'a pas encore fait 

l'objet d'un jugement ou d'un arrêt définitif, le procureur du Roi ou le procureur général près la 

cour d'appel, selon le cas, en avise officiellement sans délai le tribunal de police, le tribunal 

correctionnel ou la cour d'appel saisi. 

   Sur réquisition motivée du procureur du Roi et après avoir vérifié s'il est satisfait aux 

conditions d'application légales du paragraphe 1er, alinéa 1er, si le suspect a accepté les 
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mesures proposées de manière libre et éclairée et si les mesures proposées par le procureur du 

Roi sont proportionnées à la gravité des faits et à la personnalité du suspect, le juge compétent 

statue sur la légalité de la convention proposée et homologue la convention. Pendant 

l'instruction judiciaire et lors du règlement de la procédure, la juridiction d'instruction apprécie 

la proportionnalité des mesures proposées dans le cadre de l'appréciation des charges. Si la 

convention n'est pas homologuée, le dossier est mis à la disposition du procureur du Roi. Dans 

ce cas, le juge, auquel la convention a été soumise pour homologation, ne peut plus poursuivre 

l'examen du fond de l'affaire. De même, les documents rédigés et les communications orales 

faites pendant la concertation ne peuvent être utilisés à charge du suspect dans une procédure 

pénale, civile, administrative ou arbitrale, disciplinaire ou dans toute autre procédure visant à 

résoudre des conflits et ils ne sont pas admissibles comme preuve, même au titre d'aveu 

extrajudiciaire. 

   Les documents que les parties ont fait parvenir dans le cadre des négociations leur sont 

rendus et le dossier des négociations est écarté du dossier répressif. Le dossier des négociations 

ne comprend aucune pièce originale susceptible de servir comme preuve de l'infraction. 

   Tout usage des documents élaborés pendant les négociations ou de communications orales 

qui aura eu pour but et pour effet de porter atteinte à la vie privée, à l'intégrité physique ou 

morale ou aux biens appartenant à une personne citée dans le dossier est puni par les peines 

prévues à l'article 460ter du Code pénal. 

   La faculté prévue au paragraphe 1er appartient aussi, pour les mêmes faits, à l'auditeur du 

travail, au procureur fédéral et, pour les personnes visées aux articles 479 et 483, au procureur 

général près la cour d'appel. 

   Si les mesures proposées, visées au paragraphe 1er, alinéa 5, ne sont pas mises en œuvre ou 

le sont partiellement, le juge saisi pour se prononcer sur les faits reprochés au suspect, sur 

lesquels l'accord portait, peut tenir compte, lors de la fixation de la peine, de la partie mise en 

œuvre des mesures proposées. 

 

   § 7. Lors de sa comparution devant le procureur du Roi, le suspect peut pour l'application du 

présent article se faire assister par un avocat; il ne peut pas se faire représenter. 

   La victime peut se faire assister ou représenter par un avocat. 

 

   § 8. Le service compétent des communautés assiste le procureur du Roi dans les différentes 

phases de l'exécution du présent article. 

   Les agents de ce service remplissent leur mission en collaboration étroite avec le procureur 

du Roi qui exerce un contrôle sur l'évolution du dossier.» 
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Annex 2: Art. 263-264 and 285/4 General Law on Customs and Excise duties  

(18.07.1977, French version) 

Art. 263. Il pourra être transigé par l'administration ou d'après son autorisation, en ce 

qui concerne l'amende, la confiscation, la fermeture des fabriques, usines ou ateliers, sur toutes 

infractions à la présente loi, et aux lois spéciales sur la perception des accises, toutes et autant 

de fois que l'affaire sera accompagnée de circonstances atténuantes, ou qu'on pourra 

raisonnablement supposer que l'infraction doit être attribuée plutôt à une négligence ou erreur 

qu'à l'intention de fraude préméditée. 

 

Art. 264. Sans préjudice de l'article 285/4, § 2, toute transaction est interdite, si 

l'infraction doit être considérée comme pouvant être suffisamment prouvée en justice, et si l'on 

ne peut douter de l'intention de fraude préméditée. 

Art. 285/4. § 1er. Le pouvoir d'intentement et de poursuite de toute action judiciaire, 

visé à l'article 281, § 2, est attribué au fonctionnaire visé à l'article 285/2, § 1er, en ce qui 

concerne les contraventions, fraudes ou délits visés à l'article 281 et pour lesquels le Parquet 

européen exerce sa compétence en vertu des articles 22, 25, 26 et 27 du Règlement (UE) 

2017/1939. 

   Ce fonctionnaire exerce le pouvoir visé à l'alinéa 1er à la seule fin d'exercer les 

poursuites, conformément à la décision de la chambre permanente ou à la proposition de 

décision du procureur européen délégué dans le cas où elle doit être réputée acceptée par la 

chambre permanente, en application de l'article 36 du Règlement (UE) 2017/1939. 

   Les articles 281, § 3, et 283 s'appliquent. 

   § 2. Sans préjudice de l'article 264, toute transaction est interdite lorsque le Parquet 

européen exerce sa compétence en vertu du Règlement (UE) 2017/1939, ou pendant le délai 

visé à l'article 27, § 1er, du même Règlement. 
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1. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal 
system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the domestic 
level 

The Bulgarian legislation does not include a legal instrument expressly and especially 

transposing the provisions of Directive (EU) 2017/1371. In view of this, and by taking under 

consideration the transposing measures notified by Bulgaria as well as certain amendments to 

provisions of the Bulgarian Criminal Code explicitly covering EU property, it is concluded 

that the Directive is transposed by applying national provisions mainly of the Bulgarian 

Criminal Code to cases concerning the financial interests of the EU.1 

 

1 This report is written based on the study of the fully updated English translations of the Bulgarian 
Criminal Code (currently last updated in 8.10.2021) and of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure 
(currently last updated in 26.4.2022), which cover the main aspects of the present research project. The 
author would like to warmly thank Professor Dobrinka Chankova, South-West University Blagoevgrad 
Bulgaria, for checking and commenting on the county’s legislation template, and Associate Professor 
Slavka Dimitrova, Burgas Free University Bulgaria, for assisting with the translations. 
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1.1. Provisions referring to damaging EU property 

A first set of provisions of the Bulgarian Criminal Code explicitly refers to EU 

property being affected by types of behaviour corresponding to provisions of Article 3 of the 

Directive: 

i. Article 248a(2) and (5) of the Bulgarian Criminal Code 

Article 248a falls within Section IV, concerning “Crimes against the Monetary and 

Credit System”, of Chapter Six “Crimes against the Economy”, of the Bulgarian Criminal 

Code. Article 248a(2) refers to the act of submitting untrue information or withholding 

information in violation of an obligation to disclose such information, for the purpose of 

receiving financial resources from EU funds or funds granted by the EU to the Bulgarian 

State or Bulgarian funds used co-financed projects. As such, it covers the provisions of 

Article 3(2) points (a) [sub-points (i) and (ii)] and (b) [sub-points (i) and (ii)] of the Directive; 

moreover, the criminalisation under Article 248a(2) is broader than required by the Directive, 

since it is not necessary for misappropriation to be actually achieved.2 In addition, according 

to Article 248a(5), the act of just receiving these funds as a result of the abovementioned 

types of behaviour is criminalised as well. All criminal offences are punishable by deprivation 

of liberty of eight years as a maximum and a fine, thus fulfilling the requirement of Article 

7(3) of the Directive. 

ii. Article 212(1), (2) and (3) of the Bulgarian Criminal Code 

Article 212 falls within Section IV concerning “Deceit”, of Chapter Five “Crimes 

against Property”, of the Bulgarian Criminal Code. Article 212(1) refers to the act of a person 

who, by using an untrue or false document, obtains without legal grounds another person’s 

movable or immovable property with the intention to appropriate it. Article 212(2) refers to 

the act of a person who, by drawing up an untrue or falsified document, consciously provides 

opportunity for another natural or legal person to obtain such property without legal grounds. 

Both types of criminal behaviour, which cover the provisions of Article 3(2) points (a) [sub-

point (i)] and (b) [sub-point (i)] of the Directive, are punishable by deprivation of liberty of 

two to eight years. Article 212(3) confirms that these offences apply in cases of fraud 

2 Paragraph 3 of the provision covers cases where the criminal offence is committed by a person who 
manages or represents a legal person or a civil company, or by a trader. 
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affecting the EU financial interests, as it raises the penalty to three to ten years when the 

property either comes from EU funds or has been granted to the Bulgarian State by EU funds. 

iii. Article 254b(1) of the Bulgarian Criminal Code 

Article 254b falls within Chapter Seven on “Crimes against the Financial, Tax and 

Insurance Systems” of the Bulgarian Criminal Code. Article 254b(1) refers to the act of a 

person who uses any financial resources received from EU funds, or from funds provided to 

the Bulgarian State by the EU, for any purpose other than as intended, thus covering Article 

3(2) points (a) [sub-point (iii)], (b) [sub-point (iii)] and (c) [sub-point (iii)] of the Directive. 

The penalty under Article 254b(1) is deprivation of liberty of one to six years, which fulfils 

the requirement of Article 7(3) of the Directive. 

 

1.2. Provisions referring to financial purposes 

Other provisions of the Bulgarian Criminal Code include the purpose of obtaining 

financial or other material benefit, or the purpose of avoiding the payment of economic 

obligations, and correspond to provisions of Article 3 of the Directive, although not referring 

to EU property in an explicit manner: 

iv. Article 209(1) of the Bulgarian Criminal Code 

Article 209 is the first provision of Section IV, concerning “Deceit”, of Chapter Five 

“Crimes against Property”, of the Bulgarian Criminal Code. It introduces the basic provision 

on fraud by criminalising the act of a person who, for the purpose of acquiring material 

benefit, evokes or maintains in somebody a misleading idea and thereby causes material 

damage to this person or to a third person. Although it does not directly correspond to the 

wording of the Directive, it may cover the main scope of application of Article 3(2) points (a) 

[sub-points (i) and (ii)], (b) [sub-points (i) and (ii)] and (c) [sub-points (i) and (ii)] therein. 

The penalty under Article 209(1) is deprivation of liberty of one to six years, which fulfils the 

requirement of Article 7(3) of the Directive. 
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v. Articles 308(1) and (3), 313(1) and (2), and 316 of the Bulgarian 
Criminal Code 

Articles 308, 313 and 316 fall within Chapter Nine on “Crimes related to Documents” 

of the Bulgarian Criminal Code. Article 308(1) and (3) [point (2)] combined refer to the act of 

a person who draws up a false official document or alters an official document for the purpose 

of using it to obtain financial benefit; moreover, the use of such a document by a person who 

did not produce it is criminalised in Article 316. The types of behaviour included in the said 

provisions mainly cover Article 3(2) points (a) [sub-point (i)], (b) [sub-point (i)] and (c) [sub-

point (i)] of the Directive, while the penalty provided for them is deprivation of liberty of up 

to ten years, which fulfils the requirement of Article 7(3) of the Directive. On the other hand, 

Article 313(1) and (2) combined refer to the act of a person who asserts a false statement or 

holds back a true statement in a written declaration or an electronic message submitted to a 

state authority for certifying the truth about specific facts, when committed in order to avoid 

the payment of taxes. This provision is relevant to Article 3(2) point (c) of the Directive; the 

penalty is deprivation of liberty of up to three years, however, there are additional provisions 

concerning tax related offences (Article 255 mentioned below). 

vi. Article 223(1) and (2) of the Bulgarian Criminal Code 

Article 223 falls within Section I, concerning “General Economic Crimes”, of Chapter 

Six “Crimes against the Economy”, of the Bulgarian Criminal Code. Article 223(1) 

criminalises the act of a person who gives false information about the quantity, the quality or 

the type of the work done or the product of the work, for the purpose of obtaining undue 

material benefit, while Article 223(2) criminalises the act of receiving undue remuneration 

knowing that it is determined on the basis of such false information. These types of 

behaviour, which are all accompanied with subsidiarity clauses and thus do not apply when 

the behaviour at hand falls within the scope of a graver crime, mainly correspond to the 

provisions of Article 3(2) points (b) [sub-point (i)] and (c) [sub-point (i)] of the Directive.  

 

1.3. Other provisions applying in cases of fraud against the financial 
interests of the EU  

There also offences in the Bulgarian Criminal Code which correspond to types of 

behaviour described in provisions of Article 3 of the Directive without explicitly referring to 

financial purposes: 
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vii. Article 242(1)(b) of the Bulgarian Criminal Code 

Article 242 falls within Section III, concerning “Crimes against the Customs Regime”, 

of Chapter Six “Crimes against the Economy”, of the Bulgarian Criminal Code. Article 

242(1)(b), in specific, criminalises the act of a person who carries across the border of 

Bulgaria goods without the customs authorities’ permission, by making use of a counterfeited 

document or a document with untrue content. This smuggling offence appears to be mainly 

linked to the provisions of Article 3(2) point (c) [sub-point (i)] of the Directive. 

viii. Article 251 of the Bulgarian Criminal Code 

Article 251 falls within Section IV, concerning “Crimes against the Monetary and 

Credit System”, of Chapter Six “Crimes against the Economy”, of the Bulgarian Criminal 

Code. Article 251(1) criminalises the act of a person who fails to perform their obligation to 

declare financial resources (etc.) and assets acquired by or from them, which are of particular 

value and are transferred across the border of Bulgaria that is also an external border of the 

EU. This act, which is punishable by deprivation of liberty of five years as a maximum, 

appears to be mainly linked to the provisions of Article 3(2) point (c) [sub-point (ii)] of the 

Directive. 

ix. Articles 254a(1) and 255 of the Bulgarian Criminal Code 

Articles 254a and 255 fall within Chapter Seven on “Crimes against the Financial, Tax 

and Insurance Systems” of the Bulgarian Criminal Code. Article 254a(1) refers to the act of 

an official who unlawfully uses budgetary funds or funds with special allocation for purposes 

other than the ones for which the funds had been allocated, thus corresponding to the 

provisions of Article 3(2) points (a) [sub-point (iii)], (b) [sub-point (iii)] and (c) [sub-point 

(iii)] of the Directive; the penalty under Article 254a(1) is deprivation of liberty of up to three 

years. Article 255 criminalises a series of tax related types of behaviour, including acts of 

avoiding the assessment or payment of large-scale tax obligations by confirming a lie or 

withholding the truth in a statement, by destroying, concealing or failing to store accounting 

documents or registries within the statutory time limits, by compiling or making use of a 

document with untrue content or a counterfeited document in economic operations or in 

providing information to revenue authorities or public enforcement agents, etc. These 

offences, which correspond to the provisions of Article 3(2) point (d) of the Directive, are 

punishable by deprivation of liberty of one to six years, fulfilling the requirement of Article 
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7(3) of the Directive; in addition, graver punishment is provided for in cases where the act is 

committed with the participation of specific officials (border police, customs or the National 

Revenue Agency) or where large-scale tax obligations are at stake [Article 255(2) and (3) of 

the Bulgarian Criminal Code]. 

 

1.4. Provisions on other criminal offences affecting the EU financial 
interests 

Certain provisions of the Bulgarian Criminal Code correspond to the other criminal 

offences affecting the EU’s financial interests in Article 4 of the Directive: 

x. Articles 301, 302(1), 304 and 304a of the Bulgarian Criminal Code 

Articles 301 and 304 concern passive and active bribery respectively, while Articles 

302 and 304a concern passive and active bribery involving persons holding the position of a 

judge, an assessor, a prosecutor, an investigator, a police or investigating officer. Moreover, 

in accordance with Articles 301(5) and 304(3), the basic bribery offences apply also when the 

official involved is a foreign official. In respect of the term “foreign official”, the general 

provision of Article 93 of the Bulgarian Criminal Code clarifies that is means, among others, 

any person performing duties, assignments or tasks delegated by an international organisation, 

as well as holding office in an international parliamentary assembly or an international court 

of justice. As such, this definition covers the concept of the EU official as well. 

xi. Articles 201, 202 and 217 of the Bulgarian Criminal Code 

Articles 201 and 202 concern misappropriation. In specific, Article 201(1) criminalises 

the act of an official who appropriates another person’s money, objects or other valuables 

entrusted to them and disposes the appropriated assets to their own interest or to the interest of 

a third person. Article 201(2) clarifies that the provision applies also when the perpetrator is a 

foreign official, which, as mentioned just above, includes the concept of an EU official based 

on Article 93 of the Bulgarian Criminal Code. Furthermore, Article 202(3) introduces, among 

other aggravated versions of the offence, the case where the appropriated assets come from 

funds which are EU property or which have been granted to the Bulgarian State by the EU. 

Apart from these provisions instituting liability for public servants, Article 217 

introduces breach of trust as a criminal offence. It concerns the behaviour of any person who 
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intentionally inflicts damage to another person’s property entrusted to them for management 

or safekeeping. As such, it is of more general scope and may also be used to cover provisions 

of the Directive. It is the sole criminal offence among the ones corresponding to the Directive 

that is accompanied with an exception to the rule of ex officio prosecution, as Article 218c 

provides that prosecution is initiated by a complaint of the offended person; however, this 

exception cannot apply to cases of fraud affecting the EU financial interests, because it 

concerns damaging private property and specific types of relationship (mainly family like 

relationships) between the persons involved. 

xii. Articles 253(1) and (2), and 253b of the Bulgarian Criminal Code 

Lastly, according to Article 253(1), the act of a person who conceals the origin, 

location, movement or the actual rights on a property, which is known or assumed to have 

been acquired through crime (or through other behaviour that is dangerous to the public), is 

punishable as money laundering; the latter is further regulated in the special legislative act 

“Law on measures against money laundering”.3 Article 253(2) introduces a similar provision 

for the person who acquires, receives, holds, uses, transforms or assists the transformation of 

property, which is known or assumed to have been acquired through crime (or through other 

behaviour that is dangerous to the public). Finally, Article 253b contains a subsidiary 

provision of a wide scope, punishing any official who violates or fails to comply with the 

provisions of the “Law on measures against money laundering”. 

With the exception of the last provision (which does not apply when a graver one 

does), all the other abovementioned offences (under x to xii) of the Bulgarian Criminal Code 

corresponding to offences of Article 4 of the Directive are punishable with penalties fulfilling 

the requirements of Article 7 of the Directive. 

 

1.5. Observations and comments 

The definitions of the criminal offences included in Articles 3 and 4 of Directive (EU) 

2017/1371 are in principle covered by provisions in the Bulgarian Criminal Code. At the 

same time, however, it is quite unclear whether all the types of behaviour introduced by the 

3 See the “Law on measures against money laundering” [Official Journal issue 27 of 27 March 2018] as 
amended, and the Rules for the application of the AML Act, adopted on 31 December 2018. 
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Directive are actually transposed in Bulgarian law, due to the fact that the definitions under 

the Bulgarian legislation differ, often significantly, to the ones of the Directive, resulting into 

a complex framework of possibly applicable provisions. Therefore, if Bulgaria maintains the 

existing wording of the criminal offences concerned, the exact extent and quality of the 

transposition will have to be determined through interpretation and practical implementation. 

 

2. Relevant provisions on ADR-Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal 
Matters and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of 
disputes 

In the Bulgarian legislation, ADR options in criminal matters have been introduced by 

means of the Code of Criminal Procedure, the Criminal Code and the Mediation Act.  

2.1. ADR in the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure  

i. Disposing of the case by virtue of an agreement 

Disposing of the case by virtue of an agreement is regulated in Articles 381–384a, 

Chapter twenty-nine, of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. This mechanism was 

adopted in 2000 mainly to reduce the burdens on the justice system and to speed up the 

proceedings.4  

The procedure is initiated based on a proposal of the prosecutor or of the defence 

counsel and it aims at an agreement between them in order to dispose of the case.5 In 

principle, it is permitted for any criminal offence, apart from a category of serious offences 

listed in Article 381(2) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure;6 in accordance with this 

rule, it is permitted for all the offences transposing provisions of (EU) Directive 2017/1371 as 

4 Dobrinka Chankova, “Final National Report of Bulgaria” in Specific Programme Criminal Justice – 
European Commission, Directorate-General Justice – Directorate B: Criminal Justice, published 2013, 
available at http://3e-rj-model.web.auth.gr/?cat=national_reports (last accessed 20.5.2022), p. 6. 
5 See Article 381(1) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
6 The Article refers to “serious crimes of intent under Chapter one, Chapter two, section I and VIII, 
Chapter eight, Section IV, Chapter eleven, section V, Chapter twelve, Chapter thirteen, sections VI and 
VII and under Chapter fourteen of the Special Part of the Criminal Code. Neither shall an agreement be 
allowed in respect of crimes resulting in a person's death”. Thus, the serious criminal offences excluded 
respectively concern Crimes against the Republic; Murder and Debauchery; Bribery; Crimes Related to 
the Use of Nuclear Energy for Peaceful Purposes; Crimes against the Defensive Capacity of the Republic, 
against the Information Qualifying as a State Secret, and against Foreign Classified Information; Military 
Crimes Committed in Time of War or in Combat Situation or upon Participation in a Mission or 
Operation outside this Country, and Crimes Related to Military Operations; Crimes against Peace and 
Humanity. 
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listed herein in section 1, with the exception of serious bribery offences,7 “serious” being 

defined as any crime punishable by deprivation of liberty of more than five years (or life 

imprisonment or life imprisonment without substitution).8 

The procedure can normally take place at the pre-trial stage, upon completion of the 

investigation,9 meaning that the agreement is reached before the institution of court 

proceedings. However, it is also possible to reach an agreement after the institution of court 

proceedings, as long as this is prior to the conclusion of the trial before the court of first 

instance.10  

The agreement contains the consent of the parties on several matters, including on the 

commission, the classification and the perpetrator of the criminal offence involved, on the 

type and amount of the punishment applicable, and on the initial regime of the deprivation of 

liberty penalty to be served.11 It may be reached with just one or some of the accused persons 

and it may concern one or more of the criminal offences involved in a case.12 It is signed by 

the prosecutor and the defence counsel; the accused person also signs it and makes a 

statement waiving the ordinary procedure of holding the trial.13 In addition, and most 

importantly for the types of behaviour falling under the scope of the Directive, there is 

another requirement in the case of criminal offences that cause property damage: the 

agreement can be admitted only after recovering or securing this property.14  

The prosecutor submits the agreement (along with the case-file) to the first instance 

court, which examines it in a single-judge panel during a hearing scheduled within seven days 

from receiving it. The public prosecutor, the counsel and the accused person are present at the 

hearing; the court asks the accused person several questions on the understanding and on the 

acceptance of the guilty plea and of all the other elements of the agreement. The court has the 

authority to propose amendments, which are discussed with the prosecutor and the defence 

counsel, while the accused person is heard at the end. The agreement is approved, unless it is 

found by the court to be contrary to the law or to morals (in which case, the court returns the 

7 Bribery falls within Chapter eight, Section IV, which is included in the exception clause of Article 
381(2).  
8 See Article 93(7) of the Bulgarian Criminal Code.  
9 See Article 381(1) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
10 See Article 381(4) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
11 See the list of Article 381(5) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
12 See Articles 381(7) and (8) and 383(2) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
13 See Article 381(5) and (6) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure, and below under 3. 
14 See Article 381(3) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
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case-file to the prosecutor). The final draft is entered to court records that are signed by all the 

parties; the ruling of the court is final.15  

As a result of this procedure, the accused person is pronounced guilty, the penalty 

imposed is low compared to its original regime, as it is determined based on the general 

provisions concerning the occurrence of attenuating circumstances, and the case is disposed 

of.16  

ii. Exemption from criminal responsibility with the imposition of an 
administrative sanction 

A different type of option for an alternative resolution of the criminal proceedings is to 

exempt the accused person from criminal responsibility and to impose an administrative 

sanction instead, in accordance with Articles 375–380, Chapter twenty-eight of the Bulgarian 

Code of Criminal Procedure.  

With regard to the criminal offences against the financial interests of the EU, this 

option appears to have a rather narrow scope of application, given that it may only be 

employed for offences punishable by deprivation of liberty of up to three years or less.17 On 

the other hand, though, the procedure is appropriate to apply in property offences, as one of 

its prerequisites is for the property damages caused by the offence to have been restored.18 

In terms of the procedure followed, a prosecutor who establishes that the grounds for 

applying the said exemption are fulfilled submits the case-file to the first instance court, along 

with a reasoned decree proposing to exempt the accused party from criminal responsibility 

and to impose an administrative sanction instead.19 The court schedules a hearing within a 

month and informs the accused party (or, if it holds that the grounds for exemption are not 

15 See Article 382 of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. Alternatively, if an agreement is reached 
after the institution of court proceedings (and prior to the conclusion of the trial), with any of the accused 
persons or regarding any of the offences concerned, the court adjourns the examination of the case, within 
seven days a different court panel makes a pronouncement on the agreement, and then the initial court 
panel resumes the examination of the case, approving the agreement as mentioned above (see Articles 
384 and 384a of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure). 
16 See Articles 381(4) and 383(1) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. See also Article 24 of the 
Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure, providing for the “Grounds which exclude the institution of 
criminal proceedings and grounds for their termination”, and especially para 3 (“Proceedings in publicly 
actionable criminal cases shall also terminate, once the court has approved the agreement reached on the 
disposal of the case”). 
17 See Article 375(1) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure and Article 78a of the Bulgarian 
Criminal Code.  
18 See Article 78a(1) point (c) of the Bulgarian Criminal Code.  
19 See Articles 375 of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure.  
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met, it returns the case-file to the prosecutor).20 During the hearing, the court examines the 

case in a single-judge panel and summons the accused person to appear. After reviewing the 

evidence, the court issues a decision, where (a) if the accused person is found guilty, it 

exempts them from criminal responsibility and imposes an administrative sanction, (b) if the 

accused person is found innocent, it acquits them; (c) if the relevant grounds are met, it 

terminates the criminal proceedings. The court’s decision is subject to an appeal.21 

Therefore, opposite to the previous option, this procedure does not involve an 

agreement and does not constitute a severe deviation from regular proceedings (as it entails 

the examination of evidence and a decision on the innocence or guilt of the accused person).  

iii. Reduced judicial trial in proceedings before the first instance 

Under Bulgarian law, it is also possible for a court to allow reduced trial proceedings 

to be carried out before the court of first instance, in accordance with Articles 369a–374, 

Chapter twenty-seven of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. This mechanism involves 

an agreement to speed up the procedure mainly by omitting specific evidence collecting 

activity. The said option has a wide scope of application, as the restriction is that one of the 

two available types of agreement is precluded in cases of intentionally causing death.22  

The court orders a preliminary hearing of the parties either ex officio or following the 

request of the accused person (in a case involving more than one accused person, the 

conditions for a reduced judicial trial must be met for all of them for the procedure to take 

place).23 The accused person’s request for a preliminary hearing is actually binding to the 

court. In the context of the preliminary hearing, the parties may come to one of the following 

two types of agreement: 

(a) The accused person and their defence counsel, the civil claimant and 

their counsel, and the private prosecutor and their counsel may agree not to conduct an 

interrogation of any or of some witnesses and expert witnesses during the trial, and to 

use the respective records given at the pre-trial stage instead; in this case, the court 

approves the agreement in its ruling; subsequently, during the trial before the first 

20 See Articles 376(1) and 377(1) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure.  
21 See Article 378 of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure.  
22 See Article 369a of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure.  
23 See Article 373(3) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure.  
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instance court, the witnesses and expert witnesses covered by the agreement are not 

interrogated, and their pre-trial testimonies and opinions are read out to the court.24 

(b) More drastically, and not in cases of intentionally causing death, the 

accused person may fully confess before court the facts stated in the indictment and 

agree not to collect evidence in respect thereof; if this court holds that the accused 

person’s confession is supported by the evidence collected at the pre-trial stage, it 

announces in its ruling that, during the trial before the first instance court, the 

confession will be used without collecting evidence regarding the facts in the 

indictment; indeed, at the trial, the first instance court does not interrogate the accused 

person or any witness or expert witness on the facts of the indictment, but accepts 

these facts by referring to the confession and to the pre-trial evidence supporting the 

confession; if, based on the above, the first instance court decides to convict the 

accused person, a reduced penalty is imposed (determined on the basis of general 

provisions of the Criminal Code).25 

Therefore, this ADR mechanism reduces significantly the procedure of the main trial 

and puts emphasis on the pre-trial investigation. As such, it is of course important also for the 

EPPO, however not primarily, as it mainly involves the accused person and the court (not the 

prosecutor). In addition (and unlike the other procedures), restoration of the property damage 

is not explicitly mentioned as a condition. 

iv. Summary proceedings 

Summary proceedings, as regulated in Articles 356–361, Chapter twenty-four of the 

Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure, are basically available for less serious criminal 

offences, namely those punishable by deprivation of liberty of up to three years or less (except 

for crimes that have resulted in death or serious bodily harm). In addition, they are ordered 

when there are circumstances making the identity of the perpetrator rather obvious (namely 

when the perpetrator is caught in the act of committing the offence or immediately after, or 

has confessed before the authorities, or has obvious traces of the crime on them, or has been 

identified by an eye-witness). And, if the grounds for summary proceedings are met, the 

24 See Articles 371(1), 372(3) and 373(1) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure.  
25 See Articles 371(2), 372(4), and 373(2) and (3) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure, and 
Articles 58a and 37 of the Bulgarian Criminal Code.  
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investigation must be completed within a very short amount of time (seven or fourteen days, 

depending on the applicable provision).26  

Because of these factors, this mechanism does not appear to be primarily appropriate 

for the financial offences falling within the scope of competence of the EPPO. However, it 

does entail significant powers for the prosecutor; therefore, it is of importance for the EPPO 

as well.  

In specific, within a few days (three or seven, depending on the applicable provision) 

after completing the investigation, the supervising prosecutor decides to: (1) terminate the 

criminal proceedings on grounds of Article 24(1), which is the general provision on not 

instituting or terminating criminal proceedings; (2) suspend the proceedings; (3) indict the 

accused person and submit the case to the court; (4) initiate the proceedings for the disposal of 

the case or for exemption from criminal liability and imposition of an administrative sanction; 

(5) order additional investigation for the collection of new evidence or for the removal of 

considerable violations of the procedural rules.27 

 

2.2. The effect of restoring property damage according to the Bulgarian 
Criminal Code 

The Bulgarian Criminal Code provides for certain possibilities to either not punish the 

perpetrator or to impose a reduced penalty in cases where criminal offences transposing (EU) 

Directive 2017/1371 (as listed above in section 1) are involved. In (almost)28 all cases, it is the 

restoration of the property damage that entails the abovementioned effects. 

26 See Article 356 of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure.  
27 See Article 357 of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. Similar options exist for the judge-
rapporteur, who has competence in cases of confessions (Article 358). 
28 Article 308(6) of the Bulgarian Criminal Code is the only relevant exception; however, it appears to be 
limited significance for offences on fraud affecting the EU financial interests. In specific, Article 308(1) 
and (3) of the Bulgarian Criminal Code (Chapter Nine “Crimes related to Documents”) refer to the act of 
a person falsifying an official document for the purpose of using it to obtain financial benefit. As 
mentioned above (under 1.2.v), these types of behaviour mainly cover Article 3(2) points (a) [sub-point 
(i)], (b) [sub-point (i)] and (c) [sub-point (i)] of the Directive. In accordance with Article 308(6), the 
member of an association who, prior to drawing up a false official document or counterfeiting the content 
of an official document (where the association has been formed to this goal) or before the circulation of 
false or counterfeited documents (where the association has been formed to this goal), renounces the 
respective act and informs the authorities, is not punished. Due to the requirement for the association to 
aim at falsifying documents or circulating false documents, it appears that the application of the said 
clause to fraud offences would be indirect and thus rather limited. 
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i. Not punishing or releasing a person from criminal responsibility  

First of all, Article 254a(4) explicitly provides that restoring the damage entails not 

punishing the perpetrator of the criminal offence. As has been presented above (under 1.3.ix), 

Article 254a(1) refers to the act of an official who unlawfully uses budgetary funds for 

purposes other than the ones for which the funds had been allocated; it thus corresponds to the 

provisions of Article 3(2) points (a) [sub-point (iii)], (b) [sub-point (iii)] and (c) [sub-point 

(iii)] of the Directive. According to Article 254a(4), if the unlawful transaction or disposal is 

revoked and the funds unlawfully expended are fully recovered prior to the completion of the 

judicial inquiry by the court of first instance, the perpetrator is not punished. This provision 

applies only once for the same person and it is apparently aiming to provide a motive for 

returning the unlawfully used funds. 

Moreover, Article 78a (Section IV “Release from Penal Responsibility with Imposing 

of Administrative Punishment” of the General Part of the Bulgarian Criminal Code) provides 

for exemption from liability along with the imposition of an administrative sanction (it is the 

substantive law counterpart of Articles 375–380 of the Code of Criminal Procedure presented 

above under 2.1.ii). In specific, when a person commits a criminal offence punishable by 

deprivation of liberty of up to three years or less, if the punishment imposed is a fine of a 

particular amount and if the perpetrator has not been convicted of certain offences in the past, 

they are released from criminal responsibility by the court. For Article 78a to apply, it is 

required that the property damage caused by the criminal offence has been restored. In view 

of this condition, and as has been commented with regard to the procedural counterpart of this 

possibility, the provision appears to be appropriate to use for property offences, although for 

ones of minor gravity. 

ii. Imposing a reduced sentence  

Certain Articles of the Special Part of the Bulgarian Criminal Code provide for the 

imposition of a reduced penalty with regard to criminal offences transposing Directive (EU) 

2017/1371, when restoration of the damage occurs. These cases are additional to the ones that 

derive from the implementation of ADR mechanisms, given that in the context of the latter 

the reduced penalty regimes are dictated by provisions of the General Part of the Criminal 

Code. 
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Firstly, Article 205, with regard to misappropriation offences under Articles 201 and 

202 (see above under 1.4.ix), provides for reduced penalty regimes, when the embezzled 

money, objects or valuables are returned or replaced prior to the conclusion of the judicial 

inquiry at the first instance court. 

Secondly, Article 212b, with regard to fraud offences under Article 212 (see above 

under 1.1.ii), provides for reduced penalty regimes, when the obtained property is returned or 

replaced prior to the termination of the judicial inquiry at the first instance court. 

Thirdly, Article 255(4), with regard to tax offences under the same Article (see above 

under 1.3.ix), provides for reduced penalty regimes, when the undeclared and unpaid tax is 

paid with interest prior to the completion of the judicial inquiry at the court of first instance. 

Similarly, Article 255a(3) provides for reduced sentences concerning the avoiding of the 

assessment or payment of large-scale tax obligations through the transformation of a 

commercial company or another legal entity [as defined in Article 255a(1) and (2)]. 

 

2.3. The Mediation Act 

In 2004 Bulgaria adopted a Mediation Act. According to Article 3 therein, mediation, 

which is a voluntary and confidential out-of-court resolution of disputes,29 is available also for 

cases covered by the Code of Criminal Procedure. However, the latter does not include any 

provision in this respect yet.30 

 

29 See Dimcheva Ekaterina, “Mediation Country Report – Bulgaria”, ADR Center, published 17.11.2014, 
available at https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/view/30298713/mediation-country-report-bulgaria-
adr-center (last accessed 20.5.2022), p. 1. 
30 For the situation until 2013, see Dobrinka Chankova, “Final National Report of Bulgaria” in Specific 
Programme Criminal Justice – European Commission, Directorate-General Justice – Directorate B: 
Criminal Justice, published 2013, available at http://3e-rj-model.web.auth.gr/?cat=national_reports (last 
accessed 20.5.2022), p. 8–9 (the description provided from the author is indicative of the current situation 
as well). It is worth noting that the Ordinance No 2 of 15 March 2007 “on the conditions and procedure 
for approval of organisations training mediators; on the requirements for training mediators; on the 
procedure for entry, write-off and deletion of mediators from the single register of mediators and on the 
procedural and ethical rules of conduct of the mediator” has been significantly amended in 2020. 
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3. The accused person and the damaged party in the ADR procedures 

Focusing on the accused person and on the victim in the context of the ADR 

procedures presented above (under 2.1), the following points are important to stress: 

In the process of disposing the case by virtue of an agreement:  

- If the accused person has not appointed a defence lawyer, the prosecutor 

requests the first instance court to appoint one, in order for the prosecutor and the defence 

lawyer to negotiate.31 Likewise, when the procedure takes place before the first instance 

court, this court has to appoint a defence lawyer if the accused person has not already 

authorised one to defend them.32  

- If the agreement is not approved by the court, any confessions made by the 

accused person cannot be used as evidence.33 

- The victim is notified of the approval of the agreement with the instruction that 

they can file a civil claim for damages before a civil court.34 

Regarding the exemption from criminal responsibility with the imposition of an 

administrative sanction:  

- Copies of the prosecutor’s decree containing the proposal to exempt the 

accused person from criminal responsibility with the imposition of an administrative 

sanction are sent to the accused person; the latter is given seven days to respond (if they 

wish) by stating any objections or making new requests.35  

- The hearing takes place normally, even if the accused person does not appear 

before the court, as long as they were lawfully summonsed.36  

- It is expressly noted that no civil claim shall be admitted in these 

proceedings.37 

Regarding the reduced judicial trial in proceedings before the first instance: 

31 Article 381(1) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
32 Article 384(2) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
33 Article 382 of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
34 Article 382 of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
35 Article 376(2) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
36 Article 378(1) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
37 Article 376(3) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
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- The court appoints a defence counsel for the accused person that does not have 

one. In addition, the court explains to the accused person their rights and notifies them that 

their confessions included in the agreement and the respective evidence from the pre-trial 

proceedings will be used to determine the penalty.38 

In the case of summary proceedings: 

- The person who is reasonably assumed to have committed a crime is 

considered as an accused party from the moment of drafting the first investigative act to be 

carried out. 

- The victim is not summoned to the presentation of the investigation (this is at 

the stage after the investigative body completes the investigation and before the public 

prosecutor decides how to proceed).39 

 

4. Observations and comments  

Based on the study of the provisions presented above under section 2, it appears that 

ADR mechanisms in Bulgarian law are mainly indicative of the aim to speed up the judicial 

process and take some burden off the judicial workload. With regard to the possible objective 

of ensuring the restoration of property damages, it seems that this objective is also pursued by 

the ADR options available, but not as a priority, since the law rewards restoration (in ex 

officio prosecuted offences) primarily with reduced punishment and only when achieved early 

in the proceedings (if restoration was a priority, exemption from punishment would be 

provided for more often and at even later stages of the proceedings). With regard to the 

possibility of ADR expressing an entirely new approach towards criminal punishment, which 

is the case when a judicial system is reconstructed to respond to crime with means and 

measures other than the traditional method of holding lengthy onerous criminal trials and 

imposing custodial penalties, it is rather clear that the Bulgarian ADR provisions do not 

express such an approach; conversely, it seems that the challenge at hand is to effectively 

incorporate ADR options into the conventional functions of criminal procedure.  

38 Article 372(1) and (2) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
39 Article 356(4) and (7) of the Bulgarian Code of Criminal Procedure. 
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The practical aspect of this observation is that the Bulgarian ADR mechanisms appear 

to be restricted in scope, rational and rather reserved. This may mean that the system does not 

benefit from ADR possibilities as much as a modern legal system could, or even should, but it 

also seems to entail that criminal offences such as the ones committed against the financial 

interests of the EU are mostly addressed though well-known procedures. Certainly, the pros 

and cons of this situation affect the EPPO as well.  

Apart from this general observation, specific interesting elements of the ADR options 

examined herein are important to note.  

First of all, it seems that the ADR procedure most relevant to the EPPO competence is 

disposing a case by virtue of an agreement, which comprises restoration of the damage and 

conviction of the perpetrator though comparatively short proceedings where the prosecutor 

has defining powers.  

Restoration must take place at an early stage and usually in order for any ADR process 

to proceed. In other words, restoration does not appear to be at stake during the negotiation; it 

seems to be an obligation for the accused person so as to ensure a reduced punishment rather 

than the reason for the prosecutor to pursue an agreement. Based on this, a prosecutor would 

not be faced with the dilemma of choosing between restoration and conviction; instead, their 

motive for entering an agreement would mostly lie in swiftly concluding the investigation and 

closing the case while securing its results. 

From the perspective of the accused person, restoration and ADR are beneficial, 

because they open the path to the Criminal Procedure Code’s speedier procedures, whose 

result is determined with the participation of the accused person, as well as to the reduced 

penalty regimes of the Criminal Code. On the other side, the victim is largely left out of the 

ADR activity, which is carried out by the judicial authorities along with the accused person; 

of course, when restoration is bound to take place, the victim is also benefited, but this an 

indirect link to ADR procedures, as the victim is basically affected by their outcome. 

Finally, it is imperative to stress the absolute significance of practical implementation, 

in order to benefit from the possibilities provided by legislation.40 

40 Professor Dobrinka Chankova has recently commented that in practice the situation in Bulgaria does 
not differ much from the one she presented in her 2013 report [“Final National Report of Bulgaria”, 
Specific Programme Criminal Justice – European Commission, Directorate-General Justice – Directorate 
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6. Annex I 

Bulgarian Legislation in English 

 

A. Provisions on financial crimes relevant to the EPPO  

 

I. Criminal Code 

Publication State Gazette No. 26/02.04.1968, in force as of 01.05.1968, Last 
Amendment - SG No. 9/02.02.2021, in force as of 06.02.2021 

 
GENERAL PART 

Chapter Eleven: COMPULSORY MEDICAL MEASURES 

Additional provision Explanation of Certain Words 

Article 93 

                         (Last Amendment - SG No. 16/2019) 

The words and expressions indicated below shall be construed for the purpose of 
this Code to mean the following:  

1. "Official" shall be construed as any person assigned to carry out against 
remuneration or without pay, temporarily or permanently:  

a) the duties of an office in a state institution, with the exception of persons who 
carry out activities relevant solely to material production;  
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b) (Last amendment, SG No. 26/2009) management work and work related to 
safeguarding or managing property belonging to others in a state enterprise, co-
operative, public organisation, another legal person or sole proprietor, as well as notary 
and assistant-notary, private enforcement agent and assistant private enforcement agent. 

7. (Supplemented, SG No. 50/1995, amended, SG No. 153/1998) "Grave crime" 
is any crime for which the law provides punishment by deprivation of liberty for more 
than five years, life imprisonment or life imprisonment without substitution. 

15. (New, SG No. 7/1999) "A foreign official" shall be any person performing:  

a) duties in a foreign country's office or agency;  

b) functions assigned by a foreign country, inclusive of a foreign state-owned 
enterprise or organisation;  

c) (supplemented, SG No. 92/2002) duties, assignments or tasks delegated by an 
international organisation, as well as holding office in an international parliamentary 
assembly or an international court of justice.  

d) (New - SG No. 74/26.09.2015) arbitrator functions, awarded in compliance 
with the legislation of a foreign state; 

 
SPECIAL PART 

                 Chapter Five: CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY 

                          Section III: Embezzlements 

                          Article 201 

(Last Amendment - SG No. 83/22.10.2019) 

(1) (Former text of Art. 201 - SG No. 83/22.10.2019) An official who 
appropriates from another sums of money, objects or other valuables, deposited with 
him in his capacity or entrusted to him for safekeeping and management, and disposes 
with them to his own interest or to the personal interest of another, shall be punished for 
embezzlement by official, by deprivation of liberty for up to eight years, and the court 
may also rule confiscation of up to one half of the culprit's property and deprive him of 
rights under Article 37 (1), sub-paragraphs 6 and 7. 

(2) (New - SG No. 83/22.10.2019) The punishment under para. 1 shall also be 
imposed when the act is committed by a foreign official. 

 
Article 202 

(1) For embezzlement by official the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty 
for one to ten years:  

1. where for the purpose of facilitating it yet another crime has been committed, 
for which the law does not provide more severe punishment;  
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2. (Amended, SG No. 28/1982) if the embezzlement has been perpetrated by two 
or more persons who have conspired in advance.  

(2) For embezzlement by official the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty 
from three to fifteen years:  

1. (Amended, SG No. 92/2002) if it is on a large scale,  

2. (Amended, SG No. 92/2002) if it constitutes dangerous recidivism or  

3. (New, SG No. 92/2002) where the funds appropriated come from funds, 
which are the property of the European Union or which have been granted by the 
European Union to the Bulgarian State. 

(3) (Supplemented, SG No. 28/1982, amended, SG No. 92/2002, - effective 
1.01.2005 - amended, SG No. 26/2004, effective 1.01.2004, SG No. 103/2004) In the 
cases of the preceding paragraphs, the court shall deprive the perpetrator of the rights 
under Article 37, para 1, sub-paragraphs 6 and 7. The court may also rule confiscation 
pursuant to paragraph (1) of up to one half, and under paragraph (2) - of the whole or 
part of the culprit's property. 

 
Section IV: Deceit 

Article 209 

(Last amendment, SG No.26/2010) 

(1) (Last amendment, SG No.26/2010) A person who for the purpose of 
acquiring material benefit for himself or for another evokes or maintains in somebody a 
misleading idea, and thereby causes material damage to that person or to another, shall 
be punished for deceit by deprivation of liberty for one to six years. 

(2) (Last amendment, SG No.26/2010) A person who for the same purpose takes 
advantage of the misleading ideas, the inexperience or the lack of information of 
another and causes thereby material damage to that person or to another, shall be 
punished by deprivation of liberty for up to five years. 

(3) In minor cases under the preceding paragraphs, the punishment shall be 
deprivation of liberty for up to one year, or probation. 

 
Article 212 

(Last amendment, SG No.26/2010) 

(1) (Last amendment, SG No.26/2010) A person who, by using a document of 
untrue content or an untrue or falsified document, obtains without legal grounds 
movable or immovable property of another person with the intention to appropriate it, 
shall be punished by deprivation of liberty for two to eight years.  

(2) (Last amendment, SG No. 27/2009) The punishment under subparagraph 1 
shall also be imposed on a person who, by drawing up a document of untrue contents or 
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an untrue or falsified document, consciously provides opportunity for another natural or 
legal person to obtain such property without legal grounds.  

(3) (New, SG No. 92/2002) Where the property comes from funds, which are 
owned by the European Union or that has been granted to the Bulgarian State by such 
funds, punishment shall be deprivation of liberty from three to ten years.  

(4) (Renumbered from Paragraph 3, SG No. 92/2002) If the property under the 
preceding paragraphs is of large scale or the act constitutes dangerous recidivism, the 
punishment shall be deprivation of liberty for three to fifteen years. 

(5) (Renumbered from Paragraph 4, SG No. 92/2002) For documentary deceit of 
particularly large scale, constituting a particularly grave case, the punishment shall be 
deprivation of liberty for ten to twenty years.  

(6) (Renumbered from Paragraph 5, SG No. 92/2002) In minor cases under 
paragraphs (1) and (2) the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty for up to two years 
or probation.  

(7) (Last amendment, SG No. 27/2009) In the cases of paragraph (1), the court 
may rule confiscation of up to one half of the culprit's property and may deprive him of 
rights under Article 37 (1), sub-paragraphs 6 and 7, and in the cases under 
subparagraphs (3), (4), and (5) the court shall rule confiscation of part or of the whole 
property of the culprit and shall deprive him of rights under Article 37 (1), sub-
paragraphs 6 and 7. 

Article 212a 

(New, SG No. 92/2002) 

(1) (Amended, SG No. 38/2007) Where an individual, in view of providing a 
benefit to him-/herself or another, brings or maintains misleading representations in 
someone through introducing, modifying, deleting, or erasing computerized data or 
through the use of an electronic signature of another causes him/her or another harm, 
shall be punished for computer fraud by deprivation of liberty from one to six years and 
a fine of up to BGN six thousand  

(2) (Amended, SG No. 38/2007) The same form and amount of punishment shall 
be imposed to the individual who, without being entitled thereto, introduces, modifies, 
or erases computerized data in order to unduly obtain something, that should not go to 
him. 

 
Section VIII Breach of Trust  

(Title amended, SG No. 10/1993) 
Article 217  

(Amended, SG No. 10/1993) 

(1) A person who consciously inflicts damage to the property of another, which 
has been entrusted to him for management or safekeeping, shall be punished by 
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deprivation of liberty for up to three years or by a fine from BGN one hundred to three 
hundred.  

(2) The same punishment shall be imposed on a representative or a proxy who 
has acted consciously against the lawful interests of the represented person.  

(3) (New, SG No. 92/2002) Punishment under par. 1 shall also be imposed to the 
individual who disposes of an object mortgaged or pledged that has been left with him 
for storage.  

(4) Where as result of the above acts considerable or irrecoverable damages have 
occurred, the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty for up to five years and a fine 
from BGN one hundred to three hundred.  

 
Article 218c  

(Last Amendment, SG No.26/2010)  

Prosecution is initiated by a complaint of the offended person in the following 
cases:  

1. Article 217, (1) and (2), where subject of the criminal act is a private property;  

2. for larceny, embezzlement, fraud and extortion when a subject of the criminal 
act is a private property if the offended person is a spouse, ascending, descending or 
collateral relative in the second degree of the offender or lives with him in the same 
household, or is a guardian or a trustee of the offender.  

 

 
Chapter Six: CRIMES AGAINST THE ECONOMY 

Section I: General Economic Crimes 

Article 223 

(1) (Supplemented, SG No. 28/1982) A person who gives untrue information 
about the quantity, quality or the kind of the produced article or about the work done 
with the aim to obtain undue material benefit, shall be punished by deprivation of 
liberty for up to three years or by probation, if this does not constitute a graver crime. 

(2) (Amended, SG. No. 28/1982, SG No. 10/1993) A person who receives an 
undue remuneration for what he has produced or for the work he has done, knowing that 
it was determined on the basis of such untrue data, shall be punished by probation or by 
a fine from BGN one hundred to three hundred, if this does not constitute a graver 
crime. 

(3) The acquired by the perpetrator as a result of the crimes under the preceding 
paragraphs shall be returned to the respective organisation. 
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Article 225b 

(New, SG No. 28/1982) 

(1) (Amended, SG No. 10/1993) A person who for work done or service 
rendered receives an undue material benefit, if the act does not constitute a graver 
crime, shall be punished by deprivation of liberty for up to two years and by a fine from 
BGN one hundred to three hundred.  

(2) If the act under the preceding paragraph is committed for a second time or 
the benefit is of large amount, the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty for up to 
three years.  

(3) (Amended, SG No. 10/1993) In minor cases under paragraph (1) the 
punishment shall be a fine from BGN one hundred to three hundred, imposed 
administratively.  

(4) The object of the crime shall be confiscated in favour of the state.  

 

 

 
Section III: Crimes Against the Customs Regime 

(Title amended, SG No. 50/1995) 
Article 242 

(Last Amendment – SG No. 33/2011 in force as of 27.05.2011) 

(1) (Amended, SG No. 95/1975, SG No. 10/1993, amended and supplemented, 
SG No. 62/1997) A person who carries across the border of this country goods without 
the knowledge and permission of the customs, where this is effected:  

b) (Amended, SG No. 26/2004) by making use of a document with untrue 
content, of a false or counterfeited document or of a document of another;  

 
Section IV: Crimes Against the Monetary and Credit System 

Article 248a 

(Last Amendment - SG No. 101/2017) 

(1) (Last Amendment, SG No.26/2010) A person who uses a payment 
instrument or data of a payment instrument without the consent of the holder if the act 
constitutes a serious crime, is to be sentenced to imprisonment from two to eight years 
and is to be imposed a fine up to twice the amount received.  

(2) (Last Amendment - SG No. 101/2017) The same punishment shall be 
imposed on a person who submits any untrue information or who withholds any 
information in violation of an obligation to disclose such information in order to be 
received financial resources from funds belonging to the European union or such 
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provided by the European Union to the Bulgarian State as well as funds belonging to the 
Bulgarian State, which co-finance projects funded by these funds.  

(3) (Last Amendment - SG No. 101/2017) Where the deed act under paragraphs 
1 and 2 has been committed by a person who manages or represents a legal person or a 
civil company or by a trader, the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty form one to 
six years and a fine of BGN 2,000 to BGN 10,000.  

(4) The punishment under Paragraph (3) shall also be imposed on the official 
who has given permission for the credit facility or who released the resources referred 
to in Paragraph (2), provided he knew that the information submitted was untrue.  

(5) (Last Amendment - SG No. 101/2017) If as a result of the act under Par. (2) 
funds from funds belonging to the European Union or granted by the European Union to 
the Bulgarian state, as well as funds belonging to the Bulgarian state, with which co-
financed projects financed with funds from these funds are received, the punishment is 
deprivation of liberty from two to eight years. 

 

 

 

Article 251  

(Last Amendment - SG No. 83/22.10.2019)  

(1) (Last Amendment - SG No. 101/2017) A person who fails to perform his 
obligation for declaration of financial resources, precious metals, precious stones and 
articles made with or from them which are transferred across the border of the country 
which is also an external border of the European Union, and the value of the object of 
the offence is in particularly large amount, is subject to a term of imprisonment of up to 
five years or a fine to the one fifth of the value of the object of the crime.  

(2) (Repeal - SG No. 83/22.10.2019) 

 
Chapter Seven: CRIMES AGAINST THE FINANCIAL, TAX AND INSURANCE 

SYSTEMS 

(Repealed, SG No. 10/1993, new, SG No. 62/1997) (Title amended, SG No. 
62/1997, SG No. 51/2000) 

Article 253 

(Last Amendment - SG No. 103/2020) 

(1) (Amended, SG No. 85/1998, SG No. 26/2004, supplemented, SG No. 
75/2006) The one who concludes a financial operation or property transaction or 
conceals the origin, location, movement or the actual rights in the property, which is 
known or assumed to be acquired through crime or another act that is dangerous for the 
public, shall be punished for money laundering by deprivation of liberty from one to six 
years and a fine of BGN three thousand to five thousand. 
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(2) (New, SG No. 26/2004, supplemented, SG No. 75/2006) The punishment 
under paragraph 1 shall also be imposed on the one who acquires, receives, holds, uses, 
transforms or assists, in any way whatsoever, the transformation of property, which is 
known or assumed, as of its receipt, to have been acquired through crime or another act 
that is dangerous for the public. 

(3) (Renumbered from Paragraph 2, supplemented, SG No. 26/2004) The 
punishment shall be deprivation of liberty for one to eight years and a fine of BGN five 
thousand to twenty thousand, if the act under paras 1 and 2 has been committed: 

1. (amended, SG No. 26/2004) by two or more individuals, who have reached 
preliminary agreement, or by an individual who acts on the orders of or executes a 
decision of an organised criminal group; 

2. two or more times; 

3. by an official within the sphere of his office; 

4. (new, SG No. 26/2004) through opening or maintaining an account with a 
financial institution, under a false name or the name of an individual who has given 
consent to this effect. 

5. (New - SG No. 103/2020) by an obligated person under Art. 4 of the 
Measures against Money Laundering Act or its employee or worker during or on the 
occasion of fulfillment of the obligations under the same Act. 

(4) (New - SG, No. 21/2000, renumbered from Paragraph 3, supplemented, SG 
No. 26/2004, amended, SG No. 75/2006) The punishment shall be deprivation of liberty 
from three to twelve years and a fine from BGN 20,000 to BGN 200,000 where the act 
under Paragraphs (1) and (2) has been committed by the use of funds or property which 
the perpetrator knew or supposed to have been acquired through a serious crime of 
intent. 

(5) (New, SG No. 85/1998, renumbered from Paragraph 3, SG No. 21/2000, 
renumbered from Paragraph 4, amended, SG No. 26/2004, amended, SG No. 75/2006) 
Where the funds or property are in extremely large amounts and the case is extremely 
grave, the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty for five to fifteen years and a fine 
of BGN 10,000 to BGN 30,000, and the court shall suspend the rights of the guilty 
person under Items 6 and 7 of Article 37 (1). 

(6) (New, SG No. 85/1998, renumbered from Paragraph 4, SG No. 21/2000, 
renumbered from Paragraph 5, amended, SG No. 26/2004) The object of crime or the 
property into which it has been transformed shall be forfeited to the benefit of the state, 
and where absent or alienated, its equivalent shall be awarded. 

(7) (New, SG No. 26/2004) Provisions of paras 1 through 6 shall also apply 
where the crime through which property has been acquired falls outside the criminal 
jurisdiction of the Republic of Bulgaria. 

 
Article 254a 

(New, SG No. 51/2000) 
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(1) (Supplemented, SG No. 75/2005) An official, who in violation of a budget 
act or bylaw on its implementation, makes use of budgetary funds or funds with special 
allocation for purposes other than the ones for which the funds had been allocated, shall 
be punished by deprivation of liberty for up to three years or probation, as well as by 
deprivation of rights under Article 37, paragraph (1), item 6.  

(2) If harmful consequences are caused to the state or municipality as a result of 
the act under paragraph (1) the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty for up to three 
years or deprivation of rights under Article 37, paragraph (1), item 6.  

(3) (Repealed, SG No. 75/2006).  

(4) (Amended, SG No. 75/2006) In the cases under Paragraphs (1), the 
perpetrator shall not be punished if the unlawful transaction of disposal is revoked and 
the funds unlawfully expended are fully recovered prior to the completion of the judicial 
inquiry by the court of first instance. This provision shall not apply for a second time.  

 

 
Article 254b 

(Last amendment, SG No. 26/2010) 

(1) (Last amendment, SG No. 26/2010) A person who uses any financial 
resources received from funds belonging to the European Union or such provided by the 
European Union to the Bulgarian State for any purpose other than as intended, shall be 
punished by deprivation of liberty form one to six years.  

(2) (Last amendment, SG No. 26/2010) If an official orders commission of the 
act referred to in the preceding paragraph, the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty 
form two to eight years, and the court may deprive the convict of rights under Items 6 
and 7 of Article 37 (1). 

 
Article 255 

(Last amendment, SG No. 26/2010) 

(1) A person who avoids the assessment or payment of large-scale tax 
obligations by:  

1. failing to file a tax return;  

2. confirming a lie or withholding the truth in a statement filed by him/her;  

3. failing to issue an invoice or another accounting document;  

4. destroying, concealing or failing to store accounting documents or registries 
within the statutory timelines;  

5. carrying out or allowing accounting to be carried out in violation of 
accounting legislation requirements;  
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6. compiling or making use of a document with untrue content, a false or 
counterfeited document in economic operations, in accounting or in providing 
information to revenue authorities or public enforcement agents;  

7. (Last amendment, SG No. 26/2010) obtaining undue input tax,  

shall be punished by deprivation of liberty from one to six years or a fine of up 
to BGN 2,0000.  

(2) (Last amendment, SG No. 12/2009 in force as of 01.05.2009) On occasion 
that the act under para.1 has been committed with the participation of a border police, 
customs administration or the National Revenue Agency official or with the 
participation of an authorized auditor, the punishment is imprisonment for a term from 
two to six years, a fine amounting to up to five thousand BGN and deprivation of rights 
under art.37, para.1, section6 and 7.  

(3) Where particularly large-scale tax obligations are at stake, the punishment 
shall be deprivation of liberty from three to eight years and confiscation of a part or the 
whole property of the guilty person.  

Article 255a 

(New, SG No. 75/2006) 

(1) Anyone avoiding the assessment or payment of large-scale tax obligations 
through the transformation of a commercial company or another legal entity, through a 
transaction involving a business, or related parties, within the meaning of the Tax and 
Social Security Procedure Code, shall be punished by deprivation of liberty from one to 
six years and a fine of up to BGN 10,000.  

(2) Where particularly large-scale tax obligations are at stake, the punishment 
shall be deprivation of liberty from three to eight years and confiscation of a part or the 
whole property of the guilty person.  

(3) Where, until completion of judicial inquiry at the first-instance court, 
undeclared or unpaid tax obligations are paid into the budget together with the interest 
due, the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty of up to three years and a fine of up 
to BGN 1,000. 

Article 259 

(Amended, SG No. 28/1982, repealed, SG No. 10/1993, new, SG No. 62/1997) 

A person who establishes a legal person or a foundation, which do not pursue, or 
seemingly pursue the activities and objectives declared upon registration, for the 
purpose of obtaining credits under the cover of such institutions, to be exempt from 
taxes, to obtain tax reliefs or to obtain other material benefits, as well as to pursue 
prohibited activities, shall be punished by deprivation of liberty for up to three years, a 
fine of BGN three to five thousand and deprivation of rights under Article 37, paragraph 
(1), subparagraphs 6 and 7. 
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Chapter Eight: CRIMES AGAINST ACTIVITIES OF STATE BODIES AND 
PUBLIC ORGANISATIONS AND PERSONS PERFORMING PUBLIC 

FUNCTIONS 

Section IV: Bribery 

Article 301 

(1) (Amended SG No. 51/2000, SG No. 92/2002) An official who accepts a gift 
or any other undue benefit, or accepts a proposal or a promise for a gift or benefit, in 
order to perform or to fail to perform an act connected with his service, or because he 
has performed or failed to perform such an act, shall be punished for bribery by 
deprivation of liberty for one to six years.  

(2) (Amended SG. No. 51/2000, SG No. 92/2002) If the official has committed 
any of the acts under par. 1 in order to violate, or for having violated his service, where 
this violation does not constitute a crime, the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty 
of up to 8 to eight years and a fine of up to BGN ten thousand.  

(3) (Amended, SG. No. 95/1975, SG No. 51/2000, SG No. 92/2002) If the 
official has committed any of the acts under paragraph 1 in order to perform or because 
of having performed another crime in connection with his service, the punishment shall 
be deprivation of liberty of up to ten years and a fine of up to BGN fifteen thousand.  

(4) (Amended, SG No. 89/1986) In the cases of the preceding paragraphs, the 
court shall rule deprivation of the rights under Article 37 (1), sub-paragraphs 6 and 7.  

(5) (New, SG No. 92/2002) Punishment under par. 1 shall also be imposed to a 
foreign official who requests or accepts bribery or accepts a proposal for or a promise of 
bribery. 

Article 302 

(Last Amendment, SG No.26/2010) 

For bribery committed:  

1. (Last Amendment, SG No.26/2010) by a person holding a responsible official 
position, including that of a judge, assessor, prosecutor, or investigator, or police 
authority or the investigating officer. 

2. through blackmail with abuse of one's official position;  

3. (Amended, SG No. 28/1982) for a second time, and  

4. on a large scale, the punishment shall be:  

a) (Supplemented, SG No. 89/1986, amended SG No. 51/2000, supplemented, 
SG No. 92/2002) in the cases of Article 301, paragraphs (1) and (2) - deprivation of 
liberty for three to ten years, fine of up to BGN twenty thousand, and deprivation of 
rights under Article 37 (1), sub-paragraphs 6 and 7;  

b) (Amended, SG No. 89/1986, supplemented, SG No. 92/2002) in the cases of 
Article 301, paragraph (3) - deprivation of liberty from three to fifteen years, fine of up 
to BGN twenty-five thousand, and confiscation of up to one half of the culprit's 
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property, and the court shall rule deprivation of rights under Article 37 (1), sub-
paragraphs 6 and 7.  

Article 302a 

(New, SG No. 89/1986, supplemented, SG No. 92/2002) 

For bribery in particularly large amounts, representing a particularly grave 
case, the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty from ten to thirty years, fine of up to 
BGN thirty thousand, confiscation of the whole or part of the culprit's property and 
deprivation of rights under Article 37 (1), sub-paragraphs 6 and 7. 

 

Article 304 

(Amended and supplemented, SG No. 7/1999, amended, SG No. 51/2000, SG No. 
92/2002) 

(1) A person who offers, promises, or gives a gift or any other material benefit to 
an official in order to perform or not to perform an act within the framework of his 
service, or because he has performed or has not performed such an act, shall be 
punished by deprivation of liberty for a term of up to six years and a fine of up to BGN 
five thousand.  

(2) If in connection with such bribe the official has violated his official duties, 
the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty for a term of up to eight years and a fine 
of up to BGN seven thousand, where this violation does not constitute a graver 
punishable crime.  

(3) The punishment as per paragraph (1) above shall be also inflicted on any 
person who gives a bribe to a foreign official.  

 
Article 304a 

(Last Amendment, SG No.26/2010) 

A person who proposes, promises or gives a bribe to an official in a responsible 
position, including that of a judge, assessor, prosecutor, or investigator or police 
authority or the investigating officer shall be punished by deprivation of liberty for a 
term of up to ten years and a fine of up to BGN fifteen thousand. 

 
Article 304c 

(New - SG No. 74/26.09.2015) 

The punishments under the previous articles are also applied in the cases in 
which the gift or the benefit are offered, promised or given to another person with the 
consent of the official, the foreign official or the person who claims to be able to exert 
influence. 

Article 305 

(Amended, SG No. 92/2002) 
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(1) The punishments for bribery under the preceding paragraphs shall also be 
imposed to an arbiter or expert, appointed by a court, institution, enterprise or 
organisation where they perpetrate such acts in connection with the tasks entrusted to 
them, as well as on the person who proposes, promises, or gives such a bribe.  

(2) Punishments for bribery under the preceding articles shall be imposed to a 
defence counsel of any party in judicial proceedings where he/she commits an act, as 
stated above, to help adjudicate to the benefit of the adversary or to the detriment of 
their client pending criminal or civil proceedings at stake, as well to the individual who 
proposes, promises or gives such bribe. 

 

 
Chapter Nine: CRIMES RELATED TO DOCUMENTS 

Article 308 

(Last Amendment - SG No. 101/2017) 

(1) A person who draws up a false official document or alters the contents of an 
official document for the purpose of using it, shall be punished for forgery of a 
document by deprivation of liberty for up to three years. 

(2) (Last amendment, SG No. 27/2009) When the object of crime under para.1 
are heir’s certificates or civil status certificates, notarial acts or notarial certifications, 
bulgarian or foreign identification papers, completed level of education certificates or 
certificates of obtained professional qualification, driving licences, vehicle registration 
certificates, visa stickers, other documents which certify the transfer or establishment of 
title or other real right, legal capacity, personal or registration data, the punishment 
which is imposed is imprisonment for a term of up to eight years. 

(3) (Last Amendment – SG No. 33/2011 in force as of 27.05.2011) The penalty 
shall be deprivation of liberty for up to ten years when:  

1. (Last Amendment - SG No. 101/2017) the act under Par. 1 is aimed at 
facilitating the committing of a crime under Art. 108a, Par. 1, 2, 6 or 7;  

2. the act under Par. 2 is aimed at deriving financial benefit.  

(4) (New, SG No. 28/1982, renumbered from Paragraph 2, amended, SG No. 
26/2004) In minor cases the punishment shall be:  

1. under paragraph 1 - deprivation of liberty of up to six months or probation;  

2. under paragraph 2 - deprivation of liberty of up to two years;  

3. under paragraph 3 - deprivation of liberty of up to three years.  

(5) (New, SG No. 26/2004) Preparations toward a crime under paragraph 1 shall 
be punishable by deprivation of liberty of up to one year. Preparations toward crimes 
under paras 2 and 3 or the association to the purpose of committing one of the crimes 
thereunder envisaged shall be punishable by deprivation of liberty of up to six years.  
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(6) (New, SG No. 26/2004) The member of an association who, prior to the 
completion of a false official document or of counterfeiting the content of an official 
document (where the association has been formed to this goal) or before the circulation 
of false or counterfeited documents (where the association has been formed to this 
goal), renounces the respective act and informs the authorities thereof, shall not be 
punished.  

(7) (New, SG No. 26/2004) The one who prepares, holds or conceals objects, 
materials or tools, which he knows or may assume are intended or have served for the 
compilation or counterfeit of a document under paras 2 and 3, shall be punishable by 
deprivation of liberty of up to six years. 

 

 

Article 313 

(Last Amendment, SG No.26/2010) 

(1) (Amended, SG No. 10/1993, amended and supplemented, SG No. 92/2002) 
A person who asserts an untruth or holds back a truth in a written declaration or an 
electronic message which by virtue of a law, decree or regulation of the Council of 
Ministers are submitted to a state authority for certifying the truth about certain facts, 
shall be punished by deprivation of liberty for up to three years or by a fine of BGN one 
hundred to thirty hundred.  

(2) (Last Amendment, SG No. 50/1995) When the criminal act under paragraph 
(1) is committed in order to avoid payment of taxes due, the sentence is imprisonment 
of up to three years or a fine up to one thousand levs. 

(3) (Renumbered from Paragraph 2, amended, SG No. 10/1993, amended and 
supplemented, SG No. 92/2002) The punishment under paragraph (1) shall also be 
imposed on a person who asserts an untruth or holds back a truth in a private document 
or an electronic message in which under an express provision of a law, decree or 
regulation of the Council of Ministers he is especially obliged to certify the truth, and 
uses these documents as proof of the untrue certified facts or statements.  

(4) (New, SG No. 62/1997) A person who, with reference to public offering of 
securities in a prospectus or review of the economic position uses untrue beneficial data, 
or holds back unfavourable data, which is of material importance in making decisions 
on acquisition of securities, shall be punished by deprivation of liberty for up to three 
years and a fine of up to BGN five hundred. 

 
Article 316  

The punishment provided in the preceding articles of this Chapter shall also be 
imposed on a person who consciously makes use of an untrue or forged document, of a 
document with untrue contents or of such under the preceding Article, where for the 
drawing up itself of the document no penal responsibility can be sought from that 
person. 
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Chapter Nine - A: Cybercrime 

(New, SG No. 92/2002) 
Article 319b 

(Last Amendment - SG No. 101/2017) 

(1) (Last Amendment - SG No. 101/2017) Any person who unlawfully adds, 
copies, uses, alters, transfers, deletes, damages, worsens, hides, destroys computer data 
in an information system or stops access to such data, in minor cases is punished by 
deprivation of liberty of up to two years and a fine of up to three thousand BGN.  

(2) (Last Amendment - SG No. 101/2017) Where significant damage or other 
grave consequences have occurred as a result of an act under par. 1, the punishment 
shall be a deprivation of liberty of up to three years and a fine of up to BGN five 
thousand.  

(3) Where the act under par. 1 has been committed in view of obtaining a 
material benefit, the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty from one to three years 
and a fine of up to BGN five thousand. 

 
Chapter Eleven: GENERALLY DANGEROUS CRIMES 

Section I: Crimes Committed in Generally Dangerous Manner or by Generally 
Dangerous Means 

Article 339b 

(Last amendment, SG No. 26/2010) 

The one who produces, transports, holds, acquires or transfers products or 
technologies with dual use, as determined by law or an instrument of the Council of 
Ministers, with a view to be used for making transactions in breach of prohibitions, 
restrictions or sanctions imposed by the Security Council of the United Nations 
Organisation, by the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe or by the 
European Union, or stemming from an international agreement to which the Republic of 
Bulgaria is a party, shall be punished by deprivation of liberty of three to ten years and a 
fine of up to BGN two hundred thousand. 
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II. Code of Criminal Procedure 

Promulgated, State Gazette No. 86/28.10.2005, effective 29.04.2006, amended, 
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32/22.04.2016, amended and supplemented, SG No. 39/26.05.2016, effective 
26.05.2016, SG No. 62/9.08.2016, effective 9.08.2016, supplemented, SG No. 
81/14.10.2016, effective 14.10.2016, SG No. 95/29.11.2016, amended and 
supplemented, SG No. 13/7.02.2017, effective 7.02.2017, SG No. 63/4.08.2017, 
effective 5.11.2017, supplemented, SG No. 101/19.12.2017, amended and 
supplemented, SG No. 7/19.01.2018, SG No. 44/29.05.2018; amended with Decision 
No. 14/9.10.2018 of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Bulgaria - SG No. 
87/19.10.2018; amended and supplemented, SG No. 96/20.11.2018, SG No. 
7/22.01.2019, supplemented, SG No. 16/22.02.2019, SG No. 83/22.10.2019, amended 
and supplemented, SG No. 98/17.11.2020, SG No. 103/4.12.2020, SG No. 
110/29.12.2020, effective 30.06.2021, amended, SG No. 9/2.02.2021, effective 
6.02.2021, supplemented, SG No. 16/23.02.2021, amended, SG No. 20/9.03.2021; 
Decision No. 7/11.05.2021 of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Bulgaria - SG 
No. 41/18.05.2021; amended, SG No. 80/24.09.2021; Decision No. 13/5.10.2021 of the 
Constitutional Court of the Republic of Bulgaria - SG No. 85/12.10.2021 

 
PART ONE 

GENERAL RULES 

Chapter one 
OBJECTIVES AND LIMITED SCOPE OF APPLICATION 

Ratione materiae 
Article 2 

(1) (Amended, SG No. 103/2020) The Criminal Procedure Code shall apply to 
all criminal cases initiated by the authorities of the Republic of Bulgaria, as well as to 
those initiated by the European Public Prosecutor's Office, unless otherwise provided in 
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Council Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of 12 October 2017 implementing enhanced 
cooperation on the establishment of the European Public Prosecutor’s Office (OJ L 
283/1 of 31 October 2017), hereinafter "Regulation (EU) 2017/1939". 

(2) The Criminal Procedure Code shall also apply in the execution of 
commissions rogatory of another state transmitted by virtue of an agreement or through 
reciprocity. 

 
Chapter five 

PROSECUTOR 

Functions of the prosecutor in criminal proceedings 
Article 46 

(1) The prosecutor shall press charges of and maintain the indictment for 
publicly actionable criminal offences. 

(2) In discharge of his/her assignments under Paragraph 1, the prosecutor shall: 

1. Direct the investigation and exercise constant supervision for its lawful and 
timely conduct in his/her capacity of a supervising prosecutor; 

2. may perform investigation or separate investigative or other procedural action; 

3. Participate in court proceedings as accuser on behalf of the state; 

4. Take measures for the elimination of infringements on the laws pursuant to 
the procedures herein set forth, and exercise supervision for legality in the enforcement 
of coercive measures. 

(3) (New, SG No. 103/2020) The functions of the prosecutor provided for in this 
Code shall also be performed by the European Public Prosecutor and the European 
Delegated Prosecutors in accordance with their competence under Regulation (EU) 
2017/1939. 

(4) (Supplemented, SG No. 42/2015, amended, SG No. 62/2016, effective 
9.08.2016, renumbered from Paragraph 3, SG No. 103/2020) A prosecutor at a higher 
position and a prosecutor with a higher prosecution office may revoke in writing or 
amend the decrees of prosecutors directly reporting to him/her that have not been 
reviewed in a judicial proceeding. His/her written motivated instructions shall be 
binding on them. In such cases he/she may take the necessary investigative or other 
procedural action alone. 

(5) (New, SG No. 42/2015, renumbered from Paragraph 4, SG No. 103/2020) 
The prosecutor given the instructions under Paragraph 3 may file an objection against 
those instructions to a prosecutor of the higher-standing prosecution office. 

(6) (New, SG No. 103/2020) The provisions of Paragraph 4 and 5 shall not apply 
to the decrees and procedural actions of the European Public Prosecutor and the 
European Delegated Prosecutors when they perform functions under Regulation (EU) 
2017/1939. 
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(7) (Renumbered from Paragraph 4, SG No. 42/2015, renumbered from 
Paragraph 5, supplemented, SG No. 103/2020) The Prosecutor-General of the Republic 
of Bulgaria shall exercise supervision for legality of and provide methodological 
guidance for the operation of all prosecutors, with the exception of the activities of the 
European Public Prosecutor and the European Delegated Prosecutors, when they 
perform functions under Regulation (EU) 2017/1939. 

(8) (New, SG No. 16/2021; declared unconstitutional by Decision No. 7 of the 
Constitutional Court of the Republic of Bulgaria - SG No. 41/2021)  

The provisions of Paragraphs 4, 5 and 7 shall not apply when an investigation or 
separate acts of the investigation and other procedural actions are carried out by the 
prosecutor of the investigation against the Prosecutor General or his deputy. 

 
PART THREE 

PRE-TRIAL PROCEEDINGS 

Chapter sixteen 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Appeal process against decrees 
Article 200 

(Supplemented, SG No. 103/2020, SG No. 16/2021) Decrees of investigative 
bodies shall be appealed before the prosecutor. Decrees of the prosecutor, that are not 
subject to judicial review, with the exception of the decrees of the European Public 
Prosecutor and European Delegated Prosecutors, as well as decrees of the prosecutor in 
the investigation against the Prosecutor General or his deputy, shall be appealed before 
a prosecutor from a higher-standing prosecution office whose decree shall not be 
subject to further appeal. 

 
Chapter seventeen 
INVESTIGATION  

Section I 
Institution of pre-trial proceedings and conduct of the investigation 

Article 213 

(1) (Supplemented, SG No. 62/2016, effective 9.08.2016, SG No. 103/2020) The 
prosecutor may refuse to institute pre-trial proceedings, of which the victim or his/her 
heirs, the prejudiced legal person and the person who has given a notice, shall be 
notified. The decree shall be subject to appeal to the higher prosecutor's office, with the 
exception of the decree of the European Public Prosecutor and the European Delegated 
Prosecutor. 

(2) (Repealed, SG No. 62/2016, effective 9.08.2016). 
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Procedural actions initiated by the European Public Prosecutor's Office 
Article 217b 

(New, SG No. 103/2020) All procedural actions performed by competent 
authorities of the European Public Prosecutor's Office in accordance with Regulation 
(EU) 2017/1939 have the procedural value of actions performed by a Bulgarian 
authority in the Republic of Bulgaria. 

 
Chapter eighteen 

ACTION TAKEN BY THE PROSECUTOR FOLLOWING COMPLETION OF 
THE INVESTIGATION 

Powers of the prosecutor 
Article 242 

(1) After receiving the case, the prosecutor shall terminate, suspend criminal 
proceedings, make a proposal for exemption from criminal liability with the imposition 
of an administrative sanction or a proposal for agreement to dispose of the case, or press 
new charges with an indictment, provided grounds to this effect are present. 

(2) Where upon presentation of the investigation the investigative body has 
made considerable procedural violations, the prosecutor shall instruct him/her to 
remove these or shall remove them him/herself. 

(3) (New, SG No. 42/2015, supplemented, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) 
When considering it necessary, the prosecutor may also take additional investigation-
related actions and other procedural actions, and shall then present the investigation. 

(4) (Renumbered from Paragraph 3, amended, SG No. 42/2015) The prosecutor 
shall exercise his/her powers under Paragraphs 1 - 3 within the shortest possible term, 
but not later than one month after receipt of the case file. 

(5) (New, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) Where the case is of factual or 
legal complexity, the time limit specified in Paragraph (4) can be extended by one 
month by the administrative head of the corresponding prosecutor’s office or a 
prosecutor authorised thereby at the reasoned request of the supervising prosecutor. 

Termination of criminal proceedings by the prosecutor 
Article 243 

(1) The prosecutor shall terminate the criminal proceedings: 

1. (supplemented, SG No. 7/2019) in the cases falling under Article 24, 
Paragraphs 1 and 6;  

2. (amended, SG No. 32/2010, effective 28.05.2010) should the prosecutor find 
that the indictment has not been proved. 

(2) In the decree, the prosecutor shall also decide on issues pertaining to material 
evidence and revoke the measures of procedural coercion, as well as the measure 
securing the civil claim, where grounds for the imposition of the latter no longer exist. 
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(3) (New, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) When terminating the criminal 
proceedings on the grounds of Article 24, Paragraph (1), Item 1 by reason of the fact 
that the act constitutes an administrative violation, the prosecutor shall forward the 
materials together with the material evidence by competence to the respective 
administrative sanctioning authority. 

(4) (Renumbered from Paragraph (3), SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) 
Copies of the decree for termination of the criminal proceedings shall be sent to the 
accused party and to the victim or his/her heirs, or to the prejudiced legal person who 
may, within seven days from the receipt thereof, appeal it before the respective first 
instance court. 

(5) (Renumbered from Paragraph (4), amended, SG No. 63/2017, effective 
5.11.2017) The court shall hear the case in a panel of one judge sitting in camera no 
later than one month following submission of the case-file, concluding on the 
substantiation and legality of the decree for termination of the criminal. 

(6) (Renumbered from Paragraph (5), SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) By 
virtue of its ruling the court may: 

1. Confirm the decree of the prosecutor; 

2. Modify the decree of the prosecutor in relation to the grounds for termination 
of the criminal proceedings and the modalities of disposal of material evidence; 

3. Revoke the decree of the prosecutor and remit the case to him/her 
accompanied with mandatory guidance on the application of the law. 

(7) (Renumbered from Paragraph (6), amended, SG No. 63/2017, effective 
5.11.2017) The decree under paragraph (6) may be objected by the prosecutor and 
appealed by the accused party, his/her defence counsel and the victim or his/her heirs, 
or by the prejudiced legal person, within seven days from notification before the 
respective intermediate appellate review instance court. 

(8) (Renumbered from Paragraph (7), SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) The 
intermediate appellate review instance court shall make pronouncement in a three-judge 
panel sitting in camera, by a ruling which shall be final. 

(9) (Renumbered from Paragraph (8), SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) No 
decree for the partial termination of criminal proceedings shall be drafted in the event of 
new constitution of the same individual in relation to the same criminal act. 

(10) (Supplemented, SG No. 71/2013, renumbered from Paragraph (9), SG No. 
63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) Where grounds under paragraph 1 were absent, the decree 
for termination of the criminal proceedings, which has not been appealed by the accused 
party, the victim or his/her heirs, or by the prejudiced legal person, may ex officio be 
revoked by a prosecutor with a higher-standing prosecution office. Revocation may also 
take place within a period of up to two years in cases where proceedings for a serious 
crime have been instituted and within a period of up to one year - in all other cases, as 
of the date of issue of the decree for termination of the criminal proceedings. In 
exceptional circumstances the Prosecutor-General may revoke the decree for 
termination of the criminal proceedings also after this period has expired. 
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(11) (New, SG No. 109/2008, renumbered from Paragraph (10), SG No. 
63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) Upon revocation of the decree for termination of the 
criminal proceedings, a new timeline under Article 234 starts with regard to performing 
the investigation.  

(12) (New, SG No. 103/2020) Paragraph 10 shall not apply to the decrees of the 
European Public Prosecutor and the European Delegated Prosecutors.  

(13) (New, SG No. 16/2021) Paragraph 10 shall not apply to the decrees of the 
prosecutor in the investigation against the Prosecutor General or his deputy. 

 
Chapter thirty-three 

RE-OPENING OF CRIMINAL CASES  

Bodies who may make requests for reopening 
Article 420 

(1) (Supplemented, SG No. 93/2011, effective 1.01.2012, SG No. 103/2020) A 
request for reopening a criminal case under Article 422, Paragraph (1), Items 1 – 3 may 
be made by the District/Military Prosecutor or the head of the specialised prosecutor’s 
office, and a request for reopening a criminal case under Article 422, Paragraph (1), 
Items 4 – 6 may be made by the Prosecutor-General. A request for reopening of a 
criminal case within the competence of the European Public Prosecutor's Office under 
Article 422, Paragraph 1 may be made by the European Delegated Prosecutor. 

(2) (Amended, SG No. 7/2019) Any individual sentenced for a publicly 
actionable criminal offence who has not been exempted from criminal liability with the 
imposition of an administrative punishment on grounds of Article 78a Criminal Code 
may alone extend a request for reopening the criminal case in the hypotheses of Article 
422, Paragraph (1), Item 4 - 6.  

(3) (Amended, SG No. 42/2015) The proposal for re-opening shall not suspend 
the execution of the sentence, unless the prosecutor or the court responsible for 
reviewing the request has ruled otherwise. 

(4) In cases under Article 422, Paragraph 1, item 4, where the judgement of the 
European Court of Human Rights is in the interest of the sentenced individual, as well 
as in cases under Article 422, Paragraph 1, item 6, suspension of execution shall be 
mandatory. 

 
ACT to Amend and Supplement the Criminal Procedure Code (SG No. 103/2020) 

Transitional and final provisions 

§ 12. The European Prosecutor and the European Delegated Prosecutors may 
intervene in the pending criminal proceedings for crimes within the competence of the 
European Public Prosecutor's Office committed after 20 November 2017, instituted by 
the authorities of the Republic of Bulgaria, in accordance with Regulation (EU) 
2017/1939. 
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7. Annex II 

 

Bulgarian Legislation in English 

 

B. Provisions on Alternative Dispute Resolution  

 

I. Code of Criminal Procedure 

Promulgated, State Gazette No. 86/28.10.2005, effective 29.04.2006, amended, 
SG No. 46/12.06.2007, effective 1.01.2008, amended and supplemented, SG No. 
109/20.12.2007, effective 1.01.2008, amended, SG No. 69/5.08.2008, amended and 
supplemented, SG No. 109/23.12.2008, amended, SG No. 12/13.02.2009, effective 
1.05.2009, amended and supplemented, SG No. 27/10.04.2009, supplemented, SG No. 
33/30.04.2009, amended and supplemented, SG No. 15/22.02.2010, SG No. 
32/27.04.2010, effective 28.05.2010, amended, SG No. 101/28.12.2010, amended and 
supplemented, SG No. 13/11.02.2011, effective 12.08.2011, amended, SG No. 
33/26.04.2011, effective 27.05.2011, supplemented, SG No. 60/5.08.2011, amended, 
SG No. 61/9.08.2011, amended and supplemented, SG No. 93/25.11.2011; amended 
with Decision No. 10 of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Bulgaria - SG No. 
93/25.11.2011; supplemented, SG No. 19/6.03.2012, effective 6.03.2012, amended, SG 
No. 20/9.03.2012, effective 10.06.2012, amended and supplemented, SG No. 
25/27.03.2012, effective 28.04.2012, supplemented, SG No. 60/7.08.2012, effective 
8.09.2012, SG No. 17/21.02.2013, SG No. 52/14.06.2013, effective 14.06.2013, 
amended and supplemented, SG No. 70/9.08.2013, effective 9.08.2013, SG No. 
71/13.08.2013, SG No. 21/8.03.2014, SG No. 14/20.02.2015, SG No. 24/31.03.2015, 
effective 31.03.2015, SG No. 41/5.06.2015, effective 6.07.2015, SG No. 42/9.06.2015, 
supplemented, SG No. 60/7.08.2015, amended and supplemented, SG No. 
74/26.09.2015, amended, SG No. 79/13.10.2015, effective 1.11.2015, SG No. 
32/22.04.2016, amended and supplemented, SG No. 39/26.05.2016, effective 
26.05.2016, SG No. 62/9.08.2016, effective 9.08.2016, supplemented, SG No. 
81/14.10.2016, effective 14.10.2016, SG No. 95/29.11.2016, amended and 
supplemented, SG No. 13/7.02.2017, effective 7.02.2017, SG No. 63/4.08.2017, 
effective 5.11.2017, supplemented, SG No. 101/19.12.2017, amended and 
supplemented, SG No. 7/19.01.2018, SG No. 44/29.05.2018; amended with Decision 
No. 14/9.10.2018 of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Bulgaria - SG No. 
87/19.10.2018; amended and supplemented, SG No. 96/20.11.2018, SG No. 
7/22.01.2019, supplemented, SG No. 16/22.02.2019, SG No. 83/22.10.2019, amended 
and supplemented, SG No. 98/17.11.2020, SG No. 103/4.12.2020, SG No. 
110/29.12.2020, effective 30.06.2021, amended, SG No. 9/2.02.2021, effective 
6.02.2021, supplemented, SG No. 16/23.02.2021, amended, SG No. 20/9.03.2021; 
Decision No. 7/11.05.2021 of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Bulgaria - SG 
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No. 41/18.05.2021; amended, SG No. 80/24.09.2021; Decision No. 13/5.10.2021 of the 
Constitutional Court of the Republic of Bulgaria - SG No. 85/12.10.2021 

 
PART ONE 

GENERAL RULES 

Chapter three 
INSTITUTION, TERMINATION AND SUSPENSION OF CRIMINAL 

PROCEEDINGS 

Grounds which exclude the institution of criminal proceedings and grounds for 
their termination 

Article 24 

(1) Criminal proceedings shall not be instituted and, if instituted, they shall be 
terminated, where: 

1. (Amended, SG No. 32/2010, effective 28.05.2010) The act has not been 
committed or does not constitute a criminal offence; 

2. The perpetrator is not criminally responsible due to amnesty; 

3. Criminal responsibility has been extinguished following expiry of a statutory 
limitation period; 

4. The perpetrator has passed away; 

5. After committing the criminal offence, the perpetrator has fallen in a state of 
lasting mental derangement, which excludes his/her capacity to be liable; 

6. Against the same individual and for the same criminal offence there are 
pending criminal proceedings, a verdict in force, a prosecutorial decree or a court ruling 
or order in force whereby the case is terminated; 

7. In the hypotheses set out in the Special Part of the Criminal Code, in publicly 
actionable cases, where a complaint of the victim to the prosecutor is missing; 

8. The perpetrator is exempted from criminal responsibility and interventions for 
his/her education are used; 

8a. (New, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) The act committed constitutes 
an administrative violation for which the administrative penal proceedings have been 
completed; 

9. In the hypotheses set out in the Special Part of the Criminal Code, the victim 
or the legal person suffering damage may extend a request for the termination of 
criminal proceedings until the commencement of judicial trial before the first-instance 
court; 

10. A transfer of criminal proceedings was allowed in respect of the individual 
to another state; 

11. (Repealed, SG No. 32/2010, effective 28.05.2010).  
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(2) In cases falling under items 2, 3 and 9, Paragraph 1, criminal proceedings 
shall not be terminated, where the accused party or the trial defendant extend a request 
to carry on with proceedings. Amnesty or statutory limitation shall not constitute 
obstacles to reopening a criminal case, where a convict extends a request to this effect 
or a prosecutor submits a proposal for acquittal. 

(3) Proceedings in publicly actionable criminal cases shall also terminate, once 
the court has approved the plea bargain agreement reached on the disposal of the case. 

(4) (New, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) Criminal proceedings shall be 
terminated on the grounds of Paragraph (1), Item 8a, if in the cases specified in 
Article 25, Item 5 no proposal to reopen the administrative penal proceedings has been 
made or such proposal has not been upheld within one month of the suspension. 

(5) (Renumbered from Paragraph (4), SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) 
Besides cases listed in Paragraph 1, criminal proceedings shall not be instituted for a 
criminal offence actionable at the complaint of the victim and, where criminal 
proceedings were instituted, they shall also terminate, provided: 

1. There is no complaint; 

2. The complaint does not meet the requirements specified in Article 81; 

3. The victim and the perpetrator have reconciled, lest the perpetrator has failed 
to abide by the terms of said conciliation in the absence of valid reasons; 

4. The private complainant has withdrawn his/her complaint; 

5. The Private complainant has not been found at the address he/she has 
indicated or fails to make appearance at the court hearing before the first-instance court 
in the absence of any valid reasons; this provision shall not apply where, instead of the 
private complainant, his/her counsel appears.  

(6) (New, SG No. 7/2019) The criminal proceedings shall be terminated 
pursuant to Article 5, item 1 also in the cases under Article 25 (1) item 6, if within the 
six-month period of receiving notice of suspension, the crime victim fails to file a 
complaint under Article 81. 
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PART FOUR 
COURT PROCEEDINGS  

Chapter twenty 
COURT HEARING  

Section III 
Judicial trial 

Termination of criminal proceedings at a court hearing 
Article 289 

(1) (Amended, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) The court shall terminate 
the criminal proceedings in cases under Article 24, Paragraph (1), Items 2 – 10, and 
Paragraph (5).  

(2) Where at court hearing the presence of grounds under Article 24, paragraph 
(1), items 2 and 3 is revealed, and the defendant makes a request for the proceedings to 
continue, the court shall make a pronouncement by issuing a sentence. 

(3) Where the criminal proceedings are terminated, the court shall rule on the 
material evidence, shall revoke the remand measures imposed on the defendant, and the 
measure to secure the civil claim - where grounds for its imposition no longer exist. 

(4) The ruling shall be subject to appeal and protest under the terms and 
conditions of Chapter twenty-one. 

 
PART FIVE 

SPECIAL RULES  

Chapter twenty-four 
SUMMARY PROCEEDINGS 

Cases in which summary proceedings shall be carried out 
Article 356 

(1) Summary proceedings shall be carried out, where: 

1. the perpetrator was caught in the act or immediately after the perpetration; 

2. obvious traces of the crime have been found on the body or the clothes of the 
perpetrator; 

3. the perpetrator has appeared in person before the respective bodies of the 
Ministry of Interior, the investigative body or the prosecutor and has confessed the 
perpetrated crime; 

4. an eye-witness has designated the perpetrator of the crime. 

(2) (Amended, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) The prosecutor may order 
summary proceedings for crimes punishable by a custodial sentence of up to three years 
or another less heavy punishment, except for crimes that have resulted in death or 
serious bodily injury. 
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(3) (Supplemented, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) Summary proceedings 
shall be considered instituted upon drafting the act for the first investigative action, and 
the investigative body shall notify immediately the prosecutor. 

(4) The person in respect to whom there is a reasonable assumption that he/she 
has committed crime, shall be considered as accused party from the moment of drafting 
the act for the first investigative action taken against him/her. 

(5) (Amended, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) The investigative body 
shall complete the investigation within seven days of establishing the presence of the 
respective grounds under Paragraph (1), and in the cases referred to in Paragraph (2) – 
within fourteen days. 

(6) (New, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) In the cases referred to in 
Paragraph (2), where the case is of factual or legal complexity, the prosecutor may 
extend the time period for investigation by a further fourteen days.  

(7) (New, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) Where upon presentation of the 
investigation the victim shall not be summoned. 

Action taken by the prosecutor 
Article 357 

(1) (Supplemented, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) The supervising 
prosecutor shall rule within three days of completion of the investigation under 
Article 356, Paragraph (1), and in the cases under Article 356, Paragraph (2) – within 
seven days, by: 

1. terminating the criminal proceedings on grounds of Article 24, paragraph 1; 

2. suspending criminal proceedings in presence of the conditions under Article 
25 and 26; 

3. pressing charges in an indictment and submitting the case for examination in 
court; 

4. submitting the case with a decree for exemption from criminal liability with 
the imposition of an administrative sanction or a proposal for agreement to dispose of 
the case; 

5. ordering additional investigation for the collection of new evidence or for the 
removal of considerable violations of the procedural rules, setting a time limit not 
longer than seven days. 

(2) Where the case presents factual or legal complexity, the supervising 
prosecutor shall order for the investigation to be carried out in accordance with the 
general procedure. 

(3) In cases under Paragraph 1, item 5, the supervising prosecutor may 
him/herself take additional investigative action within the shortest possible period and 
not later than seven days. 
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Action taken by the judge-rapporteur 
Article 358 

(1) In cases under Article 357, paragraph (1), item 3, the judge-rapporteur shall: 

1. terminate the criminal proceedings in cases and in accordance with the 
procedure of Article 250; 

2. terminate the criminal proceedings in cases and in accordance with the 
procedure of Article 251; 

3. (supplemented, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) terminate court 
proceedings and remit the case to the supervising prosecutor, where a removable serious 
violation of procedural rules, that has resulted in restriction of the procedural rights of 
the accused party under Article 249, Paragraph (4), Item 1, has been allowed; 

4. (supplemented, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) schedule the case for 
hearing within seven days following its receipt without conducting an operative hearing 
under Article 248. 

(2) (New, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) In the cases referred to in 
Paragraph (1), Item 3 the case may not be remitted again on the same grounds. 

(3) (Amended, SG No. 109/2008, renumbered from Paragraph (2), SG No. 
63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) In cases under Paragraph 1(4), the judge-rapporteur shall 
order the supervising prosecutor to immediately serve a copy of the indictment on the 
defendant and summon the defendant, witnesses and expert witnesses to appear at the 
court hearing. In this case the supervising prosecutor may utilise the cooperation of the 
relevant bodies of the Ministry of Justice or Ministry of Interior. 

(4) (Renumbered from Paragraph (3), SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) 
Within three days following service of the copies of the indictment on the defendant, the 
latter may give response stating therein any objections and making new requests. 

Examination of the case in the first instance 
Article 359 

(1) (Supplemented, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) Where the grounds 
under Article 358, Paragraph (1), Items 1 to 3 are not at hand, the court shall issue the 
sentence along with the reasoning thereof, and where the case presents factual and legal 
complexity, the reasoning may also be drawn up after announcement of the sentence, 
but not later than seven days thereafter. 

(2) (New, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) The court shall terminate the 
judicial proceedings and forward the case file to the relevant prosecutor where a 
removable serious violation of procedural rules, that has resulted in restriction of the 
procedural rights of the accused party under Article 249, Paragraph (4), Item 1, has been 
allowed. 

(3) (Renumbered from Paragraph (2), SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) In 
these proceedings no civil claim shall be admitted. 
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(4) (Renumbered from Paragraph (3), SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) No 
private prosecutor shall take part in these cases. 

Time limit for filing the appeal and the protest 
Article 360 

(1) (Previous text of Article 360, SG No. 63/2017,effective 5.11.2017) In cases 
under Article 359, paragraph (1) the appeal and the protest shall be filed within seven 
days after announcement of the sentence, and where the reasoning to be drawn up has 
been postponed, within fifteen days. 

(2) (New, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) No requests can be made in the 
appeal and protest based on material violations of the procedural rules in the course of 
pre-trial proceedings, except on violations relating to the admissibility, collection, 
examination and assessment of evidence and objective forms of evidence. 

Application of the general rules 
Article 361 

The rules for first instance proceedings shall apply, insofar as this Chapter does 
not contain any special rules. 

 
Chapter twenty-seven 

REDUCED JUDICIAL TRIAL IN PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE FIRST 
INSTANCE  

Grounds forbidding reduced judicial trial 
Article 369a 

(New, SG No. 27/2009, repealed, SG No. 32/2010, effective 28.05.2010, new, 
SG No. 83/2019) Reduced judicial trial in the cases covered by Article 371(2) shall not 
be allowed in the cases of intentionally causing death. 

Decision on a preliminary hearing of the parties 
Article 370 

(1) The court shall ex officio or at the request of the defendant make a decision 
for a preliminary hearing of the parties. 

(2) (New, SG No. 109/2008) The court may not reject a request for a preliminary 
hearing made by the defendant, when the conditions set out this chapter are at hand. 

(3) (New, SG No. 109/2008) Where proceedings entail more than one defendant, 
a reduced judicial trial shall be allowed only if the conditions set out in this chapter are 
at hand with regard to all defendants. 

(4) (Renumbered from Paragraph 2, SG No. 109/2008) The court shall order a 
preliminary hearing of the parties without summoning witnesses and expert witnesses. 
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Issues to be decided during the preliminary hearing of the parties 
Article 371 

In the preliminary hearing of the parties: 

1. the defendant and his/her defence counsel, the civil claimant, the private 
prosecutor and their counsels may agree not to conduct an interrogation of all or some 
witnesses and expert witnesses, while in the issuance of the sentence the content of the 
respective records and experts conclusions at the pre-trial stage of proceedings will be 
used; 

2. the defendant may fully admit the facts stated in the factual section of the 
indictment, agreeing not to collect evidence in respect thereof. 

Procedure for the preliminary hearing of the parties 
Article 372 

(1) The court shall explain the defendant his/her rights and notify him/her that 
the respective evidence from the pre-trial proceedings and his/her confessions made 
under Article 371, item 2 shall be used in the issuance of the sentence. 

(2) The court shall appoint a defence counsel for the defendant where he/she has 
none. 

(3) In cases under Article 371, item 1 the court shall approve the consent given 
in a ruling, provided the respective investigative actions were taken in pursuance of the 
terms and conditions herein set forth. 

(4) In cases under Article 371, item 2, where it finds that confessions are 
supported by the evidence collected during pre-trial proceedings, the court shall 
announce in a ruling that in issuing the sentence it shall use the confessions without 
collecting evidence of the facts stated out in the factual part of the indictment. 

Effects of the preliminary hearing of the parties 
Article 373 

(1) In cases under Article 372, paragraph (3), during the judicial trial before the 
first instance the witnesses and expert witnesses, to whom the consent approved by the 
court applies, shall not be interrogated and the respective records of interrogation and 
the expert conclusions being read out in pursuance of Article 283. 

(2) (Amended, SG No. 27/2009) In cases under Article 372, Paragraph 4, during 
judicial trial the defendant, the witnesses and expert witnesses shall not be interrogated 
on the facts set out in the factual part of the indictment, and the court, if it issues a 
verdict, shall determine the applicable punishment under the terms of Article 58a 
Criminal Code.  

(3) In cases under Article 372, Paragraph 4, the court in its reasoning for the 
sentence shall consider the circumstances set out in the indictment as established, 
relying on the confessions and the evidence collected during pre-trial in support thereof. 
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Application of the general rules 
Article 374 

The general rules shall apply, insofar as no special rules have been set forth in 
relation to proceedings under this Chapter. 

 
Chapter twenty-eight 

EXEMPTION FROM CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY WITH THE IMPOSITION 
OF AN ADMINISTRATIVE SANCTION  

Proposal of the prosecutor for exemption of the accused party from criminal 
responsibility by imposition of administrative sanction 

Article 375 

(Supplemented, SG No. 110/2020, effective 30.06.2021) Where the prosecutor 
finds out that the grounds under Article 78a of the Criminal Code are at hand, he/she 
shall submit the case-file to the respective first instance court along with a reasoned 
decree, making a proposal to exempt the accused party from criminal responsibility with 
the imposition of an administrative sanction. The decree may be submitted through the 
unified e-justice portal, signed with a qualified electronic signature, and in other cases 
shall be entered in the unified information system of the courts under the procedure of 
Article 360g of the Judicial System Act. 

Scheduling the case for examination 
Article 376 

(1) Where it is found out that the conditions for examination of the case are at 
hand, the court shall schedule it within a month. 

(2) Copies of the decree shall be sent to the accused party who may, within 
seven days after its service, make a response stating therein his objections and making 
new requests. 

(3) In these proceedings no civil claim shall be admitted. 

(4) No private prosecutor shall take part in these cases. 

Termination of court proceedings and return of the case-file to the prosecutor 
 

Article 377 

(1) (Previous text of Article 377, SG No. 42/2015, amended, SG No. 7/2019) 
Where the grounds under Article 78a of the Criminal Code are not at hand, the court 
shall terminate court proceedings and return the case-file to the prosecutor.  

(2) (New, SG No. 42/2015) Orders issued under paragraph 1 may be appealed 
and contested as per the procedures set out in Chapter Twenty-Two. 
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Examination of the case by a first instance court 
Article 378 

(1) The court shall examine the case in single-judge panel sitting at an open 
hearing, to which the prosecutor and the accused shall be summonsed to appear. The 
non-appearance of the parties which have been duly summonsed to appear shall not be 
an obstacle to the examination of the case. 

(2) During the examination of the case the evidence collected in the criminal 
proceedings may be considered and new evidence may be collected. 

(3) The court shall examine the case within the limits of the factual situation 
pointed out in the decree. Where a new factual situation is established by the court, it 
shall terminate court proceedings and return the case to the prosecutor. 

(4) The court shall issue a judgement whereby it may: 

1. exempt the accused party from criminal responsibility and impose an 
administrative sanction thereto; 

2. acquit the accused party; 

3. terminate criminal proceedings in cases provided for by the law. 

(5) The court judgement shall be subject to appeal and protest as provided in 
Chapter twenty-one. 

Application of the provisions of the Administrative Violations and Sanctions Act 
Article 379 

When issuing a judgement in the case, the provisions of Articles 17 - 21 of the 
Administrative Violations and Sanctions Act shall apply as well. 

Re-opening of the case 
Article 380 

(1) The proposal for re-opening of the case under this Chapter shall be made by 
the appellate, respectively the military appellate public prosecutor and shall be 
examined by the appellate, respectively the military appellate court in accordance with 
the procedure and within the time limits specified by the Administrative Violations and 
Sanctions Act. 

(2) Where the proposal is well-founded, the court shall rule on the merits, 
collecting evidence, where necessary. 
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Chapter twenty-nine 
DISPOSING OF THE CASE BY VIRTUE OF AN AGREEMENT  

Agreement to dispose of the case during pre-trial proceedings 
Article 381 

(1) Upon completion of the investigation based on a proposal of the prosecutor 
or of the defence counsel an agreement may be drawn up between them in order to 
dispose of the case. Where the accused party has not authorised a defence counsel, upon 
request of the prosecutor a judge from the respective first instance court shall appoint a 
defence counsel thereto with whom the prosecutor shall negotiate the agreement. 

(2) (Supplemented, SG No. 60/2012, effective 8.09.2012) No agreement shall be 
allowed in respect of serious crimes of intent under Chapter one, Chapter two, section I 
and VIII, Chapter eight, Section IV, Chapter eleven, section V, Chapter twelve, Chapter 
thirteen, sections VI and VII and under Chapter fourteen of the Special Part of the 
Criminal Code. Neither shall an agreement be allowed in respect of crimes resulting in a 
person's death. 

(3) Where property damages have been caused by the crime, the agreement shall 
be admitted after their recovery or securing. 

(4) By virtue of the agreement a sentence may be imposed following the 
provisions of Article 55 Criminal Code, even in the absence of exceptional or numerous 
circumstances attenuating the level of responsibility. 

(5) The agreement shall be drawn up in writing and shall set out consent on the 
following matters: 

1. whether an act has been committed, has it been committed by the accused 
party and has it been culpably committed, whether the act constitutes a crime and what 
its legal qualification is; 

2. what type and amount of punishment shall apply; 

3. (supplemented, SG No. 27/2009, effective 1.06.2009, amended, SG No. 
63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) what initial regime should be set for serving the 
punishment of deprivation of liberty, where the provisions of Article 66 of the Criminal 
Code shall not apply;  

4. who should be entrusted with educational work in the cases of conditional 
sentencing; 

5. what educational measure should be imposed on the underage accused party 
in cases under Article 64, paragraph (1) of the Criminal Code;  

6. how to dispose of the pieces of material evidence, where they are not required 
for the needs of criminal proceedings with respect to other persons or other crimes, and 
who should be charged with the costs of the case. 

(6) The agreement shall be signed by the prosecutor and the defence counsel. 
The accused party shall sign the agreement, provided he/she agrees to it, after a 
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statement that he/she makes a waiver from the examination of the case in court 
following the general procedure. 

(7) Where proceedings are conducted against several persons or for several 
crimes, an agreement may be reached for some of the persons or for some of the crimes. 

(8) (Amended, SG No. 93/2011) Where the accused party has committed several 
crimes by one and the same act, or where one and the same accused party has 
committed several separate crimes, only Article 23 of the Criminal Code shall be 
applied. 

 

Pronouncement on the agreement by the court 
Article 382 

(1) The agreement shall be submitted by the prosecutor to the respective first 
instance court forthwith after it has been drawn up, along with the case-file. 

(2) The court shall schedule the hearing within seven days after receipt thereof 
and shall examine it in a single-judge panel. 

(3) The public prosecutor, the counsel and the accused party shall take part in the 
court hearing. 

(4) The court shall ask the accused party whether he/she understands the 
charges, whether he/she pleads guilty, whether he/she understands the effects of the 
agreement, agrees to them and has voluntarily signed the agreement. 

(5) The court may propose changes in the agreement which shall be discussed 
with the prosecutor and the defence counsel. The last to hear shall be the accused party. 

(6) In the record of the court the content of the final agreement shall be noted, 
which shall be signed by the prosecutor, the defence counsel and the accused party. 

(7) The court shall approve the agreement where it is not contrary to the law or 
the morals. 

(8) If the court does not approve the agreement, it shall return the case-file to the 
prosecutor. In this case confessions of the accused party made in accordance with the 
procedure under paragraph (4) shall not be treated as evidence. 

(9) The ruling of the court shall be final. 

(10) The victim or his/her heirs shall be notified of the ruling under Paragraph 7 
with the instruction that they can file a civil claim for immaterial damages before a civil 
court. 

Effects criminal proceedings disposed of by agreement 
Article 383 

(1) The agreement to dispose of criminal proceedings as approved by the court 
shall have the effects of a sentence entered into force. 
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(2) (New, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) The court shall determine an 
overall punishment on the grounds of Articles 25 and 27 of the Criminal Code and shall 
make a pronouncement on the application of Article 53 of the Criminal Code in 
accordance with the procedure established by Article 306, Paragraph (1), Item 1 herein. 

(3) (Renumbered from Paragraph (2), SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) 
Where the agreement is for an offence committed under the conditions of Article 68, 
Paragraph (1) of the Criminal Code, the court shall also make pronouncement with 
regard to the service of the punishment deferred under Article 306, Paragraph (1), Item 
3.  

(4) (Renumbered from Paragraph (3), SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) 
Where the agreement is for an offence committed under the conditions of Article 68, 
Paragraph (2) of the Criminal Code, the deferred punishment shall not be served. 

Agreement to dispose of the case during court proceedings 
Article 384 

(1) Under the conditions and procedure of this Chapter, the first instance court 
may approve an agreement to dispose of the case reached after institution of court 
proceedings, but prior to completion of the judicial trial. 

(2) The court shall appoint a defence counsel to the defendant, where the 
defendant himself has not authorized one. 

(3) In this case the agreement shall be approved only after all parties give their 
consent. 

Pronouncement on the agreement reached with any of the defendants or with 
regard to any of the crimes 

Article 384a 

(New, SG No. 63/2017, effective 5.11.2017) (1) Where after the initiation of the 
judicial proceedings but before the completion of the judicial trial agreement is reached 
with any of the defendants or with regard to any of the crimes, the court shall adjourn 
the examination of the case.  

(2) Within seven days, a different court panel shall make a pronouncement on 
the agreement reached.  

(3) The court panel under Paragraph (1) shall resume the examination of the case 
after a pronouncement on the agreement. 
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II. Criminal Code 

Publication State Gazette No. 26/02.04.1968, in force as of 01.05.1968, Last 
Amendment - SG No. 9/02.02.2021, in force as of 06.02.2021 

 

i. Entailing non-punishment 

 

GENERAL PART 

Chapter Four PUNISHMENT 

Section I General Provisions  

Article 37  

(1) Punishments shall be:  

1) (New, SG No. 50/1995) life imprisonment;  

1a) (Renumbered from Item 1 - SG No. 50/1995) deprivation of liberty;  

2) (New, SG No. 92/2002 - effective 1.01.2005, with respect to the punishment 
of probation - amended SG No. 26/2004, effective 1.01.2004) probation;  

2a) (Renumbered fro Item 2 - SG No. 92/2002, repealed, SG No. 103/2004);  

3) confiscation of existing property;  

4) a fine;  

5) (Repealed, SG No. 92/2002);  

6) deprivation of the right to hold a certain state or public office;  

7) deprivation of the right to exercise a certain vocation or activity;  

8) (Repealed, SG No. 92/2002);  

9) deprivation of the right to receive orders, honorary titles and distinctions;  

10) deprivation of military rank;  

11) public censure.  

(2) (Amended, SG No. 153/1998) For the gravest crimes which endanger the 
foundations of the Republic, as well as for other particularly dangerous deliberate 
crimes, life imprisonment without substitution shall be provided as provisional and 
exceptional measure.  
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Chapter Five METING OUT OF PUNISHMENTS 

Article 58a  

(Last amendment, SG No. 26 /2010)  

(1) When enacting a conviction in the cases under Article 373, (2) of the 
Criminal Procedure Code, the court determines the sentence of imprisonment, guided by 
the provisions of the General Part of this Code and such reduces the sentence at a third.  

(2) In cases under Article 57, (1), where the court determines as the most 
appropriate the type of verdict life imprisonment without replacement, does not enact it 
and the verdict life imprisonment replaces with imprisonment from twenty to thirty 
years.  

(3) Court determines the extent of the sentence of imprisonment within the 
lowest minimum and within the highest maximum the sentence of imprisonment under 
paragraph (2) and the sentence of imprisonment provided for in the Special Part of this 
Code.  

(4) In cases where the conditions under paragraph (1) to (3) and the conditions 
under Article 55 are evident, the court applies only Article 55, if it is more favorable to 
the offender.  

(5) The rules under paragraph (1)-(4) do not apply to the provided under the 
Special Part of this Code penalties under Article 37, (1), pt 2-11.  

 

Chapter Eight: RELEASE FROM PENAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Section IV: Release from Penal Responsibility with Imposing of 
Administrative Punishment  

Article 78a 

(Last Amendment - SG No. 54/2017) 

(1) (Last amendment, SG No. 26/2009) A person of full legal age shall be 
released from penal responsibility by the court, whereas the punishment imposed on 
him shall be a fine from BGN 1,000 to BGN 5,000 where the following conditions are 
concurrently available:  

a) (amended, SG No. 86/2005) for such crime punishment by deprivation of 
liberty for up to three years or another milder punishment is provided, if committed 
intentionally, or deprivation of liberty for up to five years or another milder punishment, 
if committed through negligence;  

b) the perpetrator has not been sentenced for a common crime and has not been 
previously released from penal responsibility pursuant to this Section; and  

c) the damages to property, which have been caused by the crime, have been 
restored.  
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(2) (Repealed, SG No. 21/2000).  

(3) (Repeal, SG No. 21/2000).  

(4) The court, which imposes a fine under paragraph (1), may also impose 
administrative punishment by deprivation of the right to practice a certain vocation or 
activity for up to three years, if deprivation of such right has been provided for the 
respective crime.  

(5) Where for the crime committed a fine only, or a fine and another milder 
punishment have been provided, the administrative punishment may not exceed the 
amount of such fine.  

(6) (New, SG No. 26/2010) Where there are evident grounds under paragraph 
(1) and the offense is committed by a minor, the court releases him from criminal 
responsibility, by imposing an administrative penalty public censure or an educational 
measure. The court may impose an administrative penalty a deprivation of the right to 
exercise a profession or business for up to three years if the deprivation of such right is 
provided for the offense.  

(7) (Last Amendment - SG No. 54/2017) Paragraphs 1-6 are not applied in the 
cases when the injury that is caused is great bodily harm or death, in the cases when the 
doer has been under the influence of alcohol or after use of narcotic drugs or their 
analogues, when the doer has a multitude of previous crimes and when the crime is 
committed against a government body or on account of discharging his official duties.  

 

SPECIAL PART 

Chapter Seven: CRIMES AGAINST THE FINANCIAL, TAX AND 
INSURANCE SYSTEMS 

Article 254a  

(New, SG No. 51/2000) 

(1) (Supplemented, SG No. 75/2005) An official, who in violation of a budget 
act or bylaw on its implementation, makes use of budgetary funds or funds with special 
allocation for purposes other than the ones for which the funds had been allocated, shall 
be punished by deprivation of liberty for up to three years or probation, as well as by 
deprivation of rights under Article 37, paragraph (1), item 6.  

(2) If harmful consequences are caused to the state or municipality as a result of 
the act under paragraph (1) the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty for up to three 
years or deprivation of rights under Article 37, paragraph (1), item 6.  

(3) (Repealed, SG No. 75/2006).  

(4) (Amended, SG No. 75/2006) In the cases under Paragraphs (1), the 
perpetrator shall not be punished if the unlawful transaction or disposal is revoked and 
the funds unlawfully expended are fully recovered prior to the completion of the judicial 
inquiry by the court of first instance. This provision shall not apply for a second time. 
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ii. Entailing reduced punishment 

 
Chapter Six: CRIMES AGAINST THE ECONOMY 

Section III Embezzlements 

Article 205  

(1) If the embezzled money, objects or valuables are returned or replaced prior 
to the conclusion of the judicial inquiry at the first instance court, the punishment shall 
be:  

1. (Amended, SG No. 28/1982) in the cases under Article 201 - deprivation of 
liberty for up to five years;  

2. (Amended, SG No. 28/1982) in the cases under Article 202, paragraph (1) - 
deprivation of liberty for one to seven years;  

3. in the cases of Article 202, paragraph (2) - deprivation of liberty for three to 
ten years;  

4. (Amended, SG No. 28/1982, SG No. 89/1986) in the cases of Article 203 - 
deprivation of liberty from eight to twenty years;  

5. (Amended, SG No. 28/1982, SG No. 10/1993) in the cases of Article 204, 
letter "a" - probation or a fine from BGN one hundred to three hundred Bulgarian Leva;  

6. in the cases of Article 204, letter "b" - deprivation of liberty for up to six 
months or probation.  

(2) (Supplemented, SG No. 28/1928) In the cases of sub-paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of 
the preceding paragraph the court shall also rule deprivation of rights under Article 37 
(1), sub- paragraphs 6 and 7, and in the cases of sub-paragraph 3 may rule confiscation 
of up to one half of the property of the culprit, and in the cases under sub-paragraph 4 it 
shall rule confiscation of part or the whole of the property. 

 

Section IV Deceit 

Article 212b  

(New, SG No. 28/1982, renumbered from Article 212a, SG No. 92/2002) 

(1) If the obtained property under Article 212 is returned or replaced prior to the 
termination of the judicial inquiry at the first instance court, the punishment shall be:  

1. under paragraphs (1) and (2) - deprivation of liberty for up to five years;  

2. under paragraph (3) - deprivation of liberty for two to eight years;  
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3. (supplemented, SG No. 75/2006) under Paragraphs (4) and (5) - deprivation of 
liberty for five to fifteen years;  

4. (amended, SG No. 10/1993, No. 75/2006) under paragraph (6) - probation or a 
fine from BGN one hundred to three hundred. 

(2) In the cases under sub-paragraph 2 of the preceding paragraph, the court may 
rule confiscation of up to one half of the property of the culprit and may deprive him of 
rights under Article 37 (1), sub-paragraphs 6 and 7, and under sub-paragraph 3 it shall 
rule confiscation of part or of the whole property of the culprit and shall deprive him of 
rights under Article 37 (1), sub-paragraphs 6 and 7. 

 

Chapter Seven CRIMES AGAINST THE FINANCIAL, TAX AND 
INSURANCE SYSTEMS 

Article 255  

(Last amendment, SG No. 26/2010) 

(1) A person who avoids the assessment or payment of large-scale tax 
obligations by:  

1. failing to file a tax return;  

2. confirming a lie or withholding the truth in a statement filed by him/her;  

3. failing to issue an invoice or another accounting document;  

4. destroying, concealing or failing to store accounting documents or registries 
within the statutory timelines;  

5. carrying out or allowing accounting to be carried out in violation of 
accounting legislation requirements;  

6. compiling or making use of a document with untrue content, a false or 
counterfeited document in economic operations, in accounting or in providing 
information to revenue authorities or public enforcement agents;  

7. (Last amendment, SG No. 26/2010) obtaining undue input tax,  

shall be punished by deprivation of liberty from one to six years or a fine of up 
to BGN 2,0000.  

(2) (Last amendment, SG No. 12/2009 in force as of 01.05.2009) On occasion 
that the act under para.1 has been committed with the participation of a border police, 
customs administration or the National Revenue Agency official or with the 
participation of an authorized auditor, the punishment is imprisonment for a term from 
two to six years, a fine amounting to up to five thousand BGN and deprivation of rights 
under art.37, para.1, section6 and 7.  
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(3) Where particularly large-scale tax obligations are at stake, the punishment 
shall be deprivation of liberty from three to eight years and confiscation of a part or the 
whole property of the guilty person.  

(4) If the undeclared and unpaid tax obligation together with the interest due is 
paid to the budget prior to completion of the judicial inquiry at the court of first 
instance, the punishment under paras 1 and 2 shall be deprivation of liberty of up to two 
years and a fine of up to BGN 500, and under para 3 - deprivation of liberty of up to 
three years and a fine of up to BGN 1,000. 

 

Article 255a  

(New, SG No. 75/2006) 

(1) Anyone avoiding the assessment or payment of large-scale tax obligations 
through the transformation of a commercial company or another legal entity, through a 
transaction involving a business, or related parties, within the meaning of the Tax and 
Social Security Procedure Code, shall be punished by deprivation of liberty from one to 
six years and a fine of up to BGN 10,000.  

(2) Where particularly large-scale tax obligations are at stake, the punishment 
shall be deprivation of liberty from three to eight years and confiscation of a part or the 
whole property of the guilty person.  

(3) Where, until completion of judicial inquiry at the first-instance court, 
undeclared or unpaid tax obligations are paid into the budget together with the interest 
due, the punishment shall be deprivation of liberty of up to three years and a fine of up 
to BGN 1,000. 

 

Chapter Nine CRIMES RELATED TO DOCUMENTS  

Article 308  

(Last Amendment - SG No. 101/2017) 

(1) A person who draws up a false official document or alters the contents of an 
official document for the purpose of using it, shall be punished for forgery of a 
document by deprivation of liberty for up to three years. 

(2) (Last amendment, SG No. 27/2009) When the object of crime under para.1 
are heir’s certificates or civil status certificates, notarial acts or notarial certifications, 
Bulgarian or foreign identification papers, completed level of education certificates or 
certificates of obtained professional qualification, driving licences, vehicle registration 
certificates, visa stickers, other documents which certify the transfer or establishment of 
title or other real right, legal capacity, personal or registration data, the punishment 
which is imposed is imprisonment for a term of up to eight years. 

(3) (Last Amendment – SG No. 33/2011 in force as of 27.05.2011) The penalty 
shall be deprivation of liberty for up to ten years when:  
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1. (Last Amendment - SG No. 101/2017) the act under Par. 1 is aimed at 
facilitating the committing of a crime under Art. 108a, Par. 1, 2, 6 or 7;  

2. the act under Par. 2 is aimed at deriving financial benefit.  

(4) (New, SG No. 28/1982, renumbered from Paragraph 2, amended, SG No. 
26/2004) In minor cases the punishment shall be:  

1. under paragraph 1 - deprivation of liberty of up to six months or probation;  

2. under paragraph 2 - deprivation of liberty of up to two years;  

3. under paragraph 3 - deprivation of liberty of up to three years.  

(5) (New, SG No. 26/2004) Preparations toward a crime under paragraph 1 shall 
be punishable by deprivation of liberty of up to one year. Preparations toward crimes 
under paras 2 and 3 or the association to the purpose of committing one of the crimes 
thereunder envisaged shall be punishable by deprivation of liberty of up to six years.  

(6) (New, SG No. 26/2004) The member of an association who, prior to the 
completion of a false official document or of counterfeiting the content of an official 
document (where the association has been formed to this goal) or before the circulation 
of false or counterfeited documents (where the association has been formed to this 
goal), renounces the respective act and informs the authorities thereof, shall not be 
punished.  

(7) (New, SG No. 26/2004) The one who prepares, holds or conceals objects, 
materials or tools, which he knows or may assume are intended or have served for the 
compilation or counterfeit of a document under paras 2 and 3, shall be punishable by 
deprivation of liberty of up to six years. 
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Introductory remarks 

Two introductory remarks are in order with respect to Cypriot law and overall stance 

with respect to financial crime in particular: 

First, Cyprus features a quite interesting amalgam of legal norms. On the one hand, it 

subscribes to the common law tradition, owing to the fact that it used to be a British colony.1 

The British gradually turned Cyprus into a common law system: initially, Ottoman courts 

were replaced with courts composed of British judges, and British procedural law was 

established, applicable alongside Ottoman substantive law.2 Following the formal declaration 

of Cyprus as a colony of the British crown, introduction of substantive common law rules was 

accelerated, a process culminating in Statute No. 38/1935, which asserted the applicability of 

1 Historically, Cyprus was under Ottoman rule for slightly over three centuries, namely between 1571-
1878. Subsequent thereto, Cyprus was ceded by the Ottoman Empire to Great Britain, which retained 
control over the island until the independence of Cyprus in 1960. 
2 E Vasilakakis and S Papasavvas, Elements of Cypriot Law (Sakkoulas Pub. 2002) 27 et seq. 
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common law as the norm, unless an exception was explicitly provided for.3 With respect to 

civil and – most importantly in relation to this Report – criminal law matters, statutory law is 

codified in the so-called “Chapters”,4 amended (or supplemented by) Laws enacted following 

the period of colonialism.5 Given that traditional fields of the law are still – to this day – 

based on British rules dating back to the colonial era, one might attribute the ‘conservatism’ 

of the Cypriot legal system to such underpinnings.6 The admission of Cyprus to the European 

Union was naturally followed by the introduction of EU norms, which have tended to 

‘modernize’ the Cypriot legal system (albeit in a gradual manner). Adding to the picture, 

Courts frequently rely on the law of Equity, as traditionally applied by English Courts; in 

point of fact, judicial decisions frequently rely on older case-law by the House of Lords. With 

respect to the hierarchy of sources of law, the traditional view placed the Constitution at the 

top,7 followed by international treaties (on the condition of reciprocity),8 Laws as described 

above (whether codified in Chapters or not),9 common law and principles of equity,10 and, 

lastly, Regulatory Acts, which are administrative in nature.11 Following the decision of the 

European Court of Human Rights in Aziz v. Cyprus,12 which found that constitutional 

provisions may not sidestep international obligations, the Fifth Amendment13 to the 

Constitution of Cyprus introduced Article 1bis, according to which no provision in the 

Constitution may be regarded as detracting from EU law. Likewise, Article 179 of the 

Constitution was amended, to the effect of precluding the enactment of any statutory piece of 

3 The British generally avoided a ‘blanket’ application of their law to their colonies; one of the reasons 
was their desire to respect, to the extent possible, local customs and traditions [E Vasilakakis and S 
Papasavvas cit. 31.  
4 These remained in force after independence pursuant to Article 188 of the Constitution. Examples 
would include, inter alia, the Criminal Code (“Statute concerning the Criminal Code) [Chapter 154] and 
the Code of Criminal Procedure (“Statute concerning Criminal Procedure”) [Chapter 155]. 
5 Some of these statutory texts have been inspired by rules already applicable in other British colonies, as 
e.g. the Law on Contracts [Chapter 149], which was based on the 1872 Indian Contract Act. 
6 C Clerides, The Cypriot Legal System (Nomiki Vivliothiki Pub. 2017) 57. 
7 See article 179(1) of the Constitution of Cyprus.  
8 See article 169 of the Constitution of Cyprus. 
9 These comprise ‘primary law’ [see article 29(b) of Statute No. 14/60]. 
10 See article 29(9) of Statute No. 14/60. 
11 These form part of the so-called ‘secondary law’. 
12 App. No. 69949/01, [2004] ECHR 271 (decision of 22.6.2004). 
13 Statute No. 127(I)/2006. 
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legislation contradicting or disregarding the obligations arising from the Republic’s 

membership in the European Union. 

Second, the position of Cyprus vis-à-vis financial crime (including – but not limited to 

– offenses against the financial interests of the European Union) has largely been shaped by 

the financial crisis which afflicted the country (especially its banking sector) starting about 

ten years ago.14 This particular crisis featured certain idiosyncratic elements, owing to the 

particular structure of Cyprus’ economy, and culminated in severe terms and measures 

imposed by the European Central Bank in exchange for a stabilization program.15 Cyprus 

became a member-State of the European Union in 2004, at a time when its economy was 

growing at a faster pace than the EU (and the Eurozone) average, and entered the Eurozone in 

2008, at a time when the Cypriot pound was stronger than the euro.16 At that point in time, 

deposits in euro by non-residents (which had been treated in the vein of foreign currency, 

thereby being subject to high liquidity requirements by the Central Bank of Cyprus) were 

reclassified as deposits in domestic currency, thus being subject to the considerably lower 

liquidity requirement applicable to local residents.17 At the same time, Cyprus enhanced its 

role as an Offshore Financial Center (OFC),18 maintaining a competitive tax rate in an effort 

to attract foreign capital.19 Following the financial crisis, the  need for several billion euros to 

salvage a bloated banking sector, combined with widespread suspicion about money 

laundering activities facilitated by the Cypriot banking sector, led to a ‘punitive’ rescue deal, 

which notably included a ‘bail-in’, causing to loss of deposits and an ensuing societal 

14 S Brown, D Demetriou and P Theodossiou, ‘Banking Crisis in Cyprus: Causes, Consequences and 
Recent Developments’, (2018) Multinational Finance Journal 63. 
15 ‘The Cyprus Eurocrisis: the beginning of the end of the Eurozone?’, 25 March 2013, available online 
at: https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/cyprus-eurocrisis-beginning-of-end-of-eurozone/ [last visited on 
20 April 2022]. 
16 A Orphanides and G Syrichas, The Cyprus Economy: Historical Review, Prospects, Challenges 
(Central Bank of Cyprus 2012) 28. 
17 M Clerides and C Stephanou, ‘The Financial Crisis and the Banking System in Cyprus’ (2009) Cyprus 
Economic Policy Review 39. 
18 See generally Y Naziris, The criminal use of offshore companies by State officials (Nomiki Vivliothiki 
Pub. 2017) esp. 21 et seq. 
19 Criticism was waged especially in relation to the amount of capital drawn to the Cypriot banking 
system from Russia: see S Ledyaeva, P Karhunen and J Whalley, ‘Cyprus, corruption, money laundering 
and Russian round-trip investment’, VOX, available online at: https://voxeu.org/article/russian-cyprus-
round-tripping-corruption-linked-money-laundering [last visited on 20 April, 2022]; also see S Ledyaeva, 
P Karhunen and J Whalley, ‘Offshore jurisdictions (including Cyprus), corruption money laundering and 
Russian round-trip investment’, (2013) NBER Working Paper 19019. 
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upheaval.20 The quick stabilization of the financial system eased concerns up to a certain 

extent; however, subsequent developments (both from an economic and from a legal 

perspective) draw on the aforementioned bitter experience, which Cypriots want to leave 

behind. 

 

1. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal 
system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the domestic 
level 

Cypriot substantive criminal law in relation to offenses against the financial interests 

of the European Union has recently been amended, following Directive (EU) 2017/1371 of 

the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 July 2017 on the fight against fraud to the 

Union’s financial interests by means of criminal law.21 This section will provide an overview 

of the pertinent offenses, as delineated under the new Statute, which transposed the 

aforementioned Directive, and will be discussed parallel to pertinent provisions of the 

Criminal Code. Before that, it will be of use to present certain features of Cypriot 

(substantive) criminal law. 

 1.1. Substantive criminal law in Cyprus 

To a large extent, substantive criminal law in Cyprus – just like most fields of the law 

– was shaped by the British colonial period. The British administration established a very 

strict policy, significantly broadening the scope of proscribed criminal offenses, as well as 

harshening criminal sanctions22 compared to the preexisting regime.23 Such crime policy was 

enshrined in the 1929 Criminal Code, which was arguably the toughest piece of legislation 

applied on the island. Subsequent riots against British rule led to the introduction of additional 

20 M Anastasiou, ‘The Financial Crisis of Cyprus’, available online at: 
https://www.anastasioulaw.com/the-financial-crisis-of-cyprus/ [last visited on 20 April 2022]. 
21 OJ L 198, 28.7.2017, 29–41. 
22 Criminal sanctions varied, including flagellation, exile (usually to Malta), forced labor, etc. See A 
Kapardis, Society, Crime and Criminal Justice in Cyprus: 1878-1900 (Ant. N. Sakkoulas Pub. 2001) 47 et 
seq., E Vasilakakis and S Papasavvas cit. 27 et seq. 
23 The preexisting regime was based on Islamic law, combined with local traditions. Due to rampant 
corruption and a decaying penitentiary system, a Criminal Code had been enacted in 1850, during the so-
called ‘tanzimat’ (reform) period. Such Criminal Code applied up until its replacement by the colonial 
Criminal Code in 1928. 
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harsh provisions specifically designed to curb opposition to the colonial administration.24 At 

the same time, the British put in place a quire repressive police State; the police 

administration was modelled after the Royal Irish Constabulary, i.e. it was run by army 

officers, it was heavily armed, and it was generally organized based on military principles, 

maximizing the ability to exert social control, to suppress and prevent crime.25 By creating 

‘distance’ between enforcement authorities and the local populace, effort was made to keep 

tight reins on the colony, as well as prevent corruption; the latter goal was never achieved, 

while the overall policies enforced in the colonial era were both premised (and nurtured) 

segregation along racial lines.26 

Modern (substantive) criminal law in Cyprus has, of course, progressed so as to 

embrace fundamental principles underlying liberal criminal justice systems.27 These include,28 

inter alia, the principle of legality;29 the principle of ne bis in idem;30 and the principle of 

proportionality.31 Alongside these principles, article 3 of the Criminal Code contains a 

‘general interpretative clause’, according to which: “The present Code shall be interpreted in 

accordance with the principles of legal interpretation prevailing in England; at the same time, 

the terms employed in it shall be understood to denote the content as construed under English 

criminal law and shall be interpreted accordingly, inasmuch as such interpretation does not 

contravene the letter of the law and no provision exists to the contrary”. This clause is 

noteworthy, as it functions in such a manner so as to admit rules and principles of English 

criminal law into Cypriot criminal law and practice. 

 

24 These provisions were enacted as of 1931. 
25 C Papacharalambous, Cyprus Criminal Law: General Part (2nd ed. Nomiki Vivliothiki Pub. 2021) 54. 
26 A Kapardis cit. 143 et seq. 
27 C Papacharalambous cit. 55 et seq. 
28 Needless to say, these principles are not only enshrined in the Constitution but also derive from 
international instruments which are binding to the Republic (such as the EU Charter of Fundamental 
Rights, the European Convention on Human Rights, and the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights). 
29 Article 12(1) of the Constitution. 
30 Article 12(2) of the Constitution. 
31 Article 12(3) of the Constitution. 
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 1.2. PIF offenses under Cypriot law until 2020 

As already mentioned, Cyprus became a member State of the European Union in 

2004, incorporating a number of EU-related norms around that time. In this overall context, 

Cyprus ratified the PFI Convention (along with its Protocols) by virtue of Statute No. 37(III) 

of 2003.32 Article 5 of the said Statute proscribed financial offenses as dictated by the 

Convention, including presentation of false statements to the effect of obtaining funds and the 

misuse of lawfully acquired funds, in relation to either revenues or expenditures of the (then) 

European Communities.33 The penalty threatened was imprisonment of three years or a 

pecuniary penalty (which could be applied cumulatively, depending on the particular features 

of each case). Aggravated and mitigated forms of these offenses (based on the damage 

incurred) were proscribed in article 5 sections 3 and 4, respectively. In addition, the Statute 

provided for criminal liability of the heads of businesses,34 provided a culpable omission 

could be attributed to them,35 as well as liability of legal persons.36 Last but not least, the 

Statute specifically identified the offenses proscribed therein as predicate offenses for the 

purposes of the legislation (then in force) concerning money laundering and the confiscation 

of the proceeds of crime37. 

 

 1.3. PIF offenses under Cypriot law as of 2020 

The new Statute on financial offenses against the European Union, was enacted in 

2020,38 incorporating Directive (EU) 2017/1371 of the European Parliament and of the 

Council of 5 July 2017 on the fight against fraud to the Union’s financial interests by means 

of criminal law.39 The said Statute proscribes the bulk of offenses affecting the Union’s 

32 No. 3758, 3.10.2003. 
33 Article 5 section 1 of the Statute proscribed offenses in relation to expenditures, while section 2 
proscribed offenses in relation to revenue. 
34 In accordance with article 3 of the PFI Convention. 
35 Article 8 of the Statute. 
36 Articles 9 and 10 of the Statute. 
37 Article 12 of the Statute. 
38 Statute No. 69(Ι)/2020, “Statute of 2020 concerning the Fight, by means of Criminal Law, against 
Fraud to the European Union’s Financial Interests” [Official Gazette, Sec. Ι(Ι) / No. 4762, 16.6.2020]. 
39 OJ L 198, 28.7.2017, 29–41. 
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budget, and also regulates certain issues pertaining to the general part of criminal law, as well 

as to the interplay between criminal law and administrative law. The Statute entered into force 

on 16 June 2020, abolishing Statute No. 37(III) of 2003.40 It should be noted that the Statute 

defines the EU’s financial interests by in effect tagging Directive (EU) 2017/1371,41 in the 

following words: ‘financial interests of the European Union’ should be understood as 

meaning all revenues, expenditure and assets covered by, acquired through, or due to either 

the Union budget or the budgets of the Union institutions, bodies, offices and agencies 

established pursuant to the Treaties or budgets directly or indirectly managed and monitored 

by them.42 

 One might discern the following categories: 

I. Fraud against the financial interests of the EU (not in relation to VAT) 

The Criminal Code of Cyprus contains detailed provisions concerning fraudulent types 

of conduct (in various forms) under articles 297 et seq., all of which are listed43 after a general 

definition of the notion of ‘fraudulent statement’.44 With respect to the financial interests of 

the European Union, in particular, Statute No. 69(I)/2020 classifies fraudulent conduct in four 

categories under article 4, pursuant to the classification of Directive (EU) 2017/1371.45 

Specifically: 

- The first category comprises fraud in respect of expenses unrelated to 

procurement. The underlying conduct may consist either in an act or an omission, committed 

with intent and related to: (i) the use or presentation of false, incorrect or incomplete 

statements or documents, to the effect of misappropriating or wrongfully retaining funds or 

assets derived from the EU’s budget or budgets managed by the EU or on its behalf; (ii) the 

40 See article 14. 
41 See article 2(1)(a) of the Directive. 
42 See article 2(h) of Statute No. 69(I)/2020. 
43 Among the offenses proscribed are: standard fraud [article 300 CC]; acquiring goods with false 
statements [article 298 CC]; ‘pyramid’ schemes [article 300bis CC]; obtaining credit with false 
statements [article 301 CC], etc. 
44 Under article 297 CC, a ‘fraudulent statement’ should be understood as any presentation of fact, past or 
present, orally, in written or implied by overall conduct, consisting in falsehoods conveyed in the 
perpetrator’s knowledge. 
45 See article 2(1)(a) of the Directive. 
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failure to disclose crucial information in breach of a concrete obligation, to the same effect as 

above; (iii) the misapplication of such funds or assets for a purpose different than the one for 

which they were originally granted. 

- The second category comprises fraud in respect of procurement-related 

expenses, at least46 when committed in order to make an unlawful gain for the perpetrator or 

another by causing a loss to the Union’s financial interests. The underlying conduct may 

consist either in an act or an omission, committed with intent and related to: (i) the use or 

presentation of false, incorrect or incomplete statements or documents, to the effect of 

misappropriating or wrongfully retaining funds or assets derived from the EU’s budget or 

budgets managed by the EU or on its behalf; (ii) the failure to disclose crucial information in 

breach of a concrete obligation, to the same effect as above; (iii) the misapplication of such 

funds or assets for a purpose different than the one for which they were originally granted, in 

a manner which causes damage to the Union’s financial interests. 

- The third category comprises fraud in respect of revenue other than revenue 

arising from VAT own resources.47 The underlying conduct may consist either in an act or an 

omission, committed with intent and related to: (i) the use or presentation of false, incorrect or 

incomplete statements or documents, to the effect of illegally diminishing the resources of the 

Union’s budget or budgets managed by the Union, or on its behalf; (ii) the failure to disclose 

crucial information in breach of a concrete obligation, to the same effect as above; or (iii) the 

misapplication of a legally obtained benefit, to the same effect as above. 

The bulk of the aforementioned types of conduct would have been covered under the 

general provisions proscribing fraudulent acts in the Criminal Code. Under the present 

configuration, the particular provisions of Statute No. 69(I)/2020 shall prevail, leading to the 

penalties envisaged therein48. 

 

46 As becomes apparent, the Statute has not just transposed but virtually copied the Directive, in a manner 
that is not necessarily apposite to a piece of domestic legislation. For instance, the use of the term ‘at 
least’ in the text of the Directive denotes a minimum extent of the offense to be proscribed; yet in the 
context of a national Statute, it creates the impression that this is the minimum extent of the conduct 
covered, as opposed to a necessary element of the proscribed offense. 
47 As will be discussed infra. 
48 On which see infra. 
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II. Fraudulent schemes connected with VAT 

VAT-related fraud is proscribed under article 4(d) of Statute No. 69(I)/2020, listed in 

the same order found Under article 2(1) of Directive (EU) 2017/1371. According to the said 

provision, fraud affecting the financial interests of the European Union, in respect of revenue 

arising from VAT own resources, may consist in any act or omission committed in cross-

border fraudulent schemes in relation to: (i) the use or presentation of false, incorrect or 

incomplete VAT-related statements or documents, to the effect of diminishing the resources 

of the Union’s budget; (ii) failure to disclose VAT-related information in breach of a specific 

obligation, to the same effect; or (iii) the presentation of correct VAT-related statements for 

the purposes of fraudulently disguising the non-payment or wrongful creation of rights to 

VAT refunds. Furthermore, the national Statute faithfully incorporates the provision 

contained in article 2(2) of the Directive, setting a ‘gravity’ threshold for the ‘activation’ of 

article 4(d). In particular, it is provided that, when it comes to revenue arising from VAT own 

resources, the Statute shall only apply to serious cases featuring offenses against the common 

VAT system. An offense against the common VAT system shall be construed as ‘serious’, 

within the above meaning, where the intentional acts or omissions described above are linked 

to the territory of two or more EU member States and entail total losses of at least 10,000,000 

euros. The Cypriot Statute confined itself to merely repeating the elements delineated in the 

Directive, and no additional threshold criteria have been introduced (as, for instance, the 

existence of an ‘organized’ scheme). In any event, the clause of article 3(2) of the Statute 

serves to draw a line separating serious cases of cross-border, VAT-related fraud from purely 

domestic cases of tax evasion / tax fraud, remaining within the ambit of ‘ordinary’ tax 

statutory provisions. 

III. Misappropriation of funds (and documents) by a public official 

The offense of embezzlement poses an interesting issue, starting with the very use of 

terms in the Greek language. Although Greek criminal law proscribes embezzlement under 

the term “ypexairesi”, which is distinguishable from theft (“klopi”), Cypriot criminal law 

classifies the bulk of embezzlement cases under the term “klopi”, along the lines of other 

common law jurisdictions.49 The term “ypexairesi”, on the other hand, is employed in the 

Cypriot Criminal Code to denote the offense of misappropriation of documents (as opposed to 

49 Sometimes both types of conduct are placed under the English term “larceny”. 
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misappropriation of funds). It is in this latter sense that article 135 section 2 of the Criminal 

Code proscribes the offense of misappropriation (or unlawful replication) of documents by a 

public official.50 This offense is a misdemeanor, carrying a sentence of imprisonment of up to 

one year or a pecuniary penalty.51 In relation to offenses affecting the EU’s financial interests, 

article 5(2) of Statute No. 69(I)/2020 provides that “regardless of the provision of article 135 

section 2 of the Criminal Code, any public official who intentionally misappropriates, is 

guilty of a criminal offense” [meaning a criminal offense under the Statute]. The reference to 

article 135 section 2 of the Criminal Code indicates that the provision alludes to 

misappropriation of documents by a public official; this would make some sense (to a certain 

extent), given that the penalties threatened under Statute No. 69(I)/2020 are significantly 

harsher compared to that threatened against the aforementioned misdemeanor. On the other 

hand, a systematic interpretation of article 5(2) of the Statute52 would indicate that the 

provision was meant to transpose article 4(3) of Directive (EU) 2017/1371, which explicitly 

alludes to misappropriation of funds.53 Yet interpreting article 5(2) of the Statute in such a 

manner as to also cover misappropriation of funds by a public official (i.e. embezzlement of 

sorts) would lead to an oxymoron, taking into account the provisions of the Criminal Code 

concerning offenses against property. As previously mentioned, cases of embezzlement would 

be classified as “klopi” under Cypriot criminal law;54 in point of fact, article 267 proscribes an 

aggravated form of “klopi” (including misappropriation) committed by a public official55 

against State property or other property placed in the trust of the public official on account of 

50 The provision is placed alongside other offenses against State secrets. 
51 Depending on the case, these two sentences may be applied cumulatively. 
52 Article 5(1) of the Statute, as will be shown in the following subsection, covers active and passive 
bribery, transposing article 4(2) of the Directive. 
53 According to article 4(3) of the Directive: “Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure 
that misappropriation, when committed intentionally, constitutes a criminal offence. For the purposes of 
this Directive, ‘misappropriation’ means the action of a public official who is directly or indirectly 
entrusted with the management of funds or assets to commit or disburse funds or appropriate or use assets 
contrary to the purpose for which they were intended in any way which damages the Union's financial 
interests”. 
54 See article 255(1) CC, which alludes to both taking an object from another’s possession and 
misappropriating property placed in one’s trust while belonging to another. 
55 The term ‘public official’, as used in the Cypriot Criminal Code, is defined rather broadly under article 
4 CC, covering an extended array of public services. This same provision is cited by article 2(e) of Statute 
No. 69(I)/2020, defining ‘State (national) official’, ensuring uniformity in terms of the subject of the 
proscribed types of conduct. More broadly, ‘public official’ is defined in article 2(b) of the Statute as 
either (a) a Union official or a national official of a member State or a third State or (b) any other person 
entrusted with and exercising official duties, including the management of the Union’s financial interests 
in a member State or in a third State or decision-making related to those interests. 
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his/her service; such aggravated form is a felony, carrying a penalty of fourteen years, which 

exceeds the penalty threatened under Statute No. 69(I)/2020. It becomes palpable that 

punishing embezzlement against the EU by means of article 5(2) of this latter Statute would 

not only be paradoxical but would also disregard the principle of assimilation56. 

IV. Active and passive bribery 

Article 5(1) of Statute No. 69(I)/2020 provides that any person committing active or 

passive bribery shall be guilty of a criminal offense punishable under the Statute. The Statute 

incorporates the definition of both ‘active’ and ‘passive’ bribery as given in article 4(2)(b) and 

(a), respectively. Accordingly, article 2(d) defines ‘active bribery’57 is defined as “the action 

of a person who promises, offers or gives, directly or through an intermediary, an advantage 

of any kind to a public official for himself or for a third party for him to act or to refrain from 

acting in accordance with his duty or in the exercise of his functions in a way which damages 

or is likely to damage the Union’s financial interests”; likewise, article 2(i) of the Statute 

defines ‘passive bribery’ as “the action of a public official who, directly or through an 

intermediary, requests or receives advantages of any kind, for himself or for a third party, or 

accepts a promise of such an advantage, to act or to refrain from acting in accordance with his 

duty or in the exercise of his functions in a way which damages or is likely to damage the 

Union’s financial interests”. Needless to say, if the act of passive bribery by a public official 

is followed by another offense (consisting in an unlawful act sought by the person offering the 

bribe), the perpetrator will be prosecuted on both counts. 

V. Attempt and participation 

Article 6 of Statute No. 69(I)/2020 proscribes attempt and participatory liability in 

relation to the offenses proscribed in the previous two articles (4 and 5). Specifically: 

- Article 6(2) provides that any person attempting to commit the offenses 

proscribed in articles 4 and 5 shall be guilty of a criminal offense, subject to the same penalty 

threatened for the completed act. This provision detracts from the general norm embedded in 

56 See art. 325(2) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. 
57 Although the English version of the Directive employs the term ‘corruption’, the term appearing in the 
Greek text is ‘bribery’. This term – albeit generally used in the Greek language and is the term of choice 
under Greek criminal law – is rarely used in national Cypriot law: the Cypriot Criminal Code employs the 
term ‘dekasmos’, which is synonymous to ‘dorodokia’ (bribery) [see article 100 CC]. 
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article 367 of the Criminal Code,58 according to which any attempt59 (whether to commit a 

felony or a misdemeanor) shall be construed as a misdemeanor.60 

- Article 6(1) provides that any person inciting, aiding or abetting another person 

in the commission of the offenses proscribed in articles 4 and 5 shall be guilty of a criminal 

offense, subject to the same penalty threatened for the principal act. This provision follows 

the norm, as embedded in article 20 of the Criminal Code,61 under which participation in an 

offense generally incurs the same penalty as the principal act itself.62 

Having thus set the stage, Statute No. 69(I)/2020 then treats both attempt and 

participatory liability as individual offenses, treated in the same vein as completed and 

principal acts, respectively. 

VI. Sentencing 

The same penalties are threatened against all offenses proscribed in Statute No. 

69(I)/2020,63 including all types of fraudulent conduct (whether VAT-related or not), active 

and passive bribery, as well as attempts thereof and participation thereto. Specifically: 

- If the damage or the benefit exceeds the amount of 100,000 euros, the penalty 

shall be imprisonment of up to seven years and/or a pecuniary penalty of up to 50,000 euros. 

- If the damage or the benefit exceeds the amount of 10,000 euros but not 

100,000 euros, the penalty shall be imprisonment of up to four years and/or a pecuniary 

penalty of up to 30,000 euros. 

- If the damage or the benefit does not exceed the amount of 10,000 euros, a 

pecuniary penalty of up to 10,000 euros is threatened. 

58 See generally C Papacharalambous cit. 241 et seq. 
59 The definition of an attempt is provided under article 366 CC [a provision expressly referenced by 
article 7 of the preexisting Statute No. 37(III)/2003]. The same provision renders immaterial whether the 
attempt was willfully interrupted by the perpetrator, or even whether it was futile to begin with, the latter 
two cases being equated to an ordinary attempt. Needless to say, such lack of distinction poses concerns 
revolving around the principle of proportionality. 
60 An exception is provided for in article 368 CC, concerning attempts of felonies incurring imprisonment 
for life or at least ten years. In a rather peculiar case concerning fraud related to sale or mortgaging of 
property [article 303 CC], an attempt of the offense incurs a harsher penalty compared to the completed 
offense itself [cf. paras. 1 and 3 of article 303 CC]. 
61 See especially under (c) and (d). 
62 See generally C Papacharalambous cit. 277 et seq. 
63 See article 8. 
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One should of course take into account the possibility of concurrence with offenses 

proscribed in the Criminal Code. 

As explicitly envisaged in the Statute, the sentencing court shall take into account, as 

an aggravating circumstance, the commission of any of the offenses proscribed in articles 4, 

5, and 6 in the broader context of a criminal organization.64 Given the absence of a pertinent 

definition in the text of the Statute itself, one would have to fall back on the provisions of the 

Criminal Code concerning criminal organizations.65 It should be pointed out that, although 

Cypriot criminal law (as evidenced both in the Criminal Code and in a series of special 

criminal statutes) exhaustively covers several manifestations of organized crime,66 proof of a 

hierarchical structure or the pursuit of financial gain are not requisite elements of a criminal 

organization.67 That being noted, at least the latter element will be present in the cases 

discussed here, owing to the nature of the underlying offenses themselves. 

Besides, criminal prosecution under Statute No. 69(I)/2020 does not forestall 

disciplinary action against a public official, as governed by the applicable provisions of 

administrative law.68 

VII. Liability of legal persons 

Cypriot criminal law recognizes the criminal liability of legal persons, which is 

incorporated (based on specific conditions) in various Statutes.69 With respect to offenses 

affecting the financial interests of the European Union, Statute No. 69(I)/2020 explicitly 

provides for the liability of legal persons, which are threatened with penalties distinguishable 

from those applicable to natural persons. In particular: 

- Article 7 sets the conditions for ascribing liability to a legal person, which 

becomes possible under two scenarios: first, when any of the offenses proscribed in articles 4, 

5 and 6 has been committed for the benefit of a legal person by any natural person, acting 

64 See article 11 of the Statute. 
65 See articles 63bis and 63ter CC. 
66 See, inter alia, Statute No. 60(I)/2014 and Statute No. 188(I)/2007. 
67 See C Papacharalambous cit. 322 et seq. 
68 See article 9 of the Statute. 
69 See C Papacharalambous cit. 159. 
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either individually or as part of an organ of the legal person, and having a leading position 

within the legal person, based on: a power of representation of the legal person; an authority 

to take decisions on behalf of the legal person; or an authority to exercise control within the 

legal person;70 second, when the lack of supervision or control by a person referred to above 

has made possible the commission, by a person under his/her authority, of any of the offenses 

proscribed in articles 4, 5 and 6 to the benefit of the legal person.71 As in other areas, the 

national Statute has confined itself to transposing the normative content of the Directive, 

without any changes or additions. It is also provided that the ascription of liability to a legal 

person shall not preclude the initiation of criminal proceedings against natural persons who 

are the perpetrators of the offenses proscribed in articles 4, 5, and 6 of the Statute.72 

- In terms of the penalties threatened, the national Statute follows the norm, 

opting for a mandatory pecuniary penalty, along with the possibility of supplementary 

sanctions. Specifically, any legal person convicted of an offense proscribed in articles 4, 5, 

and 6 of the Statute is subject to a pecuniary penalty of up to 500,000 euros.73 In addition to 

such (principal) penalty, the sentencing court may (at its own discretion) also impose either of 

the following sanctions:74 (a) temporary or permanent prohibition of engaging in commercial 

activities; (b) judicial winding-up of the legal person; (c) temporary or permanent shutdown 

of the facilities which were used to commit the offense(s). Moreover, any legal person 

convicted of the offenses proscribed in articles 4, 5, and 6 of the Statute may be excluded 

from public tenders,75 pursuant to pertinent national legislation.76 Last but not least, the 

competent (administrative) authorities may decide to waive any public subsidies or benefits in 

the event of a legal person convicted of an offense proscribed in articles 4, 5, and 6 of the 

Statute77. 

70 See article 7(1) of the Statute, transposing article 6(1) of Directive (EU) 2017/1371. 
71 See article 7(2) of the Statute, transposing article 6(2) of Directive (EU) 2017/1371. 
72 See article 7(3) of the Statute, transposing article 6(3) of Directive (EU) 2017/1371. 
73 Article 10(1) of the Statute. 
74 Article 10(2) of the Statute. 
75 Article 10(3) of the Statute. This would essentially form part of an administrative process, and any 
objections arising from it would be dealt with by administrative organs and/or courts. 
76 See, e.g., Statute No. 73(I)/2016, “Statute of 2016 concerning the Process of Public Tenders and 
pertinent matters” [Official Gazette, Sec. Ι(I), No. 4565, 28.4.2016], article 57. 
77 Article 10(4) of the Statute. Such waiver would presuppose a conviction, but would be imposed as such 
under administrative law. 
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VIII. Exercise of criminal jurisdiction 

Statute No. 69(I)/2020 extends criminal jurisdiction beyond the confines established 

under the Criminal Code.78 According to article 13 of the Statute, national jurisdiction extends 

to the offenses proscribed in articles 4, 5, and 6 inasmuch as they have been committed: (a) 

wholly or partially in national territory; or (b) by a Cypriot national; or (c) by a public official, 

as defined in the Statute.79 In addition, national jurisdiction extends over the same offenses, 

when committed outside national territory: (i) by a person residing in Cyprus; or (ii) to the 

benefit of a legal person seated in Cyprus; or (iii) by a person employed in the service of the 

Republic and acting in an official capacity (regardless of nationality)80. 

IX. Smuggling 

Smuggling offenses were not proscribed in Statute No. 69(I)/2020. Rather, these 

offenses are covered under the provisions of the national Statute concerning customs and 

duties,81 which cover a number of variations of smuggling, threatening both criminal penalties 

and administrative sanctions alike. 

X. Money laundering 

Money laundering is criminally proscribed in the pertinent national Statute of 2007.82 

As previously mentioned, the preexisting statutory regime concerning financial offenses 

against the interests of the (then) Communities also included a provision concerning money 

laundering.83 Under the new regime, such a provision was deemed redundant, given that the 

money laundering Statute explicitly identifies any criminal offense proscribed under Cypriot 

78 The general provision establishing titles of criminal jurisdiction under Cypriot law is article 5 of the 
Criminal Code. 
79 See article 13(1) of the Statute. 
80 See article 13(2) of the Statute. 
81 Statute No. 82/1967, “Statute of 1967 concerning Customs and Duties” [Official Gazette, Sec. Ι, No. 
619, 30.12.1967]. 
82 Statute No. 188(I)/2007, “Statute of 2007 concerning the Prevention and Suppression of Money 
Laundering” [Official Gazette, Sec. Ι(I), No. 4154, 31.12.2007]. 
83 Namely article 12 of Statute No. 37(III)/2003. 
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law as a predicate offense for the purposes of money laundering legislation.84 This would, of 

course, include the offenses proscribed in articles 4, 5, and 6 of Statute No. 69(I)/2020, 

without the need for explicit reference in the latter. Besides, Statute No. 188(I)/2007 

proscribes money laundering offenses under article 4, explicitly stating, among other things, 

that:85 (a) it is immaterial whether the unlawful activities as such are subject to the jurisdiction 

of Cypriot courts; (b) money laundering can be committed also by the perpetrator of a 

predicate act; (c) the requisite mens rea may be deduced from objective circumstances 

surrounding the offense; (d) a conviction for the predicate offense is no prerequisite for the 

finding of guilt concerning the offense of money laundering; (e) no need arises to even 

establish the identity of the person(s) having committed the predicate act; (f) in any event, a 

conviction for money laundering is possible provided that the proceeds in question are 

objectively proved to have derived from illicit activity comprising a criminal offense, absent a 

need to establish each and every element of the predicate offense. 

 

2. Relevant provisions on prosecuting financial offenses in Cyprus, and 
thoughts on ADR-Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal Matters and 
on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of disputes 

 

The lack of formal ADR institutions under Cypriot criminal law essentially means that 

‘simplified’ prosecution mechanisms are not in place, at least as things currently stand. The 

EPPO Regulation is expected to change that, but for the time being alternative forms of 

resolution will still have to be channeled through the routes generally available in the system. 

This section will outline some of the available options, following a brief overview of the 

criminal process in Cyprus. 

 

84 See article 5 of Statute No. 188(I)/2007 [as amended by virtue of Statute No. 13(I)/2018]. 
85 See section 2 of article 4. 
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2.1. Criminal procedure in Cyprus 

The criminal process in Cyprus is primarily governed by the Code of Criminal 

Procedure.86 The Code was enacted in 1948, reflecting rules drawn from the British criminal 

process, while its many amendments ever since (both preceding and following independence) 

have not uprooted its central characteristics.87 Similarly to substantive criminal law, article 3 

of the Code of Criminal Procedure provides that, in the event of lacuna in the law, courts are 

to apply the laws and practices applicable in England at that particular time. That being noted, 

the Supreme Court of Cyprus has clarified that this provision – albeit maintained in force by 

virtue of article 188 of the Constitution – should be confined to filling gaps in already existing 

institutions, as opposed to ‘importing’ (from English) law wholesale institutions not 

envisaged under the law of Cyprus.88 Accordingly, it is one thing to admit a specific rule of 

English criminal procedure on, e.g., evidence,89 and a totally different endeavor to introduce a 

process entirely unknown to Cypriot law.90 Other pieces of statutory law governing the 

criminal process in Cyprus include, inter alia: the Law concerning Courts of Justice;91 the 

Law concerning Evidence;92 and the Law concerning the Rights of Suspects, Arrestees, and 

Detainees.93 

 

86 “Statute concerning Criminal Procedure” [Chapter 155]. 
87 It has been argued that, to a large extent, the impact of European institutions, including the case-law of 
the European Court of Human Rights, and the entry of Cyprus into the European Union, have brought 
Cypriot criminal procedure closer to continental legal systems: see C Satlanis, Introduction to Cypriot 
Criminal Procedure [especially in light of the contemporary case-law by the Supreme Court of Cyprus 
and by the European Court of Human Rights] (Nomiki Vivliothiki Pub. 2012) 5 et seq. 
88 Ierotheos Christodoulou [aka Ropas] v. Republic of Cyprus, (2010) 2 C.L.R. 226, 10 May 2010, 
available online at: http://www.cylaw.org/ 
89 See Georgios Anastasiou v. Attorney General, (2005) 2 C.L.R. 492, 28 September 2005, available 
online at: http://www.cylaw.org/ 
90 In point of fact, it could be – and indeed has been – pointed out that a reading of article 3 of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure allowing for the ‘importation’ of statutory provisions from UK law following the 
independence of Cyprus would run against article 61 of the Constitution of the Republic by unduly 
undercutting the powers of the Parliament. See pertinently K Satolias, Introduction to Chapter 155 
(Hippasus, Nicosia 2017) 20 et seq. 
91 Statute No. 14/1960. 
92 Chapter 9. 
93 Statute No. 163(I)/2005. 
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2.2. The role of the Prosecution in Cypriot criminal procedure 

A central, perhaps even unique, feature of Cypriot criminal procedure relates to the 

role of the Prosecution, which considerably exceeds the role of the prosecution in continental 

European systems. According to article 113 section 2 of the Constitution of the Republic, “the 

Attorney General of the Republic retains authority to, upon own discretion, initiate, manage, 

continue, or terminate any process against any person within the Republic concerning any 

criminal offense. Such power may be exercised by the Attorney General of the Republic 

either in person or via agents acting under the instructions of the Attorney General”.94 

The Office of the Attorney General derives its origin from the post of the so-called 

‘Legal Adviser of the Government’, established in 1878 under the British colonial rule.95 The 

duties accruing to the position gradually expanded, becoming tantamount to those of the 

British Attorney General, and in 1925 the position acquired the same title as in Britain.96 

Today, the Office of the Attorney General handles prosecutions, especially with respect to 

grave offenses, while indictments are drafted by Public Prosecutors (‘district attorneys’), who 

operate under the auspices of the Attorney General.97 In respect of less serious offenses, 

proceedings may be initiated by virtue of an indictment drafted by the local police authorities, 

a private individual,98 or a local government office.99 

With particular regard to money laundering, the Unit for Combating Money 

Laundering100  functions as the Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) of Cyprus. It is the national 

center for receiving, requesting, analyzing and disseminating disclosures of suspicious 

transactions reports (STRs), suspicious activities reports (SARs) and other relevant pieces of 

information concerning suspected money laundering (as well as financing of terrorist 

94 Cf. article 107 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, according to which: “No person shall be tried for an 
offense other than those to be tried summarily, even though referred to court, except upon an indictment 
filed by the Attorney General in the Assize Court before which such trial is to take place”. 
95 See L Loucaides, The Office of the Attorney General of the Republic of Cyprus (Nicosia, 1974), passim. 
96 See D Kyprianou, The Role of the Cyprus Attorney General’s Office in Prosecutions: Rhetoric, 

Ideology and Practice (London School of Economics and Political Science, 2006). 
97 See C Satlanis cit. 107-108. 
98 Although the institution of ‘private prosecution’ is regarded as archaic. 
99 C Satlanis cit. 108. 
100 Known under the acronym ‘MOKAS’, which stands for its full name in Greek. 
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activities).101 In such capacity, it conveys the results of its analysis to the competent 

authorities either for investigation or for intelligence purposes. The Unit also retains 

responsibility for freezing illicit assets, so as to facilitate confiscation measures. 

 

2.3. Lack of formal ADR mechanisms and potential ‘substitutes’ thereof 

As already mentioned, Cypriot criminal law lacks a streamlined set of ADR 

institutions or mechanisms, based on concrete criteria. This does not necessarily connote the 

absence of any leeway for dispensing with a case prior to conviction, nor does it inevitably 

lead to a full sentence. This section will outline possibilities that might become relevant in 

dealing with the offenses discussed above. 

2.3.1. Suspension / termination of proceedings on the initiative of the Attorney 
General 

Reference was made above to the constitutional provision bestowing the Attorney 

General with the power to, inter alia, terminate any process initiated in relation to any 

criminal offense in the Republic.102 One facet of such extensive powers is itemized in article 

154 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, vesting the Attorney General103 with the general 

prerogative to suspend any criminal process at any stage preceding the issuance of a 

judgment. Such prerogative is exercised by means of filing a pertinent statement, in effect 

notifying the Court which would normally be competent to exercise criminal jurisdiction over 

a given case104 that the Republic has decided to discontinue proceedings. Such statement 

produces the immediate effect of an acquittal of the defendant from all charges included in the 

indictment.105 Following the filing of the aforementioned statement, any measures against the 

defendant are waived: accordingly, a defendant under provisional detention is released, while 

101 See http://www.law.gov.cy/law/mokas/mokas.nsf/index_en/index_en?OpenDocument [last visited on 
20 April 2022]. 
102 Article 113(2) of the Constitution. 
103 According to article 156 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, the Attorney General may transfer the 
powers vested to the Office of the Attorney General (save for the right to appeal as delineated in article 
137) to the Deputy Attorney General or a Legal Counsel of the Republic. Such transfer is to take place in 
written, and the delegate’s acts would henceforth be regarded as having emanated from the Office of the 
Attorney General. 
104 On a different note, the Attorney General retains the power to refer the case to a lower court compared 
to that which would normally exercise jurisdiction [article 155 CCP]. 
105 Article 154(1) CCP. 
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any other measures short of depriving liberty (such as bail) are retracted.106 At the same time, 

it is explicitly provided that the lifting of charges in this particular manner does not preclude 

future reopening the case over the same factual basis (whether under the same charges or 

under a new legal classification).107 

Article 154 of the Code of Criminal Procedure functions as a substitute for 

mechanisms which, in other jurisdictions, would be placed in the context of ADR. This 

becomes even more pronounced if one considers that Cypriot criminal procedure generally 

subscribes to systems relying on ‘prosecutorial discretion’.108 Indeed, there is no provision in 

Cypriot domestic law mandating the initiation of criminal proceedings, regardless of the 

gravity or nature of the offense. Hence, the Office of the Attorney General has been free to lay 

down its own policies concerning prosecutions, unfettered by other organs of the Republic,109 

the only apparent limit being ‘public interest’, which the Attorney General is entrusted to 

represent.110 A survey of the practice by the Office of the Attorney General indicates that a 

variety of considerations may come into play: sometimes, it is a question of evidence (or lack 

thereof), but there have been cases in which prosecution did not commence (or ceased) in the 

presence of ample evidence, because public interest would not necessarily be served by a 

conviction.111 Yet the Office of the Attorney General is under no obligation to publish 

guidelines or disclose criteria underlying its decisions, which – albeit quasi-judicial from a 

purely legal standpoint112 – remain political in nature.113 

 

106 Article 154(2) CCP. 
107 Article 154(3) CCP. 
108 Put differently, Cypriot criminal procedure adheres to the ‘opportunity’ as opposed to the ‘legality’ 
principle [legality not in the sense employed under substantive criminal law, but rather denoting – in 
purely procedural terms – mandatory prosecution]: see D Kyprianou cit. 227 et seq. 
109 See P Artemis, ‘An Outline of Criminal Law and the Working of Judicial System in Criminal Cases’ 
(1989) Cyprus Law Review [stating that “no law, either preceding independence or enacted thereafter, 
might validly modify or abridge the powers of the Attorney General conferred by the Constitution”]. 
110 See Attorney General v. Andrianou, (1995) 1 C.L.R. 486, 19 May 1995, available online at: 
http://www.cylaw.org/ 
111 See Circular by AG Tomaritis 22.1.1969, p. 2 [cited by D Kyprianou cit. 234]. 
112 See C Tomaritis, ‘Forward’ in L Loucaides, The Office of the Attorney General of the Republic of 
Cyprus (Nicosia, 1974) 18. 
113 D Kyprianou cit. 231 et seq. 
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2.3.2. Plea bargaining 

In the context of a system relying on prosecutorial discretion, it is unsurprising that 

plea bargains would take place. Yet the practice is not that common in Cyprus, and it will 

occur in the event of cumulative counts (sometimes involving multiple offenders), which 

means that a defendant would be offered the opportunity to enter a plea in exchange for the 

dropping of certain charges.114 The entire process (which stems from the powers of 

prosecutorial authorities as opposed to a streamlined set of rules/guidelines) would largely 

remain informal, and the contours of the ‘deal’ might remain undisclosed.115 

 

2.3.3. Restorative justice 

Cypriot law has not embraced the concept of restorative justice, at least not to the 

extent seen in other European jurisdictions. One might make three remarks in this particular 

respect: 

(i) Restoration of the damage is not recognized as grounds for expunging criminal 

liability under Cypriot law. In other words, there is no rule resembling ‘active repentance’ 

(‘Tätige Reue’) as applied in continental legal systems. In this regard, Cypriot criminal law 

resembles its common law progeny by confining repentance to mitigating circumstances, 

invokable at the sentencing stage, after a conviction has been secured.116 It is only in this 

sense that case-law alludes to repentance in Cyprus.117 It is noteworthy that, given the absence 

of a general provision on repentance or restoration of the damage with respect to financial 

offenses, courts tend to lay emphasis not so much on the expression of remorse on the 

114 One should distinguish plea bargaining (in the sense described here) from other forms of admission of 
guilt. For instance, article 68(1) of the Code of Criminal Procedure provides that, in the event of a 
confession by the defendant at the opening of trial, the Court may proceed as if a conviction had already 
taken place, thus moving to sentencing, as long as it is satisfied that the defendant was fully aware of the 
ramifications of such confession. 
115 As in other jurisdictions where plea bargaining takes place, it is sometimes feared that some sort of 
‘artificial inflation’ of the charges may take place, providing leverage to prosecutorial authorities in their 
negotiations with the defendant. Yet there is no study confirming such fears with a view to the Cypriot 
legal order. 
116 C Papacharalambous cit. 233. 
117 See, e.g., Christofi v. Police (2004) 2 C.L.R. 549, available online at: http://www.cylaw.org/; see 
further G Pikis cit. (2007) 65-66, S Zannoupas, Jurisprudential Approach to Punishment (2013) 530 et 
seq. 
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offender’s part, but principally on the attainment of some sort of conciliation with the 

victim.118 On the other hand, the fact that Cypriot law does not guarantee absolution from 

punishment even in the presence of full recovery of the financial losses may disincentivize 

offenders who might otherwise choose to restore the damage. 

(ii) Cypriot law provides for mediation in cases of family disputes119 (which may 

or may not be associated with domestic violence120). Although the Statute does not 

exclusively (or directly) relate to the criminal process,121 it is associated with the position of 

the victim in the Cypriot justice system, which will be discussed below.122 

(iii) Because of bitter experiences related to ethnic conflict on the island, and an 

occupation that persists to this day, transitional justice measures have been proposed as a 

means to bring conciliation, build trust between the two communities, and address human 

rights violations.123 Although this matter remains outside the purview of this Report, it is not 

to be missed that narratives like those that have unfolded in Cyprus over the last fifty years 

are quite significant in aligning the goals and principles of restorative justice with a collective 

understanding of what is ‘just’.124 

 

2.4. The Statute concerning the European Public Prosecutor’s Office 

Cyprus recently enacted Statute No. 2(I)/2021125 implementing core provisions126 of 

Council Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of 12 October 2017 implementing enhanced cooperation 

118 See Republic v. G.A. (Criminal Appeal No. 117/2019) of 9 July 2020, Attorney General v. 
Konstantinou (Criminal Appeal No. 147/2017) of 13 March 2018, Republic v. Panainte (Criminal Appeal 
No. 15139/2016) of 19 December 2016 [cited and discussed by C Papacharalambous cit. 233-234]. 
119 See Statute No. 62(I)/2019 concerning Mediation in Family Disputes. This Statute provides, for, inter 
alia, family counseling. 
120 See the newly enacted Statute No. 115(I)/2021 concerning the Prevention and Suppression of Violence 
against Women, Domestic Violence, and Pertinent Issues. 
121 Mediation is generally unknown in criminal law cases. In fact, one might say that the Legislator is 
somewhat suspicious of extrajudicial settlements endeavoring to ‘close’ criminal law disputes: see articles 
123-124 of the Criminal Code, proscribing ill-motivated or sham ‘settlements’. 
122 Under section 3. 
123 C Yakinthou, ‘Transitional Justice in Cyprus: Challenges and Opportunities’ (2017) Dialogue Project, 
Background Paper. Berlin: Berghof Foundation & SeeD. 
124 See C Papacharalambous [cit. 45], reserving a merely supplementary role to transitional justice, even 
in (or especially in) situations where mass atrocities have occurred. 
125 “Statute of 2021 concerning the Implementation of Council Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of 12 October 
2017 implementing enhanced cooperation on the establishment of the European Public Prosecutor’s 
Office” [Official Gazette, Sec. Ι(Ι) / No. 4802, 27.1.2021]. 
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on the establishment of the European Public Prosecutor’s Office. The focal points of the 

Statute are the following: 

- The Statute designates the Attorney General of the Republic as the national 

authority entrusted with the implementation of Regulation (EU) 2017/1939,127 also conveying 

pertinent information to the respective authorities as per article 117 of the Regulation.128 

- The Statute contains detailed provisions129 concerning the appointment and the 

status of the European Delegated Prosecutor, implementing article 17 of Regulation (EU) 

2017/1939. Specifically, the European Delegated Prosecutor is selected among those serving 

in the Law Office of the Republic, following nomination by the Attorney General,130 and 

remains an active member of the Law Office for the duration of his/her term.131 

- The European Delegated Prosecutor supervises criminal investigations and is 

competent to prosecute the offenses affecting the financial interests of the European Union, 

while at the same time retaining the duties entrusted to him/her under domestic law, as long as 

the exercise of such duties does not hamper the exercise of his/her primary function.132 

- The European Public Prosecutor’s Office consults the Attorney General so as 

to ascertain whether the criteria delineated in article 25(2) of Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 are 

present in a given case.133 Depending on the outcome of such consultation, the EPPO may 

refer a case to the Attorney General;134 on the other hand, the EPPO may exercise competence 

over the acts mentioned in article 22 of the Regulation even in cases which would normally be 

excluded under article 25(3)(b), upon the consent of the Attorney General.135 

- In the event of a disagreement between the EPPO and the Attorney General 

concerning the question whether a given act falls within the scope of article 22 (paragraph 2 

126 These provisions are contained in articles 13, 17, 22, 24, 25(2), 25(3), 25(4), 25(6), 28(3), 28(4), 87, 
and 117 of the Regulation. 
127 Article 3(1) of the Statute. 
128 Article 3(2) of the Statute. 
129 Article 4 of the Statute. 
130 Article 4(2) of the Statute. 
131 Article 4(2) of the Statute. 
132 Article 5 of the Statute. 
133 Article 6(1) of the Statute. 
134 Article 6(2) of the Statute. 
135 Article 6(3) of the Statute. 
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or 3) or article 25 of Regulation (EU) 2017/1939, the Attorney General reserves the 

prerogative to decide which organ shall exercise competence over the disputed case.136 

- The Attorney General is responsible to notify the EPPO, without undue delay, 

concerning: any act over which the EPPO might exercise competence under article 22 or 

article 25 (paragraphs 2 and 3) of Regulation (EU) 2017/1939; ongoing investigations in the 

Republic concerning acts which may trigger the EPPO’s right of evocation under article 27 of 

the Regulation; decisions to open an investigation over acts which may escape the EPPO’s 

competence per article 25(3) of the Regulation; cases in which an assessment of the criteria 

described in article 25(2) of the Regulation is unfeasible137. 

 

3. Assessment of the victim’s position 

With respect to the victim’s position in Cypriot criminal processes, one might outline 

the following: 

- Scholarly debate has highlighted the absence of a victim-oriented culture in the 

criminal justice system of Cyprus, confining victims to a secondary role at best. As a result, 

victims are merely summoned to testify and provide clarifications with respect to the 

impugned act, without being given the opportunity to actively participate in the 

proceedings,138 especially given the absence of provisions (in the Code of Criminal 

Procedure) guaranteeing the victim’s right to appear in the proceedings under the guise of a 

partie civile or in some other similar capacity (which would bestow rights apposite to a full 

party in criminal proceedings). 

- Cyprus has enacted Statute No. 51(I)/2016 concerning the Establishment of 

Minimum Standards regarding Rights, Support to and Protection of Victims of Crime,139 

which guarantees, inter alia: the right of the victim to be informed of details pertaining to the 

case in a language they understand; the right of access to support; the right to be heard and 

136 Article 6(4) of the Statute. 
137 Article 7 of the Statute. 
138 See A Kapardis and I Stefanou, Sentencing in the Cypriot Legal System (Nomiki Vivliothiki Pub. 
2020) 60. 
139 As amended quite recently by virtue of Statute No. 36(I)/2022. 
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participate in a meaningful way, at least with a view to achieving some form of compensation; 

the right to be protected from the adverse impact inherent in a criminal process.140 

- On a different note, Statute No. 51(I)/1997 concerning Compensation to 

Victims of Violent Offenses141 ensures the right of victims to receive compensation by the 

State following the occurrence of violent offenses, such as those causing death or serious 

injury. Yet the application of such Statute is very limited, and is essentially unrelated to 

offenses affecting the financial interests of the European Union. 

- In fields of criminal law giving rise to the exercise of prosecutorial discretion, 

it has been noted that such discretion has been exercised against prosecuting the offender 

when, inter alia, there is evidence that the damage has been restored and the victim has been 

adequately compensated.142 In view of the absence of normative guidelines on the exercise of 

prosecutorial discretion, however, one cannot confirm (or disconfirm, as the case may be) the 

presence of consistent criteria in this regard. 

- Needless to say, the victim is entitled to no participation (of any sort) when it 

comes to the exercise of the power to suspend prosecution on the part of the Attorney 

General.143 As already mentioned, the exercise of such power would revolve around public 

interest, and the victim’s interests are not considered crucial when it comes to considerations 

of this sort. 

- Last but not least, although conciliation with the victim may be taken into 

account during sentencing, courts seem to afford it minimal impact on the sentence to be 

imposed.144 In point of fact, it has been declared that conciliation with the victim has no 

bearing on the type of penalty but merely on its severity.145 This is why it has been noted that 

the deterrent effect of punishment appears to supersede the aims of mediation or, more 

generally, of restorative justice.146 

 

140 Id., 162-163. 
141 As amended by virtue of Statute No. 126(I)/2006. 
142 See D Kyprianou cit. 238. 
143 See supra, in the discussion concerning the application of article 154 of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure. 
144 See, e.g., Attorney General v. Varnavas, (1999) 2 C.L.R. 638. 
145 See Attorney General v. Pavlou, (1997) 2 C.L.R. 170. 
146 See A Kapardis and I Stefanou cit. 273. 
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4. Res judicata and the ne bis in idem principle 

Cypriot criminal law embraces the ne bis in idem principle. The pertinent provision is 

included in the Criminal Code,147 precluding ‘double jeopardy’ except with respect to 

offenses having resulted in the victim’s death (in which case a second prosecution may take 

place based on the same factual basis, including the additional result of death). 

Convictions leading to the imposition of a sentence produce res judicata, regardless of 

whether mitigation of the sentence was granted (e.g. following conciliation with the victim) or 

not. The same would be true of an acquittal on the merits of the case (e.g. in the absence of 

the requisite mens rea). 

On the other hand, suspension of the prosecution by the Attorney General under article 

154 CCP does not produce res judicata.148 Given the possibility of reopening the case, one 

might debate the effect of such suspension vis-à-vis third (EU member) States, especially in 

view of the criteria adopted by the European Court of Justice to vest prosecutorial decisions 

with binding force149. 

 

5. Assessment of ADR mechanisms (or the lack thereof) and their impact 

An ideal justice system is premised on consent, but justice systems of sorts have 

existed based on brute imposition; this is why criminal justice may be ‘functional’ – albeit in 

varying degrees – either in liberal democracies or authoritarian States, either in independent 

States or under colonialism. Mediation, however, requires mutual consent at least concerning 

the ‘referee’. This requires enhanced trust in institutions.150 

147 Article 19. 
148 See article 154(3) CCP, explicitly permitting the reopening of the prosecution in the future, following 
an initial decision by the Attorney General in favor of suspension. 
149 See Case C-491/07 Turanský ECLI:EU:C:2008:768; Case C-467/04 Gasparini ECLI:EU:C:2006:406; 
Case C-150/05 Van Straaten ECLI:EU:C:2006:614; Case C-469/03 Miraglia ECLI:EU:C:2005:156; 
Cases C-187/01 and C-385/01 Gözütok and Brügge ECLI:EU:C:2003:87. 
150 As does, in a somewhat different form, the exercise of prosecutorial discretion. 
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Streamlined ADR processes would normally flow from a system generally restricting 

authority / discretion. In Greece, for instance, strict legality traditionally applied to 

prosecution, compelling prosecutorial authorities to initiate criminal proceedings in the 

presence of probable cause (save for a handful of cases where some discretion was allowed). 

Hence, a number of mechanisms sprang to ensure that prosecution ceased (or did not 

commence to begin with), based on strict prerequisites. Where virtually unfettered authority 

exists, on the other hand, as in Cyprus, alternative routes to prosecution or (subsequent 

thereto) conviction will be channeled through prosecutorial discretion. Yet the absence of 

concrete prerequisites leads to lack of foreseeability, and this is not conducive to mediation / 

conciliation. 

In addition, the absence of provisions guaranteeing absolution from punishment in the 

event of ‘active repentance’ (unlike several continental legal systems) means that the offender 

has no real incentive to restore the damage incurred. The expectation of a mitigated sentence 

at the conclusion of a criminal trial does not offset such lack of incentive, especially given the 

erratic manner in which sentencing courts uphold (or dismiss) mitigating circumstances. 

All in all, one has to observe that no ‘ADR culture’ exists in Cyprus. This is evident 

not only in the field of criminal law but also in other fields, such as civil or commercial law, 

yet the lack of such a culture is even more pronounced in relation to criminal proceedings. 

The reasons for such ‘aversion’ to ADR vary: 

First, societal predispositions certainly play a part; the Cypriot society has displayed 

dynamism, but at the same time it is conservative, especially in matters related to criminal 

law, where harsh, deterrent sanctions are the weapon of choice against crime. 

Second, the Cypriot legal system favors litigation as opposed to mediation. Lawyers 

push towards it, while the role of prosecutorial authorities is not conducive to conciliatory 

processes. 

Third, Cyprus may be a common law jurisdiction, but its law dates back to the colonial 

period. Thus, Cyprus got its legal provisions and institutions from Britain as they were at the 

time of independence, amending them subsequently based on its own priorities. Thus, it failed 

to incorporate ADR mechanisms developed in the UK over the last sixty years, while the 
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configuration of its statutory provisions (interpreted in light of the Constitution) does not 

permit the wholesale importation of such institutions into Cypriot law. 

As an additional point, one might observe that, despite certain concerns that had been 

expressed, financial crime in Cyprus is not specifically targeted to the interests of the 

European Union, nor are there grounds to presume that a disproportionate number of cases 

entailing the EPPO’s competence will arise in the country. In point of fact, the most recent 

data available, if anything, hints at the opposite direction,151 indicating that the 

aforementioned concerns may have been exaggerated. This may have something to do with 

the structure of the Cypriot economy, as well as with the nature of money flows channeled 

through it. 

It thus follows that article 40 of Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 concerning simplified 

processes is not expected to apply in actual practice, at least in the foreseeable future. It 

remains to be seen, of course, how the powers of the Attorney General may be aligned with 

the competence of the European Public Prosecutor’s Office, and it will be of some interest to 

see how this relationship will play out. 
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FINLAND 
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SUMMARY: 1. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal system  
– 2. Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal Matters and on simplified procedures for the 
non-judicial settlement of disputes – 3. ADR processes – 4. Observations on the functioning 
of the ne bis in idem principle – 5. Evaluation of the concrete impact of the ADR procedures – 
6. Further observations and comments 

 

1. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal 
system  

The PIF Directive was implemented by the amendments to the Criminal Code 

(368/2019) and the Law on National Audit Office of Finland (369/2019). The main 

amendments concerned, in the scope of the PIF directive, the application of the requirement 

of dual criminality and the application of the criminal liability of legal persons in tax fraud 

offenses when VAT is concerned and fraud offenses when having effect on Union’s financial 

interests according to the PIF directive. Also, aggravated misuse of subsidy was added to 

Criminal Code. The members of parliament were included in the scope of the of abuse of 

public office when entrusted with the management of funds or assets, if carrying out this task 

he or she against the intended purpose of the funds or assets reserves, designates, pays or uses 

such funds or assets to a certain purpose, and thus the Union's financial interests are/are 

intended to be damaged. The National Audit Office of Finland was given a responsibility to 

report all offenses in the scope of the PIF directive to EPPO and other competent Union 

authorities. In general, the PIF directive did not mean very large-scale amendments to the 

Finnish national legislation.2  

 

1 Doctoral Candidate, University of Helsinki, District Court Judge 
2 The Government Proposal (Hallituksen esitys 231/2017; original title Hallituksen esitys eduskunnalle 
laeiksi rikoslain ja valtiontalouden tarkastusvirastosta annetun lain 17 §:n muuttamisesta) 
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2. Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal Matters and on simplified 
procedures for the non-judicial settlement of disputes 

In Finland the prosecution is based on the principle of legality (mandatory prosecution 

with exceptions). Yet there are some exceptions when discretionary prosecution system is 

applied.3 The Finnish legal system provides for a simplified procedure, such as plea 

bargaining/negotiations based on guilty plea4, which is provided as part of the criminal justice 

system. It must be noted, that there is also a mediation process carried out in the court, but it 

is only applied to civil matters5, so it will be excluded in this report. 

Also, in the Finnish criminal justice system, the discretionary power of the prosecutor 

to waive charges is quite extended. The prosecutor has – even if the plea bargaining is not 

applied – power to waive charges or request mitigated punishment if the defendant6 has 

assisted in solving the case in the course of the investigation.  

Outside the criminal justice system victim-offender mediation (VOM)7 is provided. In 

this case the procedure is actually alternative to the criminal justice process only if the offense 

is of such nature that it requires damaged party’s request for the prosecutor to bring the 

charges, in which case the prosecution acts depend on the willingness of the damaged party to 

proceed with charges8.  

In fiscal matters, there is a separate legislation for situations in which the same factual 

course of events could be a subject of a fiscal procedure or a criminal procedure (tax 

increase/tax fraud), and the ne bis in idem principle is applied. In principle, if the offense is 

charged in criminal procedure (including plea bargaining), the tax and customs authorities 

have no power to proceed with the case in their own procedures (in which there is no criminal 

sanction, but an increase to taxes of a punitive nature). If there is a court’s judgement on a 

3 Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 1. 
4 The procedure according to the Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 5b. The actual wording of plea 
bargaining is not used in legislation, but in this report the term plea bargaining is used for the clarity of 
the text to refer to the said procedure. 
5 Act on mediation in civil matters and confirmation of settlements in general courts (394/2011). 
6 Later this term will be used instead of the “accused” or “suspect during investigations” as well in terms 
of clarity of the text. 
7 The term “conciliation” is also used in translations, but in this report the process referred to in the Act 
on Conciliation in Criminal and Certain Civil Cases is referred to as VOM. 
8 The main principle is that criminal acts are under public prosecution, meaning that the prosecutor 
decides, whether to proceed with the charges even if the victim and the offender would have been through 
the mediation process. See further on right of the prosecutor to bring a charge in the Criminal Procedure 
Act, Chapter 1, Sections 2 and 3. 
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matter, the tax/customs authorities have no power to impose a tax increase, but if the 

prosecutor has decided to waive charges or the investigations have been terminated without 

pressing charges, the said authorities have to take actions within a certain timeline. The tax 

and customs authorities are allowed to report a misconduct to the police to start investigations 

of a financial offense, e.g. tax fraud, but referring to the above mentioned legislation, only if 

they have not imposed an increase of taxes in the same matter.9 

Plea bargaining is allowed when the maximum penalty is less than 6 years of 

imprisonment, and other than crimes described in Criminal Act Chapter 20 articles 1, 4, 5, 6, 

8 a and 8 b and Chapter 21 articles 4, 5, 6 a and 7–15 (crimes against health and life of others, 

sexual crimes). According to drafting papers10 and application guidelines11 the procedure is 

applicable and meant to be used in larger scale crimes, in which the value of a confession or 

information given by the offender is greater, specifically in financial crimes. The plea 

bargaining was implemented in the Finnish criminal justice system to obtain benefits 

regarding efficiency and economy of the criminal justice proceedings. 

The authorities that have the competence in the plea bargaining are the police, the 

prosecutor’s office and the court (criminal justice). Simply put, the procedure is carried out by 

the same authorities as any criminal proceedings. The plea bargaining is triggered by the 

police or prosecutor, or even by the criminal court12. For the defendant legal counselling is 

not only allowed, but also a counsel for the negotiations shall be appointed, unless the 

defendant specifically wants to attend to his or her own defence13. Legal persons can to some 

extent participate in the plea bargaining; the legal person would not be the defendant, but the 

legal presentation of a company involved may participate in the negotiations, if it is 

9 Laki erillisellä päätöksellä määrättävästä veron- tai tullinkorotuksesta (781/2013) (no English translation 
available). 
10 Government Proposal (HE 58/2013 vp; original title: Hallituksen esitys Eduskunnalle syyteneuvottelua 
koskevaksi lainsäädännöksi ja syyttämättä jättämistä koskevien säännösten uudistamiseksi). 
11 The Guidelines given by the Office of the Prosecutor General, that have no binding legal status, but are 
very strong recommendations and practical tools for individual prosecutors’ work; see Prosecutor General 
Guidelines VKS:2015:6;  Memorandum on the application of the legislation concerning plea bargaining, 
28.12.2015 (Dnro 26/31/14) 
12 It is stated in the Government Proposal (HE 58/2013 vp) 
13 Counsel shall be appointed also in such a case if the suspect or the defendant is not able to defend 
himself or herself or if he or she is under the age of 18 years. See further the Criminal Procedure Act 
Chapter 1, Section 10 a and Chapter 5 b, Section; see also e.g. the evaluation study on the plea bargaining 
in Finland Frida Emilia Mäkelä – Hannu Niemi: Syyteneuvottelulainsäädännön toteutuminen Suomessa 
vuosina 2015–2016, 30.11.2017. 
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considered necessary by the prosecutor14. Also, as the damaged party may participate, that 

could also mean a representation of a legal entity. 

In plea bargaining each case are evaluated individually, and at least on the level of 

legislation and general guidelines, recidivism has not been mentioned as a reason to limit the 

use of the procedure. It must be noted that the whole process is initiated from the needs of the 

process economy and cost efficiency, not the preventive aspects of criminal policy. 

VOM is allowed in criminal matters “eligible for mediation”, taking into account the 

nature and method of the offence, the relationship between the suspect and the victim and 

other issues related to the crime as a whole15, and if the victim is under-aged, and can be 

considered to be in need of particular protection, mediation is not allowed. Also, the directive 

2012/29/EU establishing minimum standards on the rights, support and protection of victims 

of crime limits the interpretation of the fairly vague national legislation16. Recidivism can be 

seen as an obstacle to VOM, but the overall evaluation of the applicability is made by the 

mediation office17.  

Authorities having competence for VOM are mediation offices that are provided by 

the communes, and the services fall under the scope of the Ministry of Social Affairs and 

Health.18 In VOM the parties themselves, police, prosecutor or other authority can make the 

initiative19, but the mediation office is responsible for determining whether the case is 

applicable to the procedure and all the preconditions are filled20. In VOM the defendant must 

attend the procedure personally. 

14 Memorandum on the application of the legislation concerning plea bargaining, 2015. 
15 Act on Conciliation in Criminal and Certain Civil Cases, Section 3. 
16 E.g. article 12 section 1 subsection a of the said directive: “- - the restorative justice services are used 
only if they are in the interest of the victim, subject to any safety considerations, and are based on the 
victim's free and informed consent, which may be withdrawn at any time.” 
17 This may vary depending on how the term recidivism is understood. As the mediation office is taking 
into account the nature and method of the offence, the relationship between the suspect and the victim, 
recidivism in terms of the same offender and victim and same criminal act most likely would be a reason 
to deny participation in VOM. 
18 The roles of the different authorities, see the Act on Conciliation in Criminal and Certain Civil Cases, 
Sections 5 to 12. 
19 Act on Conciliation in Criminal and Certain Civil Cases, Section 13. 
20 Act on Conciliation in Criminal and Certain Civil Cases, Section 15. 
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3. ADR processes 

3.1 Starting the plea bargaining procedure 

To start the negotiations the prosecutor may, on his or her own motion or on the 

initiative of the damaged party, undertake measures for the submission and hearing of a 

proposal for judgment in the proceedings referred to in Chapter 5 b (later referred as plea 

bargaining proceedings). It is also required that the prosecutor deems that the hearing of the 

case in the said proceedings is justified, taking into consideration the nature of the case and 

the claims to be presented, the expenses apparently resulting from, and the time required for, a 

hearing in said proceedings on one hand and in the procedure provided for the presentation of 

charges on the other, and possible questions of participation in the suspected offence or in an 

offence directly connected with it.21 

The defendant must have all the material, when he/she pleas guilty and agrees to 

participate in plea bargaining, the charges must be accepted and all the pre-trial record 

collected by the police given. This is the main reason the plea bargaining is not in practice 

used in investigations carried out by the police, even though it is a possibility provided in the 

Criminal Investigations Act22. 

The prosecutor has the discretionary power to decide whether the access is granted, 

but also the damaged party must give his/her agreement for the procedure. In practice, it 

seems that this has in most cases happened.23 The decision to start the negotiations is made in 

relation of the benefits gained and the time and resources saved by the confession and 

information given. Several reasons can be found why despite the willingness of the 

negotiating parties the proposal for judgement might not be made or the plea bargaining 

proceedings are not carried out all the way to the end; e.g. the negotiation simply might not be 

21 Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 1, Section 10, Subsection 1 
22 See Memorandum on the application of the legislation concerning plea bargaining, 2015; see also 
evaluation studies on the plea bargaining in Finland: Mäkelä – Niemi, 2017; Frida Emilia Kuusisto 
Mäkelä, Prosessiekonomiaa vai uusi restoratiivinen työkalu rikosprosessiin? Syyteneuvottelumenettelyn 
soveltamiskäytäntö 2015–2017 ja käyttökokemuksia menettelyn ensivuosilta Suomessa. Kriminologian ja 
oikeuspolitiikan instituutti, Katsauksia 46/2021.  
23 See Sahavirta Ritva: Syyteneuvottelumenettelyn haasteet syyttäjäntoiminnassa, Haaste 3/2017, page 
21; Kuusisto Mäkelä, 2021. 
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successful after all. The final evaluation of the case is made by the court hearing the case, yet 

the court has only limited possibilities to refuse the proposal24. 

There is no legal remedy available for terminated plea bargaining, as it is not a 

defendant’s absolute right to have their case handled in the alternative process. The 

confession is acknowledged as a lenient factor in the “regular” criminal proceedings, as well, 

but it must be noted, that the information required in the plea bargaining is not available for 

use in the criminal proceedings, if the prosecutor and the defendant do not find agreement, or 

the proposal is not made by the prosecutor for any other reason, and the case returns to the 

regular proceedings. 

 

3.2 Proposal for judgement 

After the negotiation, a proposal for judgment may be submitted when the defendant 

admits having committed the suspected offence and consents to the hearing of the case in the 

plea bargaining proceedings, the prosecutor and the defendant are agreed on the imputable 

offence and the damaged party has stated in the criminal investigation that he or she has no 

claims in the case, or consents to the hearing of the case in the plea bargaining proceedings.25 

In the proposal the judgment the prosecutor commits to requesting punishment in accordance 

with the mitigated scale of punishment26. The prosecutor may also commit to waiving 

prosecution27 for one or more suspected offences.28 The proposal for judgment shall be 

drafted in writing and the parties shall sign and date it. The proposal shall note the 

information referred to above. The prosecutor may, in the proposal for judgment, state his or 

her opinion on the type and amount of punishment to be imposed.29 This means, that the 

prosecutor cannot negotiate and decide with the defendant the precise final sanction. 

24 See later chapter 3.3. 
25 Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 1, Section 10, Subsection 2. 
26  As referred to in the Criminal Code Chapter 6, Section 8 a. The mitigated scale for the proposal for 
judgement is maximum of two thirds of the what the sanction otherwise would be, as the mitigated scale 
for the criminal proceedings, in which a confession can be taken into consideration as a mitigating factor, 
is the maximum of three quarters what the sanction otherwise would have been; Criminal Code Chapter 
6, Section 8. 
27 in accordance with the Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 8. 
28 Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 1, Section 10, subsection 3. 
29 Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 1, Section 10, subsection 4. 
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The prosecutor has discretionary power in terms of the criminal charges, but it is 

limited to waiving the charges and to the mitigated scale of punishment. The damaged party 

may participate in the negotiations as the claims based on the criminal responsibility may be 

settled as part of the plea bargaining process. The claims may also be handled separately in a 

civil proceeding. Also, the forfeit or the ban on business operations can/must be accepted as 

part of guilty plea, but they are not negotiable; they can vary depending on how the charges 

are composed or if some of the original charges are dropped.  If the defendant does not agree 

with the settlement, he/she may cancel their confession and statements. 

If the prosecutor has already brought charges for the offence referred to in the proposal 

for judgment, he or she shall submit the proposal for judgment to the court before the 

initiation of the main hearing on the charges. The prosecutor shall also notify the court 

hearing the charges of the proposal for judgment, and the court shall stay the hearing of the 

charges. After the legally final judgment has been issued on the basis of the proposal for 

judgment or as necessary otherwise, the prosecutor shall notify the court hearing the charges 

whether the hearing of the charges should be concluded or whether he or she intends to 

continue to prosecute the case.30 

The wording refers to the interpretation, and it is stated in the application guidelines 

for the prosecutors, that the proceedings can take place any time and stage before the hearing 

of the charges, even in the beginning of the hearing, before the charges are presented. Yet, in 

some cases the procedure has been reopened as late as the stage of the appeal to the Court of 

Appeal31.  

 

3.3 Proceedings at court after the guilty plea 

The proposal for judgment is considered in the proceedings without the main hearing 

or in connection with such a main hearing (proceedings on the basis of a plea of guilty). In 

addition to the proposal for judgment, also other claims based on the offence referred to in the 

30 Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 1, Section 10 a, Subsection 5. 
31 See further case a study by Laura Kallioinen: Syyteneuvottelu ja tunnustamisoikeudenkäynti 
hovioikeuskäytännössä – empiirinen katsaus, Helsingin hovioikeuden julkaisuja, Valittuja kysymyksiä 
rikos- ja rikosprosessioikeudesta II, 2019. 
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proceedings on the basis of a plea of guilty shall be considered in such proceedings.32 The 

prosecutor and the defendant shall be present in person in the proceedings on the basis of a 

plea of guilty. The defendant shall be assisted by counsel33. The damaged party shall be 

reserved an opportunity to be present if, in the proceedings on the basis of a plea of guilty his 

or her claim that is not being presented by the prosecutor, is to be considered. However, 

absence of the damaged party does not prevent a decision on the matter.34 

Unless the court decides otherwise, proceedings on the basis of a plea of guilty consist 

of the following stages.  First the prosecutor shall clarify the content of the proposal for 

judgment and the other circumstances connected with it, and present to the necessary extent 

the criminal investigation material dealing with the case. Then the court shall inquire of the 

defendant, whether or not he or she continues to admit the offence and consents to the 

consideration of the case in this procedure and whether or not he or she understands also in 

other respects the content and significance of the proposal for judgment, and seek to ensure 

that the proposal corresponds to the intent of the defendant. After that, the court reserves the 

defendant an opportunity to otherwise comment on the proposal for judgment and the 

criminal investigation material, and the damaged party an opportunity to comment on the 

proposal for judgment. After that, other claims are heard, and finally the parties are provided 

with an opportunity to present their closing statement.35 

The court shall ensure that the case is dealt with appropriately and that irrelevant 

matters are not mixed into the case. The court shall use questions to eliminate ambiguities and 

deficiencies in the statements of the parties.36 The proceedings based on plea of guilty follows 

the same main principal of adversarial process, as the criminal proceedings generally. 

 

3.4 The judgement  

The court shall issue a judgment according with the proposal for judgment if the 

defendant has made the admission and given the consent, no reasonable doubt remains 

32 Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 5 b, Section 1. 
33 Unless on the basis of the prerequisites provided in the Chapter 1, section 10 a, subsection 2, he or she 
attends to his or her own defence. 
34 Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 5 b, Section 2. 
35 Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 5 b, Section 3 Subsection 1. 
36 Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 5 b, Section 3 Subsection 2. 
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regarding the voluntary and valid nature of the admission taking into consideration also the 

criminal investigation material concerning the case, the court convicts in accordance with the 

proposal for judgment and there is otherwise no bar to acceptance of the proposal.37 The 

judgment shall contain in addition a decision on the other claims based on the offence and 

connected with the consideration of the case.38 

In practice, no matter at what point of the procedure the guilty plea and negotiations 

take place, the same mitigation scale is applied39. There has been doubts40, that this might lead 

to unequal treatment for different defendants. In practice, the benefits of the guilty plea and 

information acquired by the confession, are likely greater, the earlier in the process the 

confession is made. It should be noted, that even though the court is bound by the proposal for 

judgement, it only goes as far as the negotiation powers of the prosecutor can reach. The court 

determines the actual sanction, that is the period of imprisonment or the number and total of 

the fines imposed. This way, the final result of the negotiations in terms of the sanction, is not 

made by the negotiating parties. 

Due to the civil nature of the claims made by the damaged party, the amount of 

reparation is negotiable. If the reparation concerns forfeited proceeds, the amount is strictly 

tied to the facts and the description of the offense in the proposal for judgement, e.g. if some 

of the charges are waived completely for some of the offenses, the total of the forfeited 

monies is reduced by the amount of the proceeds of these offenses. This way, the full 

compensation is mandatory for forfeit, but the prosecutor has the (in general quite large) 

discretionary power to waive charges. 

The judgement can be appealed, and then modified by the court of appeal. This is 

important especially from the point of view of the final sanction determined by the court. 

 

37 Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 5 b, Section 4, Subsection 1. 
38 Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 5 b, Section 4, Subsection 2. 
39 Criminal Code, Chapter 6, Section 8 a: In determining the punishment, at the most two thirds of the 
maximum length of imprisonment or of the maximum amount of the fine may be imposed, and at the 
least the minimum amount that is provided for the type of punishment. If the maximum punishment that 
is provided for the offence is imprisonment for a determinate period, the court may impose a fine instead 
of imprisonment, if there are special reasons for this. 
40 The concerns have been under discussion already when the Finnish plea bargaining system has been 
under consideration and construction. See e.g. Memorandum of the Committee of the Legal Affairs 
(LaVM 5/2014 vp); Kuusisto Mäkelä, 2021. 
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3.5 Plea bargaining during criminal investigation 

Plea bargaining can also take place during the criminal investigation, before the 

responsibility of the case has been transmitted to the prosecution. If the criminal investigation 

involves two or more offences for which the same person is suspected, and he or she has 

promoted the clarification of one or more suspected offences by confessing to them, the 

prosecutor may, if he or she deems this justified taking into consideration the nature of the 

case and the claims to be presented, the apparent expenses and time of proceeding with the 

case as well as the other circumstances, order on the request of the head investigator that not 

all the offences be subjected to a criminal investigation or the criminal investigation of them 

be discontinued.41 

If the criminal investigation is restricted on the basis of a confession in accordance 

with the preconditions explained above, the prosecutor may at the same time on the request of 

the head investigator and in respect of the suspected offences for which a criminal 

investigation is conducted, commit to requesting punishment in accordance with the mitigated 

scale of punishment42. The prosecutor may make the same commitment also when one 

suspected offence is under investigation, and the suspect in the offence has promoted this 

investigation by confessing to it in full or to an essential extent. In this case, a negotiation43 

may be conducted between the prosecutor and the suspect in the offence and a judgement 

proposed. The decision to waive or discontinue the criminal investigation and the 

commitment of the prosecutor to request a mitigated sentence may be withdrawn only if the 

confession is withdrawn or in the view of new evidence in the case the decision or the 

commitment had been based on essentially incomplete or erroneous information.44 

The criminal investigation may not be waived or discontinued nor may the 

commitment be given, to the extent that the suspected offence is punishable by a sentence of 

imprisonment for more than six years or the suspected offence is one referred to in Chapter 

20, section 1, 4, 5, 6, 8 a or 8 b of the Criminal Code or Chapter 21, section 4, 5, 6 a or 7–15 

41 Criminal Investigations Act, Chapter 3, Section 10 a, Subsection 1. 
42 As referred to in the Criminal Code Chapter 6, Section 8 a. 
43 This is yet not mandatory, the case can also be handled in “regular” criminal proceedings, in which the 
prosecutor requests punishment in accordance with the mitigated scale, see e.g. Mäkelä – Niemi, 2017.  
44 Criminal Investigations Act Chapter 3, Section 10 a, Subsections 2 to 4. 
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of the Criminal Code or an important public or private interest requires that the criminal 

investigation be conducted.45  

It must be noted, that the plea bargaining during the investigations has not been used 

often, and in the majority of the cases the plea bargaining comes to question after the police 

investigations are completed and the responsibility of the case has been transmitted to the 

prosecution.46 

 

3.6 Restitution of monies  

If the offense is tax fraud or any other offense regarding public funds, the damaged 

party is the applicable state authority, e.g. the Finnish Tax Authority, which also is 

responsible to make the claims for the lost state tax funds. The damaged parties’ claims, that 

are caused by the criminal offense, can be handled in the course of criminal proceedings, but 

their nature prevails as civil claims. The damaged party does have an opportunity to choose to 

make the claims in separate civil procedure instead. 

If no claims are made, the state has the secondary option to forfeiture. The proceeds of 

crime shall be ordered forfeit to the State. The forfeiture shall be ordered on the perpetrator, a 

participant or a person on whose behalf or to whose benefit the offence has been committed, 

where these have benefited from the offence. If no evidence can be presented as to the amount 

of the proceeds of crime, or if such evidence can be presented only with difficulty, the 

proceeds shall be estimated, taking into consideration the nature of the offence, the extent of 

the criminal activity and the other circumstances. Forfeiture of the proceeds of crime shall not 

be ordered in so far as they have been returned to the damaged party, or in so far as they have 

been or will be ordered to be reimbursed to the damaged party by way of compensation or 

restitution. If a claim for compensation or restitution has not been filed or if the claim has still 

not been decided when the request for forfeiture is being decided, the forfeiture shall be 

ordered.47 

45 Criminal Investigations Act Chapter 3, Section 10 a, Subsection 5. 
46 See e.g. Mäkelä – Niemi, 2017.  
47 Criminal Code Chapter 10, Section 2. 
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The restitution of the defrauded monies – as such – is not mandatory by legislation, 

and it is not a precondition to the plea bargaining. But it must be noted that the claims by the 

damaged party can be included in the process and the damaged party’s acceptance is one of 

the preconditions, so in practice there might be a need to agree on the restitution. Also, the 

defendant must agree with the facts of the charges, and that may, and usually will, include the 

sums and quantities of the gained benefits. 

 

3.7 Shortly on VOM procedure 

The victim-offender-mediation (VOM) in Finland is based on the restorative justice. 

The focus is on the meeting of the parties and their needs to reach an agreement through 

discussion after a conflict. There is a voluntary worker (they have to attend a course on the 

matter to qualify) facilitating the meetings, but the content of the discussion and the outcome 

(the mediation agreement) are defined by the parties. The mediator/facilitator only sees that 

there is no undue pressure towards any of the parties and the mediation agreement is 

considered fair in the present circumstances48. The mediator is there to guide the parties to 

find an agreement that can be accepted and is satisfactory enough for both parties. If the 

parties do not find an agreement on the settlement, the mediation must be terminated 

uncompleted. 49 

The police should suggest mediation as an alternative, if they consider the case to be 

suitable. The mediation office evaluates the case and either accepts the case for the mediation, 

or not. The parties must always be willing to participate, and they can withdraw at any stage 

of the mediation process50. The request to resort to VOM can be rejected, if the case is not 

considered suitable for the mediation. This can be the case, if the general requirements are not 

filled or if the case is based on the facts in hand considered unsuitable. The decision must 

comply with the rules concerning administrative decision as enacted in the Administrative 

Procedure Act, and it provides right to appeal as it is enacted in Administrative Judicial 

Procedure Act. 

48 Act on Conciliation in Criminal and Certain Civil Cases, Section 17.  
49 Government Proposal (HE 93/2005 vp; original title Hallituksen esitys Eduskunnalle laiksi 
rikosasioiden sovittelusta); Aune Flinck: Rakennamme sovintoa Opas rikosten ja riitojen sovitteluun, 
THL, 2013. 
50 Act on Conciliation in Criminal and Certain Civil Cases, Section 2. 
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VOM in Finland have a background more in the social services, than criminal 

procedure, and they are considered as a separate. Between the victim and offender, no 

criminal procedure rules are applied, but the mediation should be an equal process focusing 

on rehabilitation and restoring the situation before the offense. From this point of view, VOM 

isn’t the ideal proceedings for dealing with white-collar crime. VOM is seen especially 

suitable for smaller offenses of juvenile offenders (e.g. agreeing a young offender to clean the 

graffities, pay for the damaged goods etc), to whom the criminal procedure might have more 

serious social consequences (e.g. criminal record might be an obstacle when applying to 

school, job etc.) Also, these types of offenses often require the damaged parties request to the 

prosecutor to press charges, and that way they really are an alternative to the criminal justice 

system.51 

The effect of the conclusion of the VOM to the defendant is the obligation to carry out 

(in practice pay) the agreed reimbursements. The agreement may be confirmed in court, and 

this way they can be subject of distraint. The case might not be prosecuted, if the settlement 

by the parties is considered sufficient by the prosecutor. Some of the offences as enacted in 

the Criminal Code, are of such nature that the prosecutor is not allowed to bring charges, 

unless the damaged party reports the offence for the bringing of charges. The damaged party 

also have an individual right to bring the charges to the prosecution, if the prosecutor has 

waived the charges. From the point of view of VOM, in such offences, the prosecutor is tied 

to the will of the victim, and after completed mediation and the settlement, there should not be 

need to request for the prosecution for the same offense.  

 

4. Observations on the functioning of the ne bis in idem principle 

In plea bargaining, the same actions may not be prosecuted, and the ne bis in idem 

principle applies. The proceedings are simplified compared to the regular criminal 

proceedings, but the proceedings at court still are part of the criminal justice system. Plea 

bargaining can be described as criminal procedure by nature, more than ADR. The judgement 

has the res judicata effect, just as any judgement in a criminal matter, and the defendant’s 

liability is established. 

51 In English, the information in VOM procedure is provided by the Finnish institute for health and 
welfare. 
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In VOM, in procedural terms, ne bis in idem principle does not apply, as the criminal 

proceedings are not excluded by legislation. If the prosecutor decides not to waive 

prosecution after the parties have participated in VOM and come to an agreement, from the 

point of view of ne bis in idem principle, the prosecutor’s decision will have the same effect 

as would any decision of waiving the prosecution52, and the case can still be reopened with 

certain preconditions. 

 

5. Evaluation of the concrete impact of the ADR procedures 

During the first years of plea bargaining, the number of cases in plea bargaining are 

estimated53 to have remained around 100 per year, thus it can be described as a marginal 

procedure compared to the regular criminal procedure. In this perspective, it hardly can be 

considered to cause major deflation. The defendant does not automatically get “discount” on 

the accessory sanctions, as e.g. ban to participate business activities are not negotiable. This 

way the plea bargaining does not necessarily loose the preventive qualities, as these bans 

might be even a bigger concern of defendants of white-collar crime than the actual criminal 

sanctions. 

 

 

6. Further observations and comments 

Some of the most important benefits of VOM are the possibility to an individual 

agreement and to agree on work compensation or other not so traditional forms of 

reimbursement. Also, social and psychological needs of the parties are considered and valued 

in the process, as there is the possibility to include the apology as part of the process. The 

meeting of the parties stands its own value and enables the rehabilitation on social level, as 

well. What can be considered a downside54, is that VOM, as separate from the criminal 

proceedings, does not mean the final outcome of the misconduct or criminal offense. There 

are also some possibilities of miss-use, if the preconditions, quite vaguely set out in the 

52 The rules on reopening the case are enacted in the Criminal Procedure Act, Chapter 1, Section 11. 
53 The statistics referred here are until 2017. Sahavirta, 2017  
54 This opinion varies between individuals representing different institutions and understanding of the 
meaning of both restorative and criminal procedures. 
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legislation, are not investigated properly. From the criminal law point of view, there are also 

some suspicions concerning preventive aspects of VOM and equal treatment of the offenders. 

As stated above, from the point of view of the economic and financial crime and the scope of 

the PIF directive, VOM can be easily seen unsuitable as a procedure, nevertheless their 

applicability is not excluded by legislation. 

Plea bargaining instead, can be seen beneficial as an alternative to the criminal 

proceedings, mainly due to its cost efficiency and resources saved. Also, typically to the 

economic and financial crime, some evidence might be impossible or very hard to obtain, and 

the charges might be dismissed at court due to lack of evidence supporting the charges, if 

there wasn’t a confession and cooperation by the defendant. It surely provides for more 

foreseeable outcome and open negotiations in comparison to the mitigation based on the 

defendant’s collaboration in the regular criminal proceedings, in which the defendant more or 

less carries the “risk” of waiving the presumption of innocence all by him/herself. All in all, 

the process and rules regarding the defendant’s rights are more regulated and foreseeable in 

comparison to the mitigation based on the defendant’s collaboration in the regular 

proceedings. Of course, if not applied carefully following the preconditions and the purpose 

of the proceedings, there is also a possibility to miss-use. In practice the plea bargaining has 

even taken forms not considered, yet regulated, by the legislative (e.g. plea bargaining at court 

of appeal). It can even be stated, that to some extent the categorial application of the 

mitigation could even be taken into consideration already when planning the pros and cons of 

the offense, even though the outcome in terms of the final sanction is never “set in stone” 

before the final judgement by the court. 
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Introduction 

The following report focuses on Germany’s legislation concerning PIF crimes and 

alternative dispute resolution in criminal matters. 

The first chapter deals with the relevant measures stemming from the PIF Directive as 

well as with the national criminal provisions concerning these kind of crimes. 

Next, an overview over alternative dispute resolution mechanisms of German criminal 

law is given. The prerequisites and options are listed and clarified. 

After that, the alternative proceeding will be explained in detail. There is information 

on the roles of the accused and the damaged party/the victim within these proceedings. 

Moreover, insight on the ne bis in idem principle is given.  

To conclude the observations, the concrete impact of the alternative procedure is 

evaluated. 
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1. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal 
system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the domestic 
level 

a) PIF Directive 

According to art. 22 of the Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of the European Parliament 

and of the Council of 12 October 2017 implementing enhanced cooperation on the 

establishment of the EPPO (Regulation 2017/1939) that established the EPPO, the EPPO has 

competence over criminal offences affecting the financial interests of the Union that are 

provided for in Directive (EU) 2017/1371 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 

July 2017 on the fight against fraud to the Union’s financial interests by means of criminal 

law (Directive 2017/1371). Moreover, it is competent in respect of other crimes that are 

inextricably linked to such a conduct or in the case of the participation in a criminal 

organisation if the focus of that organisation is to commit any of the above-mentioned 

offences. 

b) National legislation concerning the PIF Directive 

Directive 2017/1371 has been implemented into German law by the “Gesetz zur 

Umsetzung der Richtlinie (EU) 2017/1371 des Europäischen Parlaments und des Rates vom 

5. Juli 2017 über die strafrechtliche Bekämpfung von gegen die finanziellen Interessen der 

Union gerichtetem Betrug“, which specifically concerns the implementation of said Directive. 

The act entails the creation of a new act as well as the amendment of already existing articles. 

Moreover, some of the provisions had already been implemented through the previous 

national legislation. 

The new act is called “Gesetz zur Stärkung des Schutzes der finanziellen Interessen 

der Europäischen Union (EU-Finanzschutzstärkungsgesetz - EUFinSchStG)“ which can be 

translated as “Act to strengthen the protection of the financial interests of the European 

Union”.1 

 

1 For further information concerning the implementation see BMJ, Gesetzesentwurf 
<https://www.bmj.de/SharedDocs/Gesetzgebungsverfahren/Dokumente/GE_Umsetzung_RL-EU-2017-
1371>. 
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c) PIF Crimes 

The relevant PIF crimes/offences can be found in arts. 3 and 4 Directive 2017/1371. 

Art. 3 Directive 2017/1371 concerns fraud affecting the Union’s financial interests.  

The implementation of art. 3 Directive 2017/1371: 

Art. 3 (2) (a) (i) Directive 2017/1371 can be found within art. 264 (1) (1) and (4) 

Criminal Code (CC). According to that provision concerning subsidy fraud, a penalty of 

imprisonment of up to five years or a fine shall be imposed on whoever (1) furnishes an 

authority which is competent to approve a subsidy or another agency or person involved in 

the subsidy procedure (subsidy giver), for themselves or another person, with incorrect or 

incomplete particulars regarding facts which are advantageous for themselves or the other 

person, such particulars being relevant for the granting of a subsidy, or (4) uses a certificate of 

entitlement to a subsidy or about facts relevant to a subsidy which was obtained by furnishing 

incorrect or incomplete particulars in a subsidy procedure. 

Art. 3 (2) (a) (ii) Directive 2017/1371 is implemented through art. 264 (1) (3) Criminal 

Code. 

According to that provision concerning subsidy fraud, a penalty of imprisonment of up 

to five years or a fine shall be imposed on anyone who withholds from the subsidy giver, 

contrary to the legal provisions relating to grants of subsidies, facts relevant to the subsidy. 

Art. 3 (2) (a) (iii) Directive 2017/1371 can be found within art. 264 (1) (2) Criminal 

Code. 

According to that provision concerning subsidy fraud, a penalty of imprisonment of up 

to five years or a fine shall be imposed on anyone who uses an object or cash benefit the use 

of which is restricted by legal provisions or by the subsidy giver in relation to a subsidy 

contrary to that restriction. 

Art. 264 (8) (2) Criminal Code clarifies that a benefit from public funds under 

European Union law that is granted, at least in part, without market-related consideration is 

considered a subsidy within the meaning of this provision. 
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Art. 3 (2) (b) (i) Directive 2017/1371 can be found within art. 263 (1) Criminal Code. 

Pursuant to art. 263 (1) Criminal Code, which punishes fraud, a penalty of imprisonment of 

up to five years or a fine shall be imposed on whoever, with the intention of obtaining an 

unlawful pecuniary benefit for themselves or a third party, damages the assets of another by 

causing or maintaining an error under false pretences or distorting or suppressing true facts. 

Art. 3 (2) (b) (ii) Directive 2017/1371 may be covered by the above-mentioned art. 

263 Criminal Code depending on the specific case. In case of omission, it is punishable in 

conjunction with art. 13 Criminal Code. 

Art. 3 (2) (b) (iii) Directive 2017/1371 is also implemented. Insofar as the deed is not 

yet covered by arts. 263 or 264 Criminal Code, it is punishable pursuant to art. 1 of the newly 

created act called EuFinschStG (Act to strengthen the protection of the financial interests of 

the European Union). It postulates that a penalty of imprisonment of up to five years or a fine 

shall be imposed on any person who, with the intention of obtaining an unlawful pecuniary 

advantage for himself or herself or for a third party, causes damage to the assets of the 

European Union by using benefits granted to him or her from public funds of the European 

Union, the use of which is restricted by law or by contract, contrary to this restriction of use. 

Art. 3 (2) (c) (i) and (ii) Directive 2017/1371 has been implemented through arts. 370 

(1) (1) and (2) Fiscal Code, which punish tax evasion, as well as through art. 2 of the newly 

created act called EuFinschStG (Act to strengthen the protection of the financial interests of 

the European Union). 

According to art. 370 (1) (1) and (2) Fiscal Code, a penalty of imprisonment of to five 

years or a fine shall be imposed on anyone who (1) furnishes the revenue authorities or other 

authorities with incorrect or incomplete particulars concerning matters that are relevant for tax 

purposes or (2) fails to inform the revenue authorities of facts that are relevant for tax 

purposes when obliged to do so. 

The EuFinschStG adds that under unlawful reduction of the revenue of the European 

Union a penalty of imprisonment for a term not exceeding five years, or a fine, shall be 

imposed on whoever unlawfully reduces the revenue of the European Union by creating or 

maintaining an error by providing incorrect or incomplete information on revenue-relevant 

facts to a body responsible for the administration of revenue of the European Union or if 
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he/she fails to inform an authority responsible for the administration of the revenue of the 

European Union about facts relevant to the revenue. 

Art. 3 (2) (c) (iii) Directive 2017/1371 can be seen as implemented through arts. 370 

(1) (2) Fiscal Code in conjunction with art. 153 (2) and (3) Fiscal Code as well as in 

conjunction with Regulation (EU) 2013/952.  

Art. 3 (2) (d) (i) Directive 2017/1371 can be found within the previously mentioned 

art. 370 (1) (1) Fiscal Code. 

Art. 3 (2) (d) (ii) Directive 2017/1371 can be found within the previously mentioned 

art. 370 (1) (2) Fiscal Code. 

Art. 3 (2) (d) (iii) Directive 2017/1371 can be found within the previously mentioned 

art. 370 (1) (2) Fiscal Code as well as through art. 370 (1) (1) Fiscal Code (in conjunction 

with art. 25 (2) Criminal Code).  

Art. 4 Directive 2017/1371 concerns other criminal offences affecting the Union’s 

financial interests. 

The implementation of art. 4 Directive 2017/1371: 

Art. 4 (1) Directive 2017/1371 is implemented through art. 261 Criminal Code that 

punishes money laundering and postulates a penalty of imprisonment of up to five years or a 

fine.  

Art. 4 (2) (a) and (b) Directive 2017/1371 are also implemented. The regulations 

concerning passive and active bribery can be found within arts. 332 and 334 (in conjunction 

with arts. 335 and 335a) Criminal Code. 

Art. 332 (1) establishes a term of imprisonment from six months to five years, while 

art. 332 (2), which concerns judges, members of a court of the European Union and 

arbitrators, sets out a punishment of imprisonment from one to ten years. 

Art. 334 (1) postulates a punishment of imprisonment from three months to five years. 

If it concerns judges, members of a court of the European Union or arbitrators, as set out in 
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art. 334 (2), it is punishable by imprisonment from three months to five years or six months to 

five years. 

Art. 335 covers particularly severe cases with a punishment of imprisonment from one 

to ten years or not under two years. It has to be noted that these particularly severe cases do 

not play a role when it comes to the distinction between serious and less serious criminal 

offences. 

Here, art. 3 of the newly created act called EuFinschStG (Act to strengthen the 

protection of the financial interests of the European Union) clarifies that for the application of 

arts. 332 and 334 Criminal Code, in each case also in conjunction with arts. 335 and 335a 

Criminal Code, to an act relating to a future judicial act or a future official act, damage to or 

endangerment of the property of the European Union shall be equivalent to a breach of 

official or judicial duties. 

Moreover, bribery concerning mandate holders has been implemented through art. 

108e Criminal Code and art 2. IntBestG (Act on Combating International Bribery). 

Art. 108e Criminal Code postulates a penalty of imprisonment from one to ten years, 

while art 2. IntBestG punishes the offence with imprisonment for up to five years or a fine. 

Art. 4 (3) Directive 2017/1371 resembles art. 266 Criminal Code, which punishes the 

misappropriation of funds as any person who abuses the authority granted to him by law, 

official order or legal transaction to dispose of another's property or to bind another, or who 

violates the duty incumbent upon him by virtue of law, official order, legal transaction or 

fiduciary relationship to look after another's property interests, and thereby causes 

disadvantage to the person whose property interests he is responsible for, shall be punishable 

by a penalty of imprisonment of up to five years or a fine. 

d) Other relevant legislation concerning Directive 2017/1371 

Furthermore, art. 5 (1) Directive 2017/1371 sets out that inciting as well as aiding and 

abetting the commission of an offence pursuant to arts. 3 and 4 Directive 2017/1371 must be 

punishable. Germany fulfills this provision through arts. 26 and 27 Criminal Code.  
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Art. 5 (2) Directive 2017/1371 then stipulates that an attempt to commit an offence 

pursuant art. 3 and art. 4 (3) Directive 2017/1371 must be punishable. This had already 

largely been fulfilled and has been supplemented by the addition of art. 264 (4) Criminal 

Code.  

Moreover, art. 6 Directive 2017/1371 sets out that the member states have to make 

sure that legal persons/corporations may be held liable for offences pursuant to the above-

mentioned articles.  

Art. 9 Directive 2017/1371 postulates that relevant sanctions should include fines. 

In Germany, these articles are respected through art. 30 Act on Regulatory Offences 

(ARO). 

Art. 30 (1) ARO describes different conditions that have to be fulfilled in order for a 

legal person (or association of persons) to be held liable under that act. 

First, someone acting (1) as an entity authorized to represent a legal person or as a 

member of such an entity, or (2) as chairman of the executive committee of an association 

without legal capacity or (3) as a member of such committee, or as a partner authorized to 

represent a partnership with legal capacity, or (4) as the authorized representative with full 

power of attorney or in a managerial position as procura-holder or the authorised 

representative with a commercial power of attorney of a legal person or of an association of 

persons referred to in numbers 2 or 3, or (5) as another person responsible on behalf of the 

management of the operation or enterprise forming part of a legal person, or of an association 

of persons referred to in numbers 2 or 3, also covering supervision of the conduct of business 

or other exercise of controlling powers in a managerial position, is required to have 

committed a criminal offence or a regulatory offence. 

Secondly, as a result of which duties incumbent on the legal person or on the 

association of persons have been violated, or the legal person or the association of persons has 

been enriched or was intended to be enriched, 

The possible consequence is also mentioned in art. 30 (1) ARO as it states that a 

regulatory fine may be imposed on such legal person or association. 
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Art. 30 (2) ARO then clarifies the possible amount. It postulates that the regulatory 

fine shall amount (1) in the case of a criminal offence committed with intent, to not more than 

ten million Euros, and (2) in the case of a criminal offence committed negligently, to not more 

than five million Euros. Where there has been commission of a regulatory offence, the 

maximum regulatory fine that can be imposed shall be determined by the maximum 

regulatory fine imposable for the regulatory offence concerned. If the act refers to this 

provision, the maximum amount of the regulatory fine in accordance with the second sentence 

shall be multiplied by ten for the offences referred to in the act. The second sentence shall 

also apply where there has been commission of an act simultaneously constituting a criminal 

offence and a regulatory offence, provided that the maximum regulatory fine imposable for 

the regulatory offence exceeds the maximum in accordance with the first sentence. 

Art 30 (3) ARO states that art. 17 (4) ARO shall apply mutatis mutandis. Therefore, if 

the statutory maximum does not suffice for the purpose that the regulatory fine shall exceed 

the financial benefit that has been obtained from commission of the regulatory offence, it may 

be exceeded. 

 

2. Relevant provisions on ADR-Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal 
Matters and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of 
disputes 

The ex officio principle and therefore mandatory prosecution is applied in criminal 

proceedings. Generally, the prosecution authority has a duty to persecute offences. However, 

there are certain limitations to that rule. So called “Antragsdelikte” may only be prosecuted 

after a complaint/request of the victim. This group of offences includes for example trespass 

as stated in art. 123 Criminal Code. Some of these offences by request may also be prosecuted 

without it in case there is a particular public interest. One example would be theft and 

misappropriation of property of minor value according to art. 248a Criminal Code. 

Another restriction is that of “Ermächtigungsdelikte” such as art. 97 Criminal Code 

that punishes the divulging of state secrets. Here, the prosecution authority needs an 

authorization of the relevant political authority to proceed with the prosecution.  

An exception of the ex officio rule is that of private prosecution offences. 
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Moreover, Germany is characterized by the principle of indictment. Therefore, art. 151 

of the Code of Criminal Procedure (CCP) stipulates that the opening of a judicial 

investigation (i.e. before court) is conditional upon the preferment of charges. Art. 152 CCP 

then further postulates that the public prosecutor’s office shall be responsible for bringing 

public charges and that the prosecution shall be obliged to intervene in respect of all 

prosecutable criminal offences if there are sufficient factual indications and unless otherwise 

provided by law. Art. 170 CCP clarifies that the public prosecutor’s office then is obliged to 

file an indictment if the results of the investigation provide sufficient grounds. If there is not 

sufficient evidence, the prosecution must discontinue the proceedings. These provisions 

therefore lays out the principle of mandatory prosecution  

Nevertheless, there are also some exceptions regarding ex officio offences. Due to the 

principle of proportionality, the prosecution may act with a form of discretion concerning 

specific procedures. 

The CCP contains multiple provisions on possibilities for the discontinuation of 

proceedings.  

a) Closure of proceedings and alternative proceedings 

Art. 153 CCP regards the non-prosecution of petty offences, which – in this context – 

are less serious criminal offences pursuant to art. 12 (2) Criminal Code. The public prosecutor 

shall, with consent of the competent court, refrain from prosecuting the offence if the guilt of 

the offender would be considered minor and there is no public interest in prosecution. The 

consent of the court is not needed in the case of a less serious criminal offence which is not 

subject to an increased minimum sentence and if the consequences ensuing from the offence 

are minor. 

Art. 153a CCP regulates the non-prosecution subject to imposition of conditions and 

directions. This is the most important provision concerning alternative procedures in the 

context of this study. The details are explained below. 

Art. 153b CCP contains a provision pursuant to which it is possible to refrain from 

prosecution where imposition of penalty may be dispensed with. Here, the consent of the 

court is needed. 
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Art. 153c CCP concerns the non-prosecution of offences committed abroad.  

Art. 153d CCP allows for the non-prosecution of offences against national security 

due to overriding public interests, while art. 153e CCP regards the same type of offences and 

allows for the refrainment due to active remorse. 

Art. 153f CCP concerns the non-prosecution of offences under the Code of Crimes 

against International Law. 

Art. 154 CCP allows for the partial termination upon commission of several offences.  

Art. 154a CCP is quite similar as it concerns the limitation of prosecution for parts of 

the crime. 

Art. 154b CCP stipulates the possibility to refrain from indicting someone upon 

extradition and expulsion. 

Art. 154c CCP concerns the refrainment of prosecution of the victim of coercion or 

extortion, if that coercion/extortion had the objective to disclose an offence of the victim of 

said coercion/extortion.  

Art. 154e CCP regulates the refrainment from prosecution in case of false suspicion or 

insult as long as criminal or disciplinary proceedings are pending for the act reported or 

alleged.  

Art. 154f CCP postulates the possibility to provisionally discontinue the proceedings 

in case of temporary obstacles.  

Art. 46a CC provides for offender-victim-settlement and rectification of damages. If 

the offender, in an effort to reach a settlement with the injured party, has made amends for all 

or most of his or her offence or is seriously striving to make amends or in a case in which the 

reparation of damage has required considerable personal service or personal renunciation on 

the offenders part, compensates the victim wholly or for the most part, the court may refrain 

from imposing a penalty if no penalty greater than imprisonment of up to one year of a fine of 

up to 360 daily units has been incurred. 
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This regulation can also be applied through art. 153a CCP in conjunction with arts. 

155a and 155b CCP. 

Art. 385 of the Fiscal Code postulates that unless otherwise specified in the following 

provisions, criminal proceedings for tax crimes shall be governed by the general laws on 

criminal proceedings, namely the Code of Civil Procedure, the Act on the Constitution of 

Courts and the Juvenile Courts Act. Therefore, art. 153a CCP is applicable regarding these 

crimes. 

Pursuant to art. 398 Fiscal Code it is moreover possible to refrain from prosecuting tax 

evasion where only a minor understatement of tax has occurred or where only minor tax 

advantages have been derived, if the perpetrator’s degree of guilt is slight and there is no 

public interest in the prosecution. 

Art. 398a Fiscal Code offers the option to refrain from prosecution in certain cases of 

voluntary disclosure of tax evasion that cannot already be resolved under art. 371 Fiscal Code. 

In cases where exemption from punishment is denied solely on the basis of art. 371 (2), first 

sentence, numbers 3 (because the concerned amount exceeds € 25.000 per act) or 4 (it 

concerns a particularly serious case), prosecution shall not occur if, within the reasonable 

period of time allowed to him, the person involved in the act (1) pays the taxes which were 

evaded to his benefit through the perpetration of the act, the interest payable on the evaded 

taxes in accordance with art. 235, and the interest payable under art. 233a insofar as such 

interest is charged on the interest payable on the evaded taxes in accordance with art. 235(4), 

and  

(2) pays to the Treasury a sum of money in the following amount: 

a) 10 percent of the evaded tax where the amount evaded does not exceed € 100.000, 

b) 15 percent of the evaded tax where the amount evaded exceeds € 100.000 but does 

not exceed € 1,000,000, 

c) 20 percent of the evaded tax where the amount evaded exceeds € 1.000.000. 
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The Juvenile Courts Act (JCA) provides for different possibilities concerning 

alternative procedures. The relevant regulations on diversion can be found within arts. 45 and 

47 JCA. 

Moreover, the Narcotics Act contains provisions on the discontinuation of proceedings 

in minor cases (see arts. 31a and 37 Narcotics Act). 

b) Conditions regulated in art. 153a CCP 

Art. 153a CCP is the key provision regarding diversion although it is not termed as 

such. It offers the possibility to refrain from the prosecution under conditions and directions. 

This provision is extremely wide and often used.  

There are some conditions which must be met in order for the provision to be 

applicable as not all types of offences are open for that procedure. Then, the public 

prosecutor’s office, or after the filing of an indictment the court, may impose certain 

conditions and directions with the consent of the offender and provisionally refrain from 

further prosecution. If the offender successfully complies, the proceedings will be finally 

discontinued. 

Art. 153a CCP only applies to less serious criminal offences. Art. 12 CC differentiates 

between serious criminal offences and less serious criminal offences. According to art. 12 (1) 

CC serious criminal offences are unlawful acts punishable by a minimum term of 

imprisonment of one year or more, while less serious criminal offences as regulated in art. 12 

(2) CC are unlawful acts punishable at a minimum by a lesser term of imprisonment (than one 

year) or punishable by a fine. It has to be noted that according to art. 12 (3) CC, aggravations 

or mitigations provided for under the provisions of the general part of the CC or for 

particularly serious or less serious cases shall not be taken into account for the purpose of 

classification. 

However, qualifications and privileges do not fall under art. 12 (3) CC and have 

therefore be taken into account when considering if an offence is open for art. 153a CCP. 

The next condition is that the imposed conditions or directions (particularly listed in 

art. 153a (1) CCP) are suitable for eliminating the public interest in prosecution. The public 
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interest is highly unspecific but also includes considerations on special and general 

prevention. It must be therefore sufficient to deter the offender and others from committing 

further crimes.  

The last important condition is that the gravity of the guilt/the culpability would not be 

deemed serious. This condition is extremely vague and opens the application range of the 

provision not only for low level crimes but also for medium level cases as the culpability must 

not be deemed low but only not serious. 

Therefore, the provision does not list certain offences, but only stipulates some 

conditions for the application. If one wants to find out if a type of violation is suitable for this 

alternative procedure, all above-mentioned conditions would have to be examined.  

Moreover, all facts must have been sufficiently cleared up and a conviction must be 

highly probable. 

 

c) Application regarding the PIF crimes 

Considering the PIF crimes that have been implemented into German law as well as 

the relevant conditions for the discontinuation of criminal proceedings pursuant to art. 153a 

CCP, we can see that some of the crimes may be settled via that alternative procedure, while 

others are not resolvable under that mechanism. 

The penalty range only excludes arts. 332 (2) and art. 108e Criminal Code. All other 

above-mentioned offences may be seen as less serious criminal offences under art. 12 (2) CC 

and are hence open for the application of art. 153a CCP. It is important to remember that art. 

12 (3) CC stipulates that aggravations or mitigations provided for under the provisions of the 

general part or in respect of especially serious or less serious cases are not subject to such 

classification and therefore do not hinder the application of art. 153a CCP. 

Of course, the competent authority has to consider all conditions for diversion. 

Therefore, an offence that is generally open to the alternative procedure due to its relatively 

low sentence range could be excluded due to serious culpability of the accused or due to the 

particular public interest. 
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Moreover, the offences of the Fiscal Code may be alternatively settled via arts. 371, 

398 or 398a Fiscal Code, although this is a different mechanism and not the focus of this 

report. 

 

d) Alternative proceedings 

The most important authorities within the proceedings are the public prosecutor’s 

office and the court. 

The public prosecutor’s office acts upon an initial suspicion of a crime and leads the 

preliminary investigations pursuant to art. 160 ff CCP. Within these preliminary 

investigations, the prosecution (together with the police) investigates the crime and gathers 

and analyzes all the evidence. For some investigation measures the involvement of an 

investigating judge as mentioned in art. 162 CCP is needed. If the public prosecutor concludes 

that he/she found the accused and that a conviction is highly probable, he/she would file an 

indictment pursuant to art. 170 CCP. This initiates the intermediate proceedings which are led 

by a judge. Within this stage, the judge examines whether the alleged adequate suspicion 

exists. If he/she agrees with the prosecution, he/she will allow the indictment and initiate main 

proceedings as stated in art. 203 CCP. Then, the accused is called a defendant as mentioned in 

art. 157 CCP. 

Within the main proceedings, the public prosecutor represents the state and the 

indictment as stated in art. 243 (3) CCP. He/she can file requests and appeal the verdict in 

case he/she wants to challenge it according to arts. 296 and 301 CCP.  

The public prosecutor’s office is not independent as it is bound by the higher instances 

and – most importantly – by the minister of justice as stated in arts. 146 and 147 Courts 

Constitution Act (CCA).  

The judges may act as investigating judges in the preliminary investigations. There, 

they are involved in certain investigation measures. 

Later on, a judge leads the main proceedings and renders a verdict.  
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Judges are independent and evidently part of the judiciary. 

According to art. 153a (1) CCP the competence for the alternative procedure 

predominantly lies with the prosecution authority, which is the public prosecutor’s office. 

While the consent of the accused is needed at all times, the consent of the court/judge must 

not be obtained in the case of a less serious criminal offence which is not subject to an 

increased minimum sentence and if the consequences ensuing from the offence are minor. In 

all other cases the court’s agreement is needed. 

Pursuant to art. 153a (2) CCP, after the filing of the indictment – and its legal effect – 

and until the conclusion of the main proceedings, the court/judge may then apply the 

alternative provisions if they are applicable. Here, the consent of the prosecution and the 

accused are needed. It is even possible for the court to proceed according to this provision 

within the appellate proceedings. This is possible due to a quite recent act,2 which extended 

the possibility of terminating the proceedings. 

The competent judicial authority (first the public prosecutor’s office/public prosecutor, 

then the court/judge) may propose the alternative procedure entailed in art. 153a CCP if all 

above explained conditions are fulfilled. However, he/she has discretion when it comes to 

certain elements, as they are open for interpretation. He/she therefore has to decide if a 

condition or direction would suffice to eliminate the public interest in criminal prosecution. 

Moreover, it is not clear what exactly the seriousness of the guilt or the serious culpability 

means. The competent authority has a very broad discretion regarding that topic. 

The competent authority notifies the accused that it seeks to indict the accused for a 

particular criminal offence, but that if will refrain from the indictment and wants to 

discontinue the proceedings if the accused complies with the alternative method. The specific 

conditions and the time limit in which the person would have to comply must be explained in 

the nolle prosequi.3 

Nevertheless, the accused has to accept the alternative procedure in order for it to be 

applied as it is based on voluntariness. The authority may therefore not impose it without the 

2 Act to make criminal proceedings more effective and practicable of 17 August 2017 (Federal Law 
Gazette 2017 I p. 3202). 
3 MüKoStPO/Peters StPO § 153a Rz 30. 
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consent of the accused. It is also possible for the accused to request the alternative procedure 

although he/she has no claim to it as the competent authority will decline the request if the 

conditions are not fulfilled. 

The opening of the alternative procedure (together with the acceptance) leads to a 

provisional withdrawal from the criminal proceedings.  

Pursuant to art. 153 (1) the time limit for the compliance with the said condition or 

direction shall be a maximum of six months or one year depending on the specific method. 

The public prosecution office may subsequently revoke the conditions and directions and may 

extend the time limit once for a period of three months; with the consent of the accused it may 

also subsequently impose or change conditions and directions. 

If the person does not comply with the provisions, the criminal proceedings will be 

resumed. 

If the person has instead successfully complied with the mechanism, criminal 

proceedings are then finally closed and the offence can no longer be prosecuted as a less 

serious criminal offence as postulated in art. 153a (1) and (2) CCP. 

Pursuant to art. 153a (1) CCP there is a possibility for the prosecution authority to 

subsequently revoke the conditions and directions or to extend the limit for fulfillment once 

for a period of three months. Moreover, with the consent of the accused, the authority may 

subsequently impose or change conditions and directions. Therefore, the procedure is quite 

flexible. 

The decision of the prosecution authority to discontinue the proceedings pursuant to 

art. 153a CCP is not appealable as it is a discretionary decision. Most offences, as long as they 

are not cases of a less serious criminal offence that are not subject to an increased minimum 

sentence and the consequences ensuing from the offence are minor, need the consent of the 

judge/court. Therefore, they already get reviewed. Moreover, the consent of the accused is 

always necessary to proceed with this alternative procedure. Neither the alternative procedure 

nor the specific method may be imposed without the accused’s consent. He or she therefore 

has no need to appeal. 
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The same goes for decisions of the judge/court. Art. 153a (2) CCP specifically states 

that the order shall not be contestable. 

Moreover, it is not possible to appeal due to non-application of art. 153a CCP.4 

 

3. The accused and the damaged party in the ADR procedure 

a) The accused party 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the alternative method is only possible with the 

acceptance of the accused and therefore based on voluntariness. He or she must therefore take 

part in the procedure.  

At the beginning, the prosecution authority notifies the accused that it will refrain from 

further prosecution pursuant to art. 153a CCP if the accused complies with the proposed 

method. 

He/she can also request the alternative procedure but has of course no claim to it as the 

competent authority only applies it if all conditions are fulfilled and if it is deemed suitable in 

the specific case. 

If the accused accepts the alternative method, he or she can still later on not comply 

with the imposed condition or instruction, which would lead to the resumption of criminal 

proceedings. Then, the prosecutor will file an indictment, which initiates intermediate 

proceedings, where the judge/court examines it and may proceed with main proceedings. This 

way it can end with a conviction or an acquittal, although the judge/court may still propose 

the alternative procedure. 

If the accused rejects the alternative settlement, it would also lead to the filing of an 

indictment and the mentioned process. 

The third possibility is that the accused complies with said method. 

4 MüKoStPO/Peters StPO § 153 Rz 49. 
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Pursuant to art. 137 (1) CCP, every accused may avail himself of the assistance of 

defence counsel at any stage of the proceedings Therefore, the accused also has a right to 

legal counseling when it comes to the acceptance or rejection of the alternative procedure. 

Art. 147 CCP provides for the right to inspect files and the accused’s right to 

information. Pursuant to art. 147 (1) CCP, defence counsel shall be authorized to inspect 

those files which are available to the court or which would have to be submitted to the court if 

charges were preferred as well as to view items of evidence in official custody. Art. 147 (4) 

CCP states that an accused who has no defence counsel shall be authorised, applying 

subsections (1) to (3) accordingly, to inspect the files and to view, under supervision, items of 

evidence in official custody insofar as the purpose of the investigation even in other criminal 

proceedings cannot be endangered thereby and the overriding interests of third parties 

meriting protection do not constitute an obstacle thereto. 

There are certain limitations within the preliminary investigations. Art. 147 (2) CCP 

postulates that if the fact that the investigations have been concluded has not yet been 

recorded in the file, defence counsel may be refused inspection of the files or of individual 

parts of the files as well as the viewing of items of evidence in official custody insofar as this 

may jeopardise the purpose of the investigation. However, art. 147 (3) states that at no stage 

of the proceedings may defence counsel be refused inspection of records drawn up of the 

examination of the accused or of such judicial investigatory acts to which defence counsel 

was or should have been admitted, nor may he be refused inspection of expert opinions. 

Moreover, Art. 147 (4) CCP states that an accused who has no defence counsel shall 

be authorised, applying subsections (1) to (3) accordingly, to inspect the files and to view, 

under supervision, items of evidence in official custody insofar as the purpose of the 

investigation even in other criminal proceedings cannot be endangered thereby and the 

overriding interests of third parties meriting protection do not constitute an obstacle thereto. 

Pursuant to art. 163a CCP, the accused shall be examined prior to conclusion of the 

investigations at the latest, unless the proceedings are terminated. If the accused applies for 

evidence to be taken in his defence, such evidence shall be taken if it is of importance. 

Moreover, art. 136 (1) CCP provides for the right to either respond to the allegations 

or not make a statement at all. 
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The opening of the alternative procedure (together with the acceptance) leads to a 

provisional withdrawal from the criminal proceedings.  

Pursuant to art. 153 (1) the time limit for the compliance with the said condition or 

direction shall be a maximum of six months or one year depending on the specific method. 

The public prosecution office may subsequently revoke the conditions and directions and may 

extend the time limit once for a period of three months; with the consent of the accused it may 

also subsequently impose or change conditions and directions. 

If the person does not comply with the provisions, the criminal proceedings will be 

resumed. 

If the person has instead successfully complied with the mechanism, criminal 

proceedings are then finally closed and the offence can no longer be prosecuted as a less 

serious criminal offence as postulated in art. 153a (1) and (2) CCP. 

The conclusion of the diversion procedure together with the discontinuation of the 

criminal proceedings leads to a final decision for the defendant. The offence may no longer be 

prosecuted as a less serious criminal offence. The same rule applies in respect to regulatory 

offences. Therefore, the ne bis in idem principle is respected.  

However, he/she is not deemed liable like he/she were when he/she would have been 

convicted. Hence, the presumption of innocence remains.  

Pursuant to arts. 3 and 4 BZRG (Act on the Central Criminal Register and the 

Educative Measures Register), he/she still has no criminal record in the federal central 

criminal register. However, the alternative procedure is registered in the central register of 

proceedings conducted by public prosecution offices as stated in art. 492 (2) (5) CCP. This 

way previous alternative settlements can be considered when determining if a condition or 

direction is sufficient to eliminate the public interest. 

Moreover, in 2017, Germany passed a law on the establishment of a competition 

register. It includes convictions, orders of summary punishments and fines stemming from the 

ROA for specific economic offences. However, settlements under art. 153a CCP are not 

registered in it. 
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b) The damaged party 

The victim or damaged party does not play a huge role in criminal proceedings, 

although – depending on the case – they may bring private prosecution pursuant to art. 374 ff 

CCP or join as private accessory prosecutors according to art. 395 ff CCP if they are 

considered an aggrieved person under art. 373b CCP. However, these options only concern 

specific offences. 

Adhesion proceeding pursuant to art. 403 ff CCP are another possibility. Here, victims 

can bring a claim for damages within the criminal proceedings. 

Moreover, the damaged party has other rights that have to be respected. He/she may 

for example request to be informed about the termination of the proceedings (art. 406d (1) 

CCP), inspect files (art. 406e CCP) and is entitled to assistance (art. 406f CCP). 

However, the damaged party may not appeal against the decision of applying the 

alternative method instead of going through with traditional proceedings. Here it has to be 

mentioned that the sanction should not lead to retaliation, but its purpose is to eliminate the 

public interest. Hence, the individual view of the damaged party is not as important. 

Within the alternative proceeding pursuant to art. 153a CCP the damaged party may be 

considered when determining the applicable condition or direction. Art. 153a (1) (1) CCP 

provides for the possibility of restitution, which lays a focus on the damaged party. Moreover, 

art. 153a (1) (5) CCP specifically lists the option of victim-offender-mediation. 

 

c) Restitution 

Within the alternative proceeding pursuant to art. 153a CCP the damaged party may be 

considered when determining the applicable condition or direction. Art. 153a (1) (1) CCP 

provides for the possibility of restitution, which lays a focus on the damaged party. Moreover, 

art. 153a (1) (5) CCP specifically lists the option of victim-offender-mediation. 
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The provisions do not mention if the full amount must be restituted. Therefore, it is 

pretty unspecific.  

The restitution within criminal proceedings must happen within the time that is 

prescribed by the authority. If the person fails to do so and does not get a deferral, the 

proceedings resume as mentioned previously.  

 

4. Observations on the functioning of the ne bis in idem principle 

a) Ne bis in idem principle 

The ne bis in idem principle is an important procedural principle that guarantees that a 

person is not tried or punished twice for the same offence. It can be found in art. 4 of Protocol 

No. 7 to the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) on an international level. The 

European Union (EU) also proclaims it in art. 50 EU Charter of Fundamental Rights 

(Charter). When looking at the national provisions, you can find the same principle contained 

in art. 103 (3) Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany (Grundgesetz – GG). 

Art. 4 of Protocol No. 7 to the ECHR stipulates the following: 

“1. No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again in criminal proceedings under 

the jurisdiction of the same State for an offence for which he has already been finally 

acquitted or convicted in accordance with the law and penal procedure of that State. 

2. The provisions of the preceding paragraph shall not prevent the reopening of the 

case in accordance with the law and penal procedure of the State concerned, if there is 

evidence of new or newly discovered facts, or if there has been a fundamental defect in the 

previous proceedings, which could affect the outcome of the case. 

3. No derogation from this Article shall be made under Article 15 of the Convention”. 

Art. 50 of the Charter preserves the “Right not to be tried or punished twice in 

criminal proceedings for the same criminal offence 
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No one shall be liable to be tried or punished again in criminal proceedings for an 

offence for which he or she has already been finally acquitted or convicted within the Union 

in accordance with the law”. 

Art. 103 (3) GG states: 

“No person may be punished for the same act more than once under the general 

criminal laws”. 

Due to the above-mentioned regulations as well as to arts. 54-58 Schengen 

Convention, art. 7 Convention on the Protection of the European Communities' Financial 

Interests and art. 10 of the Convention on the fight against corruption, the ne bis in idem 

principle is guaranteed in various provisions. 

This restriction includes judicial criminal proceedings as well as administrative 

criminal proceedings. Concerning administrative proceedings, it has to be noted that 

according to art. 21 Regulatory Offences Act only the criminal law shall be applied if an act 

constitutes a criminal offence and a regulatory offence at the same time. The act may only be 

sanctioned as a regulatory offence if no criminal penalty is imposed. 

The alternative procedure and the sanction following does however hinder that 

exception. Therefore, if a case has been resolved under art. 153a CCP it is not allowed to 

additionally impose a regulatory offence as the decision already constitutes a factual decision 

with a sanction character.5 

In case this is not respected and the administrative authority persecutes/punishes 

although the act would constitute a crime falling within the jurisdiction of the courts, the 

person cannot be tried/punished for the same act before a court anymore as this would violate 

the ne bis in idem principle.6 The only exception is that it has in fact constituted a serious 

criminal offence, which is explained below. 

 

5 BeckOK OWiG/Sackreuther OWiG § 21 Rz 18. 
6 Harta, ‚Ne bis in idem. Zusammentreffen von Verfolgungszuständigkeiten und Wiederaufnahme 
zulasten des Beschuldigten‘ (2021), 158 f.  
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b) Alternative proceedings and ne bis in idem 

Regarding the alternative method contained in art. 153a CCP, it is of interest if such a 

decision has the same effect under the ne bis in idem principle and if it would consequently 

lead to a barrier effect about the act.  

The final conclusion of the proceedings – therefore after the accused has complied 

with the method – is not a verdict, but still represents a final decision. The application of said 

principle concerning alternative decisions is stipulated through arts. 153a (1) and (2) CCP. 

Hence, the decision of either the prosecution authority or the court regarding that matter 

constitutes a final decision. Therefore, the offence may no longer be prosecuted as a less 

serious criminal offence. The same rule applies in respect to regulatory offences. 

Moreover, the barrier effect has been supported by international (Court of Justice of 

the European Union, European Court of Human Rights) court decisions7 as they concluded 

that a final decision does not have to take the form of a judgment and a final discontinuation 

of the prosecution authority can be sufficient. The ne bis in idem principle therefore applies 

and the person cannot be tried again for that offence. This is only logical as not applying the 

principle would lead to accused persons being averse to diversion because they could be 

prosecuted again.8 

Art. 153a CCP is only applicable to less serious criminal offences and not to serious 

criminal offences. The differentiation is entailed in art. 12 CC. According to art. 153 (1) and 

(2) CCP the ne bis in idem principle only applies in respect to a further prosecution of a less 

serious criminal offence (or a regulatory offence). Therefore, it is still possible to prosecute 

someone if new evidence shows that the act had in fact constituted a serious criminal offence 

as the alternative proceeding would not have been applicable in that case. Such an exception 

is not in conflict with the above-mentioned provisions on ne bis in idem.  

 

7 Case C-187/01 and C-385/01 Gözütok and Brügge ECLI:EU:C:2003:87; ECtHR Felix Guţu v. the 

Republic of Moldova App n13112/07 [20 October 2020]; ECtHR Mihalache v. Romania App n. 54012/10 
[8 July 2019]; for further information see: ECtHR, ‘Guide on Article 4 of Protocol No. 7 to the European 
Convention on Human Rights. Right not to be tried or punished twice’, 
https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Guide_Art_4_Protocol_7_ENG.pdf. 
8 Plöckinger, Diversion und europäisches Ne bis in idem, ÖJZ 2003/6, 98. 
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5.  Evaluations of the concrete impact of the ADR procedures 

a) Relationship between harm caused by financial crimes/offences and repairing 

measures; 

As explained under 3) c), restitution of damages may be a key element in alternative 

proceedings. It may be made conditional for the application of such a procedure. However, 

the procedure is also possible without repairing the (full) amount if the competent authority 

proposes it that way. Therefore, the harm caused by financial crimes/offences is often higher 

than the amount that is restituted within alternative proceedings. It is possible to claim these 

damages through civil proceedings. 

b) Safeguards for the victims in the alternative procedures: right to participate, right to 

effective resolution of the dispute; 

As outlined above under 3) b), the victim of an offence has various rights in criminal 

proceedings. They are also respected in the alternative procedure as this is also a form of 

criminal procedure. However, they may not appeal the authority’s decision to discontinue the 

proceedings under art. 153a CCP.  

c) Rehabilitation / reintegration of the offenders; 

 When an offender gets convicted, he/she will have a criminal record. As this is 

very detrimental in respect of employment etc., it also has a negative effect on their 

rehabilitation and reintegration. The alternative procedure pursuant to art. 153a CCP can be 

seen as a sanction but is not a punishment like a conviction. The main benefit from the 

alternative proceeding for offenders is that they do not get a criminal record. Instead, their 

names are only listed in a central register of proceedings conducted by public prosecution 

offices as stated in art. 492 (2) (5) CCP. 

 

d) Diversion of the case from judicial prosecution and criminal trial, and other effects  

In 2020 there were 158.306 closures of proceedings under the regime of art. 153a CCP 

through the prosecution authority. Moreover, in the same year, 388.042 proceedings before 
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the prosecution ended with an indictment, while the prosecution requested an order for 

summary punishment in 553.779 cases.9 It has to be noted that a lot of cases ended due to 

other regulations on the discontinuation of proceedings (such as arts. 153 or 170 (2) CCP). In 

contrast, in 2020 50.035 proceedings were closed pursuant to art. 153a CCP by all court types 

combined.10 

As most cases are resolved before the prosecution (often though with the consent of 

the court) less cases are brought before court. It is therefore fair to say that the alternative 

procedure leads to a higher volume of activities for the public prosecutor’s office but not for 

the court. Instead, the court has a lower workload due to the implantation of art. 153a CCP. 

As the alternative proceeding is mostly applied by the prosecution authority the 

proceedings often do not surpass the preliminary investigations. Consequently, this leads to a 

relatively high speediness.  

 

6. Further observations and comments 

Alternative dispute resolution such as the procedure pursuant to art. 153a CCP has 

multiple advantages. It focuses more on preventing the offender from committing further 

crimes rather than just imposing a sentence. Moreover, the person gets another chance, which 

is specifically important considering low to mid-level crimes. The person does not get a 

criminal record, but it still should have a deterring effect by registering it in the internal 

register.  

Other benefits are the lesser workload for courts and the speediness of the 

proceedings. The alternative mechanism also costs less than imprisonment would. It also 

helps to reintegrate the offenders into society. While the victim does not play a huge rule in 

traditional proceedings and often only acts a witness, alternative proceedings may be based on 

victim-offender-mediation and reparation. 

However, the alternative method is not suitable for serious crimes. It is possible that, 

depending on the individual case, it does not have a sufficient deterring effect. Victims may 

feel that the sanction is not invasive enough, although it must be mentioned that retaliation is 

not a purpose of German criminal law. 

9 Statistisches Bundesamt (Hrsg.): Rechtspflege/Staatsanwaltschaften Fachserie 10 Reihe 2.6, 2020, S. 26. 
10 Statistisches Bundesamt (Hrsg.): Rechtspflege/Strafgerichte Fachserie 10 Reihe 2.3, 2020, S. 28, 66, 
86, 114, 126. 
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7. Annex: text of the relevant laws/acts/provisions 

Here you can find the most relevant provision concerning alternative settlement 

included in the German Code of Criminal Procedure: 

 

Art. 153a CCP: 

Non-prosecution subject to imposition of conditions and directions 

(1) In a case involving a less serious criminal offence, the public prosecution office, 

with the consent of the accused and of the court competent to order the opening of the main 

proceedings, may dispense with the preferment of public charges and concurrently impose 

conditions on and issue directions to the accused if these are of such a nature as to eliminate 

the public interest in criminal prosecution and if the degree of guilt does not present an 

obstacle thereto. In particular, the following conditions and instructions may be considered: 

1.  rendering of a specified service in order to make reparations for damage caused by 

the offence, 

2.  payment of a sum of money to a non-profit-making institution or to the Treasury, 

3.  rendering of some other service of a non-profit-making nature, 

4.  compliance with duties to pay a specified amount in maintenance, 

5.  making of a serious attempt to reach a mediated agreement with the aggrieved 

person (victim–offender mediation), thereby trying to make reparation for the offence, in full 

or to a predominant extent, or to strive therefor, 

6.  participation in a social skills training course or 
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7.  participation in a supplementary course pursuant to section 2b (2) sentence 2 or a 

driving aptitude course pursuant to section 4a of the Road Transportation Act 

(Straßenverkehrsgesetz). 

The public prosecution office shall set a time limit within which the accused is to 

comply with the conditions and directions and which, in the cases under sentence 2 nos. 1 to 

3, 5 and 7, shall be a maximum of six months and, in the cases under sentence 2 nos. 4 and 6, 

a maximum of one year. The public prosecution office may subsequently revoke the 

conditions and directions and may extend the time limit once for a period of three months; 

with the consent of the accused it may also subsequently impose or change conditions and 

directions. If the accused complies with the conditions and directions, the offence can no 

longer be prosecuted as a less serious criminal offence. If the accused fails to comply with the 

conditions and directions, no compensation shall be given for any contribution made towards 

compliance. Section 153 (1) sentence 2 shall apply accordingly in the cases under sentence 2 

nos. 1 to 6. Section 246a (2) shall apply accordingly. 

(2) Where public charges have already been preferred, the court may, with the consent 

of the public prosecution office and of the indicted accused, provisionally terminate the 

proceedings and concurrently impose the conditions on and issue directions to the indicted 

accused as referred to in subsection (1) sentences 1 and 2. Subsection (1) sentences 3 to 6 and 

8 shall apply accordingly. The decision under sentence 1 shall be made by way of an order. 

The order shall not be contestable. Sentence 4 shall also apply to a finding that conditions and 

directions imposed pursuant to sentence 1 have been complied with. 

(3) The running of the period of limitation shall be suspended for the duration of the 

time period set for compliance with the conditions and directions. 

(4) In the case under subsection (1) sentence 2 no. 6, also in conjunction with 

subsection (2), section 155b shall apply accordingly, subject to the proviso that personal data 

from the criminal proceedings which do not concern the accused may only be transmitted to 

the agency in charge of conducting the social skills training course to the extent the data 

subjects have consented to such transmission. Sentence 1 shall apply accordingly if a 

direction to participate in a social skills training course is given pursuant to other criminal law 

provisions. 
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Introductory remarks 

In lieu of an introduction, it should be mentioned that Greece enacted a new Criminal 

Code1 as well as a new Code of Criminal Procedure2 as of 1 July 2019. Both Codes have 

already been amended on multiple occasions, most recently in November 2021.3 As will be 

shown below, both Codes contain provisions related to restorative justice, which will be 

discussed in turn. 

In terms of its criminal procedure, Greece subscribes to the Continental tradition, 

meaning that its system is essentially inquisitorial. However, the Greek Code of Criminal 

Procedure also embraces certain elements akin to the adversarial system, thereby embracing a 

‘mixed’ system. That being noted, most adversarial features are essentially confined to the 

trial stage; at the pre-trial stage, on the other hand, where ADR processes are normally 

initiated, the system is typically continental in nature. As regards prosecutorial authorities in 

1 Statute No. 4619/2019, “Ratification of the Criminal Code” [Official Gazette A 95/11.6.2019]. 
2 Statute No. 4620/2019, “Ratification of the Code of Criminal Procedure” [Official Gazette A 
96/11.6.2019]. 
3 Statute No. 4855/2021, Official Gazette A 215/12.11.2021. Among the most significant amendments to 
both Codes was the one which took place by virtue of Statute No. 4637/2019, Official Gazette A 
180/18.11.2019. 
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the Greek criminal justice system, the Office of the Prosecutor operates based on a 

‘hierarchical’ system. However, this may not detract from the independence of the prosecutor, 

who is regarded as a member of the Judiciary under the Greek Constitution,4 subject to the 

same privileges and obligations as Judges. In fact, the role of the prosecutor is quite 

significant in the field of ‘simplified’ processes which function as an alternative to formal 

prosecution and are often associated with prosecutorial discretion.5 The ‘simplified’ processes 

related to financial offenses affecting the financial interests of the European Union will be 

discussed infra.6 

 

1. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal 
system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the domestic 
level 

Substantive law measures to address criminal offenses against the financial interests of 

the European Union have undergone a recent change, following Directive (EU) 2017/1371 of 

the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 July 2017 on the fight against fraud to the 

Union’s financial interests by means of criminal law.7 This section will provide an overview 

of the pertinent offenses, as delineated: a) under the preexisting Statute; and b) under the new 

Statute, transposing the aforementioned Directive. 

 

4 For instance, article 88 of the Constitution guarantees the independence of all members of the Judiciary, 
including prosecutors. 
5 Although Greek criminal procedure traditionally subscribes to the ‘mandatory’ prosecution system, the 
new Code of Criminal Procedure has introduced and/or systematized prosecutorial discretion mechanisms 
(in an effort to address the congestion of the criminal justice system), some of which will be discussed 
infra. 
6 Section [3]. 
7 OJ L 198, 28.7.2017, 29–41. 
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1.1. Substantive law: PIF offenses under Greek law 

1.1.1. Offenses against the financial interests of the EU until 2020 

The PFI Convention (along with its Protocols) was ratified by virtue of Statute No. 

2803/2000,8 which incorporated it into domestic law. By virtue of the same Statute, Greece 

recognized the competence of the European Court of Justice [then Court of Justice of the 

European Communities] with respect to prejudicial rulings concerning the Convention and its 

Protocols.9 Unlike other similar Statutes, however, Statute No. 2803/2000 introduced a 

complete array of (mostly) substantive law measures concerning the protection of the 

European Communities’ financial interests. Specifically, it criminally proscribed the 

following offenses: fraud against the financial interests of the European Communities;10 

forgery of documents (with the intent to commit fraud against the financial interests of the 

European Communities);11 bribery (as per 2 and 3 of the 1996 Protocol to the PFI 

Convention);12 and money laundering.13 Moreover, the said Statute provided that the officials 

of the European Communities (as well as other member States) shall be treated in the vein of 

Greek officials, not just in view of the offenses proscribed in the Statute itself but also in 

relation to a series of offenses proscribed under the Greek Criminal Code [among which 

breach of trust and embezzlement], while it introduced the criminal responsibility of persons 

representing or taking decisions on behalf of legal entities involved in such acts, as well as 

provided for administrative sanctions against businesses benefiting from the offenses 

proscribed in the Statute. Last but not least, Statute No. 2803/2000 provided for Greek 

extraterritorial jurisdiction over the specified acts unrestrained by the dual criminality 

requirement. 

The application of Statute No. 2803/2000 presented a number of legal conundrums in 

its twenty-year application. One major concern related to whether its provisions were 

8 “Ratification of the Convention concerning the protection of the European Communities’ financial 
interests and the pertinent Protocols” [Official Gazette A 170/26.7.2013]. 
9 See M Kaiafa-Gbandi, ‘The criminal treatment of offenses against the financial interests of the 
European Union and other relevant offenses – Statute No. 2803/2000’, in M. Kaiafa-Gbandi et al., 
Financial Crime & Corruption in the Public Sector, vol. I: Evaluation of the existing legal framework 
(Law & Economy: P.N. Sakkoulas Pub. 2014), esp. 483-484. 
10 Fourth and Fifth Articles. 
11 Sixth Article. 
12 Third Article [as initially adopted in 2003]. 
13 Ninth Article [amending the then applicable Statute No. 2331/1995]. 
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successful in observing the assimilation principle.14 A case in point was the offense of fraud 

against the financial interests of the EU, proscribed under threat of the following penalties 

(depending on the financial damage to the interests of the EU): imprisonment of a minimum 

of 10 days up to a maximum of 1 year or a pecuniary penalty for sums not exceeding 6,000 

€15 [misdemeanor]; imprisonment of a minimum of 10 days up to a maximum of 5 years for 

sums over 6,000 € but not exceeding 73,000 € [misdemeanor]; imprisonment of a minimum 

of 5 years up to a maximum of 10 years for sums over 73,000 but not exceeding 150,000 € 

[felony]; imprisonment of a minimum of 5 years up to a maximum of 20 years for sums over 

150,000 € [felony]. These penalties were considerably lower than those applicable to, e.g., 

fraud against the financial interests of the Greek State,16 and, under certain circumstances, 

were even lower compared to the penalties threatened for fraud against private entities.17 

Truth be told, fraud against the financial interests of the EU was proscribed as a different (sui 

generis) offense compared to ‘ordinary’ fraud, its actus reus comprising types of conduct 

which would not be punishable under the Criminal Code. Yet when it came to types of 

conduct which would fall within the scope of either provision, the divergence of the penalties 

threatened could not be justified. 

One of the major issues which arose under Statute No. 2803/2000 related to whether 

general provisions concerning restitution and/or mediation (applicable to ordinary offenses 

against property) were applicable in the area of the EU’s financial interests. Greek courts were 

generally reluctant to extend the application of these provisions to fraud against the financial 

interests of the EU, on account of the lack of pertinent provisions in Statute No. 2803/2000 

itself.18 On the other hand, it had been argued that general provisions concerning restitution 

might be applicable to the offenses of the Statute by analogy, taking into account the principle 

of proportionality (given the comparison of the penalties threatened) and the fact that fraud 

against the EU with an object not exceeding 4,000 ECU (i.e. the analogous of around 2,637 €) 

were not proscribed based on a ‘mandate’ by the Union but rather at the discretion of national 

14 See art. 325(2) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. 
15 Back in 2000, these sums had been set in Greek drachmas, and were later converted to euros. 
16 With respect to sums significantly exceeding 150,000 €, the penalty for fraud against the Greek State 
was imprisonment for life, based on art. 1 of the then applicable Statute No. 1608/1950. 
17 The provision proscribing fraud under the former Criminal Code (as well as under the current one) was 
art. 386. 
18 See, e.g., Pre-Trial Chamber of Larisa 340/2012, (2013) Armenopoulos, 1529. 
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legislatures (in this case: the Greek Parliament).19 In the particular case of smuggling, the 

application of restorative measures was contingent on the legal basis of the prosecution in any 

given case: in the event of charges brought under Statute No. 2960/2001 (which has been the 

norm even in cases involving the EU’s financial interests), one might apply a specific 

provision concerning restoration of the damage.20 Last but not least, questions pertaining to 

restorative justice had been discussed in relation to the offense of ‘misapplication of a legally 

obtained benefit’,21 given that no similar offense existed outside Statute No. 2803/2000, hence 

there was an utter lack of a provision concerning restoration that might be applied even by 

analogy. Although (in this field, as well) there was a negative stance in case-law,22 scholarly 

debate favored an extension of the provisions concerning restoration, on the premise that the 

gravity of such type of conduct did not exceed other similar offenses, and that encouraging 

restoration of the damage should ultimately be viewed as enhancing (as opposed to 

diminishing) the protection of the EU’s financial interests.23 

Essentially, Statute No. 2803/2000 was applied to cases featuring the unwarranted 

receipt of EU funds (in the form of subsidies, etc.) obtained via forged documents or other 

types of fraudulent conduct, while there is virtually no case-law concerning the other offenses 

proscribed in the Statute. For two decades, the protection of the financial interests of the EU 

appeared to be lagging behind that afforded to the financial interests of the Greek State. 

 

1.1.2. Offenses against the financial interests of the EU as of 2020 

The above observations demonstrate that an amendment was called for. Directive (EU) 

2017/1371 presented an opportunity to bring about much needed change. There were three 

possible routes to transpose the Directive: i) insist on proscribing sui generis offenses, which 

would essentially recreate the problems encountered under Statute No. 2803/2000; ii) 

19 Some commentators even relied on the principle of ‘assimilation’ (in a somewhat ‘twisted’ manner, i.e. 
to ensure even more lenient treatment to perpetrators of offenses against the Union’s financial interests, 
who would thus benefit from the ‘best of both worlds’). 
20 See art. 158 of Statute No. 2960/2001, “National Code of Customs and Duties” [Official Gazette A 
265/22.11.2001], which (in addition to restitution of the the damage caused) requires the offender to pay 
administrative fines. See pertinently T Papakyriakou, Tax Criminal Law (Sakkoulas Pub. 2005) 345. 
21 Proscribed under the Fourth Article of Statute No. 2803/2000. 
22 See, e.g. Pre-Trial Chamber of Rodopi 202/2005, (2006) Poinika Chronika, 657. 
23 M Kaiafa-Gbandi, ‘The criminal treatment of offenses against the financial interests of the European 
Union and other relevant offenses – Statute No. 2803/2000’ cit. 509-510. 
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incorporate each offense against the financial interests of the EU in the Criminal Code, in the 

form of a lex specialis to each corresponding general offense (with the addition of a sui 

generis offense to cover types of conduct not proscribed under the Criminal Code); iii) create 

‘base’ offenses in a special Statute dedicated to the protection of the EU’s financial interests, 

containing a subsidiarity clause leading to the application of pertinent Criminal Code 

provisions, especially where the latter introduce aggravated forms of each given offense. The 

latter solution was opted for by virtue of Statute No. 4689/202024 [articles 21-28 thereof, to be 

more precise], transposing the PIF Directive. The Statute entered into force as of 28 May 

2020, abolishing Statute No. 2803/2000.25 

To begin with, the new Statute adopts the definition of the “Union’s financial 

interests” enshrined in article 2(1)(a) of the Directive, thereby encompassing all revenues, 

expenditure and assets covered by, acquired through, or due to: (i) the Union budget; (ii) the 

budgets of the Union institutions, bodies, offices and agencies established pursuant to the 

Treaties or budgets directly or indirectly managed and monitored by them.26 The said 

definition introduces a broader notion of ‘financial interests’ compared to both private and 

public property, as delineated in the Greek Criminal Code.27 Moreover, EU property is 

assimilated with Greek State property; aside from the other obvious ramifications to be 

discussed below, this means that a repetitive offender harming EU and State property by 

means of separate acts shall be subject to prosecution based on the sum total comprised of the 

object of each separate act.28 

One might itemize the particular offenses in six categories:29 

24 “Transposition of Directives (EU) 2016/800, 2017/1371, 2017/541, 2016/1919, 2014/57/ΕΕ, 
ratification of the Memorandum of Administrative Cooperation between the Ministry of Justice of the 
Hellenic Republic and the Ministry of Justice and Public Order of the Republic of Cyprus, amendments to 
Statute No. 3663/2008 (A 99) implementing Regulation (EU) 2018/1727 and other provisions” [Official 
Gazette A 103/27.5.2020]. 
25 See art. 28 of Statute No. 4689/2020. Statute No. 2803/2000 may be applicable to offenses committed 
prior to 28 May 2020, based on the principle of lex mitior. 
26 See art. 21(2)(a) of Statute No. 4689/2020. 
27 Specifically, the new Statute extends its ambit to, inter alia, fines imposed by the European 
Commission or contributions owed by third States in the context of joint programs with the EU. 
28 Based on the conditions enshrined in art. 98(2) of the Criminal Code. See N Delidimos, ‘Statute No. 
4689/2020 on the protection of the financial interests of the European Union’ (2021) Poinike Dikaiosyne, 
320. 
29 In the event of an offense affecting the EU’s financial interests but not included in the following 
categories, pertinent provisions of the Criminal Code shall apply, including those concerning theft 
(articles 372, 374, 377 CC), robbery (article 380 CC), and extortion (article 385 CC). This is problematic 
from certain respects, given that the said offenses (normally graver compared to those proscribed under 
Statute No. 4689/2020) are not subject to clauses such as the one extending jurisdiction. 
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I. Fraudulent schemes connected with VAT 

Article 23 of Statute No. 4689/2020 proscribes, as a stand-alone (sui generis) offense, 

the offense of ‘cross-border fraud in relation to VAT’. The objective elements of such offense 

comprise: i) execution of an organized scheme;30 ii) in the territory of at least two EU 

member-States; iii) by means of either false, incorrect or incomplete VAT-related statements 

or documents, non-disclosure of VAT-related information in violation of a specific obligation; 

or submission of correct VAT-related statements for the purposes of fraudulently disguising 

the non-payment or wrongful creation of rights to VAT refunds;31 iv) to the effect of 

diminishing the resources of the EU’s budget upwards of 10,000,000 €. The offense is a 

felony, punishable with imprisonment of 10 to 15 years, as well as a day-fine of 1,000 daily 

units.32 It should be noted that, when it comes to VAT owed to the Greek tax authorities, the 

said conduct is proscribed under article 66(1)(b) of the Tax Process Code.33 However, the 

introduction of a special offense under article 23 of Statute No. 4689/2020 was deemed 

necessary for essentially three reasons:34 firstly, to extend the law’s scope to fraudulent 

evasion of VAT owed to other EU member-States, which is not covered under the Tax 

Process Code;35 secondly, to sidestep procedural requirements limiting the prosecution of 

VAT evasion under the Tax Process Code,36 which are not foreseen under the Directive; 

thirdly, to allow for a properly delineated extension of Greek jurisdiction over the proscribed 

acts, as well as to facilitate the proper exercise of competence by the European Public 

Prosecutor’s Office.37 

 

30 See Preamble of the Directive, cl. 4, alluding to serious forms of VAT fraud such as “carrousel fraud, 
VAT fraud through missing traders, and VAT fraud committed within a criminal organisation, which 
create serious threats to the common VAT system and thus to the Union budget”. 
31 Modelled after article 3(2)(d) of Directive (EU) 2017/1731. 
32 Although not specified in so many words, the provision should be interpreted as threatening a day-fine 
up to 1,000 daily units. 
33 Statute No. 4174/2013, “Tax processes and other provisions” [Official Gazette A 170/26.7.2013]. 
34 See C Mylonopoulos, International & European Criminal Law (3rd ed., Nomiki Vivliothiki Pub. 2021) 
472 et seq. 
35 The Tax Process Code only protects domestic [i.e. Greek] legal interests (inländische Rechtsgüter), 
which (depending on the interpretation adopted) might encompass the EU’s financial interests, but not 
those of other member-States as such. 
36 Such as, for instance, the filing of a referral by the tax administration. 
37 Hereafter EPPO. 
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II. Other types of fraudulent conduct 

With respect to fraud affecting the European Union’s interests beyond cross-border 

schemes in relation to VAT, article 24 of Statute No. 4689/2020 introduces subsidiary 

clauses, which apply alongside the pertinent provisions of the Criminal Code. Specifically: 

(i) Article 24(1) proscribes the misappropriation or wrongful retention of funds or 

assets from the Union budget or budgets managed by the Union, or on its behalf in respect of 

non-procurement-related expenditure. Such conduct may consist either in the use or 

presentation of false, incorrect or incomplete statements or documents or non-disclosure of 

information in violation of a specific obligation;38 in addition, the same provision proscribes 

the misapplication of such funds or assets for purposes other than those for which they were 

originally granted.39 The penalty provided is imprisonment of 10 days up to 5 years, but there 

is a subsidiarity clause which is ‘activated’ inasmuch as the underlying acts also fall within 

the ambit of either of the provisions of the Criminal Code concerning fraud, namely articles 

386,40 386bis,41 or 386ter.42 This is not expected to occur in every case, given that the scope 

of article 24(1) is broader compared to the aforementioned provisions of the Criminal Code.43 

Where there is an overlap, however, article 24(1) will only be applicable in the event of funds 

of minor value, given that the penalties threatened in the Criminal Code are harsher in all 

other cases. 

(ii) Article 24(2) proscribes the misappropriation or wrongful retention of funds or 

assets from the Union budget or budgets managed by the Union, or on its behalf in respect of 

procurement-related expenditure.44 Also under this provision, the proscribed conduct may 

consist either in the use or presentation of false, incorrect or incomplete statements or 

documents or non-disclosure of information in violation of a specific obligation. In this case, 

however, there is the additional subjective requirement (absent from the previous paragraph) 

that the conduct be committed in order to make an unlawful gain for the perpetrator or another 

by causing a loss to the Union’s financial interests. In addition, the same provision proscribes 

38 Cf. art. 3(2)(a)(i)-(ii) of Directive (EU) 2017/1371. 
39 Cf. art. 3(2)(a)(iii) of Directive (EU) 2017/1371. 
40 Article 386 provides for ‘standard’ fraud and its variations. 
41 Article 386bis provides for ‘computer fraud’ and its variations. 
42 Article 386ter (first introduced by virtue of the 2019 Criminal Code) provides for fraud in relation to 
subsidies (para. 1) and misapplication of subsidies (para. 2). 
43 For instance, the mens rea of article 24(1), unlike that of article 386 CC, does not require the additional 
element of ‘dolus directus’ to obtain unlawful financial benefit. 
44 See, under the preexisting regime, Areios Pagos [Supreme Court for civil and criminal law cases], 
decision no. 1563/2013, NOMOS. 
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the misapplication of such funds or assets for purposes other than those for which they were 

originally granted, inasmuch as the Union’s financial interests are damaged as a result.45 As 

under the previous paragraph, the penalty provided is imprisonment of 10 days up to 5 years, 

but there is a subsidiarity clause which is ‘activated’ inasmuch as the underlying acts also fall 

within the ambit of either article 386bis or 386ter of the Criminal Code.46 

(iii) Article 24(3) proscribes the illegal diminution of the resources of the Union 

budget or budgets managed by the Union, or on its behalf in respect of revenue other than 

revenue arising from VAT. Also under this provision, the proscribed conduct may consist 

either in the use or presentation of false, incorrect or incomplete statements or documents or 

non-disclosure of information in violation of a specific obligation or (in this case, under the 

same clause) misapplication of a legally obtained benefit.47 As under the previous paragraph, 

the penalty provided is imprisonment of 10 days up to 5 years, but there is a subsidiarity 

clause which is ‘activated’ inasmuch as the underlying acts also fall within the ambit of either 

article 386bis or 386ter of the Criminal Code. 

III. Abuse of position affecting the EU’s financial interests 

A distinct category is comprised of offenses consisting in the ‘mishandling’ of funds 

in the possession of the perpetrator. Article 24(4) proscribes types of conduct classifiable 

either as embezzlement or as breach of trust under the Criminal Code. The provision requires 

that the perpetrator be directly or indirectly entrusted with the management of funds or assets; 

this is, of course, a delictum proprium, yet under the domestic provision the perpetrator need 

not be a ‘public official’48 in the strict sense envisaged under article 13(a) of the Criminal 

Code.49 Besides, the object of the offense (unlike embezzlement under article 375 of the 

Criminal Code but similarly to breach of trust under article 390 of the Criminal Code) is not 

confined to tangibles, but also extends to intangibles, including – but not limited to – digital 

currency.50 In the event of conduct apposite to ‘breach of trust’, article 24(4) differs from 

45 Cf. art. 3(2)(b)(iii) of Directive (EU) 2017/1371. 
46 But not, in this case, article 386ter. 
47 Cf. art. 3(2)(c) of Directive (EU) 2017/1371. 
48 See preamble of Directive (EU) 2017/1371. 
49 Art. 13(a) CC confines the notion of a ‘public official’ to essentially core governmental agencies, 
public legal entities, and local administrative authorities. 
50 On the other hand, the act as such is described by means of the same term (‘appropriation’) employed 
in article 375 CC concerning embezzlement, and should therefore be interpreted as denoting the same 
type of conduct, despite the fact that the Explanatory Report to Statute No. 4689/2020 appears to bestow 
it with a broader meaning. That being noted, the use of assets contrary to the purpose for which they were 
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article 390 of the Criminal Code in certain respects: its actus reus is fulfilled by means of any 

disbursement of funds contravening the purpose for which they were intended (whereas 

article 390 CC introduces additional requirements), while its mens rea also includes dolus 

eventualis (unlike article 390 CC, which requires dolus indirectus). The penalty provided is 

imprisonment of 10 days up to 5 years, but there is a subsidiarity clause which is ‘activated’ 

inasmuch as the underlying acts also fall within the ambit of either article 375 (in the case of 

embezzlement) or 390 (in the case of breach of trust) of the Criminal Code. 

IV. Corruption offenses 

Article 22 of Statute No. 4689/2020 proscribes passive and active bribery of public 

officials in respect of the Union’s financial interests.51 This is done in a different fashion 

compared to both article 23 (proscribing VAT-related fraud) and article 24 (introducing 

subsidiary provisions). Specifically, article 22(1) simply extends the scope of the Criminal 

Code’s provision on passive bribery52 to: a) EU officials, within the meaning of article 235 

para. 5 of the Criminal Code, regardless of the member-State where the said officials offer 

their services; and b) any person exercising public authority on behalf of another State. In 

addition, article 22(2) extends the scope of the Criminal Code’s provision on active bribery53 

to cases involving offers to EU officials, within the meaning of article 236 para. 4 of the 

Criminal Code, regardless of the member-State where the said officials offer their services.54 

A common element underlying the extension of both passive and active bribery under article 

22 is the requirement that the bribe is offered so that the public official act or refrain from 

acting in accordance with his duty or in the exercise of his functions in a way which damages 

or is likely to damage the Union’s financial interests. Such extension of the scope of 

protection has been deemed an application of the protective principle.55 

intended, in a way which damages the Union’s financial interests, would constitute appropriation in the 
above sense. 
51 See art. 4(2) and (4) of Directive (EU) 2017/1371. 
52 Article 235 CC. 
53 Article 236 CC. 
54 The 2019 Criminal Code had only proscribed bribery to EU officials residing in Greece, which 
significantly limited the scope of the pertinent provisions. 
55 C Mylonopoulos, International & European Criminal Law cit. 471. 
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V. Smuggling 

Statute No. 4689/2020 did not proscribe smuggling offenses. These are covered under 

the National Code of Customs and Duties,56 and include a broad range of acts aiming to divest 

either the Hellenic Republic or the European Union of customs and duties owed.57 However, 

article 26(2) of Statute No. 4689/2020 did extend the active nationality principle by 

eliminating: a) the dual criminality requirement also for these offenses, inasmuch as they 

affect the interests of the EU; b) the requirement (normally applicable to misdemeanors 

committed by Greek nationals abroad) that the victim press charges or that the foreign 

government (of the country where the offense was committed) file a petition for the 

perpetrator’s prosecution.58 

VI. Money laundering 

Statute No. 4689/2020 had originally included a clause declaring that a list of offenses 

affecting the financial interests of the EU (including those discussed above) constitute 

predicate offenses within the meaning of the Statute on money laundering.59 This clause was 

abolished by virtue of article 21 of Statute No. 4816/2021,60 its content being transferred to 

the general clause of the anti-money laundering Statute [i.e. Statute No. 4557/2018] 

enumerating predicate offenses, namely article 4.61 Therefore, the full scope of money 

laundering provisions continues to apply to the offenses affecting the Union’s financial 

interests. 

VII. Aggravated form of certain offenses 

For almost seven decades, Greek law afforded extra protection to the property of the 

Greek State, at least with respect to certain offenses, provided that the damage exceeded a 

56 Statute No. 2960/2001 cit. 
57 See arts. 155 et seq. of Statute No. 2960/2001. 
58 Article 27 of Statute No. 4689/2020 also includes smuggling in the list of offenses for which statistical 
reports are to be submitted to the European Commission [as per article 18(2) of Directive (EU) 
2017/1731]. 
59 Statute No. 4557/2018, “Prevention and repression of money laundering and financing of terrorism 
(transposition of Directive 2015/849/EU) and other provisions” [Official Gazette A 139/30.7.2018], 
whose article 4 had effectively been amended by virtue of article 25 of Statute No. 4689/2020. 
60 Amending, as of 9 July 2021, the national anti-money laundering Statute, i.e. Statute No. 4557/2018. 
61 See art. 4 (n) [concerning the offenses proscribed in article 24 of Statute No. 4689/2020] and (p) 
[concerning VAT-related fraud as proscribed in article 23 of Statute No. 4689/2020]. 
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certain amount.62 The pertinent provisions, incorporated in Statute No. 1608/1950, threatened 

severe penalties, even life imprisonment under certain circumstances. The said Statute became 

the target of heavy criticism, and was abolished in 2019, with the introduction of the new 

Criminal Code.63 A series of ‘successor’ provisions were introduced at that time, as part of the 

newly-enacted Criminal Code, aiming at introducing enhanced protection of Greek public 

property, in line with the principle of proportionality. These included article 216(4) 

[concerning the production and use of forged documents], 242(5) [concerning false statements 

by public officials], 374(2) [concerning theft], 375(3) [concerning embezzlement], 386(2) 

[concerning fraud], 386bis(3) [concerning electronic fraud], and 390(2) CC [concerning 

breach of trust]. The common element of all these provisions, which introduce aggravated 

forms of the respective offenses,64 is damage (or at least intended damage) to public property 

exceeding 120,000 €. In 2019, ‘public property’ included assets belonging to the Greek State 

(stricto sensu), public legal entities, or local administration authorities. As of 2020, article 

26(3) of Statute No. 4689/2020 extended the scope of the aforementioned provisions so as to 

also cover EU assets.65 This was yet another step towards the full implementation of the 

assimilation principle.66 

 

1.2. Procedural law: Prosecuting offenses which affect the financial 
interests of the EU and the impact of EPPO 

A number of issues arise in the prosecution of financial offenses affecting the interests 

of the EU, both from a substantive and from a procedural point of view. These are discussed 

62 This used to be equivalent to 50,000,000 Greek drachmas, and was later converted to 150,000 €. 
63 See art. 462 CC. 
64 The penalty provided for these aggravated felonies is generally imprisonment of 10 to 15 years, 
coupled with a day-fine of up to 1,000 daily units. In addition, the statutory limitation period is extended 
to 20 years (which is normally reserved for felonies punishable with life imprisonment), as opposed to 15 
years, which normally applies to felonies of this gravity. 
65 Also encompassing the assets of organs or organizations established under the auspices of the European 
Union. 
66 On the other hand, Statute No. 4689/2020 does not provide for mitigated forms of these offenses, even 
where the damage caused is minor. At first sight, this might connote that the ‘base’ penalties shall apply 
even in these cases. Such a position, however, would create certain paradoxes: for instance, theft (which 
is ordinarily graver than embezzlement under Greek law) against the EU would be punished more 
leniently compared to embezzlement when its object was of minor value. The solution suggested is to 
apply articles 377 CC [applicable to ‘minor’ theft] or 387 CC [applicable to ‘minor’ fraud] to 
embezzlement and fraud affecting the EU’s financial interests, respectively [see C Mylonopoulos, 
International & European Criminal Law cit. 481]. 
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in this section, but most of them have a direct impact on simplified processes, which will be 

presented in the following section of the Report. 

1.2.1. Bars to prosecution 

According to article 26(1) of Statute No. 4689/2020, the offenses proscribed under 

articles 23 and 24 of the same Statute, as well as those proscribed under articles 375 

(embezzlement), 386 (fraud), 386bis (electronic fraud), 386ter (fraud in relation to subsidies), 

and 390 (breach of trust) of the Criminal Code, inasmuch as they affect the Union’s financial 

interests, are prosecuted proprio motu. This clause is significant, since all of the above 

offenses (with the exception of fraud in relation to subsidies under article 386ter) are 

generally not prosecutable proprio motu under the new Criminal Code, except when they 

cause direct damage to public property and the damage exceeds 120,000 €.67 In effect, the 

protection of the Union’s property is not subject to any requirement that the EU (or entities 

operating under its auspices) actively seek the prosecution of the perpetrator, regardless of the 

extent of the damage caused or intended. This has an indirect effect in terms of restitution / 

mediation processes, as will be discussed below. 

According to article 26(2) of Statute No. 4689/2020, the jurisdiction of Greek courts 

(or, to be more precise, the application of Greek laws ratione personae) over the offenses 

proscribed in articles 23 and 24 of the same Statute, as well as articles 159, 159bis, 235, 236, 

237, 237ter, 375, 386, 386bis, 386ter, 390 CC, articles 155 et seq. of Statute No. 2960/2001, 

and article 39 of Statute No. 4557/2018, inasmuch as they affect the financial interests of the 

European Union, shall extend to Greek nationals acting abroad, even if the act committed is 

not punishable according to the laws applicable to the locus delicti, and irrespective of the 

prerequisites established under article 6(3) of the Criminal Code.68 

Besides, the statute of limitations under Greek law depends on the gravity and/or 

nature of the offense. Specifically: 

67 This means that injured private parties have to press charges, while public entities also have to press 
charges unless the damage caused or intended exceeds 120,000 € [see article 381(1) CC and article 405(1) 
CC]. In the particular case of breach of trust under article 390 CC, the injured party (whether a private or 
public entity) has to press charges provided the damage does not exceed 120,000 €; if the damage exceeds 
120,000 €, the offense is prosecuted proprio motu, unless the injured party is a banking institution [see 
article 405(1)(b), as amended by virtue of Statute No. 4637/2019]. 
68 Based on this provision, which applies to misdemeanors committed by Greek nationals abroad, 
application of the active nationality principle is contingent on the pressing of charges by the victim or the 
filing of an application by the government of the country where the offense took place. 
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- The statutory limitation period for misdemeanors is five years,69 with an 

additional suspension period of three years70 if certain conditions apply.71 

- The statutory limitation period for felonies not threatened with life 

imprisonment is fifteen years,72 with an additional suspension period of five years.73 

- The statutory limitation period for felonies threatened with life imprisonment is 

twenty years,74 with an additional suspension period of five years.75 This also applies 

(exceptionally) to certain felonies affecting the financial interests of the Greek State or the 

European Union as described above76 (even though they are not threatened with life 

imprisonment). 

 

1.2.2. Process followed / EPPO implications 

A number of issues arise concerning the process followed from the initiation of 

proceedings up until the adjudication of financial offenses affecting the interests of the 

European Union. This section will briefly outline certain problems emerging (or expected to 

emerge) from the application of the EPPO Regulation alongside the Greek Code of Criminal 

Procedure. 

i. Nomination / Appointment of European delegated Prosecutors 

Statute No. 4786/202177 was enacted to advance the implementation of Council 

Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of 12 October 2017 implementing enhanced cooperation on the 

establishment of the European Public Prosecutor’s Office. The bulk of the said Statute’s 

provisions relate to the nomination/appointment and status of the European Prosecutor as well 

69 Art. 111(3) CC. 
70 Art. 113(2)(a)(ii) CC. 
71 Most commonly, summoning of the defendant to court, in which case the statutory limitation period is 
suspended – albeit for a limited time – pending trial. In a narrow array of circumstances (not directly 
associated with the subject of this Report), the suspension of the limitation period is indefinite. 
72 Art. 111(2)(ii) CC. 
73 Art. 113(2)(a)(i) CC. 
74 Art. 111(2)(i) CC. 
75 Art. 113(2)(a)(i) CC. 
76 See 1.1.2/VII, as well as supra n 64. 
77 “Implementation of the provisions of Council Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of 12 October 2017 
implementing enhanced cooperation on the establishment of the European Public Prosecutor’s Office, 
provisions concerning the proper function of courts and other provisions of the Ministry of Justice” 
[Official Gazette A 43/23.3.2021]. 
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as the European delegated Prosecutors. During the preparatory works leading to the 

enactment of the Statute, some criticism was waged concerning the requisite qualifications 

and the nomination process.78 These issues only tangentially relate to the subject-matter of 

this Report.79 One remark may be useful in this regard, however: under Greek procedural law, 

first instance prosecutors are entrusted with the prosecution of even the gravest felonies;80 

thus, there can be no question about the competence of either the European Prosecutor 

(nominated by Greece) or the respective delegated Prosecutors to discharge their duties in a 

manner consistent with national law rules and principles. 

ii. Initiation of the criminal process [preliminary examination] 

Under the Greek Code of Criminal Procedure, there are clearly delineated stages 

which have to be followed at the pre-trial stage, leading to the referral of a case to court. In 

the case of felonies, as well as a number of misdemeanors (depending on their gravity),81 no 

formal prosecution may commence unless a preliminary examination82 has been completed, 

from which ‘probable cause’83 will arise. During such preliminary examination, the suspect 

enjoys rights normally accruing to the defendant, yet no measures may be taken restraining 

his/her liberty. Should ‘probable cause’ arise, a formal prosecution is initiated, giving rise to a 

formal (full-fledged) investigation, conducted by an investigating judge; at this stage, the law 

provides for the possibility of provisional detention or other measures restraining the 

defendant’s liberty. In contrast, the EPPO Regulation merely alludes to initiating an 

investigation (absent any detailed provisions that might correspond to the different stages of 

the Greek CCP),84 conducting an investigation,85 and terminating an investigation,86 while it 

appears to permit invasive measures – including, but not limited to, deprivation of liberty – 

78 See M Kaiafa-Gbandi, ‘The draft bill on the implementation of Council Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 
concerning the European Public Prosecutor’s Office’, (2018) Poinike Dikaiosyne 849. 
79 See generally I Dagklis, The European Public Prosecutor’s Office: Substantive – Procedural Law 
(Nomiki Vivliothiki Pub. 2021) 32 et seq. 
80 There are (relatively rare) exceptions to this rule, e.g. under article 28 of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure. 
81 This practically includes all offenses affecting the interests of the EU, due to the penalties threatened 
[see art. 43(1)(b) CCP]. 
82 Although the prosecutor may personally undertake the carrying out of the preliminary examination, 
normally such task is entrusted with specific organs acting on the prosecutor’s instructions and under 
prosecutorial supervision. 
83 ‘Probable cause’ will be employed not in the technical sense connoted by the term under common law 
but in order to describe the requisite degree of evidence required at the pre-trial stage under Greek 
criminal procedure. 
84 See art. 26 of Statute No. 4786/2021. 
85 Ibid., art. 28. 
86 Ibid., art. 35. 
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throughout such ‘investigation’. One possible interpretation would exclude the 

aforementioned ‘preliminary examination’ from the ‘investigation’ envisaged in the EPPO 

Regulation, associating the latter with the formal investigation under the Greek Code of 

Criminal Procedure. This, however, would lead us to certain conundrums, one of which is the 

following. 

iii. Extent of investigating judge’s authority / Relationship with EPPO 

Aside from the imposition of measures against the defendant’s liberty, question also 

arises with respect to the extent of the investigating judge’s authority, which is in turn 

associated with the relationship with the EPPO. Under the Greek Code of Criminal Procedure, 

the investigating judge retains unfettered power to conduct all investigative acts, regardless of 

whether they have already been carried out during the preliminary examination.87 It has been 

suggested that the investigating judge’s authority (when it comes to offenses within the 

EPPO’s competence88) be confined to approving certain investigative acts and imposing 

measures against the defendant’s liberty.89 As things currently stand, however, some friction 

is expected to arise, given that the investigating judge is not bound to conduct any 

investigative acts sought by the prosecutorial authority (which would include any 

prosecutorial authority, including the EPPO).90 It should be noted that the investigating judge 

enjoys both personal and functional independence under the Greek Constitution, and is not 

subject to orders or review by the Prosecutor.91 At the same time, the investigating judge is 

not part of the EPPO structure as such, which may lead to the assignment of the respective 

duties to the EPPO itself.92 

 

87 The product of the preliminary examination remains at the disposal of the investigating judge, who may 
repeat such acts as deemed necessary. 
88 Arts 16, 42(1) of Statute No. 4786/2021. 
89 See D Zimianitis, ‘The European Public Prosecutor’s Office: Establishment, structure and procedural 
imprint in the domestic criminal-procedural order’, (2022) Poinika Chronika 3. 
90 In the event of disagreement, a pre-trial chamber decides (resolving the disagreement) under the Code 
of Criminal Procedure. In this case, however, there might be a need for a special provision regulating how 
similar disagreements shall be resolved. 
91 Article 32 of the new Code of Criminal Procedure merely alludes to ‘oversight’ of the investigation by 
the Appeals Prosecutor (as opposed to ‘direction’, which was the term employed – and frequently 
misunderstood – under article 35 of the former Code of Criminal Procedure). 
92 It might be more consistent with the Greek Constitution to assign the investigation to another organ 
than to subject the investigating judge to binding orders by the Office of the Prosecutor. 
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iv. Referral to court 

Following the investigation, the referral of a case to court may take place (broadly 

speaking) under two diverging models. Under the first model, which represents the norm, the 

referral of the case to court is decided by a first-instance pre-trial chamber (following a 

detailed opinion by a prosecutor of the same rank),93 subject to appeal before the Appeals 

Chamber.94 Under the second model, applied exceptionally in the case of certain offenses,95 

the case is referred to court by the Prosecutor for the Court of Appeal (upon concurrence by 

an Appellate Judge).96 The competent court to adjudicate these felonies is generally the Court 

of Appeal97 (three-judge panel98). With respect to offenses within the EPPO’s competence, 

the referral would have to follow either of these two routes, depending on the process 

provided for the corresponding offense under Greek law; yet a consistent manner of referral 

might be called for, based on a special provision. Moreover, it remains unclear whether the 

decision by the permanent chamber99 shall be recognized as tantamount to a decision by a 

pre-trial chamber (or whether it will require some sort of ‘validation’); depending on the 

solution adopted, one would also have to identify which documents would be served to the 

defendant,100 and whether the defendant would be entitled to a remedy against the referral of 

the case. 

v. Judicial redress 

Aside from the question of a possible remedy against referral of the case to court, 

other issues may arise concerning the right to judicial redress. For instance, Greek law 

provides for specific channels via which the defendant may put forward procedural flaws, 

93 Most felonies, including embezzlement, extortion, and fraud are referred to court in this manner, which 
is generally described in art. 308(1) CCP. 
94 On very rare occasions, the Appeals Chamber will be assigned as a ‘first instance’ chamber, referring 
the case to court absent the right to an appeal [see art. 28(2) CCP]. 
95 This mode of referral (indeed a simpler form thereof) also applies in the event of penal conciliation or 
plea bargain [on which see infra, section 2]. 
96 The offenses thus referred to court are strictly enumerated in article 309(1) CCP, and include – 
relevantly to the present discussion – such felonies as theft [art. 374 CC], smuggling [Statute No. 
2960/2001], and tax evasion [Statute No. 4174/2013]. 
97 Although article 97(1) of the Greek Constitution guarantees trial by mixed jury for felonies as a norm, 
exceptions are permitted (save for political offenses). With respect to financial crime, in particular, trial 
by jury is not provided under either the Code of Criminal Procedure or special statutes. 
98 A single-judge panel at the Court of Appeal is competent to try a limited array of offenses, including 
aggravated theft and non-aggravated robbery. 
99 Which arguably falls within the scope of article 42(1) of the EPPO Regulation. 
100 See D Zimianitis, ‘The European Public Prosecutor’s Office: Establishment, structure and procedural 
imprint in the domestic criminal-procedural order’ cit. 
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channels which may or may not be available depending on the manner of referral that will be 

opted for. In addition, there will inevitably arise issues relating to judicial redress in cases 

involving the authorities of multiple jurisdictions. For instance, it is unclear which law should 

apply in the event of a seizure (or, even worse, freezing of assets) involving two or more 

jurisdictions.101 Last but not least, one should consider an array of remedies against acts of the 

EPPO itself, a field which has yet to be fully addressed. 

 

2. Relevant provisions on ADR-Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal 
Matters and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of 
disputes 

In many jurisdictions, forms of restorative justice have been employed as an 

alternative to the formal criminal process, pursuing aims such as restitution, conciliation, and 

rehabilitation of the offender, and avoiding the pitfalls associated with the 

imposition/execution of criminal penalties. In the Greek legal order, these institutions have 

primarily been put to use in order to alleviate the burden of an overcrowded prison system and 

a congested criminal justice system in general.102 There are exceptions, of course: a case in 

point is the mediation process applicable to cases of domestic violence,103 which was indeed 

enacted in order to achieve the purposes of restorative justice (as opposed to lessening the 

burden of the criminal justice system). Such mediation process has been successfully 

implemented for the last fifteen years, and is now also applicable to domestic violence 

offenses under the new Criminal Code.104 

101 Similar issues have arisen in the field of judicial cooperation, with some degree of legal uncertainty 
arising in terms of, inter alia, the available remedies. 
102 On the values and principles of restorative justice, especially in relation to the Greek legal order, see E 
Symeonidou-Kastanidou and A Pitsela (eds), Restorative Justice in Criminal Matters: Towards a new 
European Perspective (Sakkoulas Pub. 2013) passim. 
103 Mediation in this area was first introduced in Statute No. 3500/2006, “On the combating of domestic 
violence and other provisions” [Official Gazette A 232/24.10.2006], arts 12-14. The process followed is 
described in art. 12 of the said Statute; if successfully completed, mediation between the perpetrator 
(often an abusive husband) and the victim (often an abused wife) leads to expungement of criminal 
liability (based on certain conditions); the pertinent prosecutorial decree is registered in the offender’s 
criminal record [art. 569(3)(c) CCP]. 
104 As of 2019, domestic violence is largely regulated in the Criminal Code [arts 333(2) and 312 CC, in 
particular]. Yet the mediation process established by the provisions of Statute No. 3500/2006 continues to 
apply also under the new regime, covering the aforementioned set of provisions included in the new 
Criminal Code. 
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In terms of financial offenses, the dual purpose served by means of ADR mechanisms 

has been to: a) restore the damage caused to the property of the injured party; and b) ensure 

resolution of the dispute without the cost of a time-consuming judicial process, which would 

inevitably entail a cumbersome investigation to collect evidence (often derived from foreign 

countries via judicial cooperation mechanisms). The need for alternative mechanisms aiming 

at the restoration of damage was especially emphasized during the previous decade, owing to 

the fiscal and economic crisis which the country underwent. The huge problems of the Greek 

economy, which were partly related to financial crime against the Greek State and corruption 

in the public sector,105 leaned towards measures ensuring restoration of the damage caused, 

even if this meant waiving criminal penalties (or even the criminal process in its entirety). The 

turning point was in 2010,106 which is when, in effect, addressing financial crime was 

redirected from a purely criminal law orientation to a ‘compensatory’ logic,107 at least when 

the offense is confined to the violation of financial interests, absent use or threat of violence 

on the part of the offender.108 

These measures were progressively shaped, and were – to a certain extent – 

systematized – albeit not in a perfectly aligned fashion, as will be shown infra109 – in the new 

Criminal Code and the new Code of Criminal Procedure as of 2019.110 Thus, Greek law, as it 

currently stands, provides for a number of alternative routes to punishment, trial, referral of 

the case to court or even prosecution, which also apply (for the most part) to offenses 

affecting the financial interests of the Greek State111 as well as the European Union. These 

alternatives are prescribed under both substantive and procedural criminal law provisions, 

105 At least the general public appeared to blame most of the country’s problems to these interrelated 
causes. 
106 Statute No. 3904/2010, “Rationalization and improvement to the administering of criminal justice and 
other provisions” [Official Gazette A 218/23.12.2010]. 
107 Certain scholars have used the aphorism ‘privatization’ of criminal law. See pertinently I 
Anagnostopoulos, ‘Breach of trust in the public sector (256 CC) – Persisting problems and new issues’, 
(2012) Poinika Chronika 3; N Bitzilekis, Crimes against Property under the new Criminal Code 
(Sakkoulas Pub. 2020) 295; C Mylonopoulos, Criminal Law: Special Part (4th ed. Nomiki Vivliothiki 
Pub.) 226; A Papadamakis, Property offenses (3rd ed. Sakkoulas Pub. 2020) 145 et seq. 
108 The offenses proscribed in arts 380 and 385 CC [robbery and extortion, respectively] are excluded 
from the ambit of the provisions reflecting restorative justice, owing to their violent nature (in other 
words, the irreparability of harm to the victim’s personal liberty, as opposed to mere damage to property 
rights). 
109 See infra, section 5. 
110 There remain certain special provisions, e.g. article 158 of Statute No. 2960/2001, applicable to 
smuggling offenses [on which see infra, at the end of this section]. 
111 For a period of time, restoration of damage to State property was regulated under Statute No. 
4312/2014, “Regulation of frozen or seized monetary assets and other provisions” [Official Gazette A 
260/12.12.2014], which applied alongside the former Criminal Code’s provisions. The said Statute was 
abolished by virtue of art. 586(g) of the new Code of Criminal Procedure. 
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concern felonies and misdemeanors alike, span almost the entire criminal process (up until the 

court of appeals), require either full or partial restitution (offering exemption from 

punishment or mitigation of the penalty, respectively), while some (but not all) of them entail 

some form of mediation/agreement with the victim. 

 

2.1. Substantive law [Criminal Code] 

The Criminal Code provides for the possibility of restoring damage up to an advanced 

stage of the proceedings, allowing the defendant to avoid punishment. The pertinent 

provisions are included in article 381 sections (2), (3), and (4) CC [concerning embezzlement] 

and in article 405 sections (2) and (3) [concerning fraud in its various forms and breach of 

trust]. The normative content of these provisions is expressly applicable to the 

aforementioned offenses when they violate the financial interests of the European Union as 

per article 24(5) of Statute No. 4689/2020. It therefore becomes crucial to outline the 

conditions for their application. Given that the two articles mentioned above contain virtually 

identical rules (save for their scope of application, namely the offenses covered by each 

article), their conditions will be discussed in tandem. 

 

Active repentance under articles 381(2) and 405(2) CC 

Article 381(2) CC112 and article 405(2) CC113 provide for active repentance114 in the 

strict sense, which also existed (with minor differences) under the previous Criminal Code. 

Under Greek criminal law, active repentance is classified among the grounds expunging (ex 

post) criminal liability a given act.115 In the presence of the circumstances of these provisions, 

there is no conviction. Specifically: a. if the fulfillment of these conditions is ascertained prior 

to formal prosecution, the prosecutor files the case; b. if the fulfillment of these conditions is 

ascertained after a formal prosecution has been initiated, but prior to the referral of the case to 

112 The scope of article 381(2) CC includes, inter alia, embezzlement (article 375 CC). 
113 The scope of article 405(2) CC includes, inter alia, fraud in its various forms (articles 386, 386bis, 
386ter) and breach of trust (article 390 CC). 
114 Corresponding to ‘tätige Reue’ under German criminal law. 
115 In the vein of, inter alia, statutory limitations. 
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court, the defendant is relieved of the charges by virtue of a decision by a pre-trial chamber; c. 

if the fulfillment of these conditions is ascertained after the referral of the case to court, the 

defendant is acquitted by virtue of a court decision.116 Active repentance produces the 

aforementioned legal effect regardless of whether the victim provides consent. The 

prerequisites are: i. Restitution of the damage in toto117 (in the event of a tangible object, this 

may consist in return thereof, otherwise the only option would be for the perpetrator118 to 

offer full compensation).119 It should be reiterated that the victim’s consent is not required 

under the provisions in question. Accordingly, it is conceivable that restitution be carried out 

unilaterally, e.g. by means of a public deposit,120 even in the face of the victim’s 

disagreement. ii. Restitution has to take place prior to the perpetrator’s first testimony121 

either as a suspect or as a defendant.122 iii. Restitution must arise out of the perpetrator’s own 

free will, as opposed to external pressure. On certain occasions, Greek case-law has required 

some sort of ‘genuine remorse’ on the offender’s part, which does not appear as an explicit 

prerequisite under the provisions in question. iv. Restitution ought not have damaged a third 

party.123 

Restitution subsequent to the testimony of the suspect/defendant 

Article 381(3) CC124 and article 405(3)(a) CC125 provide for the possibility of a 

suspect or defendant (as the case may be) to restore damage even after they have testified in 

the proceedings. Active repentance in the strict sense is no longer available in these cases, 

given that not only the act but also the offender has been exposed. Nonetheless, the law offers 

116 See art. 368(b) CCP, according to which this judgment is legally tantamount to an acquittal based on 
lack of evidence. 
117 It should be noted, however, that restitution does not include any additional (financial) benefits derived 
from the object of the offense. The legal status of these benefits may become the object of parallel civil 
proceedings [C Mylonopoulos, Criminal Law: Special Part cit. 237]. 
118 In the event of participation, active repentance only benefits the offender(s) having restored the 
damage. 
119 In the event of partial restitution of the damage, there is no acquittal, but merely mitigation of the 
penalty [article 381(2)(b), article 405(2)(b), possibly modifying the legal character of the offense from a 
felony to a misdemeanor] [cf. article 84(2)(d) CC]. However, there is a possibility for the court to apply 
article 104ter(1)(b), waiving the penalty at its discretion. 
120 E.g. at the Deposit and Loan Fund. 
121 Subsequent to this point, other options may be applicable, but not the one discussed here. 
122 Under the previous regime, testimony of the perpetrator under any capacity (including as a witness) 
precluded the application of this provision. 
123 For instance, the offender may not compensate the victim by means of proceeds derived from another 
crime. 
124 The scope of article 381(3) CC includes, inter alia, embezzlement (article 375 CC). 
125 The scope of article 405(3)(a) CC includes, inter alia, fraud in its various forms (articles 386, 386bis, 
386ter) and breach of trust (article 390 CC). 
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the possibility of restitution, leading to (mandatory)126 absolution from punishment. From a 

doctrinal perspective, such ‘absolution’ refers to the penalty as such, and is therefore placed at 

a subsequent level compared to active repentance in the above sense.127 Even so, the 

suspect/defendant is afforded an incentive to restore the damage caused and thereby escape 

punishment regardless of whether the offense is classed as a felony or as a misdemeanor. The 

prerequisites are: i.i. Restitution of the damage in toto: just like active repentance, in the event 

of a tangible object, this may consist in return thereof, otherwise the only option would be for 

the perpetrator128 to offer full compensation.129 i.ii. Unlike active repentance, the 

suspect/defendant also has to pay interest (in addition to providing full restitution). This is due 

to the fact that restitution takes place at a later stage. However, the victim’s consent is not 

required under the provisions in question either. Accordingly, it is conceivable (also in this 

field) that restitution be carried out unilaterally, e.g. by means of a public deposit, even in the 

face of the victim’s disagreement. ii. Restitution has to take place until a final decision has 

been made to refer the case130 to court.131 iii. Restitution must arise out of the perpetrator’s 

own free will, as opposed to external pressure. Signs of ‘genuine remorse’ on the offender’s 

part are not required under the provisions in question. iv. As in the case of active repentance, 

restitution must be carried out absent injury of a third party. 

Restitution post-referral of the case to court 

Article 381(4) CC132 and article 405(3) section b CC133 provide for the possibility of a 

defendant to restore damage even after the referral of the case to court. As far as substantive 

criminal law is concerned, this marks an ultimate (or almost ultimate) opportunity for the 

defendant to escape punishment by restoring the financial damage caused. The prerequisites 

are identical to restitution subsequent to the testimony of the suspect/defendant, the only 

126 Under Greek criminal law, absolution from punishment may be mandatory (as in the case discussed 
here) or discretionary (in the latter case, the discretion belongs to the judge). 
127 Both form part of substantive criminal law. In fact, certain scholars refer to ‘extended’ active 
repentance [see N Bitzilekis, Crimes against Property under the new Criminal Code cit. 304 et seq.]. 
128 In the event of participation, active repentance only benefits the offender(s) having restored the 
damage. 
129 In the event of partial restitution of the damage, there is no acquittal, but merely mitigation of the 
penalty [article 381(2)(b), article 405(2)(b), possibly modifying the legal character of the offense from a 
felony to a misdemeanor] [cf. article 84(2)(d) CC]. However, there is a possibility for the court to apply 
article 104ter(1)(b), waiving the penalty at its discretion. 
130 Whether by a pre-trial chamber or via the process outlined under article 309 CCP. 
131 Subsequent to this point, other options may be applicable, but not the one discussed here. 
132 The scope of article 381(4) CC includes, inter alia, embezzlement (article 375 CC). 
133 The scope of article 405(3)(b) CC includes, inter alia, fraud in its various forms (articles 386, 386bis, 
386ter) and breach of trust (article 390 CC). 
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difference being that the extra opportunity described here is only available in the event of a 

misdemeanor, not a felony; hence, this option is not available for any offense with actual (or 

intended) damage exceeding 120,000 €. That being noted, in the event of a misdemeanor, the 

defendant may restore the damage caused (plus interest, as immediately above) up until the 

closure of the evidence stage134 before the criminal court.135 

As previously mentioned, all the above options do not require any kind of 

mediation/negotiation with the victim, while they also apply when the injured party is the 

Greek State or the European Union. Thus, the offender does not have to come into any kind of 

an agreement with the organs representing these institutions, and the latter do not retain the 

right to object to restitution on the offender’s part. That being noted, the options afforded by 

the Criminal Code appear to at least retain some internal cohesion. Such cohesion is disturbed 

when one takes into account the procedural mechanisms of restorative justice introduced 

under procedural law, to which we shall now turn. 

Incentives to cooperate aimed at members of criminal organizations and 
perpetrators of corruption offenses 

The Greek Criminal Code includes two provisions offering incentives for cooperation 

with the authorities to two classes of offenders: a. members of criminal organizations; and b. 

those involved in corruption offenses in the public sector. Specifically: 

a. Article 187ter CC paras. 1 and 2 aims at offering incentives to members of 

criminal organizations136 willing to cooperate with the authorities. This provision retains some 

significance, given that financial offenses affecting the interests of the Greek State and/or the 

EU are often committed in the context of organized crime, i.e. by groups of three or more 

individuals acting for a protracted period of time within a structured organization, with the 

intent to commit multiple felonies.137 According to article 187ter para. 1 CC, any person who 

either assists in the prevention of a planned offense or substantially contributes to the 

disbanding of the organization, shall be absolved of punishment (for the offense of 

participating in the criminal organization). If the prosecution has not yet commenced, the 

prosecutor shall file the case, following approval by the prosecutor for the court of appeal. 

134 Explain stages of a criminal trial under the CCP. 
135 Needless to say, the total amount of interest owed will increase in proportion to the time elapsed. 
136 The same incentives apply to certain individuals involved with terrorist organizations/activities, which 
escapes the subject matter of this Report. 
137 As delineated in article 187 para. 1 CC. 
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The aforementioned absolution from punishment shall not apply to individuals who, aside 

from being members of the organization as such, have committed any of the planned offenses. 

In this latter case, article 187ter para. 2 CC provides for mitigation of the sentence imposed; 

in addition, the reduced sentence may be suspended (taking into account the overall role of 

the individual in the organization and the contribution to its disbanding), even if the 

requirements for probation under the Criminal Code are not present. 

b. Article 263bis CC, which was recently amended,138 provides incentives to 

individuals involved in corruption in the public sector.139 As far as the offenses discussed here 

are concerned, the provision applies to bribery, as well as breach of trust against State 

property. Paragraph 2 applies to perpetrators of active bribery (either of a public official in 

general140 or of a member of the Judiciary141) or those aiding and abetting offenses committed 

by public officials, including breach of trust against State property;142 any person assisting the 

authorities in uncovering the involvement of a public official in these acts is entitled to 

mitigation of the sentence in the vein of article 44 para. 2 CC,143 which in effect envisages the 

imposition of the sentence applicable to an attempt divided in half.144 Paragraph 3 applies to 

public officials themselves, who, having committed any of the aforementioned acts, assist the 

authorities in uncovering the involvement of a superior public official (relative to the official 

wishing to benefit from the provision), who are entitled to mitigation of the sentence (in the 

vein described in the previous paragraph), provided that (in addition to assisting the 

authorities as required) they hand over all proceeds, directly or indirectly gained from the 

offense, to the authorities. In addition, paragraphs 4 and 5 afford similar treatment to those 

assisting the authorities in uncovering the involvement of members of the Government in the 

offenses in question. Given the uncertainty of these allegations, all the aforementioned 

individuals will benefit from a temporary suspension of proceedings until such time as the 

evidence they adduce is corroborated, in which case the aforementioned (mitigated) sentence 

is imposed. If, on the other hand, the allegations are not established as truthful, the 

138 By virtue of article 44 of Statute No. 4855/2021 [in effect as of 12.11.2021, para. 1 of article 263bis 
CC was abolished. 
139 The provision had initially been introduced in the former Criminal Code by virtue of Statute No. 
4254/2014. In its original form, it guaranteed absolution from punishment for certain classes of offenders 
(not including public officials). Such possibility is no longer applicable, following the provision’s recent 
amendment. 
140 Under article 236 paras. 1-3 CC. 
141 Under article 237 paras. 2 and 3 CC. 
142 Under article 390 CC. 
143 This provision relates to the so-called ‘délit manqué’ (introduced, for the first time under a specific 
legal provision, under the 2019 Criminal Code). 
144 Such sentence may be suspended even in the absence of the prerequisites for probation. 
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prosecution carries on, and the individual is threatened with the (unmitigated) sentence 

provided for his/her respective offense(s). 

 

2.2. Procedural law [Code of Criminal Procedure] 

Procedural law – especially after the enactment of the new Code of Criminal 

Procedure – provides for a number of deviations from the ordinary criminal process, forming 

part of restorative justice. This section will address certain provisions covering financial 

offenses which affect the financial interests of the Greek State and the EU.145 

Abstention from prosecution pending restitution 

Starting with the stage preceding the initiation of a formal prosecution, the Code of 

Criminal Procedure provides for the possibility of abstention from prosecution pending 

restitution. This is part of a set of provisions ensuring prosecutorial discretion (as an 

exception to the rule of mandatory prosecution, established under article 37 CCP), while its 

ambit extends to misdemeanors146 and felonies alike.147 

Specifically, article 48(2) CCP provides that, in the event of a misdemeanor affecting 

the financial interests of the EU,148 the Prosecutor (who would normally be competent to 

initiate the prosecution), following a concurring opinion by a specially appointed first 

instance judge,149 may temporarily abstain from prosecution, on the condition that the suspect 

shall provide full restitution, including payment of interest. Such restitution shall either be 

proved by means of standard evidence or be confirmed via a statement of the victim.150 For 

145 There exist other provisions including financial offenses [e.g. article 45(2) CCP], but they stop short of 
covering offenses affecting the financial interests of the European Union. 
146 Art. 48 CCP. 
147 Art. 49 CCP. 
148 Upon the enactment of the new Code of Criminal Procedure, the provision alluded to misdemeanors 
proscribed in Statute No. 2803/2000 (i.e. the Statute then in force concerning the Union’s financial 
interests). As previously mentioned, this Statute was abolished in 2020, and was replaced by Statute No. 
4689/2020, which currently proscribes offenses affecting the financial interests of the EU. According to 
article 28 of Statute No. 46789/2020, any provision referring to Statute No. 2803/2000 [including – but 
not limited to – article 48(2) CCP] should be read as referring to Statute No. 4689/2020. 
149 The process is initiated if there are sufficient grounds which would normally sustain a formal 
prosecution; otherwise, the case is filed due to lack of evidence. 
150 Based on article 304 CCP, restitution may take the form of ceding property rights over assets 
(including mobile or immobile assets, as well as the content of bank accounts) seized or frozen during 
criminal proceedings. This form of restitution presupposes a written statement by the defendant, 
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this purpose, the prosecutor summons the suspect, who may appear with an attorney of his/her 

own choosing, as well as the victim, if deemed necessary (especially with a view to rendering 

proof of restitution redundant by confirming that the payment has indeed taken place). At all 

events (i.e. regardless of the manner of proof), the victim is to be notified prior to the 

abstention decision.151 The prosecutor sets a time frame (not exceeding six months, with the 

possibility of a three-month extension) 152 within which the suspect ought to fulfill the terms 

imposed.153 Should the suspect promptly fulfill the terms, the prosecutor issues a ‘decree’ of 

final abstention, notifying the first instance judge accordingly.154 On the other hand, if the 

suspect fails to meet the deadline, the way is opened for a formal prosecution. However, it is 

provided that any statement on the suspect’s part indicating admission of guilt, willingness to 

restore the damage, etc., may not be used in the subsequent proceedings.155 Besides, making 

use of such abstention twice is expressly precluded for the same offender,156 should he/she be 

accused of an offense of the same category in the future.157 

The same ‘abstention’ process is provided for felonies under article 49 CCP.158 This 

provision is somewhat more comprehensive than the previous one, including the following (in 

addition to article 48 CCP): summoning the victim (who may appear with counsel of his/her 

own choosing), along with the suspect, is mandated from the beginning; it is expressly 

provided that, in the event of an attempt, restitution shall consist in recovery of the victim’s 

moral damage, up to a maximum of 30,000 € (any amount exceeding that upper limit may be 

sought before civil courts);159 it is also provided that, in the event of multiple participants to 

the offense, restitution carried out by one of them benefits all, unless one or more participants 

waive such privilege, in which case they may be prosecuted separately; the provision 

expressly precludes the possibility of an abstention for concurring offenses not covered by the 

addressed to the prosecutor, the investigating judge, the pre-trial chamber, or the first instance court, 
depending on the stage of the proceedings, while the assets should be free of burdens. 
151 Article 48(3) CCP. 
152 Article 48(4) CCP. 
153 Essentially to provide restitution (although other terms may apply at the prosecutor’s discretion). 
154 Article 48(5) CCP. 
155 Article 48(6) CCP. 
156 It is hardly conceivable how this can be applied in practice, given that abstention from prosecution is 
not registered in the offender’s criminal record [569 CCP]. 
157 Article 48(8) CCP. 
158 Again, this provision is applicable to offenses affecting the financial interests of the European Union 
as per article 28 of Statute No. 4689/2020, even though the CCP refers to the (now-abolished) Statute No. 
2803/2000. 
159 This is somewhat puzzling, given that, in the event of a completed offense, full restitution does not 
include reparation of moral damage. 
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provision as such. The deadline set in the case of a felony is eight months (with the possibility 

of a four-month extension).160 If the suspect meets this deadline, the prosecutor issues a 

‘decree’ of abstention; however, such abstention is not ‘final’, but is granted on condition that 

the suspect will not commit an offense of the same kind within three years from the date of 

the decree. Should this condition be violated, the case will be reopened.161 

Interestingly enough, both article 48 CCP (concerning misdemeanors) and article 49 

CCP (concerning felonies) provide that their normative content may also extend after 

prosecution has been initiated.162 The problems created because of this are discussed infra. 

Abstention from prosecution upon restitution 

Article 50 of the Code of Criminal Procedure provides for abstention from prosecution 

following restitution. This provision, which also applies to offenses affecting the financial 

interests of the EU,163 supposedly mirrors the provisions of the Criminal Code concerning 

active repentance and restitution, namely articles 381 and 405 CC, respectively. Presumably, 

article 50 CCP would provide the procedural vehicle for the application of active repentance, 

should the prosecutor ascertain its requirements prior to the initiation of a formal prosecution. 

Yet the said provision does not conform to the requirements set by the Criminal Code: 

specifically, it applies if the suspect, following testimony but preceding prosecution, restores 

the damage in full (plus interest) or comes to an agreement with the victim, in which the latter 

declares the absence of any further claim on their part. In that case, the prosecutor abstains 

from prosecution, submitting such decision to his/her superior (i.e. the prosecutor for the court 

of appeal) for approval.164 Article 50(2) CCP provides that, in the event of an attempt, the 

victim’s (or his/her heirs’, if deceased) statement that ‘full’ restitution (whatever this may 

connote) has taken place suffices in lieu of proof. 

‘Penal Conciliation’ / mediation 

Calls for some sort of mediation between the offender and the victim had emerged 

under the previous Code of Criminal Procedure. Such a form of mediation was finally 

160 Article 49(2) CCP. 
161 Indeed without any statutory limitation for the intervening period. 
162 See article 48(7) CCP, also applicable to felonies as per article 49(4) CCP. 
163 Based on article 28 of Statute No. 4689/2020. 
164 Article 50(1) in fine CCP. 
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introduced in the form of the so-called ‘penal conciliation’.165 Truth be told, this form of 

mediation was not applied very often in actual practice, for reasons that will be explained 

infra. Yet it was incorporated (with certain modifications) into the new Code of Criminal 

Procedure,166 under articles 301 and 302. The former applies until the end of the investigation 

stage, while the latter applies subsequent thereto. 

Penal conciliation is available,167 inter alia, for offenses against property proscribed in 

the Criminal Code (committed without the use or threat of violence), tax evasion,168 

smuggling,169 money laundering,170 and offenses affecting the financial interests of the 

European Union.171 In contrast to the former Code of Criminal Procedure, the new provisions 

also apply to offenses against the property of the Greek State. The process is initiated through 

an application filed by the defendant,172 following which the prosecutor summons both the 

defendant and the victim,173 who may appear with counsel of their own choosing. Crucially, it 

is provided that the prosecutor ought to appoint counsel to the party174 that does not have one. 

The prosecutor sets a time frame for submission of the conciliation agreement (up to fifteen 

days, with the possibility of an extension for an additional fifteen days). The agreement 

should contain the defendant’s confession, along with confirmation of recovery of the damage 

incurred by the victim.175 If the parties fail to reach an agreement, any documents related to 

conciliation are destroyed, so that any bias vis-à-vis the defendant is precluded. If, on the 

other hand, the parties reach an agreement, the investigation is effectively brought to an 

165 Article 308ter of the former CCP. 
166 According to the Explanatory Report to the Code of Criminal Procedure: “The preservation and 
reinforcement of the institution of penal conciliation was deemed imperative: first, because it forms part 
of a system of restorative justice, which ought to be fostered; second, because a spirit of mediation and 
conciliation should prevail – alongside the decongestion of the criminal justice system – as a means to 
achieve peace via reparation of the legal interest harmed, even following formal prosecution”. 
167 See article 301(1) CCP. 
168 Statute No. 4174/2013. 
169 Statute No. 2960/2001. 
170 Statute No. 4557/2018. 
171 As in the case of other provisions, reference is made to Statute No. 2803/2000, but the provision 
should be read as currently referring to Statute No. 4689/2020. 
172 Article 301(2) CCP. 
173 If the injured party is the Greek State, its legal representative is summoned. 
174 The term employed in this section is ‘party’, which would include (at the very least) the defendant. 
The victim may or may not participate in the proceedings as a party (an alternative is to testify as a 
witness). However, the said provision should be interpreted broadly, so as to denote that the victim is 
entitled to counsel regardless of the form of participation in the proceedings. In effect, of course, the 
victim will obtain the status of a ‘party’ to the proceedings inasmuch as the route of ‘penal conciliation’ is 
pursued. 
175 Article 301(3) CCP. 
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end.176 At this point, any measures against the defendant’s liberty (including provisional 

detention and other restraining measures) are mandatorily revoked.177 Within five days, the 

prosecutor submits the case record178 (including the conciliation agreement) to his/her 

superior, namely the prosecutor for the court of appeals, who summons the defendant (and the 

victim) to a single-judge panel179 of the court of appeal.180 The court convicts the 

defendant,181 and imposes a sentence182 not exceeding imprisonment of one year, or, in the 

presence of aggravating circumstances, two years. Such sentence may be suspended, based on 

the applicable provisions of the Criminal Code.183 However, the classification of the pertinent 

acts remains unchanged (i.e., they still ‘count’ as felonies). 

Article 302 CCP covers penal conciliation taking place subsequent to the closure of 

the investigation. If the defendant submits the application prior to the final decision for 

referral of the case to court (albeit subsequent to the end of the investigation stage), the 

investigation is ‘reopened’, and the ensuing process follows the dictates of article 301 CCP, as 

delineated above.184 If, on the other hand, the application is submitted after the final decision 

for referral has been made, the prosecutor conveys the application to the court ordinarily 

competent to try the offense.185 The said court sets a fifteen-day deadline in which the two 

sides are called to conclude a conciliation agreement.186 If such agreement is not reached, any 

pertinent documents are destroyed and may not be taken into account in subsequent hearings, 

in which the case will be discussed.187 In the event of an agreement, the court renders a 

conviction, and sentences the defendant to imprisonment of up to two years or, in the 

176 Absent a need for summoning the defendant to offer a formal testimony on the merits of the case, 
since a confession will effectively be part of the case record. 
177 Article 301(4) CCP. 
178 It is expressly provided that, in the event of an attempt, restitution shall consist in recovery of the 
victim’s moral damage, up to a maximum of 30,000 € (any amount exceeding that upper limit may be 
sought before civil courts). It is also provided that, in the event of multiple participants to the offense, 
restitution carried out by one of them benefits all, unless one or more participants waive such privilege, in 
which case they may be prosecuted separately; the provision expressly precludes the possibility of an 
abstention for concurring offenses not covered by the provision as such. 
179 Regardless of the court which would ordinarily be competent to try the particular offense. 
180 Article 301(7) CCP. 
181 An acquittal is theoretically possible, e.g. in the presence of grounds expunging criminal liability [see 
article 301(8)(c) CCP], but is not expected to occur in actual practice. It is also conceivable that the court 
modify the legal characterization of the act to the defendant’s benefit. 
182 The defendant incurs no judicial expenses arising from this process. 
183 Articles 99 and 100 CC. 
184 Article 302(1) CCP. 
185 Normally not a single-judge but a three-judge panel of the court of appeal. 
186 Article 302(3) CCP. 
187 Article 302(4) CCP. 
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presence of aggravating circumstances, three years.188 The provision in question also applies 

to misdemeanors (including – but not limited to – those affecting the financial interests of the 

EU), in which case the sentence is up to six months or, in the presence of aggravating 

circumstances, twelve months.189 The legal classification of the act in question (felony or 

misdemeanor, as the case may be) remains unchanged. 

Plea bargain 

In 2019, Greece introduced ‘plea bargaining’ for the first time in its history. Under the 

pertinent provisions, the defendant enters a guilty plea following ‘negotiation’ with the 

prosecutor, in exchange for a reduced sentence. The introduction of this process in Greek 

criminal procedure became the target of criticism, raising concerns even concerning the 

constitutionality of the pertinent provisions.190 Although plea bargain is only tangentially 

related to restorative justice, it is included in our enumeration, since it offers an alternative to 

the ordinary criminal process. 

According to article 303 CCP, the possibility of a plea bargain is available for offenses 

prosecutable proprio motu, excluding any offense punishable with life imprisonment,191 as 

well as felonies under article 187bis CC192 or under chapter 19 of the Criminal Code.193 The 

defendant is entitled to submit a request to enter a plea prior194 to the conclusion of the 

investigation stage,195 while it is explicitly ruled that the ensuing ‘bargain’ shall be confined 

to the sentence to be imposed.196 Following the submission of the request, the case record is 

conveyed to the district prosecutor (if a misdemeanor) or the prosecutor for the court of 

188 Recall that the sentence would be more lenient for a defendant entering into a conciliation agreement 
prior to the conclusion of the investigation, offering an incentive to engage in mediation sooner rather 
than earlier. 
189 Article 302(4) CCP. 
190 Criticism was waged particularly on account of the constitutional requirement of sentencing by a court 
(as opposed to a prosecutor). These concerns are mitigated, considering that the sentence – albeit agreed 
with the prosecutor – will ultimately be imposed by a judge, who is not bound to convict the defendant 
and may impose a lower sentence. 
191 None of the financial offenses discussed in this Report are threatened with life imprisonment. 
192 The said provision proscribes terrorist offenses. 
193 The said chapter proscribes sexual offenses. 
194 Whether the possibility of a plea bargain is available prior to formal prosecution (i.e. during the 
preliminary examination stage) has recently been debated. Most commentators decline this possibility, 
since the suspect has not formally been charged, but a pre-trial chamber found that entering into a plea is 
a right of the suspect which must be observed [Pre-Trial Chamber of Thessaloniki 914/2021, (2021) 
Poinike Dikaiosyne 908]. 
195 There is a possibility of submitting a request before the court competent to hear the case, leading to a 
‘bargain’ with the said court’s prosecutor [see art. 303(7) CCP]. 
196 Article 303(1) in fine CCP. 
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appeal (if a felony), who shall assess whether the case is suitable for a plea bargain. To 

facilitate such assessment, the prosecutor may summon the defendant (who may appear with 

counsel of his/her own choosing) and, if deemed necessary, the victim (who may also appear 

with counsel of his/her own choosing). If the defendant does not have an attorney, the 

prosecutor appoints one for him/her.197 In the event of an offense enumerated in article 301(1) 

CCP,198 the prosecutor may (at his/her discretion) require the defendant to restore the damage 

prior to entering a plea.199 If an agreement is ultimately not reached between the prosecutor 

and the defense, any documents produced up to that point are destroyed and may not be used 

in subsequent proceedings.200 If, on the other hand, an agreement is reached, the pertinent 

document (signed by the prosecutor, the defendant and his/her attorney) contains the 

defendant’s guilty plea, the agreed sentence, as well as the manner of execution of the 

sentence. The sentence is determined taking into account, inter alia, the gravity of the offense, 

the defendant’s personality and financial situation, and ranges between two to seven years for 

felonies, and ten days to two years for misdemeanors.201 Any measures restraining the 

defendant’s liberty preceding the agreement may be revoked.202 Within five days from the 

conclusion of the agreement, the case record is submitted to a single-judge panel of the court 

of appeal (for felonies) or the district court (for misdemeanors), which hears the case203 and, 

upon the defendant’s conviction, imposes a sentence not exceeding the one agreed with the 

prosecutor.204 

2.3. Restorative justice with particular regard to tax offenses and 
smuggling 

Beyond the Criminal Code and the Code of Criminal Procedure, there are provisions 

reflecting restorative justice (of sorts) applicable to smuggling offenses and tax evasion, 

respectively. 

197 Unlike the process leading to penal conciliation [under articles 301 and 302 CCP], the prosecutor does 
not appoint counsel to the victim. 
198 In other words, an offense available for penal conciliation. 
199 Article 303(2)(d) CCP. 
200 Article 303(3) CCP. 
201 Article 303(4)(c) CCP. The sentence may be suspended, depending on whether the conditions set 
under pertinent provisions of the Criminal Code are met. 
202 Unlike penal conciliation, this is not mandated [see art. 303(5)(b) CCP]. 
203 The defendant is either present or is represented by the attorney who was appointed during the 
conclusion of the agreement. 
204 An acquittal is theoretically possible, while modification of the legal characterization of the act may 
only take place in bonam partem. 
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Article 158 of Statute No. 2960/2001 provides that, inasmuch as the charges and 

duties evaded do not exceed 70,000 €, no prosecution is initiated (or, if initiated, the 

prosecution is terminated) if the administrative fine imposed (assessed in at least double the 

amount of the duties evaded) is duly paid. In such an event, any seizure of assets having taken 

place prior to payment of the administrative fine is ipso facto lifted. Article 158 of Statute No. 

2960/2001 does not apply to smuggling offenses committed by public officials or individuals 

employed in sectors closely linked to customs and duties,205 or smuggling associated with 

theft or any other criminal offense. 

The history of ADR with respect to tax evasion has been much more complicated. 

Suffice it to note that, following the enactment of Statute No. 4174/2013 (i.e. the Tax Process 

Code currently in force), question arose as to whether article 24(2) of Statute No. 2523/1997 

(i.e. the preexisting Statute concerning tax matters), guaranteeing release from the criminal 

process, was still in force.206 Subsequently, Statute No. 4312/2014 was enacted, covering 

offenses against the financial interests of the Greek State; that Statute was abolished upon the 

entry into force of the new Code of Criminal Procedure.207 However, the fact that tax evasion 

(as well as smuggling) cases are open for the options described above, coupled with a series 

of administrative law provisions ensuring ‘pardon’ upon payment, mitigates concerns of 

unfavorable treatment of this class of offenders. 

3. Assessment of the victim’s position in ADR mechanisms 

The position of the suspect/defendant in ‘simplified’ processes was largely 

incorporated in the preceding sections, as it forms an integral part of the ‘simplified’ 

processes discussed therein. This section will briefly outline the victim’s position in the 

respective processes. 

As already hinted above, the role of the victim in ADR processes under Greek law 

ranges, from virtually no participation to (some) control over the process. One might outline 

the following: 

205 A list of professions is included in addition to those closely associated with customs and duties. 
206 Doctrine held the affirmative view [see T Papakyriakou, ‘Tax Offenses – Criminal Sanctions’ in I 
Fotopoulos (ed), Tax Process Code: Interpretation of Statute No. 4174/2013 (Sakkoulas Pub. 2018) 2054 
et seq.], but the Supreme Court Prosecutor gave a negative answer [Opinion No. 4/2015, available online 
at https://eisap.gr/gnomodotiseis/]. 
207 Article 586(g) CCP. 
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- The Code of Criminal Procedure provides for abstention from prosecution (for 

light misdemeanors), which is decided by the prosecutor (following a concurring opinion by a 

judge) and requires the active engagement of the suspect. On the other hand, no concurrence 

by the victim is required.208 The law merely stipulates that the victim is to be notified prior to 

the commencement of this process, so that his/her views may be expressed. However, any 

views expressed by the victim are not binding for the prosecutor, who may (or may not) take 

them into account.209 On the other hand, the prosecutor may impose terms, some of which are 

related to the victim.210 

- Abstention from prosecution pending restitution (under articles 48(2) and 49 

CCP for misdemeanors and felonies, respectively) is somewhat different, as the only term 

imposable to the suspect is restitution.211 Under those provisions, summoning the victim is not 

mandatory for misdemeanors (the drafters probably regarded the victim’s participation as 

redundant in certain cases, for instance when the damage incurred has been properly 

assessed). In addition, the prosecutor may abstain from prosecution upon concurrence by a 

judge; yet such concurrence may be granted absent summoning the defendant or, even where 

the defendant has been summoned, prior to the submission of the victim’s views.212 In the 

event of felonies, the prosecutor is obliged to summon the victim, but is not bound to take the 

victim’s view into account. In any event, prosecutorial decisions to abstain from prosecution 

are not reviewable by a superior organ, and there is no remedy available to the victim, who 

may thus not pursue reversal of the prosecutor’s decision to abstain.213 

- Under article 50 CCP, providing for abstention following restitution, payment 

can be proved either through evidence produced by the suspect or be based on a statement by 

208 At the preliminary stage (i.e. prior to formal prosecution) the victim may become a party at his/her 
discretion. This was not the case under the former Code of Criminal Procedure, under which the victim 
could only become a party to criminal proceedings subsequent to prosecution. 
209 It has been suggested that, in the presence of objections by the victim, the prosecutor should offer a 
detailed explanation of why abstention was ultimately decided: H Chioni-Chotouman, The rights of the 
victim in the criminal process: The impact of Union law on the Greek criminal process (Nomiki 
Vivliothiki Pub. 2021) 244. 
210 Achieving some sort of ‘conciliation’ is one of them. Cf. article 153a(1)(5) of the German StPO. 
211 This is due to the nature of the offenses covered, which involve financial damage, and are unrelated to 
strictly ‘personal’ legal interests, especially given that any offenses committed with the use or threat of 
violence are excluded from the ambit of the ‘simplified’ processes discussed here. 
212 See criticism on this point in H. Chioni-Chtouman, The rights of the victim in the criminal process cit. 
251. 
213 This is unlike a decision not to prosecute on legal or factual grounds, which is reviewable under 
articles 43 or 52 CCP, as the case may be. 
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the victim. In the latter case, participation of the victim is ensured; in the former case, 

summoning the victim remains at the disposal of the prosecutor.214 

- The ‘simplified procedure’ in which the victim is most actively engaged is 

penal conciliation under articles 301-302 CCP. As previously noted,215 the victim not only 

actively participates in this process, but is also entitled to appointment of counsel, in the 

absence of the victim’s own.216 Moreover, the victim is entitled to request a fifteen-day 

extension of the deadline to conclude the agreement with the defendant. Question arises as to 

whether the victim may decline the offer of penal conciliation even when the defendant offers 

full restitution. Although the provision does not stipulate, in so many words, a requirement 

that the victim concur, the allusion to an agreement should be understood as connoting the 

victim’s right to ‘veto’ penal conciliation.217 If an agreement is reached, the case is referred to 

court, where the victim is summoned, ensuring a right to be heard during the trial.218 

- In the event of the newly-introduced ‘plea bargain’ procedure, however, the 

focus shifts to the agreement between the defendant and the prosecutor, absent active 

engagement of the victim.219 The prosecutor may (but is not bound to) summon the victim; 

should the prosecutor opt for summoning the victim, the latter’s participation is essentially 

confined to assisting the prosecutor in determining whether the case is ‘suitable’ for 

bargaining. Should the defendant’s plea be accepted by the prosecutor, the victim is not 

summoned to court, and therefore is not guaranteed a right to be heard.220 Needless to say, the 

victim is not afforded any remedy against the court’s judgment.221 

As an additional note, it should be mentioned that Greek criminal procedure (and, 

most notably, doctrinal debate) has tended to focus on the rights of the defense, treating the 

214 Or his/her superior, who is entrusted with granting approval. 
215 Supra, section 2. 
216 Such right is generally not afforded to victims under the Greek Code, who may appear with counsel of 
their own choosing but, unlike the defendant [see arts 99(3) and 340(1) CCP], are not entitled to 
appointment of counsel. 
217 See doubts concerning this point in H. Chioni-Chotouman, The rights of the victim in the criminal 
process cit. 255. 
218 This was not the case under the former Code of Criminal Procedure. 
219 See supra, section 2. 
220 Generally, victims are not heard in matters concerning sentencing (which is the only object of the trial 
following a plea bargain). It should be noted that the sentence is determined based on factors which 
include, inter alia, the kind and extent of the damage incurred [see art. 79(2)(a) CC]. Thus, it has been 
suggested that some form of victim impact statement be admitted to the process [in the vein of certain 
common law jurisdictions: see H. Chioni-Chotouman, The rights of the victim in the criminal process cit. 
260 et seq]. 
221 Generally, the victim is not entitled to appeal either pre-trial chamber decisions or court judgments in 
the Greek criminal justice system with respect to the merits of the case [this has been so since an 
amendment of the former Code of Criminal Procedure in 2003]. 
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rights of the victim as a ‘secondary’ issue. It is only recently that equality of arms has 

engendered a discussion about improving the position of a victim; in that regard, there is still 

room for improvement, including – but certainly not limited to – in the area of ‘simplified’ 

processes. 

4. Res judicata and the ne bis in idem principle 

When it comes to the principle of ne bis in idem, the main issue that has troubled 

Greek courts has been the parallel imposition of both penal and administrative sanctions over 

the same act. This line of case-law has been especially rich in terms of smuggling offenses, 

where the main ‘threat’ to the offender is not so much the criminal penalty (normally a term 

of imprisonment that is easily suspended) but rather the huge administrative fines imposed. 

With respect to the question whether ‘simplified’ processes under Greek law produce 

res judicata (if successfully concluded, that is), one might make the following remarks: 

- The prosecutorial decision to abstain from prosecution [under article 50 CCP] 

is legally tantamount to filing a case without formal prosecution. As such, it does not produce 

res judicata in the vein of court judgments or trial chamber rulings but only engenders what is 

termed as ‘quasi’- (or ‘temporary’ / ‘prosecutorial’) res judicata, meaning that the case may 

be reopened, should new evidence arise.222 In this case, of course, such ‘new’ evidence would 

not relate to whether the offense has taken place, but would rather place in doubt the 

assessment of the damage previously made or whether payment had actually taken place (or 

the extent of such payment). 

- However, in the particular case of ‘abstention’ under articles 48(5) and 49(3) 

CCP, it has been argued that full-fledged res judicata is produced, owing to the final 

disposition of the case thus achieved.223 This would also be true of article 48(7) CCP, 

especially given that termination of the prosecution is explicitly among the types of decisions 

producing res judicata under Greek law.224 

222 See article 43(6) CCP, according to which the production of new (i.e. previously not available) 
evidence would lead to the reopening of the case, following which a preliminary examination is 
conducted afresh, during which the suspect is summoned to provide testimony. 
223 See G Bourmas, ‘Property offenses – Article 381’ in A Charalambakis, The New Criminal Code: 
Article-by-article interpretation of Statute No. 4619/2019, vol. II (Articles 235-469) (Nomiki Vivliothiki 
Pub. (2021) 3000-3001. 
224 Article 57(1) CCP. 
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- Both penal conciliation [under articles 301-302 CCP] and plea bargain [under 

article 303 CCP] lead to the rendering of court judgments (consisting in a conviction and 

sentencing). These judgments may only be appealed before the Supreme Court for legal (not 

factual) errors. When such judgments become final, they produce res judicata just like any 

other conviction under Greek criminal procedure.225 

With particular regard to the ne bis in idem principle as applied by Greek 

judicial/prosecutorial authorities, it should be pointed out that Greek case-law has started 

recognizing that prosecution by Greek authorities is barred in the presence of a completed 

‘simplified’ procedure in another jurisdiction (based on the principle of mutual recognition 

and the dictates enshrined in article 82(1) TFEU and article 54 CISA).226 This is noteworthy, 

especially since prosecutorial decisions do not generally produce res judicata under Greek 

law. 

On the other hand, whether the successful conclusion of Greek ‘simplified’ processes 

(as described above) shall be deemed to ‘activate’ the ne bis in idem principle remains, of 

course, to be determined by foreign judicial authorities. 

5. Assessment of ADR mechanisms and their impact 

5.1. Conformity with article 40 of Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 

Article 40(1) of the EPPO Regulation provides for the application of any ‘simplified 

prosecution procedure aiming at the final disposal of a case’ to cases handled by the European 

delegated Prosecutor. The ADR routes delineated above, and therefore apply [explicitly, 

indeed, as evidenced, inter alia, through article 24(5) of Statute No. 4689/2020] to offenses 

affecting the financial interests of the EU. The allusion of article 40(1) of the EPPO 

Regulation to a ‘suspect’ should obviously not hinder the application of ADR provisions 

benefiting the ‘defendant’ after a formal prosecution has been initiated. In point of fact, the 

above-described provisions would also apply even after the referral of the case to court, as no 

distinction is made with respect to offenses affecting the EU’s financial interests. 

225 See criticism in G Bourmas, ‘Property offenses – Article 381’ cit. 2999-3000, arguing against equating 
such res judicata to that produced by court judgments following a full-fledged process [because, 
according to this view, these ‘simplified’ processes do not aim at truth but rather at the disposal of the 
case as a matter of ‘convenience’]. 
226 See G Bourmas, ‘Property offenses – Article 381’ cit. 3001-3002. 
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There remain, of course, questions with respect to the tuning of the Regulation’s 

provisions with the stages identified in the Greek Code of Criminal Procedure. As previously 

noted, the latter identifies different organs as competent for the ‘disposal’ of the case, while 

the Regulation does not appear to recognize distinct stages of the investigation. Moreover, the 

Directive states that, where the EPPO exercises its competence in respect of offenses article 

3(2)(a) and (b), should the damage caused (or likely to be caused) to the Union’s financial 

interest not exceed the damage caused or likely to be caused to another victim, the European 

delegated Prosecutor shall consult national prosecution authorities before proposing to apply a 

simplified prosecution procedure; it is unclear how this provision will be applied in actual 

practice. Besides, article 40(2) of the Regulation provides that the Permanent Chamber, 

following the proposal of the European delegated Prosecutor, shall decide whether to apply 

the simplified prosecution procedure taking into account a number of enumerated grounds, 

including the gravity of the offence (particularly based on the damage incurred), the 

willingness of the suspected offender to restore the damage caused by the illegal conduct, and 

the conformity of the ‘simplified procedure’ with the general objectives and basic principles 

of the EPPO as set out in the Regulation. It is recalled, however, that ADR options available 

under Greek law do not necessarily rely on these conditions, while some of them lead to 

mandatory ‘disposal’ of the case or reduction of the sentence, as the case may be. At least 

when it comes to substantive law provisions exonerating the offender from liability or 

punishment, the mandatory nature of each provision may not be questioned, nor is it 

conceivable to add prerequisites not envisaged under the applicable provisions.227 

Overall, the Regulation’s dictate that alternative routes to punishment be afforded to 

the offender is observed, as is the assimilation principle, at least following the enactment of 

Statute No. 4689/2020. In fact, the EU’s property is afforded additional protection, given that 

any offenses affecting it are prosecutable proprio motu, which is not necessarily the case with 

respect to (all) offenses against the property of the Greek State, and is certainly not the case 

when it comes to private property under the new Criminal Code. Of course, certain flaws 

inherent in the Greek system of ADR routes have effectively been transferred to the EU level 

as well. 

 

227 See, in this regard, article 40(3) of the EPPO Regulation. 
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5.2. Problems of ‘cohesion’ 

Were one to conceive ADR institutions as ‘exits’ from the criminal process, the 

picture would create the impression that a number of alternatives exist at various sections of 

the ‘road’ [see diagram]. However, there are a number of problems that become evident upon 

closer inspection. Here are some of them: 

- Prior to the initiation of the prosecution, articles 48 and 49 CCP provide for the 

possibility of abstention if the suspect fulfills certain terms, following mediation with the 

victim, and on condition of non-repetition of similar offenses in the future. Yet the Criminal 

Code contains provisions228 (applicable at the same stage of the proceedings) which ensure 

absolution from punishment without the need for mediation with the victim and absent any 

condition of non-repetition. Naturally, then, any rational suspect would avail himself/herself 

of that latter option. At that same stage, the same contradiction emerges by contrasting the 

provisions of article 50 CCP, on the one hand, and articles 381(3)-(4) and 405(3) CC, on the 

other. 

- Article 48(7) CCP [which also applies to felonies as per article 49(4) CCP] 

provides for the possibility of terminating the prosecution (after it has been initiated) if the 

defendant restores the damage (and pays interest), which can be established based on a 

statement by the victim. Yet the Code of Criminal Procedure extensively covers penal 

conciliation subsequent to the initiation of the prosecution, offering the defendant the 

incentive of a reduced sentence as opposed to termination of the prosecution. It is hardly 

conceivable why the defendant would opt for penal conciliation in the presence of a 

possibility to terminate the prosecution without further consequences. 

- Penal conciliation itself is practically useless, given that the defendant may 

avoid punishment (based on the provisions of the Criminal Code) by restoring the damage 

(plus interest) up until the final decision of referral of the case to court (for felonies) or the 

closure of the evidence stage at trial (for misdemeanors).229 In point of fact, the only reason 

228 Arts 381(2)-(4) and 405(2)-(3) CC. 
229 The drafters of the Code of Criminal Procedure (and the subsequent amendments that were enacted in 
November 2019) appear to have been cognizant of this interplay, and in fact made an attempt to explain it 
away in the Explanatory Report to Statute No. 4637/2019 in the following words [pp. 14-15]: “Restitution 
under the Criminal Code, on the one hand, and penal conciliation, on the other, are similar to each other 
in that they are based on restoration of the damage; yet such restoration is effected in different fashion in 
each case: in the former instance, a unilateral act by the offender suffices irrespective of the victim’s 
consent (payment will have to be proved based on concrete evidence), while in the latter (penal 
conciliation) an agreement is required, willingly entered into by the victim. Hence, the conclusion of an 
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that a defendant might choose to settle for penal conciliation (i.e. a reduced sentence) as 

opposed to absolution from punishment would be the need for a quick disposal of the case,230 

given the lengthy process until the issuance of a court judgment.231 

- It should be added that plea bargain, which is also available for financial 

offenses, may take place without an agreement with the victim and absent restoration of the 

damage. Although a prosecutor would not easily accept a plea in the absence of (at least) 

restoration of the damage, if not an agreement with the victim, this remains (theoretically) a 

possibility.232 

- With respect to financial offenses which are not prosecutable proprio motu (i.e. 

require that the victim press charges),233 the law allows the victim to withdraw charges234 

until the issuance of a final judgment by the court of appeal.235 In effect, this renders any 

‘simplified’ mechanism moot with respect to these offenses, since the defendant may wait 

until the first instance court, attempt to secure an acquittal, and, failing that, reach an 

agreement with the victim, so that the latter withdraws charges prior to the court of appeal’s 

judgment. In that regard, article 26(1) of Statute No. 4689/2020 is of significance, since it 

provides that any offense affecting the financial interests of the EU (regardless of the damage 

incurred or intended) is prosecutable proprio motu. 

- Last but not least, one should not overlook certain ‘informal’ practices that 

emerge before criminal courts in Greece: for instance, it has been noted that the defendant and 

the victim often sidestep formal ‘simplified’ arrangements by arriving at an extrajudicial 

(informal) settlement, following which the victim testifies that the defendant acted, e.g., 

agreement under penal conciliation means that full restitution – albeit declared by both sides – may not 
have taken place in actuality. Thus, the offender who unilaterally but incontestably fully restores damage 
is worthy of a more lenient treatment compared to a defendant who merely enters an agreement with the 
victim”. Admittedly, this is a rather ‘impressive’ statement by a Legislator wishing to advance restorative 
justice as an alternative means to formal prosecution, implying that mediation with the victim is presumed 
to consist in less than full restitution. That this may often be the case (e.g. because the victim is under 
pressure to arrive at a deal) is one thing; to state this in an official explanatory report so as to justify an 
apparent paradox is quite another. 
230 Especially in the presence of measures restraining the defendant’s liberty. 
231 See critical appraisal in Y Naziris, Intertemporal Criminal Law: The scope of the provisions of the new 
Criminal Code and the new Code of Criminal Procedure ratione temporis (Nomiki Vivliothiki Pub. 
2020) 115 et seq. 
232 In the presence of restoration of the damage, of course, one is confronted with the contradiction 
pointed out above. 
233 These offenses include – but are not limited to – embezzlement and fraud against the Greek State, 
provided the damage does not exceed 120,000 €. 
234 Art. 117 CC. 
235 Art. 55(2)(b) CCP. 
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without malicious intent, thereby leading to an acquittal on the merits.236 This practice is more 

frequent when the injured party is a private individual or entity, as opposed to the Greek State. 

6. Concluding remarks 

In conclusion: 

- Greece has incorporated offenses affecting the financial interests of the 

European Union in a more adequate fashion compared to the past, applying the assimilation 

principle. 

- Procedurally, there remain a few open issues with respect to the distinction 

between various stages of the proceedings, referral of the case to court, etc. These issues will 

have to be dealt with as the European Public Prosecutor’s Office gradually expands its 

activities. 

- ADR mechanisms in Greece have largely been used to avoid delays and 

address the system’s congestion. There are exceptions (notably in the field of domestic 

violence), but the structure of the pertinent provisions fits the aforementioned goal. 

- With particular regard to ‘simplified’ processes leading to disposal of cases 

concerning financial offenses, there is lack of cohesion, and there are circumstances under 

which a defendant had better wait to proceed to an agreement with the victim in order to 

achieve a better outcome. Hence, a reconfiguration of applicable provisions is called for, in 

the context of a coherent system of restitution options. 

- The victim’s position has somewhat improved compared to the past. Still, 

additional steps need to be taken to ensure the victim’s active engagement in ‘simplified’ 

processes leading to disposal of the case. 

 

 

 

 

236 See C Mylonopoulos, Criminal Law: Special Part cit. 227; A Tzannetis, ‘Von der “tätigen Reue” zum 
“Täter-Opfer-Ausgleich”. Zielsetzungen und dogmatische Grundlagen des 
Schadenswiedergutmachungssystems im neuen griechischen Strafrecht’ (2012) ZIS 132. 
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Annexes Table: Forms of restitution concerning financial offenses. 

 Institution / 

‘Simplified’ 

process 

Material 

scope 

Conditions ‘Deadline’ Legal effect 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Substantive 

criminal 

law 

 

Active 

repentance 

[381(2) / 

405(2) CC] 

 

Offenses 

under arts 

372-378 CC 

– Statute 

No. 

4689/2020 

 

Restitution 

in toto 

 

First 

testimony of 

suspect or 

defendant 

 

  Expungement 

of liability 

 

Restitution in 

the case of a 

felony [381(3) / 

405(3)(a) ΠΚ] 

 

Felonies 

under arts 

372-378 CC 

– Statute No. 

4689/2020 

 

Restitution 

in toto + 

payment of 

interest 

 

Final 

decision to 

refer the case 

to court 

 

Absolution 

from 

punishment 

 

 

Restitution in 

the case of a 

misdemeanor 

[381(4) / 

405(3)(b) CC] 

 

 

Misdemeanors 

under arts 

372-378 CC 

– Statute No. 

4689/2020 

 

 

Restitution 

in toto + 

payment 

of interest 

 

 

Conclusion of 

the evidence 

stage in the 

first instance 

 

 

Absolution 

from 

punishment 
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Criminal 

procedure 

Abstention 

from 

prosecution 

Abstention 

from 

prosecution of 

misdemeanors 

under terms 

[48(2) CCP] 

 

Misdemeanors 

listed in art 

48(2) CCP 

(i) 

Restitution 

in toto + (ii) 

statement by 

the victim or 

payment of 

interest 

 

Initiation of 

formal 

prosecution 

Abstention 

from 

prosecution 

(with terms 

imposed) 

[provisional 

initially / 

ultimately 

final] 

Abstention 

from 

prosecution of 

felonies under 

terms [49 

CCP] 

 

Felonies 

listed in art 

49(1) CCP 

(i) 

Restitution 

in toto + (ii) 

statement by 

the victim or 

payment of 

interest 

 

Initiation of 

formal 

prosecution 

Abstention 

from 

prosecution 

[provisional 

initially / 

ultimately 

final] 

Abstention 

post-

restitution [50 

CCP] 

Offenses 

listed in arts 

381(1) and 

(2) CC, 

405(1) CC, 

Statute No. 

4689/2020 

(i) 

Restitution 

in toto + 

(ii) 

statement 

by the 

victim or 

payment of 

interest 

 

Initiation of 

formal 

prosecution 

[following 

suspect’s 

testimony] 

 

Abstention 

from 

prosecution 

 

 

Criminal 

procedure 

Penal 

conciliation 

prior to the end 

of the 

investigation 

[301 CCP] 

 

Felonies 

listed in art 

301(1) CCP 

 

Agreement 

with the 

victim 

 

Conclusion of 

the 

investigation 

 

Conviction 

[reduced 

sentence] 
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Penal 

conciliation 

Penal 

conciliation 

following the 

end of the 

investigation 

[302 CCP] 

Felonies 

listed in art 

301(1) CCP 

 

Agreement 

with the 

victim 

Conclusion  

of the 

evidence 

stage in the 

first instance 

 

Conviction 

[reduced 

sentence] 
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1. Profili di diritto penale sostanziale: meccanismi deflativi e misure di 
diversion nel sistema penale italiano 

a. Introduzione 

Gli istituti attualmente contemplati nel codice penale italiano come, a vario titolo, 

ispirati da meccanismi “ristorativi” ovvero di definizione alternativa (diversa dalla pena) del 

conflitto generato dal reato, come l’art. 131 bis (Esclusione della punibilità per particolare 

tenuità del fatto), l’art. 162 ter (Estinzione del reato per condotte riparatorie) e l’art. 168 bis e 

ss. (Sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova dell’imputato) non costituiscono una 

novità assoluta, bensì il recepimento di istituti già applicati in altri ambiti dell’ordinamento 

penale, in particolare, nel sistema penale minorile ed in quello di competenza del giudice di 

pace. 

Nel d.P.R. n. 448/88 che disciplina il diritto penale minorile, l’art. 9 consente al 

pubblico ministero di rivolgersi agli operatori dell’Ufficio per la mediazione per valutare 

l’opportunità che il minore si attivi per riparare le conseguenze del reato. L’eventuale 

riparazione del danno, e la disponibilità del minore ad incontrarsi con la vittima e a 

riconsiderare la sua condotta delittuosa diventano elementi utili per il giudice al fine di 

formulare un giudizio prognostico; l’art. 27 dello stesso testo prevede in capo al giudice la 

possibilità di prosciogliere il minore per irrilevanza del fatto, condizionandola al solo 

parametro della gravità oggettiva dell’illecito; l’art. 28, infine, consente al giudice, quando il 

processo è iniziato, di utilizzare anche la mediazione e le condotte riparatorie dell’imputato 

minorenne come possibile prescrizione a corredo della sospensione del processo con messa 

alla prova, che viene disposta dopo l’audizione delle parti.  

A contenere, per la prima volta, un riferimento testuale esplicito alla mediazione come 

strumento di giustizia riparativa è il d. lgs. n. 274/2000 con cui si è stata attribuita al giudice 
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di pace la competenza penale. In questo settore penalistico, le misure riconducibili al 

paradigma della giustizia riparativa sono, innanzitutto, la mediazione in vista della 

riconciliazione tra le parti ex art. 29, che può essere promossa direttamente dal giudice per i 

reati perseguibili a querela; lo stesso giudice può agire direttamente come mediatore o 

avvalersi di mediatori esterni all’apparato giudiziario. Un altro istituto di chiara matrice 

ristorativa è quello di cui all’art. 35 dello stesso testo, secondo cui, alla condotta riparatoria 

viene riconosciuto il potere di estinguere il reato purché essa venga valutata dal giudice come 

idonea a soddisfare le esigenze di “riprovazione” e “prevenzione”. Sempre nel d. lgs. n. 

274/2000 all’art. 34, è prevista l’esclusione della punibilità per particolare tenuità del fatto, 

desunta da un’accurata analisi dell’intero episodio criminoso. Qualora questi meccanismi 

risolutivi non dovessero funzionare, la mitezza che contraddistingue la competenza penale del 

giudice di pace si riflette anche sull’afflittività del suo armamentario sanzionatorio che vede 

come sanzione privilegiata la pena pecuniaria e a seguire, la permanenza domiciliare (nel fine 

settimana, art. 53) ed il lavoro di pubblica utilità (art. 54). Trattandosi di un sistema penale 

“mite”, il cui ambito applicativo concerne reati di lieve entità ovvero bagatellari, la 

competenza penale del giudice di pace non si estende alla conoscenza dei reati finanziari 

oggetto della Direttiva PIF, decisamente più gravi; tuttavia, si è ritenuto opportuno accennare 

a tale sistema ed a quello minorile al fine di dar conto delle prime esperienze penalistiche di 

tipo ristorativo intraprese nell’ordinamento giuridico italiano. 
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 b. Il recepimento della Direttiva PIF nell’ordinamento italiano 

 

Direttiva (UE) 2017/1371 recante 

norme per la «lotta contro la frode che lede gli 

interessi finanziari dell’Unione mediante il 

diritto penale». 

Decreto legislativo 14 giugno 2020, n. 75 

(d.lgs 75/2020) 

Regolamento (UE) 2017/1939 del 

Consiglio, 12 ottobre 2017, relativo 

all’attuazione di una cooperazione rafforzata 

sull’istituzione della Procura europea 

(«EPPO») 

Decreto legislativo 2 febbraio 2021, n. 9, 

(d.lgs 9/2021) recante disposizioni per 

l’adeguamento della normativa nazionale alle 

disposizioi del regolamento (UE) 2017/1939.  

 

c. La cd. particolare tenuità del fatto – art. 131-bis c.p. 

L’ordinamento italiano non prevede meccanismi di deroga espressa all’obbligatorietà 

dell’azione penale. Tuttavia, se il fatto presenta in concreto una particolare tenuità ai sensi 

dell’art. 131-bis c.p., gli artt. 411 c.p.p. e 466 c.p. permettono, rispettivamente, al PM di 

richiedere l’archiviazione e al giudice di emettere sentenza predibattimentale di non doversi 

procedere, chiudendo in anticipo il procedimento penale.  

Inoltre, la sentenza irrevocabile di proscioglimento, che, a seguito di dibattimento, 

dichiara la non punibilità del fatto ai sensi dell’art. 131-bis c.p., ha efficacia di giudicato nel 

giudizio civile o amministrativo di danno (art. 651-bis c.p.p.). Tale giudicato copre 

l’accertamento della sussistenza del fatto, della sua illiceità penale e l’affermazione che 

l’imputato lo ha commesso.  

L’istituto di cui all’art. 131-bis c.p. ha quindi una connotazione ambivalente, sia 

sostanziale che processuale. Tuttavia, a livello dogmatico lo si inquadra come causa di non 

punibilità in senso stretto, piuttosto che come condizione di procedibilità o causa estintiva del 

reato; ciò sia per la collocazione sistematica, sia per la ratio di sussidiarietà che lo ispira. Le 
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considerazioni relative alla non meritevolezza di pena del fatto offensivamente tenue (indole 

sostanziale) prevalgono infatti sugli obiettivi deflattivi che il meccanismo indirettamente 

realizza (indole processuale).  

La causa di punibilità dell’art 131-bis c.p. è poi circondata da numerosi limiti che ne 

prevengono l’indiscriminata estensione. Anzitutto, si applica ai soli reati puniti con pena 

detentiva non superiore nel massimo a cinque anni ovvero con pena pecuniaria, sola o 

congiunta alla predetta pena detentiva; a questi fini non si tiene conto delle circostanze 

diverse da quelle autonome o ad effetto speciale. Un secondo limite generale concerne la 

abitualità del comportamento: la causa di non punibilità è riconosciuta solo se il 

comportamento non risulti abituale, e a tal proposito il legislatore offre, al successivo co. 3 

dell’art. 131-bis, un elenco di situazioni in cui il comportamento si presume abituale, 

impedendo l’integrazione dell’esimente8; particolari esclusioni, relative a casistiche 

specifiche, sono infine contemplate dal co. 2 del suddetto articolo9. 

Definiti i predetti limiti, si tratta di ravvisare la particolare tenuità del fatto, che la 

legge collega ai due indici-requisiti della «modalità della condotta» e della «esiguità del 

danno o del pericolo»; criteri la cui concretizzazione è interamente affidata alla discrezionalità 

del giudice. A tal proposito, si parla di depenalizzazione “in concreto”, contrapposta a quella 

in “astratto” di esclusiva competenza parlamentare.  

8 «Il comportamento è abituale nel caso in cui l'autore sia stato dichiarato delinquente abituale, 

professionale o per tendenza ovvero abbia commesso più reati della stessa indole, anche se ciascun fatto, 

isolatamente considerato, sia di particolare tenuità, nonché nel caso in cui si tratti di reati che abbiano ad 

oggetto condotte plurime, abituali e reiterate». 
9 «L'offesa non può essere ritenuta di particolare tenuità, ai sensi del primo comma, quando l'autore ha 

agito per motivi abietti o futili, o con crudeltà, anche in danno di animali, o ha adoperato sevizie o, 

ancora, ha profittato delle condizioni di minorata difesa della vittima, anche in riferimento all'età della 

stessa ovvero quando la condotta ha cagionato o da essa sono derivate, quali conseguenze non volute, la 

morte o le lesioni gravissime di una persona. L'offesa non può altresì essere ritenuta di particolare tenuità 

quando si procede per delitti, puniti con una pena superiore nel massimo a due anni e sei mesi di 

reclusione, commessi in occasione o a causa di manifestazioni sportive, ovvero nei casi di cui agli articoli 

336, 337 e 341-bis, quando il reato è commesso nei confronti di un ufficiale o agente di pubblica 

sicurezza o di un ufficiale o agente di polizia giudiziaria nell'esercizio delle proprie funzioni, e nell'ipotesi 

di cui all'articolo 343». 
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Va segnalato che la causa di non punibilità in oggetto non si applica né dinanzi al 

giudice minorile (cfr. Cass., Sez. V., 13 maggio 2020, n. 14791), né dinanzi giudice di pace 

(cfr. Cass., Sez. un., 22 giugno 2017, n. 53683); in tali procedimenti, infatti, sono previste 

apposite norme - derogatorie rispetto all’art. 131-bis c.p. - in tema di irrilevanza penale del 

fatto. Si tratta, in particolare, dell’art. 27 d.P.R. n. 448 del 1988 quanto al procedimento 

minorile10, e dell’art. art. 34, d.lgs. n. 274/2000 quanto al procedimento davanti al giudice di 

pace11.  

Per ciò che interessa in questa sede, l’istituto in esame può essere senz’altro accostato 

a un meccanismo lato sensu riparativo, in quanto si risolve nella rinuncia dello Stato a 

irrogare la sanzione penale in ragione della scarsa offensività del fatto. La salvezza del 

giudizio civile e amministrativo di danno, oltre a confermare che si tratta di una causa di 

esclusione della punibilità, trasferisce la tutela della vittima in altra sede, realizzando, come 

già detto, una depenalizzazione in concreto rimessa alla discrezionalità del giudice e riservata, 

trasversalmente, a tutti i reati offensivamente tenui.  

Il carattere trasversale della causa di non punibilità è però seriamente compromesso 

dai limiti che ne segnano i confini interni. In particolare, la scelta di collegare al massimo 

edittale un limite inderogabile all’applicazione dell’istituto appare criticabile, perché esso 

rispecchia valutazioni relative al tipo in astratto, non invece al fatto concreto; e benché la 

Corte costituzionale abbia ritenuto tale scelta immune da censure (Corte cost., 24 maggio 

2017, n. 207), una recente riforma ha proposto la sostituzione del limite riferito al massimo 

con quello riferito al minimo (cfr. legge-delega 27 settembre 2021, n. 134, non ancora attuata 

dal Governo). Inoltre, si è rilevato che il legislatore, nel sagomare i presupposti dell’istituto, 

10 Sentenza di non luogo a procedere per irrilevanza del fatto – 1. Durante le indagini preliminari, se risulta la 
tenuità del fatto e l'occasionalità del comportamento, il pubblico ministero chiede al giudice sentenza di non 
luogo a procedere per irrilevanza del fatto quando l'ulteriore corso del procedimento pregiudica le esigenze 
educative del minorenne [..]. 
11 Esclusione della procedibilità nei casi di particolare tenuità del fatto – 1. Il fatto è di particolare tenuità 
quando, rispetto all'interesse tutelato, l'esiguità del danno o del pericolo che ne è derivato, nonché la sua 
occasionalità e il grado della colpevolezza non giustificano l'esercizio dell'azione penale, tenuto conto altresì del 
pregiudizio che l'ulteriore corso del procedimento può recare alle esigenze di lavoro, di studio, di famiglia o di 
salute della persona sottoposta ad indagini o dell'imputato.2. Nel corso delle indagini preliminari, il giudice 
dichiara con decreto d'archiviazione non doversi procedere per la particolare tenuità del fatto, solo se non risulta 
un interesse della persona offesa alla prosecuzione del procedimento.3. Se è stata esercitata l'azione penale, la 
particolare tenuità del fatto può essere dichiarata con sentenza solo se l'imputato e la persona offesa non si 
oppongono.  
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abbia finito per prediligere componenti di natura oggettiva – modalità della condotta ed 

esiguità del danno o del pericolo – senza estendere la valutazione a indici ulteriori; l’istituto 

rischia così di appiattirsi sul parametro dell’entità del danno, mentre, in prospettiva futura, si 

potrebbe immaginare una estensione dello stesso all’autore bagatellare, oltre che al fatto 

bagatellare, valorizzando profili di tenuità soggettiva come la colpevolezza e la personalità del 

reo. 

Un chiaro riscontro del predetto “appiattimento” sul parametro dell’entità del danno si 

osserva nella casistica concernente i reati economici o contro il patrimonio, di particolare 

interesse in questa sede. In tale ambito si ripiega assai spesso sul parametro del valore del 

bene oggetto della condotta criminosa (Cass., Sez. II, 30 giugno 2020, n. 19548). In materia di 

reati tributari, ad esempio, in cui spesso è prevista una soglia di rilevanza penale, la 

giurisprudenza, che pur considera applicabile l’esimente anche agli illeciti muniti di soglia, 

conserva un approccio assai cauto, considerando ‘particolarmente tenui’ solo importi di poco 

superiori alla soglia indicata (ex multis, Cass., Sez. III, 26 agosto 2019, n. 36401). E anche 

quando si valorizza il riferimento contenuto nella norma al “fatto” di reato nel suo complesso 

– non solo, quindi, al parametro del danno – l’affermazione di principio non pare tradursi in 

decisioni realmente differenti (ex multis Cass., Sez. III, 25 gennaio 2021, n. 2901). 

Per altro verso, va segnalato che la vittima non può in alcun modo governare le 

dinamiche applicative dell’art. 131-bis c.p. Non si tratta, pertanto, di una rinunzia alla pena 

compensata da qualche vantaggio ulteriore per l’offeso; né la condotta post-fattuale 

dell’imputato, ancorché di segno riparatorio, incide sull’accertamento della tenuità.  

d. Estinzione del reato per condotte riparatorie – art. 162-ter c.p. 

Una chiara ispirazione riparatoria pare animare l’istituto dell’estinzione del reato per 

condotte riparatorie di cui all’art. 162-ter c.p. Si tratta di una causa di estinzione del reato che 

opera allorché l’imputato, entro il termine della dichiarazione di apertura del dibattimento di 

primo grado, abbia riparato integralmente il danno cagionato dall’illecito ovvero ne abbia 

eliminato, ove possibile, le conseguenze offensive. In tali ipotesi, il giudice dichiara 

l’estinzione del reato, sentiti l’imputato e la persona offesa; quest’ultima non ha però alcun 

potere di veto, come dimostra il fatto che la causa estintiva può essere accordata anche a 

seguito di offerta reale e nonostante il rifiuto della persona offesa, qualora l’offerta sia ritenuta 
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congrua dal giudice. Il co. 2 dell’art. 162-ter c.p. si preoccupa infine di preservare 

l’operatività dell’istituto in caso di adempimento tardivo incolpevole.  

Anche l’art. 162-ter c.p., similmente all’art. 131-bis c.p., soggiace a un pesante limite 

generale di applicazione, che ne segna il perimetro applicativo: la causa di estinzione opera 

per i soli reati procedibili a querela soggetta a remissione. Si tratta, a ben guardare, di un 

limite che contraddice l’ispirazione riparatoria del meccanismo estintivo. Siccome, infatti, la 

mancata remissione della querela dimostra un perdurante interesse dell’offeso alla punizione 

del reo, l’istituto sembra destinato a operare, nella totalità dei casi, contro la volontà della 

vittima e sulla base della sola valutazione di congruità dell’offerta reale presentata al giudice.  

e. Applicazione degli artt. 131-bis e 162-ter c.p. ai reati PIF 

Le preclusioni che segnano i confini applicativi della causa di non punibilità per 

particolare tenuità del fatto (art. 131-bis c.p.) e della causa di estinzione del reato per condotte 

riparatorie (art. 162-ter c.p.) implicano una marginale interferenza con i reati interessati dal 

decreto di recepimento della direttiva PIF (d.lgs 75/2020). 

Con riferimento alle modifiche degli artt. 316 (peculato), 316-ter (indebita percezione 

di erogazioni pubbliche) e 319-quater c.p. (cd. para-corruzione), il congegno della particolare 

tenuità del fatto, pur astrattamente applicabile alle nuove aggravanti previste per i fatti lesivi 

degli interessi dell’Unione, non pare logicamente compatibile con l’ulteriore presupposto di 

un danno o di un profitto superiore a centomila euro; come si è visto, infatti, la causa di non 

punibilità, pur attenendo al fatto complessivamente considerato, finisce con l’appiattirsi 

sull’entità del danno, specie in reati dove esso è chiaramente quantificabile. Trattandosi 

inoltre di delitti contro la pubblica amministrazione, si ritiene implausibile che un profitto o 

un danno superiore a centomila euro, prodotti per mezzo dello sviamento di una pubblica 

funzione, possano in concreto portare a una valutazione di tenue entità del fatto.  

Perplessità analoghe valgono anche in relazione alle modifiche in materia di 

contrabbando (artt. 295 d.p.r. n. 43/1973 e 1 d.gs n. 8/2016) e di frodi nel settore agricolo (l. 

n. 898/1986): anche queste nuove ipotesi, infatti, recano un limite-soglia di centomila euro. 

Per le stesse ragioni, infine, appare vieppiù implausibile che una siffatta valutazione possa 

interessare il nuovo art. 6, comma 1-bis, d.lgs 74/2000, con riguardo alla tentata evasione IVA 

di un importo superiore a dieci milioni di euro.   
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Un discorso diverso vale, invece, per il disposto oggi collocato al n. 5-quinquies 

dell’art. 322-bis c.p. Con esso, in attuazione dell’obbligo europeo, è stata estesa l’applicabilità 

degli artt. 314, 316, 317-320 e 322 co. 3 e 4, c.p. (peculato, concussione, corruzione e para-

corruzione) alle persone che esercitano funzioni o attività corrispondenti a quelle dei pubblici 

ufficiali e degli incaricati di un pubblico servizio nell'ambito di Stati non appartenenti 

all'Unione europea (e ciò sempre alla condizione che il fatto offenda gli interessi finanziari 

dell'Unione). Non riscontrandovi alcun riferimento all’entità del danno e del profitto, ed 

essendo alcuni dei reati citati puniti con pene inferiori nel massimo a cinque anni, non può 

escludersi, in relazione a questi ultimi, l’applicabilità dell’esimente di cui all’art. 131-bis c.p. 

L’art. 131-bis trova invece piena applicazione in riferimento all’art. 640, co. 2, n. 1, c.p. 

(truffa in danno a enti pubblici); ipotesi che, pur concretando una aggravante ad effetto 

speciale incidente sul calcolo del limite massimo della pena, non supera il suddetto limite 

edittale. 

L’art. 162-ter c.p. non investe invece in nessun modo le modifiche previste in 

attuazione della Direttiva PIF. Si tratta infatti di innovazioni previste rispetto a delitti 

procedibili d’ufficio, ed esclusi quindi dall’applicazione della suddetta causa estintiva.  

 

f. La decriminalizzazione delle indebite captazioni di sovvenzioni europee 
di modesta entità 

La fattispecie ex art. 316-ter c.p. sanziona con la reclusione da sei mesi a tre anni chi, 

attraverso un artificio cartolare («mediante l’utilizzo o la presentazione di dichiarazioni o di 

documenti falsi o attestanti cose non vere») o tacendo informazioni doverose («mediante 

l’omissione di informazioni dovute»), capta indebitamente contributi, finanziamenti, mutui 

agevolati o altre erogazioni dello stesso tipo, concessi o erogati – fra l’altro – dalle Comunità 

Europee; è altresì previsto, come già accennato, un aggravamento di pena qualora il fatto 

offenda gli interessi finanziari euro-unitari e il danno (o il profitto) sono superiori a centomila 

euro. Si tratta dunque di un illecito che colpisce una tipologia di truffa contrattuale, e che è 

specificamente rivolto a contrastare il fenomeno delle “frodi nelle sovvenzioni europee”.  

Il comma 2 del medesimo articolo, nitidamente ispirato a logiche di sussidiarietà-

extrema ratio, impone di rinunciare alla sanzione penale, degradando il fatto a mero illecito 
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amministrativo, là dove la somma indebitamente ottenuta sia di modesta entità (pari o 

inferiore a € 3.999,96).   

  

1.1. Restorative Justice e disciplina in tema di responsabilità degli enti 
Dlgs 231 

a. La responsabilità degli enti ed il recepimento della direttiva PIF  

Con il d.lgs. n. 75 del 14 luglio 2020 è stata recepita in via definitiva la Direttiva (UE) 

2017/1371 (cd. Direttiva PIF) del Parlamento europeo e del Consiglio del 5 luglio 2017, 

recante norme per la “lotta contro la frode che lede gli interessi finanziari dell’Unione 

mediante il diritto penale”. Il decreto in esame ha apportato, a norma dell’art. 5, modificazioni 

al d.lgs. n. 231/2001 volte ad ampliare il catalogo dei reati presupposto della responsabilità 

amministrativa da reato delle persone giuridiche12. In particolare, sono state introdotte nuove 

fattispecie di reato nell’elenco di cui all’art. 24 del d.lgs. n. 231/2001 ovvero il delitto di frode 

nelle pubbliche forniture di cui all’art. 356 c.p. ed il reato di frode in agricoltura di cui all’art. 

2 della L. n. 898/198613. Inoltre, con riferimento ai reati di cui agli artt. 316-bis, 316-ter, 640, 

comma 2, n. 1), 640-bis e 640-ter c.p., è stata equiparata l’Unione Europea allo Stato e agli 

altri enti pubblici quali persone offese del reato14. Il decreto è intervenuto anche sull’art. 25 

del d.lgs. n. 231/2001, allargando l’elenco dei delitti contro la Pubblica Amministrazione fino 

a ricomprendervi i reati di peculato di cui agli artt. 314 e 316 c.p. e il delitto di abuso di 

ufficio di cui all’art. 323 c.p. Rispetto a tali fattispecie di reato, l’estensione della 

responsabilità alle persone giuridiche risulta però limitata ai soli casi in cui «il fatto offende 

gli interessi finanziari dell’Unione europea»15. Altre modifiche hanno riguardato l’art. 25-

12 Per un approfondimento sulla tipologia di illeciti nella criminalità d’impresa si veda  MUCCIARELLI F., I 
reati tributari nel ‘catalogo 231’. Un nuovo (ma imperfetto) strumento di contrasto alla criminalità 

d’impresa, in Sistema Penale, 2022, disponibile in https://www.sistemapenale.it/it/articolo/mucciarelli-
2022-reati-tributari-catalogo-231 (da ultimo consultato 26.04.2022). 
13 Si vedano ex multis, MAZZANTI E., Le frodi agricole nello specchio della tutela penale deglii interessi 
finanziari UE, Riv. Dir. Agr., 2020, 102-131; TORZUOLI E., Frodi in agricoltura: l’attuazione della 

direttiva PIF spalanca le porte del D.Lgs. 231/2001, in Osservatorio Diritto agroalimentare e 
vitivinicolo, 2020, disponibile in https://www.osservatoriodav.it/post/frodi-in-agricoltura-l-attuazione-
della-direttiva-pif-spalanca-le-porte-del-d-lgs-231-2001 (da ultimo consultato 26.04.2022). 
14 Per un approfondimento delle fattispecie ex art. 316-ter e 640-bis si veda BASILE E., Riflessioni de lege 
ferenda sul recepimento della direttiva Pif: la repressione delle frodi e lo strano caso dell’art. 316-ter 
c.p., in Diritto penale contemporaneo, 2019, 1-20. 
15 Con riferimento ad un più ampio contesto intersoggettivo, i.e. gruppi di società si veda LA VATTIATA 
F., La nuova direttiva PIF. Riflessioni in tema di responsabilità da reato degli enti giuridici, gruppi 
societari e reati tributari, in  in Giur. pen., fasc. n.9/2019, 1- 17. 
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quinquiesdecies, al quale è stato aggiunto il comma 1-bis, che prevede, in relazione alla 

commissione dei reati tributari di cui agli artt. 4 (dichiarazione infedele), 5 (omessa 

dichiarazione) e 10-quater (indebita compensazione) d.lgs. n. 74/2000 e a condizione che gli 

stessi  siano «commessi nell’ambito di sistemi fraudolenti transfrontalieri e al fine di evadere 

l’imposta sul valore aggiunto per un importo complessivo non inferiore a dieci milioni di 

euro», l’irrogazione della sanzione pecuniaria fino a trecento quote per il delitto di 

dichiarazione infedele e fino a quattrocento quote per i delitti di omessa dichiarazione e 

indebita compensazione. Tra i reati-presupposto della responsabilità degli enti, sempre in 

recepimento della Direttiva PIF, è stato inserito, infine, anche l’art. 25-sexiesdecies 

concernente i delitti di contrabbando previsti e puniti dal d.P.R. n. 43/1973. Per la 

commissione di tale reato è prevista l’irrogazione della sanzione pecuniaria fino a duecento 

quote, aumentata fino a quattrocento quote ove l’ammontare dei diritti di confine dovuti sia 

superiore a euro centomila16.  

 

b. Cenni alla disciplina del Dlgs n. 231/2001-Responsabilità 
amministrativa dell’ente derivante da reato 

 Si noti che, ai sensi dell’art. 5 d.lgs. n. 231/2001, l'ente è responsabile per i reati 

commessi nel suo interesse o a suo vantaggio: a) da persone che rivestono funzioni di 

rappresentanza, di amministrazione o di direzione dell'ente o di una sua unità organizzativa 

dotata di autonomia finanziaria e funzionale nonché da persone che esercitano, anche di fatto, 

la gestione e il controllo dello stesso; b) da persone sottoposte alla direzione o alla vigilanza 

di uno dei soggetti di cui alla lettera a). L'ente non risponderà se le persone sopra indicate 

hanno agito nell'interesse esclusivo proprio o di terzi. Ovviamente, affinché scatti la 

responsabilità dell’ente è necessario che il reato commesso dalla persona fisica (apicale o 

subordinata) sia contemplato nell’elenco dei reati-presupposto previsti dall’art. 24 e ss. del d. 

lgs. n. 231/2001. 

Inoltre, ex art. 6, comma1, d. lgs. n. 231/2001, se il reato è  stato  commesso dalle  

persone  indicate nell'articolo 5, comma 1, lettera a), ovvero dai soggetti, persone fisiche, che 

si trovino in posizione apicale, l'ente non  risponde  se  prova che: a) l'organo dirigente ha 

16 CORSARO C. – ZAMBRINI M., Il recepimento della Direttiva PIF e le novità in materia di reati contro la 
pubblica amministrazione e reati tributari. L’ulteriore ampliamento dei reati presupposto per la 

responsabilità degli enti, in Giurisprudenza Penale Web, 2020, 7-8 
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adottato ed efficacemente attuato, prima della commissione del fatto, modelli di 

organizzazione e di  gestione idonei a prevenire reati della specie di quello verificatosi; b) il 

compito di vigilare sul funzionamento  e  l'osservanza  dei modelli di curare il  loro  

aggiornamento  è stato  affidato  a  un organismo dell'ente dotato di autonomi  poteri  di  

iniziativa  e  di controllo; c) le persone hanno commesso il reato eludendo fraudolentemente i 

modelli di organizzazione e di gestione; d) non vi è stata omessa  o  insufficiente  vigilanza  

da  parte dell'organismo di controllo.  

Ai sensi dell’art.  7, commi 1 e 2, d. lgs. n. 231/2001, qualora il reato sia stato 

commesso da soggetti, persone fisiche, sottoposti all’altrui direzione (ex art. 5, comma 1, lett. 

b), l'ente sarà responsabile se la commissione del reato è stata resa possibile dall'inosservanza 

degli obblighi di direzione o vigilanza. In ogni caso,  è esclusa  l'inosservanza  degli obblighi 

di direzione  o  vigilanza se l'ente, prima della commissione del reato, ha adottato ed 

efficacemente attuato un modello di organizzazione, gestione  e controllo idoneo a prevenire 

reati della specie di quello verificatosi. In seguito alla accertata responsabilità da reato 

dell’ente, le sanzioni che possono essere applicate per l’illecito amministrativo complesso 

così configurato sono (art. 9 d. lgs. n. 231/2001): le sanzioni pecuniarie (sempre), le sanzioni 

interdittive (in relazione ai reati per cui siano espressamente previste e quando ricorra almeno 

una delle condizioni previste dall’art. 13 d. lgs. n. 231/2001), la confisca, la pubblicazione 

della sentenza. 

Circa la possibilità di estendere automaticamente anche alla responsabilità da reato 

degli enti la causa di esclusione della punibilità per particolare tenuità del fatto di cui all’art. 

131 bis c.p., la Corte di Cassazione si è espressa in termini negativi17. 

c. Rilevanza di attività riparatorie poste in essere dall’ente già in fase 

commisurativa 

L’art. 11 del d. lgs. n. 231/2001 individua i criteri di commisurazione della sanzione 

pecuniaria da irrogare all’ente, precisando gli indici di rilevazione dei due parametri: numero 

delle quote e valore delle stesse. Al comma 1° dell’art. 11, si individuano quali criteri per la 

determinazione del numero delle quote la gravità del fatto, il grado della responsabilità 

dell’ente e l’attività svolta per eliminare o attenuare le conseguenze del fatto e per prevenire la 

17 Cass., Sez. III, sent. 10 luglio 2019 (dep. 15 gennaio 2020), n. 1420, in Sistemapenale.it, 19 febbraio 
2020. 
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commissione di ulteriori illeciti. Al comma 2, si precisa che il valore delle quote stesse vada 

determinato in funzione delle condizioni economiche e patrimoniali dell’ente, affinché la 

sanzione in concreto irrogata possa essere considerata efficace e possa, pertanto, raggiungere 

la finalità di prevenzione speciale rispetto alla commissione di ulteriore illeciti. 

Le attività riparatorie di cui l’ente può farsi promotore, dunque, compaiono nel comma 

1 dell’art. 11, come criterio di determinazione del numero delle quote, in fase di 

commisurazione della pena pecuniaria. L’attività svolta per eliminare o attenuare le 

conseguenze del fatto e per prevenire la commissione di ulteriore illeciti, per poter fondare un 

giudizio di minor riprovevolezza nei confronti dell’ente, deve essere idonea rispetto allo 

scopo. Con una precisazione: è sufficiente che l’attività di cui si tratta sia semplicemente 

proiettata al risultato prescritto, affinché essa possa valere come criterio di valutazione 

all’interno dei limiti edittali, e non come circostanza attenuante. Infatti, tale indice si pone in 

una situazione di autonomia rispetto a quanto previsto dall’art. 12, con particolare riferimento 

ai casi di riduzione della sanzione pecuniaria (questi sì, attenuanti): basti considerare che le 

condotte riparatorie contemplate dall’art. 11 sono svincolate da un qualsiasi parametro 

temporale massimo entro il quale porre in essere l’attività indicata, a differenza di quanto 

accade invece nell’art. 12, co. 2°, lett. a, in virtù del quale, l’attività riparatoria di risarcimento 

del danno e di eliminazione delle conseguenze dannose o pericolose ovvero l’attivarsi in tal 

senso, per poter rilevare, devono intervenire prima della dichiarazione di apertura del 

dibattimento di primo grado. Di conseguenza, un’attività riparatoria sviluppatasi oltre lo 

sbarramento temporale della dichiarazione di apertura del dibattimento di primo grado ovvero 

un’attività diretta alla prevenzione dei reati, meritevole di considerazione, nonostante non si 

traduca nell’adozione di idonei modelli di organizzazione, come richiesto dall’art. 12, ben 

potrebbero essere utilmente valutate dal giudice al fine di determinare il numero delle quote 

per l’irrogazione della sanzione. 

d. Condotte riparatorie dell’ente con funzione di attenuante  

La disciplina dettata in materia di commisurazione della pena pecuniaria si completa, 

specularmente, con la previsione normativa di alcune ipotesi in cui le sanzioni pecuniarie 

possono essere ridotte. Ci si riferisce ai casi di riduzione della sanzione pecuniaria di cui 

all’art. 12 d. lgs. n. 231/01. 
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La redazione di questa norma è da ritenersi senz’altro ispirata dall’esigenza di 

garantire flessibilità al sistema sanzionatorio, consentendo una maggiore equità 

nell’applicazione della sanzione pecuniaria mediante il riconoscimento della valenza 

attenuante di particolari situazioni che investono, da un lato, l’obiettiva entità del fatto e, 

dall’altro, il compimento di attività riparatorie o, comunque, di resipiscenza da parte dell’ente, 

anche in chiave di prevenzione della commissione di possibili futuri illeciti. 

In definitiva, l’art. 12 contempla una serie articolata di ipotesi che riducono la 

sanzione pecuniaria, secondo un’ispirazione fortemente special-preventiva che valorizza 

l’attività ripristinatoria conseguente all’illecito e la particolare tenuità del fatto. 

Le situazioni di particolare tenuità sono previste al co. 1° dell’art. 12, ai sensi del quale 

si ha una diminuzione della sanzione pecuniaria quando l’autore del reato abbia commesso il 

fatto nel prevalente interesse proprio o di terzi e l’ente non ne ha ricavato alcun vantaggio o 

ne ha tratto un vantaggio minimo (lett. a); ovvero il danno patrimoniale è di particolare 

tenuità. Sebbene la formula normativa non sia inequivoca, deve ritenersi che i due presupposti 

sopra indicati siano alternativi per ragioni strettamente legate all’analisi interna dell’art. 12. 

Ed, infatti, con riguardo alle ipotesi tratteggiate dal co. 2° del medesimo art. 12, la medesima 

tecnica espressiva crea un nesso di alternatività, come reso palese dal fatto che il co. 3° 

disciplina espressamente l’ipotesi di concorrenza delle due condizioni (e in tal caso la 

sanzione è ridotta dalla metà a due terzi).  

Il comma 2° dell’art. 12 disciplina le altre due situazioni in presenza delle quali la 

sanzione pecuniaria è ridotta da un terzo alla metà; situazioni che hanno in comune il fatto di 

“dipendere” lato sensu da un’attività dell’ente che, per beneficiare dell’attenuante, dovrà 

risarcire integralmente il danno ed eliminare le conseguenze dannose o pericolose del reato 

ovvero adoperarsi efficacemente in tal senso (lett. a); oppure dovrà adottare e rendere 

operativo un modello organizzativo idoneo a prevenire reati della specie di quello verificatosi 

(lett. b). Se entrambe le condizioni concorrono, l’attenuazione sarà dalla metà ai due terzi (co. 

3°); ma in ogni caso la sanzione pecuniaria non potrà essere inferiore a € 10.329 (co. 4°). 

La prima ipotesi, di cui alla lett. a, consiste in un’attività riparatoria in senso stretto 

che guarda al passato, cioè alle conseguenze negative determinate dalla condotta sanzionata e 

l’attenuazione che ne deriva va a premiare l’attività di resipiscenza operosa dell’ente, volta a 
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neutralizzare proprio quegli effetti negativi cagionati dal reato che ha dato luogo all’illecito 

amministrativo. Per l’operatività di tale caso di riduzione è necessario che ricorrano due 

requisiti. 

Il primo, di natura temporale, impone che la condotta riparatoria venga attuata prima 

della dichiarazione di apertura del dibattimento di primo grado. Il secondo requisito 

necessario per l’applicabilità dell’attenuante in parola è di tipo oggettivo ed attiene al 

contenuto delle attività riparatorie, che debbono consistere sia nel risarcimento integrale del 

danno che (congiuntamente) nell’eliminazione delle conseguenze dannose o pericolose del 

reato. 

La finalità della previsione, dunque, risulta essere quella di garantire, attraverso le 

sopra descritte condotte riparatorie, non soltanto la integrale reintegrazione del patrimonio del 

soggetto danneggiato, ma anche l’eliminazione degli altri, diversi, effetti negativi prodotti dal 

reato, anche se non incidenti sul patrimonio della vittima. Una siffatta regolamentazione, 

però, potrebbe sembrare al primo impatto caratterizzata da un’incondizionata severità, se non 

fosse per la previsione di un opportuno correttivo: in virtù del fatto che l’assolvimento 

dell’obbligo risarcitorio e dell’eliminazione delle conseguenze dannose e pericolose del reato 

potrebbe non essere possibile (o non esserlo più) a causa, ad esempio, delle difficoltà 

economiche e finanziarie in cui versi l’ente, è stata prevista la possibilità di applicare 

l’attenuante anche per premiare quella resipiscenza operosa che si sia comunque sostanziata 

in «un’efficace» - per quanto possibile ed esigibile - attività volta a riparare gli effetti 

pregiudizievoli del reato. 

La seconda ipotesi di situazione “dipendente” da attività dell’ente in presenza della 

quale, ex art. 12, co. 2°, lett. b, si verifica una riduzione della sanzione pecuniaria, si ha 

quando «è stato adottato e reso operativo un modello organizzativo idoneo a prevenire reati 

della specie di quello verificatosi» (i modelli di organizzazione idonei a prevenire reati a cui si 

fa riferimento sono quelli previsti dagli artt. 6 e 7 d. lgs. n. 231/2001). 

In questo caso, l’attività richiesta all’ente per poter fruire della diminuzione 

sanzionatoria, che dovrà comunque intervenire nel rispetto dello sbarramento temporale 

rappresentato dalla dichiarazione di apertura del dibattimento, guarda al futuro in un’ottica 

fortemente special-preventiva, in quanto è volta all’impedimento della commissione di reati 
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dello stesso tipo di quello perpetrato, che ha originato la responsabilità amministrativa 

dell’ente, coniugandosi, quindi, il «premio» per l’ente trasgressore con la rimozione per il 

futuro del rischio di ulteriori violazioni penali. Tuttavia, l’attività dell’ente ivi richiesta si 

colora, anche in questo caso, di connotati parzialmente riparatori, sostanziandosi in un 

comportamento di resipiscenza tardivo rispetto al fatto criminoso in contestazione (se, infatti, 

l’adozione del modello organizzativo fosse stata tempestiva, e dunque anticipata rispetto alla 

commissione del reato, l’ente sarebbe andato esente da responsabilità ai sensi dell’art. 6, 

comma 1, d. lgs. n. 231/2001)18 

Per quanto concerne le sanzioni interdittive, invece, si è già specificato come esse si 

applicano solo nei casi di particolare gravità, ovvero solo per i reati presupposto che, nel 

totale rispetto del principio di legalità, espressamente le prevedono e in presenza di precise 

condizioni (art. 13 d. lgs. n. 231/01), stante la loro capacità di paralizzare o limitare l’attività 

dell’ente. Proprio per questa loro forte idoneità afflittiva, le sanzioni interdittive sono, di 

regola, temporanee, la loro durata, infatti, può essere articolata in un arco temporale non 

inferiore a tre mesi e non superiore a due anni. Affinché tali sanzioni possano essere applicate, 

è necessario che ricorra almeno uno dei due presupposti normativamente previsti: il primo 

esprime la necessità che l’ente abbia tratto dal reato un profitto di rilevante entità e che il reato 

sia stato commesso da soggetti in posizione apicale oppure dai subordinati, ma, in questo 

caso, a causa di una grave carenza organizzativa; il secondo è integrato dall’istituto della 

reiterazione degli illeciti (ex art. 20) che si ha quando l’ente, già condannato in via definitiva 

almeno una volta per un illecito dipendente da reato, ne commette un altro nei cinque anni 

successivi alla condanna definitiva. 

Da quanto sinora affermato, si evince evidentemente il carattere obbligatorio delle 

sanzioni interdittive, poiché qualora ricorra uno dei suddetti presupposti applicativi il giudice 

«ha l’obbligo» di irrogare tali sanzioni; la discrezionalità giudiziale tornerà ad essere libera 

solo nella scelta della tipologia sanzionatoria (tra quelle tassativamente indicate) e nella 

determinazione della sua durata (da contenere tra il minimo e il massimo previsto dalla 

legge). 

18 Le fonti bibliografiche utilizzate sono rinvenibili in SARTARELLI S., Societas puniri potest: 

commisurazione e scelta della sanzione, in La prova nel processo agli enti, a cura di C. FIORIO, 

Giappichelli, Torino, 2016, pp. 111-142. 
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L’art. 14 d. lgs. n. 231/01 delinea quelli che sono i criteri di scelta delle sanzioni 

interdittive che, per il tipo e la durata, richiama la disciplina dell’art. 11 (già esaminato per la 

commisurazione delle sanzioni pecuniarie). L’esplicito rinvio all’art. 11 e ai criteri ivi indicati 

evidenzia il carattere della proporzionalità di cui anche la sanzione interdittiva deve essere 

rispettosa, ad esso si aggiunge, però, il criterio finalistico derivante dall’idoneità della singola 

sanzione a prevenire illeciti del tipo di quello commesso (se necessario, anche con 

l’applicazione congiunta delle sanzioni interdittive, secondo quanto disposto al comma 3). 

Dall’articolo in parola emerge anche la previsione di un forte principio di gradualità, posto 

che la sanzione più grave - quella della interdizione dall’esercizio dell’attività - si applica 

soltanto quando l’irrogazione delle altre sanzioni interdittive risulti inadeguata, ai sensi del 

comma 419. 

Sempre con riguardo alla disciplina applicativa delle sanzioni interdittive vanno, da 

ultimo, ricordati l’art. 13, comma 3, d. lgs. n. 231/2001 ai sensi del quale nei casi di cui 

all’art. 12, comma 1 - già oggetto di analisi - (casi di riduzione della sanzione pecuniaria 

derivanti dalla commissione del fatto nel prevalente interesse proprio o di terzi e l’ente non ne 

ha ricavato alcun vantaggio o un vantaggio minimo; il danno patrimoniale cagionato sia 

risultato di particolare tenuità), le sanzioni interdittive non si applicano; e l’art. 17 d. lgs. n. 

231/2001(intitolato proprio “Riparazione delle conseguenze del reato”) che si colloca 

perfettamente nell’ambito di quelle disposizioni concernenti la previsione di condotte 

riparatorie cui ricollegare un premio nei confronti del soggetto collettivo che le abbia poste in 

essere: infatti, l’ente - ferma restando l’applicazione delle sanzioni pecuniarie e purché le 

condizioni richieste intervengano prima della dichiarazione di apertura del dibattimento di 

primo grado - potrà evitare l’applicazione delle sanzioni interdittive se a) ha risarcito 

integralmente il danno e ha eliminato le conseguenze dannose o pericolose del reato o si è 

comunque efficacemente adoperato in tal senso; b) ha eliminato le carenze organizzative che 

hanno determinato il verificarsi del reato mediante l’adozione e l’attuazione di modelli 

organizzativi idonei a prevenire reati della specie di quello verificatosi; c) ha messo a 

disposizione il profitto conseguito ai fini della confisca. 

 

19 Le fonti bibliografiche utilizzate sono rinvenibili in SARTARELLI S., Societas puniri potest: 
commisurazione e scelta della sanzione, in La prova nel processo agli enti, a cura di C. FIORIO, 
Giappichelli, Torino, 2016, pp. 111-142. 
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2. Profili di diritto processuale penale: La sospensione del procedimento 
con messa alla prova 

 a. Premessa  

Nell'ambito del processo penale italiano la giustizia riparativa si articola 

prevalentemente attraverso lo strumento della messa alla prova per gli imputati adulti.  

Ulteriori meccanismi di giustizia riparativa sono previsti nel procedimento penale per 

gli imputati minorenni (d.P.R. n. 448/1988), nel procedimento penale dinnanzi al giudice di 

pace (d.lgs. n. 274/2000) e nel procedimento per l’accertamento della responsabilità 

amministrativa degli enti derivante da reato (d.lgs. n. 231/2001).  

Nel novero delle norme processuali che si ricollegano alle logiche della giustizia 

riparativa si ascrive anche l’art. 444 co. 1-ter c.p.p. che, in ordine ai procedimenti per i delitti 

previsti dagli artt. 314, 317, 318, 319, 319-ter, 319-quater e 322-bis c.p., subordina 

l’ammissibilità della richiesta di patteggiamento alla restituzione integrale del prezzo o del 

profitto del reato. 

A livello di esecuzione penitenziaria, rilevano le disposizioni dell’art. 47 co. 7 l. n. 

354/1975, che tra le prescrizioni imposte all’affidato in prova ai servizi sociali menziona 

l’adoperarsi in quanto possibile in favore della vittima del suo reato, nonché, su un piano più 

generale, il disposto dell’art. 13 co. 3 l. n. 354/1975, ai sensi del quale, nell’ambito 

dell’osservazione scientifica della personalità “è offerta all’interessato l’opportunità di una 

riflessione sul fatto criminoso commesso, sulle motivazioni e sulle conseguenze prodotte, in 

particolare per la vittima, nonché sulle possibili azioni di riparazione”.  

In prospettiva di riforma in corso va segnalata la l. 27 settembre 2021, n. 134, «Delega 

al Governo per l'efficienza del processo penale nonché in materia di giustizia riparativa e 

disposizioni per la celere definizione dei procedimenti giudiziari» che all'art. 1, comma 18, 

prevede l’introduzione di una specifica disciplina in tema di giustizia riparativa, nel rispetto 

delle disposizioni della direttiva 2012/29/UE del Parlamento europeo e del Consiglio, del 25 

ottobre 2012, e dei princìpi sanciti a livello internazionale. La nuova normativa dovrà 

contenere una disciplina organica della giustizia riparativa quanto a nozione, principali 

programmi, criteri di accesso, garanzie, persone legittimate a partecipare, modalità di 
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svolgimento dei programmi e valutazione dei suoi esiti, nell’interesse della vittima e 

dell’autore del reato. 

b. La riforma del 2014: “probation” nel processo penale per gli imputati 

“adulti” 

Gli artt. 3-8 della l. 28 aprile 2014, n. 67 hanno introdotto nell’ordinamento italiano 

(artt. 464 bis - 464 novies c.p.p.) un istituto che sino a quel momento era sperimentato 

soltanto nel processo penale minorile e, in parte, nel procedimento dinanzi al giudice di pace: 

la sospensione del procedimento penale con messa alla prova, ispirato al c.d. probation di 

origine anglosassone, che, in base all’intervento legislativo del 2014, viene ad essere esteso al 

processo penale per imputati maggiorenni con riguardo a reati di attenuata gravità.  

La ragione che, sino al 2014, ha guidato una differente impostazione tra i diversi 

modelli processuali risiede nella diversa logica che li connota: tanto nel procedimento 

minorile quanto in quello dinanzi al giudice di pace, prevalgono finalità rieducative e 

l’esigenza di ricomporre il conflitto derivante dal reato. La legge n. 67 del 2014, nella parte in 

cui detta la disciplina della so-spensione del procedimento penale con messa alla prova anche 

per gli imputati maggiorenni, segna un vero “cambio di rotta”, introducendo meccanismi di 

giustizia riparativa e tentativi di media-zione anche nel processo penale ordinario.  

In generale, istituti riconducibili al probation sono quelli in cui lo Stato rinuncia, in 

tutto o in parte, alla sua pretesa punitiva purché l’autore del fatto dimostri di aver compreso il 

disvalore della propria azione e manifesti propensione verso corretti modelli sociali che 

escludono per il futuro la commissione di ulteriori reati. Tale meccanismo può trovare 

applicazione sia in corso di processo (probation processale), sia in fase di esecuzione della 

pena (probation penitenziario). Nel primo caso si sospende lo svolgimento del processo di 

cognizione e, ove il percorso di prova abbia esito positivo, il giudice si astiene dall’adottare 

sentenza di condanna. Nel secondo caso, il probation è in grado di incidere sulla quantità e 

qualità della pena. 

Nell’ordinamento italiano, il tipico esempio di probation processuale, prima delle 

modifiche apportate dalla legge n. 67 del 2014, era quello disciplinato dagli artt. 28 e 29 d.p.r. 

22 settembre 1988, n. 448 che prevedono, per il processo penale minorile, la possibilità di 

sospendere il processo e ammettere alla prova l’imputato. Quanto alla probation 
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penitenziaria, invece, il riferimento è all’affidamento in prova al servizio sociale (art. 47 l. 26 

luglio 1975, n. 354) o l’affidamento in casi particolari (art. 94 d.p.r. n. 309 del 1990) di 

competenza del tribunale di sorveglianza ed il cui esito positivo estingue la pena e ogni altro 

effetto penale. 

Di seguito e nel dettaglio si illustrano le principali caratteristiche della sospensione del 

processo penale per imputati adulti con messa alla prova (artt. 464 bis - 464 novies c.p.p.) 

 c. La sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova 

Nell'ambito delle misure di giustizia riparativa, presenti all'interno dell'ordinamento 

italiano, un ruolo importante è svolto dalla sospensione del procedimento con messa alla 

prova dell’imputato maggiorenne, istituto di natura sostanziale e processuale (essendo, al 

contempo, causa di estinzione del reato e rito speciale del processo penale). Trattasi, come già 

accennato, di un meccanismo introdotto nel codice di procedura penale dalla l. 28 aprile 2014, 

n. 67, che replica, sia pur con significative varianti, il modello di probation già previsto e 

sperimentato con successo nel processo penale per i minori (artt. 28 e 29 d.P.R. 22 settembre 

1988, n. 448).   

Non è casuale che l'estensione agli adulti della sospensione con messa alla prova, pur 

essendo da tempo oggetto di numerosi progetti di legge, abbia fatto ingresso nel nostro 

ordinamento con la l. 28 aprile 2014, n. 67, che si colloca nell’ambito dei provvedimenti 

normativi apprestati dal legislatore interno in vista dell’ultimatum imposto dalla C.e.d.u. 

(sentenza Torreggiani c. Italia) in tema di sovraffollamento. Il collegamento tra l’introduzione 

di questo istituto e le esigenze sottolineate dalla sentenza Torreggiani deve essere apprezzato, 

peraltro, non tanto nell’ottica di una immediata deflazione carceraria (posto che, in ragione 

dell’ambito operativo, tale istituto non risulta idoneo – se non in via indiretta – ad incidere 

sulla riduzione della popolazione penitenziaria), quanto nella più ampia prospettiva di 

realizzare un significativo restyling del sistema penale e processuale, al fine di incrementare 

risposte sanzionatorie alternative, in senso lato, al carcere. In questo contesto, l’istituto in 

esame soddisfa, in particolare, esigenze tipiche degli strumenti di giustizia riparativa – ossia 

responsabilizzazione e reinserimento sociale dell’imputato, neutralizzazione delle 

conseguenze dell’illecito, soddisfazione della vittima del reato e ricomposizione del conflitto 

–, consentendo al contempo di decongestionare il carico giudiziale. 
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La sospensione con messa alla prova degli imputati maggiorenni, pur mutuando 

dall’omologo modello del rito minorile le caratteristiche strutturali e dinamiche (secondo lo 

schema: sospensione del procedimento; messa alla prova; estinzione del reato e sentenza di 

proscioglimento in caso di esito positivo della prova), se ne differenzia sotto molteplici 

profili, proprio in ragione della diversa qualità soggettiva dei fruitori della misura e delle 

finalità perseguite.  

d. I presupposti 

Le peculiarità del probation in esame si registrano, anzitutto, per ciò che concerne i 

presupposti oggettivi e soggettivi, disciplinati dall'art. 168-bis c.p. A differenza di quanto è 

previsto nel rito minorile, la sospensione con messa alla prova dei maggiorenni ha un ambito 

operativo circoscritto, essendo applicabile esclusivamente nei procedimenti per reati puniti 

con la sola pena edittale pecuniaria o con la pena edittale detentiva non superiore nel massimo 

a quattro anni (sola, congiunta o alternativa a quella pecuniaria), nonché per delitti di cui 

all’art. 550 co. 2, per i quali è prevista la citazione diretta a giudizio dinnanzi al giudice 

monocratico. Quanto alla prima tipologia dei reati richiamati, era sorto il dubbio se nella 

determinazione della pena occorresse far riferimento solo al limite edittale previsto per il reato 

o anche alla presenza delle circostanze, eventualmente secondo quanto disposto dall’art. 4, 

che impone di tener conto delle circostanze aggravanti speciali e ad effetto speciale. Investite 

della questione, le Sezioni unite, confermando l’interpretazione prevalente, hanno statuito che 

ai fini della individuazione dei reati – non ricompresi nel co. 2 dell’art. 550 c.p.p.– per i quali 

è ammessa la sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova, occorre avere riguardo 

esclusivamente alla pena edittale massima prevista per la fattispecie base, prescindendo dalla 

contestazione delle circostanze aggravanti, ivi comprese quelle per le quali la legge prevede 

una pena di specie diversa da quella ordinaria del reato e quelle ad effetto speciale20. 

Dal punto di vista soggettivo, l’art. 168-bis c.p. pone due condizioni ostative (non 

previste invece nel rito minorile): la sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova non 

può essere concessa più di una volta ed è preclusa ai delinquenti e contravventori abituali, 

professionali o per tendenza. 

 

20 Cass., Sez. Un., 31 marzo 2016, n. 36272. 
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e. Il contenuto della misura 

La messa alla prova si sostanzia in condotte riparatorie finalizzate all’eliminazione 

delle conseguenze dannose o pericolose derivanti da reato, ove possibile in misure risarcitorie 

del danno, nell’affidamento dell’imputato al servizio sociale e nello svolgi-mento di lavoro di 

pubblica utilità. Quest’ultima prestazione costituisce indubbiamente il fulcro dell’istituto, 

posto che ad essa è subordinata la concessione della misura e che l’eventuale rifiuto apposto 

dall’imputato ne determina la revoca anticipata. Nel riprendere le definizioni ricorrenti in altri 

contesti normativi in cui è menzionato il lavoro di pubblica utilità (art. 54 d.lgs. 28 agosto 

2000, n. 274; artt. 186 co. 9 bis, e 187 co. 8 bis c.d.s.; art. 73 co. 5 d.P.R. 9 ottobre 1990, n. 

309; art. 165 co. 1 c.p.), l’art. 168-ter co. 3 c.p. precisa che esso consiste in una prestazione 

non retribuita in favore della collettività, affidata tenendo conto anche delle specifiche 

professionalità ed attitudini lavorative dell’imputato, di durata complessiva non inferiore a 

dieci giorni (anche non continuativi)21 e di durata giornaliera non superiore alle otto ore, da 

svolgersi con modalità idonee a non arrecare pregiudizio alle esigenze di lavoro, studio, 

famiglia e salute dell’imputato. Al fine di evitare che eventuali difficoltà nel reperimento del 

lavoro in questione possano ostacolare la praticabilità della messa alla prova, il legislatore ha 

opportunamente previsto un ampio novero dei possibili beneficiari della prestazione 

lavorativa gratuita (Stato, regioni, province, comuni, aziende sanitarie, enti o organizzazioni, 

anche internazionali, che operano in Italia, di assistenza sociale, sanitaria e di volontariato), 

senza richiedere, quale necessario presupposto, che essi abbiano stipulato specifiche 

convenzioni con l’Amministrazione. 

Nell’intento di impedire indebite strumentalizzazioni dell’istituto, l’art. 168-ter c.p. 

prevede che durante il periodo di sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova il corso 

della prescrizione del reato è sospeso. Ulteriore e caratterizzante effetto della misura è 

l’estinzione del reato nel caso di esito positivo della prova. 

La normativa sostanziale della messa alla prova si completa con le disposizioni 

concernenti la revoca anticipata. La prima tipologia di ipotesi contemplate dall’art. 168-quater 

c.p. attiene a comportamenti contrastanti, in senso lato, con il contenuto prescrittivo della 

21 Quanto alla durata massima del lavoro di pubblica utilità, la Corte costituzionale ha affermato che essa, 
seppur non specificata dall’art. 168-ter c.p., risulta indirettamente dall’art. 464-quater co. 5, dal momento 
che, in mancanza di diversa determinazione, corrisponde alla durata della sospensione del procedimento 
(ossia due anni quando si procede per reati punibili con pena detentiva e un anno se si tratta di pena solo 
pecuniaria): in questo senso v. Corte cost., 27 aprile 2018, n. 91; Corte cost., 10 marzo 2017, n. 54. 
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misura: rilevano in tal senso la grave o reiterata trasgressione del programma di trattamento o 

delle prescrizioni imposte, ovvero il rifiuto alla prestazione del lavoro di pubblica utilità. È 

causa di revoca, altresì, la commissione, durante il periodo di prova, di un nuovo delitto non 

colposo o di un reato della stessa indole rispetto a quello per cui si procede.  

f. La disciplina processuale 

Sul versante processuale, la disciplina della sospensione con messa alla prova è 

contenuta nel Titolo V-bis del Libro VI° del codice di procedura penale, nonché – con 

riferimento a taluni profili – nell’art. 657-bis c.p.p. e negli artt. 141-bis e 141-ter disp. att. 

c.p.p. La collocazione sistematica prescelta (in coda ai riti speciali) rivela la natura bifronte 

dell’istituto (meccanismo di definizione alternativa del procedimento penale, oltre che causa 

di estinzione del reato) ed anche la funzione deflattiva e/o di decongestione del carico 

processuale alla quale il medesimo è indubbiamente votato.  

L’accostamento del nuovo strumento ai (tradizionali) riti speciali richiesti 

dall’imputato – e, in particolare, al patteggiamento e al giudizio abbreviato – si riverbera e 

manifesta anche nella regolamentazione di diversi aspetti processuali.  

Un primo elemento di similitudine è costituito dalla configurazione della richiesta 

introduttiva quale atto personale dell’imputato: non concedibile d’ufficio, la sospensione con 

messa alla prova presuppone la richiesta (orale o scritta) avanzata personalmente 

dall’imputato o dal suo procuratore speciale. La centralità del consenso dell’imputato è 

sottolineata anche dalla previsione che (analogamente a quanto disposto per il 

patteggiamento) facoltizza il giudice a disporre la comparizione dell’interessato per verificare 

la volontarietà della richiesta. Corredata da un programma di trattamento (ovvero dalla istanza 

di elaborazione del programma, qualora non sia stato ancora elaborato d’intesa con l’ufficio di 

esecuzione penale esterna), contenente una dettagliata serie di indicazioni (tra le quali 

ovviamente le prescrizioni attinenti al lavoro di pubblica utilità), la richiesta può essere 

proposta entro gli stessi termini previsti per il patteggiamento e il giudizio abbreviato: fino a 

che non siano formulate le conclusioni in udienza preliminare; fino alla dichiarazione di 

apertura del dibattimento di primo grado nei casi di giudizio direttissimo e di procedimento a 

citazione diretta a giudizio; entro quindici giorni dalla notifica del decreto che dispone il 
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giudizio immediato; nell’atto di opposizione al decreto penale di condanna22. 

L’analogia con la disciplina del patteggiamento è, inoltre, fortemente marcata nelle 

previsioni dell’art. 464-ter c.p.p.: anche la sospensione con messa alla prova può essere 

richiesta nel corso delle indagini preliminari e, affinché il giudice possa provvedere a fissare 

l’udienza camerale prodromica alla decisione, è necessario il consenso scritto, sinteticamente 

motivato, del pubblico ministero che, al contempo, formula l’imputazione. Sebbene non sia 

stato modificato l’art. 405 c.p.p., è indubbio che il consenso del pubblico ministero, con 

contestuale formulazione dell’imputazione, costituisca una ulteriore forma di esercizio 

dell’azione penale. Sulla falsariga delle previsioni dell’art. 448 c.p.p., si prevede che 

l’eventuale dissenso motivato dell’accusa possa essere superato dal giudice del dibattimento, 

qualora egli ritenga fondata la richiesta dell’imputato rinnovata in limine litis. 

La decisione sulla concessione della messa alla prova. Ulteriore disposizione 

modellata sulla normativa del patteggiamento (nonché del decreto penale di condanna) è 

quella che subordina la decisione sull’applicazione della misura alla circostanza che il giudice 

non debba pronunciare sentenza di proscioglimento ai sensi dell’art. 129 c.p.p. Tale 

previsione dell’art. 464-quater co. 1 c.p.p., nell’imporre l’accertamento, sia pure nella forma 

in negativo (id est insussistenza dei presupposti del proscioglimento ex art. 129 c.p.p.), della 

responsabilità dell’imputato, consente di superare (o quantomeno di attenuare) quegli 

inevitabili dubbi di costituzionalità che avrebbe diversamente ingenerato la possibilità di 

applicare una pena – quale certamente è la misura in esame, quanto a contenuto afflittivo e 

finalità rieducativa – ad un soggetto presunto non colpevole; la mera presenza del consenso 

dell’interessato sarebbe risultata del tutto insufficiente allo scopo. Del resto, anche con 

riferimento al rito minorile, benché non sia esplicitamente stabilito, è principio assodato e 

ribadito anche dalla Corte costituzionale (sent. 14 aprile 1995, n. 125) che il «giudizio di 

responsabilità penale che si sia formato nel giudice» costituisce «presupposto concettuale 

essenziale» del provvedimento che con-cede la messa alla prova, in difetto del quale deve 

essere pronunciato il proscioglimento. 

22 Corte cost., 21 luglio 2016, n. 201, ha dichiarato l’illegittimità costituzionale dell’art. 460 co. 1 lett. e, 
nella parte in cui non prevede che il decreto penale di condanna contenga l’avviso della facoltà 
dell’imputato di chiedere mediante l’opposizione la sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova. 
Ulteriore declaratoria di incostituzionalità ha investito, per contrasto con gli artt. 3 e 24 co. 2 Cost., l’art. 
517, nella parte in cui, in seguito alla nuova contestazione di una circostanza aggravante, non prevede la 
facoltà dell’imputato di richiedere al giudice del dibattimento la sospensione del procedimento con messa 
alla prova: v. Corte cost., 5 luglio 2018, n. 141. 
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La sospensione del processo con messa alla prova presuppone – oltre all’accertamento 

dell’insussistenza delle cause di non punibilità ex art. 129 c.p.p.– la positiva valutazione, 

effettuata in base ai parametri dell’art. 133 c.p., che il programma di trattamento presentato 

sia idoneo e che l’imputato si asterrà dal commettere ulteriori reati.  

La decisione del giudice è resa con ordinanza pronunciata, dopo aver sentito le parti e 

la persona offesa, nel corso della medesima udienza in cui è formulata la richiesta, ovvero 

all’esito di un’apposita udienza camerale ex art. 127 c.p.p., della cui fissazione è dato avviso 

ai soggetti legittimati ad interloquire. Avverso l’ordinanza possono ricorrere per cassazione 

l’imputato e il pubblico ministero, anche su sollecitazione della persona offesa; a quest’ultima 

è attribuita un’autonoma facoltà di ricorrere per cassazione nelle ipotesi di omesso avviso 

dell’udienza e di mancata audizione nel corso della medesima. Sebbene l’art. 464-quater co. 7 

c.p.p. preveda la diretta ricorribilità in cassazione senza distinguere a seconda del contenuto 

dell’ordinanza, le Sezioni unite hanno statuito che, nel caso di rigetto, l’ordinanza è 

impugnabile solo congiuntamente alla sentenza (ex art. 586 c.p.p.), sicché il ricorso 

immediato e autonomo per cassazione avverso l’ordinanza è inammissibile. 

In caso di reiezione dell’istanza, l’imputato può riproporla nel giudizio, prima della 

dichiarazione di apertura del dibattimento. 

 

g. La sospensione del procedimento 

Qualora venga disposta la messa alla prova, il procedimento non può essere sospeso 

per più di due anni quando si procede per reati per i quali è prevista una pena detentiva (sola, 

congiunta o alternativa a quella pecuniaria) o per un anno quando si procede per un reato 

sanzionato con la sola pena pecuniaria. Nell’ordinanza di sospensione il giudice indica il 

termine – prorogabile, su istanza dell’imputato, una sola volta e per gravi motivi – entro il 

quale le prescrizioni e gli obblighi relativi alle condotte riparatorie o risarcitorie devono essere 

adempiuti.  

Durante la sospensione il giudice, sentiti il pubblico ministero e l’imputato, può 

modificare le prescrizioni originarie e, su richiesta di parte, può provvedere all’acquisizione – 

con le modalità stabilite per il dibattimento – di prove non rinviabili e di quelle che possono 
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condurre al proscioglimento dell’imputato. 

Al fine di tutelare la posizione del danneggiato dal reato, è previsto che nel caso di 

sospensione non si applica l’art. 75 co. 3 c.p.p.: ne consegue che l’azione civile può essere 

proposta in sede propria senza che il processo civile subisca la sospensione fino alla 

pronuncia della sentenza penale irrevocabile. 

h. Esito della messa alla prova 

All’esito del periodo di sospensione, qualora il giudice ritenga – tenuto conto del 

comportamento dell’imputato e del rispetto delle prescrizioni stabilite – che la messa alla 

prova abbia avuto esito positivo, dichiara con sentenza l’estinzione del reato23; ove l’esito sia 

negativo, il giudice dispone con ordinanza che il processo riprenda il suo corso.  

Anche prima della decorrenza del periodo di sospensione, è possibile una ripresa del 

processo nei casi, prima menzionati, di revoca anticipata (art. 168-quater c.p.). La revoca è 

disposta, anche d’ufficio, con ordinanza – pronunciata al termine di un’apposita udienza 

camerale ex art. 127 c.p.p. – ricorribile per cassazione per violazione di legge. Nel momento 

in cui il provvedimento di revoca diviene definitivo, si determinano la ripresa del 

procedimento e la cessazione delle prescrizioni e degli obblighi imposti.  

Due ulteriori effetti associati alla revoca e all’esito negativo della messa alla prova 

sono costituiti dal divieto di riproposizione dell’istanza (art. 469-novies c.p.p.) e dal computo 

del periodo di messa alla prova dell’imputato nella determinazione della pena da eseguire (art. 

657-bis c.p.p.); a quest’ultimo proposito si precisa che, ai fini della detrazione, tre giorni di 

prova sono equiparati a un giorno di reclusione o di arresto, ovvero a 250 euro di multa o di 

ammenda. 

 

23 L’ordinanza di sospensione del processo con messa alla prova dell’imputato, ai sensi dell’art. 464-
quater, e la sentenza che dichiara l’estinzione del reato, ai sensi dell’art. 464-septies, non devono essere 
menzionate nel certificato del casellario giudiziale richiesto dall’interessato: v. l’attuale formulazione 
dell’art. 24 co. 1 d.p.r. 14 novembre 2002, n. 313, nonché, con riferimento alle previsioni normative 
previgenti, Corte cost., 7 dicembre 2018, n. 231. 
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i. Profili generali de iure condendo 

    Come accennato in premessa, in Italia è in corso una nuova prospettiva di riforma 

concernente la giustizia riparativa. Al riguardo, va segnalata la l. 27 settembre 2021, n. 134, 

recante «Delega al Governo per l'efficienza del processo penale nonché in materia di giustizia 

riparativa e disposizioni per la celere definizione dei procedimenti giudiziari», ove all'art. 1, 

comma 18, si prevede che, nel rispetto delle disposizioni della direttiva 2012/29/UE del 

Parlamento europeo e del Consiglio, del 25 ottobre 2012, e dei princìpi sanciti a livello 

internazionale, sia introdotta una disciplina organica della giustizia riparativa quanto a 

nozione, principali programmi, criteri di accesso, garanzie, persone legittimate a partecipare, 

modalità di svolgimento dei programmi e valutazione dei suoi esiti, nell’interesse della 

vittima e dell’autore del reato. La l. n. 134/2021 delega il Governo anche ad ampliare l’ambito 

operativo della sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova: l’art. 1, comma 22, 

prevede l’estensione dell’applicabilità del probation processuale, oltre ai casi previsti dall’art. 

550, comma 2, c.p.p., a ulteriori specifici reati, puniti con pena edittale detentiva non 

superiore nel massimo a sei anni, che si prestino a percorsi risocializzanti o riparatori, da parte 

dell’autore, compatibili con l’istituto, stabilendo altresì che la richiesta di sospensione del 

procedimento con messa alla prova dell’imputato possa essere proposta anche dal pubblico 

ministero. 

Da ultimo, un significativo riferimento alla giustizia riparativa è contenuto nel d.d.l. 

A.S. n. 2574 (“Modifiche alla legge 26 luglio 1975, n. 354, al decreto-legge 13 maggio 1991, 

n. 152, convertito, con modificazioni, dalla legge 12 luglio 1991, n. 203, e alla legge 13 

settembre 1982, n. 646, in materia di divieto di concessione dei benefici penitenziari nei 

confronti dei detenuti o internati che non collaborano con la giustizia”) approvato dalla 

Camera dei deputati il 31 marzo 2022 e attualmente sottoposto all’approvazione del Senato: 

dopo aver delineato i presupposti che consentono, in assenza di collaborazione con la 

giustizia, ai condannati per reati c.d. ostativi l’accesso ai benefici penitenziari, si precisa che 

“Al fine della concessione dei benefìci, il giudice di sorveglianza accerta altresì la sussistenza 

di iniziative dell’interessato a favore delle vittime, sia nelle forme risarcitorie che in quelle 

della giustizia riparativa".  
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3. Profili di diritto tributario: Le alternative al processo penale per i reati 
tributari di competenza dell’EPPO 

a. Premessa 

Come noto, all’Unione Europea sono attribuite competenze anche in tema di finanza 

pubblica e, in particolare, sia con riferimento alla finanza c.d. “comunitaria”, sia con 

riferimento alle singole finanze pubbliche nazionali24.     

Invero, gli interessi lato sensu “finanziari” dell’Unione Europea, data la loro rilevanza, 

risultano opportunamente presidiati attraverso norme eurounitarie di tipo procedimentale e di 

tipo sanzionatorio (cfr. art. 325 TFUE), anche se è tuttora da escludere una piena competenza 

dell’Unione in materia penale, mancando un’esplicita attribuzione in tal senso25.  

Peraltro, per quanto concerne il nostro ordinamento interno, occorre tener bene a 

mente l’esistenza del principio di legalità dei reati e delle pene (di cui all’art. 25 Cost.), 

suscettibile di costituire un vero e proprio controlimite all’operare del diritto comunitario che, 

in ogni caso, ha una qualche competenza penale in tema di protezione degli interessi 

finanziari dell’Unione. E a ben vedere, tale competenza penale della UE in materia di 

protezione dei propri interessi finanziari, se esercitata in guisa tale da accordare un grado di 

protezione più elevato rispetto a quello assicurato ai propri cittadini da parte dell’ordinamento 

interno, non può che condurre a riconoscere la prevalenza del diritto unionale su quello 

interno26.   

In ogni caso, alquante sono le norme (sia di diritto interno che di diritto unionale) che 

prevedono l’applicazione di “misure” (pure a carattere sanzionatorio) per violazioni, di norme 

finanziarie e tributarie, capaci di mettere in pericolo sia gli interessi finanziari dell’Italia che 

quelli della U.E.  

24 Al riguardo, per una recente panoramica, si veda MONDINI A., Corso di diritto della finanza pubblica, 
Milano, 2021, 50 ss.; 475 ss.    
25 Cfr. GRASSO G., Il Trattato di Lisbona e le nuove competenze penali dell’Unione Europea, in Studi in 
onore di Mario Romano, Napoli, 2011, 2347 s.   
26 Sulla differente concezione, in tema di tutela penale degli interessi finanziari, propria del legislatore 
europeo e della Corte di Giustizia, da un lato, e di quella propria del legislatore interno in quanto coerente 
con i principi costituzionali e della Corte EDU, dall’altro, si veda FLORA G., Prime riflessioni sulle 
problematiche penalistiche del recepimento della “Direttiva PIF” nel settore dei reati tributari e della 

responsabilità “penale” degli enti, in Dis Crimen, 12 novembre 2019, 4.    
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Da quest’ultimo punto di vista, lo stesso art. 83.2 TFUE, allorché il ravvicinamento 

delle disposizioni legislative e regolamentari degli Stati membri in materia penale si riveli 

indispensabile per garantire l'attuazione efficace di una politica dell'Unione in un settore che è 

stato oggetto di misure di armonizzazione (ad esempio per quanto concerne l’imposta sulla 

cifra d’affari), prevede che norme minime relative alla definizione dei reati e delle sanzioni 

(penali) nel settore in questione possano essere stabilite tramite direttive27. 

Ora, venendo finalmente a trattare del tema che ci occupa, è possibile osservare che, in 

una dimensione procedimentale, l’art. 86 del TFUE prevede l’istituzione di un ufficio di 

procura europeo (EPPO), cui è affidato il compito di svolgere indagini penali, in proprio e 

direttamente, con riferimento a quei reati che, appunto, attentano agli interessi finanziari 

dell’Unione Europea. 

Quanto alla competenza dell’EPPO, solo indirettamente tracciata dall’art. 22 del 

Regolamento n. 1939/2017 (istitutivo della Procura Europea), essa è compiutamente definita 

dalla Direttiva n. 2017/1371 (c.d. “Direttiva PIF”), per la tutela degli interessi finanziari 

dell’Unione attraverso il sistema penale, cui lo stesso regolamento rinvia.  

A tale riguardo, la stessa Direttiva PIF, all’art. 2, primo comma, definisce “interessi 

finanziari” della U.E. “tutte le entrate, le spese e i beni che sono coperti o acquisiti oppure 

dovuti in virtù: i) del bilancio dell’Unione; ii) dei bilanci di istituzioni, organi e organismi 

dell’Unione istituiti in virtù dei trattati o dei bilanci da questi direttamente o indirettamente 

gestiti e controllati”.  

Il medesimo testo, per quanto concerne le frodi che ledono gli interessi finanziari 

dell’Unione, all’art. 3 prevede che gli Stati membri adottino le misure necessarie affinché, se 

commessa intenzionalmente, la frode costituisca reato. E, a tal fine, per quanto in questa sede 

interessa, ovvero per quanto concerne le entrate derivanti dalle risorse proprie provenienti 

dall'IVA [art. 3, lett. d)], si considera frode in grado di ledere gli interessi finanziari 

dell'Unione ogni azione od omissione commessa, attraverso due o più stati membri, in 

relazione:  

27 Sull’art. 83.2. quale base giuridica per radicare una competenza penale della UE in tema di protezione 
degli interessi finanziari della stessa, si veda LA VATTIATA F.C., La nuova direttiva PIF. Riflessioni in 
tema di responsabilità da reato degli enti giuridici, gruppi societari e reati tributari, cit., 3. 
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i) all'utilizzo o alla presentazione di dichiarazioni o documenti falsi, inesatti o 

incompleti relativi all'IVA, cui consegua la diminuzione di risorse del bilancio dell'Unione; 

ii) alla mancata comunicazione di un'informazione relativa all'IVA in violazione 

di un obbligo specifico, cui consegua lo stesso effetto; ovvero 

iii) alla presentazione di dichiarazioni esatte relative all'IVA per dissimulare in 

maniera fraudolenta il mancato pagamento o la costituzione illecita di diritti a rimborso 

dell’Iva. 

La stessa Direttiva PIF, peraltro, fa obbligo ai singoli Stati membri di adottare le 

misure necessarie a sanzionare (anche) le persone giuridiche ritenute responsabili dei reati (di 

cui alla medesima direttiva) commessi a loro vantaggio da qualsiasi altro soggetto, sia a titolo 

individuale che quale membro di un organo della persona giuridica (art. 6). Ancora, la stessa 

Direttiva fa altresì obbligo ai singoli Stati membri di adottare le misure necessarie consentire 

il sequestro e la confisca degli strumenti e dei proventi derivanti dagli illeciti di cui alla 

medesima (art. 10). 

La Direttiva PIF è stata poi recepita nell’ordinamento italiano attraverso la legge 

delega 4 ottobre 2017, n. 117, attuata con d.lgs. 14 luglio 2020, n. 75 che, per parte sua, non 

dettaglia ulteriormente il contenuto del sintagma “interessi finanziari” così come definito in 

sede di direttiva. 

In ogni caso, è appena il caso di osservare che una definizione del concetto di 

“interessi finanziari dell’Unione Europea” risulta già tracciata – in termini sostanzialmente 

analoghi rispetto a quelli impiegati nella Direttiva PIF – ad opera dell’art. 2 del Regolamento 

europeo n. 883/2013 che, a sua volta, disciplina l’attività dell’Ufficio Europeo per la Lotta 

Antifrode (OLAF), deputato a condurre indagini amministrative su condotte capaci di 

pregiudicare il bilancio comunitario28.  

Ora, poiché – come noto – i regolamenti comunitari sono direttamente efficaci nel 

diritto interno dei singoli stati membri, la richiamata definizione di “interessi finanziari 

dell’Unione Europea”, così come enunciata nel predetto Regolamento n. 883/2013, è 

senz’altro direttamente applicabile nell’ordinamento italiano. 

28 A mente dell’art. 2 del Regolamento UE n. 883/2013 per interessi finanziari dell’Unione si intendono le 
“entrate, spese e beni coperti dal bilancio dell’Unione europea, nonché quelli coperti dai bilanci delle 

istituzioni, degli organi e degli organismi e i bilanci da essi gestiti e controllati”.    
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Quanto al contenuto del d.lgs. 14 luglio 2020, n. 75, di attuazione della legge delega 4 

ottobre 2017, n. 117, a sua volta incaricata di trasporre la Direttiva PIF, questo interviene 

sulla disciplina dei reati tributari in tema di Iva già previsti dal d. lgs. 10 marzo 2000, n. 74, 

prevedendone la punibilità di alcuni anche a titolo di tentativo, come pure disponendo altresì 

l’ampliamento del catalogo degli illeciti da cui deriva la responsabilità amministrativa da 

reato in capo agli enti, a norma del d.lgs. 8 giugno 2001, n. 231.  

Quanto all’ambito oggettivo dei delitti tributari rientranti nella competenza EPPO, 

questo è costituito, essenzialmente, dai reati in materia di Iva (c.d. “VAT crimes”) giacché, 

come noto, una quota del gettito Iva costituisce appunto entrata propria del bilancio 

dell’Unione. Tuttavia, ai fini della competenza dell’EPPO, è altresì necessario che il reato si 

caratterizzi per la transnazionalità e che causi un danno al bilancio U.E. pari ad almeno dieci 

milioni di euro. Diversamente, le frodi Iva che non posseggono questi due requisiti rimangono 

di competenza delle singole autorità nazionali29.   

Per completezza sul punto, è appena il caso di osservare che rientrano nella 

competenza dell’EPPO anche tutti quei reati “indissolubilmente connessi” rispetto a quelli 

espressamente assegnati alla Procura europea30 e, in ogni caso, la Procura europea non è 

competente per i reati in materia di imposte dirette nazionali, ivi inclusi i reati ad essi 

indissolubilmente legati31.     

Quanto alla nozione di “reato indissolubilmente connesso” da ultimo richiamata, 

questa può essere ricavata sulla base di quanto indicato al punto n. 54 della motivazione del 

Regolamento 2017/1939 che, per parte sua, a tal fine, ricorre al criterio giurisprudenziale 

tracciato con riferimento all’applicazione del principio del ne bis in idem che, a sua volta, 

considera l’identità dei fatti materiali intesa come esistenza di un insieme di circostanze 

concrete inscindibilmente collegate fra loro nel tempo e nello spazio. Quanto sopra conduce 

quindi a considerare, a tal fine, sia la nozione di concorso formale di cui all’art. 81, primo 

comma, c.p., ovvero la violazione, con una sola azione od omissione, di più disposizioni di 

legge, sia il caso del reato strumentale, teleologicamente orientato (secondo un nesso 

29 Cfr. VENEGONI A., La struttura e il funzionamento dell’EPPO, in Corte suprema di cassazione – 
Ufficio del Massimario e del ruolo – Servizio penale, Relazione su novità normativa, n. 36/2021, del 28 
giugno 2021, 2 ss.  
30 Sui relativi profili problematici si veda, SALEMME A., Possibili criticità relativamente all’operatività 

dell’EPPO nel sistema nazionale, in Corte suprema di cassazione – Ufficio del Massimario e del ruolo – 
Servizio penale, Relazione su novità normativa, n. 36/2021, del 28 giugno 2021, 48 ss.  
31 Cfr. Regolamento UE n. 2017/1939, art. 22. 
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particolarmente stringente) a consentire la realizzazione di un reato rientrante tra quelli 

assegnati alla competenza dell’EPPO32.       

 

b. Le singole fattispecie penal-tributarie lesive degli interessi finanziari 
dell’Unione 

Venendo ora a passare in rassegna – per quanto in questa sede interessa – le singole 

fattispecie penal-tributarie lesive degli interessi finanziari dell’Unione, è possibile dar conto 

che il richiamato d.lgs. 14 luglio 2020, n. 75 dispone la punibilità, anche a titolo di tentativo 

(art. 6 d. lgs. n. 74/2000), per i reati di dichiarazione fraudolenta (artt. 2 e 3 del d. lgs. n. 

74/2000) e di dichiarazione infedele (art. 4 d. lgs. n. 74/2000)33. Rientra altresì tra i crimini 

compresi nella competenza dell’EPPO anche la dichiarazione omessa (art. 5 d. lgs. n. 

74/2000), ovviamente non punibile a titolo di tentativo.  

Ancora, sul presupposto che possa ledere gli interessi finanziari dell’Unione Europea, 

risulta parimenti compreso fra le competenze della Procura europea anche delitto di emissione 

di fatture o altri documenti per operazioni inesistenti (art. 8 d. lgs. n. 74/2000), in quanto 

finalizzato a consentire a terzi l’evasione dell’imposta sul valore aggiunto, come pure il 

delitto di occultamento e distruzione di documenti contabili (art. 10 d. lgs. n. 74/2000) e 

quello di indebita compensazione (art. 10-quater d. lgs. n. 74/2000)34, nonché il reato di 

32 Cfr. AMATO G., Procura della Repubblica di Bologna, Circolare 17 maggio 2021, “I reati di 
competenza della Procura Europea. Riflessioni operative”, 4 ss. Il tema sembra particolarmente 
complesso e, come tale, non affrontabile nella presente sede, specie se si pensa all’ipotesi di reati 
transnazionali che possono anche risultare indissolubilmente connessi, ad esempio in quanto consistenti, 
per effetto di un’unica condotta materiale, nell’evasione di Iva e imposte sui redditi per ammontari 
superiori alla richiamata soglia di dieci milioni di euro. In questo caso i principi di proporzionalità e 
necessità potrebbero indurre a ravvisare la competenza (unitaria) dell’EPPO per entrambi i reati 
ipotizzati, con conseguente innalzamento del grado di efficienza dell’azione di contrasto. Certo è che in 
casi simili è quanto mai opportuno che vi sia un coordinamento tra l’attività della Procura europea e di 
quella nazionale, fermo restando che in caso di contrasto la relativa decisione è rimessa alla Procura 
generale della Cassazione (ex art. 16 d. lgs. n. 9/2021).       
33 Al riguardo, vale senz’altro notare che, antecedente al recepimento della Direttiva PIF, i delitti di frode 
fiscale mediante uso di false fatture (art. 2), ovvero di frode fiscale mediante altri artifici (art. 3) e quello 
di dichiarazione infedele (art. 4) non erano punibili a titolo di tentativo. Ciò, coerentemente all’approccio 
fatto proprio dalla riforma del 2000, per evitare che si potessero incriminare comportamenti meramente 
prodromici rispetto all’evasione effettiva.   
34 A quest’ultimo riguardo, pur nella consapevolezza che la previsione di cui all’art. 10-quater in parola si 
articola in due differenti condotte (tendenzialmente alternative, pur potendo anche cumularsi) – ovvero: i) 
l’indebita compensazione di crediti non spettanti (ma comunque esistenti), di cui al primo comma; ii) e 
l’indebita compensazione di crediti inesistenti, di cui al secondo comma – delle quali solo la seconda 
condotta sembra potersi caratterizzare per quelle connotazioni oggettivamente frodatorie tali da 
ricondurre il relativo reato nella competenza dell’EPPO, si deve tuttavia osservare che – se si eccettuano 
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sottrazione fraudolenta al pagamento delle imposte (art. 11 d. lgs. n. 74/2000)35. 

Naturalmente, pure per le figure delittuose da ultimo richiamate, occorre che i relativi reati 

siano compiuti anche nel territorio di altro Stato membro (carattere della transnazionalità) 36, 

al fine di evadere l’imposta sul valore aggiunto, comportando un danno per gli interessi 

finanziari della UE del valore complessivo non inferiore a dieci milioni di euro, ovvero, nella 

prospettiva del trasgressore, con un profitto di analogo ammontare37. Per connessione di 

argomento, quanto alla nozione di profitto, come visto rilevante al fine di radicare la 

competenza dell’EPPO, è appena il caso di segnalare che, con riferimento ai reati tributari, il 

profitto può essere costituito da qualsivoglia vantaggio patrimoniale conseguito per effetto 

della condotta delittuosa, potendo quindi consistere anche in un risparmio di spesa, derivante 

dal mancato pagamento del tributo, sanzioni e interessi dovuti a seguito dell’accertamento 

tributario.    

alcune recenti pronunce (tra cui Cass. 3 marzo 2022, n. 7615) – la giurisprudenza non sembra ancora aver 
sufficientemente consolidato la distinzione tra le due fattispecie delittuose nei termini ora accennati, 
talché, anche in considerazione della prassi amministrativa che tende a contestare le due violazioni in 
discorso cumulativamente, pare utile in questa sede considerare come nella competenza dell’EPPO il 
reato di indebita compensazione, sia se riferito a crediti non spettanti, sia se riferito a crediti inesistenti. 
Sul punto, non può tuttavia farsi a meno di osservare che il (solo) reato di cui all’art. 10-quater, primo 
comma, risulta compreso nella fattispecie di cui all’art. 13, primo comma, di cui si dirà appresso, mentre 
il reato di cui all’art. 10-quater, secondo comma, non risulta compreso nella fattispecie di cui all’art. 13, 
secondo comma. Talché, il reato di indebita compensazione di crediti non spettanti può fruire – al 
verificarsi delle condizioni di legge – della causa di non punibilità (di cui all’art. 13), mentre il reato di 
indebita compensazione di crediti inesistenti può solamente fruire dell’attenuante di cui all’art. 13-bis, 
ferma restando la possibilità di accedere al patteggiamento ex art. 444 c.p.p.  
Per connessione di argomento, è forse appena il caso di osservare che il delitto di cui all’art. 10-quater, 
secondo comma, seppur caratterizzato – stando alla dosimetria sanzionatoria – da un disvalore sociale non 
maggiore (anzi minore) di quelli di dichiarazione fraudolenta di cui agli artt. 2 e 3, non è ammesso alla 
definizione di cui all’art. 13, con conseguente applicabilità dell’esimente, cui invece sono ammessi i più 
gravi reati di dichiarazione fraudolenta ora richiamati. Quanto sopra induce quindi ad interrogarsi sulla 
ragionevolezza, quindi sulla conformità costituzionale, di un tale differente trattamento sanzionatorio. Per 
considerazioni sugli effetti derivanti dalla progressiva estensione dell’ambito di applicazione dell’art. 13, 
anche a seguito del d.l. 26 ottobre 2019, n. 124 che, appunto, ha esteso l’area della non punibilità anche ai 
delitti di dichiarazione fraudolenta di cui agli artt. 2 e 3 sopra richiamati, si veda LANZI A., ALDROVANDI 
P., Diritto penale tributario, Milano, 2020, 117 ss.                              
35 Sulla competenza dell’EPPO anche in relazione a tali figure delittuose si veda la nota del Procuratore 
europeo italiano in data 4 gennaio 2021 e in data 23 aprile 20221, nonché la nota della Procura generale 
della Cassazione in data 22 marzo 2021. 
36 Con riferimento al profilo della transnazionalità del reato in materia di Iva, al verificarsi del 
superamento della richiamata soglia, sembrano porsi interessanti questioni problematiche nell’ipotesi di 
condotte realizzate all’interno di un gruppo societario allorquando, ove la controllata e la controllante 
abbiano sede di differenti Stati membri,  il bilancio consolidato di gruppo abbia necessariamente recepito 
le risultanze del bilancio della controllata che ha posto in essere il relativo crimine, senza che di ciò vi sia 
evidenza in capo alla controllante. Al riguardo, A.A. SALEMME, Possibili criticità relativamente 
all’operatività dell’EPPO nel sistema nazionale, cit., 44 ss. 
37 Sulla competenza dell’EPPO anche in relazione a tali figure delittuose si veda la nota del Procuratore 
europeo italiano in data 4 gennaio 2021 e in data 23 aprile 20221, nonché la nota della Procura generale 
della Cassazione in data 22 marzo 2021. 
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Quanto al novero dei reati tributari che danno luogo alla responsabilità amministrativa 

dell’ente, ovvero, per quanto in questa sede interessa, con riferimento ai reati presupposto in 

materia di Iva sopra richiamati, allorquando i relativi delitti siano commessi anche in un altro 

Stato membro e con un’evasione di Iva non inferiore a dieci milioni di euro, il legislatore, 

sempreché il profitto conseguito possa dirsi di rilevante entità, ha previsto l’aumento di un 

terzo delle sanzioni ordinariamente applicabili alle relative fattispecie. Sul punto delle 

sanzioni amministrative in discorso, è appena il caso di segnalare qualche profilo di 

irragionevolezza rispetto al trattamento riservato a talune fattispecie delittuose non rientranti 

nella competenza dell’EPPO che, ancorché suscettibili di arrecare un minore danno agli 

interessi dell’Unione, risultano più severamente sanzionate rispetto crimini compresi nella 

competenza della Procura europea, questi ultimi, senz’altro connotati da un maggior disvalore 

sociale38. 

In ogni caso, come da più parti osservato, ulteriori (e ben più consistenti) profili di 

criticità si pongono in relazione all’applicazione all’ente delle sanzioni penali amministrative, 

ex d. lgs. n. 231/2001, in aggiunta alle “ordinarie” sanzioni tributarie di tipo amministrativo 

che, per la loro concreta afflittività, tenuto conto della giurisprudenza della Corte di Giustizia 

e della Corte EDU39, ben possono dirsi di tipo “sostanzialmente penale”40. Per non dire che, in 

caso di illecito tributario riferibile all’ente, alla persona giuridica risulta già applicabile la 

misura della confisca in relazione al profitto del reato commesso dalla persona fisica, in tal 

caso, sul presupposto della natura sostanzialmente sanzionatoria della misura ablatoria in 

discorso, con l’effetto di dar luogo ad un cumulo di sanzioni in capo all’ente, tale da porsi 

certamente in tensione con il noto principio del ne bis in idem41.       

38 Basti pensare che la dichiarazione infedele per cento milioni di euro, ove caratterizzata dal profilo di 
transnazionalità, è sanzionata in misura fino a n. 300 quote mentre l’utilizzo in dichiarazione di false 
fatture, anche per un imponibile di euro mille, è sanzionato con una pena fino a n. 400 quote.       
39 Si veda, soprattutto, C. EDU, 8 giugno 1976, Engel et al. vs Paesi Bassi. 
40 Cfr. FLORA G., Prime riflessioni sulle problematiche penalistiche del recepimento della “Direttiva 

PIF” nel settore dei reati tributari e della responsabilità “penale” degli enti, cit., 10 s. 
41 Al riguardo sia consentito rinviare, anche per la dimostrazione della natura sanzionatoria delle 
confische tributarie, a COCIANI S.F., Le confische tributarie: tra sanzione, funzione riscossiva, populismo 
fiscale e diritti fondamentali del contribuente, in Riv. trim. dir. trib., 2021, I, 803 ss. 
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c. La definizione delle violazioni tributarie aventi rilevanza penale come 
alternativa al processo penale per reati fiscali. La causa (sopravvenuta) di non 
punibilità 

Il sistema penale italiano, stante la sua funzione servente rispetto all’interesse fiscale – 

che è un interesse di rilievo ordinamentale42 –, prevede che il pagamento del debito tributario, 

a determinate condizioni, possa costituire un’attenuante o, addirittura, un’esimente.  

A quest’ultimo riguardo, l’art. 13 del d. lgs. 10 marzo 2000, n. 74 prevede una 

sopravvenuta causa di non punibilità del reato, ovvero, potremmo anche dire che 

sostanzialmente prevede una qualche “depenalizzazione”, nel senso che – ove intervenga il 

pagamento del dovuto – esso degrada i fatti di reato in illeciti amministrativi.  

Invero, l’esimente in discorso opera limitatamente a taluni reati e, appunto, sempreché 

il debito tributario (per imposta, sanzioni e interessi) sia estinto mediante integrale pagamento 

del dovuto, anche a seguito delle speciali procedure tributarie di definizione, prima del 

decorso di un determinato termine temporale, variabile in ragione del tipo di reato commesso.  

Al riguardo, deve in ogni caso precisarsi che le condotte riparatorie in discorso, pur 

essendo idonee ad affermare la non punibilità del reo, di per sé non valgono ad escludere la 

responsabilità penale, di tipo amministrativo, anche all’ente riferibile sulla base del d. lgs. 

231/2001, così come recentemente novellato, sempreché non si ritenga che l’esistenza degli 

apposti modelli organizzativi, in uno con i comportamenti resipiscenti sopra accennati, sia tale 

da esentare l’ente dalle relative sanzioni penali di tipo amministrativo43.  

42 Di recente, sul tema, si veda RAGUCCI G., Note sull’esternalizzazione dell’interesse erariale nel diritto 

penale tributario: dalla sussidiarietà all’integrazione?, in AA.VV., Saggi in ricordo di Augusto Fantozzi, 
Pisa, 2020, 149 ss. 
43 Sui profili critici di tale dualismo sanzionatorio, da ultimo, si veda LIO M., Il ravvedimento operoso 
delle violazioni penalmente rilevanti: il dilemma tra la non punibilità penale della persona fisica e la 
persistente responsabilità dell’ente, in Riv. dir. trib., 2021, III, 195 ss., il quale delinea il superamento 
dell’antinomia in discorso in via interpretativa e, dunque, riconosce la non punibilità dell’ente anche alla 
luce del sistema di cui al d. lgs. n. 231/2001. Più in particolare, secondo la ricostruzione prospettata dalla 
dottrina appena richiamata, l’eventuale esistenza di un modello organizzativo ex d. lgs. n. 231/2001, come 
pure l’esistenza di un Tax Control Framework (nel quadro della c.d. “co-operative compliance” di 
matrice OCSE, poi recepita anche nel nostro ordinamento con d.lgs. 5 agosto 2015, n. 128), in una 
prospettiva ex ante, varrebbe ad escludere qualsivoglia deficit organizzativo e, in una prospettiva ex post, 
dimostrerebbe l’idoneità nell’attuare la prevenzione, il controllo e la gestione del rischio fiscale, così 
come pure dei correlati reati tributari, come difatti comprovato dal comportamento resipiscente 
(remediation), appunto reso possibile attraverso il ricorso al ravvedimento operoso che dunque, anche ai 
fini del sistema di cui al d.lgs. n. 231/2001, darebbe luogo ad un’esimente (cfr. LIO M., Il ravvedimento 
operoso delle violazioni penalmente rilevanti: il dilemma tra la non punibilità penale della persona fisica 
e la persistente responsabilità dell’ente, cit., 204 ss. e, in particolare, 212 ss.).     
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Più in dettaglio, volendo ora esaminare le condizioni di tale causa di non punibilità 

rispetto ai singoli delitti di competenza dell’EPPO, e quindi in relazione al termine temporale 

suddetto, è dato osservare che, a mente dell’art. 13, primo comma, del d. lgs. n. 74/2000, 

limitatamente al (solo) reato di indebita compensazione di crediti Iva non spettanti (e quindi 

non anche per il reato di indebita compensazione di crediti Iva inesistenti di cui al successivo 

secondo comma del richiamato art. 10-quater), occorre che l’estinzione del debito tributario – 

come detto anche a seguito dell’integrale pagamento delle somme dovute per effetto delle 

speciali procedure conciliative, ovvero di adesione all’accertamento o, ancora, di 

ravvedimento operoso44 – intervenga prima della dichiarazione di apertura del dibattimento di 

primo grado, ovvero, qualora prima della dichiarazione dell’apertura del dibattimento di 

primo grado il debito tributario sia (ancora) in fase di estinzione mediante rateizzazione, entro 

l’ulteriore termine di tre mesi, quest’ultimo, se necessario, prorogabile per non oltre tre mesi 

(art. 13, terzo comma, d. lgs. n. 74/2000).  

Per completezza, gli altri delitti previsti dal primo comma dell’art. 13 in discorso, che 

pure possono essere estinti fino alla data di apertura del dibattimento di primo grado, non 

rientrano nella competenza dell’EPPO. Si tratta, infatti, del reato di omesso versamento di 

ritenute dovute o certificate e del reato di omesso versamento di Iva, di cui, rispettivamente, 

agli artt. 10-bis e 10-ter del medesimo d. lgs. n. 74/2000.       

Diversamente, quanto agli altri reati – tutti di competenza dell’EPPO – previsti e 

puniti agli artt. 2, 3, 4 e 5, del d. lgs. n. 74/2000, ovvero per quelli, rispettivamente, di 

dichiarazione fraudolenta mediante fatture o altri documenti inesistenti, di dichiarazione 

fraudolenta mediante altri artifici, di dichiarazione infedele, e di omessa dichiarazione, essi, a 

mente dell’art. 13, secondo comma, del medesimo decreto, non sono punibili se i relativi 

debiti tributari, comprensivi di sanzioni e interessi, siano stati estinti mediante integrale 

pagamento del dovuto, anche a seguito di ravvedimento operoso45, ovvero a seguito di 

presentazione della dichiarazione omessa entro il termini di presentazione della dichiarazione 

44 Sul ravvedimento operoso quale strumento ordinario di regolarizzazione delle violazioni agli obblighi 
fiscali, come tale indirizzato (in attuazione di una funzione anche rieducativa) al fine di favorire condotte 
virtuose, nonché sugli effetti del medesimo ravvedimento in ambito penale, si veda, di recente, FAZIO A., 
Gli effetti del ravvedimento operoso in ambito tributario e penale: convergenze e discrasie sistematiche, 
in Rass. trib., 2021, 941 ss., ove riferimenti. Per un più generale inquadramento, anche in termini 
problematici, si veda MASTROIACOVO V., Riflessi penali delle definizioni consensuali tributarie e riflessi 
fiscali delle definizioni bonarie nelle vertenze penali, in Riv. dir. trib., 2015, I, 142 ss., nonché MELIS G., 
La nuova disciplina degli effetti penali dell’estinzione del debito tributario, in Rass. trib., 2016, 589 ss.         
45 Al riguardo, di recente, si veda MELIS G., Note minime su talune questioni interpretative in tema di 
ravvedimento operoso, in Dir. prat. trib., 2021, II, 1567 ss.  
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relativa al periodo d’imposta successivo, purché il ravvedimento sia intervenuto prima che 

l’autore del reato abbia avuto formale conoscenza di accessi, ispezioni, verifiche, ovvero 

dell’inizio di qualunque attività di accertamento amministrativo o di procedimenti penali.        

Come è dato osservare, per i delitti di cui al secondo comma dell’art. 13, tutti di 

competenza dell’EPPO, la clausola di non punibilità esige che il comportamento resipiscente 

si realizzi, spontaneamente, entro un arco temporale più ristretto (ovvero prima che l’autore 

del reato abbia avuto formale conoscenza dell’avvio di attività istruttorie in sede 

amministrativa, o dell’avvio di procedimenti in sede penale46), rispetto al periodo di grazia 

consentito per i reati di cui al primo comma (data di apertura del dibattimento di primo grado, 

eventualmente prorogabile per non oltre sei mesi), sul presupposto del maggior disvalore 

sociale delle condotte di cui al secondo comma dell’art. 13 in parola. Difatti, i reati di cui al 

primo comma dell’art. 13 presuppongono l’esistenza di inadempimenti rispetto a debiti 

tributari dal contribuente correttamente indicati, sicché l’adempimento tardivo (purché entro 

la data di apertura del processo penale di primo grado), ancorché non spontaneo, giustifica la 

causa di non punibilità in sede penale, essendo ritenuta sufficiente la irrogazione delle sole 

sanzioni amministrative tributarie47.  

Quanto allo spazio temporale per ottenere il riconoscimento della non punibilità, 

ovvero, come si dirà meglio appresso, per ottenere la declaratoria della irrilevanza penale 

della violazione tributaria commessa, è appena il caso di osservare che, ai fini che qui ci 

occupano, stante la soglia quantitativa di rilevanza per radicare la competenza dell’EPPO 

(come detto pari ad euro dieci milioni), sembra destinata a trovare applicazione solo in casi 

limite quella giurisprudenza di legittimità secondo la quale, se a seguito di accertamento con 

adesione l’imposta evasa dovesse scendere al di sotto della soglia di rilevanza penale (prevista 

per ciascun reato di competenza “non EPPO”48), viene meno il reato49. Talché il 

46 Come nel caso in cui, ad esempio, l’indagato abbia ricevuto informazione di garanzia, avviso di 
conclusione delle indagini, richiesta di proroga delle indagini preliminari, invito a comparire per rendere 
interrogatorio, ordinanza di misure cautelari, ecc.   
47 In tal senso, si veda la stessa Relazione illustrativa al d.lgs. n. 158/2015 che, come noto, ha novellato il 
d.lgs. n. 74/2000. 
48 Sul punto si vedano, ad esempio, la soglia di punibilità per il reato di cui all’art.10-quater, primo 
comma, rilevante ai fini dell’esimente di cui all’art. 13, primo comma, nonché le soglie di punibilità 
previste per i reati di cui agli artt. 3, 4, 5, rilevanti ai fini dell’esimente di cui all’art. 13, secondo comma, 
che però, come sopra ricordato, non contempla il ricorso alle speciali procedure conciliative e di adesione 
all’accertamento al fine di realizzare il comportamento resipiscente, invece ammesso solo per il tramite 
del ravvedimento operoso.   
49 Cfr. Cass., 14 febbraio 2012, n. 5640.  
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comportamento resipiscente – beninteso ove capace di ridurre la pretesa fiscale sotto la soglia 

per la ordinaria rilevanza penale in una prospettiva interna – sembra tale da poter scriminare 

l’esistenza stessa del reato, anche qualora la relativa definizione del debito tributario, in sede 

amministrativa, abbia avuto seguito successivamente ai termini previsti, rispettivamente, dai 

commi primo e secondo dell’art. 13 al fine del riconoscimento dell’esimente. 

Peraltro, l’ipotesi ora accennata – seppur costituente una rara avis – risulta pienamente 

armonizzata con l’attuale disciplina del ravvedimento operoso di cui all’art. 13 del d. lgs. n. 

472/1997 che, come noto, nella sua nuova formulazione a seguito delle modifiche introdotte 

dall’art. 1, commi 637 ss., della legge n. 190/2014, prevede la definizione agevolata – con 

riduzione delle sanzioni amministrative ad un quinto del minimo – (anche) se la 

regolarizzazione avviene dopo la constatazione della violazione50.      

Tornando all’esimente di cui all’art. 13 del d. lgs. n. 74/2000, consistendo questa in 

una causa di non punibilità sopravvenuta di tipo oggettivo, essa dispiega i suoi effetti in 

ragione del verificarsi del mero fatto costituito dal perfezionamento della procedura di 

definizione prevista, di tal guisa, essa estende i suoi effetti anche nei confronti degli altri 

eventuali soggetti concorrenti nel reato, ancorché non abbiano effettuato il pagamento del 

debito tributario, comunque interamente estinto da altro correo, ovvero da un terzo (ad 

esempio l’ente rappresentato che si è giovato degli effetti economici del reato posto in essere 

dalla persona fisica rappresentante)51.    

d. L’applicazione della pena su richiesta come alternativa al processo 

penale per reati fiscali  

Al di fuori dei casi che prevedono la sopravvenuta e oggettiva causa di non punibilità 

sopra esaminata, l’estinzione del complessivo debito tributario (comprensivo di sanzioni e 

interessi), purché avvenuta prima della dichiarazione di apertura del dibattimento di primo 

grado, per effetto dell’integrale pagamento degli importi dovuti anche a seguito delle speciali 

procedure conciliative e di adesione all’accertamento previste dalle norme tributarie, 

costituisce circostanza attenuante ad effetto speciale che, a mente del primo comma dell’art. 

50 Cfr. art. 13, primo comma, lett. b-quater), d. lgs. 18 dicembre 1997, n. 472.   
51 Cfr. MUSCO E., ARDITO F., Diritto penale tributario, Bologna, 2021, 66, nonché LANZI A., 
ALDROVANDI P., Diritto penale tributario, cit., 125 s., ove ulteriori riferimenti, anche alla giurisprudenza 
costituzionale in tema di amnistia per reati tributari.  
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13-bis del d. lgs. n. 74/2000, dà luogo alla riduzione delle pene fino alla metà e, ancora, alla 

non applicazione delle pene accessorie52.  

Il secondo comma dell’art. 13-bis predetto, al ricorrere della circostanza prevista dal 

primo comma dello stesso articolo (ovvero – deve ritenersi – al verificarsi dell’estinzione del 

debito tributario), e nei termini che meglio si preciseranno appresso, consente poi l’accesso al 

c.d. “patteggiamento della pena” ex art. 444 c.p.p. cui, peraltro, in via intepretativa, può 

giungersi anche a seguito di ravvedimento operoso53. 

In quest’ottica, dunque, ritenendo l’applicazione della pena su richiesta un’alternativa 

al processo penale, è possibile svolgere le considerazioni che seguono.   

Anzitutto, per quanto concerne i reati tributari di competenza dell’EPPO, essendo tutti 

preveduti dal d. lgs. n. 74/2000, a tutte le relative fattispecie, in linea di massima, può dirsi 

applicabile l’attenuante ad effetto speciale in discorso, beninteso al verificarsi delle condizioni 

previste dall’art. 13-bis e, in ogni caso, sempreché non trovi già applicazione la causa di non 

punibilità di cui al primo comma dell’art. 1354. A tale riguardo, poiché per il riconoscimento 

dell’attenuante ad effetto speciale in parola occorre il pagamento del debito tributario, si 

potrebbe dubitare dell’applicazione della norma in esame, ad esempio, al delitto di emissione 

di fatture per operazioni inesistenti (art.8), di competenza dell’EPPO. Difatti, esso è costruito 

come reato a consumazione anticipata che, come tale, non dà luogo ad alcun debito d’imposta. 

Senonché, come osservato in dottrina, non sarebbe necessario che il debito ristorato sia 

conseguenza diretta del delitto essendo, invece, sufficiente che esso presenti un grado di 

connessione con la fattispecie e, dunque, ne rappresenti una conseguenza anche solo indiretta, 

purché un qualche debito tributario comunque sorga55.     

52 Al riguardo è dato segnalare che la riduzione delle sanzioni penali, in ragione dell’esimente in discorso, 
presuppone l’estinzione del debito tributario, come tale costituito, oltre che dall’imposta e dagli interessi, 
anche dalle relative sanzioni amministrative tributarie, con ciò dando luogo ad una deroga rispetto al 
principio di specialità di cui all’art. 19.   
53 In tal senso anche A. FAZIO, Gli effetti del ravvedimento operoso in ambito tributario e penale: 
convergenze e discrasie sistematiche, cit., 962. 
54 Difatti, i delitti già compresi nel disposto di cui al primo comma dell’art. 13, ovvero, per quanto 
concerne i reati EPPO, quello di indebita compensazione di crediti tributari non spettanti (art. 10-quater, 
primo comma), ove si verifichi l’estinzione del debito tributario danno luogo all’applicazione 
dell’esimente e non già dell’attenuante che, appunto, non può riguardare i reati non punibili (cfr. Cass., 12 
aprile 2018, n. 38684 e Cass. 23 novembre 2018, n. 10800).   
55 Si vedano, anche per gli opportuni riferimenti, LANZI A., ALDROVANDI P., Diritto penale tributario, 
cit., 131 s., MUSCO E., ARDITO F., Diritto penale tributario, cit., 67, nota 82. 
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È poi appena il caso di osservare che il secondo comma dell’art. 13-bis in discorso, 

laddove prevede la facoltà di chiedere l’applicazione della pena ai sensi dell’art. 444 c.p.p. al 

ricorrere della circostanza di cui al precedente primo comma (ovvero estinzione del debito 

tributario mediante integrale pagamento degli importi dovuti anche a seguito delle speciali 

procedure conciliative e di adesione all’accertamento), risulta  ammettere altresì che 

l’integrale pagamento del dovuto possa avvenire anche a seguito di ravvedimento operoso. 

Difatti, una eventuale limitazione quanto alle procedure tributarie volte a consentire al 

contribuente di rimediare alle violazioni commesse (così come essa sembra emergere dalla 

formulazione del primo comma dell’art. 13-bis), rischierebbe di sollevare dubbi di 

costituzionalità56.   

Quanto ai rapporti tra le fattispecie previste dagli artt. 13 e 13-bis del d.lgs. n. 74/2000, 

laddove il primo, come osservato, prevede un’esimente (tale da condurre all’assoluzione), 

mentre il secondo prevede un’attenuante (che presuppone il riconoscimento della 

colpevolezza), è opportuno svolgere le riflessioni che seguono. 

Schematicamente, ove il secondo comma dell’art. 13-bis in parola, nell’ammettere il 

patteggiamento della pena, fa salve le ipotesi di cui all’art. 13, commi primo e secondo, esso 

sembra alludere (seppur ricorrendo ad un’espressione non del tutto inequivoca) ad un rapporto 

di incompatibilità reciproca tra le relative fattispecie, nel senso che pare riconoscere la 

concreta impossibilità di patteggiare la pena per un reato per il quale già operi una causa di 

non punibilità. In altri termini, la lettura sistematica della norma in esame induce a ritenere 

che possa chiedere il patteggiamento il reo il cui debito tributario sia risultato estinto, 

allorquando tale estinzione non sia già valsa l’applicazione dell’esimente di cui all’art. 13.   

Peraltro, sempre in chiave sistematica, è possibile osservare che le fattispecie poste 

alla base degli artt. 13 e 13-bis non risultano esattamente sovrapponibili. Difatti, l’esimente di 

cui all’art. 13, secondo comma, presuppone che il pagamento del debito tributario sia 

avvenuto prima che l’autore del reato abbia avuto formale conoscenza dell’avvio di attività 

istruttorie o di procedimenti penali lato sensu intesi.  

56 Sulla opportunità di prospettare una lettura sistematica in grado di comprendere anche il ravvedimento 
operoso, sia quale causa di esclusione della punibilità, sia quale circostanza attenuante, si vedano ancora 
LANZI A. , ALDROVANDI P., Diritto penale tributario, cit., 130, seppure non senza esprimere qualche 
perplessità sotto il profilo del rispetto del principio di legalità, ove ulteriori riferimenti.   
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Diversamente, l’attenuante di cui all’art. 13-bis presuppone che il pagamento del 

debito tributario sia avvenuto prima della dichiarazione di apertura del dibattimento di primo 

grado. 

Pare quindi che, almeno per i delitti rientranti nell’ambito di applicazione dell’art. 13, 

secondo comma, del d. lgs. n. 74/2000, ovvero per i reati di: i) dichiarazione fraudolenta 

mediante uso di fatture o altri documenti per operazioni inesistenti (art. 2), ii) dichiarazione 

fraudolenta mediante altri artifici (art. 3), iii) dichiarazione infedele (art. 4), iv) omessa 

dichiarazione (art. 5), tutti compresi nella competenza dell’EPPO, il reo che non sia riuscito 

ad estinguere i propri debiti tributari mediante l’integrale pagamento del dovuto prima 

dell’avvio di attività istruttorie o di procedimenti penali, non potendo quindi invocare la causa 

di non punibilità di cui all’art. 13, secondo comma, potrà almeno, prima della dichiarazione di 

apertura del dibattimento, effettuare il pagamento integrale del debito tributario al fine di 

beneficiare della circostanza attenuante di cui all’art. 13-bis che, a sua volta, consente 

l’applicazione della pena su richiesta a mente dell’art. 444 c.p.p.57.  

Sul punto, tuttavia, occorre rilevare che una simile ricostruzione non risulta aver 

trovato unanime apprezzamento in sede giurisprudenziale, non solo con riferimento ai reati di 

cui al primo comma dell’art. 13 (prevalentemente consistenti nell’omesso versamento di 

imposte)58 ma, anche, con riferimento a tutti i delitti contemplati dall’art. 13-bis e, dunque, 

anche per quelli di cui al secondo comma del medesimo art. 13 (c.d. “reati dichiarativi”)59. 

Più in dettaglio, secondo tale orientamento della Suprema Corte, poiché il ravvedimento 

operoso costituisce causa di non punibilità e, quindi, non può contestualmente assurgere a 

condizione per la richiesta di patteggiamento, allora occorre ammettere che per accedere alla 

richiesta di applicazione della pena ex art. 444 c.p.p. non è necessario il pagamento del debito 

tributario60.      

Al riguardo, pur sottolineando che, per quanto concerne i delitti di competenza 

dell’EPPO o, quanto meno, per la maggior parte di essi (quelli che in ogni caso costituiscono 

espressione del “nocciolo duro” delle condotte costituenti frode ai fini Iva) – che difatti 

57 In senso conforme si veda (quanto meno peri reati dichiarativi) si veda Cass. 23 settembre 2020, n. 
26529, in dottrina si vedano anche MUSCO E., ARDITO F., Diritto penale tributario, cit., 68 ss, nota 85, 
ove ulteriori riferimenti.  
58 Cfr. Cass., n. 47287/2019. 
59 Cfr., Cass. nn. 10800/2019; 48029/2019, 7415/2021, 11620/2021.   
60 Cfr., da ultimo, Cass. 28 marzo 2021, n. 11620.   
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rientrano nell’ambito di applicazione di cui al secondo comma dell’art. 13 – il problema di cui 

sopra non sembra porsi perché, come precedentemente rilevato, non vi è perfetta 

sovrapposizione tra le fattispecie di cui agli artt. 13, secondo comma, e 13-bis del d.lgs. n. 

74/2000, non si può far a meno di osservare che la ricostruzione giurisprudenziale di cui ora si 

è dato conto non risulta immune da critiche, anche sotto il profilo costituzionale.  

Invero, secondo l’impostazione giurisprudenziale ora sottoposta a verifica, per tutte le 

fattispecie di cui ai commi primo e secondo dell’art. 13 il contribuente sarebbe in condizioni 

di accedere al patteggiamento senza aver adempiuto all’obbligo tributario (difatti, qualora 

avesse adempiuto sarebbe in condizione di invocare la causa di non punibilità), diversamente 

nel caso di reati non rientranti nell’ambito di applicazione dei commi primo e secondo 

dell’art. 13 predetto, il reo, per accedere al rito alternativo del patteggiamento, così come 

previsto dall’art. 13-bis, comma secondo, dovrebbe aver eseguito il pagamento del debito 

tributario. Il tutto con evidente disparità di trattamento, tanto più ingiustificata quanto più 

riferita a delitti per condotte (non ricomprese nell’art. 13) non connotate da maggior disvalore 

sociale (come, ad esempio, quella di emissione di fatture o altri documenti per operazioni 

inesistenti, cui all’art. 8), ovvero da un minor disvalore sociale (come, ad esempio, per quella 

di occultamento o distruzione di documenti contabili, di cui all’art. 10), rispetto ad alcune di 

quelle di cui all’art. 13 medesimo (es. dichiarazione fraudolenta mediante uso di fatture o altri 

documenti per operazioni inesistenti, di cui all’art. 2) che, appunto, secondo la giurisprudenza 

sopra citata, consentirebbero di accedere al patteggiamento senza la previa estinzione del 

debito tributario61. 

Ancora, la surrichiamata opinione giurisprudenziale che ammette il ricorso al rito 

alternativo del patteggiamento, senza che prima si sia proceduto all’integrale pagamento del 

debito tributario, sembra avere una scarsa utilità pratica. Difatti, secondo tale prospettiva, pur 

beneficiando il reo della riduzione della pena ai sensi dell’art. 444 c.p.p., egli, non avendo 

saldato il proprio debito con il fisco, sarà comunque fatto oggetto del provvedimento, 

61 Sul punto si veda altresì ARDITO F., Riflessioni in tema di cause di non punibilità, circostanze del reato 
e applicazione della pena su richiesta delle parti (c.d. patteggiamento) nei reati tributari, in Boll. Trib., 
2020, 1398.     
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obbligatorio ex art. 12-bis primo comma, di confisca, tale quindi da eliminare qualsivoglia 

vantaggio patrimoniale conseguente al reato62.  

Insomma, per concludere sul punto, pare preferibile ritenere che, al fine di accedere al 

patteggiamento, il reo debba aver provveduto ad estinguere il debito tributario entro il termine 

ed alle condizioni di cui all’art. 13-bis (ovvero prima della dichiarazione di apertura del 

dibattimento di primo grado), sempreché la medesima estinzione del debito tributario non sia 

già avvenuta entro il termine ed alle condizioni di cui al precedente art. 13 [vale a dire: i) 

entro il medesimo termine di apertura del dibattimento di primo grado per i reati di cui all’art. 

13 primo comma; ii) entro il termine di presentazione della dichiarazione tributaria relativa al 

periodo d’imposta successiva rispetto a quello per il quale essa è stata omessa e, comunque, 

prima della formale conoscenza dell’avvio di procedimenti tributari o penali per i reati di cui 

all’art. 13 secondo comma (termini entrambi prorogabili ai sensi e alle condizioni di cui al 

terzo comma del medesimo art. 13)]63.     

Ancora, sotto il profilo problematico, si può talvolta porre la questione di quale misura 

del debito tributario considerare al fine dell’estinzione dello stesso per poi beneficiare, 

alternativamente, della causa di non punibilità (ex art. 13, primo comma), ovvero della 

circostanza attenuante la cui sussistenza è necessaria per accedere al rito alternativo di cui 

all’art. 444 c.p.p. (ex art. 13-bis). 

Difatti, in ossequio al principio del doppio binario tra procedimento amministrativo 

tributario, da un lato, e procedimento penale, dall’altro, potrebbe anche darsi il caso in cui la 

misura del debito tributario sia differentemente determinata in sede penale rispetto a quanto 

accertato in sede tributaria. Ebbene, il riferimento alle “speciali procedure conciliative” – così 

come fatto agli artt. 13 e 13-bis del d. lgs. n. 74/2000 – induce a privilegiare la 

determinazione dell’entità del debito fiscale così come fatta in sede in sede tributaria64. Tale 

soluzione, peraltro, sembra altresì maggiormente coerente sotto il profilo sistematico, stante la 

già osservata funzione servente del sistema penale rispetto all’interesse fiscale, ordinamentale.        

62 Sui rapporti tra confisca e patteggiamento sia consentito rinviare a COCIANI S.F., Le confische 
tributarie: tra sanzione, funzione riscossiva, populismo fiscale e diritti fondamentali del contribuente, 
cit., 809, nota 23. 
63 Cfr. Cass., 23 luglio 2021, n. 28950. 
64 In senso conforme, MUSCO E,. ARDITO F., Diritto penale tributario, cit., 70 s.   
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Per completezza, in caso di pluralità di concorrenti, qualora solo uno di essi dovesse 

provvedere all’estinzione del debito tributario, risarcendo così il danno, la natura oggettiva 

dell’attenuante induce a ritenere che possano ammettersi al patteggiamento anche tutti gli altri 

concorrenti. Coerentemente, sotto il profilo sistematico, è appena il caso di osservare che, da 

tempo, il legislatore estende ai concorrenti l’effetto dell’adesione – da parte di taluno – al 

condono fiscale (cfr. art. 1, comma 2-septies, d. l. 24 giugno 2003)65. Come già osservato, 

analoghe considerazioni, stante la natura oggettiva dell’esimente di cui all’art. 13, possono 

farsi anche in ordine alla non punibilità del concorrente che abbia beneficiato dell’estinzione 

del debito tributario effettuata da altri, peraltro in conformità con la natura solidale della 

relativa obbligazione tributaria.   

Da ultimo, con riferimento alla compatibilità con i principi costituzionali della 

previsione secondo cui costituisce causa di non punibilità (art. 13), ovvero circostanza 

attenuante (art. 13-bis), il pagamento del debito tributario, è appena il caso di annotare che la 

Corte costituzionale ha ritenuto non manifestamente irragionevole, né arbitraria, la relativa 

scelta legislativa, quindi da considerarsi legittima rispetto agli artt. 3 e 24 Cost.66.  A 

quest’ultimo riguardo, stante il più elevato grado di tutela apprestato dal sistema dei diritti 

fondamentali, così come elaborato dalla giurisprudenza della Corte EDU e della Corte di 

Giustizia, potrebbe forse ragionarsi sulla compatibilità delle predette norme rispetto al 

principio comunitario di proporzionalità, nonché rispetto divieto di discriminazione che, 

all’art. 14 del Trattato EDU, tra tutte le possibili condizioni capaci di attuare un’ingiustificata 

limitazione dei diritti dell’uomo, prevede appunto anche la ricchezza.  

Tuttavia, anche se l’accennata indagine esula dai limiti del presente lavoro e, dunque, 

non può essere in questa sede affrontata come merita, sembra comunque possibile osservare 

che, specie per quanto concerne l’applicabilità dell’esimente di cui all’art. 13-bis, la 

comminatoria della sanzione penale – seppur nella misura ridotta e concordata ai sensi 

dell’art. 444 c.p.p. – presuppone in ogni caso l’avvenuto pagamento dell’imposta, degli 

interessi e delle relative sanzioni amministrative che, come noto, sono normalmente correlate 

alla misura del tributo evaso.  

65 Cfr. anche Corte cost., 12 gennaio 1995, n. 19. 
66 Cfr. Corte cost. 28 maggio 2015, n. 95. Difatti, secondo la Consulta, in tema di reati tributari vi è una 
tendenziale correlazione tra entità del danno cagionato e risorse economiche del reo. Analoghe 
conclusioni sono raggiunte anche da Corte Cass., 1° agosto 2017, n. 38210.   
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Quanto appena osservato, dunque, rischia di dar luogo (almeno) a due ordini di 

problematiche.  

La prima, stante il carattere verosimilmente afflittivo della sanzione amministrativa 

assolta (in quanto commisurata al tributo evaso), sembra idoneo a mettere in luce la natura 

sostanzialmente penale della sanzione tributaria solo formalmente denominata come 

“amministrativa”, dando così luogo ad un odioso cumulo di sanzioni (amministrative e 

penali), tale da porsi probabilmente in contrasto con il noto principio del ne bis in idem67, 

specialmente sotto il profilo della violazione del principio di proporzionalità. 

La seconda, appunto, laddove si subordina l’applicazione della circostanza attenuante 

ad effetto speciale di cui all’art. 13-bis al pagamento, oltre che del tributo e degli interessi, 

anche delle sanzioni al primo normalmente commisurate, pare tale da mettere in dubbio la 

portata giustificatrice della correlazione – positivamente apprezzata dalla giurisprudenza 

costituzionale – tra l’entità del danno cagionato (rappresentato dal mancato versamento 

dell’imposta) e le risorse economiche del reo (necessarie ad estinguere l’intero debito 

tributario). Difatti, quanto necessario ad estinguere l’intero debito tributario (comprensivo 

delle sanzioni all’imposta evasa commisurate), per poi invocare l’attenuante in discorso, 

potrebbe anche non essere nella disponibilità del reo, così da oggettivamente impedire ad esso 

di beneficiare della previsione di cui all’art. 13-bis, secondo comma, in altri termini 

ingiustamente discriminando colui il quale non abbia i mezzi per pagare, non tanto il tributo 

(che rappresentando la misura del danno cagionato dalla condotta antigiuridica impone di 

essere risarcito), quanto le sanzioni amministrative al tributo stesso correlate (tanto più in 

quanto dovute in aggiunta a quelle penali), con ciò probabilmente eccedendo i limiti di ciò 

che è necessario al conseguimento degli scopi legittimamente perseguiti dal legislatore68.    

67 Al riguardo, anche per gli opportuni riferimenti, sia consentito rinviare a COCIANI S.F., Sul divieto di 
cumulo tra sanzioni penali e sanzioni amministrative in materia tributaria, in Riv. dir. trib., 2015, I, 405 
ss. e, più recentemente, ID., Sul divieto di cumulo tra sanzioni penali e tributarie nella prospettiva della 
riforma dell’ordinamento tributario italiano, in Malena Errico, María Inés Blankenhorst de Tarelli, Jorge 
Feijoo, Diálogos de la cultura jurídica ítalo-argentina, Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires, La Ley, 
2022, 379 ss. e, soprattutto, ALFANO R., Sanzioni amministrative tributarie e tutela del contribuente, 
Napoli, 2020, 217 ss.  
68 Quanto al principio comunitario di proporzionalità, con riferimento alle sanzioni, si vedano: Corte 
giust., Ntionik e Pikoulas, C-430/05, EU:C:2007:410, punto 53, nonché Corte giust., Urban, C-210/10, 
EU:C:2012:64, punto 23.          
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e. Conclusioni  

A conclusione di questa breve rassegna sulle principali alternative al processo penale 

per reati tributari di competenza della Procura europea, può osservarsi che, stanti le note 

soglie dimensionali il cui superamento sancisce la competenza dell’EPPO, non è possibile 

ricorrere né al reclamo e alla mediazione tributaria né, tantomeno, all’esclusione della 

punibilità per particolare esiguità del fatto.  

Quanto sopra impone quindi di affidare la funzione deflattiva del processo penale, per 

i reati in discorso, unicamente a strumenti compensativo-riparatori, peraltro coerentemente 

con la funzione, servente, del sistema penale rispetto all’interesse fiscale, ordinamentale.   

Tuttavia, l’estinzione del reato, e ancor più la sua definizione attraverso l’applicazione 

della pena concordata ai sensi dell’art. 444 c.p.p., laddove risulta subordinata alla definizione 

dell’intiero debito tributario, come osservato costituito da imposte, interessi e sanzioni 

amministrative, queste ultime, a loro volta, commisurate all’ammontare dei tributi evasi, 

rischia di porsi in tensione con i canoni di ragionevolezza, proporzionalità e necessità, vieppiù 

considerata la misura del danno69.  

Quanto sopra, dunque, solleva interrogativi di non poco momento: sia sotto il profilo 

dei rapporti tra sanzioni amministrative e penali, cui si aggiunge il sospetto di alterazione 

della funzione e della natura della sanzione amministrativo-tributaria (trasformata, questa, in 

un ircocervo che mescola i caratteri della sanzione amministrativa “sostanzialmente penale”, 

con quelli della misura di diritto pubblico o, addirittura, della sanzione civile, 

legale/negoziale, ultracompensativa)70, sia, in definitiva, sotto il profilo della tutela dei diritti 

fondamentali del contribuente/imputato71, tanto più in considerazione dell’ampia nozione di 

69 specie allorquando l’estinzione dell’intero debito tributario sia condizione per l’accesso al 
patteggiamento della pena che, per parte sua, presuppone comunque l’irrogazione di una sanzione, penale, 
in aggiunta a quella (formalmente) definita come “amministrativa”. 
70 Per alcune riflessioni al riguardo si veda CONSULICH, F., MIRAGLIA M., PECCIOLI A., a cura di, 
Alternative al processo penale? Tra deflazione, depenalizzazione diversion e prevenzione, Torino, 2020, 
passim. 
71 Al riguardo, è appena il caso di osservare che una lettura sistematica della Raccomandazione del 
Comitato dei Ministri agli Stati membri sulla giustizia riparativa in materia penale porta a ritenere che la 
prospettiva da privilegiare sia quella di elevare la soglia di rispetto e di accoglienza dei bisogni e dei 
diritti dell’autore del reato e non certo quella di abbassare la soglia dei diritti e delle necessità propri della 
vittima (cfr. CM/Rec/2018/8). Al riguardo si veda MANNOZZI G., La Diversion: gli istituti funzionali 
all’estinzione del reato tra processo e mediazione, in F. Consulich – M. Miraglia – A. Peccioli, a cura di, 
Alternative al processo penale? Tra deflazione, depenalizzazione diversion e prevenzione, cit., 49.  
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“materia penale” accolta dalla Corte EDU cui, di recente, si è andata allineando anche la 

nostra Corte costituzionale72.         

Pertanto, solo il futuro ci dirà quanta fortuna avranno le alternative al processo penale, 

in materia di reati tributari di competenza dell’EPPO, così come fondate su condotte 

riparatorie tali da minimizzare il ricorso alla pena detentiva. 

 

4. Allegati 

 

a) Decreto del Presidente della Repubblica 22 settembre 1988, n. 448, 

Disposizioni sul processo penale a carico di imputati minorenni, Gazzetta Ufficiale n. 250 del 

24 ottobre 1988 

 

b) Decreto Legislativo 28 agosto 2000, n. 274 “Disposizioni sulla competenza 

penale del giudice di pace, a norma dell’art. 4 della lege 24 novembre 1999, n. 468”, Gazzetta 

Ufficiale n. 234 del 6 ottobre 2000 

 

c) Decreto legislativo 8 giugno 2001, n. 231, Disciplina della responsabilità 

amministrativa delle persone giuridiche, delle società e delle associazioni anche prive di 

personalità giuridica, a norma dell’articolo 11 della legge 29 settembre 2000, n. 300, Gazzetta 

ufficiale  n. 140 del 19 giugno 2001 

 

d) Codice penale 

- art. 131 bis Esclusione della punibilità per particolare tenuità del fatto 

72 Su cui DONINI M., FOFFANI L., a cura di, La “materia penale” tra diritto nazionale ed europeo, Torino, 
2018, passim.    
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- art. 162-ter Estinzione del reato per condotte riparatorie 

-  art. 168-bis, Sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova dell’imputato 

 

e) Codice procedura penale,  

-Libro VI, Titolo V-bis, Sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova 

- Art. 651-bis. Efficacia  della  sentenza  di  proscioglimento   per   particolare tenuita' 

del fatto nel giudizio civile o amministrativo di danno 

 

f) Decreto legislativo 10 marzo 2000, n. 74, Nuova disciplina dei reati in materia 

di imposte sui redditi e sul valore aggiunto, a norma dell’art. 9 della legge 25 giugno 1999, n. 

205 , Gazzetta Ufficiale n. 76 del 31 marzo 2000 

a) Decreto del Presidente della repubblica 22 settembre 1988, n. 448 

Disposizioni sul processo penale a carico di imputati minorenni 

Gazzetta Ufficiale n.250 del 24 ottobre 1988 

Art. 9. 

Accertamenti sulla personalita' del minorenne 

1.  Il  pubblico ministero e il giudice acquisiscono elementi circa le condizioni e le 

risorse personali, familiari, sociali e ambientali del  minorenne  al  fine  di accertarne 

l'imputabilita' e il grado di responsabilita', valutare la  rilevanza  sociale  del  fatto  nonche' 

disporre   le   adeguate  misure  penali  e  adottare  gli  eventuali provvedimenti civili.   

 2.  Agli  stessi  fini  il  pubblico ministero e il giudice possono sempre assumere 

informazioni da persone che  abbiano  avuto  rapporti con  il  minorenne e sentire il parere di 

esperti, anche senza alcuna formalita'. 

Art. 27. 
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Sentenza di non luogo a procedere per irrilevanza del fatto 

 1. Durante le indagini preliminari,  se  risulta  la  tenuita'  del fatto e la occasionalita' 

del comportamento,  il  pubblico  ministero chiede al giudice sentenza di non luogo a 

procedere  per  irrilevanza del fatto quando l'ulteriore corso  del  procedimento  pregiudica  le 

esigenze educative del minorenne.    

 2. Sulla richiesta il  giudice  provvede  in  camera  di  consiglio sentiti il minorenne e 

l' esercente la potesta' dei genitori, nonche' la persona offesa dal reato. Quando  non  accoglie  

la  richiesta  il giudice dispone con ordinanza la restituzione degli atti al  pubblico ministero.    

 3. Contro la sentenza possono proporre appello il  minorenne  e  il procuratore 

generale presso la corte di appello. La corte di  appello decide  con  le  forme  previste  

dall'articolo  127  del  codice  di procedura  penale  e,  se  non  conferma  la  sentenza,  

dispone   la restituzione degli atti al pubblico ministero.   

  4. Nell' udienza  preliminare,  nel  giudizio  direttissimo  e  nel giudizio immediato, il 

giudice pronuncia di ufficio sentenza  di  non luogo  a  procedere  per  irrilevanza  del  fatto,  

se  ricorrono  le condizioni previste dal comma 1. 

Art. 28. 

Sospensione del processo e messa alla prova 

1. Il giudice, sentite le parti, puo'  disporre  con  ordinanza  la sospensione  del  

processo  quando  ritiene  di  dover  valutare   la personalita' del minorenne all'esito della 

prova disposta a norma del comma 2. Il processo e' sospeso per un periodo non  superiore  a  

tre anni quando si procede per reati per i  quali  e'  prevista  la  pena dell'ergastolo o della 

reclusione non inferiore nel massimo a  dodici anni; negli altri casi, per un  periodo  non  

superiore  a  un  anno. Durante tale periodo e' sospeso il corso della prescrizione.    

 2. Con l'ordinanza di sospensione il giudice affida il minorenne ai servizi  minorili  

dell'amministrazione  della   giustizia   per   lo svolgimento, anche in collaborazione  con  i  

servizi  locali,  delle opportune attivita' di osservazione, trattamento e sostegno.  Con  il 

medesimo provvedimento il giudice puo' impartire prescrizioni dirette a riparare le 
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conseguenze del reato e a promuovere  la  conciliazione del minorenne con la persona offesa 

dal reato.    

 3. Contro l'ordinanza possono ricorrere per cassazione il  pubblico ministero, 

l'imputato e il suo difensore.    

 4. La sospensione non puo' essere disposta se l'imputato chiede  il giudizio abbreviato 

o il giudizio immediato.  

 5.  La  sospensione  e'  revocata  in  caso  di  ripetute  e  gravi trasgressioni alle 

prescrizioni imposte. 

 

b) Decreto Legislativo 28 agosto 2000, n. 274 “Disposizioni sulla competenza 

penale del giudice di pace, a norma dell’art. 4 della lege 24 novembre 1999, n. 468”, 

Gazzetta Ufficiale n. 234 del 6 ottobre 2000 

Art. 29  

Udienza di comparizione 

4. Il giudice, quando il reato e' perseguibile a querela, promuove la conciliazione tra le 

parti. In tal caso, qualora sia utile per favorire la conciliazione, il giudice puo' rinviare 

l'udienza per un periodo non superiore a due mesi e, ove occorra, puo' avvalersi anche 

dell'attivita' di mediazione di centri e strutture pubbliche o private presenti sul territorio. In 

ogni caso, le dichiarazioni rese dalle parti nel corso dell'attivita' di conciliazione non possono 

essere in alcun modo utilizzate ai fini della deliberazione. 

5. In caso di conciliazione e' redatto processo verbale attestante la remissione di 

querela o la rinuncia al ricorso di cui all'articolo 21 e la relativa accettazione. La rinuncia al 

ricorso produce gli stessi effetti della remissione della querela 
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Capo V 

Definizioni alternative del procedimento 

Art. 34 

Esclusione della procedibilità nei casi di particolare tenuità del fatto 

1. Il fatto e' di particolare tenuita' quando, rispetto all'interesse tutelato, l'esiguita' del 

danno o del pericolo che ne e' derivato, nonche' la sua occasionalita' e il grado della 

colpevolezza non giustificano l'esercizio dell'azione penale, tenuto conto altresi' del 

pregiudizio che l'ulteriore corso del procedimento puo' recare alle esigenze di lavoro, di 

studio, di famiglia o di salute della persona sottoposta ad indagini o dell'imputato. 

2. Nel corso delle indagini preliminari, il giudice dichiara con decreto d'archiviazione 

non doversi procedere per la particolare tenuita' del fatto, solo se non risulta un interesse della 

persona offesa alla prosecuzione del procedimento. 

3. Se e' stata esercitata l'azione penale, la particolare tenuita' del fatto puo' essere 

dichiarata con sentenza solo se l'imputato e la persona offesa non si oppongono 

Art.35 

Estinzione del reato conseguente a condotte riparatorie 

1. Il giudice di pace, sentite le parti e l'eventuale persona offesa, dichiara con sentenza 

estinto il reato, enunciandone la causa nel dispositivo, quando l'imputato dimostra di aver 

proceduto, prima dell'udienza di comparizione, alla riparazione del danno cagionato dal reato, 

mediante le restituzioni o il risarcimento, e di aver eliminato le conseguenze dannose o 

pericolose del reato. 

2. Il giudice di pace pronuncia la sentenza di estinzione del reato di cui al comma 1, 

solo se ritiene le attivita' risarcitorie e riparatorie idonee a soddisfare le esigenze di 

riprovazione del reato e quelle di prevenzione. 

3. Il giudice di pace puo' disporre la sospensione del processo, per un periodo non 

superiore a tre mesi, se l'imputato chiede nell'udienza di comparizione di poter provvedere 
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agli adempimenti di cui al comma 1 e dimostri di non averlo potuto fare in precedenza; in tal 

caso, il giudice puo' imporre specifiche prescrizioni. 

4. Con l'ordinanza di sospensione, il giudice incarica un ufficiale di polizia giudiziaria 

o un operatore di servizio sociale dell'ente locale di verificare l'effettivo svolgimento delle 

attivita' risarcitorie e riparatorie, fissando nuova udienza ad una data successiva al termine del 

periodo di sospensione. 

5. Qualora accerti che le attivita' risarcitorie o riparatorie abbiano avuto esecuzione, il 

giudice, sentite le parti e l'eventuale persona offesa, dichiara con sentenza estinto il reato 

enunciandone la causa nel dispositivo. 

6. Quando non provvede ai sensi dei commi 1 e 5, il giudice dispone la prosecuzione 

del procedimento 

Art 53 

Obbligo di permanenza domiciliare 

1. La pena della permanenza domiciliare comporta l'obbligo di rimanere presso la 

propria abitazione o in altro luogo di privata dimora ovvero in un luogo di cura, assistenza o 

accoglienza nei giorni di sabato e domenica; il giudice, avuto riguardo alle esigenze familiari, 

di lavoro, di studio o di salute del condannato, puo' disporre che la pena venga eseguita in 

giorni diversi della settimana ovvero, a richiesta del condannato, continuativamente. 

2. La durata della permanenza domiciliare non puo' essere inferiore a sei giorni ne' 

superiore a quarantacinque; il condannato non e' considerato in stato di detenzione. 

3. Il giudice puo' altresi' imporre al condannato, valutati i criteri di cui all'articolo 133, 

comma secondo, del codice penale, il divieto di accedere a specifici luoghi nei giorni in cui 

non e' obbligato alla permanenza domiciliare, tenuto conto delle esigenze familiari, di lavoro, 

di studio o di salute del condannato. 

4. Il divieto non puo' avere durata superiore al doppio della durata massima della pena 

della permanenza domiciliare e cessa in ogni caso quando e' stata interamente scontata la pena 

della permanenza domiciliare 
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Art. 54 

Lavoro di pubblica utilità 

1. Il giudice di pace puo' applicare la pena del lavoro di pubblica utilita' solo su 

richiesta dell'imputato. 

2. Il lavoro di pubblica utilita' non puo' essere inferiore a dieci giorni ne' superiore a 

sei mesi e consiste nella prestazione di attivita' non retribuita in favore della collettivita' da 

svolgere presso lo Stato, le regioni, le province, i comuni o presso enti o organizzazioni di 

assistenza sociale e di volontariato. 

3. L'attivita' viene svolta nell'ambito della provincia in cui risiede il condannato e 

comporta la prestazione di non piu' di sei ore di lavoro settimanale da svolgere con modalita' e 

tempi che non pregiudichino le esigenze di lavoro, di studio, di famiglia e di salute del 

condannato. Tuttavia, se il condannato lo richiede, il giudice puo' ammetterlo a svolgere il 

lavoro di pubblica utilita' per un tempo superiore alle sei ore settimanali. 

4. La durata giornaliera della prestazione non puo' comunque oltrepassare le otto ore. 

5. Ai fini del computo della pena, un giorno di lavoro di pubblica utilita' consiste nella 

prestazione, anche non continuativa, di due ore di lavoro. 

6. Fermo quanto previsto dal presente articolo, le modalita' di svolgimento del lavoro 

di pubblica utilita' sono determinate dal Ministro della giustizia con decreto d'intesa con la 

Conferenza unificata di cui all'articolo 8 del decreto legislativo 28 agosto 1997, n. 281 

 

 

 

c) Decreto legislativo 8 giugno 2001, n. 231, Disciplina della responsabilità 

amministrativa delle persone giuridiche, delle società e delle associazioni anche prive di 

personalità giuridica, a norma dell’articolo 11 della legge 29 settembre 2000, n. 300, 

Gazzetta ufficiale  n. 140 del 19 giugno 2001 
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Art. 5. 

Responsabilita' dell'ente 

1.  L'ente e' responsabile per i reati commessi nel suo interesse o a suo vantaggio:      

a)  da  persone  che  rivestono  funzioni  di  rappresentanza, di amministrazione  o  di  

direzione  dell'ente  o  di  una  sua  unita' organizzativa dotata di autonomia finanziaria e 

funzionale nonche' da persone  che  esercitano,  anche di fatto, la gestione e il controllo dello 

stesso;      

b)  da  persone sottoposte alla direzione o alla vigilanza di uno dei soggetti di cui alla 

lettera a).    

2.  L'ente  non  risponde  se le persone indicate nel comma 1 hanno agito nell'interesse 

esclusivo proprio o di terzi 

Art. 6 

Soggetti in posizione apicale e modelli di organizzazione dell'ente 

1.  Se  il  reato  e'  stato  commesso   dalle   persone   indicate nell'articolo 5, comma 1, 

lettera a), l'ente non  risponde  se  prova che:     

  a) l'organo dirigente ha adottato ed efficacemente attuato, prima della commissione 

del fatto, modelli di organizzazione e di  gestione idonei a prevenire reati della specie di 

quello verificatosi;       

b) il compito di vigilare sul funzionamento  e  l'osservanza  dei modelli di curare il  

loro  aggiornamento  e'  stato  affidato  a  un organismo dell'ente dotato di autonomi  poteri  di  

iniziativa  e  di controllo;       

c) le persone hanno commesso il reato eludendo fraudolentemente i modelli di 

organizzazione e di gestione;     

  d) non vi e' stata omessa  o  insufficiente  vigilanza  da  parte dell'organismo di cui 

alla lettera b).    
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 2. In relazione all'estensione dei poteri delegati e al rischio  di commissione dei reati, i 

modelli di cui alla lettera a), del comma 1, devono rispondere alle seguenti esigenze:      

 a)  individuare  le  attivita'  nel  cui  ambito  possono  essere commessi reati;      

 b)  prevedere  specifici  protocolli  diretti  a  programmare  la formazione e 

l'attuazione delle decisioni dell'ente in  relazione  ai reati da prevenire;       

c) individuare modalita' di gestione  delle  risorse  finanziarie idonee ad impedire la 

commissione dei reati;  

     d)   prevedere   obblighi   di   informazione    nei    confronti dell'organismo 

deputato a vigilare sul funzionamento  e  l'osservanza dei modelli;     

  e) introdurre un sistema  disciplinare  idoneo  a  sanzionare  il mancato rispetto delle 

misure indicate nel modello.   

  (( 2-bis. I modelli di cui alla lettera a) del comma 1 prevedono:      

 a)  uno  o  piu'  canali  che  consentano  ai  soggetti  indicati nell'articolo 5, comma 1, 

lettere a) e b), di  presentare,  a  tutela dell'integrita' dell'ente, segnalazioni  circostanziate  di  

condotte illecite, rilevanti ai  sensi  del  presente  decreto  e  fondate  su elementi di fatto 

precisi e concordanti, o di violazioni del  modello di organizzazione  e  gestione  dell'ente,  di  

cui  siano  venuti  a conoscenza in ragione delle funzioni svolte; tali canali garantiscono la 

riservatezza dell'identita'  del  segnalante  nelle  attivita'  di gestione della segnalazione;      b)  

almeno  un  canale  alternativo  di  segnalazione  idoneo   a garantire, con modalita' 

informatiche, la riservatezza dell'identita' del segnalante;      

 c) il divieto di atti di ritorsione o discriminatori,  diretti  o indiretti,  nei  confronti  del  

segnalante  per  motivi   collegati, direttamente o indirettamente, alla segnalazione;      d) nel 

sistema  disciplinare  adottato  ai  sensi  del  comma  2, lettera e), sanzioni nei confronti di chi 

viola le misure  di  tutela del segnalante, nonche' di  chi  effettua  con  dolo  o  colpa  grave 

segnalazioni che si rivelano infondate.   

  2-ter. L'adozione  di  misure  discriminatorie  nei  confronti  dei soggetti che 

effettuano le segnalazioni di cui al  comma  2-bis  puo' essere  denunciata  all'Ispettorato  
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nazionale  del  lavoro,  per   i provvedimenti di propria competenza, oltre che dal segnalante,  

anche dall'organizzazione sindacale indicata dal medesimo.    

 2-quater. Il licenziamento ritorsivo o discriminatorio del soggetto segnalante e' nullo. 

Sono altresi' nulli il mutamento di mansioni  ai sensi dell'articolo 2103 del codice civile, 

nonche'  qualsiasi  altra misura  ritorsiva  o  discriminatoria  adottata  nei  confronti   del 

segnalante. E' onere del datore di lavoro, in  caso  di  controversie legate all'irrogazione di 

sanzioni disciplinari, o a demansionamenti, licenziamenti, trasferimenti,  o  sottoposizione  

del  segnalante  ad altra  misura  organizzativa  avente  effetti  negativi,  diretti   o indiretti, 

sulle condizioni di lavoro, successivi alla  presentazione della segnalazione,  dimostrare  che  

tali  misure  sono  fondate  su ragioni estranee alla segnalazione stessa.))    

 3. I  modelli  di  organizzazione  e  di  gestione  possono  essere adottati, garantendo 

le esigenze di cui al comma  2,  sulla  base  di codici di comportamento redatti  dalle  

associazioni  rappresentative degli enti, comunicati al Ministero della giustizia che, di  

concerto con i Ministeri competenti,  puo'  formulare,  entro  trenta  giorni, osservazioni sulla 

idoneita' dei modelli a prevenire i reati. (6)     

4. Negli enti  di  piccole  dimensioni  i  compiti  indicati  nella lettera  b),  del  comma  

1,  possono  essere   svolti   direttamente dall'organo dirigente.  

 4-bis. Nelle societa' di capitali il collegio sindacale, il consiglio di sorveglianza e il 

comitato per il controllo della gestione possono svolgere le funzioni dell'organismo di 

vigilanza di cui al  comma  1, lettera b).   

  5. E' comunque disposta la confisca  del  profitto  che  l'ente  ha tratto dal reato, 

anche nella forma per equivalente 

Art. 7. 

Soggetti sottoposti all'altrui direzione  e modelli di organizzazione                               

dell'ente 

 1.  Nel  caso previsto dall'articolo 5, comma 1, lettera b), l'ente e'  responsabile  se la 

commissione del reato e' stata resa possibile dall'inosservanza degli obblighi di direzione o 

vigilanza.    
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2.  In  ogni  caso,  e'  esclusa  l'inosservanza  degli obblighi di direzione  o  vigilanza 

se l'ente, prima della commissione del reato, ha  adottato  ed  efficacemente attuato un 

modello di organizzazione, gestione  e controllo idoneo a prevenire reati della specie di quello 

verificatosi.   

 3.  Il  modello prevede, in relazione alla natura e alla dimensione dell'organizzazione  

nonche'  al  tipo  di  attivita'  svolta, misure idonee  a  garantire lo svolgimento dell'attivita' nel 

rispetto della legge  e  a  scoprire  ed  eliminare  tempestivamente  situazioni  di rischio.   

 4. L'efficace attuazione del modello richiede:    

  a)  una  verifica  periodica  e l'eventuale modifica dello stesso quando  sono  scoperte  

significative  violazioni  delle prescrizioni ovvero    quando   intervengono   mutamenti   

nell'organizzazione   o nell'attivita';    

  b)  un  sistema  disciplinare  idoneo  a  sanzionare  il  mancato rispetto delle misure 

indicate nel modello 

Art. 9. 

Sanzioni amministrative 

1.  Le sanzioni per gli illeciti amministrativi dipendenti da reato sono:      

a) la sanzione pecuniaria;      

b) le sanzioni interdittive;    

  c) la confisca;    

  d) la pubblicazione della sentenza.   

 2. Le sanzioni interdittive sono:    

  a) l'interdizione dall'esercizio dell'attivita';  

    b)  la  sospensione  o  la revoca delle autorizzazioni, licenze o concessioni 

funzionali alla commissione dell'illecito;     c)  il  divieto  di  contrattare con la pubblica 
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amministrazione, salvo che per ottenere le prestazioni di un pubblico servizio;     d)  

l'esclusione  da  agevolazioni,  finanziamenti,  contributi o sussidi e l'eventuale revoca di 

quelli gia' concessi;   

   e) il divieto di pubblicizzare beni o servizi. 

Art. 11. 

Criteri di commisurazione della sanzione pecuniaria 

 1.  Nella  commisurazione  della  sanzione  pecuniaria  il  giudice determina  il  

numero  delle  quote  tenendo conto della gravita' del fatto,    del   grado   della   

responsabilita'   dell'ente   nonche' dell'attivita'  svolta  per  eliminare o attenuare le 

conseguenze del fatto e per prevenire la commissione di ulteriori illeciti.   

 2.  L'importo  della  quota  e' fissato sulla base delle condizioni economiche   e   

patrimoniali  dell'ente  allo  scopo  di  assicurare l'efficacia della sanzione.    

3.  Nei  casi  previsti  dall'articolo 12, comma 1, l'importo della quota e' sempre di lire 

duecentomila. 

 

Art. 12. 

Casi di riduzione della sanzione pecuniaria 

1.  La  sanzione  pecuniaria  e'  ridotta  della  meta'  e non puo' comunque essere 

superiore a lire duecento milioni se:    

  a)  l'autore  del  reato  ha  commesso  il  fatto  nel prevalente interesse  proprio o di 

terzi e l'ente non ne ha ricavato vantaggio o ne ha ricavato un vantaggio minimo;    

 b) il danno patrimoniale cagionato e' di particolare tenuita';   2.  La  sanzione  e' 

ridotta da un terzo alla meta' se, prima della dichiarazione di apertura del dibattimento di 

primo grado:     a)  l'ente  ha risarcito integralmente il danno e ha eliminato le conseguenze  

dannose  o  pericolose  del  reato ovvero si e' comunque efficacemente adoperato in tal senso;    
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  b)  e'  stato  adottato e reso operativo un modello organizzativo idoneo a prevenire 

reati della specie di quello verificatosi.   

 3. Nel caso in cui concorrono entrambe le condizioni previste dalle lettere  del  

precedente comma, la sanzione e' ridotta dalla meta' ai due terzi.   

 4. In ogni caso, la sanzione pecuniaria non puo' essere inferiore a lire venti milioni. 

Art. 13. 

Sanzioni interdittive 

1. Le sanzioni interdittive si applicano in relazione ai reati  per i quali sono 

espressamente previste, quando ricorre almeno una  delle seguenti condizioni:     

  a) l'ente ha tratto dal reato un profitto di rilevante entita'  e il reato e' stato commesso 

da soggetti in posizione apicale ovvero da soggetti sottoposti all'altrui direzione quando, in 

questo  caso,  la commissione del reato e'  stata  determinata  o  agevolata  da  gravi carenze 

organizzative;     

  b) in caso di reiterazione degli illeciti.     

2. ((Fermo restando quanto previsto dall'articolo 25, comma  5,  le sanzioni 

interdittive)) hanno una durata non inferiore a tre  mesi  e non superiore a due anni.     

3. Le sanzioni interdittive non  si  applicano  nei  casi  previsti dall'articolo 12, comma 

1. 

Art. 24. 

((Indebita percezione di erogazioni, truffa in danno dello Stato,  di un ente pubblico o 

dell'Unione europea  o  per  il  conseguimento  di erogazioni pubbliche, frode informatica in 

danno dello Stato o di  un          ente pubblico e frode nelle pubbliche forniture.)) 

   1. In relazione alla commissione dei delitti di cui  agli  articoli 316-bis, 316-ter, 

((356,)) 640, comma 2, n. 1, 640-bis e  640-ter  se commesso  in  danno  dello  Stato  o  di  
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altro  ente  pubblico   ((o dell'Unione europea)), del codice  penale,  si  applica  all'ente  la 

sanzione pecuniaria fino a cinquecento quote.    

 2. Se, in seguito alla commissione dei delitti di cui al  comma  1, l'ente ha conseguito 

un profitto di rilevante entita' o  e'  derivato un danno di particolare gravita'; si applica la  

sanzione  pecuniaria da duecento a seicento quote.   

  ((2-bis. Si  applicano  all'ente  le  sanzioni  previste  ai  commi precedenti  in  

relazione  alla  commissione  del  delitto   di   cui all'articolo 2 della legge 23 dicembre 1986, 

n. 898.))    3. Nei casi previsti dai commi precedenti, si applicano le sanzioni interdittive 

previste dall'articolo 9, comma 2, lettere c), d) ed e). 

 

Art.25 

((Peculato, concussione,  induzione  indebita  a  dare  o  promettere  utilita', corruzione 

e abuso d'ufficio.)) 

1. In relazione alla commissione dei delitti di cui  agli  articoli 318, 321, 322, commi 

primo e terzo, e 346-bis del codice  penale,  si applica la sanzione pecuniaria fino a duecento 

quote.  ((La  medesima sanzione si applica, quando il fatto offende gli interessi finanziari 

dell'Unione europea, in relazione alla commissione dei delitti di cui agli articoli 314, primo 

comma, 316 e 323 del codice penale.))    

 2. In relazione alla commissione dei delitti di cui  agli  articoli 319, 319-ter, comma 1, 

321, 322, commi 2 e 4, del codice  penale,  si applica all'ente la sanzione pecuniaria da 

duecento a seicento quote.    

 3. In relazione alla commissione dei delitti di cui  agli  articoli 317, 319, aggravato ai 

sensi dell'articolo 319-bis quando  dal  fatto l'ente ha conseguito un profitto di rilevante 

entita', 319-ter, comma 2, 319-quater e  321  del  codice  penale,  si  applica  all'ente  la 

sanzione pecuniaria da trecento a ottocento quote.    
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 4. Le sanzioni pecuniarie previste per i delitti di cui ai commi da 1 a 3, si applicano 

all'ente anche quando  tali  delitti  sono  stati commessi dalle persone indicate negli articoli 

320 e 322-bis.    

 5. Nei casi di condanna per uno dei delitti indicati nei commi 2  e 3, si applicano le 

sanzioni interdittive  previste  dall'articolo  9, comma 2, per una durata non inferiore a quattro 

anni e non  superiore a sette anni, se il reato e' stato commesso da uno  dei  soggetti  di cui 

all'articolo 5, comma  1,  lettera  a),  e  per  una  durata  non inferiore a due anni e non 

superiore a quattro, se il reato e'  stato commesso da uno dei soggetti di cui all'articolo 5, 

comma 1,  lettera b).  

   5-bis. Se  prima  della  sentenza  di  primo  grado  l'ente  si  e' efficacemente 

adoperato per evitare che  l'attivita'  delittuosa  sia portata a conseguenze ulteriori, per 

assicurare le prove dei reati  e per l'individuazione dei responsabili ovvero per il  sequestro  

delle somme  o  altre  utilita'  trasferite  e  ha  eliminato  le   carenze organizzative che hanno 

determinato il reato  mediante  l'adozione  e l'attuazione di modelli organizzativi idonei a 

prevenire reati  della specie di quello verificatosi,  le  sanzioni  interdittive  hanno  la durata 

stabilita dall'articolo 13, comma 2.   

 

 

Art. 25-quinquiesdecies 

(Reati tributari) 

1. In relazione alla commissione dei delitti previsti  dal  decreto legislativo 10 marzo 

2000, n. 74, si applicano all'ente  le  seguenti sanzioni pecuniarie:       

a) per il delitto di dichiarazione fraudolenta  mediante  uso  di fatture  o  altri  

documenti  per  operazioni  inesistenti   previsto dall'articolo 2, comma 1, la sanzione 

pecuniaria fino  a  cinquecento quote;       
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b) per il delitto di dichiarazione fraudolenta  mediante  uso  di fatture  o  altri  

documenti  per  operazioni  inesistenti,  previsto dall'articolo  2,  comma  2-bis,  la  sanzione  

pecuniaria   fino   a quattrocento quote;      

 c) per il delitto di  dichiarazione  fraudolenta  mediante  altri artifici, previsto 

dall'articolo 3, la  sanzione  pecuniaria  fino  a cinquecento quote;       

d) per il delitto di emissione di fatture o altri  documenti  per operazioni  inesistenti,  

previsto  dall'articolo  8,  comma  1,   la sanzione pecuniaria fino a cinquecento quote;       

e) per il delitto di emissione di fatture o altri  documenti  per operazioni inesistenti, 

previsto dall'articolo  8,  comma  2-bis,  la sanzione pecuniaria fino a quattrocento quote;    

   f) per il delitto di  occultamento  o  distruzione  di  documenti contabili, previsto 

dall'articolo 10, la sanzione pecuniaria  fino  a quattrocento quote;      

 g) per il delitto di  sottrazione  fraudolenta  al  pagamento  di imposte, previsto 

dall'articolo 11, la  sanzione  pecuniaria  fino  a quattrocento quote.    

 ((1-bis. In relazione alla commissione  dei  delitti  previsti  dal decreto legislativo 10 

marzo 2000, n. 74, se commessi nell'ambito  di sistemi fraudolenti transfrontalieri e al fine di  

evadere  l'imposta sul valore aggiunto per un importo complessivo non inferiore a  dieci 

milioni  di  euro,  si  applicano  all'ente  le   seguenti   sanzioni pecuniarie:      

 a)  per   il   delitto   di   dichiarazione   infedele   previsto dall'articolo 4, la sanzione 

pecuniaria fino a trecento quote;      b) per il delitto di omessa dichiarazione previsto  

dall'articolo 5, la sanzione pecuniaria fino a quattrocento quote;     

  c)  per   il   delitto   di   indebita   compensazione   previsto dall'articolo 10-quater, la 

sanzione pecuniaria fino  a  quattrocento quote.))    

 2. Se, in seguito alla commissione dei delitti indicati ((ai  commi 1 e 1-bis)), l'ente ha 

conseguito un profitto di  rilevante  entita', la sanzione pecuniaria e' aumentata di un terzo.    

 3. Nei casi previsti dai ((commi 1, 1-bis e 2)),  si  applicano  le sanzioni interdittive di 

cui all'articolo 9, comma 2, lettere c),  d) ed e).  
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Art. 25-sexiesdecies 

(( (Contrabbando). )) 

 ((1. In relazione alla commissione dei reati previsti  dal  decreto del Presidente della 

Repubblica 23 gennaio 1973, n.  43,  si  applica all'ente la sanzione pecuniaria fino a duecento 

quote.    

 2. Quando i diritti di confine dovuti superano  centomila  euro  si applica all'ente la 

sanzione pecuniaria fino a quattrocento quote.    

 3. Nei casi previsti dai commi 1  e  2  si  applicano  all'ente  le sanzioni interdittive 

previste dall'articolo 9, comma 2, lettere  c), d) ed e).)) 

 

d) Codice penale 

Art. 131-bis 

(Esclusione della punibilita' per particolare tenuita' del fatto) 

 Nei reati per i quali e' prevista la pena detentiva  non  superiore nel massimo  a  

cinque  anni,  ovvero  la  pena  pecuniaria,  sola  o congiunta alla predetta pena, la punibilita' 

e' esclusa  quando,  per le modalita' della  condotta  e  per  l'esiguita'  del  danno  o  del 

pericolo, valutate ai sensi dell'articolo 133, primo comma,  l'offesa e' di particolare tenuita' e il 

comportamento risulta non abituale.      

 L'offesa non puo' essere ritenuta di particolare tenuita', ai sensi del primo comma, 

quando  l'autore  ha  agito  per  motivi  abietti  o futili, o con crudelta', anche in danno di 

animali,  o  ha  adoperato sevizie o, ancora, ha profittato delle condizioni di minorata  difesa 

della vittima, anche in  riferimento  all'eta'  della  stessa  ovvero quando la condotta ha  

cagionato  o  da  essa  sono  derivate,  quali conseguenze non volute, la morte  o  le  lesioni  

gravissime  di  una persona. L'offesa non puo' altresi' essere  ritenuta  di  particolare tenuita' 

quando si procede per delitti, puniti con una pena superiore nel massimo a  due  anni  e  sei  
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mesi  di  reclusione,  commessi  in occasione o a causa di manifestazioni sportive , ovvero nei  

casi  di cui agli articoli 336, 337 e 341-bis, quando il reato e' commesso nei confronti di un 

ufficiale o agente di  pubblica  sicurezza  o  di  un ufficiale o agente  di  polizia  giudiziaria  

nell'esercizio  ((delle proprie funzioni, e)) nell'ipotesi di cui all'articolo 343.    

   Il comportamento e' abituale nel caso in  cui  l'autore  sia  stato dichiarato 

delinquente abituale, professionale o per tendenza  ovvero abbia commesso piu' reati  della  

stessa  indole,  anche  se  ciascun fatto, isolatamente considerato, sia di particolare tenuita', 

nonche' nel caso in cui si tratti di reati che abbiano  ad  oggetto  condotte plurime, abituali e 

reiterate.      

 Ai fini della determinazione  della  pena  detentiva  prevista  nel primo comma non si 

tiene conto delle  circostanze,  ad  eccezione  di quelle per le quali la legge stabilisce una pena 

di specie diversa da quella ordinaria del reato  e  di  quelle  ad  effetto  speciale.  In 

quest'ultimo caso ai fini dell'applicazione del primo  comma  non  si tiene conto del giudizio 

di bilanciamento delle  circostanze  di  cui all'articolo 69.     

  La disposizione del primo comma si applica anche  quando  la  legge prevede la  

particolare  tenuita'  del  danno  o  del  pericolo  come circostanza attenuante.  

 

Art. 162-ter 

(Estinzione del reato per condotte riparatorie) 

  Nei casi di procedibilita' a  querela  soggetta  a  remissione,  il giudice dichiara 

estinto il reato, sentite  le  parti  e  la  persona offesa, quando l'imputato ha riparato 

interamente, entro  il  termine massimo della dichiarazione di apertura  del  dibattimento  di  

primo grado, il danno cagionato dal reato, mediante le  restituzioni  o  il risarcimento, e ha 

eliminato, ove possibile, le conseguenze dannose o pericolose  del  reato.  Il  risarcimento  del  

danno   puo'   essere riconosciuto anche  in  seguito  ad  offerta  reale  ai  sensi  degli articoli 

1208 e seguenti del codice civile, formulata dall'imputato e non accettata dalla persona  

offesa,  ove  il  giudice  riconosca  la congruita' della somma offerta a tale titolo.       
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Quando dimostra di non aver potuto adempiere, per fatto a  lui  non addebitabile, entro 

il termine di cui al primo comma, l'imputato puo' chiedere al giudice  la  fissazione  di  un  

ulteriore  termine,  non superiore a sei mesi, per provvedere al  pagamento,  anche  in  forma 

rateale, di quanto dovuto a titolo di risarcimento; in  tal  caso  il giudice, se accoglie la 

richiesta, ordina la sospensione del processo e fissa la successiva udienza alla scadenza del 

termine  stabilito  e comunque non oltre novanta giorni dalla predetta scadenza,  imponendo 

specifiche prescrizioni. Durante  la  sospensione  del  processo,  il corso della prescrizione 

resta sospeso. Si  applica  l'articolo  240, secondo comma.      Il giudice dichiara l'estinzione 

del reato, di cui al primo  comma, all'esito positivo delle condotte riparatorie.     

  ((Le disposizioni del presente articolo non si applicano  nei  casi di cui all'articolo 

612-bis)).  

 

 

 

Art. 168-bis. 

((   (Sospensione   del   procedimento   con   messa    alla    prova                           

dell'imputato).)) 

 ((Nei procedimenti per reati  puniti  con  la  sola  pena  edittale pecuniaria o con la 

pena edittale detentiva non superiore nel massimo a quattro anni, sola, congiunta o alternativa 

alla  pena  pecuniaria, nonche' per i delitti indicati dal  comma  2  dell'articolo  550  del codice 

di procedura penale, l'imputato puo' chiedere  la  sospensione del processo con messa alla 

prova.      La messa alla prova  comporta  la  prestazione  di  condotte  volte all'eliminazione 

delle conseguenze dannose o pericolose derivanti dal reato, nonche', ove possibile, il 

risarcimento del danno dallo stesso cagionato. Comporta altresi' l'affidamento dell'imputato al  

servizio sociale, per lo svolgimento di un programma che puo'  implicare,  tra l'altro,  attivita'  

di  volontariato  di  rilievo  sociale,   ovvero l'osservanza di prescrizioni relative ai  rapporti  

con  il  servizio sociale o con una struttura sanitaria, alla dimora, alla liberta'  di movimento, 

al divieto di frequentare determinati locali.     
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  La concessione della messa alla prova e' inoltre  subordinata  alla prestazione di 

lavoro di pubblica utilita'.  Il  lavoro  di  pubblica utilita' consiste in una prestazione non 

retribuita, affidata tenendo conto  anche  delle   specifiche   professionalita'   ed   attitudini 

lavorative dell'imputato, di durata non  inferiore  a  dieci  giorni, anche non continuativi, in 

favore della  collettivita',  da  svolgere presso lo Stato, le  regioni,  le  province,  i  comuni,  le  

aziende sanitarie o presso enti o organizzazioni, anche  internazionali,  che operano  in  Italia,  

di   assistenza   sociale,   sanitaria   e   di volontariato.  La  prestazione  e'  svolta  con  

modalita'  che   non pregiudichino le esigenze di lavoro, di  studio,  di  famiglia  e  di salute 

dell'imputato e la sua durata giornaliera non puo' superare le otto ore.     

  La sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova  dell'imputato non puo' essere 

concessa piu' di una volta.  

     La sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova non si applica nei casi 

previsti dagli articoli 102, 103, 104, 105 e 108.))  

e) Codice procedura penale 

Libro VI 

Titolo V-bis  Sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova 

Art. 464-bis 

(( (Sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova). ))      

 ((1. Nei casi previsti  dall'articolo  168-bis  del  codice  penale l'imputato puo' 

formulare richiesta di sospensione  del  procedimento con messa alla prova.    

 2. La richiesta puo' essere proposta,  oralmente  o  per  iscritto, fino a che non siano 

formulate le conclusioni a norma degli  articoli 421 e 422 o fino alla dichiarazione di apertura 

del  dibattimento  di primo grado nel giudizio direttissimo e nel procedimento di citazione 

diretta a giudizio. Se e' stato notificato  il  decreto  di  giudizio immediato, la richiesta e' 

formulata entro il termine e con le  forme stabiliti dall'articolo 458, comma 1. Nel 

procedimento  per  decreto, la richiesta e' presentata con l'atto di opposizione.    
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 3. La volonta' dell'imputato e' espressa personalmente o per  mezzo di procuratore 

speciale e  la  sottoscrizione  e'  autenticata  nelle forme previste dall'articolo 583, comma 3.    

4. All'istanza e' allegato un programma di  trattamento,  elaborato d'intesa con l'ufficio di 

esecuzione penale esterna, ovvero, nel caso in cui non  sia  stata  possibile  l'elaborazione,  la  

richiesta  di elaborazione del  predetto  programma.  Il  programma  in  ogni  caso prevede:    

   a) le modalita' di coinvolgimento dell'imputato, nonche' del  suo nucleo  familiare  e  

del  suo  ambiente  di  vita  nel  processo  di reinserimento sociale, ove cio' risulti necessario e 

possibile;      

 b) le prescrizioni comportamentali e gli altri impegni  specifici che l'imputato assume 

anche al fine di  elidere  o  di  attenuare  le conseguenze del reato, considerando a tal fine  il  

risarcimento  del danno,  le  condotte  riparatorie  e  le  restituzioni,  nonche'   le prescrizioni  

attinenti  al  lavoro  di  pubblica   utilita'   ovvero all'attivita' di volontariato di rilievo sociale;      

 c) le condotte volte a promuovere, ove possibile,  la  mediazione con la persona 

offesa.    

 5. Al fine di decidere sulla concessione,  nonche'  ai  fini  della determinazione degli 

obblighi e delle prescrizioni cui  eventualmente subordinarla,  il  giudice  puo'  acquisire,   

tramite   la   polizia giudiziaria, i servizi  sociali  o  altri  enti  pubblici,  tutte  le ulteriori  

informazioni  ritenute  necessarie   in   relazione   alle condizioni  di  vita  personale,  

familiare,  sociale  ed   economica dell'imputato.    Tali    informazioni    devono    essere    

portate tempestivamente a conoscenza del pubblico ministero e  del  difensore dell'imputato.))  

Art. 464-ter 

(( (Richiesta di sospensione del procedimento con  messa  alla  prova  nel corso delle 

indagini preliminari). )) 

 ((1. Nel corso  delle  indagini  preliminari,  il  giudice,  se  e' presentata una richiesta 

di sospensione del  procedimento  con  messa alla prova,  trasmette  gli  atti  al  pubblico  

ministero  affinche' esprima il consenso o il dissenso nel termine di cinque giorni.    

 2. Se il pubblico ministero presta il consenso, il giudice provvede ai sensi dell'articolo 

464-quater.    
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 3. Il consenso  del  pubblico  ministero  deve  risultare  da  atto scritto  e  

sinteticamente  motivato,  unitamente  alla  formulazione dell'imputazione.   

  4. Il pubblico ministero, in caso di dissenso, deve  enunciarne  le ragioni. In caso di 

rigetto, l'imputato puo' rinnovare  la  richiesta prima dell'apertura del dibattimento di primo 

grado e il giudice,  se ritiene  la  richiesta  fondata,  provvede  ai  sensi   dell'articolo 464-

quater.))  

 

Art. 464-quater 

(( (Provvedimento del giudice ed effetti della pronuncia). )) 

 ((1.  Il   giudice,   se   non   deve   pronunciare   sentenza   di proscioglimento a norma 

dell'articolo 129, decide con  ordinanza  nel corso della stessa udienza,  sentite  le  parti  

nonche'  la  persona offesa, oppure in apposita udienza in camera di consiglio, della  cui 

fissazione e' dato contestuale  avviso  alle  parti  e  alla  persona offesa. Si applica l'articolo 

127.    

 2. Il giudice, se ritiene  opportuno  verificare  la  volontarieta' della richiesta, dispone 

la comparizione dell'imputato.   

  3. La sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova e' disposta quando il 

giudice, in base ai parametri di cui all'articolo  133  del codice penale, reputa idoneo il 

programma di trattamento presentato e ritiene che l'imputato si asterra' dal commettere 

ulteriori reati.  A tal fine, il giudice valuta  anche  che  il  domicilio  indicato  nel programma 

dell'imputato sia tale da assicurare le esigenze di  tutela della persona offesa dal reato.   

  4. Il giudice, anche sulla base  delle  informazioni  acquisite  ai sensi del comma 5 

dell'articolo 464-bis, e ai fini di cui al comma  3 del presente articolo puo' integrare o  

modificare  il  programma  di trattamento, con il consenso dell'imputato.   

  5. Il procedimento non puo' essere sospeso per un periodo:      a) superiore a due anni 

quando si procede per reati per  i  quali e' prevista una pena detentiva, sola, congiunta  o  

alternativa  alla pena pecuniaria;     
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  b) superiore a un anno quando si procede per reati per i quali e' prevista la sola pena 

pecuniaria.    

 6. I termini di cui al comma 5 decorrono dalla  sottoscrizione  del verbale di messa 

alla prova dell'imputato.    

 7. Contro l'ordinanza che decide sull'istanza di messa  alla  prova possono ricorrere 

per cassazione l'imputato e il pubblico  ministero, anche su  istanza  della  persona  offesa.  La  

persona  offesa  puo' impugnare autonomamente per omesso avviso dell'udienza o perche', pur 

essendo comparsa,  non  e'  stata  sentita  ai  sensi  del  comma  1. L'impugnazione non 

sospende il procedimento.    

 8. Nel caso di sospensione del procedimento con  messa  alla  prova non si applica 

l'articolo 75, comma 3.   

  9. In caso di reiezione dell'istanza, questa puo' essere riproposta nel   giudizio,   prima   

della   dichiarazione   di   apertura   del dibattimento.))   

Art. 464-quinquies 

(( (Esecuzione dell'ordinanza di  sospensione  del  procedimento  con messa alla 

prova). )) 

     ((1. Nell'ordinanza che dispone la sospensione del procedimento con messa alla 

prova, il giudice stabilisce il termine entro il quale  le prescrizioni e gli obblighi  relativi  alle  

condotte  riparatorie  o risarcitorie imposti  devono  essere  adempiuti;  tale  termine  puo' 

essere prorogato, su istanza dell'imputato, non piu' di una  volta  e solo per gravi motivi. Il 

giudice  puo'  altresi',  con  il  consenso della persona offesa, autorizzare il pagamento  rateale  

delle  somme eventualmente dovute a titolo di risarcimento del danno.    

 2.  L'ordinanza  e'   immediatamente   trasmessa   all'ufficio   di esecuzione penale 

esterna che deve prendere in carico l'imputato.    

 3. Durante la sospensione del procedimento con messa alla prova, il giudice, sentiti 

l'imputato e il pubblico ministero, puo'  modificare con  ordinanza  le  prescrizioni  originarie,   
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ferma   restando   la congruita' delle nuove prescrizioni  rispetto  alle  finalita'  della messa alla 

prova.))   

 

 

 

Art. 464-sexies   

(( (Acquisizione di prove durante la sospensione del procedimento con messa alla 

prova). )) 

((1. Durante la sospensione del procedimento con messa  alla  prova il  giudice,  con  

le  modalita'  stabilite  per   il   dibattimento, acquisisce, a richiesta di parte, le prove non  

rinviabili  e  quelle che possono condurre al proscioglimento dell'imputato.)) 

Art. 464-septies 

(( (Esito della messa alla prova). )) 

((1. Decorso il periodo di sospensione del procedimento  con  messa alla prova, il 

giudice dichiara con sentenza  estinto  il  reato  se, tenuto conto del comportamento 

dell'imputato  e  del  rispetto  delle prescrizioni stabilite,  ritiene  che  la  prova  abbia  avuto  

esito positivo. A tale fine acquisisce la relazione conclusiva dell'ufficio di esecuzione penale 

esterna che ha  preso  in  carico  l'imputato  e fissa l'udienza per la valutazione dandone avviso 

alle parti  e  alla persona offesa.     

2. In caso di esito negativo della prova, il  giudice  dispone  con ordinanza che il 

processo riprenda il suo corso.))  

 

Art. 464-octies 

(( (Revoca dell'ordinanza). ))     
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((1. La revoca dell'ordinanza di sospensione del  procedimento  con messa  alla  prova  

e'  disposta  anche  d'ufficio  dal  giudice  con ordinanza.     

2. Al fine di cui al comma 1 del presente articolo il giudice fissa l'udienza  ai  sensi  

dell'articolo  127  per  la   valutazione   dei presupposti della revoca, dandone avviso alle parti  

e  alla  persona offesa almeno dieci giorni prima.  

   3.  L'ordinanza  di  revoca  e'  ricorribile  per  cassazione   per violazione di legge.    

 4.  Quando  l'ordinanza  di  revoca  e'  divenuta  definitiva,   il procedimento riprende 

il suo corso dal momento  in  cui  era  rimasto sospeso e cessa l'esecuzione  delle  prescrizioni  

e  degli  obblighi imposti.))  

 

Art. 464-novies 

(( (Divieto di riproposizione della richiesta di messa  alla  prova).)) 

  ((1. Nei casi di cui all'articolo 464-septies, comma 2,  ovvero  di revoca 

dell'ordinanza di sospensione del procedimento con messa  alla prova, l'istanza non puo' 

essere riproposta)). 

 

Art. 651-bis. 

((Efficacia  della  sentenza  di  proscioglimento   per   particolare tenuita' del fatto nel 

giudizio civile o amministrativo di danno.)) 

   ((1. La sentenza penale irrevocabile di proscioglimento pronunciata per particolare 

tenuita' del  fatto  in  seguito  a  dibattimento  ha efficacia di giudicato quanto 

all'accertamento della sussistenza  del fatto, della sua illiceita' penale e all'affermazione che  

l'imputato lo  ha  commesso,  nel  giudizio  civile  o  amministrativo  per   le restituzioni e il 

risarcimento del danno promosso nei  confronti  del prosciolto e del responsabile civile che 

sia stato citato ovvero  sia intervenuto nel processo penale.   
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  2.  La  stessa   efficacia   ha   la   sentenza   irrevocabile   di proscioglimento 

pronunciata per  particolare  tenuita'  del  fatto  a norma dell'articolo 442, salvo che vi si 

opponga la parte civile  che non abbia accettato il rito abbreviato.))  

 

f) Decreto legislativo 10 marzo 2000, n. 74, Nuova disciplina dei reati in materia 

di imposte sui redditi e sul valore aggiunto, a norma dell’art. 9 della legge 25 giugno 

1999, n. 205 , Gazzetta Ufficiale n. 76 del 31 marzo 2000 

 

Art. 2. 

Dichiarazione fraudolenta mediante uso di fatture o  altri  documenti per operazioni 

inesistenti 

     1. E' punito con la reclusione da ((quattro a otto)) anni chiunque, al fine di evadere 

le imposte sui  redditi  o  sul  valore  aggiunto, avvalendosi di fatture o altri documenti per 

operazioni  inesistenti, indica in una delle dichiarazioni relative a dette  imposte  elementi 

passivi fittizi.  

    2. Il fatto si considera commesso avvalendosi di  fatture  o  altri documenti per 

operazioni inesistenti quando tali fatture o  documenti sono  registrati  nelle  scritture  

contabili  obbligatorie,  o  sono detenuti  a  fine  di  prova   nei   confronti   

dell'amministrazione finanziaria.    ((2-bis. Se l'ammontare degli elementi passivi fittizi e' 

inferiore a euro centomila, si applica la reclusione da un anno e  sei  mesi  a sei anni.)) 

 

Art. 3. 

(Dichiarazione fraudolenta mediante altri artifici). 

  1. Fuori dai casi  previsti  dall'articolo  2,  e'  punito  con  la reclusione da ((tre a 

otto)) anni chiunque, al  fine  di  evadere  le imposte sui redditi  o  sul  valore  aggiunto,  

compiendo  operazioni simulate  oggettivamente  o  soggettivamente  ovvero  avvalendosi  di 
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documenti falsi o di altri mezzi  fraudolenti  idonei  ad  ostacolare l'accertamento e ad indurre 

in errore l'amministrazione  finanziaria, indica in una delle dichiarazioni relative a dette  

imposte  elementi attivi per un ammontare inferiore  a  quello  effettivo  od  elementi passivi 

fittizi o crediti e ritenute fittizi, quando, congiuntamente:     a) l'imposta evasa e' superiore, 

con riferimento a  taluna  delle singole imposte, a euro trentamila;      b)  l'ammontare  

complessivo  degli  elementi  attivi   sottratti all'imposizione,  anche  mediante  indicazione  di  

elementi  passivi fittizi, e' superiore al cinque per cento dell'ammontare  complessivo degli 

elementi attivi  indicati  in  dichiarazione,  o  comunque,  e' superiore  a  euro  un  milione   

cinquecentomila,   ovvero   qualora l'ammontare complessivo dei crediti  e  delle  ritenute  

fittizie  in diminuzione  dell'imposta,  e'  superiore   al   cinque   per   cento dell'ammontare 

dell'imposta medesima o comunque a euro trentamila.    

 2. Il fatto si considera commesso avvalendosi  di  documenti  falsi quando tali  

documenti  sono  registrati  nelle  scritture  contabili obbligatorie  o  sono  detenuti  a  fini  di  

prova   nei   confronti dell'amministrazione finanziaria.    

 3. Ai fini dell'applicazione della disposizione del  comma  1,  non costituiscono mezzi 

fraudolenti la mera violazione degli obblighi  di fatturazione e di annotazione degli elementi 

attivi  nelle  scritture contabili o la sola indicazione nelle fatture o nelle annotazioni  di 

elementi attivi inferiori a quelli reali 

 

 

Art. 4. 

Dichiarazione infedele 

 1. Fuori dei casi previsti dagli articoli 2 e 3, e' punito  con  la reclusione da ((due anni 

a quattro anni e  sei  mesi))  chiunque,  al fine di evadere le imposte sui redditi o sul valore 

aggiunto,  indica in una delle dichiarazioni annuali relative a dette imposte  elementi attivi per 

un ammontare inferiore  a  quello  effettivo  od  elementi passivi inesistenti, quando, 

congiuntamente:  
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     a) l'imposta evasa e' superiore, con riferimento a  taluna  delle singole imposte, a 

euro centomila;  

    b)  l'ammontare  complessivo  degli  elementi  attivi   sottratti all'imposizione,  

anche  mediante  indicazione  di  elementi  passivi inesistenti,  e'  superiore  al  dieci   per   

cento   dell'ammontare complessivo degli  elementi  attivi  indicati  in  dichiarazione,  o, 

comunque, e' superiore a euro due milioni.  

   1-bis. Ai fini dell'applicazione della disposizione  del  comma  1, non  si  tiene  conto  

della  non  corretta  classificazione,   della valutazione di elementi attivi o  passivi  

oggettivamente  esistenti, rispetto ai  quali  i  criteri  concretamente  applicati  sono  stati 

comunque  indicati  nel  bilancio  ovvero  in  altra   documentazione rilevante  ai  fini  fiscali,  

della  violazione   dei   criteri   di determinazione dell'esercizio  di  competenza,  della  non  

inerenza, della non deducibilita' di elementi passivi reali.    

 1-ter. Fuori dei casi di cui al comma  1-bis,  non  danno  luogo  a fatti punibili le 

valutazioni che  ((complessivamente))  considerate, differiscono in misura inferiore al 10 per 

cento da quelle  corrette. Degli importi compresi in tale percentuale non si tiene  conto  nella 

verifica del superamento delle soglie  di  punibilita'  previste  dal comma 1, lettere a) e b). 

 

 

 

Art. 5. 

Omessa dichiarazione 

  1. E' punito con la reclusione da ((due a cinque anni)) chiunque al fine di evadere le 

imposte sui redditi o  sul  valore  aggiunto,  non presenta, essendovi obbligato, una  delle  

dichiarazioni  relative  a dette imposte, quando l'imposta evasa e' superiore, con riferimento a 

taluna delle singole imposte ad euro cinquantamila.  
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    1-bis. E' punito  con  la  reclusione  da  ((due  a  cinque  anni)) chiunque non  

presenta,  essendovi  obbligato,  la  dichiarazione  di sostituto d'imposta, quando l'ammontare 

delle ritenute non versate e' superiore ad euro cinquantamila. 

    2. Ai fini della disposizione prevista dai commi 1 e 1-bis  non  si considera omessa 

la dichiarazione  presentata  entro  novanta  giorni dalla scadenza del termine o non 

sottoscritta o non  redatta  su  uno stampato conforme al modello prescritto. 

 

Art. 6. 

 Tentativo  

1. I delitti previsti dagli articoli 2, 3 e  4  non sono  comunque punibili a titolo di 

tentativo.     

((1-bis. Salvo che il fatto integri il reato previsto dall'articolo 8, la disposizione di cui 

al comma 1 non si applica quando  gli  atti diretti a commettere i delitti di cui agli articoli 2,  3  

e  4  sono compiuti anche nel  territorio  di  altro  Stato  membro  dell'Unione europea, al fine 

di evadere l'imposta  sul  valore  aggiunto  per  un valore complessivo non inferiore a dieci 

milioni di euro.))  

 

 

 

Art. 8. 

Emissione di fatture o altri documenti per operazioni inesistenti  

     1. E' punito con la reclusione da ((quattro a otto)) anni chiunque, al fine di 

consentire a terzi l'evasione delle imposte sui redditi  o sul valore aggiunto, emette o rilascia 

fatture o altri documenti  per operazioni inesistenti.    
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 2. Ai fini dell'applicazione della disposizione prevista dal  comma 1, l'emissione  o  il  

rilascio  di  piu'  fatture  o  documenti  per operazioni inesistenti nel corso del medesimo 

periodo di  imposta  si considera come un solo reato.    

 ((2-bis. Se  l'importo  non  rispondente  al  vero  indicato  nelle fatture o nei 

documenti, per periodo d'imposta, e' inferiore  a  euro centomila, si applica la reclusione da un  

anno  e  sei  mesi  a  sei anni.)) 

 

Art. 10. 

Occultamento o distruzione di documenti contabili 

1. Salvo che il fatto costituisca piu' grave reato, e'  punito  con la reclusione da ((tre a 

sette)) anni. chiunque, al fine  di  evadere le imposte sui redditi o sul valore aggiunto,  ovvero  

di  consentire l'evasione a terzi, occulta o  distrugge  in  tutto  o  in  parte  le scritture  

contabili  o  i  documenti  di  cui  e'  obbligatoria   la conservazione, in modo da non 

consentire la ricostruzione dei redditi o del volume di affari. 

 

Art. 10-quater 

(( (Indebita compensazione). )) 

((1. E' punito con la reclusione da sei mesi a  due  anni  chiunque non versa le somme 

dovute, utilizzando  in  compensazione,  ai  sensi dell'articolo 17 del decreto  legislativo  9  

luglio  1997,  n.  241, crediti non spettanti, per un importo annuo superiore a cinquantamila 

euro.     

2. E' punito con la reclusione da un anno e sei  mesi  a  sei  anni chiunque non versa le 

somme dovute, utilizzando in compensazione,  ai sensi dell'articolo 17 del decreto legislativo 

9 luglio 1997, n. 241, crediti inesistenti per un importo annuo superiore  ai  cinquantamila 

euro.))  

Art. 11 
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((Sottrazione fraudolenta al pagamento di imposte 

1. E' punito con la reclusione da sei mesi a quattro anni chiunque, al fine di sottrarsi al 

pagamento di imposte sui redditi o sul valore aggiunto  ovvero  di  interessi  o sanzioni 

amministrative relativi a dette   imposte   di   ammontare   complessivo   superiore   ad  euro 

cinquantamila,  aliena  simulatamente o compie altri atti fraudolenti sui  propri  o  su  altrui  

beni idonei a rendere in tutto o in parte inefficace la procedura di riscossione coattiva. Se 

l'ammontare delle imposte,  sanzioni  ed interessi e' superiore ad euro duecentomila si applica 

la reclusione da un anno a sei anni.    

2. E' punito con la reclusione da sei mesi a quattro anni chiunque, al  fine  di  ottenere  

per se' o per altri un pagamento parziale dei tributi  e relativi accessori, indica nella 

documentazione presentata ai fini della procedura di transazione fiscale elementi attivi per un 

ammontare  inferiore  a  quello effettivo od elementi passivi fittizi per  un  ammontare  

complessivo  superiore  ad euro cinquantamila. Se l'ammontare  di  cui  al  periodo  

precedente  e'  superiore  ad euro duecentomila si applica la reclusione da un anno a sei anni.)) 

 

Art. 13. 

(Causa di non punibilita'. Pagamento del debito tributario). 

 1. I reati di cui agli articoli 10-bis, 10-ter e  10-quater,  comma 1, non sono punibili 

se, prima della dichiarazione  di  apertura  del dibattimento di primo grado, i debiti  tributari,  

comprese  sanzioni amministrative e interessi, sono  stati  estinti  mediante  integrale 

pagamento degli  importi  dovuti,  anche  a  seguito  delle  speciali procedure conciliative e di 

adesione all'accertamento previste  dalle norme tributarie, nonche' del ravvedimento operoso.    

 2. I reati di cui agli articoli ((2, 3,)) 4 e 5 non  sono  punibili se i debiti tributari, 

comprese  sanzioni  e  interessi,  sono  stati estinti mediante integrale pagamento degli importi 

dovuti, a  seguito del ravvedimento operoso o della  presentazione  della  dichiarazione 

omessa entro il termine di presentazione della dichiarazione relativa al periodo d'imposta 

successivo,  sempreche'  il  ravvedimento  o  la presentazione siano intervenuti prima che 
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l'autore  del  reato  abbia avuto  formale  conoscenza  di  accessi,   ispezioni,   verifiche   o 

dell'inizio di qualunque attivita' di accertamento  amministrativo  o di procedimenti penali.  

  3. Qualora, prima della dichiarazione di apertura del  dibattimento di primo grado, il  

debito  tributario  sia  in  fase  di  estinzione mediante   rateizzazione,   anche   ai    fini    

dell'applicabilita' dell'articolo 13-bis, e' dato un termine di tre mesi per il pagamento del 

debito residuo. In  tal  caso  la  prescrizione  e'  sospesa.  Il Giudice ha facolta' di prorogare 

tale termine una sola volta per  non oltre tre mesi, qualora lo  ritenga  necessario,  ferma  

restando  la sospensione della prescrizione.  

Art. 13-bis. 

(( (Circostanze del reato).)) 

((1. Fuori dai casi di non punibilita', le pene per  i  delitti  di cui al presente decreto 

sono diminuite  fino  alla  meta'  e  non  si applicano le pene accessorie  indicate  nell'articolo  

12  se,  prima della dichiarazione di apertura del dibattimento di  primo  grado,  i debiti 

tributari, comprese sanzioni amministrative e interessi,  sono stati estinti mediante  integrale  

pagamento  degli  importi  dovuti, anche a seguito delle speciali procedure conciliative e  di  

adesione all'accertamento previste dalle norme tributarie.    

 2. Per i delitti di cui al presente  decreto  l'applicazione  della pena ai sensi 

dell'articolo 444 del codice di procedura  penale  puo' essere chiesta dalle parti solo quando 

ricorra la circostanza di  cui al comma 1, nonche' il ravvedimento operoso, fatte salve  le  

ipotesi di cui all'articolo 13, commi 1 e 2.    3. Le pene stabilite per  i  delitti  di  cui  al  titolo  

II  sono aumentate della  meta'  se  il  reato  e'  commesso  dal  concorrente nell'esercizio 

dell'attivita' di  consulenza  fiscale  svolta  da  un professionista  o  da  un  intermediario   

finanziario   o   bancario attraverso l'elaborazione o  la  commercializzazione  di  modelli  di 

evasione fiscale.))  
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1. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal 
system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the domestic 
level 

 

The implementation of the PIF Directive into the national law did not require many 

specific changes of the Criminal Code of Lithuania (further: CC-LTU). Some provisions were 

already adopted by the implementation of the international or European legal acts as the PIF 

Convention of 26 July 1995 or the connected acts in the fields of money laundering, 

corruption involving the EU-officials, criminal responsibility of legal persons, etc.  

Corpus delicti 

The cases related to the expenditure (Art. 3(2)(a) (b) PIF Directive) can be prosecuted 

according to Art. 206 CC-LTU, which criminalizes the use of a credit, loan or targeted 

support not in accordance with its purpose or the established procedure. Criminal liability 

arises also according to Art. 207 CC-LTU (credit fraud), if a person who, by deceit, obtains a 

credit, loan, targeted support, subsidy, grant, warranty or bank guarantee statement or another 

credit obligation. The credit fraud (Art. 207 CC-LTU) is lex specialis to the general offence of 
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fraud according to Art. 182 CC-LTU1. The misuse of funds or assets for purposes other than 

those for which they were originally granted, can also be subsumed under the general legal 

provisions of misappropriation (Art. 183 CC-LTU) or squandering of property (Art. 184 CC-

LTU), if the person appropriates or transfers the assets entrusted to him.  

The case group of the revenue fraud (Art. 3(2) (c), (d) PIF Directive) may fall under 

the offence of the submission of inaccurate data on income, profit or assets (Art. 220 CC-

LTU), if the offender seeks to evade the payment of taxes. In many cases the aforementioned 

acts may fall also under Art. 222 CC-LTU, i.e., the fraudulent management of accounts. 

However, this offence includes an additional (limiting) requirement, namely, that fraudulent 

behaviour should disable, fully or in part, to determinate the commercial structure of the 

undertaking. Also, the offence of forgery of documents, Art. 300 CC-LTU, could be 

applicable. The definition of the “false document” in the Lithuanian legal practice is wide; in 

addition to the forgery of the authorship of the document, it also covers cases when the 

content of the document does not correspond to the real facts. Furthermore, the Criminal 

Code, in Art. 205, provides an abstract offence of a misleading declaration about the activities 

of a legal entity, if, as a result thereof, the official institution (including those of the European 

Union) or another person suffers major property damage2. In the legal practice, the application 

of the aforementioned legal provision is very rare, almost absent, because of the applicability 

of other criminal offences.  

The general offence of fraud in Art. 182 CC-LTU could also be applicable, but, in 

practice, this legal norm raises many questions because of the difficulties to delimitate this 

offence from the tax-related-crime in Art. 220 CC-LTU (submission of the false data). The 

relevant cases in the context of the PIF Directive concern the Value Added Tax (VAT) fraud. 

The Supreme Court of Lithuania3 formulated a general guideline that the dishonest conduct of 

a person cannot be qualified as fraud (Art. 182 CC-LTU), if the offender avoids or reduces the 

payment of the mandatory taxes. In such cases the tax-offences are leges speciales. Only if the 

offender obtains any positive claim against the tax authority, for example, in a form of the 

reimbursement of the alleged overpayment, such an act can be additionally punished as fraud. 

It may be doubtful whether such interpretation conforms to the legal regulation of fraud: the 

1 Supreme Court of Lithuania, Case No. 2K-P-31-788/2021. 
2 According to Art. 212 para. 1 CC-LTU the „major property damage“ is reached by exceeding the 
amount of 7 500 EUR. 
3 Case No. 2K-7-112/2012; 2K-7-322/2013; 2K-7-648/2019.  
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elements of Art. 182 CC-LTU include, as a criminal result, also the reduction or the 

annulment of a legal obligation. On the other hand, the court correctly underlines the 

particular nature of a tax obligation and seeks to achieve pragmatic criteria for differentiating 

between the property crimes and the tax offences. However, this question lost much of its 

practical relevance after the legislator approximated the sanction of Art. 220 CC-LTU to the 

previous stricter sanction of fraud. 

Sanctions and other provisions 

The relevant provisions impose as sanctions the fine, arrest or imprisonment up to 

three4 or, according to the requirements of the PIF Directive, four years5, under aggravating 

circumstances – up to eight years6. Legal persons can also be liable, if the representative 

commits the crime in favour of the legal person (Art. 20 CC-LTU).  

In cases when public officials are involved, the acts can also be judged under the 

aspects of bribery7. Moreover, the criminal code contains an offence of the so-called “abuse 

of office” (Art. 228). This offence, entailed from the old Soviet Criminal Code, is by itself a 

quite problematic norm, because of its very wide and abstract elements of a crime and its 

function as lex generalis to punish almost every act of abuse of the official position, if it 

causes any major damage (but not only of the material art!).  

The circle of public officials includes also the servants of the EU or international 

public institutions (Art. 230 CC-LTU). The rules of the international criminal jurisdiction are 

the “classical” territoriality principle and the domicile (active personal) principle8; only in the 

cases of bribery the Lithuanian Criminal Code enshrines a principle of universality9, despite 

the fact that bribery is not an international “core crime”.  

4 Forgery of a document, Art. 300 para. 1 CC-LTU. 
5 Misleading declaration about the activities of a legal entity – Art. 205 para. 1; misuse of the support – 
Art. 206 para. 3, credit fraud, – Art. 207 para. 2; provision of inaccurate data – Art. 220 para. 1 CC-LTU; 
fraudulent management of accounts – 222 para. 1 CC-LTU. 
6 Art. 220 para. 2 – if the tax amount exceeds 37 500 EUR; fraud, 182 para. 2 CC-LTU – already if the 
damage exceeds 7 500 EUR. 
7 Art. 225-227 CC-LTU.  
8 Art. 4, 5 CC-LTU. 
9 Art. 7 para. 6-8 CC-LTU. The reason is the misimplementation of the European treaties against 
corruption.  
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2. Relevant provisions on ADR-Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal 
Matters and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of 
disputes 

Generally, Lithuanian law does not recognize non-judicial settlement procedures in 

criminal cases. There are only some specific legal provisions that have singular elements of 

the procedural “deal” (for example, the penalty order or the state witness rule in cases of 

organized crime). The provision, which comes closest to the non-judicial settlement, is the 

release from criminal liability upon reconciliation between the offender and the victim 

according to Art. 38 CC-LTU. But it has to be noted that the procedure of reconsiliation is 

possible only in cases of less serious crimes (so, the rule would be not applicable if the 

damage exceeds some fixed limits), also the court should be convinced of the positive 

behaviour forecast of the offender. According to this rule, it is possible to reconcile also with 

a public legal person as a victim of a crime, for example, with the tax authority (actually, the 

victim in such a case is the state). But such cases are rare10. The possible reason for such 

sporadic practice is probably the fact that if the tax-issue can be solved on the administrative 

level (the taxation law allows also a settlement with the tax authority11), there can be no 

interest in initiating a criminal charge. Moreover, the Supreme Court of Lithuania postulates 

in different decisions12 the priority of alternative (civil or administrative) proceedings, if they 

can substitute the measures of criminal law as ultima ratio. However, the criteria of 

delimitation between the criminal law and other measures to protect the legal interests are 

vague. In the relevant cases of tax offences the Supreme Court makes a general distinction 

between the manipulation of the (ostensibly) legal mechanisms to avoid taxes (in such cases, 

administrative liability may arise) and the more “aggressive” feint by providing false facts to 

the tax authority – in such cases, criminal liability may arise13. 

 

10 For example, Panevėžys District court, Case No. 1A-29-581/2020; Šiauliai County court, Case No. 1-
68-77/2011. 
11 Art. 71 Law on the Tax Administration.  
12 No. 2K-P-267/2011; 2K-221-942/2020; 2K-P-59-495/2021; 2K-75-511/2022.  
13 No. 2K-228-976/2021; 2K-49-1073/2021. 
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3. Observations on the functioning of the ne bis in idem principle 

The ne bis in idem principle is recognized in the Constitution of the Republic of 

Lithuania14 as well as in the specific legal acts15. As the member state of the ECHR and also 

of the Schengen acquis and the European Union, Lithuania also has to take into account the 

relevant provisions16 and the judicial practice of the ECtHR and the ECJ.  

Under the Lithuanian law, the ne bis in idem principle is the procedural impediment17, 

so the proceeding has to be terminated at every stage. If the final decision was taken by the 

foreign judicial authority, the law makes no difference between the EU or the Schengen 

member states and the other (third) states18. So the legislator provided a quite extensive 

possibility to recognize foreign final decisions, although, theoretically, for the “rest of the 

world” another model could have been chosen (with the possibility of offsetting the served 

foreign sentence). The elements of the ne bis in idem principle are essentially similar to those 

enshrined in the European law: 1. the final judicial decision; 2. for the same offence, defined 

as a procedural event (idem factum), and 3. (for transnational cases) the sentence is already 

served or is actually in the process or cannot be served because of the lapse of time or other 

legal reasons of the sentencing state. The Code of Criminal Procedure allows also the 

reopening of the criminal proceeding19, but under strict conditions, especially if the reopening 

would aggravate the legal status of the accused person.  

Interesting issues may arise in the financial crimes, if the tax authority imposes a fiscal 

sanction against the offender, and, afterwards, the public prosecutor brings a criminal charge 

because of the same circumstances. The fiscal fine can be recognized as a penal sanction, if 

the measure seeks the same aims as criminal law, has the similar severity and the criteria of 

imposition are similar. The Lithuanian law does not provide any possibility of cumulating 

criminal penalties and administrative penalties of a criminal nature. On the other hand, 

according to the legal practice, it is generally possible to “repair” the violation of the ne bis in 

idem principle by annulling the previous administrative sanction20. But such “legitimization” 

14 Art. 31 para. 5. 
15 Art. 2 para. 6; Art. 8 para. 2 CC-LTU; Art. 3 para. 1 UP 6 CPC-LTU.  
16 Art. 4 Prot. No. 7 ECHR, Art. 50 CFR, Art. 54 CISA.  
17 Art. 3 para. 1 UP 6 CPC-LTU.  
18 Art. 8 para. 2 CC-LTU.  
19 Art. 444, 451, 456 CPC-LTU. Competent is the Supreme Court of Lithuania.  
20 Supreme Court of Lithuania, No. 2K-863/2001 (see also ECtHR Ščiukina v. Lithuania dec., No. 
19251/02, 5 December 2006); 2K-102/2008.  
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of the criminal proceeding is only possible, if the administrative sanction was imposed by 

mistake without the sufficient evaluation of all circumstances of the case21. So, if the previous 

tax process was comprehensive and took into account all known facts, the principle of the 

legal certainty does not allow just “override” the administrative fine by concurring criminal 

proceeding.  

In one single decision the Supreme Court of Lithuania22 recognized the possibility to 

compensate the violation of the ne bis in idem principle even in the case of a repeated criminal 

prosecution. The problem of this issue was that the offender was finally sentenced with a fine 

for the single minor crime, which was artificially separated from a big proceeding of fraud by 

using a financial pyramid scheme and causing a serious financial damage to 170 injured 

persons and plaintiffs. The court stated that the termination of the criminal charge of fraud 

would cause harsh legal detriments to the injured persons and would also contradict the 

principle of justice. On the other hand, the violation of the ne bis in idem principle should be 

compensated by imposing a milder sanction than regularly foreseen for such crimes; the 

previous sanction should also be taken into account23. This decision was widely discussed by 

the practitioners and scholars because the court de facto avoided the stricter legal 

requirements of the reopening of criminal proceeding. However, the decision was related to 

the very specific issue, and, probably, will remain on the margins.  

The parallel criminal prosecution of the legal person in addition to the representative 

does not injure the ne bis in idem principle24, but an exception has to be made for the 

organization forms where the natural person carries an unlimited responsibility for the debts 

of their undertaking25. According to the legal practice, the imposition of additional security 

measures such as confiscation of the crime-related property also does not affect the ne bis in 

idem principle26. 

 

21 Supreme Court of Lithuania, No. 2K-335/2012; 2K-226/2014; 2K-31-628/2019; 2K-48-648/2022. 
22 No. 2K-112-788/2015. 
23 So, finally, instead of 6 years of imprisonment, as claimed by the public prosecutor, the offender got 
only a fine of 10 860 EUR. 
24 Supreme Court of Lithuania, No. 2K-269/2010.  
25 Supreme Court of Lithuania, No. 2K-7-183-648/2017. 
26 Supreme Court of Lithuania, No. 2K-189-387/2021. 
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4. Further observations and comments 

In summary, it can be noted that the Lithuanian legal system contains sufficient legal 

possibilities to prosecute the financial crimes and also offers adequate solutions for the 

problems related to the ne bis in idem principle. However, the law does not foresee any 

special procedures for the non-judicial settlement of a criminal conflict. And yet, it is not 

given that the implementation of such a mechanism should be treated as a virtue. Every art of 

a “procedural deal”, especially if one contracting party is the state, raises fundamental 

problems of the principle of procedural legality (scholarly literature about this topic is 

numerous), so that we should ask broader questions, why or to what extent we should impose 

a criminal sanction for the (financial) offences. If we consider the criminal proceeding as 

generally exchangeable to the administrative, civil or any other alternative ending of the legal 

conflict – then criminal law is perhaps generally expendable in the relevant cases. So, in my 

opinion, the more interesting focus, as regards financial offences, is finding the criteria for the 

legislative as well as the judicial delimitation between a crime and other infringements of the 

law.  

 

5. Annex: text of the relevant laws/acts/provisions 

 

Criminal Code of the Republic of Lithuania 

as amended 23.11.2021 

Article 2. Basic Provisions of Criminal Liability 

1. A person shall be held liable under this Code only when the act committed by him is 

forbidden by a criminal law in force at the time of commission of the criminal act.  

2. Ignorance of the law shall not release a person from criminal liability. 
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3. A person shall be held liable under a criminal law only when he is guilty of 

commission of a criminal act and only if at the time of commission of the act the conduct of 

the person could have been reasonably required to conform to the requirements of law. 

4. Only a person whose act as committed corresponds to a definition of the corpus 

delicti of a crime or misdemeanor provided for by a criminal law shall be liable under the 

criminal law. 

5. Penalties, penal or reformative sanctions and compulsory medical treatment shall be 

imposed only in accordance with the law. 

6. No one may be punished for the same criminal act twice. 

 

Article 8. Criminal Liability for the Crimes Committed Abroad  

1. A person who has committed abroad the crimes provided for in Articles 5 and 6 of 

this Code shall be held criminally liable only where the committed act is recognized as a 

crime and is punishable under the criminal code of the state of the place of commission of the 

crime and the Criminal Code of the Republic of Lithuania. Where a person who has 

committed a crime abroad is prosecuted in the Republic of Lithuania, but a different penalty is 

provided for this crime in each country, the person shall be subject to a penalty according to 

laws of the Republic of Lithuania, however it may not exceed the maximum penalty specified 

in criminal laws of the state of the place of commission of the crime. 

2. A person who has committed the crimes provided for in Articles 5, 6, and 7 of the 

Criminal Code of the Republic of Lithuania shall not be held liable under this Code where he: 

1) has served the sentence imposed by a foreign court; 

2) has been released from serving the entire or a part of the sentence imposed by a 

foreign court; 
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3) has been acquitted or released from criminal liability or punishment by a foreign 

court’s judgment, or no penalty has been imposed by reason of the statute of limitation or on 

other legal grounds provided for in that state. 

3. A citizen of the Republic of Lithuania or another person permanently residing in 

Lithuania who has committed abroad one or more crimes provided for in Articles 129, 135, 

138, 148, 149, 150, 151, 1511, 1521, 153, 162(1), 307(3), 308(3), 309(2)(3) of this Code shall 

be punishable regardless of whether the committed act is punishable under the criminal law of 

the state of commission of the crime. 

 

Article 38. Release from Criminal Liability upon Reconciliation between the Offender 

and the Victim 

1. A person who commits a misdemeanor, a negligent crime or a minor or less serious 

premeditated crime may be released by a court from criminal liability where: 

1) he has confessed to commission of the criminal act, and 

2) voluntarily compensated for or eliminated the damage incurred to a natural or legal 

person or agreed on the compensation for or elimination of this damage, and 

3) reconciles with the victim or a representative of a legal person or a state institution, 

and 

4) there is a basis for believing that he will not commit new criminal acts. 

2. A dangerous repeat offender, also a person who had already been released from 

criminal liability on the basis of reconciliation with the victim, where less than four years had 

lapsed from the day of reconciliation until the commission of a new act, may not be released 

from criminal liability on the grounds provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article. 

3. If a person released from criminal liability under paragraph 1 of this Article 

commits a misdemeanor or a negligent crime within the period of one year or fails, without 

valid reasons, to comply an agreement approved by a court on the terms and conditions of and 
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procedure for compensating for the damage, the court may revoke its decision on the release 

from criminal liability and decide to prosecute the person for all the criminal acts committed. 

4. If a person released from criminal liability under paragraph 1 of this Article 

commits a new premeditated crime within the period of one year, the previous decision 

releasing him from criminal liability shall become invalid and a decision shall be adopted on 

the prosecution of the person for all the criminal acts committed. 

 

Article 182. Swindling 

1. A person who, by deceit, acquires another’s property for own benefit or for the 

benefit of other persons or acquires a property right, avoids a property obligation or annuls it 

shall be punished by community service or by a fine or by restriction of liberty or by arrest or 

by a custodial sentence for a term of up to three years. 

2. A person who, by deceit and for own benefit or for the benefit of other persons, 

acquires another’s property of a high value or a property right or the valuables of a 

considerable scientific, historical or cultural significance or avoids a property obligation of a 

high value or annuls it or swindles by participating in an organized group shall be punished by 

a custodial sentence for a term of up to eight years. 

3. A person who, by deceit and for own benefit or for the benefit of other persons, 

acquires another’s property of a low value or acquires a property right, avoids a property 

obligation of a low value or annuls it shall be considered to have committed a misdemeanor 

and shall be punished by community service or by a fine or by restriction of liberty or by 

arrest. 

4. A person shall be held liable for the acts provided for in paragraphs 1 and 3 of this 

Article only under a complaint filed by the victim or a statement by the legal representative 

thereof or at the prosecutor’s request. 

5. Legal entities shall also be held liable for the acts provided for in paragraphs 1 and 2 

of this Article. 
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Article 183. Misappropriation of Property 

1. A person who misappropriates another’s property or property right entrusted to him 

or held at his disposal shall be punished by community service or by a fine or by a custodial 

service for a term of up to three years. 

2. A person who misappropriates another’s property or property right of a high value 

entrusted to him or held at his disposal or the valuables of a considerable scientific, historical 

or cultural significance shall be punished by a custodial sentence for a term of up to ten years. 

3. A person who misappropriates another’s property or property right of a low value 

entrusted to him or held at his disposal shall be considered to have committed a 

misdemeanour and shall be punished by community service or by a fine or by arrest. 

4. Legal entities shall also be held liable for the acts provided for in paragraphs 1 and 2 

of this Article. 

5. A person shall be held liable for the acts provided for in paragraphs 1 and 3 of this 

Article only under a complaint filed by the victim or a statement by the legal representative 

thereof or at the prosecutor’s request. 

 

Article 184. Squandering of Property 

1. A person who squanders another’s property or property right entrusted to him or 

held at his disposal shall be punished by community service or by a fine or by restriction of 

liberty or by a custodial sentence for a term of up to two years. 

2. A person who squanders another’s property or property right of a high value 

entrusted to him or held at his disposal or the valuables of a considerable scientific, historical 

or cultural significance shall be punished by a custodial sentence for a term of up to seven 

years. 
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3. A person who squanders another’s property or property right of a low value 

entrusted to him or held at his disposal shall be considered to have committed a 

misdemeanour and shall be punished by community service or by a fine or by arrest. 

4. The acts provided for in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article shall be criminal also 

where they are committed through negligence. 

5. A person shall be held liable for the acts provided for in paragraphs 1 and 3 of this 

Article only under a complaint filed by the victim or a statement by the legal representative 

thereof or at the prosecutor’s request. 

6. A legal entity shall also be held liable for an act provided for in paragraphs 1 and 2 

of this Article. 

 

Article 190. Interpretation of the Value of Property 

1. The property provided for in this Chapter shall be considered to be of a considerable 

value where the value thereof exceeds the amount of 250 MSLs27 and of a low value where 

the value thereof exceeds the amount of 3 MSL28, but does not exceed the amount of 5 

MSLs29. 

2. The legitimate income referred to in Article 1891 of this Chapter shall be income 

derived from activities not prohibited by legal acts, irrespective of whether or not it has been 

accounted for in accordance with the procedure laid down by legal acts. 

 

 

 

27 1 MSL (so called „minimal standard of living”, now actually a basic unit of fines) is currently equal to 
50 EUR. So 250 MSLs = 12. 500 EUR. All remarks in the footnotes are made by translator.  
28 150 EUR. 
29 250 EUR. 
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Article 206. Use of a Credit, Loan, Targeted Support, Subsidy or Grant not in 

Accordance with its Purpose or the Established Procedure 

1. A person who, upon obtaining a credit, loan, targeted support, subsidy or grant in 

the amount of 150 MSLs30 or more, uses it not in accordance with its purpose or the 

established procedure shall be punished by community service or by a fine, or by restriction 

of liberty or by arrest or by a custodial sentence for a term of up to one year.  

2. A person who, upon obtaining a credit or loan, uses it not in accordance with its 

purpose or the established procedure and fails to repay it within the established time limit 

thereby incurring major property damage to the creditor, guarantor or another person shall be 

punished by a fine or by restriction of liberty or by arrest or by a custodial sentence for a term 

of up to two years. 

3. A person who, upon obtaining a targeted support, subsidy or grant, uses it not in 

accordance with its purpose or the established procedure thereby incurring major property 

damage to the authority of State or European Union, international public organization or 

another legal or natural person, shall be punished by a fine or by restriction of liberty or by 

arrest or by a custodial sentence for a term of up to four years.  

4. A legal entity shall also be held liable for the acts provided for in this Article. 

 

Article 207. Credit Fraud 

1. A person who, by deceit, obtains a credit, loan, targeted support, subsidy, grant, 

warranty or bank guarantee statement or another credit obligation shall be punished by a fine 

or by restriction of liberty or by arrest or by a custodial sentence for a term of up to three 

years. 

2. A person who, by deceit, obtains a targeted support, subsidy or grant thereby 

incurring major property damage to the authority of State or European Union, international 

public organization or another legal or natural person, shall be punished by a fine or by 

restriction of liberty or by arrest or by a custodial sentence for a term of up to four years.  

30 7 500 EUR.  
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3. A legal entity shall also be held liable for the acts provided for in this Article. 

 

Article 212. Interpretation of Concepts  

1. In this Chapter, the indicated major property damage shall be a damage exceeding 

the amount of 150 MSLs31. 

2. The value of the items/goods indicated in Articles 199, 1991, 1992 and 200 of this 

Chapter shall be calculated according to their customs value, including the taxes to be paid. 

3. The strong home-made alcoholic beverages indicated in Article 201 of this Chapter 

shall be the alcoholic beverages whose ethyl alcohol strength by volume exceeds 18%. 

4. The legal entities indicated in this Chapter shall be any legal entities, with the 

exception of the State, a municipality, a state and municipal institution and agency as well as 

an international public organization. 

 

Article 220. Provision of Inaccurate Data on Income, Profit or Assets  

1. A person who, seeking to evade the payment of taxes the amount whereof exceeds 

100 MSLs32, provides data on the person’s income, profit, assets or the use thereof that are 

known to be inaccurate in a tax return or in a report approved in accordance with the specified 

procedure or in another document and submits such data to an institution authorized by the 

State shall be punished by a fine or by a custodial sentence for a term of up to four years. 

2. A person who commits the act indicated in paragraph 1 of this Article, where the tax 

amount exceeds 750 MSLs33 or by participating in an organized group, shall be punished by a 

custodial sentence for a term of up to eight years. 

3. A legal entity shall also be held liable for the acts provided for in this Article. 

31 7 500 EUR.  
32 5 000 EUR.  
33 37 500 EUR. 
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Article 222. Fraudulent Management of Accounts 

1. A person who fraudulently manages the accounts required by legal acts or conceals, 

destroys or damages accounting documents, where this disables, fully or in part, 

determination of the person's activities, the amount or structure of the assets, equity or 

liabilities thereof, shall be punished by a fine or by arrest or by a custodial sentence for a term 

of up to four years. 

2. A legal entity shall also be held liable for the acts provided for in this Article. 

 

Article 228. Abuse of Office  

1. A civil servant or a person equivalent thereto who abuses his official position or 

exceeds his powers, where this incurs major damage to the State, the European Union, an 

international public organization, a legal or natural person, shall be punished by a fine or by 

arrest or by a custodial sentence for a term of up to five years. 

2. A person who commits the act provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article seeking 

material or another personal gain, in the absence of characteristics of bribery, shall be 

punished by a fine or a custodial sentence for a term of up to seven years. 

3. A legal entity shall also be held liable for the acts provided for in this Article. 

 

Article 230. Interpretation of Concepts 

1. The civil servants referred to in this Chapter shall be state politicians, state officials, 

judges and civil servants under the Law on the Civil Service and other persons who, by way 

of employment or by holding office on other statutory grounds at state or municipal 

institutions or agencies, perform the functions of a government representative or have 

administrative powers, as well as official candidates for such office. 
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2. A person who, regardless of his status according to legal acts of a foreign state or a 

international public organization, performs the functions of a government representative, 

including judicial functions, has administrative powers or otherwise ensures the 

implementation of public interest through employment or by holding office on other grounds 

at an institution or body of a foreign state or of the European Union, an international public 

organization or an international judicial institution or a judicial institution of the European 

Union or a legal person or another organization controlled by the foreign state, also official 

candidates for such office shall be held equivalent to a civil servant. Any foreign territory, 

regardless of its legal status, which covers all levels and areas of governance, shall be 

considered a foreign state.  

3. Moreover, a person who is employed or holds office on other statutory grounds in a 

public or private legal person or another organization or is engaged in professional activities 

and has appropriate administrative powers or is entitled to act on behalf of the legal person or 

another organization or provides public services, also an arbitrator or jury shall also be held 

equivalent to a civil servant. 

4. A bribe referred to in this Chapter shall mean an unlawful or unjustified reward 

expressed in the form of any material or another personal benefit for oneself or for another 

person (whether tangible or intangible, which have an economic value or market value 

without such) in exchange for a desired lawful or unlawful act or inaction of a civil servant or 

a person equivalent thereto in exercising his powers. 

5. The exercise of the powers specified in this Chapter shall include any use of the 

position of a civil servant or a person equivalent to him, regardless of whether this falls within 

the scope of statutory powers of the civil servant or the person equivalent to him.  

6. For the purposes of the application of provisions of Article 72 of this Code, the 

result of the acts prohibited under Article 226(1), (3) and (5) and Article 227 of this Chapter 

shall be the property of any type obtained directly or indirectly from such acts, including 

property benefit arising from a desired act or omission of a civil servant or a person 

equivalent to him in exercising his powers, regardless of whether it is obtained in the course 

of an activity which can be carried out lawfully in accordance with the procedure prescribed 

by legal acts. 
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Article 300. Forgery of a Document or Possession of a Forged Document  

1. A person who produces a false document, forges a genuine document or stores, 

transports, forwards, uses or handles a document known to be false or a genuine document 

known to be forged shall be punished by a fine or by arrest or by a custodial sentence for a 

term of up to three years. 

2. A person who produces a false identity card, passport, driving license or state social 

insurance certificate or forges a genuine identity card, passport, driving license or state social 

insurance certificate or stores, transports, forwards, uses or handles an identity card, passport, 

driving license or state social insurance certificate known to be false or a genuine identity 

card, passport, driving license or state social insurance certificate known to be forged shall be 

punished by arrest or by a custodial sentence for a term of up to four years. 

3. A person who commits the acts provided for in paragraph 1 or 2 of this Article, 

where this incurs major damage, or produces a large quantity of false identity cards, 

passports, driving licenses or state social insurance certificates or forges a large quantity of 

genuine identity cards, passports, driving licenses or state social insurance certificates or 

stores, transports, forwards, uses or handles a large quantity of identity cards, passports, 

driving licenses or state social insurance certificates known to be false or genuine identity 

cards, passports, driving licenses or state social insurance certificates known to be forged 

shall be punished by a custodial sentence for a term of up to six years. 

4. A legal entity shall also be held liable for the acts provided for in this Article. 
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1. Introduction into the Dutch criminal justice system 

 

For the purpose of understanding the remainder of this report, a general notion of the 

Dutch criminal justice system is required in advance. Therefore, in this chapter a brief 

overview of the Dutch criminal justice system is presented.  

 

The Netherlands 

 

The Kingdom of the Netherlands is a sovereign and constitutional monarchy 

with territory and population on two continents: in Europe (98%) and in the Caribbean 

(2%). 

The Dutch legal system is based on the French Civil Code with influences from 

Roman Law and traditional Dutch customary law.  
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The main sources of criminal law are the Criminal Code (hereafter: CC), the 

Code of Criminal Procedure (hereafter: CCP), which together form the general criminal 

law and special criminal law.1   

 

General criminal law 

 

The general criminal law consists of two books: the Criminal Code (Wetboek 

van Strafrecht) (hereafter: “CC”) and the Dutch Code on Criminal Procedure (Wetboek 

van Strafvordering) (hereafter: “CCP”). 2 The CC consists of three books. The first 

book is a general part concerning the scope of application of the code, sanctions and 

measures, defenses, attempt and conspiracy, the extension of criminal liability through 

participation, the reduction of sentences in case of concurrence, the statute of 

limitations, and the non bis in idem principle. In the second and third book, the core 

crimes and infractions are defined.  

The CCP consists of five books, which contain provisions on the competence 

and powers of judicial authorities, the pre-trial and trial stages, legal remedies, special 

procedures (e.g. trials against juveniles and corporate bodies), the implementation of 

court decisions, etc.  

 

Special criminal law 

 

Although the general criminal law contains many definitions of core crimes and 

infractions, it does not define all criminal offences. Numerous separate acts, statutes and 

by-laws were created throughout the years, in addition to the general criminal law. 

Together these acts, statutes and by-laws form the ‘special’ Dutch criminal law. The 

main examples are the 1950 Economic Offences Act; the 1994 Road Traffic Act; the 

1928 Narcotic Drug Offences Act and the 1989 Arms and Munitions Act.3 A violation 

of any these Acts constitutes a criminal offence.  

1 In Dutch: Commuun strafrecht and Bijzonder strafrecht.  
2 The Dutch Criminal Code of 3 March 1881, The Dutch Code on Criminal Procedure of  15 January 
1921.  
3 P. J. P. Tak, ‘The Dutch criminal justice system’ (Wolf Legal Publishers 2008) page 27-30.  
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The principle of legal certainty plays a fundamental role in the Dutch legal 

system. Therefore the general provisions of the CC are applicable on all other criminal 

laws and acts (art. 91 CC). This serves to ensure that all criminal rules are clear, precise 

and that the legal situations and implications (e.g. sanctions and other measures) are 

foreseeable.4 The only exception to this rule is when a criminal law dictates otherwise.5 

 

Committing of criminal offences 

 

Criminal offences can be committed by both natural persons and by legal 

persons6. A legal person can be regarded as the perpetrator of a criminal offence if the 

criminal conduct can reasonably be attributed to him. This is the case if the conduct 

took place within its sphere. Intention and guilt can also be attributed to the legal 

person, but can also be established independently of the natural persons affiliated with 

the legal person, or those who gave the orde to commit the offence, the defacto 

managers.7 

Before criminal proceedings can be instituted against a legal person, it must be 

determined whether the legal person can be regarded as the perpetrator and whether the 

criminal conduct can be reasonably attributed to the legal person. The Dutch Supreme 

Court8 ruled that a reasonable attribution to the legal person depends on the 

circumstances of the case. The criterion used for this purpose is the working atmosphere 

of, which means that the conduct was carried out or took place in the working 

atmosphere of the legal person.9 

After the determination of the attribution of a crime to a legal person, criminal 

proceedings can be instituted.   

 

 

 

4 J.P. Cnossen, ‘De verhouding tussen commuun strafrecht en bijzonder strafrecht belicht vanuit 
codificatieperspectief’ (2018) Tijdschrift Strafblad.  
5 The general provisions in the CC take a central position in the Dutch criminal legal system as they are 
also applicable on all other offences from acts, statutes and by-laws (art. 91 CC).  
6 Art. 2:3 Civil Law jo. Art. 51 CC 
7 Art. 51 (2) CC. 
8 HR 21 oktober 2003, ECLI:NL:HR:2003:AF7938 (Drijfmest) 
9 Gelder, van,en Ryngaert 2017,TBS&H, p. 119. 
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Classification of offences 

 

The Dutch criminal justice system all criminal offences are divided in two 

categories; crimes (misdrijf) and infractions (overtreding). The (perceived) seriousness 

of the offence greatly determines the categorization.   

In the Dutch legal system the classification of an offence is necessary for 

deciding the court in first instance before which the offender must be tried. As a general 

rule crimes are tried by a police judge or a full-bench panel with three judges. The full-

bench panel deals with more complex cases and all cases in which the prosecution 

demands a sentence of more than one year’s imprisonment.10 Infractions, which are 

often less complex, are tried by a cantonal judge (art. 382 CCP). 11 

Furthermore, the classification of offences in crimes and infractions is relevant, 

because an attempt to commit an infraction, or complicity as an accessory to an 

infraction, does not trigger criminal liability. Solely an attempt to commit a crime or 

complicity as an accessory to a crime can trigger criminal liability.  

In addition, a key principle of Dutch criminal law is that there is no criminal 

liability without culpability or blameworthiness.12 The Dutch statutory definition of 

crimes defines that a mental element such as intent or negligence must be present in 

order to trigger criminal liability. The mental element must therefore be proven by the 

public prosecutor in court. The absence of evidence of a mental element leads to an 

acquittal. For infractions the mental element is, as a rule, not part of the statutory 

definition, and is presumed to be present unless there are indications to the contrary. 

The absence of the mental element in such cases leads to a discharge due to the absence 

of criminal liability.  

 

 

10 Article 369 CCP.  
11 The Netherlands is divided into eleven districts, each with its own court. Each court has a number of 
sub-district venues. The district court is made up of a maximum of five sectors. These always include the 
administrative sector, civil sector, criminal sector and sub-district sector. Family and juvenile cases are 
often put into a separate sector, as is sometimes the case with the administration of the law concerning 
aliens. The court board is free to determine such matters. 
12 In Dutch: “geen straf zonder schuld” decided by the Dutch Supreme Court in: HR 14 februari 1916, 
ECLI:NL:HR:1916:BG9431.  
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Prosecution of criminal offences 

 

The Public Prosecution Service (het OM)13 is the body of public prosecutors in 

the Dutch criminal justice system. The Public Prosecution Service exclusively decides 

who has to appear in front of the judge and for which offence or crime.14 It is the body 

that can decide to prosecute someone.  

The Public Prosecution Service may decide to bring a case before the court, 

however, the Dutch Legal system also provides simplified procedures and non-

jurisdictional settlement as an alternative to prosecution. The public prosecutor decides 

based on the so-called opportunity principle (opportuniteitsbeginsel).15 This arbitrary 

power allows the public prosecutor to, instead  of a prosecution, impose a sanction 

(strafbeschikking), a payment in lieu of prosecution (transactie) or even cancel the 

prosecution (sepot).16 

 

The European Public Prosecutors Office (EPPO) 

 

On the 23rd of April 2021, an implementation law made some, although minimal, 

changes to the Dutch criminal law, in the context of the involvement of the EPPO in 

criminal cases in the Netherlands.17 In particular, the implementation law alters article 

144a and 144b of the law on Judicial Organization (Wet op de Rechterlijke Organisatie) 

and embeds the legal competence of the delegated European public prosecutor and the 

European public prosecutor in Dutch Law. In short the law of 23 April 2021 dictates 

that the delegated public prosecutor, in the performance of its duties, has assimilated 

powers to the Dutch public prosecutors and attorney-generals. The same applies mutatis 

mutandis for the competence of the European prosecutor in article 144b of the law on 

judicial organization.18 

13 OM is short for “het Openbaar Ministerie”.  
14 Art. 124 Act on the Judicial Organization (Wet op de rechterlijke organisatie).  
15The principle of opportunity is a principle in Dutch law, which says that a crime will be punised only i
f its prosecution is considered opportune.  
16 “Public Prosecution service”,https://www.prosecutionservice.nl/organisation/netherlands-public-
prosecution-service/what-does-the-public-prosecution-service-do. Retrieved on 24-06-2022. 
17 Wet van 17 maart 2021 tot aanpassing van enkele wetten ter uitvoering van de Verordening (EU) 
2017/1939 van de Raad van 12 oktober 2017 betreffende nauwere samenwerking bij de instelling van het 
Europees Openbaar Ministerie («EOM») (PbEU 2017, L 283) (Invoeringswet EOM). 
18 Articles 144a and 144b (Wet Rechterlijke Organizatie).  
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Furthermore, the implementation law further regulates the institutional position, 

in terms of independency, of the EPPO, the relative competence of Dutch courts in 

cases prosecuted by the EPPO and which investigative services have authority in EPPO-

cases. The Dutch European prosecutors are part of the National Public Prosecutors 

Office for Financial, Economic and Environmental Offences (het Functioneel Parket).19  

When exercising their competences, the European public prosecutor and the delegated 

public prosecutor have the same prosecutorial and investigative powers as other public 

prosecutors. 

The brevity of the Dutch Legislator on the subject of the EPPO and its 

embedding in Dutch law is noteworthy. One might argue that this brevity is a direct 

result of Regulation 2017/1939 and therefore, its immediate applicability in Dutch 

laws.20 

 

The judiciary system of the Netherlands  

 

When the Public Prosecutor decides to prosecute a suspect of a criminal offence, 

the case will appear before a judge or multiple judges in first instance. After the court in 

first instance has reached a verdict, the parties can go in appeal against the ruling with 

the appellate court (Gerechtshof). The highest court of the Netherlands, as well as 

Aruba, Curacao and Sint Maarten, is the independent Supreme Court (Hoge Raad).21 

The Supreme Court has the authority to overturn rulings by appellate courts (cassation) 

and therefore establishes case law, but only if the lower court applied the law 

incorrectly or the ruling lacks sufficient reasoning; facts are no longer subject of 

discussion and will therefore not be re-assessed.22 If the Supreme Court decides to annul 

the contested judgment, the case will subsequently be referred to another court of the 

same level as the one that rendered the annulled judgment.  

19 Kamerstukken II 2019/20, 35429, nr. 3, p. 7, 16. 
20 M.J.J.P. Luchtman oktober 2021, Het Europees Openbaar Ministerie in Nederland. Over zijn prioritaire 
bevoegdheid, verhouding tot het OM en de bestuursrechtelijke handhavingskolom. DD 2021/54.  
21 Nederlandse Antillen en Aruba", Rechtspraak.nl (in Dutch). Retrieved on 24-05-2022.  
22 “Supreme Court”, https://www.hogeraad.nl/english/. Retrieved on 24-04-2022. 
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2. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic        
legal system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the 
domestic level  
 

The PIF Directive23 was designed with the purpose to establish minimum rules for 

criminal definitions and penalties in the field of combating fraud and other illegal activities 

affecting the Union’s financial interests. The deadline for the implementation of the directive 

came to pass on July 6th of 2019.  

An overview of the measures adopted to implement the PIF directive in the Dutch 

legal system is given hereunder.  

 

Dutch national laws implementing the PIF Directive (Directive EU 
2017/1371) 
 

To a large extent the Netherlands already complied with what the PIF directive 

required. Therefore, the implementation of the directive only required a change at the 

level of formal law.24  

Nonetheless, in order to fully comply with the PIF directive the Dutch legislator 

deemed it necessary to make some legislative amendments by creating one 

implementing law and two decrees.  

 

Implementation law 

 

On July 3rd  2019 the law implementing the PIF directive into Dutch law came 

into force.25 According with article corrected the length of the maximum prison 

sentence received for committing an offence as described in article 323a of the Dutch 

CC. Said article criminalizes the misuse of national and international grants. The length 

23 Directive (EU) 2017/1371 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the fight against fraud to 
the Union Financial interests by means of criminal law. 

24 Kamerstukken/2019/35160, nr. 3, p. 3 (Memorie van Toelichting).  kst-35160-3.pdf 
(officielebekendmakingen.nl) 
25 In Dutch: Wet van 3 juli 2019, houdende implementatie van de richtlijn (EU) 2017/1371 van het 
Europees parlement en de Raad van 5 juli 2017 betreffende de strafrechtelijke bestrijding van fraude die 
de financiële belangen van de Unie schaadt (PbEU 2017, L 198). Publication: Staatsblad (Bulletin des 
Lois et des Décrets royaux) ; Number: 257; Publication date: 2019-07-15 ; Page: 00001-00002. 
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of the abovementioned prison sentence, after implementation, changed from 3 to 4 

years.  

 

Decrees 

 

The implementation of the PIF directive into Dutch national law, required two 

amendments of the Decree on international obligations extraterritorial jurisdiction26. 

Firstly, the Decree of October 11 2019 implements directive EU 2017/1371 into 

Dutch criminal law by amending the Dutch Decree on international obligations towards 

treaties and decrees of intergovernmental organisation to establish extraterritorial 

jurisdiction.  

The amendment was intended to implement article 11(1) (b), which relates to 

jurisdiction based on the (active) principle of personality. This ground for jurisdiction 

had already been regulated in the Dutch CC in article 7 (1). However, this ground for 

jurisdiction was subject to the requirement that the offence was also punishable in the 

country in which the offence was committed.  

Since the PIF directive does not allow this condition to be levied, the provisions 

in the Dutch CC giving effect to the obligations stated in the articles 3, 4 and 5 of the 

Directive are added to the Decree on International Obligations Extraterritorial 

Jurisdiction.  

Consequently, this amendment allows the unconditional establishment of 

extraterritorial jurisdiction on the basis of the active personality principle. The 

jurisdiction thus established will, incidentally, in line with article 7 (3) of the Criminal 

Code, relate to both Dutch nationals and foreign nationals who have a permanent place 

of residence or abode in the Netherlands. 

In short, the mentioned crimes in articles 3, 4 and 5 of the PIF directive are; 

 Article 177 CC: bribing a public official; 

26 Besluit van 11 oktober 2019 tot vaststelling van het tijdstip van inwerkingtreding van het Besluit van 
11 oktober 2019 tot wijziging van het Besluit internationale verplichtingen extraterritoriale rechtsmacht in 
verband met de implementatie van de richtlijn (EU) 2017/1371 van het Europees parlement en de Raad 
van 5 juli 2017 betreffende de strafrechtelijke bestrijding van fraude die de financiële belangen van de 
Unie schaadt (PbEU 2017, L 198) (Stb. 2019, 356). Official publication 
Staatsblad (Bulletin des Lois et des Décrets royaux) ; Number: 357 ; Publication date: 2019-10-23 ; Page: 
00001-00002. 

-  
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 Article 178 CC: bribing a judge; 

 Art. 225 (1) CC: forgery; 

 Art. 225 (2) CC: the use or possession of forged evidence; 

 Art. 227a CC: making false or incomplete statements;  

 Art. 227b CC: intentionally withholding information;  

 Art 323a CC: intentional and illegal use of government means for 

purposes other than those for which they were originally granted; 

 Art. 326 CC: fraud; 

 Art. 363 CC: the acceptance of a bribe by public officials; 

 Art. 364 CC: the acceptance of a bribe by a judge; 

 Art 420bis CC: money laundering; 

 Art 420bis.1 CC: the possession or use of property, knowing that these 

are derived from criminal activity; 

 Art. 420ter CC: money laundering as a habitual crime; 

 Art. 69 Tax law: not or incorrectly filling a tax return; 

 Art. 69a Tax law: the refusal of paying taxes. 

Secondly, the Decree27 issued by the Dutch Legislator on the implementation of 

Directive (EU) 2017/1371 declared the date upon which the previous would enter into 

force, which is October 11th, 2019.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

27 Besluit van 11 oktober 2019 tot wijziging van het Besluit internationale verplichtingen extraterritoriale 
rechtsmacht in verband met de implementatie van de richtlijn (EU) 2017/1371 van het Europees 
parlement en de Raad van 5 juli 2017 betreffende de strafrechtelijke bestrijding van fraude die de 
financiële belangen van de Unie schaadt (PbEU 2017, L 198). 
Official publication: Staatsblad (Bulletin des Lois et des Décrets royaux) ; Number: 356 ; Publication 
date: 2019-10-23 ; Page: 00001-00003.  

-  
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3. Relevant provisions on ADR-Alternative Dispute Resolution- in Criminal 
Matters and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of 
disputes 

 

 3.1 Introduction  

 

In criminal matters the Dutch legal system offers several alternative settlement 

procedures which can be considered as “simplified prosecution procedures aiming at 

the final disposal of a case” as referred to under art. 40(1) of Regulation 2017/1939. 

 

Principle of opportunity  

 

The starting point within the Dutch criminal process is the procedural obligation: 

criminal facts are tried by the judiciary (art. 113 Constitutional law). At the same time it 

should be noted that this starting point has never been fully implemented. Already, at 

the entry into force of the current CCP in 1926, the Public Prosecution Service was 

given the necessary room to deal with criminal offences independently.28 

As mentioned in the introduction of this report, the Public Prosecution Service is 

solely responsible for the prosecution of criminal offences. In the Dutch criminal 

procedure the principle of opportunity applies which gives the public prosecutor room 

to deal with criminal offences independently. The Dutch ‘opportunity principle’ can be 

defined as a discretionary power of the Dutch Public Prosecution Service to select from 

all criminal cases those suitable for prosecution or for other settlements (e.g. dismissal, 

sanction or transaction).   

 

 

3.2. Alternative settlement procedures 

 

In the Netherlands there are four types of alternative settlement procedures in 

criminal cases. These procedures are proposed by a public prosecutor to a defendant. In 

28 J.F. Nijboer, De doolhof van de Nederlandse strafwetgeving. De systematische grondslag van het 
algemeen deel van het W.v.Sr., Groningen: Wolters-Noordhoff 1987.  
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short, the alternative settlement procedures are the transaction (transactie), the 

conditional dismissal (voorwaardelijk sepot), the unconditional dismissal 

(onvoorwaardelijk sepot) and the criminal sanction (strafbeschikking).  

 

a) Transaction  

 

Firstly, the public prosecutor may offer a transaction to the suspect in lieu of 

prosecution.29 Pursuant to Article 74 CC, the Public Prosecutor may set one or more 

conditions before the commence of a court hearing to prevent prosecution for 

infractions and crimes punishable by imprisonment for a term not exceeding six years. 

By complying with these conditions (e.g. other settlements), the right to prosecution 

lapses (art. 74 (1) CC) and prosecution is thus prevented without formally establishing 

the defendant's guilt.30  

In order to propose a transaction, there must be sufficient grounds, in terms of 

both evidence and policy, in the criminal case on which the transaction is based. The 

Public Prosecution Service must make the decisions to propose a transaction based on 

an autonomous assessment. Also, the interests of those involved, in particular the 

victims and injured parties, are explicitly taken into account by the public prosecutor in 

these deliberations.  

When the prosecutor has made the defendant a transaction offer, the suspect has 

the option to accept or refuse the transaction. The legal validity of the transaction 

depends on the voluntary acceptance of the offer by the suspect and the fulfilment of the 

attached conditions. When the suspect refuses the transaction offer, the case will still be 

submitted to a criminal court. If the suspect accepts the transaction offer and also 

complies with it, the right to prosecution of the Public Prosecutor pursuant to article 74 

paragraph 1 of the Criminal Code lapses. The transaction system therefore has a two-

sided legal character, since the Public Prosecutor is authorized to issue a transaction and 

the suspect must agree to it.31 Hence, the transaction can be thought of as an agreement 

between the prosecution and the defendant.  

29 Art. 74 CC.  
30 J.I.P. Hofstee, ‘Buitenlandse corruptie in Nederland en de VS: een geschikte aanpak?’, TBS&H 2017, 
p. 29.  
31 Verschaeren en Schoonbeek 2015, TBS&H ,p. 192.  
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The proposed transaction is usually a fine, a compensating for the damage 

caused by the offence, a deprivation of illegally obtained benefits and surrender of 

seized goods or amounts of money. 

 

Scope of the transaction 

 

The legal limit of crimes, punishable by up to six years of imprisonment32, 

allows the transaction to be used for the out-of-court settlement of entirely different 

types of crimes, namely economic, financial or environmental crimes. The use of the 

transaction can therefore be a means to ensure the European financial interest. The 

social damage caused by such offences can be particularly extensive, but the penalty for 

such offences rarely exceeds the aforementioned limit of six years of imprisonment and 

therefore within the scope of the transaction. 

Especially, when the suspect is a legal person, settlement in the form of a 

transaction is often an attractive option for both parties. 

After all, from the perspective of the Public Prosecution Service, a prison 

sentence is not an option in such cases anyway, while a transactional settlement is a 

faster, (in terms of litigation risk) safer and(in terms of procedural risk) and sometimes 

even better than prosecution of the legal person.33 

It is relevant to underline that the Public Prosecution Service is increasingly 

using the transaction as a means to settling large criminal cases, often against legal 

persons, which has led to much debate.34  

Some examples of these transactions are the record agreements in the cases of 

Rabobank (LIBOR/EURIBOR fraud35), SBM Offshore36 and the transactions agreed 

32 Art. 74 CC.  
33 C.M.I. van Asperen de Boer & M.L. van Duijvenbode, ‘Openheid in schikkingspraktijk OM’, NJB 
2015/1, p. 21-22.; J.H. Crijns, “rechterlijke toetsing van hoge transacties in strafzaken: contracteren onder 
toezicht” p.393. Retrieved from view (universiteitleiden.nl) on 25 juni 2022.  
34 See for more on this subject: Asperen, van, en Van Duijvenbode 2014, NJB ,p. 641.; M.S. 
Groenhuijsen & A.M. van Kalmthout, ‘De wet vermogenssancties en de kwaliteit van de rechtsbedeling’, 
DD 1983a, p. 26, Th.W. Van Veen, ‘Het nieuwe artikel 74 Sr, een aardverschuiving’, DD 1987, p. 539-
541, G.J.M. Corstens, ‘Transactie bij misdrijven’, in: G.J.M. Corstens e.a. (red.), Straffen in gerechtigheid 
(gedenkbundel Jonkers), Arnhem: Gouda Quint 1987, p. 76-77, 82, G.J.M. Corstens, ‘Consensualiteit’, 
DD 1994, p. 8 en G.J.M. Corstens, ‘Consensualiteit en strafsancties’, AA 1997, p. 139. 
35 In the Euribor scandal of 2012, the interest rates that banks charge each other when they lend money to 
each other were rigged. They suggested the rate that they themselves expected to pay, too high or too low. 
The bank's traders then profited from this, by capitalizing on it with their investments. 
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with VimpelCom and Telia37 in the context of bribery on entering the Uzbek telecom 

market.  

 

High transaction 

 

The aforementioned cases are transactions which are defined as ‘high 

transactions’(hoge transactie). The Instructions38 for high and other special transactions 

provide rules for the procedure to be followed by the public prosecutor when offering 

high transactions and transactions in special cases. The term 'high transaction' has been 

further defined in the Instruction, and includes all transactions involving a fine of at 

least € 200,000 as well as transactions involving a total amount of € 1,000,000 or more. 

According to the Instructions, no conclusive definition can be given of a 'special 

transaction', but it may exist if the case has resulted in major national social concern or 

unrest. 

To offer a high transaction the same criteria for any transaction proposed by a 

public prosecutor apply. In addition, by offering a high transaction as referred to in 

paragraph 3 of the Instruction, the condition that the actual conduct, that forms the basis 

for the transaction, must be acknowledged by the suspect applies. After all, without 

acknowledgement of that actual conduct, there will be no realization that changes must 

be made within the suspect's legal entity in order to prevent the mistakes being made in 

the future.39  

The requirement of acknowledgement explicitly does not imply an 

acknowledgement of guilt; agreement with the penalization deemed applicable by the 

public prosecutor is not necessary.   

The condition of acknowledgement shows that the high transaction, especially 

for legal persons, as an out-of-court procedure, aims at prevention of recurrence of 

criminal offences.   

36 Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal, 2017-2018. See: ah-tk-20172018-2209.pdf 
(officielebekendmakingen.nl) 
37 See: Internationale strijd tegen corruptie: Telia Company betaalt Nederland 274.000.000 US Dollar | 
Nieuwsbericht | Openbaar Ministerie. The companies accepted a transaction offered by the Dutch Public 
Prosecutor's Office of US $274,000,000. 
38 Aanwijzing hoge transacties, 2020A005. Consulted at: wetten.nl - Regeling - Aanwijzing hoge 
transacties - BWBR0044047 (overheid.nl) 
39 Kamerstukken II 2018/19, 29 279, nr. 502. 
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Publication  

 

In case of a high transaction, the Public Prosecution Service announces the high 

transaction by means of a press release.40 In doing so, the prosecution is publicly 

accountable for the handling and disposition of the case. This press release also 

compensates for the lack of publicity resulting from a public hearing and a publicly 

pronounced judgment. The inclusion of a press release as a condition to the high 

transaction, disables legal persons to, simply put, ‘buy off’ their criminal offences and 

avoid prosecution without damaging their reputation. This press release, which also 

includes the amount of the high transaction, is therefore also aimed at the prevention of 

recurrence of criminal offences. 

In conclusion, the (high) transaction is a frequently used tool by public 

prosecutors in the out-of-court settlement of crimes, in particularly those covered by the 

PIF directive (Directive (EU) 2017/1371). Especially, when the suspect is a legal 

person, settlement in the form of a transaction is often an attractive option for both 

parties. However a high transaction does require the acknowledgement of the actual 

conduct and a public announcement.  

 

b)  Conditional dismissal 

 

Secondly, the public prosecutor can attach conditions to the decision not to 

prosecute, which is known as the conditional dismissal (art.167 (2) CCP). The 

conditional dismissal is the oldest form of extrajudicial settlement in the Netherlands, 

born of the need for a termination of criminal cases midway between prosecution and 

unconditional dismissal.41 It provides opportunities for behavioural influence that 

cannot be achieved to the same extent, by other disposal modalities. 

If the case is conditionally dismissed, the person is expected to refrain from 

committing criminal offenses for a specified period of time and to comply with the 

40 For example: Transaction Settlement agreement | Decree, order or decision | Public Prosecution Service 
(eng). 
41 A.L. Melai, M.S. Groenhuijsen e.a., Wetboek van strafvordering, Deventer: Wolters Kluwer, aant.17.1 
op art. 167. 
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conditions or instructions of a person assigned by the prosecutor's office.42 If the suspect 

abides by the conditions, prosecution is prevented. 

 

Conditions  

The request for a conditional dismissal can be done by the defendant, though it 

may also be imposed directly by the Public Prosecution Service. In principle, a decision 

to dismiss only imposes the general condition that the suspect does not commit any 

criminal offence within a probationary period of one year.  

Before the end of 2020, the public prosecutor could impose additional conditions 

that related to the defendant's way of life and conduct (e.g. no contact with the victim, 

therapy etc.), with the exception of conditions that could restrict the defendants 

constitutional and religious freedom.43   

Since the 1st of March 2021, the new Instruction of dismissal and use of grounds 

for dismissal by the board of General Prosecutors came into force.44 Under the new 

instruction, a dismissal with additional conditions is, in principle, no longer used. For 

the extrajudicial imposition of behavioural conditions the criminal sanction should be 

used (behavioural instruction as referred to in article 257a (3) of the CCP).45 

 

Probation period 

 

The probation period of the conditional dismissal may not exceed the duration of 

one year.  

Within this period the suspect must refrain from committing a criminal offence. 

On the 16th of June 2020, the court of appeal of the Hague published a judgement in a 

case regarding the scope of the general condition of a conditional dismissal.46 In this 

judgment the court had to decide if the emergence of a suspicion of a criminal offence 

ending in an acquittal, within the probation period of a condition dismissal, was 

42 W.E.C.A. Valkenburg, Commentaar op artikel 167 Sv, aant. 7.a, in: Tekst & Commentaar 
Strafvordering, Deventer: Wolters Kluwer 2017.  
43 W. Geelhoed 19 September 2013, Het opportuniteitsbeginsel en het recht van de Europese Unie 
2014/4.4.1.  
44 Aanwijzing sepot en gebruik sepotgronden (2020A013) van het College van procureurs-generaal. 
Offical Publication: Staatscourant 2020, 62570.  
45 This topic will be discussed later in this report.  
46 Gerechtshof Den Haag 16 june 2020, ECLI:NL:GHDHA:2020:1408.  
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sufficient for the public prosecutor to prosecute the suspect for failing to comply with 

the conditions pf the conditional dismissal.  

The defense opted that, due to the acquittal of the criminal offence, the Public 

Prosecution Service should be declared inadmissible in the prosecution.  

However, the court of appeal decided that in view of earlier case law by the 

Supreme Court47, the emergence of a reasonable suspicion of a new criminal offence is 

sufficient to still proceed to prosecution despite a previous conditional dismissal, as in 

the present case. The fact that the accused was subsequently acquitted of that new 

offence does not mean that the Public Prosecution Service should still be declared 

inadmissible in the prosecution of the offence that was initially dismissed conditionally.  

Therefore, the court of appeal rejected the defense and declared the Public 

Prosecution Service admissible in the prosecution. 

 

In conclusion, scope of the general condition of the conditional dismissal of a 

criminal offence is not limited to the committing of criminal offences. The suspicion of 

a criminal offence is sufficient for the public prosecutor to prosecute for failing to 

comply with general condition of a conditional dismissal.  

 

c) Unconditional dismissal  

 

The prosecutor can dismiss a matter entirely according to grounds for dismissal 

provided by the law, or grounds provided by the general interest. The Dutch CCP does 

not provide for a list of grounds for opportunity dismissal and neither does it establish 

what the general interest comprises.  

 

Types of unconditional dismissals 

In the Dutch criminal justice system two types of unconditional dismissal exist. 

Firstly, if the criminal investigation leads to the conclusion that prosecution is 

not an option or that there is insufficient prospect of a conviction, then case will be 

dismissed by means of a 'technical dismissal'.  

47 Hoge Raad 22 december 2015, ECLI:NL:HR:2015:3639.  
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Secondly, if theoretically the case could lead to a conviction but the prosecutor 

decides that prosecutions is not in the general interest of the Dutch society, the case will 

be dismissed by means of a ‘policy’ dismissal.  

Evidently, the technical dismissal by the prosecutor is not an alternative to a 

procedure in court, rather the only option based on the criminal investigation. 

Subsequently, is does not qualify as a “simplified prosecution procedures aiming at the 

final disposal of a case” as referred to under art. 40(1) of Regulation 2017/1939. 

Therefore the technical dismissal will not be further discussed in this report.  

  

Policy dismissal  

Despite their discretionary power based on the principle of opportunity, 

prosecutors rely on instructions and policy provided by the Board of General 

Prosecutors48 (e.g. vervolgrichtlijnen, sepotrichtlijnen etc). The instructions are aimed 

to ensure the uniformity of the decisions made by prosecutors.  

The prosecution policy focusses on the question what is in the general interest of 

Dutch society.49 The grounds for dismissal are a reflection of this question. Examples of 

grounds for dismissal of prosecution are:50 

- A different type of procedure prevails such as administrative or civil 

law, in which case the prosecutor refers the case to the relevant institution.  

- The insufficiency of national interest due to the impact of the criminal 

offence on the legal order; 

- The criminal offence itself is minor, or the facts are old; 

- There are particular circumstances to the accused such as advanced age 

or poor health. 

- The conflict has been resolved by reconciliation or compensation to 

such an extent that prosecution is no longer meaningful. 

The last example is of particular interest cause it allows the unconditional 

dismissal of a criminal offence based on some form of reconciliation or compensation.  

48 This Board is the functional head of the prosecution service. See also: Article 134 of the 1827 Act as 
amended in 1999. 
49An example of instructions given by the Board: Aanwijzing gebruik sepotgronden van het College van 
procureurs-generaal 6 augustus 2007.  
50 Aanwijzing sepot en gebruik sepotgronden 2020A013, 1 March 2021. Offical Publication: stcrt-2020-
62570.pdf (officielebekendmakingen.nl). All the grounds for dismissal are named in attachment 1 
(Bijlage 1) 
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In cases where the conflict underlying the criminal offence has been resolved 

after an apology has been made or through reconciliation, for example by means of 

mediation, or compensation, has been resolved to such an extent that there is no longer 

any point in prosecuting for this reason, the dismissal under general condition with code 

70 is also used. with dismissal code 70 is used.51 

 

 

d) Criminal sanction 

 

Thirdly, the criminal sanction was introduced into criminal law with the OM 

Settlement Act which came into effect on February 1, 2008.52 With this regulation, the 

legislator introduced a non-judicial procedure for the extrajudicial settlement of the 

aforementioned offenses, with the aim of unburdening the criminal court. Art. 257a 

CCP allows the public prosecutor to settle relatively simple criminal offences by 

himself, without the intervention of a judge.53 Only crimes with a penalty up to 6 years 

of imprisonment and offences can be settled by means of a criminal sanction.54 These 

are offenses such as: threats, simple assault, shoplifting, public drunkenness, driving 

under the influence, disturbance of order and vandalism.55 

 

Issuing a criminal sanction 

 

In principle, the issuing of a criminal sanction shall only takes place when it is 

possible by law and when the facts and circumstances of the criminal lends itself to it. 

51 This part of this instruction constitutes the policy-based elaboration of the advice of the Commission 
'Judicial borders  
and possibilities in the disposal of criminal offences by the Public Prosecution Service'. In Dutch: 
‘Rechtstatelijke grenzen  
en mogelijkheden bij het afdoen van strafbare feiten door het Openbaar Ministerie’ zie bijlage 5 J. 
Bijlsma, Het voorwaardelijk sepot. Normering, praktijk, evaluatie (OM-reeks nr. 4), Den Haag: Boom 
Juridisch 2019. 
52 Wet van 7 juli 2006 tot wijziging van het Wetboek van Strafrecht, het Wetboek van Strafvordering en 
enige andere wetten in verband met de buitengerechtelijke afdoening van strafbare feiten.  
53 C.P. Posthuma, August 2020, De (bestuurlijke) strafbeschikking: bezint eer ge betaalt, in: Recht & 
Regel. Online publication: RMB 5 aug. 2020 - Charlotte - Bestuurlijke strafbeschikking.pdf (vil.nl) 
54 Art. 257a (1) CCP.  
55  https://www.prosecutionservice.nl/organisation/netherlands-public-prosecution-service/what-does-the-
public-prosecution-service-do, consulted on 25 June 2022.  
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However, the discretionary powers of the public prosecutors to choose a different 

disposal modality remain.56  

To support the unequivocal settlement of criminal cases, the Public Prosecution 

Service has guidelines for criminal procedure.57 The starting point for the imposition of 

a criminal sanction is a sentence that is more favourable for the suspect than the 

expected sentence at the hearing. When determining the sanction, the public prosecutor 

takes into account the judicial sentencing practice.2).In the Instructions for the Public 

Prosecution Service on criminal sanctions, a non-limited list of contra-indications has 

been included.58 This lists aids public prosecutors in the assessment of a criminal case 

before deciding on a modality to settle the criminal case.  

 

Guilt 

 

As far as its legal nature is concerned, the Public Prosecutors Service’ criminal 

sanctions correspond to a judicial conviction.59 Thus the criminal sanctions, a non-

judicial punishment, is only possible if it is preceded by an adequate assessment of 

guilt. In determining guilt, the public prosecutor will have to take into account the 

decision scheme of article 348 and 350 of the CCP. This is the same scheme a judge is 

obligated to use in handling a criminal case in the 'traditional' manner. In this manner 

the assessment of guilt is based on the law.  

The penalties and measures that can be imposed by means of a criminal sanction 

are not dependent on the cooperation of the suspect. Therefore, a suspect cannot refuse 

a penalty decision, but can only object to it pursuant to Article 257e of the CCP. 60 The 

article stipulates that the suspect may oppose a criminal sanction (also referred to as 

lodging of a statement of objection) within 14 days of receiving the copy.61  

56 Paragraph 2 Instructions OM-criminal sanctions (Aanwijzing OM-strafbeschikking): wetten.nl - 
Regeling - Aanwijzing OM-strafbeschikking - BWBR0046521 (overheid.nl) consulted on 26 June 2022.  
57 Instruction OM- criminal sanctions 2022A003 (Aanwijzing OM-strafbeschikking). Aanwijzing OM-
strafbeschikking (2022A003) | Beleid en Straffen | Openbaar Ministerie, consulted on 26 June 2022.  
58 Annex 1, Instructions OM-criminal sanctions (Aanwijzing OM-strafbeschikking): wetten.nl - Regeling - 
Aanwijzing OM-strafbeschikking - BWBR0046521 (overheid.nl) ,consulted on 26 June 2022. 
59 Kamerstukken II2004/05, 29849, nr. 3, p.2. 
60 Kamerstukken II 2004/05, 29849, nr.3, p.1.  
61 In Dutch: http://www.cjib.nl/Onderwerpen/Strafbeschikking/niet-eens-met-de-strafbeschikking.aspx 
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If the suspect does not cooperate with the measures or punishments that have 

been imposed, the Public Prosecutor's Office is forced to bring the case before the 

criminal court.62 

 

Sanctions and conditions  

 

The Public Prosecution Service may not impose a prison sentence; only a court 

can rule a prison sentence.  

The sanction may be in the form of a:63 

 Fine; 

 Community service up to 180 hours; 

 Disqualification from driving motor vehicles (up to max 6 months); 

 Payment of compensation to the victim; 

 Behavioural instructions (e.g. location ban); 

 Payment of a sum of money into the damage fund for violent crimes; 

 Withdrawal of confiscated goods; 

 Disposal of confiscated goods (forfeiture) 

For juveniles, additional rules can be found in Art. 77f of CC regarding 

directions (paragraph 1) and community service (paragraph 2). 

 

Ultimately, a criminal sanction may result in the entry of the suspects judicial 

documentation (also known as a criminal record). 

 

3.3. Additional remarks 

 

Scope of the alternative settlement procedures 

 

The scope of the aforementioned alternative settlement procedures is not limited 

to natural persons. Legal persons can resort to the same alternative settlement 

62 Stb. 2006, 330. Zie Kamerstukken II 2004/05, 29849, 3, p. 53-55 (MvT). 
63 A list can be found on the website of the Public Prosecution Service: Strafbeschikking | Openbaar 
Ministerie (om.nl) 
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procedures to avoid prosecution under the same conditions as natural persons. However, 

in practice the criminal sanction is preferred less by the involved parties than the other 

alternative settlement procedures. Strictly speaking, the alternative settlement of 

offences committed by legal persons could be achieved by means of the criminal 

sanction, but this instrument appears to be a more difficult form of out-of-court 

settlement, since the criminal sanction entails a finding of guilt, which is significantly 

less attractive from the perspective of both parties involved.  

For the Public Prosecution Service this would require additional effort in 

substantiating the allegation of guilt, while for the legal person involved the 

establishment of guilt would entail additional damage to its reputation. Hence, it is 

unlikely for a legal person to resort to the criminal sanction.  

Nevertheless, the alternative settlement procedures in the Dutch legal system can 

be used by both natural and legal persons.  

 

Settlement modalities in financial-economic crimes 

 

Before the further outlining of the Dutch alternative settlement procedures in 

chapter 2.2., special attention must be paid to the discretionary power of the Dutch 

Public Prosecution Service in financial-economic cases, also in regard to PIF crimes.     

When a financial-economic criminal case comes to light, the Public Prosecutor's 

Office cannot simply proceed to a extrajudicial settlement. On the basis of the Covenant 

to prevent the unlawful concurrence of administrative and criminal 

sanctions64(hereafter: Covenant), consultations  

Must first be held on the method of settlement between the supervisors in 

question, the Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM), the Dutch Central 

Bank (DNB), the Tax and Customs Administration/FIOD-ECD (FIOD) and the Public 

Prosecution Service (OM). Article 4 of this Covenant stipulates that without 

consultation, no administrative or criminal sanctions may be imposed. If it is 

determined, after the consultation, that the disposition of a financial-economic criminal 

case is left to the prosecutor, the prosecutor has the choice, based on the principle of 

opportunity under Article 167 of the CCP whether or not to proceed with prosecution or 

64 Convenant ter voorkoming van ongeoorloofde  samenloop  van  bestuursrechtelijke  en  strafrechtelijke  
sancties.  
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resort to another settlement. Since several PIF crimes qualify as financial-economic 

crimes, it is relevant for the criminal settlement that the consultation of the financial-

economic crimes, takes place in line with the provisions of the Covenant.  

 

 

4. The accused and the damaged party in the ADR procedure 

 

4.1. The accused 

 

Introduction 

 

The alternative settlement procedures as described in the previous chapter, 

shows that a judge plays no role whatsoever between the Public Prosecution Service and 

the suspect. After the (former) accused has agreed, either by voluntarily accepting a 

transaction or dismissal, or by not objecting to a criminal sanction, the right of 

prosecution lapses.  

However, to imply that the accused, by agreeing to an alternative settlement 

procedure, forfeits all procedural safeguards for a fair procedure, would be wrong. This 

paragraph will outline the procedural safeguards for the accused in alternative 

settlement procedures.  

 

Article 6 ECHR  

 

This paragraph focusses on article 6 ECHR and the numerous safeguards that 

serve to protect the accused against arbitrary government action. Pursuant to article 93 

of the Dutch Constitution (Grondwet) the ECHR has a direct effect in Dutch law. Hence 

the safeguards of article 6 ECHR are applicable on Dutch (extra)judicial procedures. 

Among the extra judiciary procedures the public prosecutor can utilize in 

criminal cases, the criminal sanction is the only extra judiciary procedure that falls 
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within the scope of article 6 ECHR. 65As is stated in the name, the criminal sanction is a 

sanction for committing a criminal act. First and foremost, it aims to inflict suffering 

through means of sanctioning. The test that must be applied in order to determine 

whether article 6 ECHR also applies to the criminal settlement is the question whether 

the criminal settlement can be regarded as a 'criminal charge' within the meaning of the 

ECHR.  

 

Right to access to a judge 

 

Because the criminal sanction is an extrajudicial procedure, it may seem that it 

infringes on the right to access to a judge. However, in the Deweer vs Belgium case66 

the ECHR ruled that if a defendant agrees, a case can be settled out of court without a 

violation of the right to access to a judge. A defendant in such a case namely waives his 

right of access to a judge. This is only possible if there is no custodial sanction and the 

suspect consents of his own free will. He may therefore not be forced to agree to an out-

of-court settlement.  

Also, the ECHR ruled that in non-judicial proceedings a violation with the 

ECHR only occurs if the accused has no opportunity to present his case to an 

independent judge. The possibility of objecting to the penalty order means that the 

defendant can present the case to an independent judge. 

In the Netherlands such an opportunity is presented with the ‘article 12 CCP 

procedure’. In article 12 in conjunction with article 12k of the CCP, the legislator has 

created the possibility for suspects and directly involved parties to ask the court of 

appeal for an opinion on the decision of the prosecutor to not prosecute, by means of a 

complaints procedure. Subsequently, article 74b of the CC in conjunction with article 

12i (1) CCP provides that the right to prosecution is revived when the court of appeal 

orders the institution of the prosecution. The public prosecutor is obliged to follow the 

decision of the court.  

65 The transaction and the dismissal (conditional or unconditional) do not fall within the scope of art 6 
ECHR. The transaction is a voluntary contract between the public prosecutor and the suspect and 
therefore cannot be qualified as a ‘criminal charge’. Neither is the dismissal.  
66 EHRM 27 februari 1980, nr.6903/75 (Deweer/België) 
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The article 12 CCP procedure is the only mechanism of control and possible 

correction of the prosecution's decision not to bring individual criminal cases before the 

criminal courts. 

The possibilities for the Public Prosecution Service to dispose of criminal cases 

outside the criminal courts have expanded enormously, culminating in the introduction 

of the Public Prosecutors Service Settlement procedure in 2008.67 Therefore, the 

importance of the article 12 CCP procedure has only increased since its introduction.68 

In conclusion, despite the principle of opportunity and discretionary powers of a 

prosecutor, a suspect remains the right to access to a judge, even after agreeing to an 

alternative settlement procedure based on the art. 12 CCP. 

 

The presumption of innocence  

 

In Dutch law the praesumptio innocentiae,  has been codified in article 271 (2) 

CCP. This article states: "Neither the presiding judge nor any of the judges at the 

hearing shall express any opinion as to the guilt or innocence of the accused." 

One of the most important features of the criminal procedure is that no judge is 

involved.  

is involved. The question that then arises is whether the presumption of 

innocence applies to the extrajudicial procedure, despite the fact that there is a 'criminal 

charge' involved.  

The ECHR has ruled in the case of Allenet du Ribermont vs France  that the 

presumption of innocence applies not only to courts, but also to other public 

authorities.69 

Based on this ruling by the ECHR the Dutch public prosecutor will have to take 

the presumption of innocence into account when determining the criminal sanction, and 

therefore determining guilt. Afterall, when the Dutch public prosecutor imposes a 

criminal sanction, he has to establishes the guilt of the suspect. As stated in chapter 2 of 

this report, the public prosecutor has to take into account the decision scheme of article 

67 Instruction OM- criminal sanctions 2022A003 (Aanwijzing OM-strafbeschikking). Aanwijzing OM-
strafbeschikking (2022A003) | Beleid en Straffen | Openbaar Ministerie, consulted on 26 June 2022. 
68 M.J.A. Duker, ‘De toetsingsruimte van het hof in beklagzaken ex artikel 12 Sv’, Delikt en Delinkwent 
2009, afl. 5/32, p. 451. 
69  EHRM 10 februari 1995, nr. 15175/89 (Allernet du Ribermont/Frankrijk). 
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348 and 350 of the Dutch CCP, when determining the guilt of a suspect. This is also the 

scheme a judge uses if a criminal case is handled in the 'traditional' way. 70 Also the 

public prosecutor must consider the legal rules of evidence. If these circumstances are 

met and the public prosecutor arrives at a guilty verdict, the guilt of the suspect has been 

determined according to the presumption of innocence.  

Again the article 12 CCP procedure applies for a suspect, that disagrees with the 

imposed criminal sanction.   

 

The right to sufficient time and facilities  

 

The short time frame in which a criminal sanction is imposed and the short 

period of time the suspect has to object can be seen as problematic.71 The time between 

the lodging of an objection and the hearing of the case will usually be longer than two 

weeks. If the suspect wishes more time to defend himself, he can lodge an objection. 

This right relates to the period of time between filing an objection and the hearing of the 

case against the suspect in court. How quickly this happens depends on the capacity of 

the prosecution and the court. The question of whether the right to sufficient time is 

being violated cannot be answered in a general sense. This will have to be examined 

separately for each case. 

 

Right to legal assistance 

 

The right to (free) legal assistance in the Netherlands exists for suspect from the 

moment of arrest and prior to the first police interrogation. The extrajudicial settlement 

in the form of a criminal sanction is in line with this guarantee.   

For the right to legal assistance of a suspect who has been imposed with a 

criminal sanction, Article 257c of the Dutch CCP is applicable. This article stipulates 

that the assistance of a legal counsel in certain cases is mandatory. The cases in question 

are criminal orders where a fine or compensation measure is imposed that exceed the 

70 F.A.J. Koopmans,  F.W. Bleichrodt, J.H.J. Verbaan, R.J. Verbeek, Het beslissingsmodel van 348/350 
Sv. Deventer: Wolters Kluwer.  
71 Article  257c CCP.  
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amount of €2,000.72 The mandatory assistance of a lawyer is important because, with a 

lawyer, the defendant can make a more balanced assessment of his interests.  

Before February 6, 2015 a defendant, receiving a criminal sanction in the form 

of a fine, was given the opportunity to pay immediately. This, however often resulted in 

the payment of the criminal sanction without legal aid, and was met with critique.73 

As of February 6, 2015, a defendant will only be given the opportunity to 

immediately pay a criminal fine if the defendant has had the opportunity to consult with 

counsel prior to doing so. The right to legal aid has thus been further clarified for these 

cases. If the suspect is not assisted by counsel, settlement by the court is appropriate.74 

 

4.2. The damaged party 

 

In the Dutch criminal legal system the role of the victim is defined in article 51h 

CC. 

Within the alternative settlement procedures the role of the victim in the Dutch 

criminal justice system is relatively small.  

The transaction, the (un)conditional dismissal and the criminal sanction are 

mainly characterized by the pursuit of an efficient use of scarce resources and take place 

primarily in the relationship between the Public Prosecutor's Office and the suspect, 

with the victim and the judge at some distance as 'involved parties'.75  

Indeed, with a primary focus on efficiency, there is only little room for the 

pursuit of more substantive goals such the concrete conflict between the defendant and 

the victim.  

As an party directly involved with the alternative settlement procedure a, victim 

can start an art. 12 CCP procedure requesting a revival of the prosecution, by means of 

a complaint.   

 

72 Article 257c (2) CCP.  
73 Reactie Openbaar Ministerie op rapport strafbeschikkingen van de PG Hoge Raad, 
www.om.nl/reactierapportPG, consulted on 25 June 2022.  
74 D. Wiedeman, 29 June 2015, De buitengerechtelijke afdoening en de waarborgen van artikel 6 EVRM.  
75 J.H. Crijns en R.S.B. Kool, Afdoening buiten de rechter om, Afscheid van de klassieke procedure (NJV 
2017-1) 2017/III.1.1.  
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Furthermore, the interest of the victim are explicitly taken into account by the 

prosecutor, when deciding on a transaction or a criminal sanction. In fact, he is forced to 

do so based on the Instructions form the Board of General Prosecutors.76 

However, much needed change is on the way regarding the position of the 

victim in the Dutch criminal system. Currently the Dutch Legislator is in the final 

stadium of the ongoing modernization of the new CCP. The new Code of Criminal 

Procedure will, in title 11 contain a more general legal basis for restorative justice.77 

 

5. Observations on the functioning of the ne bis in idem principle 

 

Article 68 (1) of the CC is the codification of the ne bis in idem principle into the 

Dutch criminal justice system and stipulates that no one can be prosecuted again for an 

offence which has been irrevocably decided in his regard by the Dutch court. 

The principle implies a guarantee against double prosecution for the same 

factual event for which one has been previously convicted, acquitted or discharged. 

 

A fact is considered to have been prosecuted if: 

 

1. A transaction offer has been made and the defendant has paid; 

2. A criminal sanction has been imposed and has been fulfilled;78 

3. A foreign criminal court has already considered the case; 

4. The judge at the criminal trial has reached a substantive assessment of 

the case: i.e., there are no formal grounds for prevention such as lack of jurisdiction or 

nullity of the summons. The judge has answered one of the four substantive questions. 

An  (un)conditional dismissal by the Public Prosecutor is not a prosecution. In 

theory this is problematic as a (former) suspect will expect to be free of any criminal 

accusations due to the dismissal.  Hence, in accordance with the principles of good 

76 For example: Paragraph 2 Instructions OM-criminal sanctions (Aanwijzing OM-strafbeschikking): 
wetten.nl - Regeling - Aanwijzing OM-strafbeschikking - BWBR0046521 (overheid.nl) consulted on 26 
June 2022.  
77 Ambtelijke versie juli 2020 van het Wetsvoorstel tot vaststelling van het nieuwe Wetboek van 
Strafvordering, rijksoverheid.nl. 
78 Art. 255a paragraph 1 of the CCP 
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procedural order (specifically: the principle of trust) the public prosecutor may no 

longer proceed to prosecute after notification of the dismissal to the suspect. Exceptions 

to this rule are the disclosure of new facts and an order to prosecute pursuant to article 

12i of the CCP.79 

 

A fact is deemed not to have been prosecuted if: 

 

1. The criminal court at the criminal trial has declared the nullity of the 

summons, lack of jurisdiction of the judge or inadmissibility of the prosecution; 

2. The suspect has not responded or has rejected the transaction offer; 

3. A successful appeal has been filed against a dismissal; 

4. The suspect is or has been tried only under civil law for the offence; 

5. The suspect has only been confronted with administrative law 

measures, such as a reduction in benefits. 

 

In these cases, the Public Prosecutor may start a new prosecution, unless the 

offence is statute-barred. In the latter two cases, however, the judge often takes the civil 

and administrative sanctions into account. Dutch tax law does have the principle of una 

via (one way), which means that in the event of certain undesirable tax actions that can 

be dealt with under both criminal and administrative law, the tax authorities must 

choose one of the two options. For example, if the tax authorities are unable to settle a 

criminal prosecution of tax fraud, they may not try again later under administrative 

law.80 

6. The evaluation of the concrete impact of the ADR procedures 

After outlining the different types of alternative settlements in the Dutch legal system, 

hereunder the major advantages and disadvantages are stated.  

The main advantages of the ADR,  for the defendant are the fact that public trial is 

avoided and there is certainty about the transaction or dismissal condition(s) rather than 

79 See also art.257e (8), CCP. 
80 W. Albers,  T.M. de Groot, De uitzondering bevestigd: het ne bis in idem-beginsel in recente 
rechtspraak van de Hoge Raad in het licht van de ratio van het ne bis in idem-beginsel en vanuit Europees 
perspectief. NTS 2020/7.  
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uncertainty about the sanction to be imposed by the court. A major advantage of the 

transaction for society and the actors in the criminal process is that the backlogs in the 

criminal justice system are considerably reduced by this method of settling cases. In general 

the alternative settlement procedures are flexible and can be used for a wide variety of 

offences and crimes.  

But there are disadvantages to the alternative settlement. The defendant, by accepting 

a transaction offer, relinquishes the interest in public trial by an independent and impartial 

judge. Also, the voluntariness with which the defendant makes the choice of transaction is 

relative. In many cases, there is no room for negotiation and an (unwitting) defendant might 

feel compelled to cooperate in the transaction. Afterall the it is the prosecutor who occupies a 

more powerful position and has more expertise and resources at his disposal than the 

defendant. Leaving little room for negotiations. Consequently, the defendant often feels 

compelled to cooperate in the transaction.81 Despite the fact that the transaction is an 

avoidance of criminal prosecution, the 'ordinary' citizen often experiences the transaction as a 

punishment. A solution to this problem could be found in widening the possibilities of hearing 

a suspect. In this way, the room for negotiation would be better exploited. However, it should 

immediately be noted that this will entail more costs, so that this solution is not very realistic.  

 

7. Final remarks  

 

It must be noted that within the Dutch legal system the options for more 

Alternative Dispute Resolutions is currently investigated.  

Especially, mediation in the criminal process has taken off during the last fifteen 

years. Post-trial mediation has existed since 2007 in the form of victim-offender 

discussions that are primarily aimed at emotional and relational recovery. And after a 

pilot within the District Court of Amsterdam in 2010-201182 and a pilot within six 

districts in the Netherlands in 2013-2016, there has been a national rollout and practice 

of mediation in the criminal process since the beginning of 2017, with recovery of 

various forms of harm possible.  

81 Crijns 2002, p. 517. 
82 S. Verberk oktober 2011, Mediation naast strafrecht in het arrondissement Amsterdam: Een 
beschrijving van het proces en een verkenning van de effecten. EvaluatierapportMediationStrafrecht.pdf.  
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In addition, the new CCP, which is in its final stage, will contain a new title 

called “Restorative Justice Facilities”. With this new title, restorative justice will be 

codified in the Dutch criminal justice system, which will bring about much needed 

change.  
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1. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal 
system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the domestic 
level  

Firstly, it is relevant to look at Law n.º 112/2019, of 10 of September – adapting the 

Portuguese legal order to Council Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 as it is intrinsically linked to 

the PIF Directive.  

In addition to Law n.º 112/2019, of 10 of September the following national criminal 

rules may be relevant for the EPPO, namely due to containing crimes which may fall within 

the competences of the EPPO: 

1) Criminal Code, adopted by Decree-Law 48/95, of 15 of March (as amended). 

Contains the general rules on criminal types punishable in Portugal, including corruption and 

misappropriation. 

2) Criminal Procedure Code, adopted by Decree-Law N.º 78/87, of 17 February (as 

amended). Establishes the general rules on criminal procedure. 
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3) Decree-Law n.º 28/84, of 20 of January (as amended). This decree-law establishes 

the legal framework on criminal sanctions against anti-economic practices and practices that 

hurt public health.  

4) Law n.º 34/87, of 16 of July (as amended). Establishes the legal framework 

regarding crimes committed by holders of public office.  

5) Law n.º 15/2001, of 5 of June (as amended). Establishes the general rules on 

infractions (including crimes) related to taxes. 

Law n.º 83/2017, of 18 of August (as amended), implemented the EU’s rules on 

money laundering on the Portuguese framework, may also be relevant for money laundering 

involving property derived from the criminal offences covered by the PIF Directive1. 

The Portuguese legislator considered that the Portuguese legal framework already 

contained and sanctioned the criminal types established under established under the PIF 

Directive and met the conditions for sanctions established therein. Thus, materially, the effort 

of the Portuguese State to “prepare” its legal framework for full applicability of the PIF 

Directive and for the European Public Prosecutor's Office was not particularly significant.  

 

2. Relevant provisions on ADR-Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal 
Matters and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of 
disputes 

Even though Portugal offers some ADR solutions in criminal matters they are, as far 

as we are aware, experimental, fairly limited and not widely used.  Under the rules of 

Law no 21/2007, of 12 June (“Criminal Mediation Law”); Ministerial Ordinance no. 68-

C/2008, of 22 January (as amended by Ministerial Ordinance no. 732/2009, of 8 July and Law 

no 29/2013 of 19 April), when the following criteria is met criminal mediation may be 

deployed:  

1 For a full list of transposition measures of the PIF Directive, as communicated by the Member State, you may 
consult the following link: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/NIM/?uri=CELEX:32017L1371 
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a) If the crime is dependent on a complaint or private accusation (whether “queixa” or 

“denúncia”) by the victim; 

b) If the crime cannot be sanctioned with a prison sentence superior to 5 years; 

c) If the crime is a crime against people or property;  

d) If the crime is not against sexual freedom or sexual autodetermination;  

e) If the victim is older than 16 years; 

f) If accelerated type of criminal procedure is not applicable, namely summary or 

extra-summary (“sumaríssimo”); 

g) If it is not a crime of corruption, embezzlement or trafficking of influence. 

As it is possible to notice by the criteria above, the legal framework is certainly 

designed for classic crimes against people or private property on not really for any type of 

financial/tax-related crimes (let alone crimes the Union’s criminal interests). In addition, the 

offences are unlikely to fall within EPPO’s competences, as the crimes under EPPO’s 

competences in Portugal should be public crimes (crimes that are not dependent on a 

complaint). In addition, the exclusion of corruption, embezzlement or trafficking of influence 

makes it considerably less relevant in the context of EPPO’s competences. 

When triggered, criminal mediation in Portugal occurs within the general criminal 

procedure.  

 

3. The accused and the damaged party in the ADR procedure 

The decision to enter into mediation can happen during investigation (at the inquiry 

stage of the criminal procedure). The mediation procedure can be started in one of two ways: 

a) By the Public Prosecutor if it considers that the conditions for the procedure to be 

initiated are fulfilled and it is relevant in the specific case. Consent from the various parties 

must then be obtained.  
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b) The procedure may also be initiated by a request by any of the parties (including the 

accused). In this case, the Public Prosecutor can only refuse the nomination of the mediator if 

formal requirements to initiate the procedure are not fulfilled. Consent from the other parties 

must then be obtained. See article 3 of the Criminal Mediation Law.  

Within the procedure the Public Prosecutor is responsible for designating the mediator 

and approving the settlement. The mediator is responsible for conducting the mediation itself.  

The information regarding the existence of an investigation must be provide to the 

suspect at the moment when he/she is officially charged and therefore becomes a defendant in 

the procedure (“constituição como arguido), as established in Articles 57 and following of the 

Criminal Procedure Code. The defendant may be informed of the possibility of using the 

procedure by his lawyer/public defender or by the Public Prosecutor if the later considers that 

the conditions for the procedure to be initiated are fulfilled and it is relevant in the specific 

case. Please note that the defendant has the right to a lawyer/public defender which can be 

present in the mediation sessions. 

The start of mediation results in a suspension of the criminal procedure for a period of 

3 months, which can be extended for 2 more months at the request of the mediator (5 months 

in total), under article 5.º of the Criminal Mediation Law. 

The settlement agreement is freely decided by the parties within the limits of the law 

and can include for example refunding, reparation of damages or an apology. It cannot 

include any sanction depriving the defendant of his/her liberty (such as prison time), sanctions 

that offend the dignity of the defendant or whose enforcement takes more than 6 months. If 

the defendant does not accept the settlement agreement the normal criminal procedure will 

proceed. 

 

4. Observations on the functioning of the ne bis in idem principle 

If a settlement is reached it is considered the equivalent of the offended withdrawing 

the criminal complaint. Therefore, the criminal procedure can only be restarted if the 

settlement is not complied with. Otherwise, neither the Public Prosecutor nor the offended can 
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submit a new criminal complaint for the same facts (article 116 and 117 of the Criminal 

Code). 

 

5. Evaluation of the concrete impact of the ADR procedures 

In theory, the procedures could offer a number of advantages, namely: 

a) For the defendant – the criminal mediation will end criminal procedure without the 

application of formal criminal sanctions and criminal record.  

For the Public Prosecutor – it allows for an easier and speedier resolution to less 

complex criminal procedures.  

For third parties, mainly the offended – it allows restoration and a less expensive 

completion of the criminal procedure.  

Indeed, it could result in a speedier procedure, be less expensive for the parties and 

State and allow for adequate restoration and compensation of the injured person. In this sense 

its advantages reflect the general advantages of mediation. 

However, and in practice, the fact that it is not widely used does not allow us to 

properly assess its real advantage. Furthermore, since it does not seem designed or adequate 

for PIF crimes makes it probably not relevant in this context.   

 

6.  Temporary suspension of the criminal procedure 

Portuguese experience in ADR within the context of criminal law is fairly limited and 

we would argue not adapted to the context of the European Public Prosecutor's Office. This 

could derive from a lack of interest of the legislator in creating such mechanisms, but one 

should also note that the Portuguese legal framework contains other means that, while judicial 

in nature, constructed within the context of the criminal prosecution procedure and still 

controlled by the judge offer some of the same advantages expected from ADR. In particular, 
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we would like to highlight the “temporary suspension of the criminal procedure” (“suspensão 

provisória do processo”) under which the Public Prosecutor by itself or at request of the 

accused or assistant (ie the offended party), with the judge’s agreement may “freeze” the 

procedure for a number of years (generally two) and archive it after.  

Temporary suspension of the criminal procedure is subject to a number of rules 

including the:  

a) agreement of the accused and the assistant;  

b) non- recidivist;  

c) lack of high degree of culpability;  

d) and the crime committed being sanctioned with 5 or fewer years in prison.  

The application of this procedure may also depend on compliance with certain 

injunctions or rules of conduct including (see article 281 of the Criminal Procedure Code): 

a) Give compensation to the offended; 

b) Maintain residence in a certain place or avoid residence in certain places or regions; 

c) Attend certain programs or activities; 

d) Do not attend/ go to means or places; 

e) Do not engage with certain people; 

f) Do not possess certain animals or things that may facilitate a new crime; 

g) Do not exercise certain professions; 

h) Any other behaviour that could be required in the specific case (as long as it does 

not offend the accused’s dignity.  

This procedure, in particular, will probably more relevant within the context of the 

European Public Prosecutor's Office than the ADR means existing in Portugal as a number 
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PIF crimes, including, in certain cases, corruption and misappropriation will indeed be 

eligible for temporary suspension of the criminal procedure. In this case, the European Public 

Prosecutor's Office will exercise the competences traditionally attributed to the Public 

Prosecutor, including starting this temporary suspension by itself or at the request of one of 

the parties.  

 

6.1 Some PIF crimes that may be subject to temporary suspension of the 
criminal procedure 

The following crimes appear to be both relevant for PIF purposes and also possibly 

subject to the procedure for temporary suspension of the criminal procedure: 

 
Crime Legal provision 

Passive corruption, when the act or omission is 
not contrary to obligations of the function and 
the advantage is not owned 

Article 373(2) of the Criminal Code 

Passive corruption by a politician, when the act 
or omission is not contrary to obligations of the 
function and the advantage is not owned 

Article 17 of Law n.º 34/87 

Active corruption Article 374 do the Criminal Code 

Active corruption by a politician  Article 18 of Law n.º 34/87 

Misappropriation, if the legal sanction of the 
basic crime is low enough to allow it 

Article 234 of the Criminal Code 

Harmful administration Article 235 of the Criminal Code 

Fraud in obtaining a subsidy or grant, when the 
aggravation is not applicable 

Article 36 of Decree-Law n.º 28/84 

Misappropriation of subsidy, grant or subsidised 
credit when the value is not considered to be 
particularly high 

Article 37 of Decree-Law n.º 28/84 

Acceptance of unlawful advantages by 
politicians  

Article 16 of Law n.º 34/87 

Tax Fraud(when related to VAT) Article 103 of Law n.º 15/2001 

Qualified Tax Fraud (when related to VAT) Article 104 of Law n.º 15/2001 

Abuse of confidence (when related to VAT). Article 105 of Law n.º 15/2001 
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7. Civil Liability  

Under the Portuguese legal framework it is possible for the damage part of seek 

compensation for damages resulting from the practice of a certain crime. The request for 

compensation under civil liability should be filled within the respective criminal procedure 

under article 71 of the Criminal Procedure Code2. However, the request for compensation will 

follow the rules established in Civil Law (article 129 of the Criminal Code).  

 

8. List of national cases (optional if available) 

Not applicable  

9. Annex: text of the relevant laws/acts/ provisions 

A. Law n.º 112/2019, of 10 of September – adapting the Portuguese legal order to 

Council Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 (Portuguese version) 

CHAPTER I 

GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Article 1 

Object 

This law adapts the internal legal order to Council Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of 12 

October 2017 implementing enhanced cooperation on the establishment of the European 

Public Prosecutor’s Office, hereinafter referred to as the European Public Prosecutor's Office 

Regulation. 

 

 

2 With the exception of the cases expressly enshrined into law, namely in article 72 of the Criminal 
Procedure Code.  
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Article 2 

Scope of application 

1. This law provides for the articulation and cooperation between national authorities 

and the European Public Prosecutor's Office in the exercise of its functions in the national 

territory in relation to crimes under its jurisdiction, under the terms of the Regulation of the 

European Public Prosecutor's Office. 

2. This law also provides for national representation in the European Public 

Prosecutor's Office, regulating the internal procedure for the appointment of national 

candidates to the position of European Public Prosecutor, as well as the appointment and 

statute of national European Delegated Prosecutor. 

 

CHAPTER II 

ACTION BY THE EUROPEAN PUBLIC PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE IN NATIONAL TERRITORY 

Article 3  

Exercise of the European Public Prosecutor's Office's powers in the national territory 

1. Whenever the European Public Prosecutor's Office exercises its investigation and 

prosecution powers in national territory, it shall, for this purpose and within the scope of 

criminal procedure and other applicable legislation, be treated in the same way as the Public 

Prosecutor's Office. 

2. Where, under the terms of Article 28(4) of the European Public Prosecutor's Office 

Regulation, the national European Public Prosecutor's Office avails itself of the investigation 

and prosecution powers within the national territory, it shall be granted the same powers as 

those which are conferred upon the European Delegated Prosecutor for this purpose, in 

accordance with the European Public Prosecutor's Office Regulation and national law. 
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Article 4 

Reporting of offences 

It is the Prosecutor's Office's responsibility, after acquiring the evidence of the 

offence, to report to the European Public Prosecutor's Office, for the purposes of exercising its 

jurisdiction, the situations referred to in Article 24, paragraphs 2 and 3, of the Regulation of 

the European Public Prosecutor's Office, in accordance with the terms defined by the latter. 

Article 5 

Support by the criminal police bodies 

1. The criminal police bodies shall assist the European Public Prosecutor's Office in 

the exercise of its powers of investigation and prosecution in national territory, under the 

terms of their respective competences as defined in domestic law. 

2. In the cases referred to in the preceding paragraph, the police bodies shall act under 

the direction and functional dependence of the European Public Prosecutor's Office, without 

prejudice to their hierarchical organisation. 

Article 6 

Competent Investigating Judge 

The practice of judicial acts concerning the investigation into crimes which, under the 

terms of the the European Public Prosecutor's Office Regulation, fall within the jurisdiction of 

that body shall be incumbent upon 

a) The criminal investigation court of Lisbon, when the facts have been committed 

within the jurisdiction of the courts of the Appeals Courts of Lisboa and Évora; 

b) The criminal investigation court of Oporto, when the facts have been committed 

within the jurisdiction of the Appeals Courts of Guimarães, Oporto and Coimbra. 
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Article 7 

Conflicts of jurisdiction 

The Attorney General of the Republic shall decide on the attribution of jurisdiction for 

the investigation in case of disagreement between the European Public Prosecutor's Office 

and the national Public Prosecutor's Office as to whether the criminal conduct falls within the 

scope of Article 22, Paragraphs 2 or 3, and Article 25 of the Regulation of the European 

Public Prosecutor's Office. 

Article 8 

Communications, information and consultations 

1 - The Public Prosecutor's Office is the competent national authority to: 

(a) Receive the information referred to in Article 24(8) of the European Public 

Prosecutor's Office Regulation; 

b) Give its opinion under the terms of the final part of paragraph 2 of article 25 of the 

European Public Prosecutor's Office Regulation, whenever the Public Prosecutor's Office 

should be consulted, as well as under the terms of paragraph 3 of article 25 of the European 

Public Prosecutor's Office Regulation. 

c) To give the consent referred to in Article 25, paragraph 4, of the European Public 

Prosecutor's Office Regulation. 

2. The Attorney General's Office shall define and communicate to the European Public 

Prosecutor's Office the competent Public Prosecutor's Offices for the purposes provided for in 

the previous paragraph. 

Article 9  

Expenses with investigation measures 

1. The costs and expenses arising from investigation measures carried out by national 

authorities within the scope of investigation under the jurisdiction of the European Public 

Prosecutor's Office in national territory shall be borne by the authorities carrying them out. 
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2. Where the costs referred to in the preceding paragraph are exceptionally high, the 

executing national authorities shall submit a reasoned request to the European Public 

Prosecutor's Office that the European Public Prosecutor's Office bear part of the costs, under 

the terms of the European Public Prosecutor's Office Regulation. 

CHAPTER III 

Cooperation and access to information 

Article 10  

General cooperation 

1. The competent national authorities shall cooperate with the European Public 

Prosecutor's Office, in the exercise of their functions, under the same terms as they cooperate 

with the national Public Prosecutor's Office. 

2. The cooperation referred to in the previous paragraph includes the transmission of 

all information necessary for the performance of the functions of the European Public 

Prosecutor's Office, under the terms of this law and of the European Public Prosecutor's 

Office Regulation. 

Article 11 

Access to information 

1. European Delegated Prosecutors shall have access to criminal investigation 

databases under the same terms as national Public Prosecutors. 

2. For the purposes of the provisions of Law 34/2009, of 14 July, the European 

Delegated Prosecutors shall be treated in the same way as national Public Prosecutors. 

3. Consultation of data concerning investigations in criminal proceedings and other 

proceedings falling within the competence of the European Public Prosecutor's Office shall be 

carried out in accordance with the provisions of Article 30, paragraph 2, of Law 34/2009, of 

14 July. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SELECTION AND APPOINTMENT OF NATIONAL MAGISTRATES 

Article 12 Appointment 

Designation 

The designation of candidates for European Public Prosecutor and European 

Delegated Prosecutor shall take place in accordance with the terms provided for in this law. 

Article 13 Selection 

Selection procedure and designation of national candidates for European Public 

Prosecutor 

1. The Superior Council of the Judiciary and the Superior Council of the Public 

Prosecution Service shall be responsible for selecting and nominating to the member of the 

Government responsible for the area of justice three candidates from each judiciary to become 

European Public Prosecutors, in accordance with the criteria identified in the following 

article. 

2. The nomination of candidates shall be accompanied by a decision of the said 

Councils granting authorization for the exercise of the position for which the magistrate is a 

candidate. 

3. The six candidates proposed under the terms of paragraph 1 above shall be heard by 

the Assembly of the Republic, in accordance with the provisions of article 7-A of Law 

43/2006 of 25 August. 

4. Following the selection procedure referred to in the preceding paragraphs, the 

Portuguese Republic shall appoint three candidates to the post of European Public Prosecutor, 

by order of the member of the Government responsible for the area of justice. 
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Article 14 Selection 

Selection criteria 

1. In addition to the criteria laid down in Article 16(1) of the Regulation on the 

European Public Prosecutor's Office and those provided for in Regulation No 31 (EEC), 11 

(EAEC), laying down the Staff Regulations of Officials and the Conditions of Employment of 

Other Servants of the European Economic Community and the European Atomic Energy 

Community, the following shall constitute selection criteria 

(a) At least 20 years' experience as a public prosecutor or as a judicial magistrate; 

b) Relevant practical experience in the national legal system in investigation and in 

cases of crimes of a financial nature 

c) Practical experience in international judicial cooperation in criminal matters; 

d) A merit classification of Very Good. 

2. The following constitute preferential selection conditions 

a) Experience in the investigation of crimes against the financial interests of the 

European Union; 

b) Experience in investigations of cross-border nature; 

c) Experience in team management and coordination; 

(d) excellent knowledge of the institutional and legal framework of the European 

Union 

(e) aptitude for working in multicultural environments, including the ability to deal 

with different legal systems 

f) Excellent interpersonal, communication, negotiation and decision-making skills 
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g) Scientifically published work in the areas of investigation and criminal procedure 

on crimes of a financial nature and corruption, international cooperation in criminal matters, 

European law or other related areas of interest to the post; 

h) Activity within the scope of legal teaching, which includes university lecturing and 

other interventions, even if not on a permanent basis, but which may assume the nature of 

legal teaching, such as lecturing within the scope of training for legal professionals or in 

complementary training actions 

i) Relevant ongoing training as a magistrate in the areas mentioned in subparagraphs 

b) and c) of the preceding paragraph and in subparagraphs a) and b) of this paragraph 

j) High professional and civic prestige. 

Article 15 

Appointment of national European Delegated Prosecutors 

1. The office of European Delegated Prosecutors shall be exercised by public 

prosecutors appointed by an order of the member of the Government responsible for the area 

of justice. 

2. The Superior Council of the Public Prosecution Service shall be responsible for 

selecting and nominating to the member of the Government responsible for the area of justice 

two candidates for each European Delegated Prosecutors to be nominated, for the purposes of 

their appointment by the College of European Public Prosecutors. 

3. The nomination of candidates shall be accompanied by a decision of the High 

Council of the Public Prosecutor's Office granting authorization for the exercise of the office 

to each of the magistrates indicated. 

4. The magistrates selected and not appointed shall form a reserve list that is valid for 

three years and may be renewed for two successive periods of one year each, without 

prejudice to a new selection procedure if the list becomes unavailable or expires. 

5. In the event of early termination of functions or temporary replacement of a 

European Delegated Prosecutor appointed by the College of the European Public Prosecutor's 
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Office, the appointment shall be made from among the magistrates on the reserve list referred 

to in the preceding paragraph. 

CHAPTER V 

STATUS AND GUARANTEES 

Article 16  

Guarantees of the European Public Prosecutor 

1. The functions of the European Public Prosecutor shall be exercised, as the case may 

be, on judicial service commission or on a service commission equivalent to the exercise of 

functions as a Public Prosecutor. 

2. The commission of service referred to in the preceding paragraph shall not give rise 

to a vacancy. 

3. Time spent in the European Public Prosecutor's Office shall, for all purposes, 

namely seniority, career progression, retirement and survivor's pension, be considered as 

having been spent in the original career. 

4. The national European Public Prosecutor shall retain the right to make deductions 

from social security schemes on the basis of the remuneration corresponding to the 

professional category he or she held in his or her place of origin. 

5. The European Public Prosecutor shall maintain the benefits of the corresponding 

health subsystem for himself and his family members who reside in national territory, through 

the effectuation of the respective deductions based on the remuneration in the place of origin. 

6. The European Public Prosecutor shall not be subject to enquiries, enquiries or 

disciplinary proceedings by his or her Superior Council for acts committed during the 

exercise of functions in the European Public Prosecutor's Office and related to them. 

7. A national European Public Prosecutor shall retain the right to be assessed for his or 

her service in the national judiciary until the date of his or her appointment as European 

Public Prosecutor. 
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Article 17 

Guarantees of the European Delegated Prosecutors 

1. The European Delegated Prosecutors shall not be prejudiced, due to the exercise of 

their functions in the European Public Prosecution Service, in their professional career, in the 

social security scheme they benefit from, or in their rights, benefits, allowances and other 

social benefits that they enjoy in their original professional position. 

2. The European Delegated Prosecutor on an exclusive basis shall exercise functions 

on a service commission equivalent, for all purposes, to the exercise of functions as a public 

prosecutor. 

3. The commission of service referred to in the preceding paragraph shall not give rise 

to a vacancy. 

4. The European Delegated Prosecutor who does not perform functions on an 

exclusive basis shall be entitled to a proportional reduction of service in the office of origin, 

compatible with the full exercise of those functions. 

5. The European Delegated Prosecutor shall not be subject to enquiries, enquiries, or 

disciplinary proceedings by the Supreme Judicial Council of the Public Prosecutor's Office for 

acts committed during, or in connection with, the exercise of his or her functions at the 

European Public Prosecutor's Office. 

6. Time spent in the European Public Prosecutor's Office shall, for all purposes, 

namely seniority, career progression, retirement and survivor's pension, be considered as 

having been spent in the original career. 

7. The European Delegated Prosecutor shall maintain the social protection scheme to 

which he is entitled as a national magistrate, by making the corresponding deductions based 

on the remuneration of his original post. 

8. The Ministry of Justice shall cover the employer's contribution to the scheme 

referred to in the preceding paragraph, without prejudice to reimbursement by the European 

Public Prosecutor's Office. 
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9. The European Delegated Prosecutor shall maintain the benefits of the corresponding 

health subsystem for himself and his family, through the effectuation of the respective 

deductions based on the remuneration of his place of origin. 

10. The income earned by European Delegated Prosecutor for the exercise of functions 

in the European Public Prosecutor's Office shall be exempt from national tax, and the tax 

regime provided for in Regulation 31 (EEC) 11 (EAEC), as well as the implementing rules to 

be defined by the European Public Prosecutor's Office, shall apply. 

Article 18 

Status, term of office and place of work of the national European Delegated 
Prosecutors 

1. The European Delegated Prosecutor shall be public prosecutors, as defined in their 

respective statutes. 

2. The European Delegated Prosecutors shall represent the European Public 

Prosecutor's Office in all national instances where criminal proceedings are conducted for 

offences in respect of which the European Public Prosecutor's Office exercises its jurisdiction. 

3. The European Delegated Prosecutors shall exercise, preferably on an exclusive 

basis, the functions and powers defined in the European Public Prosecutor's Office 

Regulation. 

4. The term of office of the European Delegated Prosecutor shall be five years and 

may be renewed. 

5. The European Delegated Prosecutors shall have their place of work in Lisbon and 

Oporto. 
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Article 19  

Disciplinary measures 

The Superior Council of the Public Prosecutor's Office shall be the competent body for 

the purposes of Article 17(4) of the European Public Prosecutor's Office Regulation. 

CHAPTER VI 

TRANSITIONAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 

Section 20 

Transitory provision 

The European Public Prosecutor's Office shall exercise its functions in relation to 

crimes committed after the entry into force of the Regulation of the European Public 

Prosecutor's Office. 

Article 21  

Entry into Force 

This law shall enter into force 30 days after its publication. 

Law n.º 21/2007, of 12 June (“Criminal Mediation Law”)3 

Article 1 

Object 

The present law creates the regime of mediation in criminal proceedings. 

Article 2 

Scope 

1. Mediation in criminal proceedings may take place in criminal proceedings whose 

proceedings depend on a complaint or private accusation. 

3 See also Ministerial Ordinance n.º. 68-C/2008, of 22 January (as amended by Ministerial Ordinance no. 
732/2009, of 8 July and Law no 29/2013 of 19 April) 
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2. Mediation in criminal proceedings may only take place in criminal proceedings that 

depend only on a complaint when it is a crime against persons or a crime against property. 

3. Regardless of the nature of the crime, mediation in criminal proceedings cannot take 

place in the following cases 

a) The legal type of crime foresees imprisonment of more than 5 years; 

b) It is a criminal process against sexual freedom or self-determination; 

c) It is a case of a crime of embezzlement, corruption or traffic of influence; 

d) The victim is under 16 years old 

e) Summary or extra-summary proceedings are applicable. 

4. In cases where the victim does not have the discernment to understand the scope 

and meaning of the exercise of the right to complain or has died without having renounced the 

complaint, mediation may take place with the intervention of the complainant instead of the 

victim. 

5. In the cases referred to in the previous paragraph, the references made in the present 

law to the victim must be considered as made to the complainant. 

Article 3 

Forwarding the process to mediation 

1. For the purposes foreseen in the previous article, the Prosecuting Counsel, at any 

time during the investigation, if there is evidence that a crime has been committed and that the 

accused was its agent, and if he understands that in this way it is possible to adequately 

respond to the requirements of prevention that may be felt in the case, appoints a mediator 

from the lists foreseen in article 11 and sends him the information that he considers essential 

about the accused and the victim, and a summary description of the subject of the process. 

2. If the victim and the accused request mediation, in the cases where mediation is 

permitted under the present law, the Prosecuting Counsel will appoint a mediator under the 
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terms of the preceding paragraph, independently of the verification of the requirements 

foreseen therein. 

3. In the cases foreseen in the previous paragraphs, the accused and the victim are 

notified that the process has been referred to mediation, in accordance with the model 

approved by the Minister of Justice. 

4. When exceptional reasons justify it, namely in function of the community insertion 

or cultural environment of the accused and victim, the mediator may transfer the process to 

another mediator better suited to conduct the mediation, giving knowledge of this, with 

justification, by electronic means, to the Prosecuting Counsel and the entity referred to in 

Article 13. 

5. The mediator contacts the accused and the victim to obtain their free and informed 

consent to participate in mediation, informing them of their rights and duties and the nature, 

purpose and rules applicable to the mediation process, and verifies if they meet the conditions 

to participate in the mediation process. 

6. If the mediator does not obtain consent or verifies that the accused or victim does 

not meet the conditions to participate in mediation, the mediator informs the Prosecuting 

Counsel and the criminal process continues. 

7. If the mediator obtains the free and informed consent of the accused and victim to 

participate in mediation, they sign a consent form containing the rules for mediation and the 

mediation process begins. 

Article 4 

Mediation process 

1. Mediation is an informal and flexible process, conducted by an impartial third party, 

the mediator, who promotes proximity between the accused and the victim and supports them 

in an attempt to actively find an agreement that allows the reparation of the damage caused by 

the illicit fact and contributes towards the restoration of social peace. 

2. The accused and the victim may revoke their consent to participate in mediation at 

any time. 
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3. When it is useful for the good resolution of the conflict, other interested parties may 

be called to intervene in the mediation, namely eventual civil responsibility and injured 

parties. 

4. The provision in paragraph 2 is applicable, with the necessary adaptations, to the 

participation in mediation of eventual responsible civilians and injured parties. 

5. The content of the mediation sessions is confidential and may not be used as 

evidence in legal proceedings. 

Article 5  

Subsequent proceedings 

1. If mediation does not result in an agreement between the accused and the victim or 

if the mediation process is not concluded within three months of the referral of the process to 

mediation, the mediator informs the Prosecuting Counsel and the criminal process continues. 

2. The mediator may request an extension to the Prosecuting Counsel, up to a 

maximum of two months, of the period foreseen in the previous paragraph, provided there is a 

strong probability of reaching an agreement. 

3. If mediation results in an agreement, its contents are reduced to writing in a 

document signed by the accused and the victim, and transmitted by the mediator to the 

Prosecuting Counsel. 

4. In the case foreseen in the previous paragraph, the signature of the agreement is 

equivalent to the withdrawal of the complaint by the victim and the non-opposition by the 

accused. 

5 - For the effects foreseen in the previous paragraph, the Prosecuting Counsel verifies 

if the agreement respects the provisions of article 6 and, in affirmative case, homologates the 

desistance of the complaint within five days, and the office must immediately notify the 

mediator, the accused and the victim of the homologation. 

5. If an e-mail address or fax or telephone number is indicated, the notification 

referred to in the previous number shall be made through one of those means. 
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6. Processes where mediation has taken place and resulted in an agreement are 

processed as urgent cases from the moment the Prosecuting Counsel receives the agreement 

until the end of the proceedings referred to in paragraphs 5 and 6. 

7. When the Prosecuting Counsel verifies that the agreement does not respect the 

provisions of article 6, he shall return the process to the mediator so that, within 30 days, 

together with the victim and the accused, he can remedy the illegality. 

 

Article 6 

Agreement 

1. The content of the agreement is freely fixed by the participating parties, without 

prejudice to the provisions in the following paragraph. 

2. The agreement may not include sanctions depriving freedom or duties that offend 

the dignity of the accused or whose fulfilment must be extended for more than six months. 

3. Where a complaint is renewed under the terms of paragraph 4 of article 5, the Public 

Prosecutor's Office shall verify the non-fulfilment of the agreement, for which purpose, it may 

resort to the social rehabilitation services, the criminal police bodies and other administrative 

entities. 

Article 7 

Suspension of terms 

1. The remittance of the process for mediation determines the suspension of the period 

of time foreseen in paragraph 1 of Article 283 of the Criminal Procedure Code and the periods 

of maximum duration of the investigation foreseen in Article 276 of the Criminal Procedure 

Code. 

2. The time-barring periods for criminal proceedings are suspended from the time of 

referral of the process for mediation until it is returned by the mediator to the Prosecuting 

Counsel or, having resulted from the mediation agreement, until the date fixed for its 

fulfilment. 
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Article 8 

Presence of lawyer in the mediation sessions 

In the mediation sessions, the accused and the victim must appear in person, and may 

be accompanied by a lawyer or a trainee lawyer. 

 

Article 9 Costs 

Costs 

The provisions of Book XI of the Criminal Procedure Code and the Code of Court 

Fees shall apply, as to the rest. 

 

Article 10 

Exercise of the criminal mediator's activity 

1. In the performance of their functions, the criminal mediator should observe the 

duties of impartiality, independence, confidentiality and diligence. 

2. The criminal mediator who, for legal, ethical or deontological reasons, does not 

have or can no longer guarantee his independence, impartiality and exemption, should refuse 

or interrupt the mediation process and inform the Prosecuting Counsel, who proceeds with his 

substitution in accordance with that foreseen in paragraph 1 of Article 3. 

3. The criminal mediator has the duty to maintain professional secrecy in relation to 

the contents of the mediation sessions. 

4. The criminal mediator is bound to confidentiality in relation to the procedural 

information that he has knowledge due to participation in the mediation process. 

5. The criminal mediator may not intervene in any way, namely as a witness, in any 

procedures subsequent to the mediation, such as the judicial process or psychotherapeutic 

accompaniment, whether or not an agreement has been reached and even if such procedures 

are only indirectly related to the mediation undertaken. 
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6. The supervision of the activity of criminal mediators is the responsibility of the 

commission foreseen in paragraph 6 of Article 33 of Law No. 78/2001, of 13 July. 

 

Article 11 

Lists of criminal mediators 

1. Within the framework of the mediation services of the justice of the peace courts, 

lists are organized containing the names of the people qualified to exercise the functions of 

criminal mediator, their professional domicile, e-mail address and telephone contact. 

2 - The Ministry of Justice is responsible for 

a) Developing the procedures leading to the registration of mediators in the lists; 

b) Ensuring the maintenance and updating of the lists, as well as their availability to 

the services of the Prosecuting Counsel 

c) Creating a system that guarantees the sequential designation of mediators by the 

Prosecuting Counsel, without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph 4 of Article 3 

d) To make the lists of criminal mediators available in the Ministry of Justice official 

web page. 

3. Registration in the lists does not invest the criminal mediator with the quality of 

agent, nor does it guarantee the payment of any fixed remuneration by the State. 

Article 12 

Persons Qualified to Exercise the Role of Criminal Mediator 

1. The lists of criminal mediators are filled through a selection procedure, and those 

who meet the following requirements may apply 

a) To be over 25 years of age; 

b) To be in full possession of their civil and political rights; 
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c) To have an appropriate university degree or professional experience; 

d) To be qualified with a course of penal mediation recognized by the Ministry of 

Justice; 

e) To be suitable for the exercise of the activity of criminal mediator; 

f) To be fluent in the Portuguese language. 

2. Among other circumstances, the fact that the applicant has been condemned by a 

final sentence for committing an intentional crime, shall be indicative of lack of suitability for 

registration in the official lists. 

3 - The graduation criteria and the terms of the selection procedure shall be approved 

by an ordinance of the Minister of Justice. 

 

Article 13  

Remuneration of criminal mediators 

The remuneration for the provision of criminal mediator services is set out in a 

schedule fixed by an Order of the Minister of Justice, and is supported by funds included in 

the budget of the organism of the Ministry of Justice responsible for promoting the means of 

alternative resolution of disputes. 

Article 14 

Trial period 

1. From the date of entry into force of the present Law and for a period of two years, 

criminal mediation works on an experimental basis in the districts to be designated by 

administrative ruling of the Minister of Justice, which also defines the other terms of the 

criminal mediation service in those districts. 

2. During the experimental period, the Ministry of Justice adopts the appropriate 

measures for monitoring and evaluation of mediation in criminal proceedings. 
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3. Once the experimental period foreseen in paragraph 1 has elapsed, the extension of 

criminal mediation to other districts depends on a Ministerial Order from the Minister of 

Justice. 

Article 15 

Application in time 

The present Law applies to criminal proceedings initiated after its entry into force. 

Article 16 

Entry into Force 

This law shall enter into force on the 30th day after its publication. 
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1. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal 
system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the domestic 
level 

In Romania, the criminal offenses against the financial interests of the EU have been 

introduced in 2003 by the implementation of the PIF Convention of 19951. Thus, the criminal 

legislation that already contained criminal offenses such as the diversion of funds, deceit, 

forgery or tax evasion has been developed in order to include specific offenses, applicable 

when the EU funds were defrauded. A dedicated section has been introduced in the Law no. 

78/2000 on prevention, detection and sanction of corruption offenses, namely Section 41 

“Offenses against the financial interests of the EU”.  Therefore, in Romania, the protection of 

the financial interests of the European Union through the specific regulation of substantial 

criminal law has been in place for 19 years already. Moreover, an important feature of this 

protection is the fact that the legislator conferred since the beginning the exclusive 

competence to prosecute these offenses provided in the Law no. 78/2000 to a specialized 

1 Convention on the protection of the European Communities’ financial interests (OJ C 316, 27.11.1995, 
pp. 48-57)  
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prosecution office, namely the National Anticorruption Directorate, or DNA, as it is publicly 

known.  

Later on, once the PIF Directive2 has been adopted, the Romanian legislator analyzed 

the need to complement the existing legislation in order to transpose the Directive and 

subsequently amended the Law no. 78/2000. The amendments were minor, mostly concerning 

the accuracy of some of the terms used in the text. The law transposing the Directive3 also 

extended the applicability of some of the offenses following the extended definition of the 

public official as defined in the Directive. Also, the explanatory memorandum of the same 

transposing law states that, according to the analysis of the working group set up for this task, 

legislative amendments are not needed in order to transpose art. 3 para (2) lit. d) concerning 

the intra-community VAT fraud, since the same conduct is already incriminated in the Law 

no. 241/2005 on fighting tax evasion. 

No specific transposition measures needed to be taken for the provisions of the 

Directive concerning the incrimination of the offences of passive and active corruption or 

money laundering, since these offenses were already incriminated and are encompassing the 

illegal conduct that can affect the EU financial interests. The same conclusion can be drawn 

with regard to the liability of the legal person and other stipulations pertaining to the general 

part of the criminal law provided by the Directive.  

The fact that the Romanian legislation was already at a very large extend in line with 

the requirements of the protection of the financial interests of the EU by means of criminal 

law even before the entry into force of the PIF Directive presents an advantage and a 

disadvantage at the same time. On the one hand, we did not need to make many significant 

amendments to the existing legislation and thus the criminal investigation and prosecution 

activity continued its course in a natural way, without incurring the risk that successive laws 

receive different interpretations in the light of the principle of retroactivity of the most 

favorable criminal law. On the other hand, the disadvantage is that we could not respect the 

structure of the offenses provided by the Directive which, for instance, divides the offenses on 

2 Directive (EU) 2017/1371 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 July 2017 on the fight 
against fraud to the Union's financial interests by means of criminal law  
3 Law no. 283/2020 regarding the amendment of Law no. 78/2000 for the prevention, detection and 
sanctioning of acts of corruption and for the imposition of other measures transposing Directive (EU) 
2017 / 1.371 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 July 2017 on combating fraud against 
the financial interests of the Union by means of criminal law 
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whether they are related to procurement or non-procurement expenditure, or on the type of 

Union’s revenue, whether arising from VAT own resources or other resources. This 

disadvantage is most prominent when we are required to provide statistics regarding the 

results of the fight against the EU frauds, as required by the Directive, since the statistical data 

that we have follows the structure of the national legislation which is designed on the basis of 

the PIF Convention and not of the PIF Directive. However, the Prosecutor General’s Office 

and DNA are currently in the process of developing new statistical forms, much more 

detailed, so we could provide the data in the new format required by the European 

Commission. 

As a synthetic picture, the incriminations existing in the Romanian legislation in the 

field of PIF crimes look as follows: 

a) The Law no. 78/2000 incriminates the majority of the PIF offenses, such as: 

In relation with EU expenditure: 

- Wrongful obtainment or retention of EU funds, incriminated in the form of 

action (use or presentation of false, incorrect or incomplete statements or documents) as in the 

form of inaction (omission to disclose required information) and covering both procurement 

and non-procurement-related expenditure (art. 18/1) 

- Fraud by misapplication/diversion of EU funds or assets for other purposes 

than those for which they were originally granted (art. 18/2 paragraph 1) 

In relation with EU revenues: 

- Illegal diminution of resources that need to be transferred to the UE budget, 

similarly incriminated in the form of action (use or presentation of false, incorrect or 

incomplete statements or documents) as in the form of inaction (omission to disclose required 

information) (art. 18/3) 

- Illegally changing the destination of a legally obtained benefit (such as the 

exemptions from the payment of some taxes justified by a certain qualification of the 

beneficiary or the nature of the activity foreseen) if it resulted in the illegal diminishing of the 

EU revenues (art. 18/2 paragraph 2) 
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We have to note that the current incrimination in art. 18/3 has been criticized by the 

European Commission in an infringement procedure launched in December 2021 concerning 

the transposition of the Directive (EU) 2017/1371 for the use of the expression “resources that 

need to be transferred to the UE budget”. Although in practice we did not observe any 

obstacles to prosecution, it is true that the current incrimination does not clearly encompass 

the EU revenues that should be directly provided to the EU budget (such as fines) and not 

collected and transferred by the member State. Therefore, the law is currently in the process 

of being amended.  

b) The Law no. 241/2005 on the prevention and combating of tax evasion 

incriminates the VAT fraud. 

With regard to the fraud in respect of EU revenue, while art. 18/3 of the Law no. 

78/2000 is usually used in relation with custom taxes4, as far as the VAT fraud is concerned, 

especially the typologies of carousel VAT fraud, the incriminations of the Law no. 241/2005 

on tax evasion are used. As the doctrine explains5, in the cases of taxes such as VAT that are 

provided indirectly to the budget of the EU, the main fiscal obligation of the tax payer is due 

to the Member State, while the Member State will further calculate and transfer the VAT 

percentage to the EU budget. From this perspective, the Romanian legislator considered that 

by protecting the own, national fiscal interests through the tax evasion legislation, the same 

law implicitly protects the EU budget.  

This distinction, between the PIF offenses incriminated in the anticorruption Law no. 

78/2000 and those incriminated in the tax evasion law, is important from two perspectives. On 

the one hand, until 1.06.2021, the PIF offenses incriminated in the Law no. 78/2000 fall 

within the jurisdiction of DNA, while the tax evasion offenses, including those affecting the 

EU budget fall within the competence of the regular prosecution offices, unless they are 

connected to some other (corruption) offenses that are under the remit of DNA. With the 

4 As far as the customs fraud affecting the EU budgets is concerned, there are discussions in the doctrine 
regarding the similarities and connections between the incrimination in art. 18/3 of the Law no. 78/2000 
and the specific incriminations in the Customs Code, some arguing that the incrimination in the Customs 
Code is the special law, while the incrimination in the Law no. 78/2000 in the general law, others 
consider the opposite (see Georgiana Anghel Tudor, “Protectia intereselor financiare ale Uniunii 
Europene prin mijloace de drept penal”, ed. C.H. Beck, Bucharest 2021, pages 326-328. However, the 
General Prosecutors’ Office internal instruction argues in favor of the application as special law of art. 
18/3 of the Law no. 78/2000 
5 I.M. Costea, Fiscalitate Europeana. Note de curs, Ed. Hamangiu, Bucharest 2016, page 384-385, cited 
by Georgiana Anghel Tudor, op. cit. 
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EPPO becoming operational on the 1.06.2021, the most serious PIF offenses, irrespective of 

the fact that they are incriminated in the Law no. 78/2000 or in the tax evasion law or in other 

pieces of legislation, are investigated and prosecuted by the European Prosecutor’s Office, 

according to the limits and distinctions provided by the art. 22-25 of the Regulation (EU) 

2017/1939. The others remain to be prosecuted by the DNA and the regular prosecution 

offices. 

On the other hand, the above-mentioned distinction is important from the perspective 

of this project’s topic. Thus, while most of the simplified and alternative procedures for 

dispute resolution are applicable to all the PIF offenses, regardless of the law that incriminates 

them, there is a special procedure applicable only for the offenses incriminated by the tax 

evasion law, as we will detail further. 

 

 1.1 Legislative and operational measures taken in order to assist the 
functioning of EPPO in Romania  

After the entry into force of the Regulation (EU) 2017/1939, the Romanian legislator 

took several steps to prepare for the functioning of the new European institution. 

Thus, by the GEO no. 8/2019, the procedure for selecting the candidates for the 

positions of European Prosecutor and Deputy European Prosecutors was determined. Later 

on, by the Law no. 6/2021, several provisions have been adopted in order to amend or 

complement the Criminal Procedure Code, the Law on Judicial Organization and other pieces 

of legislation in order to prepare the operationalization of EPPO and the start of its activity. 

The law provides for the obligation of all the competent national authorities to notify EPPO 

when they are informed about elements of a crime for which EPPO might exercise its 

competence. Administrative authorities with responsibilities in managing EU funds are also 

obliged, according to this law, to promptly notify EPPO when they come across elements of 

fraud that might be of interest for the European prosecutors.  

In Romania, according to the Criminal Procedure Code, the prosecutor is conducting 

the investigation in the cases regarding corruption offenses, offenses against the financial 

interests of the EU (PIF offenses), money laundering and organized crime. The judicial police 

participate in the investigation of these offenses by enforcing the dispositions delegated to 
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them by the prosecutors. Moreover, the two specialized prosecution offices functioning in 

Romania, the DNA (National Anticorruption Directorate) and DIICOT (Directorate for the 

Investigation of Organized Crime and Terrorism) have their own pool of judicial police 

officers which gives the prosecutors the possibility to organize and lead investigative teams, 

as well as specialists in various relevant fields and technical support for the special 

investigative means. The same model has been adopted for EPPO. Thus, the law 6/2021 

provides for a similar model for the national decentralized structure of EPPO. The European 

Delegated Prosecutors operating in Romania benefit of a support structure formed of judicial 

police officers and specialists dedicated to EPPO investigations. 

The law determines also the courts who have material and territorial competence to 

decide on EPPO cases and the authority who decides on the conflicts of competence between 

the EPPO and the national authorities, according toa rt. 25 para. (6). This is the Prosecutor 

General of Romania.  

In practical terms, since the operationalization of EPPO, DNA and the other 

prosecution offices continue to investigate/prosecute only the PIF cases that do not fall under 

the competence of EPPO according to art. 22-25 of the Regulation EU 2017/1939 and the 

cases that have not been evocated by EPPO according to art. 27 of the Regulation. 

 

2. Relevant provisions on Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal 
Matters and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of 
disputes 

Traditionally, the Romanian criminal legal system did not recognize any form of 

negotiated justice or alternative dispute resolutions under the former criminal legislation. 

Among the fundamental principles of the criminal procedure in Romania there were the 

principle of legality (the mandatory prosecution) and the principle of finding the truth. 

Negotiated justice did not seem to find its place under those principles.  

The first breakthrough was brought by the adoption of the Law on mediation no. 

192/2006 which introduced the first form of ADR in our legislation applicable in civil, 

commercial, family matters but also in penal matters, following the principles contained in the 

Recommendations of the Council of Europe on mediation in family matters and in penal 
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matters, as well as the (at that time) draft EU Directive on mediation in civil and commercial 

matters. Although a new instrument, the mediation in criminal law was not a revolutionary 

change because it was supposed to apply only for those offenses for which the Penal Code 

provides that the criminal action may be opened only if the victim or the injured person 

presses charges or it may be closed if there is a conciliation between the victim and the 

offender. These offenses are, most of them very directly linked with the person of the victim 

(offenses against the body, the health, of the freedom or private life of the person, or against 

his/her property and the sanction provided by the law is not very high. Thus, the regulation on 

mediation came as a very useful improvement, providing for the parties of the conflict a tool 

and a framework for the conciliation to take place. 

The second breakthrough was brought to the former Code in 2010 by an amending law 

called the “small reform law”, because in the same time the “big reform” of the criminal law 

was in preparation, a new Criminal Code and Criminal Procedure Code being adopted in 

2013. The 2010 law introduced a form of accelerated settlement of the criminal trial when the 

defendant was ready to admit the accusation in the first hearing before the court and agreed to 

be adjudicated on the basis of the evidence collected during the criminal investigation. The 

main goal aimed by this new procedure, as mentioned in the Explanatory memorandum of the 

law6, was to accelerate the trial procedures and alleviate the burden of the courts. At the same 

time, the defendant received a more lenient sanctioning treatment by having the penalty 

reduced with a third, which, as a policy measure, is supposed to incite acceptance by the 

offender of the punishment he/she has to execute and to, possibly, reduce the chances of 

recidivism and increase instead the chances of reintegration. 

With the adoption of the new Criminal Code and Criminal Procedure Code in 2013, 

the window was open even more on the adoption of the concept of alternative dispute 

resolution in criminal matters, together with the attenuation of the principle of mandatory 

prosecution and introduction of the principle of opportunity, although applicable in strict 

limited situations.  

6 Explanatory memorandum of the Law no. 202/2010 
http://www.cdep.ro/proiecte/2010/400/10/1/em411.pdf  
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The following procedures currently in force in the Romanian legislation in criminal 

matters can be considered as pertaining to the notion of alternative dispute resolutions and/or 

simplified prosecution procedures: 

a) Mediation in the criminal cases 

b) Waiving of the exercise of the criminal action. Art. 318 CPC 

c) Agreement for the admission of guilt (Plea agreement). Art. 478-488 CPC 

d) Abbreviated procedure of the admission of the accusation before the court. Art. 

374 para (4), art. 375, art. 396 para (10) CPC 

e) Impunity clause / mitigation of penalty in tax evasion cases 

Out of these five procedures, only one of them cannot be applied in the cases 

concerning offenses against the financial interests of the EU, with regard to the penal 

accusation. This is the mediation.  

 

2.1 Mediation in the criminal cases 

According to art. 16 para (1) letter g) of the Criminal Procedure Code, the criminal 

action may not be initiated, and when it has already been initiated, may not be used if a 

mediation agreement between the offender and the injured party was concluded according to 

the conditions set in the law. When referring to the conditions set in the law, the Code refers 

to art. 67 of the Law no. 192/2006 on mediation and the organization of the profession of 

mediator. Art. 67 states that, with regard to the penal action, mediation may apply only in the 

cases concerning offenses for which the law provides that the withdrawal of the prior 

complaint or the reconciliation of the parties removes the criminal liability, if the offender 

admitted the act in front of the judicial body or, in certain specific situations, in front of the 

mediator. As mentioned above, the Criminal Code and other special laws expressly stipulate 

the offenses for which the withdrawal of the complaint or the reconciliation leads to the 

removal of the criminal liability and the PIF offenses are not among these.  

However, if it cannot be applied in relation with the criminal liability of the 

perpetrator in the cases regarding the PIF offenses, mediation can be used with regard to the 

civil claims resulted from the perpetration of any criminal offense, therefore also in the cases 
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of PIF offenses. Thus, according to art. 23 CPC “Transaction, mediation and recognition of 

civil claims”, during the criminal procedure, the defendant, the civil party and the civil 

responsible party may conclude a transaction or a mediation agreement with regard to the 

civil claims. The transaction or mediation agreement on the civil claims does not have an 

effect on the criminal responsibility, according to the law. Nevertheless, in the process of 

individualization of the penalty to be applied to a convicted defendant, the recovery of the 

damage caused by the offense and the efforts made by the offender in this respect have an 

important weight. 

 

2.2 Waiving of the exercise of the criminal action 

The new Criminal Procedure Code, which entered into force in 1.02.2014, introduces 

for the first time in the Romanian law the principle of opportunity as opposed to the 

mandatory prosecution or the principle of legality of the prosecutions7.  

According to art. 7 para 1 of the Criminal Procedure Code entered into force in 2013, 

the prosecutor is obliged to initiate and exercise the criminal action ex officio when the 

evidence shows the perpetration of a criminal offense and there is no legal obstacle, other than 

the exceptions provided by the following two paragraphs. 

However, the legality principle has been attenuated and the principle of opportunity of 

prosecution was introduced in the Criminal Procedure Code, applicable in strictly limited 

situations. Thus, according to para (2) of art. 7 of the CPC, in the cases and conditions 

expressly provided by the law, the prosecutor may waive the exercise of the criminal action if, 

based on the concrete elements of the case, there is no public interest in the prosecution. 

7 The previous legislation, loyal to the principle of legality of the prosecutions, provided for a different 
mechanism by which a person who committed a criminal offense could have been exempted from 
prosecution. In this case, it had to be ascertained that the conduct of the perpetrator did not present the 
sufficient degree of social danger so as to be considered a criminal offense. Therefore, due to its concrete 
circumstances, the conduct was no longer considered a criminal offense and it had to be sanctioned with 
an administrative punishment (fine or reprimand). The doctrine did not consider this mechanism as a form 
of discretionary prosecution, because its application was not discretionary, nor based on public interest, 
but it was determined by the concrete circumstances of a de minimis offense. This mechanism was 
abolished by the new Criminal Code. 
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The waiver of the exercise of the criminal action is defined in art. 318 CPC. According 

to this article, in the case of offenses for which the law provides for the penalty of a fine or 

imprisonment for a maximum of 7 years, the prosecutor may abandon the criminal 

investigation when he finds that there is no public interest in the investigation of the deed. 

The law defines what should be understood by “public interest” and what are the criteria 

based on which the prosecutor may exercise his/her discretion. Thus, when the perpetrator is 

known, the person of the suspect or the defendant, the conduct prior to the crime, the attitude 

of the suspect or defendant after the crime and the efforts to remove or reduce the 

consequences of the crime are taken into account when assessing the public interest. 

This procedure can be defined from different perspectives. On the one hand, it is a 

special modality of extinguishing the criminal action and it can be decided exclusively by the 

prosecutor, by way of exercising his discretionary power. However, this discretion is not 

absolute. The law provides that the ordinance of the prosecutor deciding to apply art. 318 

CPC has to be confirmed by the judge of preliminary chamber. The judge may reverse the 

solution of the prosecutor if he/she deems that it does not respect the requirements of legality 

and validity. On the other hand, for the purpose of this project, it is important to emphasize 

the restorative perspective of this procedure. 

Thus, according to the law, when deciding to waive the exercise of the criminal action, 

the prosecutor may order, after consulting the suspect or the defendant, that he fulfills one or 

more of the following obligations: 

- to remove the consequences of the criminal act or to repair the damage caused 

or to agree with the civil party a way to repair it; 

- to publicly apologize to the injured person; 

- to perform unpaid work for the benefit of the community, for a period between 

30 and 60 days, unless, due to the state of health, the person cannot perform this work; 

- to attend a counseling program. 

This is not an obligation for the prosecutor, but only a possibility, depending on the 

concrete circumstances of the case. The obligations can be imposed upon the 

suspect/defendant only after the prosecutor consults with him/her, which is a very important 

step in the procedure, permitting the prosecutor to choose the most appropriate obligations in 
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accordance with the concrete conditions of the case and the personality of the perpetrator and 

thus, increasing the chances of attenuating or extinguishing the conflict even without having 

to enforce a punishment upon the perpetrator. 

In case of non-fulfillment in bad faith of the obligations within the term provided by 

the prosecutor, he/she revokes the ordinance. 

The procedure of waiving of the exercise of the criminal action can be applied to all 

the PIF offenses provided in the Law no. 78/2000 (art. 18/1-18/3, as well as the attempt to 

commit these offenses), to the offense of bribe giving (art. 290 CC), since these offenses are 

punished with less than or with a maximum of 7 years imprisonment. However, the cases 

concerning the offenses provided by the Law no. 241/2005 on tax evasion, the offense of 

bribe taking (art. 289 CC) and of money laundering (provided by the Law no. 129/2019) 

cannot be resolved by way of this procedure because the maximum penalty for these offenses 

is higher than the 7 years imprisonment limit provided by art. 318 CPC. 

The novelty brought to the penal legislation by the introduction of the opportunity 

principle determined many challenges of art. 318 CPC to the Constitutional Court. The Court 

ruled several times in favor of the constitutionality of this provision. Thus, according to the 

Court, the opportunity to continue the investigation and the appreciation of the public interest 

in prosecuting the crime also involves an assessment of the resources invested in the 

investigation of a crime, ensuring that they are proportionate to the social value protected, an 

assessment of the effectiveness of a possible punishment, the consideration of an alternative to 

the punishment, which would be able to correct the offender's behavior, or an assessment of 

the degree of impairment of the interest shown by the injured person in the prosecution of the 

crime8. 

In practice, there are not many PIF cases terminated with the waiver of the criminal 

action. For example, the statistics of the activity in 2021 of the National Anticorruption 

Directorate (DNA) related to the investigation and prosecution of the PIF offenses provided 

by the anticorruption Law no. 78/2000 show the following: in 2021 there have been 123 cases 

8 Decision of the Constitutional Court no. 125/2021 https://lege5.ro/Gratuit/g4ytmnzrg43q/decizia-nr-
125-2021-referitoare-la-respingerea-exceptiei-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-dispozitiilor-art-7-alin-2-ale-art-
17-alin-1-ale-art-286-alin-2-lit-c-d-si-f-si-ale-art-318-din-codul-de-procedura-p?pid=382135691  
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of PIF offenses sent to trial, while the cases terminated for lack of public interest according to 

art. 318 CPC have been only 7 (5,6%). 

We may reasonably assume that, due to the low level of gravity of the offenses to 

which this procedure may apply, it will be never or very rarely used by EPPO, having in mind 

that, according to the Regulation EU 2017/1939, the material competence of EPPO excludes 

in principle de minimis cases, regarding offenses that caused a damage to the Union’s 

financial interests of less than EUR 10 000. These cases will remain under the competence of 

the national prosecutors. 

 

2.3 Agreement for the admission of guilt (Plea agreement). Art. 478-488 

CPC 

An absolute novelty for the Romanian legal system in criminal matters, a concept born 

in the common law system, but borrowed by most of the modern legislation in the continental 

Europe, was introduced in the new Criminal Procedure Code in 2014. It is the Agreement for 

the admission of guilt (AAG), regulated in art. 478-488 CPC, a typical form of negotiated 

justice and simplified procedure. The Explanatory Memorandum of the new CPC9 states that 

the AAG represents “an innovative legislative solution aimed to ensure the solution of the 

penal cases in an optimum and predictable timeline, being also a remedy for the elimination 

of a major deficiency of the Romanian judicial system, which is the long duration of the 

judicial proceedings.” 

According to the Code, the AAG is an agreement concluded between the prosecutor 

and the defendant, during the criminal investigation, agreement by which the defendant 

admits his/her guilt and accepts the application of the punishment proposed by the prosecutor 

and its modality of execution. Concluding such an agreement, if the conditions are met, is not 

an obligation for the prosecutor and it is not a right of the defendant. It can be initiated by 

both the defendant and the prosecutor and it has to be approved by the hierarchically superior 

prosecutor.  

9 https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:k8I7rY5-PvYJ:https://www.juridice.ro/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/Expunere-de-motive-Proiectul-Legii-privindCodul-de-procedura-penala-forma-
transmisaParlamentului.doc+&cd=1&hl=ro&ct=clnk&gl=ro  
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An AAG can be concluded under the following conditions: 

- it may concern only offenses for which the law provides a penalty of maximum 

15 years imprisonment; 

- the gathered evidence provides sufficient information that the offenses for 

which charges have been filed exists, and that the defendant is guilty; 

- the legal assistance of the defendant is obligatory 

After the agreement is signed, the prosecutor submits it to the court for confirmation. 

In this procedure, the court is verifying the compliance of the agreement signed with the legal 

requirements, in a non-adversarial procedure. 

Thus, the court can only reject the AAG in one of the following situations: 

- the formal and/or substantial conditions of the agreement are not met 

- the insufficiency of the evidence 

- the existence of an impediment for the exercising of the penal action (e.g., the 

decease of the defendant, elapse of the statute of limitation, etc.) 

- irregularities in the criminal investigation sanctioned with relative nullity (such 

as the lack of competence of the investigation body). 

Once the agreement signed, the defendant cannot retract his/her admission of guilt. 

According to the Decision no. 5/2017 RIL of the High Court of Cassation and Justice10, the 

consent legally expressed by the defendant when concluding the AAG is irrevocable, it cannot 

be changed during the hearing in front of the court. The agreement is the result of a 

negotiation and the consensus between the prosecutor and the defendant, therefore neither of 

them could ask for the application of other stipulations than those agreed and consecrated by 

agreement. The court can only verify the validity and legality of the consent expressed by the 

defendant. 

This procedure is applicable for all the PIF offenses, those provided by the Law no. 

78/2000 and the offenses of tax evasion, corruption offenses and money laundering, since all 

10 https://www.legalis.ro/2017/05/22/ril-admis-decizia-iccj-nr-52017-aplicarea-unitara-dispozitiilor-art-
485-alin-1-lit-b-teza-din-codul-de-procedura-penala/  
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of them fulfill the requirement of being sanctioned with a penalty under the limit of 15 years 

imprisonment. 

In the 8 years since the adoption of this concept in the Romanian criminal law, the 

prosecutors and the courts applied it very often and successfully. Considering the sample of 

data of the National Anticorruption Directorate (DNA) for 2021, out of the 124 PIF cases sent 

to trial, 61 cases have been sent by an indictment and 63 by an AAG, which means that some 

more than half of the cases (51%) have been concluded by agreement. 

Nevertheless, there are still some voices in the doctrine that have a critical view with 

regard to this “imported” concept, departing from the traditions of the national criminal law. 

Some authors consider that the AAG represents a hybrid institution, affecting the 

principle of separation of the judicial functions. Thus, the court notified with an agreement 

does not have the possibility to determine or to change the legal qualification of the offense, 

the type and quantum of the penalty, the way of its execution, etc., but it has only the 

prerogative to admit or reject the solution provisionally adopted by the prosecutor11. From 

that perspective, these commentators regret the fact that the court does not have the possibility 

to verify the legality of the administration of each piece of evidence and of the performance of 

each procedural act by the prosecutor, as it happens in the regular procedure12. However, this 

opinion does not stand, because the law already provides that the judge can reject the 

agreement if he deems it is illegal13 and, on the other hand, it is obvious that introducing such 

requirements would devoid the simplified procedure of its very essence. The AAG is, by its 

essence, a special, simplified procedure by which the defendant gives up to his right to non-

self-incrimination, to his right to go through the phase of a preliminary chamber and the 

regular trial procedure in front of a court14.    

11 Paul Ghiban, Lipsa controlului de legalitate asupra probelor administrate și a actelor efectuate de către 
organele de urmărire penală ulterior sesizării instanței cu acordul de recunoaștere a vinovăției 08.06.2020 
https://www.juridice.ro/685638/lipsa-controlului-de-legalitate-asupra-probelor-administrate-si-a-actelor-
efectuate-de-catre-organele-de-urmarire-penala-ulterior-sesizarii-instantei-cu-acordul-de-recunoastere-a-
vinovatiei.html  
12 Idem  
13 According to the Decision RIL 5/2017 of the High Court of Cassation and Justice, in the AAG 
procedure, if the court finds that some pieces of evidence are illegally gathered, while it cannot exclude 
them, it can decide that the evidence legally administered is not enough to prove the existence of the 
offense and the guilt of the defendant and thus to reject the agreement.  
14 M. M. Bârsan, M. M. Cardiş, Acordul de recunoaştere a vinovăţiei, Ed. Hamangiu, 
Bucureşti, 2015, p. 26., cited by Manuela Gornoviceanu, Cristina Bandrabur in Dreptul Uniunii Europene 
și Convenția pentru apărarea drepturilor și libertăților fundamentale față în față cu dreptul penal național 
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A special situation, regulated by the law, regards the situation in which multiple 

individuals jointly perpetrate the same offense and only one or some of them conclude an 

AAG and for the other(s) the investigation continues separately and eventually they are 

indicted under the ordinary procedure. The law stipulates that, if the case regards several 

defendants, an AAG may be concluded for each of them, separately, with the observance of 

the presumption of innocence for the defendants which did not conclude an agreement. If 

some of the defendants conclude AAGs and for others the prosecutor drafts an indictment, the 

prosecutor cannot refer in the AAG sent to court procedural acts referring to other defendants 

than those who concluded the agreement.  

The issue concerning the observance of the presumption of innocence and the 

incompatibility of the judge who ruled on the AAG to rule on the separate procedure 

concerning the participants who did not prevail themselves of the simplified procedure has 

been raised by the jurisprudence and doctrine.   

Thus, the High Court of Cassation and Justice ruled a decision “in the interest of the 

law” – Decision 17/2012 RIL. The decision concerned a simplified procedure of the 

admission of guilt before the court which was in force in 2012 (former art. 3201 CPC) and 

now is replaced by art. 374 - 375 CPC. However, the ruling is applicable to all the alternative 

procedures that imply the admission of guilt of one of the perpetrators investigated in the 

same case, as it was referred to in a recent Constitutional Court Decision no. 217/2020 

concerning the agreement on admission of guilt. The decision regards the question whether 

the judge who ruled in a case on the simplified procedure following the admission of guilt by 

a participant to the offense becomes incompatible to rule in the separate case of the other 

participants who did not admit guilt. The ruling says: “The decision to convict a participant 

does not affect the impartiality of the judge in resolving the case regarding the other 

participants, given the personal nature of criminal liability. […] In the case of sending 

several defendants to court, the court has to assess the guilt of each of them, which excludes 

de jure the judge's ruling on the guilt of one defendant in assessing the guilt of another. Even 

if the criminal action is indivisible, extending to all those who participated in the commission 

of the crime, the personal character of the criminal action subsists, as a consequence of the 

(I). Acordul de recunoaștere a vinovăției 28.03.2022 https://www.juridice.ro/776466/dreptul-uniunii-
europene-si-conventia-pentru-apararea-drepturilor-si-libertatilor-fundamentale-fata-in-fata-cu-dreptul-
penal-national-i-acordul-de-recunoastere-a-vinovatiei.html  
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personal character of the criminal liability. […] The fact that a judge has previously ruled on 

the guilt of some defendants cannot in itself justify the fears regarding his impartiality in the 

disjointed case, regarding other defendants, given that the trial is limited to the deed and the 

person against whom it is incident guilty plea.”  

With regard to the observance of the presumption of innocence in this particular 

situation, we believe that the Romanian law is in line with the requirements of the Directive 

(EU) 2016/343 and the interpretation given to it by the CJEU rulings. Thus, according to the 

CJEU judgement C-377/1815 the court states that “Article 4(1) of Directive (EU) 2016/343 of 

the European Parliament and of the Council of 9 March 2016 on the strengthening of certain 

aspects of the presumption of innocence and of the right to be present at the trial in criminal 

proceedings must be interpreted as meaning that it does not preclude that an agreement in 

which the accused person recognizes his guilt in exchange for a reduction in sentencing, 

which must be approved by a national court, expressly mentions as joint perpetrators of the 

criminal offence in question not only that person but also other accused persons, who have 

not recognized their guilt and are being prosecuted in separate criminal proceedings, on the 

condition that that reference is necessary for the categorization of the legal liability of the 

person who entered into the agreement and, second, that that same agreement makes it clear 

that those other persons are being prosecuted in separate criminal proceedings and that their 

guilt has not been legally established.” 

However, as the doctrine highlights, it is necessary that the texts of the agreements of 

admission of guilt and of the court decisions admitting them should expressly mention the fact 

that the guilt of the other participants to the offense who have chosen to follow the regular 

procedure has not been established and that they are the object of a distinct criminal 

procedure16.  

As far as the recovery of the damage caused by the offense is concerned, the settling 

of the civil claims is not a condition for the prosecutor to conclude an AAG with the 

defendant. Nor it is the agreement of the civil party or the injured party required. The Code 

15 https://fra.europa.eu/en/caselaw-reference/cjeu-c-37718-judgment  
16 Manuela Gornoviceanu, Cristina Bandrabur in Dreptul Uniunii Europene și Convenția pentru apărarea 
drepturilor și libertăților fundamentale față în față cu dreptul penal național (I). Acordul de recunoaștere a 
vinovăției 28.03.2022 https://www.juridice.ro/776466/dreptul-uniunii-europene-si-conventia-pentru-
apararea-drepturilor-si-libertatilor-fundamentale-fata-in-fata-cu-dreptul-penal-national-i-acordul-de-
recunoastere-a-vinovatiei.html  
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only provides for the possibility for the parties to conclude a transaction or a mediation 

agreement with regard to the civil claims. In case there is no transaction or mediation 

agreement, the penal court leaves the civil action unsolved. The civil claims remain to be 

solved through a separate procedure, in front of the civil court, but, in that case, the decision 

ruled by the penal court with regard to the AAG does not have the value of res judicata for 

the civil court. Nevertheless, all the parties are summoned in the procedure in front of the 

court. If present, they are also heard. Although the settlement of the civil action is not a legal 

condition for concluding an AAG, it is instead a common practice for the prosecutors to enter 

into negotiations for an agreement only after the defendant has willingly recovered the 

damage caused by the offense, or if the assets already seized during the criminal investigation 

are enough to cover the damage.  

 

2.4 Abbreviated procedure in case of admission of the accusation before 
the court. Art. 374 para (4), art. 375, art. 396 para (10) CPC 

The Criminal Procedure Code of 2014 resumed and developed the provision 

introduced for the first time in 2010 in the previous Code regarding the abbreviated procedure 

in case of admission of the accusation before the court. The abbreviated procedure is 

regulated by art. 374 para (4), art. 375, art. 396 para (10) CPC.  

In the manner in which the Criminal Procedure Code has been drafted, the abbreviated 

procedure is not considered a special procedure, like the agreement for admission of guilt, but 

a simplified procedure in which the trial phase is limited to the presentation of documentary 

evidence, at most17. As for the purpose of this procedure, the explanatory memorandum of the 

Criminal procedure Code18 states that “The introduction of new concepts in the first instance 

trial, such as the "trial based on evidence administered in criminal proceedings" does not 

have the role of responding only formally to a need to reform this phase of the criminal 

process. This concept, which presupposes the admission by the defendant of the facts 

contained in the indictment, responds to the need for the effectiveness of the trial, contributing 

17 G. Bodoroncea, in Codul de procedura penala, Comentariu pe articole, 2nd edition, coordinator M. 
Udroiu, ed. C.H. Beck, page. 1531 
18 https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:k8I7rY5-PvYJ:https://www.juridice.ro/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/Expunere-de-motive-Proiectul-Legii-privindCodul-de-procedura-penala-forma-
transmisaParlamentului.doc+&cd=1&hl=ro&ct=clnk&gl=ro  
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to the removal of cumbersome and often unnecessary procedures for establishing judicial 

truth.”  

In its essence, this procedure provides for the possibility for the defendant indicted by 

the prosecutor to request, during the first hearing of his/her case in the first instance, that the 

judgement takes place based only on the evidence collected during the criminal investigation 

and other documentary evidence presented at this hearing or at the following hearing by the 

defendant and other parties (but not by the prosecutor), under the condition that he/she admits 

in full the accusation brought against him/her. If the defendant uses this procedure, according 

to art. 396 para 10 CPC, he/she benefits of a reduction of the penalty with 1/3.  

For this procedure to apply, the law provides several conditions that need to be met: 

- The defendant is not accused of committing an offense that is punished by life 

detention 

- The admission of the accusation is made by the defendant personally in front of 

the court or by a legalized document 

- The admission of the accusation is done before the court investigation starts 

- The admission is full 

- The court finds that the evidence administered in the criminal investigation are 

sufficient 

All the criminal offenses provided by the Romanian criminal law that can be 

considered as PIF offenses or offenses falling under the jurisdiction of EPPO are eligible for 

the application of the abbreviated procedure, since none of them is punished with life 

sentence. 

The abbreviated procedure and the agreement of admission of guilt have many 

similarities, especially with regard to their purpose and effects, but there are also differences.  

Both procedures are based on the admission by the defendant of his/her guilt. 

However, while in the case of the AAG, the admission of guilt is the result of a negotiation 

process with the prosecutor, in the case of the abbreviated procedure, the defendant alone 

decides freely to admit all the offences that he/she is accused on in the prosecutor’s 

indictment and that includes his/her guilt, in view of the benefit that the law itself offers to 
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him/her. If all the legal conditions are met, the court cannot refuse the defendant the benefit of 

the abbreviated procedure. 

Similar to the AAG, once the defendant admitted the accusations and requested that 

the trial continues on the basis of the evidence collected during the investigation, he/she 

cannot retract his/her admissions. This conclusion is supported by the Constitutional Court in 

its Decision no. 68/201919 which states that the irrevocability of the valid consent expressed 

by the defendant results from the very reason of establishing the simplified procedure of the 

admission of the accusations introduced in the Romanian legislation in 2010 and resumed in 

the new Criminal Procedure Code. Moreover, the Decision no. 4/2019 RIL of the High Court 

of Cassation and Justice20 states that, since the abbreviated procedure of the admission of the 

accusations can only be applied when the defendant admits both the facts in their materiality 

and his/her guilt as retained by the prosecutor in the indictment, the court cannot rule the 

acquittal of the defendant considering that the defendant was not guilty. 

Both procedures result in a simplified and accelerated court proceedings. In both 

cases, the defendant benefits of a reduction of the penalty with 1/3. However, in the case of 

AAG, the defendant can also negotiate the qualification of his/her crime, which is not a 

possibility in the case of the abbreviated procedure. As for the penalty, the negotiation process 

means that not only the limit of the penalty is negotiated by also its individualization 

(imprisonment with detention or with suspension of execution), which is not the case in the 

abbreviated procedure. 

Another important common feature of these two procedures is that there should be 

enough evidence prompting to the guilt and liability of the defendant in order for these 

simplified procedures to be admitted by the court. Thus, if the court analyzing the agreement 

of admission of guilt presented by the prosecutor finds that the evidence is insufficient, it will 

reject the agreement based on the insufficiency of evidence for the establishing of the facts 

and of the guilt of the defendants. Similarly, the court will admit the request of the defendant 

for the abbreviated procedure only when the evidence can support the accusation against the 

defendant21. Referring to the former abbreviated procedure adopted in 2010 by the “small 

19 https://legislatie.just.ro/Public/DetaliiDocument/214093  
20 https://legislatie.just.ro/Public/DetaliiDocumentAfis/215642  
21 https://www.juridice.ro/699797/analiza-comparativa-acordul-de-recunoastere-a-vinovatiei-si-
cercetarea-abreviata-in-procedura-recunoasterii-invinuirii-particularitati-aspecte-jurisprudentiale.html  
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reform law”, the Constitutional Court stated in its decision no. 198/201322 that: “one cannot 

speak of a fair trial insofar as it denies the principle of finding the truth in favor of the 

principle of speeding the criminal proceedings, so that the simple admission of guilt is not 

decisive in order to give efficiency to a fair trial carried out within the limits of legality and 

impartiality, this being only a procedural condition, but, instead, the establishment of guilt is 

needed”.  

With regard to the recovery of the damage caused by the offence, the abbreviated 

procedure of admission of the accusations does not have an effect on the civil action attached 

to the penal trial. The possibility of the defendant to benefit of the abbreviated procedure of 

admission of the accusation is not conditioned by the agreement of the civil or injured party. 

However, all the parties will be summoned in the court. The civil action, if attached to the 

penal action, will be solved under the regular procedure.  

 

2.5 Impunity / mitigation clause in tax evasion cases 

While the other alternative or simplified procedures mentioned so far have only an 

indirect effect on the recovery of the damage caused by the perpetration of the offense, the 

impunity clause in tax evasion cases targets specifically the recovery of the damage. 

With regard to the PIF offenses, this procedure could be used in the VAT fraud.  

The law on tax evasion suffered several amendments in 2021 that brought mitigations 

of the penalty and impunity in certain conditions, if the damage caused was recovered.  

According to a first amendment brought in March 2021 which is no longer in force but 

opened a huge controversy, in a case of a tax evasion offense according to art. 823 or 924 of the 

22 https://legislatie.just.ro/Public/DetaliiDocumentAfis/147351  
23 Art. 8 - (1) It constitutes an offense and is punishable by imprisonment from 3 to 10 years and the 
prohibition of certain rights or by a fine the establishment in bad faith by the taxpayer of taxes, fees or 
contributions, resulting in obtaining, without right, of sums of money as reimbursements or refunds from 
the general consolidated budget or compensations due to the general consolidated budget. 
     (2) It constitutes an offense and shall be punished with imprisonment from 5 to 15 years and the 
prohibition of certain rights or with a fine the association in order to commit the deed provided in par. (1). 
     (3) The attempt of the facts provided in par. (1) and (2) shall be punished. 
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law, if during the criminal investigation or the trial until the ruling of a final court decision the 

damage caused by the perpetrating of the offense, increased by 20% of the calculation base, 

to which are added the interests and penalties, is fully covered, the offense is no longer 

punished.   

Another amendment was introduced, providing for mitigating penalties in case or the 

recovery of minor damages (for a recovered damage that does not exceed 100.000 euro the 

penalty with fine, instead of imprisonment, may be applied and for a recovered damage that 

does not exceed 50.000 euro, the penalty with fine will be applied). 

The impunity and mitigation clause are applicable to all the participants to the 

perpetration of the offense, even if only one of them or a third party covered the damage and, 

in the case of impunity, also the surplus of 20%. 

This amendment introducing the impunity clause was received by the legal 

professionals and the public opinion in general with a strong negative opinion. The fact that 

the impunity was offered regardless the value of the damage caused, which could have been 

of millions of euros, was heavily criticized. It was considered that the restorative effect of 

incentivizing the offenders to cover the damage and thus extinguish the conflict with the law, 

was reversed to an opposite effect. Having in mind that the capacity of the administrative 

authorities to identify and prevent tax evasion from occurring is rather low, one might 

reasonably expect that the people willing to commit tax evasion would be encouraged to 

continue to do so, assuming the risk that in the unlikely event of being caught, they could 

escape the criminal responsibility by paying the damage and a surplus of 20%.  

24 Art. 9 - (1) They constitute crimes of tax evasion and are punished with imprisonment from 2 to 8 years 
and the prohibition of certain rights or with a fine the following acts committed in order to evade the 
fulfillment of fiscal obligations: 
    a) concealment of the good or of the taxable or taxable source; 
    b) the omission, in whole or in part, of the highlighting, in the accounting documents or in other legal 
documents, of the commercial operations performed or of the realized incomes; 
    c) highlighting, in the accounting documents or in other legal documents, the expenses that are not 
based on real operations or highlighting other fictitious operations; 
    d) alteration, destruction or concealment of accounting documents, memoranda of electronic fiscal 
tolling or marking devices or other means of data storage; 
    e) execution of double accounting records, using documents or other means of data storage; 
    f) evading the performance of financial, fiscal or customs verifications, by non-declaration, fictitious 
declaration or inaccurate declaration regarding the main or secondary offices of the verified persons; 
    g) substitution, degradation or alienation by the debtor or by third parties of the seized goods in 
accordance with the provisions of the Fiscal Procedure Code and the Criminal Procedure Code. 
[…] 
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Following this criticism, the law was amended again in December 2021 and currently 

the impunity clause can be applied only in the cases in which the damage caused did not 

exceed 100.000 euro. Moreover, this procedure shall not apply if the perpetrator has 

committed another tax offense provided by this law within 5 years from the commission of 

the act for which he benefited from the impunity. The other legal provisions remain 

unchanged. This new amendment was welcomed by the practitioners. However, due to the 

application of the mitior lex principle, the law of March 2021 will still be applicable for the 

offenses committed before 17 December 2021. 

The impunity clause as it is now in force can be seen from a positive perspective, as it 

responds to a criticism that the tax legislation was receiving for many years, for placing under 

heavy criminal responsibility even acts of evasion with a prejudice of a few euros, which was 

not contributing to the social reintegration of the offender25, nor stimulating the recovery of 

the damage.  

One of the problems raised in practice with regard to this clause was the difficulty to 

define the prejudice that had to be recovered. In its decision no. 101/202126, the Constitutional 

Court stated that: “The amount of damage caused is that which results from the documents in 

the file, namely from the indictment or from the existing financial-accounting documents in 

the file. It cannot be argued that the damage caused has a variable amount depending on the 

claims made by the civil party at various time limits and on the method of calculating them 

which the civil party adopts. It is also noted that the concrete determination of the damage 

caused belongs in the phase of criminal prosecution to the case prosecutor.”  

The practical application of this clause means that, if during the criminal investigation, 

the defendant or one of the defendants accused of the same offense of tax evasion recovered 

the prejudice determined by the prosecutor based on the evidence gathered in the case, 

prejudice that should not have been higher than 100.000 euro and they paid also the surplus of 

20% of the determined prejudice, to which the penalties and interests were subsequently 

added, the prosecutor will issue an ordinance of closing the case. If the recovery of the 

damage and the extra payments occurred during the trial, at any moment and in any phase 

25 Oana Bugnar-Coldea, “Art. 10 din Legea nr. 241/2005 pentru prevenirea si combaterea evaziunii 
fiscale – trecut si prezent”, Revista Universul Juridic n. 7, July 2021, page. 86-122 
26 https://legislatie.just.ro/Public/DetaliiDocumentAfis/239926  
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(first instance, appeal) until the ruling of the final court decision, the court will rule the 

termination of the criminal trial.  

 

3. The accused and the damaged party in the ADR procedure 

In the previous section the provision of the simplified or alternative procedures 

applicable in the criminal law in Romania are mentioned and described, each of them being 

applicable in strictly limited conditions as provided by law.  

As mentioned in the previous sections, the ADR procedures do not depart from the 

general principles of the criminal procedure law providing for the rights to defense or the 

rights of the victims. 

During the criminal investigation, the suspect/defendant has the right to be defended 

by a lawyer, to be informed about the accusation, to access the case file, to propose the taking 

of evidence or to raise objections and make submissions, to participate to certain criminal 

investigative activities through the participation of the lawyer and to interpretation and 

translation. 

The suspect has the rights provided by law for the defendant unless the law provides 

otherwise. 

Regarding the access to the case file during the criminal investigation phase this right 

is granted from the moment the request of the parties or main procedural subjects or their 

defenders has been approved by the prosecutor or the designated criminal investigation body 

in accordance with the Art. 94(1)-(4) and (8) of the CPC. The prosecutor/criminal 

investigation body shall establish the date and duration of the consultation. 

During the criminal investigation phase the prosecutor may restrict the consultation 

until the criminal investigation is initiated (the moment when the suspect becomes a 

defendant). For the suspect the right to access the case file can be restricted for an unlimited 

period. After the criminal investigation is initiated against a defendant, the prosecutor may 

restrict the consultation only for 10 days. 
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In all ADR procedures the defendant can give arguments, can provide evidence or 

request the prosecutor to gather certain evidence. The prosecutor will admit or reject the 

request and motivate his/her decision.   

Regarding the victims/injured person, according to art. 81 CPC, he/she has the right to 

be informed about his/her rights, to propose evidence and make requests, to be informed 

about the status of the proceeding, to access the case file, the be heard, to address questions in 

hearing for the defendant/ witnesses/ experts, to be assisted by a lawyer or to request 

mediation, including the right to interpretation and translation.  

The victim has the same rights in all ADR procedures and none of the Romanian ADR 

procedures contains specific provisions regarding the rights of the victims. 

Thus, taking into consideration the particularities of the ADR procedures in Romania, 

the rights of the accused and the damaged party will be presented separately for every ADR 

procedure regulated by national provisions: 

 

3.1 Mediation in the criminal cases  

As mentioned in the previous section, mediation as a mean of extinguishing the 

criminal action is applicable only in the cases in which the withdrawal of the criminal 

complaint or the reconciliation of the parties may extinguish the criminal action, and therefore 

is not applicable in cases regarding PIF offenses. 

According to the CPC, the mediation, as a mean of extinguishing the criminal action, 

may occur between the perpetrator and the victim only until the beginning of the trial, before 

the reading of the indictment. Both the victim and the suspect/defendant have the same rights 

during the investigation and the trial, if the mediation agreement was concluded at the first 

hearing, as in any regular procedure.   

However, when it comes to the mediation as a mean to conclude the civil claims 

attached to a criminal trial, it is applicable also in PIF cases. A mediation or transaction on 

civil claims may be concluded in any phase of the penal procedure, during the investigation or 

the trial (first instance, appeal). In such case, both defendant and civil party waive their right 
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to propose and challenge evidence and the court will no longer examine the evidence with 

regard to the civil action. The defendant has the possibility, according to the law, to admit 

only in part the civil claims of the victim. In that case, he/she might conclude a mediation 

agreement only for the part of the claims. For the civil claims not recognized by the 

defendant, evidence might be administered.   

 

3.2 Waiving of the exercise of the criminal action - art. 318 CPC  

As mentioned above, the waiving of the exercise of the criminal action shall be 

applied by the national prosecutor or by the European Delegated Prosecutor if the conditions 

of the art. 318 CPC are met.  

However, art. 318 CPC which represents the sedes materiae of the waiving the 

exercise of the criminal action does not contain any references to the rights of the accused or 

the injurd party in this procedure. 

In this respect, it should be noted that waiving of the exercise of the criminal action 

may be disposed even without knowing the identity of the author of the offense. The decision 

to adopt this measure represents a discretionary decision of the prosecutor, confirmed by the 

Court. 

Similarly, for the injured person there are no specific rights mentioned in the provision 

of the art. 318 CPC. 

The accused and the injured person shall benefit from the general rights provided by 

the Criminal Procedural Code for the accused or the injured person during criminal 

investigation phase.  

Thus, the suspect/defendant can always request the prosecutor to consider the 

application of this diversion procedure (based on the general right of the defense to make any 

relevant requests during the criminal investigation), but he/she does not have a specific right 

for this procedure to be offered. Romanian criminal procedure law gives suspects or accused 

persons the right to make any other requests relating to the resolution of the criminal or civil 

side of the case. As a rule, this right underpins some administrative requests that suspects or 
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accused persons may make during criminal proceedings and helps them to effectively exercise 

their right of defense, as it is a guarantee of their possibility to actively participate, separately 

from the proposal of evidence, in the establishment of the truth in criminal cases. 

The rights of the accused in the procedure of waiving of the exercise of the criminal 

action depends on the procedural moment when the prosecutor decides to exercise the 

waiving of the prosecution: 

- If the prosecutor is waiving the exercise of the criminal action in an early stage 

of the investigation before even existing a formal criminal charge against a person and if the 

persons that might be questioned in an in rem investigation for the offense are not made 

suspects, they will not enjoy specific rights in this procedure. 

- If the prosecutor is waiving the exercise of the criminal action against a 

suspect/defendant after the moment when the criminal investigation was open against a 

person, the suspect/defendant shall have all the rights stipulated in the art. 83 CPC. 

The injured person has the right to participate in the criminal investigation as in any 

regular procedure. The ordinance of waiving the exercise of criminal action is sent by the 

prosecutor, in copy, to the suspect, to the injured party and to any interested party. The judge 

of preliminary chamber, notified by the prosecutor for confirming the ordinance, summons all 

the interested parties, including the suspect and the injured party. Once the judge of 

preliminary chamber ruled on either admission or rejection of the prosecutor’s ordinance, the 

decision is final, therefore nor the suspect, neither the victim can appeal it. 

 

3.3 Agreement for the admission of guilt (Plea agreement) - Art. 478-488 

CPC 

During the criminal investigation phase the prosecutor may propose to the defendant 

an agreement for the admission of guilt. 

The conditions agreed with the defendant, as referred to in the previous section, are set 

out in Art. 479 of the CPC. The defendant can refuse the proposed conclusion of an AAG 

altogether or the terms proposed by the prosecutor. In that case, the prosecutor will continue 
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the investigation and, if the evidence is sufficient and there is no other legal obstacle, he/she 

will send the defendant to trial. 

In the procedure of agreement for the admission of guilt the defendant has all the 

general rights stipulated for defendant in a criminal proceeding provided by art. 83 CPC. 

Also, during this procedure, the legal assistance is mandatory for the defendant. Thus, 

if the defendant has not chosen a lawyer, the judicial body shall take measures for the 

appointment of a lawyer ex officio according to art. 91 CPC. 

A problem that has been raised in practice with regard to the rights of the defendant in 

the AAG procedure was the possibility for the defendant to withdraw his/her consent when 

heard in front of the judge. This problem, briefly mentioned in the previous section, has been 

solved by the High Court of Cassation and Justice.  

Thus, in a decision for the unification of the jurisprudence, decision RIL 5/2017, the 

High Court of Cassation and Justice stated that “the court invested with the plea agreement 

does not have the possibility to reject it, in case of withdrawal of the valid consent expressed 

during the criminal investigation, in the proceeding of hearing of the defendant, once the 

withdrawal is not supported by certain evidence that that consent was obtained through the 

infringement of the principle of loyalty in the administration of evidence, because the solution 

regulated by art. 485 para. (1) lit. b) thesis I CPC does not involve the verification of the 

conditions for maintaining or withdrawing the consent expressed by the defendant at the time 

of concluding the agreement.” The role of the court is not to resume the guilty plea 

agreement, but “the hearing of the defendant is meant to reveal elements that may call into 

question the validity of the expression of consent (the existence of a defect in consent at the 

time of conclusion of the agreement)”. Thus, the function of the court is restricted to the limits 

provided by art. 485 para. (1) lit. a) and b) of the CPC, an aspect that is reflected in the 

specificity of the solutions the judge can adopt (admit/reject the agreement). “In the plea 

agreement, the expression of the defendant's will, consisting in his consent, has a dual nature: 

on the one hand, it is an acknowledgment of the deed, a confession, and, on the other hand, it 

is an act by which the defendant expressly waives the right to be tried in public proceedings. 

In this sense, it is appreciated that art. Article 6 of the ECHR recognizes the right of the 

interested party to waive, validly, the guarantees established by the Convention, because the 
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right to a fair trial is not absolute one and the procedure carried out during criminal 

proceedings is not arbitrary, the criminal procedural law establishing guarantees which 

ensures that the defendant who accepts or initiates the agreement is not sanctioned 

exclusively on the basis of his statement of recognition. In addition, the provision of legal 

assistance at the time of concluding the agreement, regardless of the penalty limits provided 

by law for the crime committed, ensures the premises of the expression of will made in full 

knowledge of the facts, incompatible with a totally unjustified withdrawal or withdrawal of 

consent. The law does not provide for the possibility of reconsideration of the agreement and, 

given the consensual nature of this act, no circumstances can be invoked in support of a 

possible withdrawal of the consent after the conclusion of the agreement.” “To admit the 

retractable character of the consent would mean the inefficiency of the procedure of 

acknowledgment of guilt, legally provided and, at the same time, its uselessness in terms of 

the opportunity to shorten the criminal process, considered for which the negotiated justice 

was regulated, derogating from the common law”. Therefore, after giving the consent, the 

defendant is not allowed to withdraw it in front of the judge. “The defendant is free to choose 

whether to use the procedure of the plea agreement, but the legislator didn’t provide the 

solution of rejecting the agreement on the grounds that the defendant no longer acknowledges 

the facts or withdraws his consent”27.  

In another Court Decision, the judge stated that “the plea agreement is subject to 

censorship by the court, which verifies both the fulfillment of the substantive and formal 

conditions, as well as the validity of the agreement, an aspect that emerges from the 

corroboration of art. 484 CPC and art. 485 CPC (the latter making express reference both to 

the verification of the conditions provided by art. 480-482 CPC, and to the "leniency" of the 

solution on which an agreement was reached, related to the gravity of the crime or the danger 

of the offender). Therefore, the solution of rejecting the plea agreement may be based on, 

either, reasons of illegality (non-compliance with the provisions of art. 480-482 CPC or the 

solution on which an agreement was reached between the prosecutor and the defendant is 

illegal) or grounds of unfoundedness. (the agreed solution is too mild in relation to the 

seriousness of the crime or the danger of the offender)”28. 

27 High Court of Cassation and Justice, Decision no. 5/2017, available at: www.scj.ro.  
28 Court of Appeal of Iasi, Decision no. 528/2018. 
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If, in the AAG procedure, the chosen lawyer is unjustifiably absent to the proceeding, 

does not provide substitution or unjustifiably refuses to exercise the defense, although all 

procedural rights have been ensured, the judicial body shall take measures to appoint an ex 

officio lawyer to replace him, giving him a reasonable term and the necessary facilities for the 

preparation of an effective defense. 

Regarding the effectiveness of the presumption of innocence in the situation in which 

multiple individuals jointly perpetrate the same offense and only one of them concludes an 

AAG and for the others the investigation continues separately, as mentioned in the previous 

section, even though the Criminal Procedure Code does not require for specific mandatory 

provisions to be included in the agreement in the sense that the guilt of the other participants 

to the offense who have chosen to follow the regular procedure has not been established and 

that they are the object of a distinct criminal procedure, the prosecutors in Romania shall issue 

the agreement in line with the case-law of the European Court of Justice.  

Thus, we note that in a decision cited in the previous section, the Court stated that 

”Article 4(1) of Directive 2016/343 should be interpreted as meaning that it does not preclude 

that an agreement, such as that at issue in the main proceedings, which must be approved by 

a national court, refers to the participation of the accused persons, other than the person who 

entered into that agreement and thus recognised his guilt, but who will be tried separately 

and identifies them on condition, first, that that reference is necessary for the categorisation 

of the legal liability of the person who entered into the agreement and, second, that the same 

agreement clearly indicates that those other persons are being prosecuted in the context of 

separate criminal proceedings and that their guilt has not been legally established. In that 

regard, in order to review compliance with the presumption of innocence, it is necessary to 

always analyse a judicial decision and its reasoning as a whole and in light of the particular 

circumstances in which it has been adopted. As the Commission noted at the hearing, any 

explicit reference, in certain parts of a judicial decision, to the absence of guilt of the joint 

perpetrators would be devoid of sense if other parts of that decision were likely to be 

understood as a premature expression of their guilt”29. As a matter of consequence, the 

prosecutor shall pay attention, when describing the judicial situation of the participants of the 

offence, to respect the presumption of innocence in an effective manner. 

29 Case C-377/18, ECLI:EU:C:2019:670, paras. 45-46. 
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The injured/civil party does not have a role, according to the law, in the negotiation or 

concluding of the AAG between the defendant and the prosecutor, does not have to agree to 

the application of this procedure. Moreover, the satisfaction of the civil claims of the civil 

party are not a necessary/obligatory part of the agreement. However, as mentioned in the 

previous section, in practice, the prosecutor does not enter into a negotiation with a defendant 

unless the damage caused is either recovered or seizure measures aimed at the recovery of the 

damage are already taken.  

In court, all the parties are summoned by the judge, including the injured party. If 

present, they are also heard by the judge. Therefore, in the court procedure, the injured party 

has the possibility to contest the agreement and to request the court to reject it if it deems that 

the legal conditions for concluding it have been infringed or that the agreed penalty is too 

lenient.  

 

3.4 Abbreviated procedure in case of admission of the accusation before 
the court. Art. 374 para (4), art. 375, art. 396 para (10) CPC 

This procedure is applicable only at the beginning of the criminal trial. During the first 

court hearing, when all the parties have been legally summoned, the judge will inform the 

defendant that he may apply for the trial to take place only based on the evidence submitted 

during the prosecution and on the documentary (written) evidence submitted by the parties, if 

the defendant fully admits all the accusations. 

If the defendant applies for this procedure, he/she will still have all the general rights 

of the defendant from the CPC, with some limitations, justified by the abbreviated character 

of this procedure. Thus, the defendant asking to apply art. 374 para. (4) CPC will be heard by 

the court who will decide after hearing also the prosecutor and the other parties. The purpose 

of hearing the defendant is for the court to verify that the conditions for the application of the 

abbreviated procedure are met. The court should ascertain, first of all, that the defendant 

knows the facts for which he/she was sent to trial and, second, that he/she admits fully the 

accusation, both the factual element and the mental element30. If the defendant is minor, 

30 G. Bodoroncea, in M. Udroiu (coordinator), Codul de procedura penala. Comentariu pe articole, ed. 
C.H. Beck, 2017, page 1540 
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his/her request for the abbreviated procedure needs to be confirmed by his/her legal 

representative. 

The defendant has the right to ask for the application of art. 374 para. (4) and to admit 

the accusation in person, but also in absentia, by submitting the court his request in the form 

of an authenticated document.  

His/her right to legal counsel is unchanged, the same as for the regular procedure. The 

moment in which the defendant can request the abbreviated procedure, the first hearing in 

court when all the parties have been legally summoned, is one of the essential conditions. 

However, as the doctrine indicates, the abbreviated procedure can be applied as well in the 

situations in which at the first hearing the defendant requests a new hearing in order to hire a 

defense attorney and to prepare the defense31.   

The right of the defendant to present evidence in the court is limited to documentary 

(written) evidence. This limitation applies also to the victims of the offense that will have the 

right to propose documentary evidence in order to speed up the proceeding. Besides this 

limitation, the victims shall benefit from all the general rights mentioned above. 

As mentioned in the previous section, the admission of the accusation in this 

procedure is irrevocable. The defendant maintains the right to appeal the decision, but the 

reasons for appeal are limited. Thus, according to the High Court of Cassation and Justice32 

“The defendant who benefited from the abbreviated procedure may criticize the decision only 

with regard to the legal qualification of the offense and the individualization of the penalty. 

This conclusion, even if not expressly regulated by the law, may be deduced from the whole 

regulation, because, once the option for the abbreviated procedure is made, the court can no 

longer reverse its decision to admit the request.” The victim (injured/civil party) may appeal 

the first instance court decision for any of the reasons provided by the law. 

 

31 Idem, page 1535 
32 High Court of Cassation and Justice, Penal Section, decision 52/10.02.2016, www.scj.ro  
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3.5 Impunity/mitigation clause in tax evasion cases  

As mentioned in the previous section, in tax evasion cases in which the value of the 

damage does not exceed 100.000 EUR equivalent of the national currency, if during the 

criminal investigation or the trial the damage caused is fully recovered, and a surplus of 20% 

is paid, no penalty will be applied. The case will be closed either by the prosecutor (if the 

payment has been made during the investigation) or by the court (if it occurred during the 

trial) and no sanction will have to be recorded in the criminal record. The law provides also 

for a mitigation of the penalty – fine instead of imprisonment – if the damage of less than 

50.000 euro is recovered, or the possibility for the court to rule a penalty of fine instead of 

imprisonment if the damage of less than 100.000 euro is recovered and in none of these cases 

the surplus of 20% is paid.  

The defendant and the injured/civil party benefit in such cases of all the rights 

provided by the Criminal Procedure Code, as in any regular procedure.   

The law grants the defendant the right to request for the application of the impunity 

clause or the mitigation of the penalty at any time in the procedure – investigation, first 

instance, appeal; there is no limit to the moment of requesting it, as it is, for example, in the 

abbreviated judgement. What is important in such cases, for the defendant, as well as for the 

civil party, is the correct determination of the value of the damage. From that perspective, 

they benefit of all the rights provided by the CPC, to propose evidence, to request for a 

judicial expertise to be drawn, to challenge the evidence provided by the prosecution.  

Moreover, if the offense was committed by more participants and only one of them or 

a third party covered the damage (and, respectively, paid the extra amount of 20%), the other 

defendants have the right to benefit of the impunity or mitigation of the penalty, as 

appropriate.  

 

4. Observations on the functioning of the ne bis in idem principle 

With regard to the topic of this project, we should analyze how the risk of ne bis in 

idem could occur in relation with the alternative dispute resolution procedures as regulated in 
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the Romanian law. As it results from the national as well as European doctrine and 

jurisprudence, the conditions of the ne bis in idem principle are: (1) the existence of a 

definitive (judicial) decision regarding the merits of the case; (2) the new procedure to regard 

the same person (eadem personae) and the same conduct or conducts that are substantially 

identical (idem factum).  

Referring to the first condition of the ne bis in idem, concerning the definitive decision 

on the merits of the case, we note that the ADR procedures listed in the previous section end 

with either a court decision or an ordinance of the prosecutor. Thus, the mediation agreement 

may be concluded during the criminal investigations, for the limited types of offenses 

provided by the law or in the beginning of the trial in front of the judge, before the reading of 

the indictment. Therefore, most of the mediation agreements will be established by the 

ordinance of the prosecutor of concluding the criminal investigation and in less frequent 

occasions by the court decision. The waiving of the exercise of the criminal action is decided 

by the prosecutor’s ordinance, but the ordinance is submitted to the confirmation by the judge 

of preliminary chamber. The decision of the judge is final. The abbreviated procedure in case 

of admission of the accusation ends with a court decision, similarly to any other criminal 

court procedure. The decision of the first instance court may be appealed. The AAG 

concluded between the prosecutor and the defendant is endorsed by a court decision, which 

can also be appealed. In the occurrence of the impunity clause in tax evasion cases, the case is 

concluded either in the criminal investigation phase by the ordinance of the prosecutor, or in 

the trial phase by the decision of the court, decision which can also be appealed.  

In the ADR procedures, the final decisions of the courts confirming / admitting the 

alternative procedure clearly represent grounds for the application of the ne bis in idem 

principle, as they rule on the merits of the case. In all ADR procedures regulated by 

Romanian criminal procedural law the final decision has a criminal nature, not an 

administrative one. Thus, the impact on ne bis in idem principle is the same for ADR 

procedures as for the regular criminal proceedings. 

Thus, without insisting on ne bis in idem case law for final court decisions, we 

consider relevant the jurisprudence regarding the occurrence of the ne bis in idem principle in 

relation with the decisions of dismissal of the criminal case issued by the prosecutor. 

According to the CJEU jurisprudence, a decision of non-lieu of a prosecutor can be 
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considered a final decision in the sense of art. 50 of the Chart of Human Rights, if it provides 

a final resolution on the merits of the case. In the case M C-398/28 the CJEU stated that even 

a decision of non lieu (i.e. a finding that there was no ground to refer the case to a trial court 

because of insufficient evidence) is a decision on the merits of the case and bars further 

prosecution in another Member State for the same conduct against the person who benefited 

from the non-lieu decision, with the exception of the case in which new evidence against that 

person have been discovered. As a consequence, such prosecutor’s decision is a final decision 

according to the EU legal framework on ne bis in idem, namely Article 54 of the Convention 

implementing the Schengen Agreement (CISA)33.  

In the Romanian doctrine, it was stated (in relation to a case terminated by ordinance 

of the prosecutor on the criminal charge of manslaughter and referred to another prosecutor’s 

office for investigating a possible charge of assault) that the “solution of termination of the 

criminal investigation is not a real solution of non-lieu, since the prosecutor ruled only with 

regard to the legal charge of the offense, ascertaining the lack of the mental element specific 

to the offense of manslaughter, but without properly analyzing the merits of the case which 

would involve the full determination of the facts situation and the establishment of the mens 

rea. For this solution to be considered a final decision able to bar a new procedure against 

the same person, according to the ne bis in idem rule, the prosecutor should have made an 

evaluation of the entire merits of the case. […] Ruling on the legal framework does not imply 

a solution to the case.”34 

In addition, in the cases Gözütuk and Brugge, an out-of-court settlement was 

considered to be a final decision by the CJEU. The Court stated that “a procedure of this kind, 

whose effects as laid down by the applicable national law are dependent upon the accused's 

undertaking to perform certain obligations prescribed by the Public Prosecutor, penalizes the 

unlawful conduct which the accused is alleged to have committed.  In those circumstances, 

the conclusion must be that where, following such a procedure, further prosecution is 

definitively barred, the person concerned must be regarded as someone whose case has been 

finally disposed of for the purposes of Article 54 of the CISA in relation to the acts which he is 

33 Case C-398/28 M ECLI:EU:C:2014:1057 para. 26. 
34 Minutes of the meeting between the chief prosecutors of the Prosecution Office attached to the High 
Court of Cassation and Justice, DNA, DIICOT and the prosecution offices attached to the courts of 
appeal. National Institute of Magistracy, 9-10.03.2020, http://inm-lex.ro/wp-
content/uploads/2020/04/Minuta-intalnire-procurori-sefi-sectie-Bucuresti-9-10-martie-2020.pdf   
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alleged to have committed. In addition, once the accused has complied with his obligations, 

the penalty entailed in the procedure whereby further prosecution is barred must be regarded 

as having been enforced for the purposes of Article 54’’35. 

However, re-opening the case even in the ADR procedures may interfere with the ne 

bis in idem principle. In ECtHR Case Law36 Mihalache v. Romania the Court found that 

although the applicant was not punished twice for the same facts (as his initial penalty was set 

aside and he could seek reimbursement), the case involved two successive sets of criminal 

proceedings, concerning the same facts. Considering whether the reopened case fell within the 

exception in Art. 4(2) of Protocol 7, the Grand Chamber held that the reopening of the case 

was not justified by the emergence of new or newly discovered facts and that the 

Government’s reason of the need to harmonize the judicial practice was not covered by the 

strict conditions of exceptional circumstances under Art. 4(2). The reopening of the 

proceedings could not therefore be justified and the applicant was tried twice for the same 

offence in breach of Art. 4 of Protocol No. 7. 

Going back to the ADR procedures, taking into consideration that also the ones that 

end with an ordinance of the prosecutor that has not been reversed by a court decision due to 

the discovery of new evidence or new facts, as well as those ending with a final court 

decision, all these decisions, being ruled on the merits of the case, will have an impact on ne 

bis in idem like any other criminal decision issued by a court.  

 

5. Evaluation of the concrete impact of the ADR procedures 

As mentioned in the previous sections, the concept of alternative dispute resolution in 

criminal matters, together with the attenuation of the principle of mandatory prosecution and 

introduction of the principle of opportunity are relatively new concepts, departing from the 

inquisitorial background of the criminal procedural law system in Romania. 

The Romanian criminal justice still places an emphasis on the retributive character of 

the sanctions for criminal offenses. Restorative justice is traditionally linked with the criminal 

35 Case C-187/01 and C-385/01 ECLI:EU:C:2003:87 paras. 30-31 
36 ECtHR Mihalache v Romania [GC], no. 54012/10 [8 July 2019] paras. 134-138. 
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liability of minor offenders, who can be punished with an educative measure, with or without 

detention. However, with the adoption of the Law no.  192/2006 on mediation and the 

organization of the profession of mediator and, mostly, later on with the adoption of the new 

Criminal Procedure Code in 2014 and the reforms it brought with, the premises for the 

application on larger scale of restorative justice procedures have been created, although 

hesitations in their application and controversies are also present.  

The ADR procedures applicable to the PIF offenses (and not only to those offenses), 

when wisely used, are expected to bring a better use of the justice system and a better 

response to the law infringements. Thus, we are mainly aiming the following effects: 

- Deflation of the judicial activity, especially of the courts’ burden 

- Increased celerity of the criminal procedure and the ruling of the final solution 

closer to the moment of the perpetration or discovery of the offense 

- Improved rate of recovery of the damage caused and reducing the financial 

impact of the frauds committed 

- Last, but not least, reducing the overcrowding of the penitentiaries and 

diminishing the recidivism rate 

As seen in practice, the application of all the alternative dispute resolution procedures 

brings a simplification and a reduced duration of the criminal proceedings. The decrease of 

the effective budget needed for investigating an offense and the decrease of the costs and time 

of a criminal investigation are also an important effect. 

For instance, the court procedure in first instance concerning the admission/rejection 

of an agreement of admission of guilt (AAG) usually takes no more than 1 month or a few 

months. On the contrary, the regular trial when the court has been notified with an indictment 

may take one or more years only in first instance. Considering the sample of data of the 

National Anticorruption Directorate (DNA), where in 2021 DNA sent to trial 317 cases, out 

of which 173 cases by an indictment (rechizitoriu) and 165 by an AAG37, we can conclude 

that the AAG cases have been solved by the courts much speedier than the indicted cases. The 

same effect of speeding up the court procedure is aimed by the application of the abbreviated 

procedure in case of admission of the accusation before the court. (art. 375 CPC). Besides the 

37 Out of these 317 cases sent to trial, 124 cases regarded EU frauds. Of them, 61 cases have been sent to 
trial by an indictment and 63 by an agreement of admission of guilt. 
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effect on reducing the courts’ burden, these two procedures imply a cooperative attitude from 

the defendant. He/she has to admit the perpetration of the offense in order to benefit of these 

procedures. Moreover, he/she will benefit of a reduction of the penalty. In practice, most of 

the AAGs signed and admitted by the courts include an agreement on an imprisonment 

penalty with suspended execution, which is another benefit for the defendant. Thus, the 

speedier ending of the social conflict and the reintegration of the offender in the society is an 

expected effect.  

One of the important advantages of most of these ADR procedures is the possibility to 

condition the application of some of these procedures to the prior recovery of the financial 

damage caused by the perpetration of the offence.  

The waiving of the exercise of the criminal action (art. 318 CPC), a procedure that 

gives effect to the application of the opportunity principle, demonstrates its restorative nature 

when the prosecutor orders that the suspect/defendant fulfills one of the obligations described 

under lett. a)-d) of art. 318 para. (6) CPC (in particular those requiring to repair the damage 

caused by the offense or to agree together with the civil party a modality of damage repair, or 

to perform an unpaid work for the community). These obligations are meant to fully end the 

social conflict, by repairing the harm caused by the criminal behavior and helping the social 

reintegration of the offender. However, the application of this form of restorative justice is 

strictly limited to the consideration of the investigation of the offense committed as lacking of 

public interest. It cannot be applied for the big EU frauds. For instance, the National 

Anticorruption Directorate (DNA), the only Romanian prosecution office competent to 

investigate and prosecute EU frauds before the operationalization of EPPO, investigated in 

2021 724 PIF cases. Out of them only in 7 cases, the prosecutor waived the exercise of the 

criminal action, considering that, due to the small damage caused, to the concrete modus 

operandi of the perpetrators and their personal circumstances, the criminal pursuit of the case 

lacks public interest. In such cases, the offenders are encouraged to end the social conflict, to 

repair the damage even before the case has been concluded by the prosecutor and to 

reintegrate in the society, since no punishment is ruled. 

The recovery of the damage caused is an element of the negotiation also in the case of 

the agreement of admission of guilt (AAG), although it is not a compulsory requirement of 

the law, but a development of the practice.  
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The most prominent effect of reducing or eliminating the financial impact of the 

offense committed and the swift recovery by the state of important sums of tax money is 

found in the procedure granting the mitigation of penalty or the exclusion of the criminal 

liability for tax offenses when the defendant has recovered the damage during the criminal 

investigation or the trial until the ruling of a final court decision. 

However, as we have witnessed in relation with the March 2021 amendment of the 

law on tax evasion introducing the possibility to exclude the criminal liability of those who 

recovered the damage caused, regardless of the value of the damage caused, such alternative 

dispute resolution could also be perceived in the society as an unjust response of the state to 

the financial criminality. In our case, the magistrates who expressed a negative opinion 

considered that such an amendment will be inviting those already inclined to commit tax 

offenses to do that in the future as well, counting on the low level of detection and control of 

the state administration and assuming that if (and only if) they will be caught they could 

easily get away by simply paying back what they have “stolen”. As mentioned above, the 

current form of the law allows the impunity only for relatively low damage and therefore, the 

positive effect – of swiftly recovering the defrauded money is more visible than the negative 

one.  

From the perspective of the accused person, there are many benefits, starting from the 

mitigation/non-application of a punishment if he/she is eligible and agrees to an ADR 

proceeding. In terms of long-term effects, de jure rehabilitation is always in the mind of the 

defendant when applying or agreeing to an ADR proceeding, if by such procedure he/she 

could be sanctioned with a fine, a penalty of imprisonment of no more than 2 years or an 

imprisonment penalty with suspended execution. In the case of art. 318 CPC (waiving the 

exercise of the criminal action), the person’s criminal liability is not engaged, therefore the 

defendant’s name will not be registered in the criminal record. The same goes for the 

decisions to terminate the criminal procedure ruled in the case of impunity by applying art. 10 

para (11) of the Law no. 241/2005 – no criminal record registration. Thus, the swifter 

reintegration of the offender in the society is envisaged. 
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6. Annex 

TEXTS OF THE RELEVANT LEGAL ACTS  

 

Waiving of the exercise of the criminal action 

Criminal Procedure Code: 

 

ART. 318 

Dropping charges (n.n. Waiving of the exercise of the criminal action) 

(1) In the situation of offenses for which the law requires the penalty of a fine or a 

penalty of imprisonment of no more than 7 years, the prosecutor can drop charges when, 

considering the contents of the offense, the modus operandi and the instruments used, the goal 

of the offense and the concrete circumstances of its commission, the consequences that 

occurred or could have occurred, they find that a public interest is not served in prosecuting. 

(2) When the offender is identified, weighing the public interest aspect also involves 

the person of the suspect or defendant, their conduct previous to the offense and the efforts 

they made in removing or minimizing the consequences of the offense. 

(3) After consulting with the suspect or defendant, the prosecutor can order that they 

comply with one or several of the following obligations: 

a) remove the consequences of the criminal offense or make redress, or agree with the 

civil party on an avenue of redress; 

b) make a public apology to the victim; 

c) perform community service for a time span of no les than 30 and no more than 60 

days, except for the case where their health precludes them to provide such community 

service; 
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d) enlist in a counseling program. 

(4) In case the prosecutor orders the suspect or defendant to comply with the 

obligations at par. (3), they shall include in their order the deadline by which those 

obligations shall be met, which can not be longer than 6 months in general or 9 months for 

obligations undertaken by mediation agreement signed with the civil party and which starts 

as of the date the order is communicated. 

(5) The order to drop charges shall include, as the case may be: the mentions 

stipulated at Art. 286 par. (2), and stipulations on steps taken as under par. (3) in this Article 

and Art. 315 par. (2) - (4); the deadline by which the obligations must be complied with that 

are stipulated at par. (3) in this Article; the penalty for failure to file the evidence with the 

prosecutor; judicial expenses. 

(6) In case of non-compliance in ill-faith of the obligations within the deadline 

stipulated at par. (4), the prosecutor shall rescind their order. The burden of proof for 

compliance with the obligations or submitting the reasons for failure to comply with the 

obligations shall fall on the suspect or defendant. A new waiver of prosecution in this same 

case is no longer possible. 

(7) The order whereby charges are dropped shall be sent in copy to the person who 

filed the referral, the suspect, the defendant or, as the case may be, other interested parties. 

 

 

Abbreviated procedure 

Criminal Procedure Code: 

 

ART. 374 

Informing on the charges, clarifications and applications 

………… 
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(4) When the criminal proceedings are not focused on a crime punishable by life 

imprisonment, the president shall inform the defendant that he may apply for the trial to take 

place only based on the evidence submitted during the prosecution and on the documentary 

evidence submitted by the parties when the defendant fully admits all the acts held against 

him, informing the defendant on the provisions under Article 396 par. (10). 

………………. 

ART. 375 

Procedure in case of admission of guilt 

(1) When the defendant applies for the trial to take place in the conditions provided 

under Article 374 par. (4), the court shall hear him following which, after the arguments by 

the prosecutor and the other parties, shall take a decision this application. 

(2) If it admits the application, the court shall ask the parties and the victim if they 

propose the submission of documentary evidence. 

(3) If it dismisses the application, the court shall act according to Article 374 par. (5) - 

(10). 

 

 

 

 

ART. 396 

Settling the criminal proceedings 

…………………….. 

(10) When the court proceedings were implemented according to the requirements 

under Article 375 par. (1) and (2), when the defendant’s motion that the trial take place in 

these conditions was dismissed or when the court investigation took place according to the 
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requirements under Article 377 par. (5) or Article 395 par. (2), whereas the court retains the 

same situation of fact as the one described in the bill of indictment and admitted by the 

defendant, in case of conviction or postponing the service of the penalty, the limits for the 

penalty provided by law in the case of a penalty by imprisonment shall be reduced by one-

third, whereas in the case of a fine, by one-fourth. 

 

Agreement for the admission of guilt (guilty plea) 

Criminal Procedure Code: 

 

TITLE IV 

Special procedures 

CHAPTER I 

Guilty plea 

ART. 478 

Parties to the guilty plea and its limits 

(1) During the criminal investigation, after the formal filing of charges, the defendant 

and prosecutor can conclude an agreement as a result of the defendant pleading guilty. 

(2) The effects of the guilty plea shall be subject to approval by the hierarchically 

superior prosecutor. 

(3) The guilty plea can be initiated by both the prosecutor and the defendant. 

(4) The limits of the guilty plea shall be set by prior written agreement from the 

hierarchically superior prosecutor. 

(5) If formal charges have been filed against several defendants, a distinct guilty plea 

can be concluded with each one of them, without impact on the benefit of the doubt extended 

to defendants who have not concluded such an agreement. 
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(6) Underage defendants cannot enter a guilty plea. 

 

ART. 479 

Object of the guilty plea 

The object of the guilty plea is admission to have committed the offense and accepting 

the charges on which criminal action has begun, and regards the type and amount of 

punishment, as well as how the punishment shall be served. 

 

ART. 480 

Conditions for concluding a guilty plea 

(1) A guilty plea can only be concluded concerning the offenses for which the law 

requires a penalty of a fine or no more than 7 years of imprisonment. 

(2) A guilty plea can be concluded when the gathered evidence provides sufficient 

information that the offenses for which charges have been filed exists, and that the defendant 

is the author of that offense. On entering a guilty plea legal assistance is mandatory. 

 

 

 

 

#M2 

(3) *** Repealed 

#B 

ART. 481 

Format of the guilty plea 
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(1) A guilty plea shall be concluded in writing. 

(2) In the situation where a guilty plea is concluded, the prosecutor shall no longer 

return an indictment concerning the defendants that entered the guilty plea. 

 

ART. 482 

Contents of the guilty plea 

A guilty plea contains: 

a) date and place of signing; 

b) surname, name and capacity of the signatory parties; 

c) information on the person of the defendant, as stipulated at Art. 107 par. (1); 

d) description of the offense that makes the object of the guilty plea; 

e) charges for that offense and penalty required by law; 

f) evidence and methods of proof; 

g) specific statement by the defendant that they admit having committed the offense 

and accept the charges that have been filed formally; 

 

 

#M2 

h) type and amount of punishment and  how the punishment is to be served, or a 

resolution to waive enforcement of the penalty or postpone enforcement of the penalty on 

which the prosecutor and defendant have agreed; 

#B 
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i) signatures of the prosecutor, defendant and defense counsel. 

 

ART. 483 

Referring the guilty plea to court 

(1) After signing the guilty plea, the prosecutor shall file with the court that would 

have jurisdiction to try the case on the merits and submit the guilty plea, accompanied by the 

criminal investigation file. 

(2) In the situation where the guilty plea only covers some of the offenses or is entered 

by only some of the defendants, and prosecution is to move ahead for the other offenses or 

defendants, filing with the court shall be performed separately. The prosecutor shall only 

submit the criminal investigation acts that concern the offenses and offenders covered by the 

guilty plea. 

(3) In the situation where Art. 23 par. (1) applies, the prosecutor shall submit the guilty 

plea in court accompanied by the civil settlement or mediation agreement. 

 

ART. 484 

Procedure before the court 

(1) If the guilty plea is missing one of the mandatory mentions or in case of non-

compliance with the conditions stipulated at Art. 482 and 483, the court shall order the 

omissions corrected within no more than 5 days and notifies the fact to the chief prosecutor of 

the prosecutor’s office that entered the plea agreement. 

(2) The court shall rule on the guilty plea following a non-adversarial procedure, by 

judgment returned in public session, after hearing the prosecutor, the defendant and the 

latter’s defense counsel, as well as the civil party if present. 

 

ART. 485 
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Court resolutions 

#M2 

(1) On examining the plea agreement the court shall return one of the following 

resolutions: 

a) to sustain the guilty plea and order one of the solutions under Art. 396 par. (2) - 

(4), which cannot create for the defendant a situation more difficult than the one that is 

subject to the agreement, if the conditions are met that are stipulated at Art. 480 - 482 

concerning all the offenses the defendant is charged with and that made the object of the 

agreement; 

b) to deny the guilty plea and send the case to the prosecutor for them to continue the 

criminal investigation, if the conditions are not met that are stipulated at Art. 480 - 482 

concerning all the offenses the defendant is charged with and that made the object of the 

agreement, or if they feel the solution put in place under the plea agreement between the 

prosecutor and the defendant is unjustifiably lenient in relation to the seriousness of the 

offense or the hazard posed by the offender. 

#B 

(2) The court can sustain the guilty plea only for some of the defendants. 

(3) In the situation described at par. (1) lett. b), the court shall rule ex officio on the 

defendants’ being placed under arrest. 

(4) Art. 396 par. (9), Art. 398 and Art. 399 shall apply accordingly 

 

#M2 

ART. 486 

Settling the civil action 
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(1) In the situation where the court sustains the guilty plea and the parties have 

entered a civil settlement or mediation agreement concerning the civil action, the court shall 

include that in its judgment. 

(2) In the situation where the court sustains the guilty plea the parties have not 

entered a civil settlement or mediation agreement concerning the civil action, the court shall 

leave the civil action unsettled. In that situation the resolution to sustain the guilty plea does 

not have res judicata authority on the extent of claims brought before the civil court. 

#B 

ART. 487 

Contents of the sentence 

The sentence shall comprise: 

a) the mentions stipulated at Art. 370 par. (4), Art. 403 and 404; 

b) the offense covered by the guilty plea and the charges for it. 

#M2 

ART. 488 

Avenues of appeal 

(1) The prosecutor and defendant can challenge the sentence returned as under Art. 

485, by appeal, within 10 days of its being communicated. 

(2) To challenge a sentence that sustains the guilty plea agreement an appeal can be 

filed only with respect to the type and amount of punishment or how it is to be served. 

(3) The defendant shall be summoned for the trial on appeal. 

(4) The appellate court shall return one of the following resolutions: 

a) to deny the appeal and sustain the appealed sentence, if the appeal is tardy or 

inadmissible or unfounded; 
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b) to sustain the appeal, invalidate the sentence that sustained the guilty plea 

agreement only with respect to the type and amount of punishment or how it is to be served 

and return a new judgment as under Art. 485 par. (1) lett. a), which applies accordingly; 

c) to sustain the appeal, invalidate the sentence that denied the guilty plea agreement, 

and sustain the guilty plea, as under Art. 485 par. (1) lett. a) and Art. 486 which apply 

accordingly. 

 

Mediation 

Criminal Procedure Code: 

 

ART. 16 

Circumstances preventing initiation and exercise of criminal action 

 (1) Criminal action may not be initiated, and when it has already been initiated, may 

not be used if: 

 a) the action in question does not exist; 

 b) the action is not covered by the criminal law or was not committed with the guilt 

required by law; 

 c) there is no evidence that a person committed the offense; 

 d) there is a justifying or non-imputability cause; 

 e) a prior complaint, an authorization or seizure of the body of competent jurisdiction 

or other requirement set by the law, required for the initiation of criminal action, is missing; 

 f) amnesty or statute of limitations, or death of a natural-person suspect or defendant 

occurred or de-registration of a legal-entity suspect or defendant was ordered; 
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 g) a prior complaint was withdrawn, for offenses in relation to which its withdrawal 

removes criminal liability, reconciliation took place or a mediation agreement was 

concluded under the law; 

 h) there is a non-penalty clause set by the law; 

 i) double jeopardy (res judicata); 

 j) a transfer of proceedings with a different country took place under the law. 

 (2) In the situations set under par. (1) items e) and j), criminal action may be initiated 

subsequently, under the terms set by the law. 

ART. 23 

Settlement, mediation of acknowledgment of civil claims 

(1) In respect of civil claims, during the course of criminal proceedings, the defendant, 

the civil party and the party with civil liability may conclude a settlement or mediation 

agreement, under the law. 

 (2) The defendant, based on the consent of the party with civil liability, may accept all 

or part of the civil party’s claims. 

 (3) In case of acceptance of civil claims, the court shall order indemnifications, to the 

extent of such acknowledgment. In respect of non-accepted claims, evidence may be 

produced. 
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Law no. 192/2006 on mediation and the organization of the profession of 

mediator 

Art. 67 

Secţiunea a 2-a 

    Dispoziţii speciale privind medierea în cauzele penale 

 

    Art. 67*) - (1) Dispoziţiile din prezenta lege se aplică şi în cauzele penale, atât în 

latura penală, cât şi în latura civilă, după distincţiile arătate în prezenta secţiune. 

    (2) În latura penală a procesului, dispoziţiile privind medierea se aplică numai în 

cauzele privind infracţiuni pentru care, potrivit legii, retragerea plângerii prealabile sau 

împăcarea părţilor înlătură răspunderea penală, dacă autorul a recunoscut fapta în faţa 

organelor judiciare sau, în cazul prevăzut la art. 69, în faţa mediatorului. 

    (21) În cauzele penale în care medierea este posibilă în condiţiile prevăzute la alin. 

(1) şi (2), aceasta trebuie să se desfăşoare astfel încât victima să nu se găsească în contact cu 

făptuitorul, cu excepţia cazului în care părţile îşi exprimă acordul la încheierea contractului de 

mediere. 

    (22) Încheierea unui acord de mediere în latura penală a unei infracţiuni, conform 

alin. (1), constituie o cauză sui-generis care înlătură răspunderea penală. Încheierea unui 

acord de mediere în latura penală, în condiţiile prezentei legi, poate interveni până la citirea 

actului de sesizare a instanţei. 

    (3) Părţile şi subiecţii procesuali nu pot fi constrânşi să accepte procedura medierii.  

_____________ 

* Pentru aplicarea şi interpretarea art. 67, a se vedea Decizia HP/DCD nr. 9/2015 
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Impunity / mitigation clause in tax evasion cases 

Tax evasion Law no. 241/2005 

 

 Art. 8 - (1) Constituie infracţiune şi se pedepseşte cu închisoare de la 3 la 10 ani şi 

interzicerea unor drepturi sau cu amendă stabilirea cu rea-credinţă de către contribuabil a 

impozitelor, taxelor sau contribuţiilor, având ca rezultat obţinerea, fără drept, a unor sume de 

bani cu titlu de rambursări sau restituiri de la bugetul general consolidat ori compensări 

datorate bugetului general consolidat. 

    (2) Constituie infracţiune şi se pedepseşte cu închisoare de la 5 la 15 ani şi 

interzicerea unor drepturi sau cu amendă asocierea în vederea săvârşirii faptei prevăzute la 

alin. (1). 

    (3) Tentativa faptelor prevăzute la alin. (1) şi (2) se pedepseşte. 

    Art. 9 - (1) Constituie infracţiuni de evaziune fiscală şi se pedepsesc cu închisoare 

de la 2 la 8 ani şi interzicerea unor drepturi sau cu amenda următoarele fapte săvârşite în 

scopul sustragerii de la îndeplinirea obligaţiilor fiscale: 

    a) ascunderea bunului ori a sursei impozabile sau taxabile; 

    b) omisiunea, în tot sau în parte, a evidenţierii, în actele contabile ori în alte 

documente legale, a operaţiunilor comerciale efectuate sau a veniturilor realizate; 

    c) evidenţierea, în actele contabile sau în alte documente legale, a cheltuielilor care 

nu au la bază operaţiuni reale ori evidenţierea altor operaţiuni fictive; 

    d) alterarea, distrugerea sau ascunderea de acte contabile, memorii ale aparatelor de 

taxat ori de marcat electronice fiscale sau de alte mijloace de stocare a datelor; 

    e) executarea de evidenţe contabile duble, folosindu-se înscrisuri sau alte mijloace 

de stocare a datelor; 
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    f) sustragerea de la efectuarea verificărilor financiare, fiscale sau vamale, prin 

nedeclararea, declararea fictivă ori declararea inexactă cu privire la sediile principale sau 

secundare ale persoanelor verificate; 

    g) substituirea, degradarea sau înstrăinarea de către debitor ori de către terţe 

persoane a bunurilor sechestrate în conformitate cu prevederile Codului de 

procedură fiscală şi ale Codului de procedură penală. 

    (2) Dacă prin faptele prevăzute la alin. (1) s-a produs un prejudiciu mai mare de 

100.000 euro, în echivalentul monedei naţionale, limita minimă a pedepsei prevăzute de lege 

şi limita maximă a acesteia se majorează cu 5 ani. 

    (3) Dacă prin faptele prevăzute la alin. (1) s-a produs un prejudiciu mai mare de 

500.000 euro, în echivalentul monedei naţionale, limita minimă a pedepsei prevăzute de lege 

şi limita maximă a acesteia se majorează cu 7 ani. 

…………………………… 

Art. 10 - (1) În cazul săvârşirii unei infracţiuni prevăzute la art. 61, 8 sau 9, dacă în 

cursul urmăririi penale sau al judecăţii prejudiciul cauzat este acoperit integral, iar 

valoarea acestuia nu depăşeşte 100.000 euro, în echivalentul monedei naţionale, se poate 

aplica pedeapsa cu amendă. Dacă prejudiciul cauzat şi recuperat în aceleaşi condiţii este de 

până la 50.000 euro, în echivalentul monedei naţionale, se aplică pedeapsa cu amenda. 

    (11) În cazul în care prejudiciul produs prin comiterea faptelor de la art. 61, 8 sau 

9 nu depăşeşte valoarea de 100.000 euro, în echivalentul monedei naţionale, iar în cursul 

urmăririi penale sau în cursul judecăţii până la pronunţarea unei hotărâri judecătoreşti 

definitive, acesta, majorat cu 20% din baza de calcul, la care se adaugă dobânzile şi 

penalităţile, este acoperit integral, fapta nu se pedepseşte, aplicându-se dispoziţiile art. 

16 alin. (1) lit. h) din Legea nr. 135/2010 privind Codul de procedură penală, cu 

modificările şi completările ulterioare. 

    (12) Dispoziţiile prezentului articol se aplică tuturor inculpaţilor chiar dacă nu 

au contribuit la acoperirea prejudiciului prevăzut la alin. (1) şi (11). 
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    (2) Dispoziţiile prevăzute la alin. (1) şi (11) nu se aplică dacă făptuitorul a mai 

săvârşit o infracţiune prevăzută de prezenta lege într-un interval de 5 ani de la comiterea 

faptei pentru care a beneficiat de prevederile alin. (1) sau (11). 

………………………………. 
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1. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic 
legal system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the 
domestic level 

The obligation to harmonise national legislation with EU standards in the field of 

criminal law protection of the financial interests of the European Union isn’t solely the 

obligation of the member states, but also is requirement that countries in the process of the 

EU accession has to fulfil. By signing the Stabilization and Association Agreement from 

2008, the Republic of Serbia has given the opportunity to use various European Union 

financial support programs. By obtaining that opportunity, Serbian Government undertook the 

obligation to use the funds from the program in accordance with the purpose for which they 

were allocated, as well as to take adequate measures at the national level to control and 

protect their intended use. In addition, one of the economic conditions for membership in the 

European Union, which is included in the Copenhagen criteria, is the protection of the 

financial interests of the European Union. Therefore, the Republic of Serbia is obliged to 

1 SERBIA is a EU Candidate Country. 
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harmonise its national legislation with the acquis communautaire in this area already in the 

accession process.  

The notion of criminal protection of the financial interests of the European Union 

doesn’t mean only protection by the provisions of substantive criminal legislation.2 That 

protection should include all measures to prevent that kind of criminal activities. These are 

both criminal proceedings and other measures taken on the territory of member states and 

states that are in the accession process in order to conduct proceedings against perpetrators of 

criminal offenses to the detriment of the financial interests of the European Union.3 

According to the Law on the Budget System of the Republic of Serbia, EU financial 

assistance is also considered public revenue (article 14, paragraph 1, item 6).4 The manner of 

performing controls by national bodies and their cooperation with relevant bodies and 

institutions of the European Union in order to prevent illegality in the procedure of using IPA 

funds is regulated by the Regulation on the management of European Union pre-accession 

assistance programs under the Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA II) for the period 

2014-2020.5 Based on the provisions of the Regulation, a special body has been established as 

an internal organizational unit within the Ministry of Finance to perform activities related to 

performing all measures and activities to protect the financial interests of the European Union 

and the Republic of Serbia. It primarily coordinates legal, administrative, and operational 

activities aimed at combating irregularities and fraud in the handling of European Union 

funds and conducts administrative checks on reports of irregularities and suspected fraud, 

establishes facts for the need to make decisions and initiate proceedings to sanction 

irregularities and abuses in handling European Union funding (article 29). 

Based on the Decree of the Government of the Republic of Serbia from 2011, the 

Office for the Audit of the EU Funds Management System was established as a service of the 

Government of the Republic of Serbia that acts as the Audit Body of the Instrument for Pre-

2 Matić Bošković, M., Kostić, J. (2020). Application of the ne bis in idem related to financial offences in 
the jurisprudence of the European Courts, Nauka, bezbednost, policija Žurnal za kriminalistiku i pravo, 2, 
pp. 67-77 
3 J. Kostić (2018), Krivičnopravna zaštita finansijskih interesa Evropske unije, (Criminal law protection 
of the financial interests of the European Union), Belgrade: Institute of Comparative Law, p. 16. 
4 Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 54/2009...118/2021. 
5 Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia No. 10/2019. The Regulation establishes the obligation and 
the manner of recovery of illegally spent funds. According to article 30, the IPA II Beneficiary has the 
obligation to recover improperly spent funds. The contract, ie other legal act regulates the manner of 
return of illegally spent funds. 
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Accession Assistance. Its responsibility is to audit the management and control system, the 

legality of activities, transactions and annual accounts in accordance with internationally 

accepted auditing standards and guidelines of the European Commission.6 

According to the 2021 European Commission's report on Serbia's progress in the 

accession process, Serbia has achieved a high degree of alignment with the acquis 

communautaire regarding the protection of the European Union's financial 

interests. However, it is necessary to ensure full compliance with the European Union 

Directive on combating fraud against the financial interests of the European Union in 

accordance with criminal law.7 

During 2021, the Strategic Plan for the Fight against Fraud and Management of 

Irregularities in the Handling of European Union Funds in the Republic of Serbia for the 

period 2021-2023 was adopted.8 

Above mentioned document states the following shortcomings in the field of fraud 

prevention:  

 lack of coordination and exchange of information in the assessment of fraud 

risk;  

 lack of individual responsibility, because the conflict of interest is implicitly 

tolerated, the fact that the implementation of integrity plans is not monitored, which makes 

abuse and/or fraud acceptable, which has negative financial consequences and ruined 

reputation of institutions and the state;  

 inadequate monitoring of identified weaknesses in the IPA structure; different 

standards applied and different definitions of errors, irregularities and fraud as well as  

 underdeveloped public awareness of the need for and importance of controlling 

the use of EU funds and combating irregularities and fraud (Strategic Plan for the Fight 

against Fraud and Management of Irregularities in the Handling of European Union Funds in 

the Republic of Serbia for the period 2021-2023, pp. 10-11). 

6 Decree of the Government of the Republic of Serbia, Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 
41/11 and 83/11. 
7 The text of Report is available at: 
https://www.mei.gov.rs/upload/documents/eu_dokumenta/godisnji_izvestaji_ek_o_napretku/izvestaj_ek_
oktobar_21.PDF, p. 83. 
8 Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 99/2021. 
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The Strategic Plan identified the following weaknesses regarding the detection, 

reporting and handling of irregularities and suspected fraud:  

 insufficiently developed awareness of employees in the system of indirect 

management about the concept of fraud; frequent turnover of employees, insufficient training 

of staff, ignorance of roles and responsibilities in reporting irregularities due to different 

reporting conditions that are specifically defined for each type of contract;  

 inaccuracy/lack of contractual provisions on reporting irregularities (e.g. with 

suppliers, grant beneficiaries, end-users);  

 ignorance of roles, responsibilities and importance of reporting irregularities, 

insufficiently visible and complex procedures for anonymous reporting of irregularities, fear 

of the consequences of reporting irregularities and suspicion of fraud;  

 ignorance of roles, responsibilities and importance of reporting irregularities, 

insufficient assessment of the significance of the information available to the person who 

reports the irregularity of suspicion of fraud, which would initiate the verification and 

insufficient public awareness of the need for and importance of reporting potential 

irregularities and fraud resulting from the use of EU funds (Ibid, p. 11). 

In addition to the mentioned weaknesses there were also identified shortcomings in the 

investigation procedures related to the misuse of funds, as well as in the recovery of funds and 

monitoring of court proceedings. The Strategic plan states as a weakness in the investigation 

procedures: 

 insufficient knowledge of the current EU rules requires additional time to 

process suspicions of fraud, and 

 the lack of source documents in Serbian and limited translation resources 

exarate problems that result in potentially fewer indictments and prosecution of status of 

limitation (Ibid, p. 11). 

 

Strategic plan identified the following shortcomings regarding the recovery of funds 

and monitoring of court proceedings: 
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 lack of developed awareness among local authorities (beneficiaries/recipients 

of EU funds) to have a contractual obligation to reimburse unintentionally spent money;  

 lack of commitment and/or responsibility of local authorities, 

beneficiaries/recipients of EU funds, to fully respond obligations to return the amount of 

irregularly or excessively spent funds according to valid legal acts;  

 change of the status of the legal entity (closing, liquidation, bankruptcy of the 

user/recipient of funds-civil society organizations can lead to impossibility of reimbursement 

of irregularly spent funds (Ibid, pp. 11-12). 

 

In addition to the above, there were problems with inter-institutional coordination and 

cooperation, which are caused by the following factors:  

 

 insufficiently developed awareness of the obligation of the Republic of Serbia 

to reimburse the EU for all incorrectly spent money from pre-accession assistance; 

 risk management and assessment of internal control systems; 

 shortcomings in data collection and analytical tools; 

 insufficient communication (in terms of communication channels, content and 

scope and frequency of information dissemination) as a result of inadequate information 

planning, insufficient public relations knowledge or lack of support information, exchange 

management and 

 insufficient exchange of information between the institutions in charge of the 

implementation of the EU assistance program, the audit body and the judiciary (Ibid, p.12). 

These shortcomings need to be eliminated in the coming period because they 

negatively affect the effectiveness of criminal protection of financial interests at the national 

level. Without that, it is completely impossible to apply the provisions of substantive criminal 

law, which prescribe criminal offenses that can be considered activities that can be considered 

criminal offenses that harm the financial interests of the European Union within the meaning 

of the Directive 1317/2017 on the fight against fraud to the Union's financial interests by 

means of criminal law. 
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1.1.  Criminal legislation of the Republic of Serbia 

The criminal legislation of the Republic of Serbia contains criminal offenses that can 

provide protection to the financial interests of the European Union, both in terms of protection 

of its public revenues and in terms of protection of its budget from unintended and illegal 

spending. 

As the revenues of the European Union and revenues from customs duties on imports 

and exports from countries outside the European Union, as well as duties on sugar imports 

and revenues from value added tax collected on the territory of Member States, national 

legislation needs to prescribe adequate criminal protection measures which will sanction 

persons who evade the payment of obligations and duties that represent the income of the 

European Union budget. Such an obligation is also prescribed by the Directive 1317/2017.  

1.1.1. Criminal offenses protecting the European Union budget related to 

income 

The Criminal Code of the Republic of Serbia prescribes two criminal offenses that can 

provide protection to the financial interests of the European Union.9 These are the crime of 

tax evasion and the crime of smuggling. However, as the Republic of Serbia is still not a 

member, the provisions of the Criminal Code should be changed after accession, because part 

of the value added tax collected on the national territory will be part of its revenues, as well as 

customs duties on imports from outside the European Union.  

In addition to the above acts, the Law on Tax Procedure and Tax Administration 

prescribes the criminal offense of tax fraud in connection with value added tax (article 173a). 

With the criminal offense of tax evasion, it is possible to provide criminal protection 

to the financial interests of the European Union in terms of collecting value added tax, bearing 

in mind that its percentage when it comes to EU member states represents the income of its 

budget. An offense exists if someone intends to completely or partially avoid paying openness 

taxes or reporting other facts that affect the determination of such obligations, or who in the 

same intention otherwise conceals information related to the determination of the specified 

9 Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 85/2005...35/2019. 
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form, and the amount liabilities that are avoided are exceeded one million dinars. Before the 

last changes in the criminal code, that amount was 500,000 dinars.  

Having in mind that the stated amount represents a legal motive for incrimination, in 

practice it often happened that tax inspectors do not distinguish between a misdemeanour and 

a criminal offense due to the low amount of tax or other obligation whose payment is avoided. 

It happened that tax inspectors sent a request to initiate misdemeanour proceedings, and that 

the pronouncement and explanation of misdemeanour courts included the criminal offense, so 

there was no possibility of instituting criminal proceedings, because in those situations the 

principle of ne bis in idem would be violated.  

The sanctions prescribed for the perpetrator of the criminal offense are harmonised 

with the EU Directive, because the perpetrator of the basic form can be sentenced to 

imprisonment from one to five years and a fine. In addition to the basic, the Criminal Code 

prescribes two more serious forms. The first aggravation exists if the action of the basic form 

of the act is undertaken in order to avoid the payment of taxes or other duties exceeding the 

amount of five million dinars. The perpetrator is sentenced to two to eight years in prison and 

a fine. Another serious form of crime exists if the action of the basic form of crime is 

undertaken in order to avoid paying taxes or other obligations in the amount of which exceeds 

fifteen million dinars. The perpetrator of that act is prescribed a sentence of three to ten years 

and a fine. Considering the amount and type of threatened punishment, the national legislation 

regarding the sanctions prescribed for the criminal offense of tax evasion is harmonized with 

the standards contained in the regulations of the European Union, which concern the 

protection of its financial interests. However, it is still not necessary to amend the provision of 

Article 225, which would stipulate that the criminal offense of tax evasion protects the 

financial interests of the European Union, given that the Republic of Serbia is still not a 

member, and therefore part of the revenue from value added tax is still not the revenue of the 

European Union budget. 

The criminal offense of smuggling is prescribed by the Criminal Code in the group of 

criminal offenses against the economy (article 236.).  The act exists if a person is engaged in 

the transfer of goods across the customs line while evading customs control measures or if, 

while avoiding customs control measures, he transfers goods across the customs line armed or 
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to a group or using force or threat. The perpetrator is sentenced to six months to five years in 

prison and a fine. 

A special form of crime exists if a person is engaged in the sale, distribution or 

stowage of unaccustomed goods or organizes a network of transporters or intermediaries for 

the distribution of such goods. The perpetrator is sentenced to one to eight years in prison and 

a fine. Having in mind the amount of threatened penalties for perpetrators of all forms of the 

crime of smuggling, it can be concluded that the Criminal Code in that part is harmonised 

with the standards of the European Union in terms of protection of its financial interests. The 

Criminal Code uses the term "customs line" and not "European Union customs line". This is 

completely in line with the current situation. Only after Serbia's accession to the European 

Union, it is necessary to change the existing provision in that part, which prescribes the 

criminal offense of smuggling. 

The Law on Tax Procedure and Tax Administration prescribes a new criminal offense 

of tax fraud in connection with value added tax, which we assume was done with the intention 

of harmonizing the legislation of the Republic of Serbia with European standards as much as 

possible. The act is prescribed by Article 173a of the said Law and exists if a person intends 

to exercise the right to unjustified refund of value added tax or value added tax in the previous 

12 months, submits one or more value added tax returns the value of false content, and the 

amount of refund or tax credit exceeds one million dinars. Bearing in mind that the legislator 

prescribed a prison sentence of one to five years and a fine for the perpetrator, it can be 

concluded that in this regard the national legislation of the Republic of Serbia is harmonised 

with European standards prescribing criminal measures to protect the financial interests of the 

European Union. In addition to the basic, two qualified forms are prescribed. The first serious 

form exists if the amount of value added tax exceeds five million dinars. The perpetrator of 

that form of crime is prescribed a prison sentence of two to eight years and a fine. Other 

serious forms of crime exist if the amount of value added tax exceeds 15 million dinars. In 

that case, the perpetrator is prescribed a prison sentence of three to ten years and a fine. 

Having in mind the amount, type and range of prescribed sanctions, it can be concluded that 

in that part the national legislation is harmonised with European standards. However, there is 

a problem with the collision of norms that prescribe the crime of tax fraud in connection with 

VAT and the crime of tax evasion. Tax evasion includes all types of taxes, including value 

added tax. 
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The amount determined for the existence of the criminal offense of tax fraud is 

determined in total (collectively) for all VAT returns filed in the previous year (12 months), 

as opposed to tax evasion where the amount that is the basis of criminal liability is determined 

only for one criminal charge. If there is a conflict in the interpretation in practice, due to that 

fact, there will be a possibility of initiating a tax-administrative procedure regarding the 

interpretation of regulations between the Tax Administration and taxpayers. This is a problem 

because the Tax Administration or the Tax Police file criminal charges with the competent 

authorities if the amount of tax determined during the control exceeds one million dinars, 

although the tax-administrative procedure has not yet been finalised. Therefore, the 

defendants defend themselves that they did not commit a tax crime, although it has not been 

legally determined whether they were obliged to pay the tax charged. 

As can be concluded, the problem that causes legal uncertainty is the prescribing of 

criminal offenses by tax and other non-criminal legislation. It should be emphasized that the 

same sanctions are prescribed for both basic and more serious forms of the criminal offense of 

tax evasion and fraud related to VAT.10 

A natural person, entrepreneur and responsible person in a legal entity - taxpayer for a 

criminal offense shall be imposed a security measure prohibiting the performance of 

professions, activities and duties for a period of one to five years. 

1.1.2. Criminal offenses protecting the European Union budget against 
intended consumption 

The criminal act of unfounded obtaining and use of loans and other benefits also 

protects the budget of the European Union from unintended spending. The crime is prescribed 

in the group of criminal offenses against property and exists if a person, by falsely presenting 

facts or concealing them, obtains for himself or another a loan, subsidy, or other benefit, even 

though he does not meet the prescribed conditions. The perpetrator of that act is prescribed a 

fine or imprisonment for up to two years. The same act exists if a person uses the obtained 

loan, subsidy, or other benefit for a purpose other than one for which the loan, subsidy or 

other benefit was granted. A fine or imprisonment of up to one year is prescribed for the 

perpetrator. For a criminal offense of unjustified obtaining and using credit and other benefits, 

10 https://www.vuk-ta.com/novo-poresko-krivicno-delo-poreska-prevara-u-vezi-sa-pdv.html  
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the responsible person in the company or other business entity shall be punished with the 

prescribed penalty if the loan, subsidy, or other benefit was obtained for the company or other 

business entity or if used for other purposes than by those entities. The Criminal Code does 

not define the concept of subsidy. It is not defined by the Law on Budget System either. The 

mentioned Law only defines the notion of financial assistance to the European 

Union. According to that definition, these are Union funds that are used for purposes and 

implemented according to the established agreements between the Republic of Serbia and the 

European Union (article 2, paragraph 1, item 46)).11 

Bearing in mind that the funds of the European Union are used as a pre-accession 

assistance on the territory of the Republic of Serbia, it is necessary to supplement the 

provision of Article 209 of the Criminal Code or the provision of Article 112 by defining the 

subsidy or other benefits. The sanctions prescribed for the crime of unjustified obtaining and 

using credit and other benefits are too lenient. Considering the penalties prescribed for the 

perpetrator of the criminal offense provided for in Article 209 of the Criminal Code, the 

statute of limitations for criminal prosecution is three years in the case of unintentional 

obtaining and use of loans, subsidies, and other benefits. In the case of misuse of loans, 

subsidies, and other benefits, the status of limitation is only one year. Given that such crimes 

are most often detected by the bodies responsible for auditing the use of EU funds, as well as 

their compliance with the rules of administrative procedure, it can be concluded that the 

statute of limitations for prosecution is too short. Therefore, not only to protect the financial 

interests of the European Union, but also to protect the financial interests of the state (in some 

cases subsidies are granted from the budget of the Republic of Serbia, territorial autonomy, 

and local self-government), higher penalties should be prescribed for general crime 

prevention, which would contribute to the application of a longer statute of limitations in 

these cases12 

 

11 The Law on Budget System. 
12 According to Article 103 of the Criminal Code of Serbia, criminal prosecution cannot be undertaken if 
twenty years have passed since the commission of a criminal offense punishable by imprisonment for 
more than fifteen years, and fifteen years since the commission of a criminal offense punishable by 
imprisonment. over ten years, ten years from the commission of a criminal offense punishable by 
imprisonment by law over ten years, ten years from the commission of a criminal offense punishable by 
imprisonment by law over three years, three years from the commission of a criminal offense punishable 
by law by law, imprisonment may be imposed for more than one year and two years from the commission 
of a criminal offense for which imprisonment for up to one year or a fine may be imposed by law. 
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The criminal offense of embezzlement is prescribed by the Criminal Code in the group 

of criminal offenses against official duty (article 364). An offense exists if a person intends to 

misappropriate money, securities or other movable property entrusted to him or her in the 

service or at work in a state body, institution or other entity that does not perform economic 

activity in order to obtain illegal property gain. The perpetrator is sentenced to six months to 

five years in prison. In the event that the commission of a criminal offense provides material 

gain in the amount exceeding 540,000 dinars, elements of a more serious form of the offense 

will be realized, and for whose perpetrator a prison sentence of one to eight years is 

prescribed. Another more serious form of crime exists if the commission of the crime 

provides property gain in the amount exceeding 1,500,000 dinars. In that case, the perpetrator 

is sentenced to two to twelve years in prison. Considering that the Criminal Code prescribes 

intent as a constitutive feature of the criminal offense of embezzlement, as well as the amount 

of penalties, it can be concluded that the Criminal Code is harmonised with European Union 

legal standards in the field of protection of its financial interests. However, only after the 

accession to the European Union can the above provision be supplemented in the part which 

will define that the provisions prescribing the criminal offense from Article 364 apply in the 

case of money, securities or other movable property entrusted to a certain person. in the 

service or work of an institution, body or agency of the European Union. 

The criminal offenses of receiving and giving bribes are prescribed in the group of 

criminal offenses against official duty (article 367). The criminal offense of receiving bribes 

has a basic and two minor forms. A basic form exists if a person directly or indirectly requests 

or receives a gift or other benefit or who receives a promise of gifts or other benefits for 

himself or another person, with his official authorization performed an official action that he 

shouldn’t perform or not perform an official action that he should perform. The perpetrator is 

sentenced to two to twelve years in prison. The first easier form exists if the official directly 

or indirectly requests or receives a gift or other benefit or who receives a promise of gifts or 

other benefits for himself or another person, in order to perform, within the scope of his 

official authority or in connection with his official authority, the action he shouldn’t have to 

perform or to not perform the official action he would have to perform. The perpetrator of that 

crime will be punished by a prison sentence of three to fifteen years. With regard to the 

prescribed criminal sanctions, the provision which provides for the criminal offense of 

accepting bribes is harmonised with the standards of the European Union. However, after 
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joining the Union, it is necessary to expand the definition of an official, so that it includes an 

official employed in the institutions of the European Union.  

Receiving bribery exists if a person makes, offers or promises a gift or other benefit to 

an official or another person, in order for an official within his official authority or in 

connection with his official authority to perform an official action that he shouldn’t perform 

or not perform an official the action he would have to perform or if he mediates in such 

bribery of an official (article 368). The perpetrator is sentenced to six months to five years in 

prison. In addition to the basic, a lighter form of crime exists when someone makes, offers or 

promises a gift or other benefit to an official or another person in order for an official to 

perform an official action within his official authority or in connection with his official 

authority in order to not perform an official act that he shouldn’t have performed, as well as 

when a person mediates in bribing an official. The perpetrator is sentenced to up to three 

years in prison. The provisions which prescribe the criminal receiving of bribes shall also 

apply when the bribe is given, offered or promised to a foreign official. The first form of 

crime is in line with European Union standards in terms of sanctions, while the second form 

of crime should be higher. The reason for that is not only to harmonise with them in terms of 

the amount of the sentence, but also to enable the efficient conduct of the investigation and 

criminal prosecution. As the provisions prescribing a criminal offense apply in the case of 

bribery given, offered or promised to a foreign official, it can be interpreted that they also 

apply to officials and officials of the institutions of the European Union. The perpetrator is 

sentenced to up to three years in prison. The provisions which prescribe the criminal giving of 

bribes shall also apply when the bribe is given, offered or promised to a foreign official.   

1.2. Punishing of an attempt 

The Criminal Code of the Republic of Serbia prescribes the possibility of punishing an 

attempt. In accordance with its provisions, an attempt will be made to punish a person who 

intentionally starts committing a criminal offense, but does not complete it if the offense can 

be punishable by five years in prison or a heavier sentence. When it comes to other criminal 

offenses, punishment for an attempt is possible only if it is explicitly prescribed by law. The 

perpetrator of the criminal offense will be punished for the attempt with the same punishment 

that is prescribed for a specific criminal offense or a mitigated punishment. Such a solution is 

partially in line with the provisions of the European Union Directive. Imprisonment of more 
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than five years or more is not prescribed for all criminal offenses that can be used to protect 

the financial interests of the European Union, and the provision prescribing these acts does 

not provide for the possibility of punishing an attempt. Criminal liability of legal entities for 

criminal offenses was introduced by a special law. It defines the conditions of liability of legal 

entities for criminal offenses, criminal sanctions that may be imposed on them, rules of 

procedure in which the liability of legal entities is decided, imposition of criminal sanctions, 

decision on rehabilitation and termination of security measures or legal consequences of 

conviction and execution of court decisions. In that part, the criminal legislation is 

harmonized with the legal standards of the European Union regarding the protection of its 

financial interests. rules of procedure in which decisions are made on the responsibility of 

legal entities, imposition of criminal sanctions, decision-making on rehabilitation and 

termination of security measures or legal consequences of conviction and execution of court 

decisions. In that part, the criminal legislation is harmonized with the legal standards of the 

European Union regarding the protection of its financial interests. rules of procedure in which 

decisions are made on the responsibility of legal entities, imposition of criminal sanctions, 

decision-making on rehabilitation and termination of security measures or legal consequences 

of conviction and execution of court decisions. In that part, the criminal legislation is 

harmonized with the legal standards of the European Union regarding the protection of its 

financial interests. 

1.3.  Punishing of aiding and abetting 

Article 34 of the Criminal Code stipulates that the same punishment prescribed for a 

criminal offense shall be imposed on any person who intentionally encourages another to 

commit that offense. If a person intentionally incites another to commit a criminal offense 

whose attempt is punishable by law, and the offense is not attempted, he will be punished for 

the attempt. Article 35 of the said law stipulates that a person who intentionally assists 

another in committing a criminal offense shall be punished by a punishment prescribed for a 

criminal offense or a mitigated punishment. Assistance in the sense of the Criminal Code is 

considered to be, in particular, giving advice or instructions on how to commit a crime, 

keeping conditions or removing obstacles to committing a crime, as well as promised 

concealment of a crime, perpetrator, means by which a crime was committed, traces of a 

criminal offense or objects obtained by a criminal offense. 

Bearing in mind that the Criminal Code prescribes the possibility of punishing persons who 
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incite to commit and assist the perpetrator in committing a crime, it can be concluded that in 

this regard it is in line with European standards contained in Directive 1317/2017, which 

provide for the obligation to prescribe at national level. obligatory sanctioning of persons who 

help and incite other persons to commit criminal offenses to the detriment of the financial 

interests of the European Union. 

1.4.   Liability of legal persons for criminal offenses 

Although the Law on Liability of Legal Entities for Criminal Offenses was passed in 

the Republic of Serbia in 2008, it is very poorly applied in practice.13 The reason for that is 

the existence of economic offenses that are prescribed for legal entities by various laws. 

According to that Law, a legal entity may be liable for criminal offenses prescribed by the 

Criminal Code and other laws if the conditions for liability of the legal entity are met (article 

2). 

A legal entity is liable for a criminal offense committed by the responsible person 

within the scope of its activities or authorizations in order to obtain a benefit for the legal 

entity. Liability of a legal entity also exists if due to the lack of supervision or control by the 

responsible person it is possible to commit a criminal offense in favour of the legal entity by a 

natural person acting under the supervision and control of the responsible person (article 6.). 

The law stipulates that a legal entity is responsible for an attempted criminal offense if the law 

prescribes that an attempt to commit that offense is punishable. The person responsible for the 

attempt may be punished by law and may be punished less severely (article 10). The 

following sanctions may be imposed on a legal entity for a criminal offense: 

 criminal sanction, 

 probation, and 

 security measures (article 12.) 

 

The penalty that can be imposed on a legal entity means a fine and termination of the 

legal entity, which can be imposed only as the main penalty (article 13). In addition to the 

mentioned sanctions, security measures that can be imposed on legal entities are also 

prescribed. These are: ban on performing certain registered activities or jobs, confiscation of 

13 Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 97/2008. 
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items and public announcement of the verdict. According to the Law, one or more security 

measures may be imposed on a legal entity in accordance with the Criminal Code (article 

23.).  

The Law on Liability of Legal Entities for Criminal Offences is largely in line with 

EU standards, but not often applied in practice. 

 

2. Relevant provisions on ADR-Alternative Dispute Resolution in 
Criminal Matters and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial 
settlement of disputes 

The general principle of Serbian criminal procedure that guides the public prosecutor 

in performing the function is the principle of legality prescribed by Article 6 of the Criminal 

Procedure Code. The principle of legality is the duty of the public prosecutor to undertake 

criminal prosecution when there are grounds for suspicion that a criminal offense has been 

committed or that a person has committed a criminal offense for which the ex officio 

prosecution is envisaged. Exceptionally, the public prosecutor may decide to postpone or not 

to prosecute, under the conditions prescribed by law (Article 6 paragraph 3 of the Criminal 

Procedure Code). This exception is the principle of the opportunity of criminal prosecution. 

The principle of opportunity contains the authority of the public prosecutor to decide on the 

performance of the function of criminal prosecution at his discretion. 

The deferred prosecution against adult perpetrators (principle of opportunity) of the 

Republic of Serbia was introduced for the first time in criminal procedure legislation by the 

Criminal Procedure Code from 2001.14 After the enactment of the principle of opportunity, 

subsequent legislative amendments of the Criminal Procedure Code introduced changes in the 

regulation of the deferred prosecution, with the aim of creating a legal basis that allows for 

the widest possible application of the principle of opportunity.15 

The authority of the public prosecutor to defer from prosecution is regulated by Article 

283 of the Criminal Procedure Code - postponement of criminal prosecution for criminal 

offenses for which imprisonment of up to five years or fine is prescribed by Criminal Law. 

14 Official Gazette SRJ, No. 70/2001. 
15 J. Kiurski, M. Matic, et al, (2012) Primena načela oportuniteta u praksi – izazovi i preporuke 
(Application of principle of deferred prosecution – challenges and recommendations), Association of 
public prosecutors and deputy public prosecutors of Serbia.  
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Article 284 paragraph 3 of the Criminal Procedure Code envisages the right of public 

prosecutor to decide not to prosecute for criminal ofenses punishable by up to three years of 

imprisonment. 

Article 283 of the Criminal Procedure Code refers to the so-called conditional 

opportunity according to which the public prosecutor can use the discretionary right only after 

the suspect accepts and then performs one of the envisaged obligations, while Article 284 

paragraph 3 refers to the so-called pure opportunity according to which the public prosecutor 

can, but does not have to, reject the criminal charge for reasons of expediency or fairness, 

without any conditions. In practice, the notion of opportunity is generally identified with the 

provision of Article 283 of the Criminal Procedure Code. 

To apply principle of opportunity the public prosecutor is obliged to assess the 

fulfillment of legal conditions, as well as the assessment of the expediency of criminal 

prosecution from the aspect of public interest. In addition, the public prosecutor has to 

determine the fulfillment of formal requirements from Article 283 of the Criminal Procedure 

Code. Bearing in mind that the formal condition is provided for alternatively, and not 

cumulatively prescribed penalties, the application of postponement of criminal prosecution is 

not possible for criminal offenses for which a fine, as an ancillary sanction, is cumulatively 

prescribed with imprisonment. In situation when fine and imprisonment are cumulatively 

prescribed for criminal offence, the public prosecutor cannot use principle of opportunity, 

even for offences for which the sentence is less than five years of imprisonment.16 

The legislator, as a formal condition for postponing of prosecution, also envisages the 

consent of the suspect. The suspect needs to accept to perform the obligation (obligations) 

imposed by the public prosecutor in the order on postponement of criminal prosecution. 

The consent of the suspect must relate both to the type of imposed obligation 

(obligations) and to the manner and deadlines for fulfilling the imposed obligation 

(obligations). Without the consent of the suspect, there is no possibility of postponing the 

criminal prosecution. 

The suspect's consent: 

16 For example, cumulative sanctions are envisaged for the criminal offence tax evasion from article 207 
paragraph 1 of the Criminal Code. 
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 must be unconditional, 

 it must not be partial or incomplete, 

 must be given voluntarily, without coercion or pressure, 

 it must be authentic, not imposed, 

 it must not be the result of misapprehension,  

 must arise from awareness of the consequences of fulfilling or not fulfilling the 

imposed obligation (obligations). 

In that sense, negotiating with the suspect is not aimed at obtaining the “simple” 

consent of the suspect to accept the postponement of the criminal prosecution. On the 

contrary, having in mind the suspect's right to a fair trial and the right to be informed about 

accusation in line with the European Court of Human Rights jurisprudence, the suspect's 

consent needs to be the outcome of presentation of facts and evidence from the criminal 

charge and purpose of application of postponement of criminal prosecution. 

When deciding to postpone criminal prosecution, the public prosecutor is obliged to 

assess the personality of the suspect in each specific case, as one of the circumstances in the 

assessment of the expediency of criminal prosecution from the aspect of public interest. Also, 

the assessment of the suspect's personality should be the subject of consideration by the public 

prosecutor when selecting the type of obligation under Article 283 of the CPC. 

When assessing the personality, the public prosecutor should consider the 

circumstances from Article 54 of the Criminal Code, which the court considers when deciding 

on the type and amount of criminal sanction. 

Accordingly, the public prosecutor in each case should particularly appreciate: 

 Personal circumstances of the suspect - age, health condition, level of 

education, financial situation, etc.; 

 Family circumstances of the suspect - marital and family status, number of 

minor children, number of persons supported by the suspect, etc. This circumstance is 

especially appreciated when determining the obligation that may affect the suspect's family; 
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 Previous life of the suspect - whether it is a perpetrator who has been 

criminally convicted or misdemeanor punished, bearing in mind that the postponement of 

criminal prosecution is justified, especially when it comes to unconvict persons;17 

 Behavior of a suspect after the commission of a criminal offense, and in 

particular treatment of the victim of the criminal offense; 

 Whether it is a person who is ready to undergo any of the medical treatments to 

eliminate the causes that led to the commission of the crime. 

Pursuant to Article 283, paragraph 1 of the Criminal Procedure Code, the public 

prosecutor may apply the postponement of criminal prosecution for certain criminal offenses 

if the suspect accepts one or more of the following obligations: 

1) to eliminate the harmful consequence caused by commissioning of a criminal 

offense or to compensate for the caused damage; 

2) to pay a certain amount of money to the public revenues, which is used for 

humanitarian purposes or other public purposes; 

3) to perform certain community service or humanitarian work; 

4) to fulfil alimentation obligations which have fallen due; 

5) to undergo to an alcohol or drug treatment programme; 

6) to undergo psychosocial treatment to eliminate the causes of violent behavior; 

7) to fulfill the obligation established by the final court decision, or to respect the 

restriction determined by the final court decision. 

The public prosecutor may order the suspect to perform one or more of the stated 

obligations within a certain period of time, provided that the suspect accepts it. If more than 

one obligation is specified, they can be determined only cumulatively. 

Alternative or conditional determination of obligations is not allowed, however, it is 

possible to replace a certain obligation under the following conditions: 

17 By the Instruction of the Republic Public Prosecutor A. No. 246/08 of March 28, 2019 it is envisaged 
that the conditional postponement of criminal prosecution cannot be applied if the measure has already 
been applied twice to the suspect for the same criminal offense. The public prosecutor, depending on all 
the circumstances of the case, will independently assess whether to apply the conditional postponement of 
criminal prosecution, if the person is in the central records for another criminal offense the case. 
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• that the originally determined obligation could not be performed for objective 

and justified reasons, 

• that the obligation cannot be carried out in the manner ordered or on the 

specified subject. 

The legislator does not limit the number of imposed obligations, nor does it prescribe 

the criteria on the basis of which the public prosecutor will determine certain obligations in a 

specific case. In that sense, the public prosecutor, guided by the idea of restorative justice, 

makes a decision on the choice of obligation based on the assessment of: 

• circumstances concerning the suspect’s personality, 

• circumstances related to the type and gravity of the committed crime, 

• the circumstances under which the act was committed. 

Having in mind the restorative character of conditional postponement of criminal 

prosecution, as well as that the right of the victim18 to compensation (if the criminal act 

caused damage), the public prosecutor should first propose to the suspect to eliminate the 

harmful consequences or compensation of caused damage, taking into consideration the 

personal and family circumstances of the suspect, his financial situation and other 

circumstances relevant to the selection of the obligation. Only if in the specific case, the 

fulfillment of this obligation is not possible, the public prosecutor will consider imposing 

other obligations. Of course, the imposition of this obligation does not exclude the possibility 

of the imposition of some other obligation (obligations). 

Although the legislator has not given priority to any obligation over others, it can be 

concluded that the order in which the obligations are set suggests that the obligation to 

eliminate harmful consequences or compensation should take priority in all cases where its 

implementation is possible. 

The manner of execution of the imposed obligation is regulated by the program and 

procedure of execution of the obligation. The public prosecutor determines the manner of 

execution, which depends, on the type and nature of the obligation. 

18 Injured party in Serbian legislation. 
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The manner of fulfilling the obligation, represents the consent of the public prosecutor 

and the suspect, while the assistance of experts is necessary to determine the manner of 

performing certain obligations (e.g. in the case of medical treatment). 

The program and procedure of performing the obligation is defined in the Order on 

Postponement of Criminal Prosecution, which states whether the obligation will be performed 

by a single action or multiple actions. 

In practice, public prosecutors often order multiple actions, including for payment by 

ordering the suspect to pay a sum of money in installments, based on the assessment of 

suspect’s financial circumstances. In the case of application of this obligation, the manner of 

execution includes the manner in which payments are made (e.g. to the account, through the 

payment slip), as well as the manner in which the suspect proves to the public prosecutor that 

the obligation has been fulfilled (e.g. submission of payment slips, receipts, etc.). It is 

considered that the obligation was performed by submitting a receipt of the last payment 

which proves that the obligation has been performed in full. 

If the suspect stops paying after payment of a certain number of installments, it is 

considered that he has not fulfilled his obligation and the public prosecutor continues the 

criminal prosecution. In that case, the paid part of the money is not returned, and the final 

decision on the payment is made by the court during the procedure. Exceptionally, after 

obtaining the report of the commissioner from the administrative body responsible for the 

execution of criminal sanctions, the public prosecutor may change the manner of execution or 

replace the imposed obligation with another if the suspect fails to fulfill the obligation due to 

circumstances not attributable to his guilt. However, this approach of the public prosecutor 

should be an exception, bearing in mind that the Criminal Code stipulates that in case the 

convict does not pay the fine, it will be replaced by imprisonment or work in the public 

interest and there is no flexibility (Article 51 paragraph 2 and 3 of the Criminal Code). 

In order to achieve the purpose of postponing criminal prosecution, it is not enough to 

select the proper obligation and the manner of its execution, but also the deadline for 

execution. An unreasonably long deadline can make a properly chosen obligation 

meaningless. 
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The deadline is the time period in which the suspect is determined to perform the 

ordered obligation. The public prosecutor determines the deadline within which the suspect 

must perform the obligation (obligations). The deadline may not be longer than one year. The 

deadline of one year is primarily used for obligations of a medical treatment. 

2.1. Type of obligations 

The public prosecutor may exceptionally extend the deadline for fulfilling the 

obligation only if he determines that the suspect, for extraordinary and justified reasons, 

which are beyond his will or his capabilities, does not fully perform the imposed financial 

obligation (illness, dismissal, etc.). 

a) to eliminate the harmful consequence caused by commissioning of a criminal 

offense or to compensate for the caused damage  

The public prosecutor may impose this obligation on the suspect if it is a criminal 

offense that has consequences, which may exist in the case of criminal offenses of violation 

and in the case of criminal offenses of endangerment, provided that in the meantime the 

damage is not already compensated or the consequence has not been eliminated. Reparation 

of damage should, as a specific sanction of material responsibility in the civil law, be 

performed primarily by directly establishing the situation that existed before the commission 

of the crime, and that is direct reparation, and only after that money compensation. 

The legislator does not specify, but the conclusion follows that the public prosecutor 

decides on the realistically determined amount of damage. The amount of damages, as a rule, 

should correspond to the amount of the property claim of the injured party, but not in every 

case, because it may happen that the injured party makes an unrealistic claim. 

Bearing in mind that the efficiency of the procedure is one of the main goals of 

postponing criminal prosecution, and that hiring an expert to assess evidence would cause 

both delays and costs, it follows that the final decision on determining the amount of damage 

depends on the assessment of the public prosecutor. In that assessment, the public prosecutor, 

in order to be objective and protect the interests of the injured party, should apply the Law on 

Obligations when determining the amount of damage caused and accordingly determine the 

type, amount, manner and deadline for realizing a property claim. When the injured party 
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considers that he has not been reimbursed the full amount of damages, either due to lost 

profits or possibly poor assessment by the public prosecutor, he or she may file a lawsuit in 

civil proceedings against the suspect. 

Having in mind the above, the public prosecutor assess the following conditions in 

case of imposing this obligation: 

 that the harmful consequence or the damage caused by the commission of the 

criminal act, or as a consequence of the criminal act and that it has not been compensated in 

the meantime; 

 that there is a proposal or a claim of the injured party. The public prosecutor 

cannot, ex officio, impose this type of obligation without the motion/request of the injured 

party. The motion/request of the injured party does not have to be submitted in a special form 

and can be stated on the record of the examination or in an official note; 

 that the fulfillment of the imposed obligation depends entirely on the suspect, 

and not on third parties. 

If it determines that the conditions for imposing an obligation have been met, the 

public prosecutor should: 

 enable the suspect to declare on claim, both in terms of the merits of the claim 

and in terms of the amount of the claim; 

 impose a specific obligation, which includes: 

o in case of return of items, the public prosecutor, on the basis of 

available evidence, to accurately mark and describe in detail the requested item, 

stating all its characteristic elements, as well as to indicate in which way, when and 

where the item is handed over; 

o in case of annulment of a legal transaction, the public prosecutor has to 

determine precisely what type of transaction is in question and what are the reasons 

for annulment, as well as to set a deadline for annulment; 

o in the case of damages, the public prosecutor must determine the 

amount of damages in advance by obtaining evidence and verifying the 

circumstances related to the property claim. The obligation to compensate damages 

may be imposed for the purpose of full or partial compensation. If partial 
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compensation for damages has been ordered, the public prosecutor shall refer the 

authorized person to litigation for the remaining amount, especially if the property 

claim is unrealistic. 

If the injured party withdraws from the claim during the application of the 

postponement of criminal prosecution, the public prosecutor may change the imposed 

obligation. 

b) Payment of a certain amount of money to public revenue for humanitarian or 

other public purposes 

Although this obligation is most commonly used, it should be imposed to the suspect 

only if the type of crime and the circumstances under which the crime was committed, and the 

identity of the perpetrator, do not indicate that the purpose of postponing prosecution could 

not be achieved by some other obligation.  

When it comes to the amount of money that a suspect should pay into an account to be 

used for humanitarian or other public purposes, the public prosecutor should be guided by the 

provisions of the Criminal Code governing the imposition of fines (Articles 48-51) and the 

court's penal policy.  

By postponing the criminal prosecution, the suspect is to some extent privileged 

insofar as he is not exposed to criminal prosecution and is spared all the inconveniences that 

the criminal procedure brings by its nature. Therefore, the obligation imposed on the suspect, 

as a condition not to be prosecuted, as well as the amount of money from Article 283 

paragraph 1 item 2 of the Criminal Procedure Code should be of a serious nature, especially 

since the fulfilment of this and other obligations aims to special prevention and awareness of 

the perpetrator that the state condemns his/her illegal behaviour. 

When making a decision on the amount of money, manner of execution, deadline for 

fulfilment of financial obligations, as well as the possibility of payment in instalments, the 

public prosecutor in each case, especially assesses the circumstances related to personal, 

family and property circumstances of the suspect.  
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c) to perform certain community service or humanitarian work 

The public prosecutor will order certain community service or humanitarian work only 

after all relevant circumstances assesses that the purpose of postponing of criminal 

prosecution may not be achieved by any other measure, including the measures of restorative 

justice character. 

Given the similarity of this commitment to the community work (Article 52 of the 

Criminal Code), during its imposition, the public prosecutor should have in mind the type of 

crime and personality of the perpetrator and his/her willingness to perform work in the public 

interest, taking into account the abilities, professional knowledge and health condition of the 

convict. Namely, the public prosecutor cannot order this obligation without consent of the 

suspected to specific community service or humanitarian work. 

Community service or humanitarian work in terms of the provision of Article 283 of 

the CPC is the work that: 

• is useful for society, 

• has no aim of income generation, 

• it does not violate human dignity, 

• aims that the suspect develops a more responsible relationship to society and 

community, as well as to better understand the consequences of its actions. 

The duration of the obligation to perform certain community service or humanitarian 

work, should be harmonized with the provision of Article 52, paragraph 3 of the Criminal 

Code, such work should not last less than 60 hours or longer than 360 hours, in the period 

from one to six months (no more than 60 hours during one month). 

If the suspect does not fulfill the ordered obligation, except for a reason that cannot be 

attributed to him, which the public prosecutor is informed about from the report of the 

Commissioner, the criminal proceedings will continue. 

d) to fulfil alimentation obligations which have fallen due  

This obligation is related to the commission of a criminal offense of the non-payment 

of alimentation from the Article 195 of the Criminal Code.  
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The legal formulation "to meet the obligations to fulfil alimentation" the legislator has 

decided that these obligations are determined and due. It relates to the payment of the 

obligation that is determined by executive title (i.e. judgment, court settlement), but this may 

also be without these executive documents, so only on the basis of criminal charges. 

In the absence of executive title, the public prosecutor will call for the suspect and 

damaged to determine amount and time period of due payment, and with the full consent of 

invited persons, may delay criminal prosecution by applying this obligation. 

e) to undergo to an alcohol or drug treatment programme and psychosocial 

treatment to eliminate the causes of violent behaviour 

Obligations of undergoing alcohol or narcotic drugs treatment or psychosocial 

treatment for eliminating the causes of violent behaviour are most similar to medical security 

measures and are carried out in appropriate institutions given the type of obligation (e.g. 

specialized medical institutions, centers for social work, etc.). 

The execution of these obligations shall consist in subject to a certain treatment or the 

program of rehabilitation, which represents: preventive programme, support to suspect to 

change opinion and behavior and inclusion of family members.  

In the case of imposition of one of these obligations, the obligation is considered 

committed if the suspect has undergone the treatment, but to make a decision on rejection of 

criminal charges it is not sufficient that suspect initiated execution of obligation. Before 

deciding the public prosecutor, should obtain report of the Commissioner that confirms that 

the suspect begins the regular treatments. However, the legislator for decision to reject 

criminal charges does not require successful finalization of treatment. 

If the suspect does not start the fulfillment of the obligation within the set deadline, the 

criminal procedure continues.  

Procedure 

The procedure for postponing of prosecution from Article 283 of the Criminal 

Procedure Code, has the following phases: 
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• proposing 

• negotiating and selecting the obligation 

• order on postponing 

• records and supervision of the execution of the ordered obligations 

• decision on rejection of criminal charges. 

The legislator does not prescribe the mandatory presence of defense counsel at any 

phase of postponing of prosecution. The participation of the defense counsel in the procedure 

of postponing of criminal prosecution is the process right of the suspect to hire a chosen 

counsel.  

The proposal for the application of postponement of criminal prosecution may be 

given by public prosecutor or suspect (or defense counsel). 

The public prosecutor may propose the application of postponing of prosecution when, 

based on the facts from submitted criminal charges and appendix attached to the the criminal 

charges, or collected evidence, determines that general conditions for the application of the 

deferred prosecution are met. 

The public prosecutor proposes the application of postponing of prosecution in writing 

in the form of summon of suspects and his defense counsel, where is needed to clearly 

indicate proposal of the application of postponement of prosecution from Article 283 of the 

Criminal Procedure Code. Another possibility refers to the proposing postponement of 

prosecution during an interview with a suspect or his defense counsel. If the proposal is given 

during interview the public prosecutor is obliged to compose an official note about that. 

Unlike the public prosecutor, the suspect and his defense counsel may propose the 

application of disposing of criminal prosecution without any conditioning, if a criminal 

charges are filed for a criminal offence for which the fine or imprisonment for up to five years 

is prescribed. The proposals of the suspect and his defense counsel must be presented in 

writing, either in the submission or in the minutes. 

The decision on the proposal is made by the public prosecutor in the special form. 
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If the proposal comes from the public prosecutor, the consent to apply is has to be 

given by the suspect person. Exceptionally, consent can also be given through counsel, but in 

that case it is necessary for defense counsel to have special authorization. 

If the proposal comes from the suspect or its defense counsel, the public prosecutor 

may accept if based on the criminal charges and reports submitted prosecution can confirm 

fulfilment of all conditions. 

In both cases, the public prosecutor continue with the phase of negotiation and 

selection of the obligation. 

Negotiation phase is the process of communication between the public prosecutor and 

the suspect and his defense counsel, with the aim to reach consent of both parties regarding 

the type of obligation and the method of its execution. 

In the negotiation procedure, the public prosecutor is obliged to present to the suspect 

(and his defense counsel): 

• allegations from criminal charges and evidence, the criminal offense, w and 

prescribed sanction; 

• the purpose and goal of postponing of prosecution, as well as pro and cons of 

postponing of criminal prosecution; 

• in case of postponing of criminal prosecution, suspect loses the right to trial, 

while the injured party keeps the right to requires compensation in the civil procedure;   

• in case of non-execution of imposed obligations in the manner and within the 

deadline determined by the order, the public prosecutor's shall continue prosecution. 

During the negotiations, the public prosecutor should take care of whether the suspect 

is aware of the consequences of acceptance (non-acceptance) of postponement of prosecution. 

The public prosecutor can not use the ignorance and inexperience of the suspect during 

negotiations, nor should he exaggerate the level of doubt and the importance of evidence at 

his disposal for criminal prosecution, nor should he prejudge the outcome of possible criminal 

proceedings. 
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The public prosecutor has active role in selection of obligation (obligations), by 

proposing one or more specific obligations, and for which he assessed that are adequate for 

achievement of goals of deferred prosecution. 

During the selection of the type of obligation, the manner and the deadline of its 

execution, the public prosecutor should be guided by: 

• weight and manner of commitment of a criminal offense, 

• performed consequences, 

• case circumstances, 

• the personality of the suspect (earlier life, years of life, attitude towards the 

criminal offense, needs of treatment or therapy, etc.). 

In addition to the above, the public prosecutor is obliged to take into consideration the 

rights of the injured party. Although the Criminal Procedure Code does not prescribed the 

rights of the injured party, but only obliges public prosecutor to inform injured party on 

dismissal of the criminal charges in case of successful application postponement of 

prosecution (Article 283). In this case, the injured party has no right to complain from Article 

51 of the Criminal Procedure Code. Namely, although the decision of the public prosecutor on 

postponement of criminal prosecution is not conditioned by the consent of injured party, the 

public prosecutor must keep in mind that it is basically a restorative justice institute and 

should assess public interest from this perspective. 

Therefore, during the postponement of criminal prosecution, the selection of the 

obligation, and the deadline, the public prosecutor should call the injured party to plead the 

harmful consequences, the amount of claims, the amount of due alimony and other relevant 

circumstances and to submit relevant documentation (e.g. repairs account or purchase of 

movable property). 

The public prosecutor is obliged to inform the injured with the right to request 

compensation in the civil procedure, regardless of the type of obligation imposed in 

postponement of prosecution, as well as to inform about the right to request compensation in 

civil procedure when suspect only partially compensated for damage in postponement of 

prosecution. 
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The consent of the public prosecutor and suspected in respect of postponement of 

criminal prosecution, the type of obligation, manner for its execution, is stated in the form of 

an official note that must be signed by the public prosecutor and the suspect. This official note 

does not have its characteristic of the evidence and cannot be used in any court proceedings.  

After determining that all the conditions for the application of the postponement of 

criminal prosecution have been met, and if an agreement is reached regarding the chosen 

obligation, manner and deadline for execution, the public prosecutor shall issue an order to 

postpone the criminal prosecution. 

2.2.  Content of the Order 

The order for postponement of criminal prosecution should contain: 

 Personal data of the suspect 

  The order consists of: description and title of the criminal offense, as well as 

the type of obligation (obligations), manner and deadline of execution: 

o the obligation must be determined by the type with the full name; 

o the manner of execution, as well as the subject of execution (if any), 

must be precisely determined; 

o the period within which the suspect must perform the imposed 

obligation cannot be longer than one year. The deadline starts from the day specified 

in the order.; 

o legal instruction on the consequences of performance and non-

performance of the imposed obligation. 

 The reasoning shall contain: 

o allegations from the criminal report, attached written and photo 

documentation, as well as evidence, 

o who proposed the application of the postponement of criminal 

prosecution and when; 

o the reasons used by the prosecutor in his discretionary assessment; 

o the reasons for which the specific obligation was determined; 

o a statement that the suspect is aware of the consequences of fulfilment 

and non-fulfilment of the obligation, stating the manner in which he was instructed; 
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o instruction regarding a possible claim; 

o the manner of supervising the performance of the obligation; 

o instruction on inadmissibility of objections as a legal remedy from 

Article 51 of the Criminal Procedure Code. 

The order is delivered to the suspect, the injured party and the commissioner from the 

administrative body responsible for the execution of criminal sanctions. If necessary, the 

order is delivered to other bodies and organizations, such as services that provide 

psychosocial treatment or treatment from alcohol or drugs.  

2.3. Keeping registry and previous application of deferred prosecution  

In order to keep records on the application of postponement of prosecution and proper 

assessment of the application of the deferred prosecution the Republic Public Prosecutor 

issued instruction on March 28, 2019 (no. 246/08-01). 

The instruction impose obligation to public prosecutor’s office to submit to Republic 

public prosecutor’s office the list of cases in which the deferred prosecution was applied 

(Articles 283 and 284 of the Criminal Procedure Code).  

Starting from 01.04.2019, public prosecutors will independently and direct enter data 

to the Judicial Information System database on persons against which Article 283 and 284 

paragraph 3 of the CPC were applied. 

Starting from 01.04.2019, the public prosecutor's offices are obliged to directly, before 

making a decision on the implementation of articles 283 and 284 of the CPC, check whether 

the person was already introduced into the electronic records on applied postponement of 

criminal prosecution. If the person is already in the electronic records and the postponement 

has already been applied against that person, the acting prosecutor cannot apply Article 283 

and 284 paragraph 3 of the CPC. If the person is included in the electronic record for some 

other criminal offense, the acting prosecutor will, depending on all circumstances assess 

whether to apply the provision of Article 283 and 284 paragraph 3 of the CPC or not. 
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2.4. Supervision of the implementation of obligation 

The Law on execution of non-custodial sanctions and measures19 prescribed that 

supervision over the execution of obligations under the decision of the Public Prosecutor on 

the postponement of prosecution is performed by the Commissioner from the Administration 

responsible for execution of criminal sanctions. According to Article 11 of this Law, the 

Commissioner supervises the commitment of obligations determined to the suspect. The 

public prosecutor is obliged to submit an order on postponement of prosecution to the 

Commissioner within three days from the day of decision making. 

The Commissioner is obliged to take the necessary actions for its execution 

immediately upon receipt of the decision. The Commissioner is also authorized to obtain data 

from the suspect, police, health and social protection institution, employer and other 

institutions, organizations and associations. 

The Commissioner has the right to direct supervision of obligations, and the public 

prosecutor's obligations on the monitored supervision. If the suspect does not meet the 

ordered obligations, the Commissioner informs the public prosecutor. Also, if occurs 

circumstances that are preventing the suspect to fulfil obligation the Commissioner is obliged 

to inform public prosecutor. When the suspect meets the obligation (obligations) the 

Commissioner without delay informs the competent public prosecutor.  

The Commissioner prepares report on all circumstances that affect the commitment of 

obligation and delivers report to the public prosecutor. Based on the report to the prosecutor 

shall issue a final decision on the postponement of prosecution, and the decision to reject the 

criminal charges or continued proceedings. 

After the expiration of the deadline for fulfilment of obligation the public prosecutor 

checks whether the suspect fulfilled the obligation. The verification of the obligation is 

performed through the Commissioner Office or in another adequate manner, depending on the 

type of ordered obligation and the manner of its execution. 

19 Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, No. 55/2014 and 87/2018. 
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If the public prosecutor determines that the suspect has fulfil the order, in the manner 

and within the deadline, it shall issue a decision on rejection of criminal charges in terms of 

Article 283 paragraph 3 of the CPC. 

2.5.  Decision on rejection of criminal charges 

The decision to reject the criminal charge has the following content: 

• personal information of the suspect, a factual description of the criminal 

offense with a legal qualification and the decision to reject the criminal application because 

the suspect has made the ordered obligation; 

• Reasoning: the reasons listed in the order to postpone prosecution (fulfilment 

of the conditions and goals of disposing of prose caution) with the statement that the 

obligation was fully done in the manner and within the deadline specified by the order 

specified; 

• Legal instruction that a complaint referred to in Article 51, paragraph 2 of the 

CPC is not allowed. 

The factual description of a criminal offense with a legal qualification is necessary for 

the identity of the criminal event. In this way, it is protected by a suspect from the prosecution 

for the same act, or possible attempts of injured that for the same act initiate a new criminal 

procedure. 

The decision on rejection of criminal charges, the public prosecutor submits to the 

injured party, suspected and his defense counsel. 

 

3. The accused and the damaged party in the ADR procedure 

The position of the suspect is better protected within the institute of deferred 

prosecution – postponement of prosecution, while position of injured party is significantly 

weaker. Prior to the last amendments of the Criminal Procedure Code, injured party had 
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active role in the process of postponement of prosecution. Namely, consent of the injured 

party were needed to decide on application of the obligations listed in the Code.20  

The suspect and his defence counsel may propose the application of the postponement 

of criminal prosecution without any conditions, if a criminal report has been filed for a 

criminal offense punishable by a fine or imprisonment for up to five years. Suspect has no 

right to use legal remedy in case of public prosecutor’s rejection of proposal for postponement 

of prosecution. The deferred prosecution is not right of the suspect, it is opportunity of the 

public prosecutor to defer prosecution. 

The suspect can present evidence and discharged arguments, as well as document to 

support his/her proposal for deferred prosecution. The suspect can also propose type of the 

obligation and provide reasoning for specific obligation.21 

The deferred prosecution followed adversarial process, so both public prosecutor and 

suspect can propose and present evidence in favour or against deferred prosecution. 

A formal condition for deferred criminal prosecution is the consent of the suspect, i.e. 

his acceptance to perform the obligation (obligations) imposed by the public prosecutor in the 

Order on postponement of criminal prosecution. 

The consent in based on the negotiation between the suspect and public prosecutor. 

The suspect has right to be informed on: 

• content of the criminal report and evidence; 

• the purpose and goal of the deferred criminal prosecution, as well as what they 

gain and what they lose by deferred criminal prosecution; 

• suspect loss of the right to a trial, and the injured party reserves the right to 

realize the property claim, in whole or in part, in litigation; 

20 М. Škulić, G. Ilić, M. Matić Bošković (ed.), (2015) Unapređenje Zakonika o krivičnom postupku: de 
lege ferenda predlozi (Advancement of Criminal Procedure Code: de lege ferenda proposals), 
Association of public prosecutors and deputy public prosecutors. 
21 M. Matić Bošković, (2020) Uređenje procesnih prava osumnjičenih i okrivljenih u pravnim tekovinama 

Evropske unije (Regulation of Procedural Rights of Suspect and Accused Person in the European Union 

Acquis), Strani pravni život, Vol. 64, no. 1, pp. 29-43 
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• that in case of non-fulfilment of the imposed obligation in the manner and 

within the time period determined by the Order, the Public Prosecutor's Office will continue 

the criminal prosecution. 

Suspect person has to agree with deferred prosecution and accept an obligation 

proposed by prosecutor. Suspect person has access to lawyer, but it is not part of mandatory 

defence and state is not covering these costs. 

The consent of the suspect must relate both to the type of imposed obligation (imposed 

obligations) and to the manner and deadlines for fulfilling the imposed obligation (imposed 

obligations). Without the consent of the suspect, there is no possibility of postponing the 

criminal prosecution. 

This assumes that the suspect's consent: 

• must be unconditional, 

• it must not be partial or incomplete, 

• must be given voluntarily, without coercion or pressure, 

• it must be authentic, not imposed, 

• it must not be the result of a mistake, 

• must arise from awareness of the consequences of fulfilment, and non-

fulfilment of the imposed obligation (obligation). 

Suspect does not have right to appeal on the modification or nullification of the 

obligation from deferred prosecution. Only right of the suspect relates to his/her consent with 

the modified or nullified obligation. 

According to the last amendments to the Criminal Procedure Code, injured party does 

not have right to be informed on the type of obligation that suspect fulfil within the 

postponement of prosecution. The right of the injured party to take over the criminal 

prosecution is significantly narrowed, so the accused can take over the prosecution only after 

the confirmation of the indictment by the court, which means that in application of 

postponement of prosecution there is no room for injured party. Objection to the decision of 

rejection of criminal charges, as a legal remedy, is not available in procedure of postponement 

of prosecution. The amendments to the Criminal Procedure Code significantly narrow the 

rights of the injured party. 
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4. Observations on the functioning of the ne bis in idem principle  

In the field of economic and financial crime Serbia keeps double-track enforcement 

regime. Bearing in mind similarities of legal description of criminal offences, misdemeanour 

and economic offences and the possibility of parallel proceedings for the mentioned offences, 

preventing the possibility of double punishment and violating the principle of ne bis in idem is 

an additional challenge for national legislation and practice.22 

In Serbia the problem exists in the practice, since the authorities competent to discover 

financial irregularities, i.e. the tax administration, often file both tax-related misdemeanour 

and criminal charges against the perpetrators of tax offences. Such processing causes the 

consequences, which are reflected in the inability to conduct criminal proceedings at a later 

stage, because it often turns out that certain conduct does not constitute a misdemeanour tax 

offence, but a criminal offence instead.23 

The ne bis in idem principle is the fundamental principle of the criminal law in many 

modern legal systems. In some states it is incorporated in the Constitution.24 According to 

Article 4, paragraph 1 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Serbia, no one may be 

prosecuted for a criminal offense for which he has been acquitted or convicted by a court 

decision or for which the charge has been rejected or the proceedings have been suspended.  

22 M. Matić Bošković, J. Kostić (2020). Application of the ne bis in idem related to financial offences in 
the jurisprudence of the European Courts, Nauka, bezbednost, policija Žurnal za kriminalistiku i pravo, 
no. 2, p. 68. 
23 Therefore, during 2019, several three-day workshops were held for the heads of the Sector for Control 
in the Tax Administration and the heads of the Regional Departments of the Sector of the Tax Police. The 
topic was the delimitation of misdemeanours and tax crimes in order to be able to recognize the elements 
of their being and avoid submitting requests for initiating proceedings and criminal charges to the 
competent authorities at the same time. The workshops were realized on the basis of a signed agreement 
on cooperation between the Judicial Academy and the Ministry of Finance - Tax Administration with the 
help of the project "Prevention and Fight against Corruption", which is financed from the pre-accession 
funds IPA 13 EU program for Serbia. 
24 In Germany, Article 103 of the Constitution is related to ne bis in idem. The same principle is also 
contained in Article 34 paragraph 4 of the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia, Official Gazette of the 
Republic of Serbia, No. 98/2006. According to that Article no one may be prosecuted or punished for a 
criminal offence for which he has been, by the final judgment, acquitted or sentenced or for which the 
indictment has been finally quashed or the proceedings finally suspended, nor a court decision may be 
amended to the detriment of the accused in the proceedings under an extraordinary legal remedy. The 
same applies to the conducting of proceedings for some other punishable offence. 
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According to Article 8, paragraph 3 of the Misdemeanour Law of the Republic of 

Serbia no procedure may be initiated against a perpetrator of a misdemeanour who has been 

found guilty in a criminal proceeding for a criminal offense that includes the characteristics of 

a misdemeanour and if it has been initiated or is in progress, it cannot be continued and 

completed. In addition, no procedure may be initiated against the perpetrator of a 

misdemeanour who has been legally declared responsible for an economic offense that 

includes the characteristics of the misdemeanour and if it has been initiated or is in progress, 

it cannot be continued and completed.25 

According to certain judgments of national courts of the Republic of Serbia, the notion 

of criminal offence, in terms of the regulations that govern the issue of legal security in the 

penal law, should be interpreted not only as criminal offences, but also as transgressions and 

misdemeanour offences.26 A trial for a criminal offence is possible if the proceedings were 

preceded by some other for the offence that can originate from the same event, but differs in 

the description of the committed act.27 In case all the actions undertaken by the accused that 

constitute elements of criminal offences for which he has been pronounced guilty, are of 

much larger scale and more numerous than the acts on the ground of which he has been 

misdemeanour sanctioned in the misdemeanour proceedings conducted before a state 

authority, it would not be possible to talk about the already adjudicated matter.28  

If the description of the criminal offence resulting from the same circumstances differs 

from the description of the misdemeanour offence, there will be no violation of the ne bis in 

idem principle. If any of misdemeanour offences prescribed in the Law on Tax Procedure and 

Tax Administration has been committed for which the final judgment has been passed, there 

will be no obstacle for the passing of a judgment in the criminal proceedings. Mentioned is in 

accordance with the decision in Zolothukin case which takes the view that Article 4, 

paragraph 1 of Protocol No. 7 to the European Convention on Human Rights must be 

interpreted as prohibiting the prosecution or trial of a person for another offense to the extent 

that it arises from the same facts or facts essentially the same. That means that the merits of 

the misdemeanour court should not include facts that are not relevant to its existence, and 

25 Misdemeanour Law, Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia, Nos. 65/2013…91/2019-other law. 
26Such a standpoint was expressed in the ruling of the High Court in Novi Sad, Kž 2 94/2014 dated 15 
April 2014. 
27The judgment of the Appellate Court in Niš, Kž1 1195/2016 of 18 November 2016. 
28The judgment of the Appellate Court in Belgrade, Kž1 Po1 32/2015 of 23 June 2016.  
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which represent the facts necessary for the existence and qualification of a more serious 

offense. 29 

The Constitutional Court of Serbia points out that, when assessing the allegations of a 

constitutional appeal against the violation of the right to legal security in the penal law 

referred to in Article 34 paragraph 4 of the Constitution, it is necessary to establish whether 

both proceedings conducted against the appellant of the constitutional appeal were conducted 

for an act that constitutes a punishable offence. Then whether the penalties are penal in their 

nature, whether the acts due to which the applicant is criminally prosecuted are the same 

(idem) and whether double proceedings (bis) existed.30 

 

5. Evaluation of the concrete impact of the ADR procedures 

Legal possibilities of applying the postponement of criminal prosecution are used in 

practice in approximately 15 percent of the total number of criminal cases. However, such a 

scope of its application is accompanied by challenges that are not in line with the goal of 

deferred prosecution as alternative dispute resolution in criminal matters. Namely, in most 

cases of deferred prosecution the suspect is obliged to pay a certain amount of money in 

humanitarian or other public purposes, while the imposition of other obligations is rarely 

applied in the practice. 

The analysis of the data shown in Graphs 1 and 2 shows that the application of 

postponement of criminal prosecution in accordance with Article 283 of the CPC has been 

declining throughout the observed period, with the exception of 2017-2019 when there was 

stagnation. However, when it comes to the noticeable decline in the application of this 

institute during 2020, it should be viewed in the light of the decline in the influx of criminal 

cases during 2020, caused by the COVID-19 virus pandemic. When it comes to the trends of 

29 G. Ilić (2017), Načelo ne bis in idem u praksi Evropskog suda za ljudska prava, Strani pravni život 
61(3), pp. 30 and 31. 
30The decision Už-1285/2012 dated 26 March 2014. 
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application of this institute in the seats of appeal courts, more than 30 percent of cases "fall" 

on the Belgrade appeal, and less than 15 percent on the Nis appeal court.31 

 

Graph 1: Trend in the application of the conditional opportunity mechanism in the 

observed period (Republic Public Prosecutor’s Office data) 

  

  

Of great importance for the subject of this analysis is the share that each of the 

obligations has in the total number of obligations imposed annually. Graph 2 shows extreme 

inequality, since 83.2 percent of all obligations issued in the observed period is the obligation 

to pay funds for humanitarian purposes. This is followed by elimination of harmful 

consequences with 9.8 percent, performance of community service with 4.1 percent and 

fulfilment of due alimentation in 2.2 percent. Treatment of alcohol and drug addiction was 

applied in only 0.3 percent, while psychosocial treatment to eliminate the causes of violent 

behaviour 0.2 percent. 

 

 

31 M. Kolakovic Bojovic, A. Batricevic, M. Matic Boskovic, (2021) Impact Assessment of the Application of 
Non-Custodial Sanctions and Measures in Serbia, Institute for Criminological and Sociological Research. 
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Graph 2: Structure of obligations conditioned by the postponement of criminal 

prosecution in the period 2015-2020. 

 

 

Having in mind the number and variety of obligations from Article 283 of the 

Criminal Procedure Code, the role of the Commissioner in supervising their execution varies 

significantly, and from the provision of Art. 11-16 of the Law on execution of non-custodial 

sanctions and measures it is difficult to fully comprehend it. Although it is expected that the 

role and procedure of supervision over the execution of these obligations will be precisely 

regulated at least by the bylaw. However, the current text of the Rulebook on the manner of 

execution of non-custodial sanctions and measures and organization and work of the 

Commissioner, prescribes that Commissioner supervises fulfilment of obligations imposed by 

public prosecutor through direct contact with the suspect, his family, employer or obtaining 

the necessary documentation proving the fulfilment of the obligations assigned to him. The 

Commissioner informs the public prosecutor and the Commissioner's Office about the 

fulfilment of the suspect's obligations, in accordance with the law. The mentioned 

shortcoming of the normative framework, as expected, results in numerous problems in the 

practice of fulfilling the obligations from Article 283 of the CPC, mostly related to the unclear 

split of competencies of the Commissioner's Office and the Public Prosecutor. 
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There are major difficulties with regard to the performance of community service, as 

the status of social security of suspects while performing community service is still 

unresolved. In practice, there have been attempts to overcome these difficulties by concluding 

agreements directly between prosecutors' offices and local state owned companies and public 

enterprises, but since 2014 it has been expected that the Republic Public Prosecutor's Office 

will arrange the signing of agreements at the central level. As there was no centralization, and 

the public prosecutor's offices did not continue with the direct signing of the agreement, the 

determination of the obligation of community work decreased over time. 

The impossibility of effective control also exists when it comes to the obligation to 

alcohol and drug treatments, as the commissioners do not have mechanisms in place to check 

whether a person consumes alcohol or narcotics. Namely, the Commissioner service does not 

have fast tests, nor can a person be referred for testing, as can the court, the prosecutor's 

office, the police or the administration of the penitentiary institution. As with community 

service, public prosecutors have faced a similar situation with regard to signing protocols with 

institutions where individuals may undergo alcohol or drug addiction or psychosocial 

treatment. Also, public prosecutors would have to order expertise to implement these 

obligations, which calls into question the efficiency of the opportunity and raises costs. 

 

6. Further observations and comments 

Although according to the report of the European Commission on the progress of the 

Republic of Serbia in the accession process, some progress has been made in the Republic of 

Serbia in terms of protection of its financial interests, it is necessary to make additional 

harmonisations with European standards in that area. When it comes to criminal acts that 

provide protection to these interests, it is necessary to improve the provisions of the Criminal 

Code. In some criminal acts, such as the criminal offense of tax evasion and smuggling, it is 

necessary to amend the provisions which prescribe them in order to clearly see that these 

criminal offenses protect the financial interests of the European Union. However, as part of 

the revenues from VAT and duties on imports of goods collected on the territory of member 

states belong to the budget of the European Union, these changes will be made after accession 

to the Republic of Serbia. 
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When it comes to the criminal offense of illegal obtaining of loans, subsidies or other 

benefits that can be used to sanction illegal spending of European Union budget funds, it is 

necessary to prescribe stricter criminal sanctions. Such a change would improve the 

effectiveness of general prevention and prevent the possibility of criminal prosecution 

becoming obsolete even before such an act is detected by the competent authorities. By the 

way, the statute of limitations in the national legislation for financial crimes is extremely short 

and due to the complex procedure in detecting the existence of irregularities, it is not possible 

to initiate criminal proceedings. Therefore, it is necessary to prescribe longer statutes of 

limitations for criminal prosecution. 

The impossibility of conducting criminal proceedings due to the existence of the 

principle of ne bis in idem occurs in practice, while the regulations and practice of the 

Constitutional Court are in line with European standards. Therefore, it is necessary to 

organize additional trainings for employees in the bodies responsible for detecting financial 

crimes, which can also provide protection to the financial interests of the European Union. In 

addition, it should be noted that in the coming period it is necessary to make additional efforts 

to identify shortcomings identified in practice, and identified in the Strategic Plan for the 

Fight against Fraud and Management of Irregularities in the Treatment of European Union 

Funds in the Republic of Serbia for the period 2021-2023. in the coming period. This includes 

strengthening preventive action in the field of protection of EU financial interests through the 

improvement of internal procedures, cooperation and exchange of information between 

relevant national bodies and institutions and amending or harmonizing the legal framework in 

the field of preventive action to improve protection of EU financial interests. 

In addition the implementation of investigative actions must be improved through 

improving cooperation and exchange of information between competent bodies and 

institutions, changing the legal framework to improve investigative actions and improving 

material and technical capacities of institutions responsible for their implementation.  

In the coming period, it is necessary to take measures to improve the mechanisms for 

recovering funds by developing cooperation and exchange of relevant information between 

relevant institutions and raising public awareness of the need and importance of controlling 

the use of EU funds and combating irregularities and fraud.  
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However, it is noted that the national documents pay special attention to the need to 

improve cooperation and exchange of information in order to raise public awareness of the 

need and importance of controlling the use of EU funds and combating irregularities and 

fraud. Special attention should be paid to this through the organization of relevant trainings 

and development of manuals at the national level. 

Having in mind the sanctions prescribed by the Criminal Code of the Republic of 

Serbia, the postponement of criminal prosecution can be applied only to perpetrators of the 

following crimes which can provide protection for the financial interests of the European 

Union: unjustified obtaining and using loans and other benefits, embezzlement, giving bribery 

and receiving bribery. According to national law, adjournment can be applied only if the 

suspect gives his consent to fulfil some of the obligations imposed on him. Bearing in mind 

the restorative character of conditional postponement of criminal prosecution as well as the 

right of the victim to compensation, the public prosecutor should first propose to the suspect 

to eliminate the harmful consequences or compensation of caused damage, taking into 

consideration the personal and family circumstances of the suspect, his financial situation and 

other circumstances relevant to the selection of the obligation. Although the legislator hasn’t 

given priority to any obligation over other, it can be concluded that the order in which the 

obligations are set suggests that the obligation to eliminate harmful consequences or 

compensation should take priority in all cases where its implementation is possible. 
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1. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal 
system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the domestic 
level 

Criminal offenses and sanctions in the event of their commission are regulated 

exclusively by the Act n. 300/2005 Coll. – Criminal Code of Slovakia (hereinafter as 

“Criminal Code” or “CC”).1 The offences falling within the scope of the EPPO are laid down 

in the provisions of Art. 261 to Art. 263 of the Criminal Code called “Damaging the financial 

interests of the EU”, in concreto provisions of Art 261, paras 1 to 4, Art. 262 and Art. 263.  

The Actus Reus of the Art. 261 consists of the intention of false, changed, improper 

disclose or declaration of accounting document in order to detain the payment from the EU 

fund (Art. 261, para. 1) or who will use the payment from the EU fund for different purpose 

than provided (Art. 261, para. 2) or who, acting on behalf of the provider of the EU fund, 

1 According to the Article 1 of the Criminal Code this law regulates the principles of criminal liability, 
types of punishments, types of protective measures, their imposition and the facts of criminal offenses. 
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enables the other to get the payment or the grant from the EU fund scheme without complying 

with the conditions of the EU grant scheme (Art. 261, para. 3). 

The Actus Reus of the Art. 262 consists of misuse his controlling, managing or 

supervising position, job, duty to enable committing the offence under the Art. 261. 

The Actus Reus of the Art. 263 is a negligent form of the conduct described in the Art. 

261. 

All crimes that constitute fraud affecting the EU's financial interests are intentional 

offenses. In the case of the criminal offense of Damaging the financial interests of the EU 

according to Art. 263 CC, the legal order of the Slovak Republic even goes beyond the scope 

of the PIF Directive and a negligent form of fault is also applied. 

Alternative settlement is according to Act. n. 301/2005 Coll. – Criminal Procedure 

Code of Slovakia (hereinafter as “Criminal Procedure Code” or “CPC”),2 Art. 216 and 220 

possible for cases, where the Criminal Code provides for imprisonment with the upper limit 

which does not exceed five years. The alternative settlement is not possible for the crimes of 

corruption. In cases of PIF crimes, the alternative dispute resolution According to Art. 216 

and Art. 220 CPC is available for crimes under Art. 261 paras 1 to 4 and Art. 262 and 263 

CC.  

The alternative procedure according to Art. 232 CPC is possible for all crimes. 

 

2. Relevant provisions on ADR-Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal 
Matters and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of 
disputes 

 
According the Art. 216 CPC the conditions of the conclusion of the alternative dispute 

resolution procedure in the form of conditional termination of the criminal proceeding are as 

following: 

2 According to the Article 1 of the Criminal Procedure Code regulates the procedure followed by the 
bodies involved in criminal proceedings and the courts to ensure that criminal offences are properly 
investigated and their perpetrators justly punished under the law with due respect to fundamental rights 
and freedoms of natural persons and legal entities. 
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 only minor offences with the highest penalty rate of 5 years, 

 not possible for the criminal offence resulted in the death of a person, corruption cases 

and criminal prosecution against a public official, 

 accused must admit he committed the act, 

 the possible terminal closure of proceedings without sanction, 

 the proceedings is conditionally closed, 

 damage party will have the damage restored, other suspects defendants could go to the 

other proceedings or have the same proceeding, or regular proceedings, 

 no sanctions, but certain duties and obligations may be imposed in order to maintain 

proper life and avoid conducts causing the criminal offence, 

 usually decided by the prosecutor (only exceptionally by the court), 

 the incentive for such procedure can come out from accused or prosecutor, in the later 

stage of the proceedings also court could initiate the ADR, if no one has done it yet. 

According the Art. 220 CPC are the conditions for reconciliation as following: 

 only minor offences with the highest penalty rate of 5 years, 

 not possible for the criminal offence resulted in the death of a person, corruption cases 

and criminal prosecution against a public official, 

 accused must admit he committed the act, 

 the possible terminal closure of proceedings without sanction, 

 the proceedings is finally closed, 

 damage party will have the damage restored, other suspected defendants could go to 

the other proceedings or have the same proceeding, or regular proceedings, 

 no sanctions, but paying sum of money for the protection of victims of crimes, 

 usually decided by the prosecutor (only exceptionally by the court), 

 the incentive for such procedure can come out from accused or prosecutor, in the later 

stage of the proceedings also court could initiate the ADR, if no one has done it yet. 

According the Art. 232 CPC the effects of the conclusion of the alternative dispute 

resolution in the form of plea bargaining procedure are as following: 

 all crimes,  

 accused must admit he committed the crime and he must plea guilty, 

 the possible terminal closure with favourable sanction, 

 the proceedings is finally closed, 
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 damage party could have the damage restored or not, other suspects defendants could 

go to the other proceedings or have the same proceeding, or regular proceedings, 

 sanction, 

 the plea bargaining procedure is always conducted by the prosecutor, however the 

approval of the agreement on guilt and punishment must be done by the court, 

the incentive for such procedure can come out from accused or prosecutor, in the later 

stage of the proceedings also court could initiate the ADR, however without consent of the 

parties to the case (accused and prosecutor) this procedure is inapplicable 

3. The accused and the damaged party in the ADR procedure  

The investigation of the amount of reparation is always part of the proceedings, if the 

crime has the condition for its punishment certain amount of damage. Such “proven” damage 

is usually the core basement for the reparation. For all other crimes where the amount of 

damage is not the crucial part of the crime the compensation is based upon request of the 

injured party. However, this request could be accepted by the prosecutor or court only in case 

of enough evidence presented. If no, the damage is not compensated or is compensated only 

partly. The final decision on “sufficiency” of the damage recovery is always on the prosecutor 

or the court. If the damage is doubtful, no damage is compensated. 

The right for the compensation is not applicable to the Art. 261 to 263 CC as ruled by 

the jurisprudence3 and such a domestic application is not contrary to the Article 325 of the 

3 “State material rights under the rules relating to the various types of taxes, which are initially decided by 
the competent administrative authority, in accordance with the procedure laid down in the Tax Code … 
including material rights arising from an unjustified claim made by a taxable person for repayment of 
value added tax or excise duty, are administrative in nature and decisions on them are subject to review 
by an administrative court[;] those rights do not allow damages to be claimed in the context of criminal 
proceedings in accordance with Article 46(3) of the Code of Criminal Procedure … . Thus, no overlap is 
possible, that is to say no conflict of jurisdiction between the different institutions (administrative and 
judicial), nor a duplication of decisions on the same right.” 
The Supreme Court of the Slovak Republic also stated that those legal considerations apply mutatis 
mutandis ‘to any other material right which, by virtue of its substantive basis (that is to say, the provision 
of law governing that right), does not constitute a right to compensation for damage or ‘non-material’ 
damage. 
In: Decision of the Supreme Court of the Slovak Republic, date November 29, 2017, case n. Tpj 39 - 
60/2017, R71/2017, available in Collection of Decisions of Supreme Court and courts of Slovak 
Republic, N. 8/2017, p. 4-30: 
https://www.nsud.sk/data/files/1835_zbierka-8-2017.pdf,  
quoted in: CJEU, C-603/19, Criminal proceedings against TG and UF, ECLI:EU:C:2020:774, para 21. 
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Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) is as confirmed in the preliminary 

ruling on the prejudicial question by the Court of Justice of the EU.4 

The compensation of the damage by the alternative dispute resolution under Art. 216 

and 220 CPC is obligatory condition for application of these measures. In case of “plea 

bargaining” according to Art. 232 CPC the compensation of the damage is not obligatory. 

Procedure under Art. 216 CPC: 

The consent of the accused is always necessary. The consent of the victim is not 

necessary under Art. 216 CPC. This resolution in pre-trial proceedings is taken by the 

prosecutor (usually from the district office of the prosecutor). However, the victim could 

lodge the complaint if he/she is not satisfied with the result of the proceedings. Then the 

prosecutor of county office of prosecutor decides about the complaint. The outcome of this 

proceedings is conditional closure of the case and setting a probation period for controlling 

the accused for the specific time after the conditional closure of the proceedings. In this case 

the accused could be obliged to pay the damage during this probation period. If he fails to 

compensate the damage, the proceedings is re-opened and the trial proceeding will follow. 

Procedure under Art. 220 CPC: 

In the procedure under Art. 220 CPC the consent of the accused and the victim is 

necessary. In this type of ADR the compensation of the damage is the priority. If the 

defendant succeeded in restoration of damage and if the victim is satisfied, the resolution is 

final closure of the proceedings without the possibility of lodging a complaint from the side of 

the victim, nor the accused. This type of the proceedings is the most advantageous way how 

the interests of the victims are protected. The case is closed without punishment, but with full 

covering of the desired damage compensation for the victim.  

Procedure under Art. 232 CPC: 

In the procedure under Art. 232 CPC the consent of the accused is necessary. The 

consent of the victim is not necessary under Art. 232 CPC. In this type of ADR the priority is 

https://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf;jsessionid=22CB9635F54B5BDD312DA77E567FC0
47?text=&docid=231843&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=116498
6  
4 C-603/19, para 43-63. 
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to end the case with quicker form of the condemnation decision of the court. The prosecutor 

deliberates with the accused the punishment and the accused person admit to commit the 

crime in order to receive lower punishment. The “plea bargaining” is the agreement on guilty 

and the punishment, so the damage compensation is only secondary goal. The victim is 

always invited to participate in the plea-bargaining procedure, however if the agreement on 

damage compensation has not been reached, the agreement on guilt and punishment could be 

approved anyway. The compensation of the damage is not the priority in this type of ADR. In 

this case the victim has no other option then to go the civil proceedings, because the court in 

trial proceedings has no other option then to make a verdict about the damage that the victim 

shall lodge the separate action at the civil court. The court is bound by the agreement between 

prosecutor and the accused. The only possibility how to cancel the agreement for the court is 

the finding, that the agreement is unlawful or not fair. But if all conditions for the lawfulness 

of the agreement are met, then the court has to approve the agreement. After approving the 

agreement on guilt and punishment the judgment is final and no appeal is allowed. 

 

4. Observations on the functioning of the ne bis in idem principle 

The ne bis in idem principle is provided in the Constitution of Slovak Republic Act n. 

460/1992 Coll.) and in the Article 2, par. 8 and Article 9, par. 1 letter e) CPC. Also it is the 

part of the Act n. 91/2016 Coll. about the criminal responsibility of legal persons (hereinafter 

as “Act on CRLP”), in the Article 21. 

For the ADR under § 216 and 220 CPC is directly prescribed, that those decisions are 

considered as having the effect of the “decided case” with the application of ne bis in idem 

rule. After observing, that the case was already decided, the Art. 215 par. 1, letter d) CPC will 

be applied about termination of the proceedings. 

In case of procedure under Art. 216 CPC, the effect of ne bis in idem applies after 

further decision after finishing of the probation period. Only with the decision of the 

prosecutor (exemptionally court) that the accused has proven that he had lived ordinary life 

during the probation period, the proceedings could be finally closed. After this decision is 

effective, also the ne bis in idem principle applies. 
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In case of procedure under Art. 220 CPC, the ne bis in idem principle applies 

immediately after adopting the decision, because this decision is final and no ordinary remedy 

is possible. 

The same is valid for the procedure under Art. 232 CPC, where the condemning 

judgment is issued as a result of this procedure, which is final and no appeal is possible. The 

ne bis in idem principle is automatic. 

When thinking about ne bis in idem principle by the criminal proceedings of legal 

persons, it must be always underlined that criminal liability of a legal person is applied either 

cumulatively with criminal liability of a natural person (joint proceedings), or separately. In 

this situation, the criminal liability of a legal person is not a breach of the ne bis in idem 

principle, because it can be inferred the criminal responsibility for the same act (if the legal 

conditions are met) against two different entities, which may be natural and the legal person 

together.5 

The principle of ne bis in idem is even more spread also for the administrative 

offences. When a person was finally convicted of a crime in criminal proceedings, or where 

the alterative procedure was applied according to Art. 216 or 220 CPC, this decision is 

enough to make the obstacle for beginning of administrative proceedings for the same act. 

This rule was emphasized also by the Slovak Supreme Court, date May 10, 2011, case n. 

4Tdo 3/2011.6 The Slovak Supreme Court stated that the principle of ne bis in idem can be 

applied both to criminal offenses (according to Slovak law) and also to offenses belonging to 

the administrative offences. In the case of an identical act, this premise may also apply on the 

interrelationship between the administrative offense and the criminal offense.7 

5 J Čentéš and M Krajčovič ‘Uplatnenie zásady ne bis in idem pri trestnom stíhaní právnickej osoby’ In: 

Ne bis in idem - medzi správnym a súdnym trestaním. Trnava : University of Trnava, Faculty of Law, 

2017, p. 24. 
6 Decision of the Supreme Court of the Slovak Republic, date May 10, 2011, case n. 4Tdo 3/2011, 
available at: http://www.pravnelisty.sk/rozhodnutia/a77-danovy-trestny-cin-spravny-delikt-a-zasada-ne-
bis-in-idem 
7 See also: M Smalik ‘Zásada ne bis in idem a jej uplatňovanie pri majetkových a hospodárskych 
trestných činoch’ In: Milestones of law in the Central Europe 2017, Collection of the papers from the 
scientific conference organized by Comenius University Bratislava, Faculty of Law, March 30 th - April 
1st, 2017, Bratislava : Comenius University, Faculty od Law, 2017, p. 746. 
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In the Act on CRLP is directly provided in Art. 21 par. 1, that initiation of criminal 

proceedings against a legal person prevents the same act from launching the administrative 

proceedings against the same legal person. The same is valid vice versa – criminal 

proceedings against a legal person cannot be initiated, and if it has already begun, it cannot be 

continued and must be stopped if an earlier proceeding was conducted for the same act 

against the same legal person resulted in a valid administrative offense decision and this 

decision has not been cancelled (Art. 21, par. 2 Act on CRLP). These provisions could be in 

praxis problematic, because the conditions of liability in administrative proceedings and in 

criminal proceedings are different, thus may lead to different decisions about the liability in 

administrative and criminal proceedings (e.g. the liability in criminal proceedings for the 

same act would not be given, however the liability for administrative delict could be applied). 

From that point of perspective the legal person should have the right for a more favourable 

decision about the delict.8 

By applying the ne bis in idem principle the Slovak Republic follows the so called 

Engel criteria based in the decision of ECtHR, Engel and others v. Netherlands: 

1. classification in domestic law;  

2. nature of the offence;  

3. severity of the penalty that the person concerned risks incurring.9 

After observing, that the case was already decided in administrative proceedings, the 

Art. 215 par. 1, letter e) CPC will be applied about termination of the proceedings, because 

that is not the same situation stipulated in the Art. 9 of CPC, where only criminal proceedings 

is mentioned, so Art. 215 par. 1 letter d) CPC is not applicable. According to Article 215 par. 

1, letter e) CPC the termination of the proceedings is necessary, when it is stipulated in the 

8 J Ľorko, ‘Trestnoprávna a administratívnoprávna zodpovednosť právnických osob a uplatnenie zásady 
ne bis in idem’ In: Milestones of law in the Central Europe 2017, Collection of the papers from the 
scientific conference organized by Comenius University Bratislava, Faculty of Law, March 30 th - April 
1st, 2017, Bratislava : Comenius University, Faculty od Law, 2017, p. 735. 
9 ECtHR Engel and Others v Netherlands App nos. 5100/71; 5101/71; 5102/71; 5354/72; 5370/72 [8 
June 1976] paras 82-83. 
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international treaty (in this case Convention on Human Rights).10 Such procedure is affirmed 

also by the judicial practice.11 

However, the applicability of ne bis in idem principle when concurring the 

administrative and criminal proceedings is in the latest years influenced in the Slovak 

Republic also by the case A. B. v. Norway of ECtHR, which stated that the sanctions imposed 

in administrative and together in criminal proceedings are possible.12 

According to actual practice it can be stated that not every valid decision in 

disciplinary or administrative proceedings causes an obstacle to the application of the ne bis 

in idem principle.  For this reason, law enforcement bodies and the courts must always 

examine whether the conditions for the application of the ne bis in idem principle are met 

according the national and international provisions.13 

 

5. Evaluation of the concrete impact of the ADR procedures 

With regard the deflation of judicial activities no judicial activities follow, unless the 

termination of the prosecution conditionally stopped would be renewed for the breach of 

parole and conditions as stipulated in the Art. 217 CPC. The alternative dispute resolution 

speeds up the whole criminal proceeding and recovery of the misused sum is a precondition to 

the alternative resolution. 

The alternative resolution in the criminal proceedings, if reached, includes the 

recovery of the defrauded sum. 

The administrative procedure is covered by the Act N. 523/2004 Coll. on the public 

budget rules in Art. 31, stipulated as responsible subject for recovery the particular provider 

10 Protocol No. 7 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
[1984], Art. 4 par. 1. 
11 M Mezei and B Delej ‘Aplikácia zásady ne bis in idem – teória a prax’ In: Milestones of law in the 
Central Europe 2017, Collection of the papers from the scientific conference organized by Comenius 
University Bratislava, Faculty of Law, March 30th - April 1st, 2017, Bratislava : Comenius University, 
Faculty od Law, 2017, p. 742. 
12 ECtHR A.B. v Norway App nos. 29758/11 and 24130/11 [15 November 2016]. 
13 J Čentéš ‘Vybrané aspekty zásady ne bis in idem v trestnom konaní’ In: Princíp spravodlivosti v 

trestnom a správnom súdnom konaní. Pezinok : Judicial academy oft he Slovak Republic, 2016, p. 159. 
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of the subvention, dotation or EU grant scheme. If the administrative procedure brings the 

case to the civil court resolution, the final judgement, if reached, is considered to be a judicial 

receivable and it is credit by judicial treasure dept. 

The restitution is mandatory in the administrative proceeding or in the criminal 

proceeding. The proceedings are not determined by each other. The decision on restitution is 

enforced by the authority, it includes also the execution of the restitution. 

The default interests are included in the executing restitution; the penalty is calculated 

as 0,1 % of the misused sum from the day of its provide until its recovery plus special levy as 

stipulated in the special legislation adopted for the particular scheme. 

The voluntarily restitution is possible until the beginning of the administrative 

proceeding for public budget misuse as anticipated in the Article 31 of the Act n. 523/2004 

Coll. on the public budget rules. The special levy and the penalty to the restitution can be 

imposed in the administrative proceeding within the 5 years when the misuse has been found, 

it shall not exceed the 10-year period of time when the misuse of the public budget has been 

committed. The sum of restitution is not touched by this provision. 

The overall effect of the rehabilitation of the offender after applying the ADR 

procedures is the possibility of deleting the case from the criminal record of the offender after 

the procedure under Art. 216 and 220 CPC is applied. In case of Art. 216 CPC (conditional 

suspension of the criminal proceedings) the effect of the “clearing” of the record applies after 

the probation period, when the decision on the final closure of the proceedings is effective and 

valid. In case of Art. 220 CPC (reconciliation) the “clearing” of the criminal record is applied 

immediately. With those provision is sought the maximum effort to help the offender to re-

integrate into society without negative effects of the situation connected with the criminal 

records. These rules are helping the offender not to commit the offence again, because usually 

the ADR procedure is applied only for the first offence. In further criminal proceeding of the 

same offender for the second or other crime the application of those ADR procedure are rather 

unlikely. 

In case of the procedure of Art. 232 CPC (plea bargaining) the effect of the 

rehabilitation of the offender is less visible. This procedure has the aim to facilitate the 

procedure without long court trial and without economic impact on the state budget burdening 
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with the long lasting criminal proceedings. For this “temporal” and “economic” profit of the 

state the offender is sentenced with the less serious punishment. But the effect on the 

rehabilitation is lower. The effect will occur only in cases, where conditional punishment is 

imposed instead of the unconditional. The effect of the rehabilitation of the offender is always 

easier when sentenced by the conditional punishment. In this case the perpetrator remains in 

his daily social positon and does not have the life disrupted by the imprisonment. Together 

with this effect also the “clearing” of the criminal record is easier. The criminal record will 

erase from the criminal record after probation period ends and after the decision about the 

“living of proper life” in probation period is issued. However, in case of unconditional 

imprisonment the effect of “clearing” of the criminal record is possible only after certain 

number of years after release from the prison. Thus the rehabilitation of the offender in case 

of ADR procedure under 232 CPC is depending not on the procedure itself, but on the type of 

imposed punishment. 

 

6. Further observations and comments 

There is a proposal for legislative reform applicable to diversion/mediation and 

restorative procedures. The legal reform of the pre-trial criminal proceedings and 

investigation in order to simplify and speed up the investigation, the more detail info is 

currently unknown. Expected date of coming into effect is 2Q-3Q/2022. The pros of the ADR 

to the traditional judicial proceedings are speed up and better restorative perspective of the 

accused. The cons are laid in rare conditions and use of the Art. 220 CPC. 
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1. Decision of the Supreme Court of the Slovak Republic, date November 29, 2017, 
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9. Annex: text of the relevant laws/acts/ provisions 

Constitution of Slovak republic – Act. n. 460/1992 Coll. 

Article 50: 

(5) No one shall be prosecuted for an act for which he has already been lawfully 

convicted or acquitted. This principle does not preclude the application of extraordinary 

remedies in accordance with the law. 

Act n. 300/2005 Coll. – Criminal Code: 

Article 1: 

The purpose of the present Act is to regulate foundations of criminal liability, types 

and imposition of punishments and protective measures, and bodies of criminal offences. 

Article 2: 

(8) No one shall be prosecuted in respect of an act for which he had already been 

finally convicted or from which he had been acquitted. This principle shall not exclude the 

use of extraordinary remedies as prescribed by law. 

Article 15: 

An intentional criminal offence is that where the offender  

a) acting in a manner defined in this Act, had the intent to infringe or prejudice an 

interest protected under this Act, or 
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b) was aware that his act was likely to cause such infringement or prejudice, and was 

prepared to accept that consequence, should it occur.  

Article 16: 

A criminal offence committed by negligence is that where the offender  

a) knew that by acting in a manner defined in this Act he could infringe or prejudice 

an interest protected under this Act, but presumed without good reasons that no such 

infringement or prejudice would be caused, or  

b) did not know that his act could cause such infringement or prejudice although, 

considering the circumstances and his personal situation, he should and could have been 

aware of it.  

Article 125: 

(1) A minor damage means damage exceeding the amount of 266 euros. Greater 

damage means an amount at least ten times such an amount. Significant damage means an 

amount at least one hundred times that amount. Large-scale damage means an amount at least 

five times such an amount. These considerations will also be used to determine the amount of 

the benefit, the value of the case and the scope of the act. 

Damaging Financial Interests of the European Union 

Article 261: 

(1) Any person who uses or submits a forged, incorrect or incomplete statement or 

document, or fails to supply mandatory information, thereby enabling the unlawful 

withholding or use of funds or other assets originating from the European Union budget, the 

budget managed by or on behalf of the European Union, other than the intended purpose, 

shall be punishable by a term of imprisonment of six months to three years. 

(2) As in paragraph 1, any person who uses funds or other assets originating from the 

budget of the European Union, from a budget administered by the European Union or on 

behalf of the European Union for purposes other than those specified shall be punished. 
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(3) The offender shall be punished by imprisonment for one to four years if, as an 

employee, member, representative or other person authorized to act on behalf of the person 

providing the funds or other assets referred to in paragraph 1, he allows to obtain funds or 

other assets specified in paragraph 1 to whom it knows that it does not meet the conditions 

laid down for their supply or allows them to be unlawfully detained or used for a purpose 

other than that intended. 

(4) An offender shall be punished by imprisonment for one to five years if he commits 

an act referred to in paragraph 1, 2 or 3 

a) and will cause higher damage, 

b) for a specific purpose; or 

c) by more serious conduct. 

(5) An offender shall be punished by imprisonment for three to eight years if he 

commits the act referred to in paragraph 1, 2 or 3 and causes considerable damage thereby. 

(6) An offender shall be punished by imprisonment for seven to twelve years if he 

commits an act referred to in paragraph 1, 2 or 3 

a) and thereby cause extensive damage; or 

b) as a member of a dangerous group. 

Article 262: 

(1) Any person who violates or fails to fulfill the obligation arising from his 

employment, profession, position or function in the management or control of the activities of 

persons under his control, and thus allows the commission of a criminal offense under § 261 

par. 1, shall be punished by imprisonment for up to two years. 

(2) An offender shall be punished by imprisonment for one to three years if he 

commits the act referred to in paragraph 1 and causes considerable damage thereby. 
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(3) An offender shall be punished by imprisonment for one to five years if he commits 

the act referred to in paragraph 1 and causes large-scale damage thereby. 

 

Article 263: 

(1) Any person who negligently damages the financial interests of the European Union 

by the action referred to in § 261 par. 1, shall be punished by imprisonment for up to one year. 

(2) The offender shall be punished by imprisonment for one to three years if he 

commits the act referred to in paragraph 1 and causes considerable damage thereby. 

Act. n. 301/2005 Coll. – Criminal Procedure Code 

Article 1: 

The Code of Criminal Procedure regulates the procedure followed by the bodies 

involved in criminal proceedings and the courts to ensure that criminal offences are properly 

investigated and their perpetrators justly punished under the law with due respect to 

fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons and legal entities. 

Article 9:  

Inadmissibility of Criminal Prosecution 

(1) Criminal prosecution may not be launched or, if already commenced, it may not 

continue and shall be terminated  

e) if conducted against a person whose previous prosecution for the same offence 

resulted in a final and conclusive court sentence, or it was lawfully terminated or 

conditionally suspended and the accused proved himself, or conciliation has been reached and 

the criminal prosecution was terminated unless such decision was declared null and void in a 

prescribed manner. 
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Termination of Criminal Prosecution  

Article 215: 

(1) The prosecutor shall terminate the criminal prosecution if  

d) criminal prosecution is inadmissible under Section 9. 

Conditional Suspension of Criminal Prosecution  

Article 216: 

(1) In the proceedings about a minor offence carrying maximum custodial penalty of 

not more than five years, the prosecutor, subject to the consent of the accused, may 

conditionally suspend the criminal prosecution on a motion from the police officer or even 

without such a motion in the time between the pressing charges and the bringing of the 

indictment if  

a) the accused declares that he has committed the offence for which he is prosecuted 

and there are no reasonable grounds to doubt that he has made such declaration of his free 

will, seriously and intelligibly,  

b) the accused has compensated the damage caused by his act, or concluded a damage 

compensation agreement with the victim, or took other damage compensation measures, and  

c) such decision may be considered as adequate in view of the person of the accused, 

his previous life, and the circumstances of the case.  

(2) The resolution to conditionally suspend the criminal prosecution shall set out a 

probationary period for the accused of one to five years. The probationary period shall start 

running from the date on which the resolution to conditionally suspend the criminal 

prosecution became final.  

(3) The resolution to conditionally suspend the criminal prosecution shall impose a 

duty on the accused who has concluded a damage compensation agreement with the victim to 

settle the damages in the course of the probationary period.  
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(4) Paragraph 2 also provides for the possibility to request the accused to respect 

appropriate restrictions designed to making him lead a regular life or refrain from the 

activities that led to the commission of the minor offence. The accused upon whom 

reasonable restrictions or obligations were imposed under the preceding sentence is obliged to 

undergo inspection by technical means if such inspection is ordered. Inspection by technical 

means may be ordered if the conditions under a special regulation are met.  

(5) The resolution to conditionally suspend the criminal prosecution shall be served to 

the accused and to the victim; both the accused and the victim may challenge the resolution 

by lodging a complaint which has a suspensive effect. Where criminal prosecution for a 

criminal offence committed in connection with attendance at a public event was conditionally 

suspended and where a restriction referred to in Section 51 paragraph 3 letter a) of the 

Criminal Code relating to a sporting event was simultaneously imposed upon the accused, the 

administrator of the information system securing safety at sporting events under a special Act 

shall be notified by the prosecuting attorney of the imposition of such restriction to the extent 

of information under a special Act. Where an obligation referred to in Section 51 paragraph 4 

letter k) of the Criminal Code was imposed upon the accused by a resolution, the prosecuting 

attorney shall send the resolution to the designated department of the Police Force.  

(6) Criminal prosecution may not be conditionally suspended if  

a) the criminal offence resulted in the death of a person,  

b) criminal prosecution is conducted in a corruption case, or  

c) criminal prosecution is conducted against a public official or a foreign public 

official for a criminal offence committed in relation to the execution of their powers and 

responsibilities. 

Article 217: 

(1) If the accused was leading a regular life during the probationary period, settled the 

damages, and complied with other restrictions and duties, the prosecutor shall decide that the 

accused has proven themselves competent. Otherwise, the prosecutor shall decide, including 
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during the probationary period, to resume the criminal prosecution. He shall issue a resolution 

on the competency or the continuation of the criminal prosecution.  

(2) If no decision pursuant to paragraph 1 is made within two years of the termination 

of the probationary period without the fault of the accused, this shall be deemed that they 

have proven themselves competent.  

(3) The resolution pursuant to paragraph 1 shall be served to the accused and the 

victim; the accused and the victim may challenge it with a complaint that has a suspensive 

effect. 

(4) The date on which the resolution that the accused has proven himself competent 

becomes final, or the date of expiry of the time limit pursuant to paragraph 2, shall be deemed 

as the date on which the criminal prosecution is effectively terminated pursuant to Article 9 

paragraph 1 (e). 

Reconciliation  

Article 220: 

(1) In the proceedings about a minor offence carrying a maximum custodial sentence 

of not more than five years, the prosecutor may decide with the consent of the accused and of 

the victim to approve a conciliation agreement and terminate the criminal prosecution if the 

accused  

a) declares that he has committed the offence for which he is prosecuted and there are 

no reasonable grounds to doubt that he has made such declaration of his free will, seriously 

and with certainty,  

b) has compensated for the damage caused by the act, or took other damage 

compensation measures, or otherwise remedied the harm caused by the criminal offence, or 

c) deposits a monetary sum to the bank account of the court and, in the preliminary 

hearing, to the account of the public prosecution intended for the Ministry for the protection 

and support of victims of criminal offences under a special Act, and such monetary sum is 

obviously not disproportionate to the seriousness of the committed criminal offence and, 
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given the nature and seriousness of the committed act, the degree to which the public interest 

was affected by the criminal offence, the accused and his personal and financial 

circumstances, such manner of decision is deemed to be sufficient.  

(2) Conciliation agreement pursuant to paragraph 1 shall not be approved if  

a) the criminal offence resulted in the death of a person,  

b) criminal prosecution is conducted in respect of a corruption case, or  

c) criminal prosecution is conducted against a public official or a foreign public 

official for a criminal offence committed in relation to the execution of their powers and 

responsibilities. 

Plea bargaining procedure  

Article 232: 

(1) If the results of investigation or summary investigation give reasonable grounds to 

conclude that the act constitutes a criminal offence and that it was committed by the accused 

who confessed to having committed it, admitted the guilt, and the evidence supports the 

truthfulness of his confession, the prosecutor may initiate a plea bargaining procedure on an 

application from the accused or of his own motion.  

(2) The prosecutor shall summon to attend the plea bargain hearing the accused person 

and the victim who filed a claim for damages in a due and timely manner; the public 

prosecutor shall inform the defence counsel of the accused person about the time and place of 

the hearing.. The provision of Article 340 shall also apply, as appropriate, to the accused who 

is a juvenile at the time of the proceedings; however, the plea bargain agreement may only be 

concluded with the consent of the legal guardian or defence counsel of the juvenile.  

(3) As part of the proceedings on a plea bargain agreement, the public prosecutor is 

obliged to respect the interest of the victim in the agreement on damages. If the victim is 

present at the proceedings on a plea bargain agreement, they shall express their opinion on the 

extent and method of damages, in particular. The plea bargain agreement may also be 

concluded without the presence of the victim who failed to appear for the proceedings on a 
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plea bargain agreement without an excuse despite being duly summoned. In such case, the 

public prosecutor may agree with the accused person, on behalf of the victim, on the extent 

and method of damages up to the amount of the filed claim for damages. 

(4) After a plea bargain agreement has been reached concerning the guilt, punishment 

and other verdicts, the prosecutor shall file a motion asking the court to accept the plea 

bargain agreement as concluded; the plea bargain agreement shall also imply the agreement 

on the waiver of punishment and, in case of a juvenile, on the conditional waiver of 

punishment and of educational measures if there are statutory reasons to impose them. In the 

absence of a damage settlement agreement the prosecutor shall move the court to recommend 

the victim to seek the settlement of his damage claim or part thereof through civil or other 

proceedings.  

(5) If the accused admits his guilt for the commission of the act subject to prosecution 

in its entirety during the plea bargaining procedure, but no plea bargain agreement has been 

reached, the prosecutor shall bring the indictment in which he shall specify the act admitted to 

by the accused, its legal qualification, admission of guilt, and request the court to hold the 

main trial, decide on the punishment and adopt other verdicts based on the admission of guilt.  

(6) If the accused admits his guilt in the plea bargaining procedure only in part, the 

prosecutor shall bring an indictment in which he shall specify the act admitted to by the 

accused, its legal qualification, extent of the admission of guilt, the act that the accused did 

not admit to and its legal classification, and shall request the court to hold the main trial in 

respect of the act 

which the accused did not admit to and other matters as necessary, and to decide on 

the guilt, the punishment and adopt other verdicts based on the admission of guilt.  

(7) If no agreement has been reached on protective treatment, protective education, 

protective supervision or seizure of an item, the prosecutor shall proceed pursuant to Article 

236 paragraph 1.  

(8) The plea bargain agreement shall contain  

a) the names of the parties to the agreement, the date, place and time of the agreement,  
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b) the description of the act, the place, time, or other circumstances under which it 

occurred to prevent mistaking it for another act, and the legal classification of the criminal 

offence constituted by the act, including the relevant provision of the Criminal Code,  

c) the type, degree and execution of punishment,  

d) the amount and manner of the compensation for damage caused by the act, and  

e) the protective measure, where relevant.  

(9) The plea bargain agreement shall be signed, in witness of consent, by the 

prosecutor, the accused, the defence counsel and the victim who has successfully claimed the 

damage compensation and took part in the procedure.  

10) If no plea bargain agreement has been reached, the prosecutor shall enter that fact 

in the file. 

Act n. 91/2016 Coll. about the criminal responsibility of legal persons: 

Article 21: 

(1) That initiation of criminal proceedings against a legal person prevents the same act 

from launching the administrative proceedings against the same legal person.  

(2) Criminal proceedings against a legal person cannot be initiated, and if it has 

already begun, it cannot be continued and must be stopped if an earlier proceeding was 

conducted for the same act against the same legal person resulted in a valid administrative 

offense decision and this decision has not been cancelled. 
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Introduction 

The Slovenian criminal procedure is a mixed inquisitorial-accusatorial system and 

combines the elements of both of them. The gravity of criminal offences determines the 

application of two main types of procedures: ordinary and summary one.  

The ordinary criminal procedures take place when defendants are tried for criminal 

offences punishable by imprisonment of more than three years. The ordinary criminal 

procedure entails the following phases:  

i) pre-trial procedure 
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ii) judicial investigation 

iii) submission of the indictment 

iv) pre-trial hearing 

v) trial 

 

The summary procedure is carried out for less severe offences. 

Several amendments to the Criminal Procedure Act have been introduced to include 

alternative pathways in processing criminal complaints in order to make the criminal 

procedures more efficient and shorter. 

The general principles to be mentioned in the criminal procedures are: the principle of 

accusation and the principle of legality. 

The principle of accusation implies that the authorised prosecutor can initiate a 

criminal procedure. Through the principle of accusation the prosecutorial and judicial 

functions are strictly separated. 

Related to this principle is the principle of legality whose scope is to provide for the 

equality before the law and to avoid an arbitrary prosecution policy1. Despite this, the legality 

principle has been progressively softened by the principle of opportunity allowing state 

prosecutors to activate different diversion mechanisms. 

According to this principle the state prosecutor has the possibility to abandon or not to 

initiate prosecution for criminal offences punishable by a fine or imprisonment up to one year 

in certain circumstances. 

The prosecutor can also opt to the conditional suspension of the prosecution. With the 

consent of  the victim, the prosecutor can decide to suspend the prosecution of a criminal 

offence punishable by a fine or not more than three years’ imprisonment as well as for some 

other listed criminal offences. 

 

1 Katja Šugman Stubbs, Criminal Procedure in Slovenia, in CRIMINAL PROCEDURE IN EUROPE 483–539 
(Richard Vogler et al. eds., 2008), at 493. 
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1. Simplified procedures 

The Slovenian system provides for two simplified procedures: a) settlement procedure 

(mediation); b) deferment of prosecution. 

Settlement and deferment of prosecution are both simplified procedures and are not 

intended as a tool to divert proceedings into different kinds of procedure. 

a) Settlement procedure 

Pursuant to Article 161a of the Criminal Procedure Act, the state prosecutor may refer 

a criminal complaint or a motion of indictment involving a criminal offence punishable by a 

fine or a sentence of imprisonment of up to three years, and involving the criminal offences 

referred to in paragraph two of this article, to a settlement procedure. In doing so, the state 

prosecutor shall take into account the type and nature of the offence, the circumstances in 

which it was committed, the personality of the perpetrator and his/her prior convictions for 

the same type of criminal offences or for other criminal offences, as well as his/her degree of 

criminal liability. 

When special circumstances occur, settlement shall also be admissible for the criminal 

offences of aggravated bodily harm pursuant to paragraph one of Article 123, grievous bodily 

harm pursuant to paragraph four of Article 124, grand larceny pursuant to point 1 of 

paragraph one of Article 205, misappropriation pursuant to paragraph four of Article 208 and 

damaging another's object pursuant to paragraph two of Article 220 of the Criminal Code, and 

if the criminal complaint is submitted against a minor, this may also apply to other criminal 

offences punishable by a sentence of imprisonment of up to five years pursuant to the 

Criminal Code 

This provision also indicates that the settlement procedure shall be conducted by a 

mediator who shall be obliged to take over the case. The settlement procedure may only be 

carried out with the consent of the suspect and the injured party. The mediator shall be 

independent in his/her work. The mediator must strive to ensure that the content of the 

settlement agreement is proportionate to the gravity and consequences of the offence. 
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Once the state prosecutor receives the notification of the fulfilment of the settlement 

agreement, the criminal compliant is dismissed. Furthermore, the mediator shall also be 

obliged to inform the state prosecutor of any failure of settlement and the reasons for such 

failure. The time limit for the fulfilment of the settlement agreement may not exceed six 

months. 

It is worth considering that, in the event of dismissal of the criminal complaint, the 

injured party shall not have the rights referred to in paragraphs two and four of Article 60 of 

the Criminal Procedure act, which the injured party must be informed of before the agreement 

is signed. 

The rules on settlement are laid down by the minister responsible for justice jointly 

with the minister responsible for labour, family and social affairs. 

 

b) Deferment of prosecution 

Article 162 of the Criminal Procedure Act  sets out that the state prosecutor may, with 

the consent of the injured party, defer the criminal prosecution of a criminal offence 

punishable by a fine or a sentence of imprisonment of up to three years, and of criminal 

offences referred to in paragraph two of this Article, if the suspect is willing to act in 

accordance with the state prosecutor's instructions and perform certain tasks to reduce or 

remove the harmful consequences of the criminal offence. These tasks may include: 

1) the elimination of or compensation for damage; 

2) the payment of a specific contribution to the benefit of a public institution or a 

dedicated budget item for assistance and compensation of damages to victims of crime, or to 

the benefit of a non-governmental organisation in the public interest as provided by the Act 

governing non-governmental organisations; 

3) the performance of community service; 

4) the settlement of a maintenance obligation; 
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5) medical treatment in an appropriate health institution; 

6) attending an appropriate psychological or other form of counselling; 

7) compliance with imposed restraining orders prohibiting the perpetrator from 

approaching the victim or some other person, including a prohibition on contacting him or her 

in any way, including through the use of electronic communication means, or compliance 

with a prohibition on access to specific places.»2 

If the state prosecutor imposes the task of elimination of damage referred to in point 1 

or the task referred to in point 3 of paragraph one of this Article, the implementation of the 

work shall be organised and managed by the body responsible for probation or a social work 

centre, in cooperation with the state prosecutor. For the purpose of performing the task 

referred to in point 3 of paragraph one of this Article, the provisions on community work of 

the Act governing the enforcement of criminal sanctions shall be applied mutatis mutandis, 

unless otherwise provided by this Act or the general instructions referred to in paragraph six 

of this Article. 

If the suspect, within the time limit defined by the state prosecutor, carries out the task 

imposed and reimburses the costs, the criminal complaint shall be dismissed. 

In the event of dismissal of the criminal complaint referred to in the preceding 

paragraph, the injured party shall not have the rights referred to in paragraphs two and four of 

Article 60 of this Act. The state prosecutor must inform the injured party of the loss of these 

rights before the injured party gives consent pursuant to paragraph one of this Article 

Having due regard to the nature of these two procedures, both settlement procedure 

(Article 161a CPA) and  deferment of prosecution (Article 162 CPA) are criminal in nature. 

2 If special circumstances exist, criminal prosecution may also be deferred for the criminal offences of 
facilitating the consumption of narcotic drugs or illicit substances in sport pursuant to paragraph one of 
Article 187, domestic violence pursuant to paragraphs one and two of Article 191, neglect and 
maltreatment of minors pursuant to Article 192, grand larceny pursuant to point 1 of paragraph one of 
Article 205, misappropriation pursuant to paragraph four of Article 208, extortion and blackmail pursuant 
to paragraphs one and two of Article 213, commercial fraud pursuant to paragraph one of Article 228, 
damaging another's object pursuant to paragraph two of Article 220, and abuse of non-cash means of 
payment pursuant to paragraph two of Article 246 of the Criminal Code; if a criminal complaint is 
submitted against a minor, this may also apply to other criminal offences punishable by a sentence of 
imprisonment of up to five years pursuant to the Criminal Code. 
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Administrative/fiscal procedures are quite separate from criminal procedure. As a rule, all 

state authorities and organisations with public authority are obliged to report criminal 

offences which are prosecutable ex officio if they have been informed of them or if they have 

been brought to their notice in some other way (Article 145 CPA). In this sense, 

administrative procedures may trigger criminal proceedings. 

As far as legal persons are concerned, their liability for criminal offences is regulated 

by Liability of Legal Persons for Criminal Offences Act3 (Official Gazette of the Republic of 

Slovenia , No. 59/99 of 23 July 1999, with further amendments). 

This Act does not include provisions on alternative dispute settlements in case of 

criminal proceedings against legal persons and the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act 

on mediation or settlement are unlikely to be used mutatis mutandis in case of proceedings 

against persons. 

Legal persons may be held liable for a criminal offence independently from its’ 

representatives (Article 5 of the Liability Act). Criminal Procedure can be either separate or 

joint. Access to mediation/settlement procedure will be provided to natural persons only. 

 

2. Preconditions and rules to access the alternative procedures 

For a criminal case to be referred to settlement some preconditions must be meet: 

According to the Criminal Procedure Act these conditions are:  

a)   Probable cause; 

b) Type and severity of the offence; 

c) A decision of the competent state prosecutor to refer the case to settlement 

procedure; 

d) Consent of the suspect/defendant and the victim for the settlement procedure to 

take place (instead of the regular criminal procedure).  

3 LIABILITY OF LEGAL PERSONS FOR CRIMINAL OFFENCES ACT, OFFICIAL GAZETTE OF THE REPUBLIC OF 
SLOVENIA , NO. 59/99 OF 23 JULY 1999, WITH FURTHER AMENDMENTS. 
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a) Probable cause 

This precondition prevents the prosecutor to transfer a crime report to criminal 

mediation in cases in which there is no sufficient evidence of sound quality proving 

defendant’s guilt. 

Indeed, a State prosecutor can refer a case to settlement if a well-grounded suspicion 

was established that a specific suspect committed a specific criminal offence4.  

Despite this safeguard, which ensures that prosecutors would not initiate mediation 

procedures without probable cause, it should be noted that the existence of a well-grounded 

suspicion is not checked by any other judicial authority and decisions to transfer a case to 

mediation are taken in the preliminary procedure. 

This means that the state prosecutor has interpretative freedom in weighing evidence 

and there are opportunities for prosecutors to bypass probable cause requirement. 

b) Type and severity of the offence 

As a general rule a settlement procedure is admissible for criminal acts for which a 

fine or prison  sentence up to three years is prescribed in the Slovenian criminal law. 

 Nevertheless, the legislator has gradually broadened the scope of offences referable to 

mediation even to more severe types of crime. 

The possibilities of employing mediation mechanisms are wider in criminal 

procedures against minors: in these procedures a state prosecutor refers a case to settlement 

for all criminal offences with a prescribed prison sentence of up to five years. 

c) Decision of a state prosecutor 

Because of the principle of opportunity the state prosecutor has a strong discretional 

power in considering whether to prosecute a case or to use one of the diversion mechanisms. 

4 In the Slovenian criminal procedural law, a well-grounded suspicion is a relatively high  evidentiary 
standard requiring evidence of adequate quantity an quality. An evidentiary standards higher than well-
grounded suspicion is a court’s  conviction about defendant’s guilt which is required for a guilty verdict. 
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But, the prosecutor’s decision is not arbitrary and both the Criminal Procedure Act and 

the General State Prosecutor’s Guidelines on Settlement Procedures provide good guidance 

on this decision. 

Indeed, the circumstances described in the Criminal Procedure Act are further 

specified in the General State Prosecutor’s Guidelines on Settlement Procedures, which were 

issued by the general state prosecutor’s office to unify prosecutorial policy and to provide 

coherent criteria on the use of criminal mediation. 

It is relevant to underline how the Guidelines point out that the main purpose of 

settlement is to remedy a potentially criminogenic situation between the suspect and the 

victim  and the Guidelines further divide the criteria that the prosecutor should consider into 

two groups and  according to the interests involved: whether mediation is in the interest of the 

public5 or whether it is in the interest of the suspect and the victim6. 

The State prosecutor can choose for a wide variety of judicial and diversion 

mechanisms that have similar effects for the suspect: conditional suspension of prosecution 

and dismissal of criminal complaint. If prosecutor decides to press charges, it is possible for 

the prosecutor to propose milder criminal sanctions for less severe offences: judicial 

admonition, conditional sentence, alternative forms of sentences and security measures. 

d) Consent of the suspect/defendant and the victim 

 The last condition to be taken into account for settlement is the consent of both the 

parties, the injured and the suspect. The lack of consent implies that the settlement cannot be 

reached. 

 The task of reaching a consensus for settlement is entrusted to mediators and the 

prosecutor does not need to obtain a consent to transfer the case to a mediator. 

5 The settlement procedure is in the public interest  in the following cases:  a harmless nature of the 
criminal offence and its limited consequences, suspect’s little criminal responsibility, his confession, and 
remorse. Furthermore, a criminal act is remote in time, a result of a suspect’s bad judgement or 
misunderstanding, and when only a conditional sentence is expected should the case be prosecuted. 
Finally it is in the interest of the public when there are personal circumstances on the side of the victim 
and the suspect, such as parties’ very old or very young age and their social background 
6 When it comes to consider the interest oft he parties, the Guidelines indicate: cases when a victim 
contributes to a criminal offence, when a suspect suffers damages because of the crime, when either of the 
parties is in bad health, or when the criminal act roots in the parties’ ongoing long-term relationship (e.g. 
relatives, neighbours, school environment, work place, local community) 
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The decision to initiate a settlement procedure can be made in the pre-trail procedure, 

i.e. before the indictment has been filed including at the pre-trial hearing; at trial opening and 

during trial, until the conclusion of the main hearing (trial). 

Considering the Deferment of prosecution, the prosecutor may defer prosecution only 

until filing the indictment. 

In both alternative procedures the state prosecutor has the initiative. 

a) Settlement procedure 

The settlement procedure is run by an impartial mediator, who should not impose any 

undue pressure on the parties and has to facilitate a tolerant dialogue between them to make 

the resolution of the conflict possible. 

b) Deferment of prosecution 

The prosecutor defers the prosecution when there is the consent of both parties, the 

victim and the suspect 

 In the settlement procedure, parties agree on reparation and restoration activities as 

well as on specific obligations and other details in the settlement agreement. 

In cases of Deferment of prosecution, the task imposed by the prosecutor on the 

suspect has the  nature of a restoration or reparation and entails: 

i) the elimination of or compensation for the damage; 

ii)       the payment of a specific contribution to the benefit of a public institution or a 

dedicated budget item for assistance and compensation of damages to victims of crime, or to 

the benefit of a non-governmental organisation in the public interest as provided by the Act 

governing non-governmental organisations; 

iii) the performance of community service; 
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3. Safeguards and effects of the alternative procedures 

Having due regard to the safeguards for both the suspect/defendant and the victim, as 

far as the initiation of investigation and possibility to access to alternative procedures are 

concerned,  in investigations under the Regulation 2017/1939/EU the state prosecutor or the 

police inform the suspect in written form of the investigation against him as soon as the state 

of the investigation allows it7.   

Both the above mentioned procedures are triggered by the proposal of the state 

prosecutor and the state prosecutor may invite the suspect to the state prosecution office in 

order to explain him the nature of the proposed alternative procedure and to obtain a written 

consent by him. 

The suspect may be informed of the proposed alternative procedure in the same 

document or in a separate invitation. 

The victim and the suspect can reject the initiation of the alternative procedures and 

they do not need to give any reasons for their decisions. 

Considering the effects of the opening of alternative procedures on criminal 

prosecution 

a) Settlement procedure 

The settlement procedures implies that the prosecution is de facto suspended until the 

prosecutor is informed of the outcome of the procedure. Even if, the suspension of the 

prosecution depends on the circumstances of the case, the maximum duration of suspension is 

determined according to two terms: 

i) from the first session involving parties to the signing of the agreement, the 

mediation process needs to conclude within one month 

ii) the maximum time allowed for the fulfilment of the agreement is six months 

 

When the settlement procedure has been successful and the agreement fulfilled the 

prosecutor drops the case. 

7 Criminal Procedure Act art. 165a 
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During the trial, the judge recesses or postpones the main hearing for a maximum of 

six months. If the mediation is successful, the prosecutors dismisses the criminal complaint  

and the court terminates the procedure with the ne bis in idem effect. 

If the settlement procedure is not successful the prosecutor continues the prosecution. 

 

b) Deferment of prosecution 

The state prosecutor conditionally defers prosecution by setting the suspect a certain 

task as defined by the Criminal Procedure Act (Art 162, Par 1). 

The successful fulfilment of the task by the suspect determines that the case is dropped 

by the prosecutor. 

If the suspect does not fulfil the imposed task in time, the prosecution continues, or the 

prosecutor takes another decision in the case. 

The period of time for which the prosecution is deferred depends on the deadline that 

the prosecutor sets for the fulfilment of a task in a certain case. The deadline must not exceed 

six month or one year, depending on the type of the imposed task. 

 

Furthermore, the procedure does not establish defendant’s liability. Successful 

settlement/deferment of prosecution results in prosecutor’s dismissal of criminal complaint 

(Articles 161a(5) and 162(3) of the Criminal Procedure Act). 

Damage parties will receive the compensation for incurred damages and, at the same 

time, their consent to the settlement/deferment procedures amounts to a waiver of subsidiary 

prosecution. 

Application of settlement/deferment procedure precludes further prosecution and 

criminal sanctions with ne bis in idem effect. But, it is worth considering that, obligations 

imposed on the suspect are not considered criminal sanctions. Indeed, measures applied under 

settlement/deferment of prosecution procedures are not criminal sanction per se and rules on 

aggravating/mitigating factors do not apply. 

The mediator/prosecutor respects the principle of proportionality and equity and these 

principles are reflected in general guidelines that govern the mediation/settlement procedure. 

Article 161a(3) Criminal Procedure Act and Article 23 of the Rules on mediation in 

criminal matters (Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 114/04 with further 

amendments) specify that the mediator may not determine or influence the determination of 

the amount to pay damages or impose obligations on the suspect, but must strive and advise 
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the parties that the content of the agreement is proportionate to the gravity and consequences 

of the offence. 

According to Article 9 of the General Guidelines for Uniform Application of Article 

162 of the Criminal Procedure Act on deferment of prosecution, determination of damages 

compensation is to be determined, inter alia, taking into consideration the nature and the 

gravity of offence, potential for reparation of the caused damages and personal circumstances 

of the suspect 

  

4.  Alternative procedures and  observations on EPPO offences 

The Criminal Procedure Act indicates the offences for which the settlement and 

deferment  of prosecution procedures are allowed. 

a) Settlement procedure applies to  

i)  criminal offences punishable by a fine or a sentence of imprisonment of up to three 

years; 

ii) in case of special circumstances: criminal offences of aggravated bodily harm 

pursuant to paragraph one of Article 123, grievous bodily harm pursuant to paragraph four of 

Article 124, grand larceny pursuant to point 1 of paragraph one of Article 205, 

misappropriation pursuant to paragraph four of Article 208 and damaging another's object 

pursuant to paragraph two of Article 220 of the Criminal Code; 

iii) if the criminal complaint is submitted against a minor: other criminal offences 

punishable by a sentence of imprisonment of up to five years pursuant to the Criminal Code 

 

b) Deferment of prosecution (Article 162 of the CPA) is allowed for: 

(i) criminal offences punishable by a fine or a sentence of imprisonment of up to three 

years; 
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(ii) if special circumstances exist: criminal offences of facilitating the consumption of 

narcotic drugs or illicit substances in sport pursuant to paragraph one of Article 187, domestic 

violence pursuant to paragraphs one and two of Article 191, neglect and maltreatment of 

minors pursuant to Article 192, grand larceny pursuant to point 1 of paragraph one of Article 

205, misappropriation pursuant to paragraph four of Article 208, extortion and blackmail 

pursuant to paragraphs one and two of Article 213, commercial fraud pursuant to paragraph 

one of Article 228, damaging another's object pursuant to paragraph two of Article 220, and 

abuse of non-cash means of payment pursuant to paragraph two of Article 246 of the Criminal 

Code;  

(iii) if a criminal complaint is submitted against a minor: other criminal offences 

punishable by a sentence of imprisonment of up to five years pursuant to the Criminal Code 

Both, settlement procedure and deferment of prosecution may be applied even in case 

of reiteration of the offence or recidivism. Apart from specific conditions, i.e. consent by the 

victim and the suspect, as well as the type and severity of the alleged criminal offence, no 

other conditions are limiting access to it. 

As far as EPPO offences are concerned it should be noted that 

i) offences under Article 22(1) of the EPPO Regulation and Directive (EU) 2017/1371:  

- fraud affecting EU financial interests, as punishable under Article 229 of the 

Criminal Code, falls outside the scope of application due to severity of sanctions; 

- VAT-related offences, as punishable under Article 249 of the Criminal Code, 

fall outside the scope of application due to severity of sanctions; 

- money laundering as defined by Directive (EU) 2015/849 and punishable by Article 

245 of the Criminal Code, falls outside the scope of application due to severity of sanctions; 

- corruption offences, as punishable under Articles 261 - 264 of the Criminal 

Code, falls outside the scope of application due to severity of sanctions; 

- misappropriation, as punishable under Article 257a of the Criminal Code, falls 

outside the scope of application due to severity of sanctions; 
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ii) offences under Article 22(2) of the EPPO Regulation: the offence of participation in 

a criminal organisation, as punishable under Article 294 of the Criminal Code, falls outside 

the scope of application due to severity of sanctions; 

iii) offences under Article 22(3) of the EPPO regulation (inextricably-linked offences) 

may, in principle, be subjected to mediation/settlement procedures (eg. simple fraud as 

punished by Article 211 of the Criminal Code, document forgery offences as punishable 

under Article 251-253 of the Criminal Code etc.).  

However, if the offences resulted in unpaid taxes, rules on compensation of damages 

may not apply. According to the Supreme Court of the Republic of Slovenia ruling (judgment 

no.  I Ips 61836/2011-105, 22. May 2014): 

"Claims for unpaid tax ... cannot be the subject of litigation, and ... do not amount to a 

claim for compensation for damages, return of property or annulment of a legal transaction. 

Consequently, ... the Republic of Slovenia is not entitled under the rules of civil substantive 

law to file a lawsuit in civil proceedings, which would enforce the payment of a claim for 

unpaid value added tax. Outstanding tax liabilities (which is the case in the present case) are 

the subject of a special administrative - tax procedure, in which an administrative decision 

may be issued regarding the tax liability, which is an enforceable title for the recovery of 

unpaid taxes against the taxpayer." 
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5. Annex: text of the relevant laws/acts/provisions  

      Criminal Code 

Serious bodily injury 

Article 123 

(1) Whoever inflicts bodily harm on another person or damages his or her health to 

such an extent that this might place the life of the injured person in danger or cause the 

destruction or permanent serious impairment of an organ or part of the body, the 

temporary serious weakness of a vital part or organ of the body, the temporary loss of his 

or her ability to work, a permanent or serious temporary reduction of his or her ability to 

work, his or her temporary disfigurement, or serious temporary or less severe but 

permanent damage to the health of the injured person, shall be sentenced to imprisonment 

for between six months and five years. 

(2) If the injury referred to in the preceding paragraph results in the death of the 

injured person, the perpetrator shall be sentenced to imprisonment for between one and 

ten years. 

(3) Whoever commits an act referred to in paragraph one of this Article by 

negligence shall be sentenced to imprisonment for up to two years. 

(4) A perpetrator who commits an act referred to in paragraph one or two of this 

Article through no guilt of his or her own and in the sudden heat of passion provoked by 

assault or grave insult from the injured person shall be sentenced to imprisonment for up 

to three years. 

 

Particularly severe bodily injury 

Article 124 

(1) Whoever inflicts bodily harm on another or damages his or her health so 

severely that this results in a risk to the life of the injured person, the destruction or 

substantial permanent impairment of any vital part or organ of the body, permanent loss of 

his or her ability to work, or serious permanent damage to his or her health, shall be 

sentenced to imprisonment for between one and ten years. 

(2) If the injury referred to in the preceding paragraph results in the death of the 

injured person, the perpetrator shall be sentenced to imprisonment for between three and 
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fifteen years. 

(3) Whoever commits an act referred to in paragraph one of this Article by 

negligence shall be sentenced to imprisonment for up to three years. 

(4) A perpetrator who commits an act referred to in paragraph one or two of this 

Article through no guilt of his or her own and in the sudden heat of passion provoked by 

assault or grave insult from the injured person shall be sentenced to imprisonment for 

between six months and five years.  

 

Grand larceny  

Article 205  

(1) A perpetrator of larceny as referred to in paragraph one of the preceding 

Article shall be sentenced to imprisonment for up to five years if the larceny was 

committed: 

1) by entering into a closed building or room or by opening a strong-box, 

wardrobe, case or other enclosure by way of burglary, or by breaking into or 

surmounting other larger obstacles; 

2) by at least two persons who colluded with the intention of committing 

larceny; 

3) in a particularly audacious manner; 

4) with a weapon or dangerous implement that was intended for use in attack 

or defence; 

5) during a fire, flood or similar natural disaster; 

6) by taking advantage of the helplessness or accident of another person. 

(2) The same punishment shall be imposed on a perpetrator of larceny if the 

stolen property is of particular cultural significance, or a valuable natural feature, or of 

high value, and if his or her intention was to appropriate such item or property of such 

value. 
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(3) If an act referred to in paragraph one of this Article is committed in order to 

acquire property of particular cultural significance or of high value and if the intention 

of the perpetrator is to appropriate such item or property of such value, or if an act 

referred to in paragraph two of this Article is committed within a criminal organisation, 

the perpetrator shall be sentenced to imprisonment for between one and eight years. 

 

 

Misappropriation 

Article 208 

(1) Whoever unlawfully appropriates another person's movable property that is 

entrusted to him or her shall be sentenced to imprisonment for up to two years. 

(2) If the misappropriated property is of low value and if the perpetrator's intention is 

to appropriate an item of such value, he or she shall be punished by a fine or imprisonment 

for up to six months. 

(3) If an act referred to in paragraph one of this Article is committed by a guardian, he or she 

shall be sentenced to imprisonment for up to three years. 

(4) If the misappropriated property is of particular cultural significance or a valuable 

natural feature or of high value, and if the perpetrator's intention is to appropriate such item or 

property of such value, he or she shall be sentenced to imprisonment for up to five years. 

(5) Whoever unlawfully appropriates another person’s movable property which he or 

she has found or which has come into his or her possession by chance, shall be punished by a 

fine or imprisonment for up to one year. 

(6) Prosecution of an act referred to in paragraphs one, two, and five of this Article 

shall be initiated upon a proposal. 

 

Damaging another person’s object 

Article 220 

(1) Whoever damages, destroys or renders unfit for use an object belonging to another 

person shall be punished by a fine or imprisonment for up to two years. 
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(2) If the damage incurred is considerable, the perpetrator shall be sentenced to 

imprisonment for up to five years. 

(3) Prosecution of an act referred to in paragraph one of the preceding Article shall be 

initiated upon a proposal. 

 

Criminal Procedure Act 

Article 60 

(1) If the state prosecutor finds that there are no grounds for the prosecution of a 

criminal offence prosecutable ex officio, or for the prosecution of one or more of the 

accused participants, he or she must inform the injured party thereof within eight days and 

inform them that the injured party may start the prosecution by himself or herself. The 

same action shall be taken by the court if the state prosecutor discontinues prosecution. 

(2) The injured party shall be entitled to start or continue prosecution within thirty 

days of receiving the information referred to in the preceding paragraph. 

(3) If the state prosecutor withdraws the indictment, the injured party may assume 

the prosecution under the existing indictment or file a new one. 

(4) An injured party who has not been informed that the state prosecutor did not 

initiate the prosecution may submit a statement before the competent court that the 

proceedings be continued within thirty days of the date when he or she became aware that 

the state prosecutor had dismissed the criminal complaint. An injured party who has not 

been informed by the court that the state prosecutor relinquished the prosecution may 

submit a statement before the competent court that the prosecution be continued within 

thirty days of the date when he or she became aware that the state prosecutor had 

relinquished the prosecution, whereby the provisions of paragraphs two to four of Article 

61 of this Act shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

(5) When the state prosecutor or the court informs the injured party that he or she 

may start prosecution, the state prosecutor shall also instruct the injured party of the steps 

to be taken to exercise this right. 

(6) If the injured party as prosecutor dies before the deadline for starting 

prosecution has expired, or if he or she dies during the course of proceedings, their spouse 

or the person with whom they had lived in extra-marital cohabitation, as well as the 

children, parents, adopted children, adoptive parents, and brothers and sisters, may start 
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prosecution or make a statement that the prosecution be continued within three months of 

the injured party's death. 

 

Article 61 

(1) If the state prosecutor withdraws the indictment at the main hearing, the injured 

party must immediately state whether he or she intends to continue the prosecution or not. 

If the injured party, after being duly summoned, fails to appear at the main hearing, or if 

the summons could not be served on him or her because he or she had failed to report to 

the court a change of address or residence, it shall be deemed that the injured party does 

not intend to continue the prosecution. 

(2) The president of the panel of the first instance court shall grant restitutio ad 

integrum to the injured party that was not duly summoned or, although duly summoned, 

was not able, for justified reasons, to appear at the main hearing at which, following the 

withdrawal of the indictment by the state prosecutor, a judgment rejecting the charge was 

rendered, provided that the injured party, within eight days of the receipt of the judgment, 

submits a request for restitutio ad integrum and states in the request that the prosecution 

be continued. In such case a new main hearing shall be scheduled and the previous 

judgment shall be set aside by a judgment issued on the basis of this new main hearing. If 

a duly summoned injured party fails to appear at the new main hearing, the previous 

judgment shall remain in force. 

(3) In the case referred to in the preceding paragraph, the provisions of paragraphs 

three and four of Article 58 of this Act shall apply. 

(4) The judgment rejecting the charge in the case referred to in paragraph one of 

this Article shall become final after the expiry of the time limit set for submitting a 

request for restitutio ad integrum. 

 

Article 145 

(1) All state authorities and organisations with public authority shall be obliged to 

report criminal offences which are prosecutable ex officio if they have been informed of 

them or if they have been brought to their notice in some other way. 

(2) In submitting criminal complaints, authorities and organisations referred to in 

the preceding paragraph must indicate the evidence known to them and undertake 
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measures to preserve the traces of the criminal offence and the objects on which or by 

means of which the criminal offence was committed, as well as other evidence. 

 

Art 161 

(1) The state prosecutor shall dismiss a criminal complaint if it is evident from the 

criminal complaint itself that the act reported is not a criminal offence prosecutable ex 

officio, if the prosecution has become statute-barred or if amnesty or pardon has been 

granted for the offence, or if other circumstances exist that preclude prosecution, or if no 

reasonable suspicion exists that the suspect has committed the reported criminal offence, 

or if there is disproportionality between the minor significance of the criminal offence (its 

risks are insignificant because of the nature or gravity of the offence, or because the 

harmful consequences are insignificant or did not occur, or because of other 

circumstances in which the criminal offence was committed and the low degree of the 

perpetrator’s culpability, or because of the perpetrator's personal circumstances) and the 

consequences to be caused by criminal prosecution. The state prosecutor shall inform the 

injured party of the dismissal of the criminal complaint and of the reasons thereof (Article 

60) within eight days, and if the criminal complaint was submitted by a state authority, the 

state prosecutor shall notify this authority as well. 

(2) If the state prosecutor is unable to assess from the criminal complaint whether 

the allegations contained therein are plausible or not, or if the information stated therein 

does not provide sufficient grounds for him or her to decide whether to request an 

investigation or not, or if he or she has only heard rumours about a criminal offence, and, 

in particular, if the perpetrator is unknown, he or she may request the police, if he or she 

is unable to do so by himself or herself or through other bodies, to collect, within the time 

limit set by him or her, the necessary information and take other measures required for 

uncovering the criminal offence and its perpetrator (Articles 148 and 149). The state 

prosecutor may at any time request notification from the police about what steps have 

been undertaken, and the police shall be obliged to provide a reply without delay.  

 

(3) The state prosecutor may request the necessary information from state bodies, 

companies and other legal entities, and may for the same purpose also summon the person 
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who submitted the criminal complaint. 

(4) Before the state prosecutor dismisses a criminal complaint for a criminal 

offence punishable by a sentence of more than eight years of imprisonment prescribed by 

an Act, he or she must inform the injured party in writing of the intention to dismiss the 

complaint and state the main reasons for such a decision, and provide the injured party 

with an opportunity to comment on the aforementioned reasons in writing within 15 days 

and to submit any additional information and evidence regarding the grounds for 

suspecting that the criminal offence has been committed by the suspect. The injured party 

shall submit his or her opinion, data and evidence to the state prosecutor and the head of 

the competent district state prosecutor's office. If the injured party could not be served 

with a written explanation because he or she had failed to inform the state prosecutor's 

office of a change of address or place of residence (Article 66) in a timely manner, the 

state prosecutor may dismiss the criminal complaint without providing the reasoning. This 

paragraph shall not apply to an injured party that is a legal person.  

 

(5) The state prosecutor shall dismiss a criminal complaint if, even after the acts 

referred to in paragraphs two to four of this Article have been undertaken, any of the 

circumstances referred to in paragraph one of this Article exists. In the case referred to in 

the preceding paragraph, the state prosecutor must also express his or her view on the 

injured party's opinion in the ruling dismissing the criminal complaint. 

(6) The state prosecutor and other state bodies, companies and other legal entities 

must act scrupulously in collecting or disclosing information and take care not to harm the 

reputation and good name of the person to whom such information refers. 

 

Art. 161a 

(1) The state prosecutor may refer a criminal complaint or a motion of indictment 

involving a criminal offence punishable by a fine or a sentence of imprisonment of up to 

three years, and involving the criminal offences referred to in paragraph two of this 

Article, to a settlement procedure. In doing so, the state prosecutor shall take into account 

the type and nature of the offence, the circumstances in which it was committed, the 

personality of the perpetrator and his or her prior convictions for the same type of 
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criminal offences or for other criminal offences, as well as his or her degree of criminal 

liability. 

(2) If special circumstances exist, settlement shall also be admissible for the 

criminal offences of aggravated bodily harm pursuant to paragraph one of Article 123, 

grievous bodily harm pursuant to paragraph four of Article 124, grand larceny pursuant to 

point 1 of paragraph one of Article 205, misappropriation pursuant to paragraph four of 

Article 208 and damaging another's object pursuant to paragraph two of Article 220 of the 

Criminal Code, and if the criminal complaint is submitted against a minor, this may also 

apply to other criminal offences punishable by a sentence of imprisonment of up to five 

years pursuant to the Criminal Code. 

(3) The settlement procedure shall be conducted by a mediator who shall be 

obliged to take over the case. The settlement procedure may only be carried out with the 

consent of the suspect and the injured party. The mediator shall be independent in his or 

her work. The mediator must strive to ensure that the content of the settlement agreement 

is proportionate to the gravity and consequences of the offence. 

 

(4) ) If the content of the agreement refers to the performance of community 

service, the implementation of the agreement shall be organised and managed by the body 

responsible for probation or a social work centre, in cooperation with the mediator who 

conducted the settlement procedure and the state prosecutor. 

(5) On receiving notification of the fulfilment of the settlement agreement, the 

state prosecutor shall dismiss the criminal complaint. The mediator shall also be obliged 

to inform the state prosecutor of any failure of settlement and the reasons for such failure. 

The time limit for the fulfilment of the settlement agreement may not exceed six months. 

(6) In the event of dismissal of the criminal complaint referred to in the preceding 

paragraph, the injured party shall not have the rights referred to in paragraphs two and 

four of Article 60 of this Act, which the injured party must be informed of before the 

agreement is signed. 

 

 

(7) The rules on settlement shall be laid down by the minister responsible for 
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justice, in agreement with the minister responsible for labour, family and social affairs. 

 

Art. 162 

(1) The state prosecutor may, with the consent of the injured party, defer the 

criminal prosecution of a criminal offence punishable by a fine or a sentence of 

imprisonment of up to three years, and of criminal offences referred to in paragraph two 

of this Article, if the suspect is willing to act in accordance with the state prosecutor's 

instructions and perform certain tasks to reduce or remove the harmful consequences of 

the criminal offence. These tasks may include: 

1) the elimination of or compensation for damage; 

2) the payment of a specific contribution to the benefit of a public institution 

or a dedicated budget item for assistance and compensation of damages to victims of 

crime, or to the benefit of a non-governmental organisation in the public interest as 

provided by the Act governing non-governmental organisations; 

3) the performance of community service; 

4) the settlement of a maintenance obligation, 

5) medical treatment in an appropriate health institution; 

6) attending an appropriate psychological or other form of counselling; 

7) compliance with imposed restraining orders prohibiting the perpetrator 

from approaching the victim or some other person, including a prohibition on contacting 

him or her in any way, including through the use of electronic communication means, or 

compliance with a prohibition on access to specific places. 

 

(2) If special circumstances exist, criminal prosecution may also be deferred for the 

criminal offences of facilitating the consumption of narcotic drugs or illicit substances in 

sport pursuant to paragraph one of Article 187, domestic violence pursuant to paragraphs one 

and two of Article 191, neglect and maltreatment of minors pursuant to Article 192, grand 

larceny pursuant to point 1 of paragraph one of Article 205, misappropriation pursuant to 

paragraph four of Article 208, extortion and blackmail pursuant to paragraphs one and two of 

Article 213, commercial fraud pursuant to paragraph one of Article 228, damaging another's 
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object pursuant to paragraph two of Article 220, and abuse of non-cash means of payment 

pursuant to paragraph two of Article 246 of the Criminal Code; if a criminal complaint is 

submitted against a minor, this may also apply to other criminal offences punishable by a 

sentence of imprisonment of up to five years pursuant to the Criminal Code. 

 

(3) If the state prosecutor imposes the task of elimination of damage referred to in 

point 1 or the task referred to in point 3 of paragraph one of this Article, the 

implementation of the work shall be organised and managed by the body responsible for 

probation or a social work centre, in cooperation with the state prosecutor. For the 

purpose of performing the task referred to in point 3 of paragraph one of this Article, the 

provisions on community work of the Act governing the enforcement of criminal 

sanctions shall be applied mutatis mutandis, unless otherwise provided by this Act or the 

general instructions referred to in paragraph six of this Article. 

(4) If the suspect, within the time limit defined by the state prosecutor, carries out 

the task imposed and reimburses the costs in accordance with paragraph seven of this 

Article, the criminal complaint shall be dismissed. 

(5) In the event of dismissal of the criminal complaint referred to in the preceding 

paragraph, the injured party shall not have the rights referred to in paragraphs two and 

four of Article 60 of this Act. The state prosecutor must inform the injured party of the 

loss of these rights before the injured party gives consent pursuant to paragraph one of 

this Article. 

 

(6) The general instructions issued by the State Prosecutor General shall define the 

method of and the time limits for the implementation of the tasks referred to in paragraph one 

of this Article and supervision over their implementation, and shall specify the special 

circumstances referred to in paragraph two of this Article which influence the decision of the 

state prosecutor to defer criminal prosecution. 

 

(7) The suspect and the injured party shall each bear their own costs of a deferred 

prosecution procedure, unless they agree that the suspect will also bear the costs of the injured 
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party. The costs of implementing the tasks referred to in paragraph one of this Article shall 

not be deemed costs of criminal proceedings. 

 

Art. 163 

 

The state prosecutor shall not be obliged to initiate criminal prosecution or may 

relinquish criminal prosecution: 

1) if the criminal law lays down that the court may or must grant remission of 

penalty to the perpetrator of the criminal offence, and if the state prosecutor has assessed 

that, in view of the actual circumstances of the case, a conviction alone without a criminal 

sanction is not necessary; 

2) if a criminal offence is punishable by a fine or a sentence of imprisonment 

of up to one year pursuant to the criminal law, and if the suspect or accused person, 

having genuinely repented of the offence, has prevented harmful consequences or 

compensated for all the damage, and the state prosecutor has assessed that, in view of the 

actual circumstances of the case, a criminal sanction would not be justified. 

 

Art. 163a 

(1) In the procedure referred to in Article 162 of this Act, the state prosecutor shall 

summon the suspect and the injured party to the state prosecutor's office. The reasons for the 

summoning shall be stated in the summons. If they respond to the summons, the state 

prosecutor shall inform the suspect of the criminal complaint and explain that the criminal 

complaint will be dismissed if the suspect acts according to the state prosecutor's instructions 

and carries out certain tasks in due time, and shall inform the injured party of the meaning and 

consequences of deferred prosecution and of his or her rights. 

 

(2) If the state prosecutor needs to obtain certain information directly from the suspect 

or the injured party in order to be able to decide whether to refer the case to a settlement 
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procedure (Article 161a), or conclude a guilty plea agreement or not initiate criminal 

prosecution (Article 163), or file a motion for the issue of a punitive order (Article 445a), he 

or she may summon the suspect and the injured party, or only one of them, to the state 

prosecutor's office. The state prosecutor shall inform the summoned suspect of the criminal 

complaint and of the decisions that he or she may take in the criminal complaint procedure, 

and shall inform the injured party of the meaning and consequences of the potential decisions 

referred to in the preceding sentence and of his or her rights. 

(3) In the instances referred to in the preceding paragraphs, the state prosecutor 

shall draw up an official note in which he or she shall record the statements of the suspect 

and the injured party. The official note shall not be sent to the court if criminal 

prosecution against the suspect is undertaken. 

(4) A suspect or injured party that fails to respond to a summons without a 

justified reason may not be summoned again. 
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1. Masures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal 
system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the domestic 
level 

 

1.1. Description of the measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive at the 
national level 

 

Directive (EU) 2017/1371 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 5 July 2017 
on the fight against fraud to the Union's 
financial interests by means of criminal law. 

Organic Act 1/2019, of 20 February, which 
amends Organic Act 10/1995, of 23 
November, on the Criminal Code, to 
transpose European Union Directives in the 
financial and terrorism fields, and to address 
international issues. 

Council Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of 12 
October 2017 implementing enhanced 
cooperation on the establishment of the 
European Public Prosecutor’s Office (‘the 
EPPO’). 

Organic Act 9/2021, of 1 July, implementing 
Council Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of 12 
October 2017 establishing enhanced 
cooperation on the establishment of the 
European Public Prosecutor's Office. 

 

1.2. Comment on domestic criminal rules on financial crimes relevant to EPPO 

Directive (EU) 2017/1371 has been transposed by Organic Act 1/2019, which has 

focused on the reform of offenses against public finances and, particularly, subsidy fraud. 

However, no specific attention has been paid to the provisions related to fraud in public 

procurement. 
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1.2.1. Fraud in respect of non-procurement-related expenditure (subsidies) 

1.2.1.1. Art. 308 CP 

The most important precept is art. 308 CP, which, in accordance with the principle of 

assimilation, protects jointly the fraud of subsidies whose budgetary origin is Spanish (Inland 

Revenue, that of the Autonomous Communities, special provinces or local authorities) or 

European. In the case of co-financed subsidies, the total amount of the subsidy is considered, 

regardless of the amounts specifically contributed by each administration.  

Art. 308 CP collects the conducts referred to in art. 3.2 a) of Directive (EU) 

2017/1371.  

It is a special offense, so its perpetrators can only be the beneficiaries of the grant.  

The criminal liability of the legal person is provided for (art. 310 bis CP).  

The criminal type, for its consummation requires the final obtaining of the funds. It is 

possible to punish the attempt.  

Subsidy fraud is punished as a crime when the amount of the subsidy exceeds €10,000. 

The penalties are increased if the subsidy exceeds €100,000. This amount refers, according to 

the majority doctrine and jurisprudence, to the amount that has been improperly obtained and 

not to the total amount of the subsidy obtained.  

The reimbursement of the amounts defrauded before the initiation of an investigation 

into the fraud results in exemption of penalty.  

The initiation of criminal proceedings does not prevent the Administration from 

demanding repayment of the amounts through administrative channels.  

1.2.1.2. Art. 306 CP 

Prior to the 2019 reform, EU subsidy fraud was punished by special criminal offenses. 

The main objective of the 2019 reform has been, in accordance with the principle of 

assimilation, to equate subsidy fraud regardless of its budgetary origin, hence the special 

precepts of European subsidy fraud have been repealed. Consequently, the subsistence of art. 
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306 CP, which refers exclusively to funds coming from the EU, is an oversight by the 

legislator.  

 

The doctrine, in accordance with the principle of preservation of rules, proposes to 

apply it to residual cases of subsidy fraud. In this way it could be applied to punish the 

concealment of relevant facts or the communication of false relevant facts that concern, not 

the phase of granting the subsidy, but the possibility of continuing to enjoy a subsidy to which 

one is no longer entitled or a periodic subsidy that is automatically renewed.  

1.2.1.3. Crime of fraud (art. 248 CP).   

The case law maintained, in a first phase, that between the crime of subsidy fraud 

and fraud there was a concurrence of rules to be resolved in favour of subsidy fraud based 

on the criterion of specialty (art. 8.4 CP, STC no. 13/2003, of 28 January), in such a way that 

the non-existence of subsidy fraud prevented the application of the crime of fraud. 

However, the important STS no. 105/2013, of 28 November has corrected this criterion by 

stating that the crime of fraud should be applied as a priority, and only in the absence of its 

assumptions, subsidy fraud would enter the scene as a subsidiary precept. The doctrinal and 

jurisprudential discussion is not, however, closed.  

The criminal liability of the legal person is foreseen (art. 251 bis CP). 

1.2.2. Fraud with respect to procurement-related expenditure  

The Spanish legal system does not contain any specific provision to punish fraud with 

respect to expenses related to public tenders and that includes the behaviours described in art. 

3.2.b) Directive (EU) 2017/1371. The first two behaviours referred to in the Directive can be 

sanctioned through the offense of fraud. It is true that, with regard to the second of them 

(failure to comply with an express obligation to communicate) there may be doubts. Most of 

the doctrine and jurisprudence, however, consider that when there is an express obligation to 

communicate, silence is equivalent to an affirmation that could be considered as a conclusive 

action. Beyond this point, in Spain, the sanction of fraud by omission is still under discussion. 
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It is widely held that the failure to mislead cannot amount to deception, nor is it a conduct that 

falls within the literal meaning of the offence of fraud. 

The conduct described in the last clause of art. 3.2 b) in relation to expenditure related 

to public tenders (the misuse of such funds or assets for purposes other than those for which 

they were originally granted, and which damages the financial interests of the Union) can be 

punished through the crime of misappropriation of public funds (art. 432 CP). Extensively 

reformed in 2015, this precept criminalizes behaviours constituting either unfair 

administration (art. 252 CP) or misappropriation (art. 253 CP), committed by public officials 

in charge of public funds.   

European public officials and of other EU states are considered active subjects of the 

crime of embezzlement (art. 435 bis CP in relation to arts. 24 and 427 CP). Private individuals 

involved in the crime of embezzlement can be considered as instigators, accomplices, and 

necessary co-operators. In these cases, the penalties may be mitigated (art. 65.3 CP).  

The criminal liability of legal persons is established (art. 435.5º CP). 

1.2.3. Fraud with respect to revenues other than VAT 

Fraud involving revenue other than VAT, and which basically corresponds to the 

common customs tariff is punishable through the smuggling offenses provided for in the 

LORC. The structure of these offenses bears no relation to the behaviours described in art. 3. 

2 c) Directive (EU) 2017/1371.  

Art. 2.1 LORC contains the smuggling offenses in relation to lawfully traded goods 

that are applicable to Common Customs Tariff fraud. The typical conducts that are punished 

constitute tax evasion, although their description is adapted to the peculiar typology of 

customs tariff fraud. 
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The most common fraudulent behaviour is clandestine import or export. Tax evasion occurs by physically 
evading customs control of the goods by not presenting them for clearance at the customs offices or at the 
places authorized by the customs administration [art. 2.1.a)]. On other occasions, although the goods have 
in principle been placed under customs control, the circumvention occurs through their "concealment or 
removal" within the premises or places authorized [art. 2.1.a), second paragraph]. 

As in the case of tax fraud, taxpayers liable for customs duties are obliged to inform the Tax Authorities 
truthfully and fully all the circumstances relevant to the determination of the customs debt. Customs 
duties depend on the quality or composition of the product (it is not the same to export first category meat 
as waste) and sometimes on its origin, since with certain countries there are preferential agreements that 
imply the reduction or even the elimination of the duty. Inaccurate declarations on these aspects constitute 
the conduct described in articles 2.1.e) and 2.2.d). The administrative act referred to in this provision - 
release - determines the tariff treatment of the goods (art. 123 of Regulation 450/2008, establishing the 
Community Customs Code).  

A singular form of tariff fraud, derived from the peculiarities of the internal market and the disappearance 
of fiscal customs between EU countries, is the one described in art. 2.1.c). To prevent non-EU goods 
entering through the customs office of one EU country, but destined for another country, from being 
subject to controls at all the customs offices through which they must pass, the EU has regulated the 
transit procedure (internal transit). This procedure also applies when the goods must pass through or are 
destined for a third country (external transit, regulated by the TIR Convention of 15 November 1975). 
Goods under this procedure pay customs duties in the country of destination and not in the first country 
through which they were introduced into the EU. The fraud in these cases is that the goods, introduced 
legally, are "lost" along the way, before the duty is paid at the customs office of destination, and are 
destined for consumption. 

 

1.2.4. VAT fraud 

VAT fraud is punished through the tax offense provided for in art. 305.3 CP, which 

expressly assimilates taxes from the EU. The main purpose of art. 305.3 CP in relation to 

VAT fraud is that it punishes fraud when the amount exceeds €10,000. Fraud against national 

taxes, on the other hand, is only criminally relevant when the amount exceeds €120,000. 

These amounts refer to the total amount defrauded in a calendar year. Art. 305.2, a) CP 

expressly provides that when the fraud is carried out within a criminal organization or by 

means of front companies, it is not necessary to wait until the end of the calendar year to 

prosecute the fraud.  

The various conducts provided for by Art. 3.2.d) Directive (EU) 2017/1371 are 

typical. The criminal liability of legal persons is foreseen in art. 310 bis CP. Attempt and all 

forms of participation referred to in the Directive are punishable. 
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1.2.5. Money laundering 

Under Spanish law, money laundering (art. 301 CP) is a criminal offense regardless of 

the crime in which the assets originate. Therefore, there is no doubt that the commission of 

crimes is to the detriment of the financial interests of the EU. The crime of money laundering 

is also applicable, even if the assets come from crimes committed in other EU countries or 

third countries, provided that the principle of dual criminality is respected (art. 301.4 CP). 

Criminal liability of legal persons is foreseen (art. 302.2 CP). Attempt and all forms of 

participation referred to in Directive (EU) 2017/1371 are punishable. 

1.2.6. Corruption  

The arts. 24, 427, 431 and 435 bis CP assimilate EU officials and from other EU 

countries to Spanish public officials for the purposes of all types of bribery offences (arts. 419 

and following CP) and even influence peddling offences (art. 428 CP) and embezzlement (art. 

435 bis CP). For this reason, in addition to sanctioning the behaviours described in art. 4.2 

Directive, Spanish law also sanctions others, regardless of whether the purpose of the 

corruption or influence peddling is to harm the EU's financial interests.    

Criminal liability of legal persons is foreseen (arts. 427a and 430 CP). Attempt and all 

forms of participation referred to in the Directive are punishable. 

1.2.7. Embezzlement  

Embezzlement referred to in art. 4.3 Directive (EU) 2017/1371 is punishable by the 

offence provided for in art. 432 CP (vid. supra). 
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2. Relevant provisions on ADR-Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal 
Matters and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of 
disputes 

2.1. Alternative dispute resolution 

2.1.1. Regulatory principles of the criminal process 

2.1.1.1. Adult criminal procedure 

The Spanish criminal process is governed by the principle of legality. In accordance 

with this, the Public Prosecutor is obliged to exercise all criminal actions it deems appropriate 

or to oppose those improperly acted to the extent and in the manner established by law (art. 

124 EC and art. 6 EOMF). Otherwise, failure to do so could result in an offence of omission 

of the duty to prosecute such offences (art. 408 CP). 

Even so, the Organic Act 1/2015 introduced a diversion mechanism based on the 

opportunity principle. The judicial body may agree, at the request of the Public Prosecutor, to 

dismiss the procedure and file the proceedings when (a) the reported minor crime is of very 

little seriousness in view of the nature of the fact, its circumstances and the author's personal 

circumstances and (b) there is no relevant public interest in the prosecution of the act (art. 

963.1.1ª LECrim). In view of its application conditions, the opportunity principle does not 

apply to the crimes within the jurisdiction of the EPPO. 

Currently, the Spanish legal system does not regulate restorative justice instruments 

that operate as alternative mechanisms to criminal action. A provision of this nature is 

contemplated in the APLECrim, still in parliamentary process, in which the PP is empowered 

so that, after evaluating the agreements reached by the parties, the concurrent circumstances 

and the status of the procedure, may decree the file by opportunity of plea agreement, 

imposing as rules of conduct the agreements reached by the parties (arts. 181 to 185 and art. 

773)10. 

Nowadays, art. 15 LEVD limits itself to stating that the victims will be able to access 

restorative justice services, in the terms determined by regulation, to obtain adequate material 

10 Available in: 
https://www.mjusticia.gob.es/es/AreaTematica/ActividadLegislativa/Documents/210126%20ANTEPRO
YECTO%20LECRIM%202020%20INFORMACION%20PUBLICA%20%281%29.pdf 
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and moral compensation for the damages derived from the crime. Restorative justice will be 

subject to the principles of voluntariness, free of charge, officiality, confidentiality, flexibility 

and bilaterality (Practical Guide for intra-judicial mediation of the CGPJ). 

2.1.1.2. Juvenile criminal proceeding 

Although the criminal procedure for minors is not the natural field of the EPPO, its 

approach is interesting not only because its application in the cases under analysis is not 

totally ruled out, but also because, in Spain, it represents the starting point of existing or 

projected diversion instruments for adults. 

Thus, the regulation of the LORPM grants a primary role to the purposes of special 

prevention. In response to this, it places special emphasis on the idea of non-desocialization 

through the establishment of various diversion mechanisms that make it possible to resolve 

conflicts without submitting them to a criminal proceeding or at an early stage of it and, in 

any case, without a sentence, thus avoiding the declaration of criminal responsibility of the 

minor. The LORPM differentiates between (a) the withdrawal of the initiation of the file (art. 

18 LORPM) and (b) the dismissal of the file for conciliation or reparation between the minor 

and the victim (art. 19 LORPM). 

2.1.2. Objective scope 

2.1.2.1. Adult criminal proceeding 

A) Opportunity principle 

The power of the Public Prosecutor to request the judicial body to agree on the 

dismissal of the procedure and the filing of the proceedings, based on the opportunity 

principle, is limited to minor crimes (art. 963.1.1ª LECrim). The demand for this requirement 

leads us to conclude that its operability in the field of PIF crimes is null, because those are 

considered, in our legal system, as serious or less serious crimes. 

B) Restorative justice 

In principle, the commission of any criminal act may be subject to a restorative justice 

procedure (art. 15.1.e LEVD), except those crimes that fall within the scope of jurisdiction of 
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the courts of violence against women (art. 87 ter LOPJ). In the Practical Guide for Intra-

judicial Mediation of the CGPJ, it is required in all cases that the positions of victim and 

aggressor be specified by the Court and the Public Prosecutor does not object to this, 

regardless of the protected legal right. In practice, in those Autonomous Communities that 

have a Restorative Justice Service, the judicial body in charge of the investigation, 

prosecution or execution can refer to said service without consulting the Public Prosecutor. 

2.1.2.2. Juvenile criminal proceeding 

A) Withdrawal of the initiation of the file 

The Public Prosecutor may desist from initiating the file when the reported facts 

constitute less serious crimes (without violence or intimidation) or minor crimes (art. 18 

LORPM).  Those cases in which the minor had previously committed other acts of the same 

nature are excepted. 

B) Dismissal of the file for conciliation or reparation 

The dismissal of the file initiated by the Public Prosecutor, because of the conciliation 

or the reparation of damage between the minor and the victim, will only be possible when the 

act that is imputed to the minor constitutes a less serious or minor crime (arts. 13.2 and 3 in 

relation to with articles 33.3 and 4 CP). Likewise, the seriousness and circumstances of the 

facts will be taken into consideration, paying special attention to the lack of serious violence 

or intimidation in their commission. 

2.1.3. Restorative process 

2.1.3.1. Restorative justice for adults 

In the Spanish criminal system, there is no specific legal regulation regarding the 

restorative justice procedure, beyond what is stipulated in art. 15 LEVD. This precept is still 

pending regulatory development. The art. 5.1.k) LEVD establishes that the victim has the 

right to be informed, from the first contact with the competent authorities and officials, 

including the moment prior to filing the complaint, about the “available restorative justice 

services”. On the contrary, the procedural legislation does not provide specific information 

duties to the defendant or investigated person regarding these services. 
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In accordance with the provisions of the Practical Guide for Intra-judicial Mediation of 

the CGPJ, at any time during the processing of the procedure, the Judge, ex officio or at the 

request of the Public Prosecutor or the VCAO11, in any case without opposition from the 

Public Prosecutor, the victim, of the person under investigation or their legal representatives, 

may resolve to submit the procedure to mediation if the person under investigation does not 

deny the existence and/or participation in the act. The referral must be agreed by court order.  

The Court will notify the judicial resolution of referral to the person under 

investigation and to the victim, indicating the reasons that support the decision to refer to 

mediation and that the professionals in charge of carrying it out will contact them, in writing 

or by telephone, to fix the appointment of the informative meeting, where they will be 

accompanied by their lawyers. After notification of the referral, the LAJ will inform the 

specific Restorative Justice Service of the start of the process and will send it the referral form 

and any documentation deemed appropriate. It will up to this Service to determine, in the light 

of the principles contemplated in art. 15 LEVD, whether it is feasible to carry out the 

restorative process, informing the parties about it. If it is not feasible, the specific motivations 

will not be included in the record prepared by the restorative justice service to inform the 

judicial body, in order not to compromise its impartiality. 

The time limit for the conclusion of the restorative process will be that established by 

the Judge, without prejudice to the fact that, if the procedural phase is a trial phase, a date will 

be set for the oral trial in accordance with the time needs of the mediation process. However, 

the Judge may extend the time limit, at the request of the Restorative Justice Team, when 

there are serious possibilities of reaching an agreement and for this purpose it is necessary to 

extend it (principle of flexibility), subject to a report to this effect presented by the 

mediators/facilitators. 

Once the process is completed with a restorative agreement, the team will draft the 

reparation document that will be sent to the lawyers of the parties, if they request prior 

approval, before proceeding to its signature by the parties. Once the reparation document has 

been signed, the Restorative Justice team will transfer it to the parties so that they can proceed 

with their procedural management and will notify the Court the completion of the process 

with a restorative agreement.  

11 Art. 37.b Royal Decree 1109/2015. 
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If the restorative process does not start after the briefing or, once started, does not end, 

the team will communicate these extremes to the Investigative Court, continuing the 

investigation in accordance with the provisions of the LECrim. 

In practice, in those Autonomous Communities that have Restorative Justice Services 

attached to the Crime Victims’ Assistance Office, the Investigative Court, either by judicial 

resolution or by decree of the LAJ, can refer ex officio to said service to start the process, or 

the victim or the alleged offender may initiate the restorative process, without having the 

approval of the Public Prosecutor. The first step in the restorative process is to contact with 

the victim. If the victim agrees to participate once he/she has been fully informed of the 

process, the consent of the alleged offender will be obtained from the facilitator. The process 

will begin once both parties have given their consent. If an agreement is reached between the 

parties, the facilitator will draft the restorative agreement which will be transferred to the 

lawyers of the parties for their approval, signature and subsequent presentation before the 

Court or Tribunal. 

2.1.3.2. Restorative justice for juveniles  

The technical team is responsible for carrying out mediation or conciliation functions 

between the minor and the victim. However, according to art. 8.7 of Royal Decree 1774/2004, 

these functions may also be performed by public and private entities. For this purpose, the 

minor, his/her legal representative, and his/her lawyer will be called to a meeting in which the 

Team will explain them the possibility of participating in a restorative process. This requires, 

in an inexcusable way, the recognition of the act, as well as the assumption of the 

consequences of his/her actions. 

The technical team will then contact the victim so that they express, personally or by 

any other means that leaves a record, their consent to participate in a mediation procedure. 

Immediately, the technical team will contact the victim who must state, personally or 

by any other means that leaves a record, his/her consent to participate in a mediation 

procedure. 

If they agree to undergo a restorative justice procedure, the facilitator will interview 

them jointly or in a private way as many times as he/she deems necessary to reach a 
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conciliation or reparation agreement. This agreement may include compensation for damages. 

In this case, the legal representatives of the minor must give their consent because they are 

responsible for the payment of said compensation. 

If conciliation or direct repair is not possible, or when the technical team considers it 

more appropriate to the interest of the minor, the facilitator will propose to the minor the 

execution of socio-educational tasks or the provision of services for the benefit of the 

community. 

2.1.4. Powers of the Authority that triggers the settlement procedure 

2.1.4.1. Restorative justice for adults 

In most cases, the judicial bodies are those who refer the case to a restorative justice 

procedure. This fact does not interrupt the evolution of the criminal process. Likewise, they 

must ensure the adequacy of the legal assessment that both, the Public Prosecutor and the 

criminal defense attorney, grant to the restorative agreements reached by the parties. When it 

be appropriated, the judge will pronounce a sentence plea bargaining and will decide about 

the suspension of the execution of the sentence. The repair may be carried out in the manner 

agreed upon by the parties in the “Repair Plan”, which the Judge may include as content of 

civil liability —art. 110 CP—, or as an obligation in case the suspension execution of the 

sentence will be adopted (art. 84.1.1ª CP).  

In the APLECrim, restorative justice is configured as an alternative mechanism to the 

exercise of criminal action. In this regard, it is established that it will be the Public Prosecutor 

-depending on the circumstances of the act-, the offender and the victim, who may, ex officio 

or at the request of a party, refer the parties to a restorative procedure (art. 182.1 APLECrim). 

Once the process is concluded, the restorative justice service will issue a report on the positive 

or negative result of the activity carried out, accompanying, in the positive case, the reparation 

certificate with the agreements reached by the parties (art. 183.1 APLECrim). The Public 

Prosecutor, assessing the agreements reached by the parties, the circumstance, and the status 

of the procedure, may order the file by opportunity in accordance with the provisions of arts. 

175 and 176 of this law, imposing as rules of conduct the agreements reached by the parties. 
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2.1.4.2. Restorative justice for juveniles  

The direction of the investigation in the juvenile criminal proceedings corresponds to 

the Public Prosecutor. For this reason, the Public Prosecutor is who may desist from the 

initiation of the file (art. 18 LORPM) or send the file to the judicial body with a proposal for 

dismissal for conciliation or reparation between the minor and the victim (art. 19 LORPM) if 

the legal requirements are appreciated in that case.  

2.2. Simplified procedures 

2.2.1. Nature and regulation of the measure 

In current Spanish legislation, plea agreement is regulated in the following articles of 

the LECrim:  

 Ordinary procedure for the prosecution of serious crimes12 (arts. 655 and 688 

LECrim), a priori, of no interest for the matter in question.  

 Abbreviated procedure13 (arts. 779, 784, 787 LECrim), which is of greater 

interest for crimes under the jurisdiction of the EPPO.  

 Fast-track procedure14 (arts. 800 and following LECrim), in principle not 

applicable to crimes under the jurisdiction of the EPPO, except the institution of the awarding 

of plea bargains, which may benefit less serious crimes (arts. 779.1, 5º, 800 and following 

LECrim). Thus, for example, fraud against the EU Treasury that do not exceed €100,000. 

 Proceedings before the Jury Court15 (art. 50 LOTJ), applicable to some of the 

crimes under the jurisdiction of the EPPO (such as bribery, influence peddling or 

embezzlement).  

 Proceedings by acceptance of a decree16 (arts. 803 bis and following LECrim), 

for which the condition of the minor nature of the criminal act should be added to the fact that 

12 Imprisonment of more than 9 years of abstract punishment (art. 757 LECrim), except crimes under the 
jurisdiction of the Jury. 
13 Applicable to offences punishable by imprisonment for up to 9 years, or other penalties (art. 757 
LECrim). 
14 Applicable to offences of lesser gravity (punishable by a custodial sentence not exceeding five years, or 
others not exceeding ten years) and complexity that meet the requirements of art. 795 LECrim. 
15 Applicable to the list of offences in art. 1 LOTJ. On the rules of connection determining jurisdictional 
competence, see the ATS of 9 March 2017. 
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no private or popular accusation has been filed in the case, which in principle will not happen 

in cases of tax fraud or against the Public Administration.  

 Procedure for minors17 (arts. 32 and 36 LORPM), applicable in the few cases 

in which the minor is charged with any of these crimes, which, although not frequent, cannot 

be completely ruled out. 

To the above, arts 109.1.b) and 110 of Organic Act 9/2021 should be added, which 

expressly provide for plea agreements for cases within the jurisdiction of the EPPO.  

2.2.2. Requirements  

For its viability it is necessary that the penalty requested by the prosecution does not 

exceed six years of imprisonment, which is the case for most economic crimes and in any 

case for those that are the object of the EPPO. It is also necessary that the defendant accepts 

the facts and the penalty. There is no limitation due to the nature of the crime, although this 

may determine the type of criminal procedure to be followed and the consequent 

particularities of the plea agreement foreseen for it. The fact that the accused is a repeat 

offender is not an obstacle either, if this does not result in the imposition of a sentence 

exceeding the maximum limit. 

For the purposes of the maximum penalty threshold, it should be borne in mind that: 

 the penalty of reference is not the one abstractly provided for in the law, but the 

one specifically requested by the prosecution. 

 it will be the one resulting from the application of the rules for the 

determination of the penalty provided for in the Criminal Code, with the sole exception of the 

cases rewarded or benefited with a plea agreement for which the LECrim provides for the 

reduction of the penalty by one third. 

 in case of plurality of crimes, the maximum penalty limit refers to each one of 

them, except for the rewarded plea agreement cases that considers the total amount. 

16 For cases in which: the offence is punishable by a fine or community service or a prison sentence not 
exceeding one year, which may be suspended in accordance with the provisions of art. 80 CP. 
17 For any offence committed by minors (art. 2 LORPM). 
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 according to the criteria of the State Attorney General's Office, the subsidiary 

personal liability for non-payment of fines does not compute in the calculation of the 

maximum penalty (State Attorney General's Office Consultation 4/1999).   

Nothing is specified in the law about the maximum penalty limit when it is not a 

custodial sentence, which raises many interpretative problems, although it is generally 

understood that crimes punished with non-custodial sentences admit a plea agreement. This 

criterion is considered pro-defendant and seems to fit with the generic idea that non-custodial 

sentences are always minor. However, this is not always the case, because while absolute 

disqualification or penalties applicable to legal persons are serious penalties, prison sentences 

not exceeding five years are less serious. Therefore, in the absence of a legal table of 

equivalences, it would be desirable for the legislator to indicate which non-custodial 

sentences admit a plea agreement, which is currently only partially provided for in the case of 

a rewarded plea agreement, opening a major interpretative problem for the rest. However, if a 

future reform of the procedural law were to admit a plea agreement for any type of crime with 

no maximum penalty limit (as envisaged in the current Preliminary Draft), the problem would 

cease to be of interest.  

According to art. 110 LECrim, the only limit for a plea agreement in EPPO cases is 

imposed by the prison sentence, which cannot exceed six years. There is no limit for the other 

sentences, with respect to which the problem just described will arise. Thus, for example, in 

the case of bribery under art. 419 CP, for which four years of imprisonment and twelve years 

of disqualification could be requested. Formally, a plea agreement would be possible, 

although the seriousness of the penalty of disqualification might make it advisable to hold a 

trial. 

2.2.3. Plea agreement and mediation 

In consideration of the need for the accused to accept the sentence requested by the 

prosecution, in the negotiation of the plea agreement is of special importance, the agreement 

on the application of mitigating factors that can considerably reduce the sentence, as well as 

on the suspension of the execution of the prison sentence. For both, the reparation of the 

damage caused by the crime will be relevant. On the one hand, because it will allow the 

application of the mitigating factor of reparation, which, if highly qualified, can reduce the 
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sentence by up to two degrees, which could be added to other grounds for mitigation, such as 

undue delay; on the other hand, because it helps to support the suspension of the sentence.  

Consequently, the process of a plea agreement can be associated with an extra 

procedural mediation process that facilitates both recognition of the facts and reparation of the 

damage. This is neither necessary nor frequent.  

In this case, the follow-up of a mediation process could be translated into the 

presentation of a joint statement of qualification (art. 779.1.5ª LECrim, with reference to arts. 

800 and 801 for the plea agreement awarded before the Examining Magistrate in the 

abbreviated procedure; 784.3, para. 1º LECrim for the plea agreement in the intermediate 

phase of the abbreviated procedure; art. 787 LECrim; art. 787.1, 2nd paragraph LECrim for 

the plea agreement in the oral hearing of the abbreviated procedure; art. 50 LOTJ for the plea 

agreement in the procedure before the Jury) that would seal the maximum limit of the 

sentence that could be imposed by the Judge. 

2.2.4. Procedure and competent judicial bodies for plea agreement 

Since there is no specific procedure foreseen for the cases subject to the EPPO, the 

plea agreement must be processed in accordance with the general regulations that admit it in 

the following procedures: 

a) Ordinary procedure for the prosecution of serious crimes: 

i. sentencing court, in the intermediate phase (art. 655 LECrim). 

ii. sentencing court, at the beginning of the oral trial sessions (art. 688 LECrim). 

 

b) Abbreviated procedure: 

i. Examinig Magistrate (art. 779.4 LECrim with reference to arts. 800 and following 

LECrim), in the case of awarding a plea agreement. 

ii. Sentencing body - Criminal Court Judge or Magistrate of the Provincial Court -, 

in the intermediate phase (art. 784.3 LECrim).  

iii. Sentencing body - Criminal Court Judge or Magistrate of the Provincial Court -, at 
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the beginning of the oral trial sessions (art. 787 LECrim). 

c) Rapid procedure: arts. 800 and following LECrim. 

i. The Examining Magistrate on Duty, in the case of awarding a plea agreement 

(arts. 800 and following LECrim).   

ii. Sentencing body - Criminal Judge or Magistrate of the Provincial Court -, in 

the intermediate phase (art. 784.3 LECrim, of subsidiary application, by virtue of art. 795 

LECrim).                  

iii. Criminal Court Judge, at the beginning of the oral trial sessions (art. 802 

LECrim, with reference to art. 787 LECrim). 

d) Procedure before the Jury Court: art. 50 LOTJ. 

i. Presiding Magistrate, in the plea agreement in the provisional qualification by 

supplementary application of the LECrim (art. 24 LOTJ).  

ii. Presiding Judge, at the beginning of the oral trial sessions (by supplementary 

application of the Criminal Procedure Act, according to art. 24 LOTJ).  

iii. Presiding Judge, at the time of the definitive conclusions (art. 50 LOTJ). 

e) Juvenile proceedings: arts. 32 and 36 LORPM. 

i. Juvenile Judge (art. 32 LORPM), after the opening of the hearing phase. 

ii. Judge for minors (art. 36 LORPM), at the beginning of the hearing sessions. 

 

3. The accused and the damaged party in the ADR procedure  

3.1. The accused and the damaged party in the restorative justice 

The victim and the offender may access restorative justice services, as determined by 

the regulations, to obtain adequate redress for the material and emotional harm arising from 

the offence, where the following requirements are met (art. 15 LEVD): a) the offender has 

acknowledged the relevant acts from which his or her liability arises; b) the victim has given 
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his or her consent, after receiving exhaustive and impartial information about their content, 

the possible outcomes and the procedures for enforcing them; c) the offender has given his or 

her consent; d) the mediation process does not pose a risk to the victim’s safety and there is 

no danger that it could cause new material or emotional harm to the victim; e) it is not 

prohibited by law for the offence committed.  

The victim and the offender may revoke their consent to participate in the mediation 

process at any time, without implying any negative consequence in the criminal process. 

The discussions which take place during the mediation process shall be confidential 

and must not be divulged without the consent of both parties.  

The parties can freely decide the content of the mediation agreement (Practical Guide 

for intra-judicial mediation of the CGPJ). In this sense, according to the principle of 

bilaterality that governs restorative justice processes, both parties will have the opportunity to 

express their claims without any other limitation other than that established by the 

mediator/facilitator for the proper development of the sessions. They must express their 

positions and willingness to repair, as well as their acceptance, before the judge in the act of 

the oral trial, or at any other time that ends the criminal procedure. The parties can seek 

advice from a lawyer when agreeing on what is most appropriate for their interests. In no 

case, they have the power to order or establish criminal sanctions that are not expressly 

contemplated for the crime that is the object of the restorative process. 

The Judge must ensure the adequacy of the legal assessment that both the Public 

Prosecutor and the criminal defense attorney grant to the restorative agreements reached by 

the parties. When it is appropriate, the judge will pronounce a sentence plea bargaining and 

will decide about the suspension of the execution of the sentence. 

 

3.2. The defendant and the victim in the plea agreement proceedings 

3.2.1. The defendant and the victim in the plea agreement proceedings 

In the case of a plea agreement, it is the defense counsel who must inform the 

defendant of the possibility of a plea agreement and the existence of the Protocol of Action. 
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Given the very personal nature of the plea agreement, the defendant's participation is 

an essential requirement. Thus, although conviction in absentia is possible in cases involving 

minor crimes, this is not the case with sentences of a plea agreement, which require the 

presence and approval of the defendant, with variations depending on the type of proceeding 

and the time at which it takes place. 

In general, the intervention of the victim is not required, which is only guaranteed 

when he/she becomes a party to the criminal proceedings, without prejudice, otherwise, to 

his/her right to be informed, as well as the possibility that the prosecutor may hear him/her. 

The victim has a central role within the restorative process, but not in the plea agreement. 

In any case, in tax fraud cases, the systematic participation of the State Attorney's 

Office in the process means that the victim is always present.  

From the above it can be deduced that there is a lack of symmetry in the conditions of 

representation of the victim and the accused in the negotiation of the agreement, because 

while the intervention of the latter is a conditio sine qua non, the participation and consent of 

the former is not a necessary condition when he is not a party to the process.   

Another thing is that the accused does not have a central role in the negotiation of the 

“pact” in which he or she may feel to remain silent. The leading role in the negotiation falls 

on the Public Prosecutor and the lawyers, as can be deduced from the Action protocol for 

conformity lawsuits signed between the State Attorney General’s Office and the General 

Council of Spanish Lawyers and the Plea Agreements Protocol Execution Agreement 

between the Barcelona Bar Association and the Provincial Prosecutor’s Office. The 

defendant's intervention is reduced to authorising the negotiation and approving its outcome. 

In this context, all the guaranteeing effort is concentrated on verifying the clarity of the terms 

of the agreement and the voluntary and express nature of the defendant's declaration of intent, 

in addition, of course, respect for the principle of legality, under the dual control of the 

defence counsel and the judge. 
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3.2.2. Plurality of defendants 

In the case of the plurality of defendants, as may happen in cases of corruption and tax 

fraud, if any of the defendants does not agree, there is no plea agreement with respect to any 

of them. This is established for the ordinary procedure, in art. 655, para. 4 LECrim for the 

intermediate phase and art. 695 LECrim for the oral trial. There are no analogous provisions 

for the abbreviated procedure (arts. 784 and 787 LECrim), although the principle of 

subsidiarity of the ordinary procedure allows the previous provisions to be transferred to it.  

The possibility of autonomous plea agreement is only foreseen in the case of legal 

persons (infra), who can conform independently of the refusal of the others (art. 787.8 

LECrim). 

If the discrepancies between the various participants only affect civil liability, the 

procedure could continue until the oral trial only for these purposes (art. 655, para. 5 LECrim 

for the intermediate phase of the ordinary procedure).   

 

3.3. The legal person 

3.3.1. Criminal liability of legal persons   

Since 2010, the Spanish Penal Code regulates the criminal liability of legal persons in 

the following articles: art. 31 bis (criteria for attributing the offence committed by the natural 

person to the legal person); art. 31 quáter (catalogue of mitigating circumstances); art. 33.7ª 

(catalogue of specific penalties to the legal person); arts. 50, 52.4, 53.5 and 66 bis (specific 

rules for the application and determination of penalties), art. 116.3 (joint and several civil 

liability with the natural person convicted for the same acts); art. 130.2 (grounds for 

extinction of the criminal liability of the legal person) and art. 136 (cancellation of criminal 

record). Subsequently, Organic Act 1/2015 introduced a detailed regulation of the 

organisation and management programmes for the prevention of corporate crime (arts. 31 bis 

2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 CP).  

The criminal liability of legal persons shall be applicable whenever there is a record of 

a criminal offence being committed by a person who holds office or carries out the duties 
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referred to in art. 31 bis 1 CP, even if the specific natural person responsible has not been 

individually identified, or it has not been possible to prosecute that person. Concurrence, in 

the persons who have materially perpetrated the deeds or those who have made these possible 

due to not having exercised due control, of circumstances that affect the culpability of the 

accused or aggravate their responsibility, or the fact that those persons have died or have 

escaped the action of justice, shall not exclude, or modify the criminal liability of legal 

persons (art. 31 ter CP).  

For the purposes we are interested in here, legal persons may be liable for private 

corruption in business and corruption of foreign public officials (art. 288.1 CP); money 

laundering (art. 302.2 CP); the crime of unlawful financing of political parties (art. 304 bis. 5 

CP); offences against the Public Treasury (Inland Revenue, that of the Autonomous 

Communities, special provinces, local authorities, and European Union) and against the 

Social Security (art. 310 bis CP); active bribery (art. 427.2 CP); influence peddling (art. 430 

CP); embezzlement of public funds (art. 435.5 CP). Also, for the crime of smuggling (art. 2.6 

LORC).  

Exceptions to the direct criminal liability of legal persons: 

a) The provisions related to criminal liability of legal persons shall not be 

applicable to the State, to territorial and institutional Public Administrations, to Regulatory 

Bodies, to Public Agencies and Corporate Entities, to international organisations under Public 

Law, or to others that exercise public powers of sovereignty or administration. The exemption 

from direct criminal liability no longer applies to political parties and unions (since Organic 

Act 7/2012) and extends to foundations and entities with legal personality linked to them (art. 

31 quinquies.1 CP). 

b) In the case of State Mercantile Companies that implement public policies or 

provide services of general economic interest, only the imposition of a fine and/or the judicial 

intervention of the company or any of its facilities, sections or business units is allowed (art. 

31 quinquies. 2 CP). 

c) The criminal offences committed within, in collaboration with, or through or 

by means of companies, organisations, groups or any other kind of entities or groups of 

persons that, due to not having legal personality, are not included in the general regime of art. 

31 bis CP (art. 129 CP). This is a characteristic feature of Spanish criminal law. 
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The crimes for which the accessory consequences of art. 129 CP are all those for 

which legal persons respond by way of art. 31 bis CP and some more. For the purposes that 

interest us here, these other crimes are those of altering prices in tenders and public auctions 

(art. 262 CP), the crime of obstruction of the inspection and supervision activity (art. 294 CP), 

the crime of counterfeiting currency (art. 386 CP) and crimes committed within criminal 

organizations and groups (arts. 570 bis and ter CP). 

The material content of the accessory consequences of art. 129 CP is practically the 

same as the penalties envisaged in art. 33.7 CP for entities with legal personality.  

The hearing and ruling of the case against the legal person are determined by the 

severity of the penalty applied for the crime committed by the natural person (art. 14 bis 

LECrim). 

 

3.3.2. Legal person and restorative justice 

3.3.2.1. The legal person as a victim 

Art. 2 LEVD refers only to natural persons, which seems to exclude legal persons 

from its subjective scope of application. However, it must be borne in mind that its purpose is 

to offer victims the widest possible protection, not only legal but also social, from public 

authorities. In this sense, protection goes beyond the framework of criminal proceedings to 

extend to other areas. And so, in the LEVD, the general catalogue of procedural and extra-

procedural rights of all crime victims is established (and in this sense, the legal entity can be 

considered part of a criminal mediation procedure or restorative process, although the LEVD 

does not expressly refer to legal persons as victims). 

Also, art. 103 bis. 3 LECrim expressly indicates the possibility of criminal action 

being instituted by associations of victims or legal entities to defend their rights. 

The Practical Guide for Intra-judicial Mediation of the CGPJ recognizes the possibility 

of intervention of the legal person as a victim in criminal mediation processes. Specifically, it 

states that: “if the victim were a legal person, the interviews will be held with whomever they 

designate, previously ensuring his/her ability to make decisions and sign reconciliation 
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agreements that give legal certainty to the process, ensuring that the representative does not 

coincide as a possible subject investigated under the provisions of art. 31 bis”. Despite the use 

of the term victim in the above-mentioned Guide, it would be more correct to refer to legal 

persons as injured parties since, according to the provisions of art. 2 LEVD, victims are only 

natural persons.  

3.3.2.2. The legal person as an offender 

Art. 15 LEVD speaks of “offender” to participate in the restorative process, so it does 

not seem applicable to legal persons. However, we believe that there is no obstacle to 

mediation between the legal entity and the injured parties, given the type of crimes that can be 

committed by legal entities. 

Thus, for example, it would be possible in those semi-private crimes, where the 

forgiveness of the offended party extinguishes the criminal liability of the legal person (crime 

of discovery or revelation of secrets of art. 197 CP). Also, in crimes where there are 

provisions of criminal award law derived from the reparation of the damage (in crimes against 

the Public Treasury and Social Security of arts. 305.6, 307.5 and 307 ter.6 CP) or in the crime 

of embezzlement of public funds (arts. 434 and 435 CP). In all of them, the reparation of the 

damage caused can lead to a reduction of the sentence by one or two degrees which represents 

a remarkable penological improvement. 

In practice, restorative processes are already being carried out -through their legal 

representatives- with legal entities -both public and private-. For the time being, it is more 

usual for the legal person to participate as a victim (or harmed in response to the observations 

made above) than as an offender. 

3.3.2.3. Criminal procedure status of legal persons in the criminal proceedings 

In the case of legal persons, the only possibilities of avoiding criminal charges, 

disqualification, deprivation of rights or reducing the amount of the fine are the followings: a) 

the file of the proceedings in the pre-procedural phase; b) the plea agreement of the legal 

person. The reference in art. 84.1.1ª CP to the suspension of the custodial sentence does not, 

by its very nature, affect legal persons. 
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If the denounced legal entity effectively complies with a criminal prevention model, 

confesses the criminal offences to the authorities and collaborates in the investigation of the 

deeds providing evidence in the sense required by the mitigating circumstances (art. 31 quáter 

CP), the Public Prosecutor can issue a decree agreeing to close the case in the phase of pre-

procedural investigation proceedings. This possibility is extracted from the combined reading 

of art. 5.1 EOMF, art. 773.2 LECrim and the exegetical guideline 19. 6ª contained in State 

Prosecutor's Office Circular 1/2016. In this case, if criminal proceedings are subsequently 

opened (because the victims or injured parties have appealed against the closure of the case), 

the disclosure and collaboration of the legal entity before the Public Prosecutor would serve 

as a mitigating circumstance (art. 31 quáter CP).  

If a reparation agreement is reached with the victim, depending on the procedural 

moment and the seriousness of the facts, this would open the possibility of the dismissal or 

closure of the case during the investigation phase (art. 782.1 LECrim), the privileged plea 

agreement (art. 779.1.5º LECrim) or the plea agreement with a substantial reduction in the 

sentence during the oral trial (787.8 LECrim). 

The Act 37/2011, of 10 October, on procedural streamlining measures introduced the 

plea agreement for legal persons into the LECrim (arts. 784.3, 787.8 and 801 LECrim).  

In this case, it is possible to reach an agreement without any objective penalty limit -

whatever the amount of the fine or disqualification requested- and regardless of the position 

adopted by the other defendants.  

The plea agreement must be given by their specifically appointed representative if they 

have a special power of attorney. Such a plea agreement may be given regardless of the 

position taken by the other accused and its content will not be binding in the trial held in 

relation to the latter. This constitutes an exception to the general rule established in art. 697 

LECrim, whereby if there are several defendants jointly accused in the same proceedings, all 

of them must agree to obtain a sentence plea bargaining from the court. In this case, it is 

possible to reach an agreement without any objective penalty limit -whatever the amount of 

the fine or disqualification requested-. Once the agreement has been reached, the judge, 

provided that he/she concludes that the accepted qualification is correct and that the sentence 
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is appropriate in accordance with this qualification, issues a sentence plea bargaining.  This 

brings the proceedings to an early end without the need to continue with the oral trial. 

 

4. Observations on the functioning of the ne bis in idem principle  

4.1. Adult criminal procedure  

Restorative justice mechanisms take place outside the criminal process. Currently, 

they are not an alternative to the exercise of criminal action. In view of this, the restorative 

agreements reached between the parties cannot be taken into consideration to decree the file 

of the criminal procedure for reasons of opportunity. In those cases where the restorative 

agreements are incorporated to the verdict of a sentence plea bargaining, they will have the 

res judicata effect of the judgment itself. 

4.2. Juvenile justice system 

The file decrees of the preliminary proceedings do not constitute jurisdictional 

decisions, so they do not entail a final judgment on the merits of the matter (art. 18 LORPM). 

The order of dismissal of the case due to conciliation or reparation between the minor 

and the victim (art. 19 LORPM) puts a definitive end to the proceedings with the full effect of 

res judicata.  

 

5. Evaluation of the concrete impact of the ADR procedures 

5.1. Restorative justice for adults 

5.1.1. Effects on the form of termination of criminal proceedings 

Restorative justice mechanisms take place outside the criminal process, not currently 

constituting an alternative to it. In view of this, the restorative agreements reached between 

the parties will not be taken into consideration to decree the file of the criminal procedure for 
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reasons of opportunity. However, these may have effects in the form of processing and 

termination of the criminal process (vid. supra) 

5.1.2. Penological consequences 

The lawyer and Public Prosecutor will define and discuss the legal consequences 

(exact determination of the sentence and possible measures suspending the prison sentence) 

taking into consideration the restorative agreement reached. Thus, the reparation of the 

damage caused to the victim, or the reduction of its effects, at any time during the proceedings 

and prior to the oral trial, allows for the appreciation of the mitigating circumstance of 

reparation of the damage (art. 21.5ª CP, or art. 305.6 CP for the crime of tax fraud). If it is 

carried out after the oral trial has been held, it can be assessed for the purposes of establishing 

the analogue mitigating circumstance of repairing the damage (art. 21.5 in relation to art. 21.7 

CP). It is also legally viable to promote the possibility of promoting the application of an 

analogue mitigating circumstance of confession (art. 21.4 in relation to art. 21.7 CP) in cases 

of symbolic reparation and late confessions. In this sense, STS no. 427/2017, of 14 June, has 

raised the need to reform the mitigating circumstance of confession to accommodate cases of 

collaboration and confession in “unofficial” environments with express reference to criminal 

mediation. 

On the other hand, in certain criminal offences that fall within the jurisdiction of the 

EPPO, the acknowledgement of the facts and reparation are recognised as being specifically 

attenuated (art. 305.6 CP for the offence of tax fraud, art. 426 for the offence of bribery and 

art. 434 CP for the offence of embezzlement of public funds) and, in some cases, may even 

give rise to the application of an acquittal (art. 305.4 for the tax offence and art. 308.6 CP for 

the offence of subsidy fraud).  

5.1.3. Execution of the restorative agreement 

The content of the restorative agreement is never of a punitive nature. The restorative 

agreement may be executed in the form that the parties have agreed in the "Reparation Plan". 

The judicial body may include it, in a sentence, as the content of the civil liability derived 

from the offence and be taken into consideration in the framework of the suspension of the 

execution of the sentence.  
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5.1.3.1. Civil liability 

In the Spanish Criminal Code, civil liability can be satisfied through three different 

modalities: restitution of the property, reparation of the damage and compensation for 

damages (art. 110 CP). These modalities can be accumulated so that the injured party is 

compensated for all the negative results suffered by the commission of the offence, provided 

that this does not involve double reparation 

From the procedural point of view, civil liability derived from a crime can be 

substantiated in the criminal proceedings themselves, without the need to resort to subsequent 

civil proceedings, but it continues to be subject to the rules of civil law (art. 111 LECrim).  

It is also important to note that Organic Act 9/2021 stipulates that both the EPPO and 

the private prosecutors are actively legitimised for the joint exercise of the civil and criminal 

action. In this sense, our procedural model offers the possibility of recovering the defrauded 

funds immediately and in parallel to the successful completion of the criminal prosecution 

(Consideration 107 and Art. 41.3 of the Regulation). 

If it does not proceed voluntarily, the Court of First Instance of the place where the 

agreement was signed will be competent for the enforcement of the formalised agreements 

derived from a restorative procedure (art. 545.2 LEC).  

5.1.3.2. Suspension of execution of sentence  

The suspension of the execution of the sentence is an alternative regime to the material 

enforcement of custodial sentences, mainly short prison sentences, applicable to convicted 

persons who have a favourable prognosis of not reoffending. Among other legal requirements, 

its concession demands the prior satisfaction by the convicted person of civil liability ex 

delicto, unless the victim and injured parties expressly waive this (art. 80.2.3 CP). This 

requirement will be understood to be fulfilled when the convicted person assumes the 

commitment to satisfy the civil liabilities in accordance with his or her economic capacity. In 

the case of those convicted of committing a crime against public finances or social security 

(Title XVI of Book II of the Criminal Code), the granting of this benefit requires the offender 

to have paid the tax or social security debt or, where applicable, to have repaid the subsidies 

or aid unduly received or used, or to have undertaken to do so (art. 308 bis CP). This 
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provision constitutes an unequivocal means of pressure on the convicted person which 

undoubtedly has repercussions for the benefit of the victim, insofar as compliance with the 

civil duty of compensation is being forced by criminal means.  

The suspension of the execution of the sentence is not a benefit that is automatically 

granted once the above-mentioned legal requirements have been met. It is a regulated 

discretionary power that the legal system grants to the judicial body as an exception to the 

general principle that sentences must be complied with in their own terms (art. 18.2 LOPJ). 

The reasoned decision adopted by the sentencing court using this power must also “weigh up 

the individual circumstances of the convicted person, as well as the values and legal interests 

involved in the decision, taking into account the main purpose of the institution, re-education 

and social reintegration, and the other general prevention purposes which legitimise the 

custodial sentence”. Among the parameters to be assessed, express mention is made of "his or 

her conduct after the act, in particular his or her efforts to repair the harm caused" (art. 80.1 

CP). This generic allusion to reparation makes it possible to include, on the other hand, any 

measure, even those of a symbolic nature (e.g., participation in restorative justice 

programmes, restorative agreements reached between the parties, etc.), which entails a 

restoration of the harm caused to the victim.  

Likewise, the judge or court may make the suspension of the execution of the sentence 

conditional upon compliance during this period with the agreement reached by the parties by 

virtue of a mediation process previously held (art. 84.1.1ª CP). 

 

5.2. Restorative justice for juveniles   

5.2.1. Effects on the form of termination of criminal proceedings 

5.2.1.1. Withdrawal of the initiation of proceedings (art. 18 LORPM) 

The decree that is issued agreeing to the withdrawal of the initiation of the proceedings 

must contain a succinct motivation and express its legal cause. This will be communicated by 

the Public Prosecutor to the offended and injured parties. The purpose of this communication 
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is to make them aware of their right to bring a civil action before the civil courts, as this 

withdrawal does not exclude the civil claim. 

5.2.1.2. Dismissal of the proceedings for conciliation or reparation (art. 19 LORPM) 

Once the conciliation has taken place, the Public Prosecutor will conclude the 

investigation, desisting from continuing with the proceedings and will request the judicial 

body, without interruption, after sending the proceedings back, to dismiss and close the 

proceedings. On the other hand, the simple commitment of the minor to repair the damage 

caused or to carry out the educational activity proposed by the mediation team is only 

sufficient for the Public Prosecutor to agree to the provisional suspension of the proceedings. 

However, he/she will only be able to desist from processing the case when he/she verifies the 

effective fulfilment of the obligations assumed by the minor and request, at the same time, the 

juvenile judge to dismiss the case. The art. 19.4 LORPM also empowers the Public Prosecutor 

to conclude the investigation when the effective conciliation or reparation has not been able to 

take place "for reasons beyond the minor's control". The dismissal of the case due to 

conciliation or reparation between the minor and the victim puts a definitive end to the 

proceedings with the full effect of res judicata 

 

5.3. Plea agreement 

5.3.1. The impact on the reparation of damage 

The reparation of the damage is not a condition of a plea agreement, since the 

possibility of an agreement is admitted only over criminal liability excluding civil liability, for 

which the procedure can continue until the oral hearing for these sole purposes (art. 655, para. 

5 LECrim).  

Nevertheless, in certain crimes such as, for example, tax fraud (art. 305 CP), the public 

and private prosecution impose this condition, although the law does not oblige them to do so. 

In such a case, in general terms, the reparation of the damage does not avoid the 

fulfilment of the penalty, although it can reduce it (arts. 21.5, 305.6 for tax fraud, 308.8 for 
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subsidy fraud, 434 for embezzlement CP), and, being less than two years of imprisonment, it 

allows the suspension of the execution of the sentence (arts. 80 and following CP).  

Only exceptionally, the reparation of the damage determines the lifting of the penalty, 

as in the case of temporary tax regularization in the case of tax fraud (art. 305.4 PC) or 

subsidy fraud (art. 308.6 PC). However, the time limit to which it is subject impedes it from 

reaching the cases of and intra-procedural plea agreement. 

5.3.2. The impact of the plea agreement on suspended sentences 

The main incentive for the accused to comply is to seek a suspension of the execution 

of the prison sentence, which is possible when the application of the rewarded plea agreement 

(art. 800 and following LECrim) or the crossover of attenuating circumstances (arts. 21 and 

66 CP), a prison sentence of no more than two years is achieved, as required by art. 80 CP.  

This is, therefore, the main impact that agreement can have on the application of 

alternatives to prison aimed at benefiting re-socialisation. However, the agreement cannot 

ensure the suspension of the sentence, which is a discretionary competence of the judge.  

5.3.3. The impact of the plea agreement on shortening the duration of the process 

At present, the main advantage of plea agreement is the shortening of court times and 

the eventual saving of the oral hearing and all the negative consequences it entails for the 

offender (penalty on the bench) and the victim (re-victimisation).  

In this sense, the State Prosecutor's Office Instruction 2/2009 expressly states: “Thus, 

from the point of view of efficiency in the form of a more agile Justice, a plea agreement 

makes real sense to the extent that it not only serves to avoid the unnecessary prosecution of 

the accused who confesses guilt, but also the cost, in terms of work and time for the different 

subjects involved in the process, which may involve the completion of all the actions leading 

to the holding of the trial. Once time has been allocated in the agenda of the judicial body and 

the Prosecutor, witnesses and experts summoned, and they -as well as the Prosecutor and the 

Lawyers- are present at the judicial headquarters, the plea agreement in the courtroom shows 

the absolute uselessness of all that effort, obviously to the detriment of other equally or more 

priority issues. At the same time, the efforts of other public officials (members of the State 
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Security Forces and Corps, forensic experts, experts and technicians), who waste in vain their 

working day on journeys and waiting, and the witnesses are especially affected; victims and 

injured parties summoned to the hearing who, were forced to alter their normal daily activity, 

end up experiencing -with explicit manifestations of protest, in many cases- a justified 

frustration upon learning that, the defendant having agreed at the last minute, his/her effort 

has also been wasted.” 

That is precisely the main objective of the Action protocol for plea agreements signed 

between the State Attorney General’s Office and the General Council of Spanish Lawyers of 

2008, which states in point 1 of its preamble that “the purpose of this Protocol is to update the 

means of consensual solution of the criminal process that are oriented primarily to promote 

speed and simplify the necessary steps to reach the sentence".  

The case in which the agreement allows to shorten the process to the maximum and to 

obtain a special punitive benefit is that of the fast trial, in which the agreement can lead to 

conclude the process in Urgent Diligences before the same Duty Court, and to obtain the 

reduction of the penalty in a third. However, in view of the conditions for the application of 

art. 795 LECrim, it is not of interest to the European Public Prosecutor's Office, without 

prejudice to the possibility of applying the institution of the award of plea agreement 

regulated in art. 801 LECrim to cases initiated as Preliminary Proceedings of art.- 779.1.5º 

LECrim. 

In the rest of the cases, the plea agreement can be adopted at two moments: 

On the one hand, in the intermediate phase, which when it happens, shortens the 

procedure considerably. This is the reason why the Protocols of action promote its adoption at 

this procedural moment, as can be seen in the Protocol of action for plea agreement trials 

signed between the State Attorney General's Office and the General Council of Spanish 

Lawyers and Plea Agreement Protocol Execution Agreement between the Barcelona Bar 

Association and the Provincial Prosecutor’s Office. However, it is not frequent that the plea 

agreement is adopted in this phase.  

On the other hand, in the oral trial phase, in the same act or at the doors of the same, 

which unfortunately, is the most frequent.   
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In short, there are mechanisms for reducing procedural times, but of all the possible 

ways, the most used is the one that has the least practical impact. 

 

5.3.4. The impact of the plea agreement on the achievement of the resocialization goal 

Insofar as plea agreements requires acknowledgement of the facts (plea agreement 

with a claim of innocence as in the American system is not possible), it can contribute to the 

realization of the positive special preventive function. However, the fact that a plea agreement 

is not necessarily - in fact, almost never - associated with restorative processes means that the 

acknowledgement of the facts can be a mere formality to achieve pragmatic ends that do not 

involve any reflection on the significance of the crime committed and the harm caused with 

an impact on future behaviour. 

 

6. Further observations and comments 

Strictly speaking, the Spanish legal system does not regulate alternative restorative 

justice instruments to criminal proceedings. 

Art. 15 LEVD gives legal coverage to channels of dialogue and damage repair of an 

extra-procedural nature (such as mediation or other restorative justice instruments), the result 

of which can be incorporated into the criminal process. However, they do not allow criminal 

proceedings to be avoided or archived, except for those semi-public crimes in which the 

forgiveness of the offended party extinguishes the criminal action (such as the crimes of 

discovery and disclosure of secrets, art. 197 and subsequent CP). This possibility is only 

planned for juvenile justice, with minimal impact for crimes under the jurisdiction of the 

EPPO.  

Plea agreements do not guarantee reparative dialogue either, since they do not even 

assure the presence of the victim, nor alternative ways of resolving conflicts. They are subject 

to the principle of legality that requires the application of the penalties provided for the crime 

in the criminal law. However, it is the only space that currently exists for the insertion of the 

result of the mediation or restorative agreements. It can serve to shorten procedural times. Its 
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statistical impact is considerable and grows over time, although not so much in tax fraud 

crimes. So far, it has not yet been achieved that, instead of processing the consent at the gates 

of the oral hearing, it is done in the intermediate phase, which would allow the workload of 

the Administration of Justice to be reduced much more, contributing to carrying out one of its 

main goals. 

With all its limitations, the Spanish regulation of a plea agreement can be used to 

apply the provisions of art. 109 Organic Act 9/2021 creating the EPPO. The provision that a 

joint qualification brief must be presented to pronounce a sentence plea bargaining could be 

facilitated through the implementation of restorative justice procedure. 

In any case, it should be noted that the principle of legality greatly restricts the 

negotiation margin, which opens the danger that the prosecution aims higher than it otherwise 

would for the sole purpose of gaining negotiating space. For this reason, the proposal to 

expand the scope of application of the award-winning plea agreement makes sense, so that the 

negotiation serves to benefit those who freely want to negotiate and not to sanction those who 

reject it. 

 

7. List of national cases (optional, if available)  

No data available 
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9. Annex: text of the relevant laws/acts/ provisions 

 

National Laws 
implementing the PIF 
Directive (Directive 
EU 2017/1371) 

 

 

See national transposition 
measures communicated by the 

Member State in 

https://eur-
lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/NIM/?uri=CELEX:
32017L1371 
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National criminal 
rules on financial 
crimes relevant to 
EPPO 

Law in original language 
 

Selección de delitos 
competencia de la Fiscalía 

Europea 
 

 

1) Ley Orgánica 9/2021, 
de 1 de julio, de aplicación 
del Reglamento (UE) 
2017/1939 del Consejo, de 
12 de octubre de 2017, por 
el que se establece una 
cooperación reforzada para 
la creación de la Fiscalía 
Europea, para los delitos del 
art. 4 (arts, 2 y 4) 

https://www.boe.es/buscar/p
df/2021/BOE-A-2021-
10957-consolidado.pdf 

 

Regulación sustantiva de las 
tipicidades objeto de 

competencia de la Fiscalía 
Europea 

 

2)  Ley Orgánica 10/1995, 
de 23 de noviembre, del 
Código Penal (arts. 24, 248, 
252-253; 301s.; 305 ss.; 419 
ss.; 428 ss.; 432 ss.). 

https://www.boe.es/buscar/p
df/1995/BOE-A-1995-
25444-consolidado.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

English translation of the 
title or topic 

Selection of offences 
within the jurisdiction of 

the EPPO 

 

1) Organic Act 9/2021, of 1 
July, on the application of 
Council Regulation (EU) 
2017/1939 of 12 October 
2017 implementing enhanced 
cooperation on the 
establishment of the 
European Public Prosecutor’s 
Office (‘the EPPO’) (arts. 2 
and 4) 

 

 

Substantive regulation of 
the offences for which the 

EPPO has jurisdiction 

 

2) Organic Act 10/1995, of 
23 November, of the 
Criminal Code (arts. 24, 248, 
252-253; 301s.; 305 ss.; 419 
ss.; 428 ss.; 432 ss.). 

https://www.mjusticia.gob.es/
es/AreaTematica/Documenta
cionPublicaciones/Document
s/Criminal_Code_2016.pdf 
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3)  Ley Orgánica 12/1995, 
de 12 de diciembre, de 
Represión de Contrabando 
(art. 2) 
https://www.boe.es/buscar/
pdf/1995/BOE-A-1995-
26836-consolidado.pdf. 

 

 

 

 

Regulación procesal básica 

 

4) Real Decreto, de 14 de 
septiembre, de 1882 por el 
que se aprueba la Ley de 
Enjuiciamiento Criminal 
https://www.boe.es/buscar/pd
f/1882/BOE-A-1882-6036-
consolidado.pdf 

 

 

 

 

5) Ley Orgánica 6/1985, de 
1 de julio, del Poder 
Judicial 
https://www.boe.es/buscar/a
ct.php?id=BOE-A-1985-
12666 

 

 

3) Organic Act 12/1995, 
of 12 December, on 
the repression of smuggling 
(art. 2).  

 

 

 

 

 

Main procedural laws 

 

4) Royal Decree of 14 
September 1882 approving 
the Criminal Procedure Act  

https://www.mjusticia.gob.e
s/es/AreaTematica/Docume
ntacionPublicaciones/Docu
ments/Criminal%20Proced
ure%20Act%202016.pdf 

 

5) Organic Act 6/1985, 1st 
July, on the Judiciary 

https://www.legal-
tools.org/doc/881df4/pdf/ 

 

 

Other relevant 
national provisions on 
ADR (diversion, 
restorative and 
mediation procedures)   

Law in original language 

 

 

English translation of the 

title or topic 
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Regulación sustantiva 

 

1) Ley Orgánica 10/1995, 
de 23 de noviembre, del 
Código Penal (arts. 21.4ª, 5ª 
y 7ª, 80-89, 109 ss., 305 ss., 
426, 434). 

https://www.boe.es/buscar/p
df/1995/BOE-A-1995-
25444-consolidado.pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

Regulación procesal 

 

1) Real Decreto de 14 de 
septiembre de 1882 por el 
que se aprueba la Ley de 
Enjuiciamiento Criminal, 
(arts. 655, 688, 779, 784, 787, 
800 ss, 803 bis, 963.1.1ª). 
https://www.boe.es/buscar/pd
f/1882/BOE-A-1882-6036-
consolidado.pdf.  

 

 

 

 

2) Ley Orgánica 5/1995, de 
22 de mayo, del Tribunal 
del Jurado (arts. 13, 19, 40, 
50 y 53) 

 

Substantive regulation 

 

1)  Organic Act 10/1995, 
of 23 November, of the 
Criminal Code (arts. 
21.4ª, 5ª y 7ª, 80-89, 109 
ss., 305 ss., 426, 434). 

https://www.mjusticia.gob
.es/es/AreaTematica/Docu
mentacionPublicaciones/
Documents/Criminal_Cod
e_2016.pdf 

 

 

Procedural laws 

 

1) Royal Decree of 14 
September 1882 approving 
the Criminal Procedure Act 
(arts. 655, 688, 779, 784, 
787, 800 ss, 803 bis, 
963.1.1ª). 

https://www.mjusticia.gob.es/
es/AreaTematica/Documenta
cionPublicaciones/Document
s/Criminal%20Procedure%20
Act%202016.pdf 

 

 

2) Organic Act 5/1995, 
dated May 22, On Jury 
Court (arts. 13, 19, 40, 50 
and 53) 
https://www.mjusticia.gob
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https://www.boe.es/buscar/
pdf/1995/BOE-A-1995-
12095-consolidado.pdf.  

 

 

 

 

3)    Ley 4/2015 de 27 de abril 
del Estatuto de la víctima del 
delito (arts. 5.1.k y 15) 
https://www.boe.es/buscar/pdf/
2015/BOE-A-2015-4606-
consolidado.pdf 

 

 

 

4) Real Decreto 
1109/2015, de 11 de 
diciembre, por el que se 
desarrolla la Ley 4/2015, de 
27 de abril, del Estatuto de 
la víctima del delito, y se 
regulan las Oficinas de 
Asistencia a las Víctimas del 
Delito (art. 37) 
https://www.boe.es/buscar/p
df/2015/BOE-A-2015-
14263-consolidado.pdf  

 

 

5) Ley Orgánica 5/2000, de 
12 de enero, reguladora de 
la responsabilidad penal de 
los menores (arts. 18, 19, 
27.4, 32, 36 y 40) 
https://www.boe.es/buscar/
pdf/2000/BOE-A-2000-

.es/es/AreaTematica/Docu
mentacionPublicaciones/D
ocuments/ORGANIC%20
ACT%205-
1995%2C%20DATED%2
0MAY%2022.pdf 

 

 

 

3)  Law 4/2015, of 27 
April, On the Standing of 
Victims of Crime (arts. 
5.1.k and 15) 

https://rm.coe.int/168070a
c7f 

 

4) Royal Decree 
1109/2015 of 11 
December, implementing 
Law 4/2015 of 27 April 
on the standing of the 
Victim of a Crime and 
laying down provisions 
for the regulation of the 
Aid to Victims of Crime 
Offices (art. 37) 

 

 

 

5) Organic Act 5/2000, of 12 
January, regulating the crimi
nal liability of minors (arts. 
18, 19, 27.4, 32, 36 and 40) 
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641-consolidado.pdf 

 

 

6)    Real Decreto 1774/2004, 
de 30 de julio, por el que se 
aprueba el Reglamento de la 
Ley Orgánica 5/2000, de 12 de 
enero, reguladora de la 
responsabilidad penal de los 
menores (art. 8.7) 

https://www.boe.es/buscar/doc.
php?id=BOE-A-2004-15601 

 

 

7)  Ley Orgánica 9/2021, de 1 
de julio, de aplicación del 
Reglamento (UE) 
2017/1939 del Consejo, de 
12 de octubre de 2017, por 
el que se establece una 
cooperación reforzada para 
la creación de la Fiscalía 
Europea, para los delitos del 
art. 4 (arts. 109 y 110) 

https://www.boe.es/buscar/p
df/2021/BOE-A-2021-
10957-consolidado.pdf. 

 

 

 

 

6)   Royal Decree 1774/2004, 
of 30 July, which approves 
the Regulation of Organic 
Act 5/2000, of January 12, 
regulating the criminal 
liability of minors (art. 8.7) 

 

 

 

7) Organic Act 9/2021, of 
1 July, on the application 
of Council Regulation 
(EU) 2017/1939 of 12 
October 2017 
implementing enhanced 
cooperation on the 
establishment of the 
European Public 
Prosecutor’s Office (‘the 
EPPO’) (arts. 109 and 
110)  

Other relevant rules 
and guidelines 

 Protocolo de actuación 
para juicios de conformidad 
suscrito entre la Fiscalía 
General del Estado y el 
Consejo General de la 
Abogacía española 
(Protocolo FGE-CGAE de 
2009)  
https://www.poderjudicial.e
s/cgpj/es/Temas/Relaciones-
institucionales/Convenios/P

 Action protocol for 
conformity lawsuits 
signed between the State 
Attorney General’s Office 
and the General Council 
of Spanish Lawyers 
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rotocolo-de-actuacion-para-
juicios-de-conformidad-
suscrito-entre-la-Fiscalia-
General-del-Estado-y-el-
Consejo-General-de-la-
Abogacia-espanola 

 

 

 Conveni Execució 
Protocol Conformitats de 
Barcelona, de 26/03/2010, 
entre el Colegio de 
Abogados de Barcelona y la 
Fiscalía Provincial de 
Barcelona 
https://www.icab.es/export/s
ites/icab/.galleries/documen
ts-contingut-
generic/conveni-execucio-
protocols-conformitats-de-
barcelona.pdf 

 

 

 

 Circulares e 
Instrucciones de la Fiscalía 
https://www.fiscal.es/gl/doc
umentaci%C3%B3n 

 
Circular FGE 1/1989, de 8 
de marzo, sobre el 
procedimiento abreviado 
introducido por la Ley 
Orgánica 7/1988, de 28 de 
diciembre. 

 

 

 

Circular FGE 2/1996, de 
22 de mayo, sobre el 
régimen transitorio del 
nuevo Código Penal: 
incidencia en el 
enjuiciamiento de hechos 
anteriores. 

 

 

 

 

 Execution Plea 
Agreements Protocol 
between the Barcelona 
Bar Association and the 
Provincial Prosecutor’s 
Office  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Prosecutor's Office 
Circulars and Instructions 

State Attorney General's 
Office Circular 1/1989, of 8 
March, on the abbreviated 
procedure introduced by 
Organic Act 7/1988, of 28 
December. 

 

 

State Attorney General's 
Office Circular 2/1996, of 22 
May, on the transitory regime 
of the new Penal Code: 
incidence in the prosecution 
of previous acts. 
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Consulta FGE 4/1999, de 
17 de septiembre, sobre 
algunas cuestiones 
derivadas de la regulación 
de la suspensión de la 
ejecución de las penas 
privativas de libertad. 

 

 

 

Circular FGE 1/2003, de 7 
de abril, sobre 
procedimiento para el 
enjuiciamiento rápido e 
inmediato de determinados 
delitos y faltas y de 
modificación del 
procedimiento abreviado. 

 

 

 

Instrucción FGE 1/2003, 
de 7 de abril, de la Fiscalía 
General del Estado, sobre 
aspectos organizativos de 
las fiscalías y sus 
adscripciones con motivo 
de la reforma parcial de la 
Ley de Enjuiciamiento 
Criminal. 

 

 

Instrucción FGE 8/2005 
sobre el deber de 
información en la tutela y 
protección de las víctimas 
en el proceso penal 

 

 

 

Office Consultation 4/1999, 
of September 17, on some 
issues arising from the 
regulation of the suspension 
of the execution of custodial 
sentences 

 

 

 

State Attorney General's 
Office Circular 1/2003, of 7 
April, on the procedure for 
the rapid and immediate 
prosecution of certain crimes 
and misdemeanors and the 
modification of the 
abbreviated procedure. 

 

 

State Attorney General's 
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FRANCE 
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Ph.d candidate in Criminal procedural law, University of Perugia 

 

SUMMARY: 1. Brief introduction to the French criminal justice system. – 2. Measures adopted 
to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal system and other criminal rules on 
financial crimes adopted at the domestic level. – 3. The adoption of the Regulation (EU) 
2017/1939. –  4 Relevant provisions on ADR-Alternative Dispute Resulution in Criminal 
Matters and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of disputes. – 5. The 
accused and the damaged party in the ADR procedure. – 6. Observations on the functioning of 
the ne bis in idem principles. – 7. Evaluation of the concrete impact of the ADRprocedures – 8. 
Bibliographical references. - 9. Legislation. 
 

Abbreviations  

Code pénal - Criminal Code : CC 

Code de procédure pénale - Code of Criminal Procedure : CCP 

Code Général des Impôts - General Tax Code : CGI 

Livre des procédures fiscales - Tax procedure handbook : LPF 

Code des douanes - Customs Code : CD 

 

 

1. Brief introduction to the French criminal justice system 

The French criminal system is ruled by the principle of classification of offences which 

depends on  the seriousness of the infractions. Article 111-1 of the Criminal Code provides for 

the definition of: contraventions (“contraventions”), standard offences (“délits”) and serious 

offences (“crimes”).  

French criminal system could be mainly classified as of inquisitory kind1: however, the 

Preliminary Inquiry (‘‘Enquête préliminaire’’) and the Investigation (‘‘Instruction’’) phases 

1 More analytically, C Ginestet, Droit pénal. Procédure pénale 2022 (Groupe Lefebvre Dalloz. Kindle 
Edition, 13 ed. 2022) (positions in Kindle 1216-1217-1219; 1220-1223;1223-1228; 1234-1240; 1240-1246; 
1246-1251;1251-1255). 
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have been reformed over the past 20 years. Nonetheless, the Judgement phase is the adversarial 

phase. The two key figures before the Judgement phase are the Public Prosecutor and the 

Investigating Judge (‘‘Juge d’Instruction’’). The Judge of Liberties and Detention (‘‘Juge des 

libertés et de la détention’’) oversees the pre-trial detention procedure. 

The exercise of public action by the Public Prosecutor2 is governed by the opportunity 

principle with prosecutorial discretion3. The opportunity principle refers to the possibility of 

dismissing investigations. This principle applies in compliance with the principle of legality 

listed in Article 31 of the Code of Criminal Procedure. 

The French Public Prosecutor is submitted to the executive power4.  

These aspects imply that the prosecuting authority not only decide whether a suspect 

should be prosecuted5, but also which form should assume the proceeding.  

The Public Prosecutor is a party of the trial and a member of the judiciary like judges6. 

He carries out the Preliminary Inquiry phase since he has notice of a crime within his 

jurisdiction; he coordinates and directs the judicial police and then he participates to the 

Investigation and the Judgement phases. The Public Prosecutor represents the interest of the 

society and investigates both for prosecution and for defence in respect of victims, plaintiffs, 

and suspects’ rights7, in accordance with the principle of impartiality provided for in Article 31 

CCP.  

The French criminal system envisages a significant exception to the prosecutorial 

discretion of the Public Prosecutor within the field of PIF crimes: the so-called procedure of the 

‘‘Verrou de Bercy’’.  

The French Fiscal Administration partly retains the prerogative to decide whether to 

submit a fiscal fraud notice to the Public Prosecutor or to initiate an administrative procedure, 

2 Concerning their organisation and place in the judiciary, Public Prosecutors are associated to the Public 
Prosecutor’s Office (‘‘ministère public’’ or ‘‘parquet’’).  They are assisted by substitutes and deputies, 
recalling the principle of indivisibility of the Public Prosecutor’s entity stated by Article L.122-4 of the 
Code de l’organisation judiciaire.  
Public Prosecutors are hierarchically dependent of the General Prosecutor (‘‘Procureur Général’’), which 
is subject to the Ministry of Justice (specifically to its ‘‘Direction des Affaires Criminelles et de Grâces’’ -
DACG).  
In addition, Public Prosecutors of the Public Prosecutor’s Office are nominated by the President of the 
Republic on the Ministry of Justice’s proposal after the Superior Council of the Judiciary’s advice.  
3 Principe d’opportunité des poursuites ; see, for instance, Article 40-1 CCP. 
4 Article 30 CCP. 
5 Taking into consideration the general instructions and the criminal policy established by the Minister of 
Justice and/or eventual specific instructions by the General Public Prosecutor under Articles 39-1 and 39-
2 CCP. 
6 Article 1, Order n. 58-1270, 22.12.1958 and Article 66, Const. 4.10.1958.   
7 Article 39-3 CCP. 
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depending on the prior opinion of the Tax Offences Committee (‘‘Commission des infractions 

fiscales’’) 8.  

In this regard, Articles 1729 and 1741 of the General Tax Code (‘‘Code Général des 

Impôts’’) allow the cumulation of fiscal and criminal sanctions. 

The regulation of the French Public Prosecutor (‘‘statut’’) often triggers an inner     

competition with the Investigating Judge in terms of powers and competences.  

From this perspective, several authors advised on the implementation of this tendency 

after the entry in force of the European Delegated Prosecutor in France in 20219.  

The regulation of the French European Delegated Prosecutor stands out from the 

discipline of the ordinary Public Prosecutor and the Code of Criminal Procedure grants him 

many typical powers of the Investigating Judge.  

From an international point of view, the bond of the French Public Prosecutor with the 

executive power has been analysed in relevant case-law of the European Court of Human 

Rights, i.e. on the respect of Article 5 (1) and (3) of the European Convention on Human 

Rights10.   

8 As stated by Article L.10 of the Tax procedure handbook (‘‘Livre des procedures fiscales’’ - LPF), the 
Fiscal Administration is responsible for controlling declarations of taxpayers, acts on taxes, duties, levies, 
and fees as well as deductions, refunds or reimbursement files and sanctions.  
Until 2018, Article L.228 LPF provided for an exception to the opportunity principle with discretionary 
prosecution or to the plaintiff’s right to claim for the exercise of public action.  
Introduced in 1920, the Verrou de Bercy represented the monopoly of the Ministry of Finance on fiscal and 
tax fraud lawsuits. The Verrou de Bercy was firstly reduced in 2008. The Criminal Section of the French 
Supreme Court limited this mechanism concerning fiscal fraud laundering, enshrining its autonomous 
nature compared to the offences of fiscal fraud (Cour de cassation, Chambre criminelle, n. 07-82.977, 
20.2.2008).  
Secondly, Article 36 (1) (2) of Law n. 2018-898 of 23 October 2018 on the fight against fraud (the Anti-
Fraud Act) further narrowed this exception and reformed again Article L.228 LPF. Nowadays, the criminal 
proceeding could be initiated autonomously by the Public Prosecutor, without a former complaint of the 
Fiscal Administration. The Verrou de Bercy shall continue to apply in case of complaints concerning the 
application of criminal sanctions on direct taxes, VAT and other taxes on turnover, registration fees, land 
registration etc.: those are processed by the Fiscal Administration with the consent of the Tax Offences 
Committee. 
The Fiscal Administration have to report to the Public Prosecutor fiscal fraud cases encompassing the 
threshold value of 100 000 €. This threshold lowers at 50 000 € when files concern individuals with an 
electoral mandate and senior public officials evading taxes.  
See Circulaire relative à la réforme de la procédure de poursuite pénale de la fraude fiscale et au 
renforcement de la coopération entre l'administration fiscale et la Justice en matière de lutte contre la 
fraude fiscale, NOR : CP AE1832503C, 7.3.2019. 
9 See point 8. Bibliographical references. 
10 Before the referral to the Grande Chambre (ECtHR Medvedyev and others v France App n. 3394/03 [29 
March 2010]), in the case Medvedyev and others v. France the European Court of Human Rights observed 
that, in relation to Article 5 (1) of the Convention, the French Public Prosecutor: ‘‘is not a “competent legal 

authority” within the meaning the Court's case-law gives to that notion: as the applicants pointed out, he 
lacks the independence in respect of the executive to qualify as such (see Schiesser v. Switzerland, judgment 
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Nevertheless, the issue of the independence of the French Public Prosecutor as a Judicial 

Authority also binds to the Prosecutor’s statut11.  

The debate occurred once again in recent times, when in December 2019 the Court of 

Justice of the European Union questioned the liability of the French Prosecutor concerning the 

regulation of the European Arrest Warrant. The Court was called to establish if the status of the 

French Public Prosecutor met the requirements of the issuing judicial authorities of 

participation in the administration of justice, of guarantee of judicial review, and independence 

of the judiciary12. In this respect, the Court held that the French Public Prosecutor complied 

of 4 December 1979, series A no. 34, §§ 29-30)’’ (ECtHR, Medvedyev and others v France n. 3394/03 [10 
July 2008] paras 61-63).  
On these grounds, the independence of the French Public Prosecutor was targeted by another case, Moulin 
v. France, where the Court assessed if the French Public Prosecutor fulfilled Article 5(3)’s requirements in 

order to be qualified as a Judicial Authority: a «judge or […] other magistrate authorized by law to exercise 
judicial functions» (ECtHR Moulin v France n. 37104/06 [23 November 2010] paras. 55-62). 
At that time, Public Prosecutors could receive general and specific instructions (‘‘instructions 
individuelles’’) by the Garde the Sceaux, as stated by Article 5, Order n. 58-1270, 22.12.1958 relating to 
the status of the judiciary and reaffirmed in the Code of Criminal Procedure by Article 30 since the entry 
in force of Law of 9 March 2004. 
The Court confirmed the violation of Article 5 (3) of the Convention for the lack of independence of the 
French Public Prosecutor as a judicial authority ordering a measure of deprivation of liberty. 
The conclusions of the ECtHR were swiftly followed up also by the French jurisprudence of the Criminal 
Section of the Supreme Court (Cour de cassation, Chambre criminelle, n. 10-83.674, 15.12.2010). The 
Supreme Court recalled the decisions of the European judges by outlining that the French Public Prosecutor 
was not a Judicial Authority in accordance with Article 5(3) of the Convention because he did not present 
the independence and impartiality required and due to the link with the executive power. In addition, the 
Supreme Court argued, the Public Prosecutor was also both a member of the judiciary and a party of the 
criminal proceeding. 
Because of the rulings of the European Court of Human Rights, in 2013 Law n. 2013-669 prohibited the 
Ministry of Justice to address specific instructions to Public Prosecutors and reformed Article 30 CCP 
accordingly. 
11Article 5, Order n. 58-1270, 22.12.1958, still provides that ‘‘Prosecutors from the Public Prosecutor’s 

Office are placed under the direction and control of their hierarchical chiefs and under the authority of the 
Garde des Sceaux.  In Court, they may speak freely’’. 
In 2017 French Conseil Constitutionnel was seized of an overriding preliminary ruling on the 
constitutionality of the Public Prosecutor’s statut for its disregarding of the principles of independence of 
the judicial authority and of separation of powers (Article 64 Const. 4.10.1958).  The Conseil 
Constitutionnel ruled on the absence of unconstitutionality by recalling the multiple powers granted to 
Public Prosecutors, such as free exercise of public action, opportunity of prosecution, free speech at 
hearings and prohibition of receiving instruction from the Garde des Sceaux in individual cases since 2013. 
In its conclusions, the Conseil Constitutionnel highlighted that the independence of the Public Prosecutor 
must be reconciled with the government’s prerogatives especially in criminal policy, for instance based on 

Articles 20, 64 and 65 Const. 4.10.1958 (Conseil Constitutionnel, n. 2017-680 QPC, 8.12.2017).  
For a brief resume on the parquet’s status, see : Dalloz Actualité, Clarifier le statut du parquet pour 
restaurer la confiance, <https://www.dalloz-actualite.fr/node/clarifier-statut-du-parquet-pour-restaurer-
confiance >.  
For further and detailed information, also consult the Conseil Constitutionnel. Decision n. 2019-778 of 21 
March 2019, <https://www.conseil-constitutionnel.fr/decision/2019/2019778DC.htm>. 

12 Joined cases C-566/19 PPU and C-626/19 PPU JR and YC ECLI:EU:C:2019:1077. The Court recognised that 
the French Public Prosecutor fulfilled these requirements mainly due to the nature of the General Public 
Prosecutor’s instructions within the persistence of the strong hierarchical circuit and because of the effective 
judicial review.  
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with the requirements of independence provided within the notion of issuing judicial 

authorities. 

French criminal system outlaws the criminal liability of legal persons as a rule under     

Article 121-2 CC. The initiation of the criminal proceeding against the legal person is provided 

for in Article 706-43 CCP.  

The regulation of the criminal liability of legal persons in France have been often 

debated from both criminal law and criminal procedure perspectives13.  

The principle of criminal liability of legal persons has been introduced in 1994 as a 

reflected liability, namely for offences committed by their organs or representatives.         

Law n. 2004- 204 of 9 March 2004 (Law Perben II) has shifted the focus on the criminal 

liability of managers as natural persons whilst maintaining the rule of the cumulation of 

proceedings.  

Article 706-43 CCP provides for the legal representative to represent and defend the 

prosecuted legal person in Court. However, the legal person can be represented by every natural 

person with a delegation of authority issued to that purpose.  

Thereafter, French legislator regulated cases of conflict of interests that may occur 

between the liable legal person and the liable natural person. Indeed, the legal representative of 

the legal person at the time of allegations can be held criminally responsible. 

When both the legal representative and the legal person are prosecuted, Article 706-43 

CCP states the possibility to nominate a judicial administrator for representing the legal person, 

in the absence of suitable persons.  

 

 

See Eucrim, Recent Case Law of the CJEU on the European Arrest Warrant and its Impact on the EU 
Criminal Justice System, <https://eucrim.eu/articles/independence-of-public-prosecutors-offices/#docx-to-
html-fn28>.  
13 See a wide reconstruction mainly from the procedural point of view, e.g.: Conseil Constitutionnel, 
Commentaire de la décision n. 2020-865 QPC du 19 novembre 2020, Société Beiser environnement et autre 
(Requête aux fins de désignation d’un mandataire de justice par le représentant légal d’une personne 

morale), <https://www.conseil-
constitutionnel.fr/sites/default/files/as/root/bank_mm/decisions/2020865qpc/2020865qpc_ccc.pdf>. For a 
further criminal law reconstruction, consult: M-C Amauger-Lattes and C Mascala, ‘Les évolutions de la 

responsabilité pénale des personnes morales en droit de l'entreprise’ in X Bioy, La personnalité juridique 
(Presses de l’Université Toulouse 1 Capitole, LGDJ - Lextenso Editions 2013) 291-304.  
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2. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal 
system and other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the domestic 
level  
 

i. Measures adopted to implement the PIF Directive in the domestic legal 
system 
 

France transposed the Directive (EU) 2017/1371 on the 18 September 2019 through 

Order n. 2019-963, on the fight against fraud to the Union’s financial interests by 

means of criminal law14. The Order acted on the Criminal Code, the Criminal Procedure 

Code and the Customs Code (‘‘Code des douanes’’ - CD).  

Territorial jurisdiction of criminal law is provided for in Articles 113-6, 113-7, 113-

8 CC concerning the offences committed outside the French territory. The transposition of 

the PIF Directive (EU) 2017/1371 and the Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 into French law led 

the French legislator to adapt the discipline on territorial jurisdiction to the cross-border 

scope of these provisions.  

The Order n. 2019-963 modified the regulation of the territorial jurisdiction in case 

of crimes affecting the incomes, the expenses and the assets related to the budget of the 

European Union, the European Institutions and bodies or to budgets under their control.  

Article 113-14 CC provides for the application of French criminal law in case of 

PIF crimes committed by a French national abroad by derogating from the double jeopardy 

condition stated under Article 113-6 (2) CC and the preconditions to prosecution listed at 

Article 113-8 (2) CC, such as the former claim filed by the victim or the foreign prosecution 

authority.  

Namely, the crimes concerned are: swindling, breach of trust, misappropriation, 

active and passive corruption, counterfeiting and money laundering. 

The Order tightened the penalties for the offences and the attempts of breach of 

trust, misappropriation of public funds and passive and active corruption affecting incomes, 

expenses or assets related to the budget of the European Union, Institutions or bodies and 

14 Based on Article 202, Law n. 2019-486 of 22 May 2019 on the growth and the transformation of 
enterprises, (Law Pacte 2).  
See La Lettre de la DAJ, Ordonnance n° 2019-963 du 18 septembre 2019 relative à la lutte contre la fraude 
portant atteinte aux intérêts financiers de l'Union européenne au moyen du droit pénal, 
<https://kiosque.bercy.gouv.fr/alyas/msite/view/lettre-daj/12665> ; Légifrance, Rapport au Président de la 
République relatif à l'ordonnance n° 2019-963 du 18 septembre 2019 relative à la lutte contre la fraude 
portant atteinte aux intérêts financiers de l'Union européenne au moyen du droit pénal,  
<https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/jorf/id/JORFTEXT000039110163/>. 
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added the aggravating circumstance of committing the offence in group (‘‘bande 

organisée’’)15. 

On the side of the Customs law, new wilful crimes were introduced: customs fraud 

at export and import, acts of smuggling, importing and exporting without declaration and 

with false declaration when affecting European funds16. The offence of customs laundering 

was modified including a reference to the attempt to the financial interests of the European 

Union17.  

 

ii. Other criminal rules on financial crimes adopted at the domestic level

  

France’s legislation and prosecution tools on fighting financial crimes and fiscal 

frauds remarkably boosted in the latest 20 years, thereby proving a swift engagement of 

15 Creation of Article 314-1-1 CC Breach of trust affecting the incomes received, the expenses incurred or 
the assets from the budget of the European Union, the institutions or the bodies and agencies or from 
budgets managed and controlled directly by them: the penalty of 5 years of imprisonment increased to 7 
years, combined with a fine of 750 000 € if the crime is committed in group.  
At Article 432-15 (2) CC Embezzlement, misappropriation, subtraction or destruction of an act/title/public 
or private funds/related effects, parts or titles/any object due to its functions or mission by a public 
officer/responsible for a public service mission/public accountant/public depository/their subordinates: the 
amount of the fine increased to 2 000 000 € or, if more, to twice the proceeds of the offence, when the 

offences are committed by a group.  
At Article 433-4 (2) CC General embezzlement, misappropriation, subtraction, or destruction of an 
act/title/public or private funds/related effects, parts or titles/any object given to a person exercising a 
public function due to its functions or mission: the fine increased to 750 000 €.  
At Articles 432-11 CC (Passive corruption by a public officer/responsible for a public service’s 

mission/holder an elected public office); 433-1 CC (General active corruption of a public 
officer/responsible for a public service mission/holder an elected public office); 435-1 CC (Passive 
corruption by a public officer/responsible for a public service’s mission/holder an elected public office in 

a Foreign State or in a public international organisation); 435-3 CC (General active corruption of a public 
officer/responsible for a public service’s mission/holder an elected public office in a Foreign State or in a 

public international organisation): the fine increased to  2 000 000 € or, if more, to twice the proceeds of 
the offence, when the offences are committed by a group. 
16 A reference to the sanctions provided by the new Article 414-2 of the Code des douanes and to 
unintentional acts was included in Article 65 bis a (7) of the Customs Code. 
Article 414-2 CD on repressing smuggling and fraudulent import or export entered in force. 
See L Robiliard, ‘La lutte contre la fraude fiscale et les intérêts financiers de l'Union européenne - Dir. n. 
2019/713/UE, 17 avr. 2019, JOUE 15 mai, Ord. n. 2019-963, 18 sept. 2019, JO 19 sept.’, 30.9.2019, Dalloz 
Actualité <https://www.dalloz-actualite.fr/flash/lutte-contre-fraude-fiscale-et-interets-financiers-de-l-
union-europeenne >. 
17 Article 415 of the Customs Code was modified for punishing customs money laundering. A reference to 
the attempt to financial interests of the European Union was included as well as the aggravating 
circumstance of bande organisée. 
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the French Legislator on such serious offences and the full awareness of their transnational 

dimension18. 

 

a. Specialised jurisdictions in economic, financial and customs matters 

 

Law n. 2004-204 of 9 March 2004 on the adaptation of justice to the evolutions of 

criminality (Law Perben II) introduced the Juridictions Interrégionales Spécialisées - JIRS 

gathering Public Prosecutors and Investigating Judges with experience in fighting 

organised crime and financial delinquency in casefiles of high complexity (‘‘très grande 

complexité’’) as the major criteria to target their material jurisdiction19. The JIRS are settled 

in 8 jurisdictions (Paris, Lyon, Marseille, Lille, Rennes, Bordeaux, Nancy, Forte de France) 

and dispose of an extended territorial jurisdiction. 

This is because the competence of the JIRS in countering economic, financial and 

customs crimes is based on the transnational and European cooperation required by the 

litigation.  

 

The regulation of this specialised jurisdiction is laid down in Articles 704 to 704-4 

CCP.  

Article 704 CCP provides for the material competence of the JIRS in criminal law, 

customs law and tax law concerning fiscal and economic crimes:  

 Fraud: Articles 313-1, 313-2 and 313-2 (2) CC 

 Offences in public tenders: Article 313-6 CC 

 Breach of trust: Articles 314-1; 314-2 CC 

 Concealment: Articles 321-1, 321-2 CC and annexed infractions  

18 See C Huet, ‘Lectures appliquées comparées. Les autorités françaises et le parquet européen’ (2018) in 
F Baab, P Beauvais, M Delmas- Marty, C Huet, C Soulard and J Tricot, Dossier. Lectures du règlement 
instituant le Parquet européen, Revue de Science criminelle et de droit pénal comparé, 653- 658. 
19 The criterion of high complexity is notably assessed on the geographical range of casefiles, for their 
‘‘regional’’ nature. See Article 706-75 CCP and the Circulaire du 17 décembre 2019 relative à la 
compétence nationale concurrente du tribunal de grande instance et de la cour d’assises de Paris dans la 

lutte contre la criminalité organisée de très grande complexité, et à l’articulation du rôle des différents 

acteurs judiciaires en matière de lutte contre la criminalité organisée, Garde des Sceaux Ministry of 
Justice, CRIM : CRIM- 2019-21/Gl/29.11.2019, 4 ff. To know more about the recent updates of the 
jurisdiction of the JIRS, consult for instance : E Daoud, V Rigamonti, M Snitsar and L Coudon-Morini 
‘Circulaire du 4 octobre 2021 : Episode 3 - La saisine des juridictions spécialisées’, 10.11.2021, Dalloz 

Actualité <https://www.dalloz-actualite.fr/flash/circulaire-du-4-octobre-2021-episode-3-saisine-des-
juridictions-specialisees#:~:text=pr.-,p%C3%A9n.,du%2017%20d%C3%A9cembre%202019%20(Circ. 
>. 
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 Aggravated offence of non-justification of resources: Article 321-6-1 CC 

and annexed infractions  

 Money laundering: Articles 324-1 and 324-2 CC  

 Concussion, passive corruption, influence peddling, illegal conflict of 

interest, favouritism, subtraction, and misappropriation of goods committed by persons 

acting in the performance of any public function: Articles 432-10 - 432-15 CC 

 Active corruption and influence peddling committed by individuals: 

Articles 433-1 and 433-2 CC 

 Corruption and influence peddling within the judiciary: Articles 434-9; 

434-9-1 CC 

 Counterfeiting money: Articles 442-1 - 442-8 CC  

 Customs Code: Articles 414 (3); 414-2 (3); 415 (2)  

 General Tax Code: fiscal fraud offences at Articles 1741 - 1753 bis A 

 
 
 
 
 
b. Reinforced legislation against fiscal fraud and economic and financial 

criminality 
 

As explained by the Garde des Sceaux20, 2014 could be defined as the year in which 

the judiciary was equipped with new tools facilitating the discovery of infractions, 

reinforcing effective prosecution, and increasing the recovery of criminal assets, in line 

with a global public policy reflecting the resolution of the French Government to fight 

against all kinds of frauds and infringements to probity. 

Aimed at eradicating conflicts of interests and promoting transparency, Law n. 

2013-907 of 11 October 2013 addressed to the members of the Government and to the 

representatives within an electoral mandate the obligation to publish fiscal and patrimonial 

declarations against unjustified enrichments. 

20 Circulaire du 31 janvier 2014 de politique pénale relative au procureur de la République financier, NOR 
: JUSSD1402887C, <http://www.textes.justice.gouv.fr/art_pix/JUSD1402887C.pdf>. 
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According to Law n. 2013-907, Decree n. 2013-960 of 25 October 2013 created the 

Office Central de Lutte contre la Corruption et les Infractions Financières et Fiscales - 

OCLCIFF to implement the specialisation of the inquiry services of the judicial police. 

The OCLCIFF material competence concerns the infractions of criminal business 

law, fiscal frauds, probity attempts, infractions on policy financing and electoral fraud 

offences leading to very complex casefiles and the money laundering of those offences and 

connected infringements. The OCLCIFF is composed of the Brigade nationale de 

répression de la délinquance fiscal - BNRDF and the Brigade nationale de lutte contre la 

corruption et la criminalité financière - BNLCCF. 

Law n. 2013-1117 of 6 December 2013 on the fight against fiscal fraud and major 

economic and financial criminality brought a huge innovation in the system on multiple 

aspects 21.  

Concerning the legislation, the Law created new aggravating circumstances on 

fiscal fraud in Article 1741 CGI22. These aggravating circumstances represent the criteria 

for applying the fiscal inquiry judicial proceeding and for referring the Brigade nationale 

de répression de la délinquance fiscale under Article L.228 LPF.  

The penalty for the offences of aggravated and simple fiscal fraud increased. In 

particular, the penalty set for aggravated fraud was tightened up to 7 years of imprisonment 

plus a fine of 2 000 000 €. With regard to simple fiscal fraud, the penalty was modified in 

5 years of imprisonment plus a fine of 500 000 €. 

On the procedural side, the Law introduced a repenti status at Article 1741 CGI, 

leading to a reduction of the custodial sentence by half for the offender or the accomplice. 

On the side of the specialised judicial police and the Fiscal Administration, the 

innovation consisted of a broader scope of the judicial proceeding of fiscal inquiry and 

wider powers of control for the Fiscal Administration, for instance through an expanded 

prescription delay. 

21 Circulaire relative à la lutte contre la fraude fiscale, 22.5.2014, NOR : FCPE1412006C, 
<https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/download/pdf/circ?id=38332N>. 
22 Bande organisée; Bank accounts or contracts opened or subscribed within foreign organisms, declared 
or not; Natural or legal persons’ interposition or of any organism, fiducie or similar institution settled 
abroad, like trusts and foundations; Use of fake identity or documents under Article 441-1 CC or any other 
falsification; Fictional or artificial fiscal domiciliation abroad; Relying on fictional or artificial entities or 
on interposition of a fictional or artificial entity. 
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The Law has also intervened in the judiciary field. In particular, the special inquiry 

techniques and the derogatory investigation measures23 introduced by Law Perben II and 

applicable to organised crime, corruption, and influence peddling under Article 706-1-1 

CCP were extended to some financial and economic infractions, such as aggravated fiscal 

fraud and its laundering. These provisions entered in force at the same time of the National 

Financial Prosecutor, the 1 February 2014. 

 

c. Specialised and autonomous prosecuting authority 

 

Law n. 2013-1117 created the National Financial Prosecutor of the Republic within 

the Financial Public Prosecutor’s Office (‘‘Parquet National Financier’’ – PNF). A 

specialised Public Prosecutor’s Office entered in force in view of implementing the 

expertise of Public Prosecutors in counteracting highly complex fraud cases. Moreover, the 

creation of this specialised actor aimed at strengthening the collaboration of the prosecution 

authority with the Fiscal Administration on fiscal fraud complaints, with the Court of 

Auditors and the High Authority for public life transparency and with the Financial 

Authority of Markets (‘‘Autorité des marchés financiers’’- AMF) on stock market crimes.   

As provided for in Article 705 CCP ff., the action of the Parquet National Financier 

is focused on the offences of 24:  

 Corruption of foreign public agent (previously centralised mainly by the 

Public Prosecutor’s Office in Paris); 

 Probity crimes (corruption, influence peddling, concussion, illegal 

conflict of interests, revolving doors, favouritism, misappropriation of public funds, 

electoral fraud’s offences) when revealing the involvement of a high-level agent or in front 

of companies with a strong economic visibility whose participation in crime could provoke 

relevant financial or social effects;  

 Complex or international fiscal fraud also committed by mean of 

organised gang, i.e. under Articles 1741 CGI and L.228 LPF; 

23 Such as surveillance, infiltration, interception of phone calls, sonorisation and image fixing of places and 
vehicles, capture, storage and transfer of computer data. 
24 Articles 705 (1), 705 (7), 705 (5), 705 (3), 705 (6) CCP and the money laundering of those offences; 
More in detail, Circulaire relative à la lutte contre la fraude fiscal, NOR: JUSD2129778C, 4.10.2021, 
<http://www.justice.gouv.fr/bo/2021/20211029/JUSD2129778C.pdf >.  
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 VAT frauds of carousel type and carbon tax fraud by mean of organised 

fraud having an international dimension marked by the extent of the harm and the 

implication of multiple companies with financial arrangements and laundering circuits, 

using shielding structures and bank accounts opened in several countries. 

As pointed out by the Garde des Sceaux 25 and by Articles 705 and 705-1 CCP, the 

Parquet National Financier is referred about casefiles with a big national or international 

impact (e.g., fiscal paradises) as a key feature useful to characterise its skills against the 

high complexity criteria which applied also to the Juridictions Interrégionales 

Spécialisées. The PNF could be referred both during the Preliminary Inquiry and the 

Investigation. 

The Parquet National Financier has a national territorial jurisdiction that covers all 

the French territory. Accordingly, he has a power of recall the litigation from the 

jurisdictions of the Tribunal Judiciaire or the JIRS in the event of casefiles falling under 

his jurisdiction.  

 

The Parquet National Financier has a concurrent jurisdiction26 with the:  

 Tribunal correctionnel of Paris and the Investigating Judge: on crimes of 

corruption of foreign public officials provided for in Articles 435-1 to 435-10 CC; on the 

offences listed in Articles 433-1 and 433-2, 434-9 and 434-9-1 CC; on highly complex 

offences of private corruption and specified corruption under Articles 445-1 to 445-2-1 

CC; on the crimes sanctioned by Articles 432-10 to 432-15 CC. 

 Juridictions Interrégionales Spécialisées: on attempts to the probity of 

the public sector; influence peddling; illegal conflict of interests; revolving doors; 

favouritism; misappropriation of public funds; electoral frauds of great complexity; VAT 

frauds of great complexity; complex fiscal fraud offences and fiscal fraud committed in 

group (‘‘bande organisée’’) or under Article 450-1 CC; laundering of those infractions as 

well as of connected infractions. 

 

25 See Tribunal de Paris, La synthèse annuelle 2021 du Parquet National Financier, <https://www.tribunal-
de-paris.justice.fr/sites/default/files/2022-01/PNF-brochure_A5-2021%5B2%5D.pdf >. 
26 See E Daoud, V Rigamonti, M Snitsar and L Coudon-Morini ‘Circulaire du 4 octobre 2021 : Episode 3 
- La saisine des juridictions spécialisées’, 10.11.2021, Dalloz Actualité, cit. and the Circulaire relative à la 
lutte contre la fraude fiscal, NOR: JUSD2129778C, 4.10.2021, cit. 
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Law n. 2016-1691 of 9 December 2016 on transparency, fight of corruption and 

the modernisation of the economic life (Loi Sapin II) provided for multiple innovative 

outcomes. 

The Law introduced the French Anticorruption Agency (‘‘Agence Française 

Anticorruption’’ - AFA) appointed to prevent and punish corruption, influence peddling, 

illegal conflict of interest, misappropriation of public funds and favouritism mainly among 

public administration and enterprises.   

On the fight against corruption and influence peddling, the Law Sapin II established 

a vigilance program and a risk control and prevention mechanism run by the Agence 

Française Anticorruption. This compliance package could be addressed to both legal and 

natural persons prosecuted for those crimes. In case of legal persons, the Law referred to 

enterprises with at least 500 employees, within a holding including at least 500 employees 

or with a turnover of more than 100 000 000 € (Article 131-39-2 CCP). 

 

 

3. The adoption of the Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 

 

The Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 

October 2017 implementing enhanced cooperation on the establishment of the European Public 

Prosecutor’s Office (the EPPO) is legally binding in its entirety and directly enforceable in all 

Member States (Article 288 TFUE). The Regulation aimed at setting out a strengthened 

cooperation on the offences committed after the 20 November 2017 and affecting the financial 

interests of the European Union. Consequently, France modified its legislation to comply with 

the Regulation.  

Law n. 2020-1672 of 24 December 2020 on the Establishment of the European 

Public Prosecutor’s Office, the environmental justice and the specialised criminal justice 

introduced the European Delegated Prosecutor (‘‘Procureur Européen Délégué’’- PED) into 

French legal system.  

Due to the pandemic, the entry in force of the Procureur Européen Délégué was 

postponed to the 1 June 2021. The Office of the PED is settled in Paris and is composed by 5 

European Delegated Prosecutors. 
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       The jurisdiction of the French European Delegated Prosecutor covers all the French 

territory concerning the offences illustrated by Articles 4, 22, 23 and 25 of the Regulation (EU) 

2017/193927 (Article 696-108 CCP).  

Decree n. 2021-694 of 31 May 202128 provided that the French Procureur Européen 

Délégué is compulsorily competent for the following offences as well as for connected 

infractions (Article D47-1-31 CCP):  fraud at sect. 1, ch. III, title I, book III CC; breach of 

trust at sect.1, ch. IV, title I, book III CC; subtraction, misappropriation or destruction of 

goods at para (5), sect. 3, ch. II, title III, book IV CC; corruption at Articles 432-11, 433-1, 

435-1 and 435-3 CC; smuggling, fraudulent import or export at Articles 414-2 CD; 

laundering offences at Article 415 CD and laundering offences provided for in sect. 1, ch. IV, 

title II, book III CC when related to funds stemming from the above-mentioned crimes.  

The expertise of Procureur Européen Délégué occurs when those crimes produce a 

damage of more of 10 000 €. When the value of the damage is less than that amount, the 

European Delegated Prosecutor, in accordance with the Regulation on the ‘‘EPPO’’, shall 

proceed in the event of at least one the following conditions:  

 the impact of the case at the European Union level requires an inquiry 

 the suspects are administrators or agents of the European Union or members of 

the European Institutions 

Concerning VAT frauds, the European Delegated Prosecutor is competent to investigate 

on the above-mentioned crimes when:  

 the total amount of the damage corresponds at least to 10 000 000 € 

 the infringement is tied to the territory of minimum two States participating in 

the reinforced cooperation dedicated to the creation of the ‘‘EPPO’’29 

 

The regulation of the French Procureur Européen Délégué is peculiar when compared 

to the status of the French Public Prosecutor and the powers that are typical of the Juge 

d’Instruction. Based on the Regulation (EU) 2017/1939, the European Delegated Prosecutor is 

27 The Parquet National Financier, the concerned administrations, the other prosecution authorities, or the Juges 
d’Instruction must be deferred in favour of the Procureur Européen Délégué. 

28 Décret n. 2021-694 du 31 mai 2021 relatif au Parquet européen, 31.5.2021, NOR : JUSD2115808D. 
29 Article D47-1-32 CCP. 
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independent and autonomous from Member States30 and is in charge of both investigation and 

prosecution31. 

On the first aspect, in accordance with the Regulation, the French European Delegated 

Prosecutor is a French magistrate seconded to the ‘‘EPPO’’: an independent magistrate 

responding to the European Prosecutor. Moreover, the French European Delegated Prosecutor 

is not only completely independent and autonomous from the executive power but is also a 

member of the judiciary like ordinary prosecutors (Article 696-109 (2) CCP). 

Second, in accordance with Articles 4 and 13 of the Regulation, when competent, the 

French Delegated Prosecutor has the powers and the prerogatives of ordinary prosecutors and 

General Prosecutors as well as of the Juge d’Instruction (Article 696-109 (1) CCP). 

French legislator regulated the exercise of public action of the European Delegated 

Prosecutor not only based on the discipline of the Preliminary Inquiry but also on the special 

framework of the in flagrante delicto investigations (Articles 696-113, 696-114, 696-116 - 696-

120, 696-122, 696-123, 696-125, 696-127 ff. and 696-133 CCP). Besides, the French Delegated 

Prosecutor could act under the rules of the Investigation phase shall he decide to set an 

indictment, an assisted witness status or to lead investigations typical of this phase. 

 

4. Relevant provisions on Alternative Dispute Resolution in Criminal 
Matters and on simplified procedures for the non-judicial settlement of 
disputes 
 

30 See, for instance: Recitals 16, 18, 28, 32, 40, 43, 46, 98, 107, 111 and Articles 6 (1), 13, 16, 17. Rec. 32 
provides explicitly for: ‘‘The European Delegated Prosecutors should be an integral part of the EPPO and 
as such, when investigating and prosecuting offences within the competence of the EPPO, they should act 
exclusively on behalf and in the name of the EPPO on the territory of their respective Member State. This 
should entail granting them under this Regulation a functionally and legally independent status which is 
different from any status under national law.’’. 
31 See, for instance: Recitals 30, 33, 34, 68, 71, 78. Articles 1 (5), 5, 9, 10, 28, 30, 36. Recitals 33, 71 and 
78 highlight the goals of the Regulation on this subject : ‘‘(33) Notwithstanding their special status under 
this Regulation, the European Delegated Prosecutors should, during their term of office, also be members 
of the prosecution service of their Member State, namely a prosecutor or member of the judiciary, and 
should be granted by their Member State at least the same powers as national prosecutors. […] 
(71) In addition to the minimum set of investigation measures listed in this Regulation, European Delegated 
Prosecutors should be entitled to request or to order any measures which are available to prosecutors 
under national law in similar national cases. Availability should be ensured in all situations where the 
indicated investigative measure exists but may be subject to limitations in accordance with national law. 
[…] 
(78) This Regulation requires the EPPO to exercise the functions of a prosecutor, which includes taking 
decisions on a suspect or accused person’s indictment and the choice of the Member State whose courts 

will be competent to hear the prosecution.’’.  
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The French legal system provides for alternatives to prosecution since 1999, with the 

entry in force of Law n. 99-515 of 23 June 1999. The Law firstly allowed to deliver a criminal 

justice response to minor infringements. Later, the Directive (EU) 2012/29 establishing 

minimum standards on the rights, support and protection of victims of crime was transposed 

into French law through Law n. 2014-896 of 15 August 2014 on the individualisation of 

sentencing and the reinforcement of the effectiveness of criminal sanctions. The Law 

consolidated the notion of restorative justice in the French legal system. 

The setting of Alternative Dispute Resolution tools is linked to the opportunity principle 

in the exercise of the public action. Thereby, the Public Prosecutor is responsible to propose 

and manage alternatives to prosecution, with a residual prerogative of the Juge d’Instruction. 

Within the jurisdiction of the Public Prosecutor, the French criminal justice system 

provides for two macro-areas of measures according to the seriousness of the violations. A first 

category could be linked to minor infringements (Article 41-1 CCP). A second category could 

refer to major infringements mostly concerning standard offences and crimes (Articles 41-1-2, 

41-1-3, 41-2, 41-3 and 41-3-1 CCP).  

The French Public Prosecutor may opt for the first category of Alternative Dispute 

Resolution tools when he envisages that this kind of measures can ensure the compensation of 

the damage suffered by the victim and contribute to the rehabilitation of the offender.  

Namely, these measures are provided for in Article 41-1 CCP, depending on the 

seriousness of the infractions: the legal warning (‘‘rappel à loi’’), the community service 

(‘‘stage de lutte, de sensibilisation ou de citoyenneté’’), the compliance with law or regulation 

(‘‘mise en conformité avec la loi ou le règlement’’), the compensation of victim’s prejudice 

(‘‘réparation du préjudice de la victime’’), the banning or restraining order (‘‘interdiction de 

séjour ou de paraître’’ and the ‘‘interdiction de contact’’), the penal mediation (‘‘médiation 

pénale’’), the citizenship contribution (‘‘verser une contribution citoyenne’’), the municipal 

transaction (‘‘transaction auprès de la mairie’’).  

The procedure listed at Article 41-1 CCP suspends the running of Statutory Limitation 

of the offences. In case of inexecution of these measures, the Public Prosecutor may decide to 

proceed with a criminal settlement or to initiate a criminal proceeding in absence of new 

elements. 

According to the area covered by the report and based on the relevance of these 

measures for the European Delegated Prosecutor, this last part will focus on the second kind of 

Alternative Dispute Resolution measures: the Composition pénale, the Comparution sur 
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reconnaissance préalable de culpabilité - CRPC and the Convention Judiciaire d’Interêt public 

- CJIP.  

Since the European Public Prosecutor in France has the same powers of its eponymous 

in national law and of the Juge d’Instruction under certain conditions, he shall also have the 

jurisdiction for ordering the alternative procedures set out by Articles 41-1, 41-1-2, 41-1-3, 41-

2, 41-3 and 41-3-1 CCP as supported by the Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 at Recital 82 and 

Article 40 (1). 

                  In this regard,  Regulation (EU) 2017/1939 provides as follows:  

•  Article 40 : ‘‘Article 40 Simplified prosecution procedures 

1.   If the applicable national law provides for a simplified prosecution procedure 

aiming at the final disposal of a case on the basis of terms agreed with the suspect, the handling 

European Delegated Prosecutor may, in accordance with Article 10(3) and Article 35(1), 

propose to the competent Permanent Chamber to apply that procedure in accordance with the 

conditions provided for in national law. 

   Where the EPPO exercises a competence in respect of offences referred to in points 

(a) and (b) of Article 3(2) of Directive (EU) 2017/1371 and where the damage caused or likely 

to be caused to the Union’s financial interest does not exceed the damage caused or likely to 

be caused to another victim, the handling European Delegated Prosecutor shall consult 

national prosecution authorities before proposing to apply a simplified prosecution procedure. 

2.  The Permanent Chamber shall decide on the proposal of the handling European 

Delegated Prosecutor taking into account the following grounds: 

(a) the seriousness of the offence, based on in particular the damage caused; 

(b) the willingness of the suspected offender to repair the damage caused by the 

illegal conduct; 

(c) the use of the procedure would be in accordance with the general objectives and 

basic principles of the EPPO as set out in this Regulation. 

   The College shall, in accordance with Article 9(2), adopt guidelines on the application 

of those grounds. 

3. If the Permanent Chamber agrees with the proposal, the handling European 

Delegated Prosecutor shall apply the simplified prosecution procedure in accordance with the 

conditions provided for in national law and register it in the case management system. When 

the simplified prosecution procedure has been finalised upon fulfilment of the terms agreed 
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with the suspect, the Permanent Chamber shall instruct the European Delegated Prosecutor to 

act with a view to finally dispose of the case.’’ 

 

i.  The Criminal settlement 

 

Introduced into the French legal system in 2004 by Law n. 2004- 204 (Law Perben 

II), the criminal settlement is a negotiated measure of diversion consisting in an 

alternative to prosecution. The criminal settlement implies therefore a sanction 

without going through a trial, based on the former guilty plea of the offender. 

Articles 41-2, 41-3 and 41-3-1-A CCP regulate the discipline of the criminal 

settlement concerning legal persons, contraventions and natural persons.  

This alternative measure is built upon the principle whereby the offender, after a 

guilty plea on one or more standard offences punished with a fine or with 

imprisonment up to 5 years or on one or more connected contraventions, could 

receive a proposal of criminal settlement by the Public Prosecutor if the public 

action has not been engaged yet, the victim has not reported the offence, or the 

Investigating Judge has not initiated the investigations.  

After the acceptance of the criminal settlement by the offender, the Public 

Prosecutor submits the proposal to the President of the Tribunal Judiciaire for the 

validation. In case of refusal to validate the criminal settlement’s agreement, the 

decision is unappealable. The President of the Tribunal Judiciaire could assess and 

consider that the seriousness of the allegations, the personality of the offender, the 

condition of the victim or the interest of the society shall justify the resort to a 

different procedure. The validation of the procedure by the President of the Tribunal 

Judiciaire implies that this latter could hear the offender and the victim, eventually 

assisted by their lawyers. Since Law n. 2019-222 of 23 March 2019 of programming 

2018-2022 and reform for justice, however, the validation is not needed in the event 

of a standard offence punished by imprisonment up to 3 years and if the prescribed 

penalty is a fine of 3000 € or the seizure of goods for a corresponding value. 

If the offender does not accept the proposal or, after agreeing, he does not properly 

comply with the prescriptions, the Public Prosecutor must initiate the prosecution.  

Otherwise, the execution of a criminal settlement extinguishes the prosecution and 

is registered in the criminal records of the natural person. 
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Article 41-2 CCP outlines the rules and the conditions of the criminal settlement 

addressed to natural persons.  

In this regard, the criminal settlement has been conceived for standard offences 

punished by imprisonment up to 5 years or by a fine and for connected 

contraventions. The criminal settlement could cover a wide range of infractions: 

from minor violence, threats, thefts, drug dealing or consumption to degradations 

(e.g. tags), traffic violations (e.g. hit-and-run or drunk driving), breach of trust and 

frauds offences.  

Criminal settlement could include multiple obligations for the offender (18): the 

main one is the payment of a fine (‘‘amende de composition’’) to the Treasury. The 

amount of the fine cannot encompass the one of the fine foreseen as a penalty for 

the infraction. The payment of the fine could be phased and scheduled by the Public 

Prosecutor over a period of maximum one year. Article 41-2 CCP also includes the 

possibility to confiscate the corpus delicti or the proceeds of the infringement. 

Article 41-3 CCP provides for the regulation of the criminal settlement concerning 

contraventions. The contents of the criminal settlement can consist of the 

deprivation of the driver’s license, the hunting license or of the prohibition to issue 

cheques for a maximum of 3 months. The social work (‘‘travail d’intérêt général’’ 

- TIG) could be requested for a maximum of 30 hours in 3 months just in case of 

contraventions of the 5th class as well as for other measures listed in Article 41-2 

(2) - (5) and (8) CCP, unless the contravention is punished by some additional 

penalties under Article 131-16 CP. Article 41-2 (9) - (12) CCP does not apply to 

the criminal settlement for contraventions and the provision of the paragraph (6) of 

the same article does not apply in case of contraventions from the 1st to the 4th class.  

The validation of the criminal settlement is submitted to the Police Court 

(‘‘Tribunal de police’’). 

Article 41-3-1-A CCP refers to application of the criminal settlement to legal 

persons.  

This provision was recently included in the Code of Criminal Procedure by Article 

59 of Law n. 2019-222 of 23 March 2019. The aim of the provision was to expand 

the discipline of the criminal settlement provided for in Articles 41-2 and 41-3 CCP 

to legal persons.  
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Therefore, Article 41-2-1-A CCP defines the notion of legal person as the entity 

whose legal representative or any other person benefits, according to law or statutes, 

from a delegation of authority. By mean of the delegation of authority, the legal 

system recognises the criminal liability of the natural person having acted on behalf 

of the legal person. 

In particular, the regulation of the criminal settlement provided for in Articles 41-2 

and 41-3 CCP applies to legal persons concerning the compensation’s fine and the 

procedure to obtain the compensation of the damage for the victim. The maximum 

amount of the fine charged to the legal person could be five times the fine requested 

to the natural person.   

 

ii.   The Judicial Public Agreement  

  

The Law n. 2016-1691 of 9 December 2016 on transparency, fight of corruption 

and the modernisation of the economic life (Law Sapin II) sets out an alternative 

to prosecution addressed to the legal person indicted or accused of offences of 

corruption, influence peddling, fiscal fraud and related money laundering32 and 

associated infractions.  

The Judicial Public Agreement (‘‘Convention Judiciaire d’Intérêt Public’’ - CJIP) 

is      regulated by Article 41-1-2 (on PIF crimes) and Article 41-1-3 (on 

environmental crimes) CCP.  

The extension of the Judicial Public Agreement to environmental crimes is an 

innovation introduced by Law n. 2020-1672 of 24 December 2020, on the 

Establishment of the European Public Prosecutor’s Office, the environmental 

justice and the specialised criminal justice.                                 

The CJIP can be initiated both during the Preliminary inquiry conducted by the 

Public Prosecutor (i.e. when the public action has not been exercised yet) and during 

the Investigation phase (before the Juge d’Instruction), upon condition of the 

32 The Judicial Public Agreement was initially conceived as an alternative to prosecution just for one or 
more crimes listed in Articles 433-1, 433-2, 435-3, 435-4, 435-9, 435-10, 445-1, 445-1-1, 445-2, 445-2-1, 
434-9 (7) and 434-9-1 (2) of the Criminal Code; the laundering of crimes provided for in Articles 1741 and 
1743 of the Code Général des Impôts and associated infractions. The Law n. 2018-898 (the Anti- Fraud 
Act) extended the application of the CJIP to the offences of fiscal fraud as defined in Articles 1741 and 
1743 of the Code Général des Impôts.  
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fulfilment of one or more obligations borne by the legal person. If initiated during 

the Investigation phase, the CJIP has a suspensive effect of the judicial.  

According to Article 41-1-2 CCP, the Judicial Public Agreement provides for the 

payment of a Public Interest Fine to the Treasury. The amount of the fine must be 

proportionate to the advantages obtained by the crimes within the limit of the 30% 

of the average annual turnover, calculated on the latest three annual turnovers. The 

payment could be phased and scheduled by the Public Prosecutor over a period of 

maximum one year. Besides, the Agreement shall foresee the subjection of the legal 

person to a compliance program assuring the performance of measures and 

procedures set out by Article 131-39-2 (2) CCP, for a maximum of 3 years, under 

the control of the Agence Française Anticorruption. 

The initiative of proposing a Judicial Public Agreement is on the Public Prosecutor. 

If the legal person consents to the proposal and an agreement is reached and 

approved by the parties, the Convention Judiciaire d’Intérêt Public must be 

validated by the President of the Tribunal Judiciaire.  

The Law n. 2020-1672 of 24 December 2020 has implied both substantial and 

procedural changes to the provisions of the Judicial Public Agreement. First, it has 

extended the range of application of the CJIP by adding the laundering of the 

offences provided in for Article 41-1-2 CCP.  Second, Article 180-2 CCP, that 

outlines the procedure of the diversionary measure, was deeply modified.  

Moreover, the Law expressly included the possibility for the European Delegated 

Prosecutor to propose the Judicial Public Agreement at Article 696-132 CCP. 

       When the Convention Judiciaire d’Intérêt Public entered in force, the Decree n. 

2017 -660 of 27 April 2017 regulated the procedure by including a Section 2 bis in 

the second part of the Criminal Procedure Code (Chapter II, Title I, Book I).  

The correct execution of the Judicial Public Agreement leads to a dismissal order 

and to the extinction of the public action. The agreement is not registered in the 

criminal records of the legal person.  

       The core condition for proposing the agreement within the Investigation phase, as 

provided for in Article 180-2 CCP, was the guilty plea of the indicted legal person, 

meaning that the legal person had to recognise the facts as well as the definition of 

the offences.  
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The guilty plea condition has been repealed by Article 14 of Law n. 2020- 1672, 

aligning the Investigation to the Preliminary inquiry. 

       The cooperation of the legal person to the investigations is a common practice 

encouraged by the law enforcement authorities. The legal person can choose to 

collaborate by leading internal inquiries, self-reporting or providing useful 

information and documents. The cooperation of the offender could therefore be 

positively assessed within the mitigating circumstances in favour of the offender 

during the 3-months’ phase of negotiations in order to determine the public interest 

fine and related obligations. 

       The conclusion of a Judicial Public Agreement could fail in three cases: if, within 

3 months from the Public Prosecutor’s request and the beginning of negotiations, 

the agreement has not been reached; if the President of the Tribunal Judiciaire 

refuses to validate the agreement; if the legal person exercises the right of 

withdrawal within 10 days after the deal.  

       After the validation of the agreement by the President of the Tribunal Judiciaire, 

the order of validation and the agreement are published by the law enforcement 

authorities.  

 

iii.  The Plea-bargaining  

 

The French plea-bargaining (‘‘Comparution sur reconnaissance préalable de 

culpabilité’’ -CRPC) represents an alternative to judgement addressed to natural 

persons. 

The Comparution sur reconnaissance préalable de culpabilité was created by Law 

n. 2004-204 (Law Perben II). Its discipline is provided for in by Articles 495-7 to 

495-16 CCP.  

The measure applies to the offences punished by an imprisonment’s penalty of 5 

years maximum, upon the guilty plea of the offender. The CRPC could be initiated 

during the Preliminary Inquiry or the Investigation phase (Article 180-1 CCP). 

The plea-bargaining could be proposed by the Public Prosecutor or by the 

Investigating Judge upon request or with the consent of the Public Prosecutor, the 

indicted person assisted by lawyer, or the plaintiff.  
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The Public Prosecutor could prescribe a penalty of imprisonment or the payment of 

a fine.  

The penalty of imprisonment shall be of maximum 3 years or shall not exceed the 

half of the sanction provided for the offence. Accordingly, the amount of the fine 

shall not encompass the amount of the fine indicated as a sanction for the offence. 

The plea- bargaining agreement could also include additional penalties, bans or 

disqualification penalties. In addition, the Public Prosecutor may opt for a 

suspended decision on the application of the penalties or for disposing the 

immediate incarceration of the offender.  

The indicted person can immediately accept or refuse the proposal or demand a 

time of reflection of maximum 10 days. In this regard, the Public Prosecutor, if 

deemed appropriate, could decide to place the indicted person under judicial 

supervision, to order the wearing of the electronic bracelet or to arrange the pre-

trial detention before the Judge of Liberties and Detention if the proposed sanction 

is equal or higher than 2 months of incarceration.  

If the offender refuses the proposal of plea-bargaining, the Public Prosecutor refers 

the Criminal Court (‘‘Tribunal correctionnel’’) for an ordinary criminal 

proceeding.  

In case of acceptance, the next phase is a public hearing of homologation before the 

Criminal Court. In this latter, the indicted person, and optionally the victim, can be 

heard by the Judge.  

                 The Court could refuse the homologation of the agreement if considers that the 

offender does not recognise the allegations and/or does not accept the penalties 

proposed. The Judge also assesses the merits of the proposal: he could reject the 

agreement based on the inadequacy of the sanctions or on the seriousness of the 

allegations requiring a committal for trial rather than an alternative to judgement. 

The order of homologation of the plea- bargaining shall be immediately 

enforceable, enabling the registration of the plea-bargaining in the criminal records 

of the offender. The decision could be appealed by the offender and the Public 

Prosecutor within 10 days. The appeal of the Public Prosecutor could also lead to 

an increase of the penalties initially provided for in the agreement.  
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5. The accused and the damaged party in the ADR procedure 

 

i. The accused party 

 

The rights of the accused party within these Alternative Dispute Resolution 

measures related to PIF crimes mainly reflect the foundation of the diversion 

proceeding: the guilty plea of the accused party, the consensual nature of the 

procedures and the information of the parties.  

The described measures provide benefits for the accused party and for the French 

criminal justice system based on rewarding and deflationary mechanisms.  

Nonetheless, it can be noted how these aspects partially differ in each of the 

measures.  

On the rewarding mechanism, the criminal settlement and the Judicial Public 

Agreement outlines two alternatives to prosecution meanwhile the Plea-bargaining 

consists of an alternative to judgement. Nonetheless the repeal of the guilty plea 

condition within the Judicial Public Agreement can imply the emergence of a 

reinforced trend of negotiated justice in the field of PIF, economic and financial 

crimes, detrimental to the restorative justice. 

In general, when the measures are addressed to legal persons it could be observed 

that the elements of negotiation are prevailing the restorative aims. 

These measures provide for the right to legal assistance of the accused party and for 

the judicial review of the decision under certain circumstances. 

The role of negotiations is crucial in determining the contents of the agreements, 

whilst the judicial review may play a formal role of control without intervening on 

the merits of the proposals, for instance in the hearing of validation. Conversely, 

concerning the hearing of homologation, the judicial authority can substantially 

review the proposal: indeed, the decision of the Judge can be appealed by the 

parties.  

The difference of the two phases, the negotiations and the judicial review, is also 

visible from the point of view of the publicity: normally, the negotiations are 

confidential; on the contrary, the hearing before the court is either public or open to 

the victim.  
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Considered the importance of negotiations between the accused party and the Public 

Prosecutor, the right of defence of the accused party is safeguarded within the 

framework of the procedure of the alternative dispute resolution. The accused 

person retains the right of withdrawal from the agreement or to take time to reflect 

before the acceptance of the proposal, in general for a maximum of 10 days.  

The cooperation of the accused party does not represent a legal provision but a 

common practice and could be assessed as a mitigating circumstance in determining 

the content of the proposal. The correct execution of the measure leads to a 

dismissal order, the extinction of the criminal liability or to a reduced penalty. The 

exercise of the right of withdrawal from the agreement, like within the Judicial 

Public Agreement, implies that the documents and the information provided to the 

Public Prosecutor by the accused person cannot be reused before a judicial 

authority. In general, the information and the declarations released during the ADR 

procedures cannot be employed before a judicial authority33. 

 

          ii. The damaged party 

 

In the described framework of the Alternative Dispute Resolution measures 

relevant to PIF crimes, the victim is mainly granted the recognition of a civil claim 

before the court. Indeed, the presence of the victim is not always compulsory and 

depends on his activation as a plaintiff or as a civil party. In this respect, the 

damaged party could be assisted by a lawyer, i.e. in the hearings, for determining 

his prejudice.   

The Public Prosecutor has the obligation to inform and notify the victim during the 

procedure and the latter has often an advisory role within negotiations with limited 

chance to directly determine the contents of the agreements. The consent of the 

victim is necessary in defining the form of the compensation (as an indemnity or as 

a restitution of the damaged goods).  

It can be noticed that the moments of direct dialogue between the author and the 

victim are not foreseen with an educational aim of rehabilitation of the offender and 

33 Concerning the Comparution sur reconnaissance préalable de culpabilité, see Cour de cassation, 
Chambre criminelle n. 18-83.059, 16.4.2019. 
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as a remedy to the damages. The victim has mostly the right to be heard by the 

Judge and to communicate with the Public Prosecutor.  

 

a. The Criminal settlement  

 

When the victim is identified and unless the author proves the former compensation 

of the damage, the Public Prosecutor shall propose him to compensate any resulting 

damage within 6 months, notifying the victim about the procedure. The 

compensation of the damage may also consist of the replacement of the damaged 

good, if the victim agrees. 

The execution of the criminal settlement averts the public prosecution. However, 

the victim retains the right to ask the Public Prosecutor to sue the offender for 

obtaining a civil decision on damages and being plaintiff in the suit. In case of 

success, the victim could also demand an order of payment according to the Code 

of Civil Procedure. 

 

b. The Judicial Public Agreement  

 

Once identified, the victim must be notified of the initiation of the procedure. The 

victim has the right to be heard in order to assess the damage suffered and the 

compensation due by the legal person, but this has no direct impact on the definition 

of the amount of the indemnity (Article 41-1-2 (1) (5) CCP). 

During the Preliminary inquiry, the victim has no power to claim the activation or 

the validation of the agreement or to appeal against it. Anyway, within the criminal 

proceeding it is granted the possibility to file a civil claim.  

 

c. The Plea- bargaining  

 

The victim must be notified of the initiation of the procedure before the hearing of 

homologation and could be assisted by a lawyer. If the Investigating Judge decide 

to initiate a plea-bargaining procedure and a civil party has joined the criminal 

proceeding, before referring to the Public Prosecutor, the Judge must acknowledge 
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the observations of the civil party or, if there is a plaintiff, the Judge must obtain 

his agreement (Article 180-1 CCP). 

       The procedure of the plea- bargaining does not prevent the victim from becoming 

a civil party (‘‘partie civile’’) and claiming the damage’s compensation through the 

payment of a reparation before or during the hearing of homologation. 

       The presence of the victim during the hearing of homologation is not compulsory. 

If absent, the victim can assert his claims only if he has formerly joined the 

procedure as a civil party. However, the Judge has the power to either accept or 

refuse his claims.  

       The victim retains the right to appeal the decision on the homologation. Moreover, 

the victim has the right to file a civil claim within a new criminal proceeding.  

  

 

  

6. Observations on the functioning of the ne bis in idem-principle 

 

The ne bis in idem principle is set out by Article 4 of the Protocol n. 7 to the European 

Convention of Human Rights (ECHR). The European Union consolidates it at Article 50 of the 

Charter of Fundamental Rights.  

In the French legal system, the ne bis in idem is provided for in Article 386 CCP. 

ADR tools suspend public action and the running of the Statutory Limitation on the 

basis of opportunity principle exercised by the Public Prosecutor (Article 40-1 CCP).  

However, it is deemed appropriate to highlight that, in the event of a breach in the 

execution of the measures, the Public Prosecutor shall retain the possibility of initiating or 

resuming the criminal proceeding or the prosecution.  

The Criminal Section of the French Supreme Court reaffirmed the persistence of the 

public action even in case of complete fulfilment of one of the alternative measures provided 

for in article 41 CCP for minor offences34.  

         

34 Cour de Cassation, Chambre Criminelle, n. 11-80.003, 21.6.2011, 
<https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/juri/id/JURITEXT000024252739>. For a deepened analysis on the 
subject, see for instance L Belfanti, ‘De la révocabilité du rappel à la loi en particulier et des alternatives 
aux poursuites en général’ (2011) Actualité Juridique. Pénal 584 ff. 
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Article 6 CCP refers to the means of extinction of the public action. Paragraph 3 of the 

Article stipulates that public action can be extinguished also by mean of transaction upon an 

explicit legal provision, through the execution of a criminal settlement (Article 41-2 CCP) and 

in case of the withdrawal of a complaint when the latter represents a precondition to initiate 

prosecution.  

Following the above-mentioned ruling of the Supreme Court, it can be therefore 

concluded that, except for criminal settlement, when it comes to other alternatives to 

prosecution or judgement, the extinction of the public action should be checked case by case.  

Moreover, it can be deducted that the extinction of the public action occurs when the 

judicial decisions on the alternatives to prosecution or judgement have force of res iudicata. 

 

7. Evaluation of the concrete impact of the ADR procedures 

 

The French framework of ADR measures addressed to PIF crimes is mainly the result 

of recent reforms intended to implement restorative justice and to boost the prerogatives of 

Public Prosecutors in this field. 

Alternatives to judgement and the criminal settlement represent indeed a remarkable 

part within the workload of the French Public Prosecutor’s Offices. Among prosecutable cases, 

more than 35% gives rise to one alternative measure and almost the 5% to a criminal 

settlement35. Statistically, almost half of the alternative measures are a legal warning. Regarding 

the criminal settlement, the fine is the most chosen remedy. The Law Commission of the Sénat 

notices that, with none of these measures, a high number of casefiles would be dismissed.  

In 2018, the impact assessment of the Law n. 2019-222 estimated that, considering the 

success of the ADR tools, namely of the criminal settlement and the plea-bargaining, their 

modifications were meant to enhance, enlarge, and simplify their use since such provisions 

modernised the criminal justice system and enabled to deliver an effective, faster, and more 

pedagogical criminal justice’s response36.  

35 See Ministry of Justice, Chiffres- clés de la justice 2020 and 2021, 
<http://www.justice.gouv.fr/statistiques-10054/chiffres-cles-de-la-justice-10303/les-chiffres-cles-de-la-
justice-edition-2020-33620.html > and <http://www.justice.gouv.fr/statistiques-10054/chiffres-cles-de-la-
justice-10303/les-chiffres-cles-de-la-justice-edition-2021-34138.html >; Proposition de loi améliorant 
l'efficacité de la justice de proximité et de la réponse pénale, Rapport n. 352 (2020-2021), M. Alain Marc, 
fait au nom de la commission des lois constitutionnelles, de législation, du suffrage universel, du Règlement 
et d’administration, Sénat, 10.2.2021. 
36 Consult the Impact assessement of the Projet de loi de programmation 2018-2022 et de réforme pour la 
justice, NOR : JUST1806695L/Bleue-1, 309. 
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Law n. 2021-401 of 8 April 2021 improving the efficiency of local justice and the 

criminal justice’s response37 strengthened the regulation of restorative measures related to 

minor criminal infringements. 

Law n. 2021-401 modified the regulation of the criminal settlement regarding the 

contents (for instance, by increasing the time dedicated to social work) and the simplification 

of the procedure (i.e. on contraventions, by introducing an exemption from the validation of the 

judge). 

Indeed, the Law extended the possibility for the Public Prosecutor to order the seizure 

of goods or to apply a restraining order to the offender. Another peculiar innovation was the 

citizenship contribution (‘‘stage de citoyenneté’’): a measure that impose a fine whilst 

conveying a pedagogical and symbolic message consisting in addressing the amount of the fine 

to the budget of an association in charge of supporting victims.  

         As provided by Articles 10-2 and 41 CCP, the victims can be represented and 

helped during the judicial proceedings by an association, designated by the Ministry of Justice 

under the conditions set out by Articles D.1-12-1 CCP and ff.  

By means of the citizenship contribution, the aim beneath the Law n. 2021-401 was 

therefore to implement the intervention of the Public Prosecutor in the ADR field by relying 

more on associations providing aid and assistance to victims.  

Indeed, France Victimes, the leading French victim’s federation gathering 130 

associations, has a budget of 50 000 000 € mostly supplied by the Ministry of Justice. In 2019, 

nearly 300 000 persons have benefited from the services of these associations. In seven out of 

ten cases, the victims were referred to an association by the police, the gendarmerie or the 

judge.  

It has been noticed how the main target contacting the associations were the victims of 

physical injuries rather than the victims of property crimes, with a strong representation of 

victims of domestic violence38.  

 

                                                 

37 Loi n. 2021-401 du 8 avril 2021 améliorant l'efficacité de la justice de proximité et de la réponse pénale, 
NOR : JUSX2029266L. 
38 As remarked by the Proposition de loi améliorant l'efficacité de la justice de proximité et de la réponse 
pénale, Rapport n. 352 (2020-2021), M. Alain Marc, fait au nom de la commission des lois 
constitutionnelles, de législation, du suffrage universel, du Règlement et d’administration, Sénat, 
10.2.2021, 8. 
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